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Introduction

How To READ THIS BOOK

In this book several articles were incorporated and integrated which have been
published or accepted for publication in national and international professional
journals~ Since the psychobiosocial model proposed in this book requires a
multidisciplinary approach for unraveling the multiple causation of
psychobiological illness~ it may be difficult reading for those who have
specialised in one particular field and are not familiar with other fieldst We have
tried to diminish this problem by including at the end of the book a Glossary with
a brief definition of those terms with which the reader may be unfamiliar~ Jhese
terms will be denoted by a I t~
Nevertheless~ the problem remains that clinicians may find the statistical and
methodological deliberations of Chapter IV difficult to followt On the other hand~
a biological psychiatrist or an empirically oriented research psychologist may find
it hard to either follow or Iswallowt the psychoanalytical hermeneutics of Chapter
II and III ~ In general~ however~ this book is built up in such a way that the
contents of a chapter are best understood if one takes pains to carefully read the
foregoing chapters right from the startt Readers without a formal psychological or
medical training or affinity might prefer starting with Section S of Chapter IV
~~Implications for medico~legal practicef~~ to be followed by Section Z of Chapter
V ffransgenerational aspects of juvenile delinquencyttttt ~ ~ ~ only afterwards to
undertake the reading of the whole book~ beginning with Chapter It

In order to familiarise oneself with the subject matter of this book from the
beginning~ the reader may go through the case histories before starting readingt
The contents of the Chapters and Sections are briefly summarised beneath their
headings~

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT STUDY

The discoveries and attainments of biological psychiatry during the last decade
have caused an impressive paradigmatic shift in the Kuhnian sense of the word~
Just as after the discovery of the spirochaeta pallidal as the primary cause of
dementia paralytica~ previously entertained hypotheses of its causation were
discarded~ the ~primacy of the emotions~ seems to have been definitively replaced
by the tno~nonsenset messages of neurotransmitters and of genetically
preprogrammed moleculair~biological processest

On the other hand~ psychoanalysis and~ along with it~ the whole body of
psychodynamic thought and reasoning~ seems to have retreated from everyday
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clinical practice and especially from the psychiatric wards to the Cluxury~
backwaters of private practice~ As such~ psychoanalysis or psychoanalytically
oriented psychotherapy~ qualifies at most for the treatment of a few carefully
selected~ so~called ~ego~strongl clients~
Persons who are more seriously injured and~ as such~ do not possess enough
~egotstrength~ Candlor corresponding financial resources~ do not come under
consideration and disappear ~ sometimes literally ~ into the already crowded
Icare~~oriented mental health facilities where the term ~curet has been definitively
crossed off the list of the treatment goalst This is especially the case when
psychotic disintegration is involved~ as~ for instance~ under a diagnosis of ~bipolar
disorder~~ fformerly called Imanic~depressive psychosis~~~ or under that of
Ischizophrenic disorder~ according to DSM~IV ~American Psychiatric
Association~ E APAj ~ lgg~~t For instance Cand surprising though it may sound~~ in
most of the large Dutch psychiatric institutions careful history~taking of newly
admitted patients is either entirely omitted ~ or~ when nonetheless part of the
protocol~ is conducted in a superficial and desultory fashion without any
deductions or consequences for the treatment plan~~
Thanks to this policy a large reservoir of psychodynamic and family
therapeutic knowledge is in danger of getting lost for clinical psychiatry~ as well
as for the next generations of psychiatric residents~ Authors who are well~known
for their careful clinical observations as well as for their theoretical contributions
to this field are Frieda Fromm~Reichmann C IgSO~ ~ Paul Federn C IgSZ~~ Gregory
Bateson~ Donald Jackson~ Haley~ and Weakland ~lgSb~ ~ Wynne and Singer
~lg~~ Theodore Lidz C lgbS~~ Salvador Minuchin ~lOtto Kernberg C l W b~ ~
and Boszormenyi~Nagy ~ l g U ~t As this vast body of descriptive and theoretical
knowledge passes into oblivion~ clinical psychiatry reverts more and more to
what may be called ~nosological reductionism~~~ in order to retain at least some
grasp on the complexity of clinical phenomenat
Such a trend may manifest itself as a ~reificationt~ of classifications such as e~g t
represented by the DSMt treating those subdivisions ~ which are based on consensus
rather than on research ~ as if they were real and discrete disease~entities in the
medical sense of the word sharing the same cause and the same treatment ~Tsuang~
lgl l ~t Precisely those experienced biological~psychiatric researchers who have

~ When summarising the evidence obtained from clinical studies one could state that
about three out of four psychiatric patients who ever were admitted to a psychiatric ward
reportedly had gone through or witnessed one or more severe traumatic experi ences ~
extreme neglect as a child ~ incest~ rape~ violence ~ fatal accidents ~ R c ~ t ~See ~ for instance~
Beck and V an der Kolk~ Igg T~ Davidson ~ Kudler ~ and Smith ~ IIIO~ Davidson an d
Smith~ IIgO~ Herman ~ llgb~ Herman~ Russell~ and Trocki ~ lgHb ~ Jacobson an d
Richardson~ IgH T~ In the light of these findings any crisis~intervention ~ and
particularly so when admission to a psychiatric ward has become necessary ~ should be
at least accompanied by an in~depth inquiry about possible traumatic childhood an d
family experi ences as well as about possible recent precipitating stressorst
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become aware of problems like co~morbidity and the complex interactions between
genetic and environmental influences~ alert us to the methodological and
epistemological pitfalls of such an excessive ~nosological preoccupation~~ as Van
Praag ~llgl~ has called the simplifying tendencies described abovet This neo~
Kraepelinian approach~ however~ is in spite of its dubious scientific underpinning
rather welcome to policymakers~ as it creates an illusion of exactness and~ along with
it~ augments fantasies of steering and controlt

INTENTIONALITY

The achievements of biological psychiatry and of psychopharmacology have
forced us to rethink our traditional views on the relationship between the brain
and its structures on the one hand and the representational world of the mind and
of emotional life on the othert
In this book an attempt is made to describe ~ analyse ~ and delineate some of the
traumatic~emotional and psychodynamic factors which might be involved in the
causation of ce rtain psychiatric and psychosomatic illnessest When trying to do
this an essential issue to be dealt with is the need to make up our minds with
respect to the truth or falseness of reductionistic I explanations of mental disease ~
as opposed to explanations th at are based upon an assumption of tintentionality~
or Ime an ingfulness~ of the phenomena at hand ~Bolton and Hill ~ lggb~t In order to
make this point clear I shall give a brief exposé of the philosophical concept of
intentionality t
The term ~intentionality ~ was borrowed from certain Scholastic w ri ters by
Fr an z Brentano
a German philosopher and psychologist ~ Brentano used
the term intentionality when wishing to refer to the defining characteristic of the
mindtt As such ~ it indicates ~aboutness~ or ~object~directednesstt Thus ~ if a person
has an emotion toward an object ~ e ~ gt ~ love ~ fear~ or pity t he has an intentional
att itude toward it ~Shaffer ~ lglgjOne of the characteristics of intentionality is
that which medieval Scholastics sometimes called t inexistence~ t a man may be
intentionally related to an object that does not in fact exist ~ or to an event which
in fact does not occur ~Shaffer ~ l g JgjHence ~ the term ~intentionalt may also
apply to our relationships with so~called l inte rn al objectst~ itct the mental
representations of objects ~ persons ~ ideals ~ wi th whom or with which an
affective connection exists or existedt The analysis of how an object comes to
have meaning for consciousness ~ and of how consciousness relates to the object is
called lintentional analysis ~~ or the analysis of the constitution of meaning ~
A rough distinction can be made between the things that happen to a person
and the th ings he does ~ or makes happen ~ Shaffer ~ M l~ quotes Wittgenstein in
putting this question as followsi Itttt what is left over if I subtract the fact that my
arm goes up from the fact that I raise my armT I ~pt M~t Intentionality is~
therefore~ essentially connected with ~ either intended or unintended ~ object~
related action ~ This may even apply to such an allegedly ~passive ~ function as
perception ~ Bolton and Hill C lggb ~ p ~ I S~ say in this connectiont W undamental to
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empiricism was the view of sense~experience as being a passive reflection of
reality~ whereas~ by contrast~ experience in post~empiricism is active ~ in various
senses but including that experience rand cognition generally~ is essentially in
the service of action~I
For the present purpose I shall use the term intentionali ty as applying to states or
to systems carrying information ~ so~called pragmatic information I ~Von
Lucadou~ lgHg~z ~ which has the potential of giving ri se to object~directed or
objecttrelated action ~
Non~intentional processes ~ or the non~intentional causali ty of physico~
chemical processes ~ can only be defined in negative terms ~ in the sense that they
are lacking all the features that characterise intentionality ~ In living systems ~ non~
intentional causality is subordinate to intentional causali ty in the sense that It
intentional processes ~ whether psychological or not~ take advantage of the
physical properties of matter in order to achieve their endst ~ C Bolton and Hill ~
Iggb~ P t Z ~ t
The most urgent basic questions to be asked now are~ To what extent are
mental phenomena ~ and mental illnesses in particular ~ both formally and as
regards content ~ reducible to Inon~intentional ~ i~ et non~object~related and
essentially meaningless~ brain processes~l ~ t ~~ t directly to be followed by a second
question in which the arrow of causali ty seems to point in the opposite directiont
~To what extent and under which circumstances could neuronal processes ror
already existing neuronal disturbancesj be made subserv ient to the dramatising
forces of the mind and its emotions ~ in that they become instrumental in
conveying and dramatising a Imessagel ofpast trauma and~or of inner conflic O rt
If one summari ses these two questions in a more colloquial manner they boil
down toi Are psychiatric disorders merely I~chaotic ~~ and senseless ~ or do they
convey a ~ ~messagell or meaning~ ~ ~In a much broader and philosophical sense
this may be generalised to the dialectics connected with the ~ matter over mindt
versus tmind over mattert problemt~
The foregoing considerations logically lead to the following premiset Once the
meaning or intentionali ty of a psychobiological disturbance can be established ~
all biophysical processes leading to that disturbance must be considered to be as
well intentionally caused~ or exploitedt Throughout this study the adjective
~ psychobiologicalt will be used as representing a condensation of two different
contentions or meaningst C a~ both psychiatric and psychosomatic disturbances are
manifestations of altered neurobiological functioning ~ and C b~ these
neurobiological disturbances or deflections may be caused or secondarily
~exploited~ by strong emotions and emotional conflicts which strive for being
expressed ~

Should one admit to the premorbid l existence of a ~ non~intentional t structural
disturbance of neurobiological functioning ~ the intentional causative process may
Z

See Section bt l t
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be said to secondarily take advantage of this disturbed function~ jhis second
possibility could e~g~ apply to the premorbid neuropsychological deficits found in
some cases of schizophreniat See Chapter VI~ Section l ~ for a more thorough
treatment of these premisest~

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The writing of this book ~ in the form of a dissertation ~ was primarily
motivated by a strong wish to take up the challenge posed by the above two basic
questionst I was bound to accomplish this in a rather untPopperianl fashion~ itet
by trying to make a reasonable case for the second proposition~ namely the very
possibility of there being an objecttrelated and meaningful ~tintentional~ ~
causation of mental disorder~ rather than by trying to refute the ubiquitous
validity of the first~ ~reductionistict proposition ~itet mental disturbance as the
~haphazardj by~product of derailed physico~chemical processes~~ The reasons for
taking this approach are twofoldi
C a~ Refutation of a ~reductionist ~ or ~non~intentionall hypothesis is utterly
impossible because we know quite a few instances in which mental disturbance
is ~ indeed ~ caused by exogenous toxic agents which directly impinge upon ~ and
interact with ~ the Ihardware~ of the braint Examples of it are the deliria caused by
typhoid fever and some other infectious diseases ~ or substance~related mental
disturbances Camphetamines ~ opioids ~ alcohol~~ Though in these disturbances the
contents of the mental productions Challucinations ~ delusions k ct~ often seem to
be dictated or simply coloured by the suffererfs past experiences ~ they are
formally caused by a non~purposeful or ~non~intentional~ dis ruption of
neurobiological functioning ~
Therefore~ we cannot completely exclude the possibility that in cases where no
such exogenous agent has been found ~ the observed mental disturbance may also
be formally caused by other~ as yet unknown ~ essentially non~intentional and
non~emotional agents or processes ~ whether gene~related or of exogenous I toxic
o ri gin ~ which interfere with neuronal functioningt ~
~b~ In view of our lack of verified knowledge about the laws governing
lintentional causality~ and those governing the interactions between emotions and
the brain~ we find ourselves still in the heuristicl stage of Iplural N m l
observations~ or~ at best~ of Imultiple Nm l studies~t Apparently~ as yet we have not

j Bolton and Hill ~ l glb~ seem to be somewhat ambiguous in this regardt In one place
they staw Vt seems then that in clear cases of dysfunction or disease at least some of
the causal story does not entail intentional~causal processes~I ~pt D~~ However~ in
another place ~p~ DZ~ they leave open the possibility that psychological disorder may
have intentional ori gins~
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been able to build research hypotheses which could be subjected to quantitative
multivari ate testingt ~See Chapter lVt~ So far~ existing theo ries about ~intentional
causation~ ~ such as those offered by psycho an alysis or by certain family~
therapeutic schools ~ may at best show us the way in qualitative multivari ate
research by providing the relevan t research va ri ables as well as the necessary
insight into their interconnectionst However ~ with a few exceptionsa these
theories have as yet not been sufficiently operationalised to permit us to submit
them to attempts at falsification or kprelimina ry~ acceptance with the help of
controlled quantitative research~
The last~mentioned point ~ the lack of a comprehensive an d falsifiable l theo ry
about t intentionalt causality ~ has led me to propose a model which could help us
to describe and explain some of the interactions between emotional expe ri ence
and brain function in the causation of psychiatri c and psychosomatic disturbance
or~ in sho rt ~ of psychobiological illnesst The basic thought underlying this model
is the conjecture that in the ~causal chain~ leading to psychobiological disease ~
psychotraumatic experiences ~ including transgenerationally induced psychotoxic
influences ~ could play the role of necessa ry conditions~ in addition to other
necessary conditions such as hereditary factors or physical birth trauma ~
The case histo ri es described in this book may already serv e as p ri ma~facie
evidence in suppo rt of the hypothesis that emotions ~ and trauma~related emotions
in particular~ strive for dramatisationt In order to reach this goal they may either
take advantage of already existing neurobiological or physical disturbances
~perhaps Case X an d some of the delinquent boys described in Section StZ~ ~ or
they may themselves reate the ve ry disturb ances through which they convey their
~distorted~ message ~Cases I~ IV~ V~ VIII~ XIV and XV~t
The present state of our knowledge renders it as yet impossible to issue
statements about the extent to which psychotraumatic expe ri ences are inevitably
needed in the causation of psychobiological diseases for which no clear toxic or
degenerative organic cause can be foundt Are they absolute necessary
conditionst~ such as the tubercle bacillus for the causation of tuberculosis ~see
Chapter IV~ ~ or are there instances of
non~toxic and non~degenerative
psychobiological disease in which they can be lacking ~ being fully replaced by
lnon~intentional~ causes which are as yet unknow O The answer to this question is
a Some of these exceptions are~ the studies of Brown and Harri s ~l W H~ IIRb~ about a
connection between early loss of the mother an d the development of depressive illness
in adult life~ studies of Matussek an d May ~ l gH l Il IgO~~ an d of Matussek an d Neuner
~ l IH l ~~ about a connection between early and recent losses respectively~ and th e
occurrence of depressive illness~ a study by Matussek~ T ri ebel~ Diekman ~ and Hoschka
~ l IgO~ about the relationship between maternal overprotection an d the early onset of
schizophrenia and my own l W b study ~De Graaf~ l Tlb~ IIIIS~ about a possible
connection between traumatic childhood experiences on the one han d~ and the
susceptibility to various stressors of combat as well as the severity of the ensuing post~
traumatic disturb an ce on the other ~see Section Z tg an d ~ at T a of Section ~t l~
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very important but can only be determined by future researcht

TRANSGENERATIONAL TRAUMATIZATION

As already indicated above~ the transgenerational transmission of parental and
even of grandparental trauma might be a neglected but important factor in the
causation of psychobiological disease in the offspring~ I became acquainted with
this problem for the first time when working in Israel as a resident psychiatrist
with hospitalised psychotic adolescent girls and their families ~De Graaf~ M S ~
De Graaf and Oei~ lgg~~ Chapter V~ Section a of this bookj~ When serving
shortly afterwards as a military psychiatrist in the Israeli army I also found that
the psychological and psychiatric problems~ including psychosis~ of the soldiers
treated by me were closely connected with a parental history of persecution or
severe object~loss during the Holocaust~
After my return to the Netherlands I pursued my inquiries into this theme and
extended them to the offspring of resistance fighters and of military veterans ~De
Graaf~ IIHb~ ~ Op den Velde and De Graaf~ lgHSj ~ In the light of recent
newspaper articles and publications about a disproportionally high delinquency
rate in certain groups of allochtonous youth~ I wondered whether this might not
also be a ~second generationt phenomenon~ pursuant to parental trauma and guilty
feelings evoked by the uprooting and estrangement when having to separate from
a both highly traditional and ~trauma~rich~ family backgroundt This hypothesis of
transgenerational trauma underlying the development of juvenile delinquency
was first tested by me in a small sample of four autochthonous youths who were
inmates of a penitentiaryt The results of this small pilot~investigation~ which lend
support to the transgenerational hypothesis ~De Graaf~ lMa~ are described in
Chapter V of this book~ These preliminary results already warrant an extension of
the investigation to ~multiple NmI studies~~ or perhaps even to controlled
statistical research using a larger number of indivuals~ and preferably also
including allochtonous adolescentst

PRE~TRAUMATIC SENSITISATION ~ THE PERSONAL SENSITISATION FACTOR AND
CONGRUENT LIFE EVENTS

When trying to explain and describe psychobiological illness in terms of an
interaction between past and present traumatic emotional experience and the
neurobiological structures and processes of the brain~ I had to concentrate
particularly upon ~past as well as contemporary~ environmental factors that had
contributed~ or might have done so~ to the causation of psychobiological illnesst
When an identifiable traumatic event has immediately preceded the outbreak of
the illness this connection may be easily laidt Things become more complicated~
however~ when no such traumatic event can be identified ~ which is a rule rather
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than the exception ~ or when a long time has elapsed~ etg~ three or more decades~
since the occurrence of that traumatic event~ In such cases I had to infer the
existence of a Personal Sensitisation Factor ~PSF~ ~ representing a dormant
intrapsychic~ conflict resulting from the internalisation of an early traumatic
experience or traumatic object~relationship which had sensitised the individual to
life~events ~congruentt with the original traumatic experiencet Accordingly~ the
precipitating life~event ~ or Itrigger event~ ~ is called Congruent Life Event ~CLE~ ~
In this connection I developed the proposition that the ego is not a mere passive
victim of the violent stimuli and threats impinging upon it~ but that it plays a
much more active role in the process of traumatisationt This active role is not
confined to the process of poswraumatic mastering or coping ~which is
Horowitzls view~~ but is thought to extend to the very ~pre~traumatic~ moment at
which the event is perceived~ This event may be used by the ego as a Istepping~
stone~ in order to project on it aggressive parts of the self ~ constituting the PSF ~
which the ego strives to expel~
In this connection a distinction is made between Iqualitative~dynamicl and
Iquantitative~energeticl approaches to or concepts of traumat According to the
former~ traumatisation is said to occur when earlier ~traumatic~ life experiences
are projected upon the recent stressor~ according to the second approach
traumatisation is said to occur as soon as the ~objectivet properties of the
contemporary stressor ~ such as duration or Iseverityt ~ exceed a certain boundary
value~ The so~called ~delayed reactions ~to trauma~~ seem to argue in favour of the
qualitative~dynamic aspect of traumatisatiow a seemingly trivial and ~in the eyes
of others~ utterly non~threatening incident may stir up and reactivate
psychotraumatic experiences from a remote pastt On the other hand~ the
quantitative~energetic approach to trauma stresses an aspect which cannot be
easily dismissed either~ it is not at all realistic to assign to e~g~ a one yearts stay in
a German extermination camp the same traumatic ~weight~ as to for example
merely moving to another home~ which may elicit in a person traumatic childhood
memories of bereavementt Accordingly~ the quantitative~energetic aspects of the
traumatisation process come to the fore to the extent to which the CLE represents
a direct threat to the organism~s physical survival ~ or to the extent to which the
CLE occurs during such a life~threatening situation~ The quantitative~energetic
aspect determines therefore the point at which the individual threshold is
exceeded and the ~traumatic spark~ will spread~ Elaborating on the notion of a
Istimulus barrier~~ ~ as postulated by Freud ~ the PSF can be envisaged as a
Ireceptor sitet located in this barrier~ facilitating or even tattracting~ the
apperception of events which are congruent~ or in tune~~ with the PSF~s
constituents~ ~This is in keeping with the notion of perception as an intentional
activity~ as stated abovet~ These and other propositions are discussed in Section Z
of Chapter It
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NEUROBIOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF THE IMPACT OF TRAUMA

Chapter I concludes with an attempt to integrate the above clinical
observations and considerations with the findings of recent biological~psychiatric
researchts Basing myself upon the practical and theoretical work of such authors
as Kolb~ Van der Kolk~ Kandel~ LeDoux~ Post~ Yehuda~ and Krystal~ I came to
postulate the existence of a Permanent Traumatic Memory System ~PTMS~ which
is functionally tightly connected to the amygdalal~hippocampall system~
Accordingly~ the Congruent Life Event ~CLE~ can be neurobiologically defined
as representing It ~~ t ~ t a fragment of indeterminate~ preconscious~ sensory
information to which the organism secondarily attaches the meaning of acute
danger by virtue of its formal resemblance to traumatic or conflictual images
stored in the hippocampall~amygdaloidl emotional memory systemtt~ In the light
of clinical observations about the CLE ~ which in this respect greatly resembles
the sotcalled day~residue which becomes incorporated in the formation of a
dream ~ we must conclude that traumatic memories are stored in a Iholistic~~ i~et
condensed and pars~pro~toto fashion~ that is~ in a Ilanguage~ which probably is
also utilised in ~primary process~ thinking~

DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHODYNAMICSt THE CONCEPT OF ~ BAD AUTONOMOUS SELF ~

Chapter II delves more deeply into the origins and psychodynamics of the PSF
as well as into the psychodynamics of the process of traumatisationt The
observations and considerations dealt with in this Chapter~ eventually led me to
the proposition of a comprehensive object~relational model of personality
development which attempts to integrate the findings of stress research with
psychoanalytic observations and theories about child~ and personality
developmentt In developing this model I have elaborated on the thoughts and
observations of psychoanalytical object~relationists such as Spitz~ Melanie Klein~
Fairbairn~ Mahler~ and Kernberg~ In this connection I also made use of my
experiences as a military psychiatrist during the so~called Yom Kippur War of
Ig Il while treating Israeli soldiers who had to be evacuated to the rear because
of an intractable Combat Stress Reaction ~CSR~t Two case histories are
presented~ which together rather characteristically represent the psychodynamic
mechanisms which were typically found in this group of soldierst For the analysis
of these two TI~I studiest I made use of so~called working hypotheses ~ i~et
tentative conclusions based on what I believe to be an optimal psychodynamic
interpretation of the cases at handt

This Chapter also offers a description of the psychodynamic mechanisms
S This paragraph does not appear in the original publicationt I have added it for th e
purpose of this book~ It may be difficult to follow for those not well grounded in neuro ~
anatomy and neurobiology~
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underlying early splitting operationst Starting from the observations of René Spitz
on mother~child interactions in cases of Early Infantile Eczema C EIE~ and his and
Wolfets work dealing with Anaclytic Depressionl ~AD~ in abandoned infants~ it
is posited that the term psychosomatic solution I may be applied to a form of
splitting in which a part of the body~self is equated with an unbearable rbad~
aspect of the ~retintrojected~ object~ and successively becomes split off and
sequestratedt This sequestration is accompanied by actual pathophysiological
alterations in the organ system involved~ which cause the latter to become
literally~ i~et physically~ ill~ expelled and annihilatedt This early form of tabsolute~
splitting is thought to be characteristic of traumatisation during~ or adult
regression back to~ that early stage of development which Melanie Klein
~ l g l Sll ISZ~ has denoted as representing the ~paranoidtschizoidt position~ As the
infant matures the boundaries between mother and child become more defined~
resulting in the development of what I have called tautonomous self and ~bad
autonomous childt~ respectivelyt These concepts are derived from the theme of
separation~individuation ~Mahler~ IIbH~ and that of autonomy CKestenberg~
l Ibbjt ~Autonomous self is thought to represent that part of the self which is the
seat of the child~s drive or striving towards separation~individuation and
autonomy~ whereas Ibad autonomous self is conceived of as containing the
feelings of frustration and anger about Cinevitable~ maternal interference with the
child~s ~personal rhythmsf~ Since ~bad autonomous self is felt to ~hurt~ the feelings
of the mother more than anything else~ it could play a key role in Anaclytic
Depression~ where it is completely sequestrated after having ~caused~~ in the
abandoned childts eyes~ the disappearance of its mother~ In the next
developmental stage~ Ibad autonomous self is posited as giving rise to the
~depressive position~ as conceived by Melanie Klein ~ l g lSll gSZj~ characterised
by the mechanism known as ~reparation of the object~~ and by the establishment
of a relationship of mutual concern between mother and childt Parental
interference with their childts need for independence~ and the consequent
development of a particularly aggressive and guilt~ridden ~bad autonomous self is
especially prone to occur in those cases in which the parent him~ or herself has
been traumatically separated from the grandparents ~ as occurred in survivors of
the Holocaust ~ or when the parent harbours strong guilty feelings about his or her
alleged Idisobediencet towards the grandparents~ e~g~ because of a marriage
against the latterst wishes~ CThis latter theme will be discussed in ChtIII ~ ~

THE DEPRESSOGENIC DYADp

The ultimate aim of introjecting the parent~child dyad ~ as a whole is thought to
be to pa rtly undo the ~ real or anticipated ~ separation from the parentt The
depressogenic dyad can be described in general terms as consisting of the dyadic
introject Ibad autonomous self H ~suffering~ abandonecl ideally good motherl~
and represents the structural derivative of the depressive position as conceived by
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Melanie Klein~ In contrast with the sequestration or labsolutet splitting of the
preceding schizoid~paranoid phase~ the depressogenic dyad is characterised by a
form of splitting which has remained incomplete~ giving rise to what may
accordingly be called a ~division of the self~ as opposed to the Idisruption of the
self which occurs in the absolute splitting of the psychosomatic solutiont
The depressogenic dyad and the accompanying division of the self may
manifest itself clinically as a depressive illness or as an anxiety disorder~ as soon
as something happens which reactivates the original separation guiltt However~ it
may also result in a neurotic partner~choice ~Section ZtS~ in which the partner is
projectively identified Csee afterwards~ with either the Ibad child~ or the ~suffering
parentt part of the depressogenic dyad~ or it may become extemalised in the
relationship with a child of the individual ~Ch ~ III and Sections StZ and S ~I ~t

THE I g~b ISRAELI STUDY OF VETERANS OF THE YOM KIPPUR WAR

The above psychodynamic concepts are illustrated with the help of findings
from a multivariate statistical study of MO Israeli veterans of the l Wa Yom
Kippur War~ in which the same concepts were used for building the research
hypothesest This investigation was carried out as early as lglb~ in the context of
my ~basic sciences~ training while I was serving in the army~ However~ I hesitated
to have the results published outside the army setting because of the complexity
of the psychoanalytical concepts underlying the research hypotheses~ which made
it virtually impossible to report the contents in a concise form~ Furthermore~
following the introduction in~ O N of PTSD as an officially accepted diagnosis~
the concept of post~traumatic disturbance for a long time was narrowed to a
physiological reaction to a quantifiable stressor~ with little or no place for
psychological factors contributing to its pathogenesislt Consequently~ my own
findings contrasted strongly with those of clinical investigators who did not find
any significant relationship between pre~service and premorbid personality
characteristics andlor various socio~demographic variables on the one hand and
PTSD morbidity on the otherb ~ Lately~ however~ a few studies have been
published with findings similar to those of my own I ~ investigation ~De Graaf~
I g lb~ McCranie~ Hyer~ Boudewyns and Woods~ I ggZ ~ Zaidi and Foy~ I IgA~ see
b In Vietnam veterans~ Foy~ Carroll~ and Donahoe~ lgS I ~ Foy~ Sipprelle~ Rueger~ and
Carroll~ IISa~ Gallers~ Foy~ and Donahoe~ IIHS~ as cited by Foy et alt II U ~ Solkoff~
Gray~ and Keill~ I Jgb~ in Israeli veteransi Solomon and Oppenheimer~ l Igb~ Solomon~
IIHII~ Solomon and Benbenishti~ IIHb~t However~ without exception these authors
employed a very narrow definition of PTSD excluding as lunwantedf co~morbidityl or
categorically the more severe posMraumatic disturbances such as addictions and
personality disorderst Investigators using a much broader definition of PTSD~ such as
the Mississippi Scale for Combat~Related PTSD as well as the PTSD subscale of the
MMPI ~Zaidi and Foy~ lgga~ did find significant positive relationships between the
severity of PTSD and traumatic childhood experiences~
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also Section l
The items of the symptom checkAist of the II ~ b study were determined by a

panel of six colleagues~ including myself~ who had gained much experience with
the treatment of soldiers suffering from chronic PTSDt ~
The results all pointed in the same direction and strongly supported our main
research hypothesis~ that is the assumption of an interaction between the stressors
of combat on the one hand and on the other adverse childhood experiences~
problems in the realm of separation~individuation~ and contemporary object~
relations~ in generating both a vulnerability to combat stress and a proclivity
towards severe posWraumatic impairmentt Of the combat stressors~ the factor
called ~survival traumal appeared to be especially pathogenict Of the family
background variables~ the factors toverprotective mothert~ taggressive fathert~ and
~withdrawn fathert stood out because of their relatively high correlations with both
vulnerability to and severity of posmraumatic disturbancet The correlations of
these factors amongst themselves point to the existence of distinct problems in
the oedipal sphere~ The importance of contemporary object relations became
manifest in the markedly prominent statistical relationship between ~number of
symptoms~ on the one hand and the factors Iphobictdependentl spouse~ and ~wife
knows bestt on the othert

INTEGRATING THE PSYCHODYNAMIC MODEL WITH THE FINDINGS OF BIOLOGICAL~
PSYCHIATRIC RESEARCH

Quite surprisingly~ the views developed by the afore~mentioned psychoanalytic
scholars have found strong suppo rt in recent results of biological~psychiatri c
research~ according to which the neurophysiological~ capabilities of th e adult to
respond to stress appear to be moulded by early life experiences ~Breier~ Kelsoe ~
and Kirwin~ l gHS~ Krystal~ l ggO~ Perry~ Southwick~ Yehuda~ an d Giller~ l ggO~
Suoumi~ lgHb~~ In this connection especially mention should be made of th e
studies on mate rn al deprivation in monkeys C Suoumi~ ~ the model of Inescapable
Shock ~Seligman and Maier ~ Igb~~ Van der Kolk ~ Greenberg ~ Boyd~ and Krystal ~
IgSS~~ studies of the influence of prolonged stress on th e economy of
neurohormones and neurotransmitters CPerry et al~~ lggO ~ Van der Kolk ~ lggbb~
Yehuda ~ Giller~ Southwick ~ Lowy~ and Mason~ lggl~~ studies demonstrating the
sequelae of bereavement in the form of depression and increased morbidi ty an d
mo rtality C Stroebe and Stroebe~
lg F~ Weiner~
lgll~~ studies of
neuroendocrinological changes C Van Dyke and Kaufman~ l gS l ~ ~ and
immunological abnormalities ~ all pointing to the existence of a diminished
resistance against infectious and neoplastic diseases ~Herbert and Cohen ~ l gg l ~ ~

i When applying a retrospective analysis to the ratings of this panel~ the symptoms
which subsequently came to be included in the DSM~defined PTSD complex stand out
as representing by far the mildest form of post~traumatic disturbance C p K~OOI ~~
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Above all~ the work done by biological psychiatrists makes it unequivocally
clear that monocausal paradigms should definitively belong to the pasc in the
causation of illness ~ and for that matter also mental illness ~ one has to account
for the concurrence and interaction of genetic factors and pre~ and perinatal
experiences~ as well as for that of early and contemporary object~relations and
possible traumatic experiencest
The so~called ~multiconditional~ causality of psychobiological disease is~ in my
opinion~ one of the main reasons why we are not able to predict certain
phenomena ~ such as~ for instance~ the relapse of a delinquent into his old patternt
At best~ psychiatrists can make ~cautiousj probabilistic statements~ provided that
~a~ they know the cultural and family background~ the obstetrical history~ and
virtually all personal circumstances of the individual concerned~ and~ that ~b j they
know how these circumstances could work in interaction and in conjunction with
the individual~s family background and endowment~
This means that on an epistemological level~ psychiatry as a scientific
discipline in its current state still has much in common with sciences such as
history~ evolutionary biology~ and cosmology which are~ at best~ interpretive
~hermeneuticalj sciences~ able to explain certain phenomena only retrospectively~

FROM HERMENEUTICS TO
METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

EMPIRICISMi

PERTINENT

EPISTEMOLOGICAL

AND

Chapter IV ~ From hermeneutics to empiricism tttl ~ deals with the
methodological and epistemological problems and questions which of necessity
arise when trying to convert psychoanalytic reasoning and concepts into testable
research hypothesest Hermeneutics may be defined as a theory~ or theoretical
method~ which concerns itself with the art of interpreting a peculiarity or ~oddity~
in a text~ or for that matter~ a ~behavioural anomaly~ ~Mooij and Widdershoven~
lIIZ~t In the course of the twentieth century this methodological concept has
been broadened~ encompassing as such also the understanding and interpretation
of individual meaning in a socio~historical and ontogeneticO contextt In clinical
and forensic psychiatry~ as well as in psychosomatic medicine~ the hermeneutic
method is indispensable for discovering the intentionality of a biopsychological
disturbancet
Chapter IV~ and the considerations and solutions proposed in it~ must be seen
as representing a modest attempt at finding a method by which the hermeneutical
considerations and conclusions of psychoanalysis may be rendered amenable to
scientific exploration~ with the ultimate aim of setting up falsifiable research
hypothesest Since personally I have become convinced ~ through many years of
clinical work t of the great potential relevance of certain modem psychoanalytic
theories and concepts for understanding and explaining both individual
behavioural anomalies and pathological developments in society at large~ I
consider it a major challenge~ to search for ways in which these psychoanalytic

propositions can be integrated into general scientific thought~
Being neither trained as a methodologist nor as a statistician~ and also in view
of the relative novelty of this enterprise~ I was greatly helped by the comments of
some experienced methodologists and of clinical workers who declared
themselves willing to read the preceding drafts of this Chapter~g
The reader may be surprised to find this methodological Chapter located only
halfway through this book~ and not right at the beginningt The reason for having
done this is the consideration that the methodological themes and examples dealt
with in this Chapter are best understood if one has first gotten some insight into
the kind of hermeneutic reasoning which is typical of the psychoanalytic
disciplinet
If~ in the future~ we do want to be able to predict certain phenomena we should
first attain a much clearer picture of the many variables and their mode of
interaction which could have produced the observed phenomenon~ e~g~ a disease~
in individual casest For~ only then shall we be able to build hypotheses for
quantitative ~ and perhaps even predictive ~ research which take into account the
multiconditional nature of pathogenesislt This could imply that in those instances
we shall have to also revert to qualitative research of the Icases at hand~ in the
form of ~plural N~l observations~~ to be followed up by ~multiple N m l studies~ as
a necessary preliminary stage and preparation for ~controlled~ quantitative
research~ At this level of research the method of qualititative comparison as
advocated by Ragin ClM~ may be the tool of choicet As a comparative
sociologist~ occupying himself with an analysis of the complicated political
processes in Third World countries ~ Ragin was primarily concerned with
disentangling Icausal complexity~ in a limited number of cases with the aid of
Boolean~ techniques~ As such~ his method seems also to be most relevant for the
unravelling of the multiple interacting causes underlying and impinging upon the
developmental histories of individuals~ which is the primary object of
psychoanalytical investigationst According to Ragin~s qualitative comparative
method ~
outcomes are analyzed in terms of intersections of conditions~ and it
is usually assumed that any of the several combinations of conditions might
produce a certain outcome~l ~Ragin~ l M~ p ~ x~t The application of Boolean
approach to samples consisting of multivariate Nml observations~ as well as the
epistemological and methodological problems connected with deriving testable
research hypotheses from this approach to qualitative comparative research are
discussed in Chapter IV of this book~
~ I am much indebted to In A~J~M~ Slijkerman~ ecologist at the University of
Wageningen ~ Drt S~ Schouten~ research psychologist at the Utrecht University~ Drs~ A~
de Graaf~ physicist at the Eindhoven University of Technology~ Drst J~ von Gleich~
psychiatrist~ Dr~ AtW~ Goedhart~ mathematicianImethodologist at the Section of Childt
and Adolescent Psychiatry of Leiden University~ and ProftDr~ Jt Hagenaars ~
methodologist at the Tilburg University of Brabant~ for their constructive critical
comments and for their willingness to engage in a way of thought which often was far
removed from their ownt
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PSYCHOBIOLOGY

In the light of the recent findings in the realm of biological~psychiatric and
stress research~ there is by now overwhelming evidence that psychiatric illnesses
such as depression~ anxiety states~ or psychosis are manifestations of
pathologically altered neuronal and neurohumorall systemst Likewise~ evidence
is piling up that the nervous system ~ including the autonomous nervous system t
is also involved in the pathophysiological processes underlying a large number of
physical ailments~ including infectious~ allergic~ autoimmune~ and neoplastic
diseases~ that is~ in diseases which are accompanied by pathological alterations of
immunological defence mechanisms ~Ader~ Cohen and Felten~ IIgS J~ A large
number of animal and human studies implicate psychosocial factors in the
predisposition to and initiation and progression of diseases in which the immune
system seems to be involvedt Though the chain of psychophysiological events has
not yet been firmly established~ changes in several components of antibody and
cell~mediated immunity have been associated with naturally occurring and
experimentally induced traumatic~emotional states ~Ader~ II U ~ Van Dyke and
Kaufman~ l M ~ see also the section about the pathogenesis of multiple sclerosis
in ChtV of this book for further referencesjt
In view of the intimate and mutual connections between the nervous system
and the immune system~ both by direct innervationl and by the transmission of
neurohumoral messages to each other~ both systems can be considered to be
components of one single~ integrated defence systemt In the light of these
considerations~ reports about a possible connection between an autoimmune
disease like multiple sclerosis and childhood and recent trauma ~De Graaf~
Aghassy~ and Van Walbeek~ lgg~~ Franklin~ Nelson~ Heaton~ Burks~ and
Thompson~ IgHH ~ Paris~ lggO ~ Warren~ Greenhill~ and Warren~ MIJ deserve
serious attention~
There are strong indications that also in mental disease~ in particular the group
of schizophrenias~ pathological alterations of the immune system are involved~ as
manifested by immunoglobulin and lymphocyte abnormalities as well as by an
increased incidence of nonspecific autoimmune reactions kAgius and Arnason~
l gg l ~ Solomon and Amkraut~ l M ~ ~ Research in this direction is strongly
hampered by both nosological and genetic heterogeneity and by the possible
immunological consequences of concurrent pharmacological treatmentt An
important argument in favour of the assumption of an autoimmune genesis of
certain types of schizophrenia is the mosaic~like nature of their hereditary
occurrence and their linkage with specific HLA~types ~Stites and Ten~ MIJ t
These features are characteristic of autoimmune disease~ such as multiple
sclerosis or rheumatoid arthritis~ and point to the possibility that the presence of
other factors~ emotional andlor infectious ~~slow virustj~ is also needed in order to
generate the diseaset These propositions as well as their implications for research
are worked out in more detail in Chapter V of this bookt
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Thus~ as regards psychiatric and psychosomatic ailments there is now room for
setting up and working out research hypotheses derived from the basic
assumption that in quite a few instances psychobiological disease could be a
manifestation of post~traumatic~ emotionally driven ~intentionalf neurobiological
derailment~g The case studies and the theoretical considerations brought forward
throughout this book are intended to explore the possibility that invoking the
assumption of intentional causality yields the most appropriate and plausible
explanation of the phenomena at hand~

TRAUMA~

OR

CONFLICT~RELATED

EMOTIONS

AND

THEIR

NEED

FOR

DRAMATISATION

A second assumption to be examined in the forthcoming chapters is the
proposition that emotions~ and trauma~generated emotions in particular~ strive for
dramatisation~ or~ in other words~ emotions Iwantf to make themselves knowable~
either to the individual who owns them~ as happens in dreams or neurotic
symptoms~ or directly to the outside world as may happen in psychosis~ antisocial
personality disorder~ or in the perversionst An example of this might be the
behaviour of a youngster who goes out on the streets and robs a female passertby
of her purse by threatening her with a knife shortly after having been witness to a
violent quarrel between his parents~ during which his drunken father had
threatened his mother with a knife~ Typically~ the patient or perpetrator him~ or
herself shows a marked resistance against being made aware of this parallelt With
regard to cases like this~ one could say that knowing the truth has been replaced
by staging and acting out~ either symbolically or literally~ the traumatic
perceptions~~o

Another characteristic feature of psychotic~ perverse~ or antisocial forms of
acting out is the presence of a defence mechanism called splittingt the critical
ego~functions of the patient or perpetrator seem to be delegated to onlookers ~ or
to a therapist for that matter ~ who experience the same feelings of anger~ horror~
vicarious guilt~ or shame which the patient or perpetrator once had experienced in
~ When viewed from this perspective the classical division between the adjectives
~psychiatricf and Ipsychosomatict would have to disappear and be replaced by such
notions as Ipsychosomatic disease of the braint ~Solomon with reference to
schizophreniat Solomon and Amkraut~ II U ~ Solomon and Moos~ llba ~ or~ in short~
~psychobiological disease~t However~ for practical reasons I shall often continue to
adhere to the classical division between ~psychiatrict and Ipsychosomatict~
io Van Waning ~lgl A~ characteri ses this form of acting out as lttt implying revelation
in coded forml ~pt l UJ ~ Refer ri ng to the psychoan alytic therapeutic dyad she defines
~ acting outt as I tt a specific form of transference resistance which is characterized by
immediate action that bypasses the phase of trial action fthinking~ feeling~
experiencingj ~r ~ t l HO~ ~
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relation to a misbehaving key figure ~ be it a parent ~ a director ~ or a commanding
officert Thus ~ the patient or perpetrator makes knowable to th e environment
precisely that which he himself is unwilling or afraid to acknowledge ~
It follows from the above considerations that the propensi ty towards
dramatisation stems not solely from an urge to get rid of the inner tension by
externalising the conflict which caused it ~ though this may be an important
unconscious motivet An impo rtant reason may also be an unconscious wish to do
penitence on behalf of and instead of the misbehaving parent~ by inducing th e
environment to take measures of restraint ~in psychotics~ or to in fl ict punishment
~in delinquents~ ~~ t I have called this mechanism ~vica riously standing tri al for a
misbehaving parent ~ CChtIII~~
The identificato ry and projective mechanisms summari sed above may have
impo rtant implications for both clinical and forensic psychiatryt However~ these
obse rv ations and considerations also raise some philosophical and eth ical
questions as to e~g~ the working of conscience and the o ri gins and development of
the sense of justice in children ~ It would be beyond the scope of this book to enter
into these issuest
Some of the case histories described in this book lend suppo rt to the
assumption that traumatic emotional stimuli may cause disruptions of normal
psychological functioning which are phenomenologically indistinguishable from
the major psychiatric syndromest The form of the ensuing illness ~ etg ~ depressive
disorder ~ chronic PTSD ~ somatisation disturbance or psychosis ~ depends on the
combined action of various factors and influences ~ The la tter consist of genetic
factors~ pre~ ~ peri~ and post~natal influences~ the quality of early and
contemporary object~relations including the life histories of the parents ~ the
nature of the traumatising str essor~ an d th e age or developmental stage at which it
occurs ~ to mention here only a few import ant determinants~ I even want to suggest
that trauma~ or conflict~related emotions may not only cause a disruption of
normal psychological functioning ~ but that they also may express and dramatise
themselves through the same disturbance to which they gave rise ~ This has led
me to formulate the following hypothesist Trauma~ or conflict~related emotions
may serve as prime organisers ~ triggering and~or creating structures through
which they can express and dramatise themselvest An example of th is is our
finding th at in at least four of the lO multiple sclerosis patients examined by us
~Section St I ~~ th e first neurological defect occurred in the innervation of an organ
which had been the focus of a severe traumatic experiencet
Another example concerns an old lady of my acquaintance who survived the
Auschwitz extermination campt When she and her husband arrived in Auschwitz in
llaq her sick husband was carried on a stretcher amidst the turmoil and shouting
~~ This raises the question whether these considerations~ once we come to know them in
individual cases ~ should lead to a verdict of Idiminished responsibilityt and~ hence~ to a
reduction of sentence~ I surmise that an examining psychiatrist might see this differently
than a plaintiffs lawyer~
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directly from the train into a bus that stood waiting ~ He said to his wife~ It is ~ after
all ~ perhaps not as bad here as we were being tol ff At that very moment she saw the
smoking factory chimneys and smelt the penetrant stench of burning fat ~ When her
husband was d ri ven away in the bus she intuitively knew that she would never see
him again From that moment until now ~ S~ years later ~ she h as completely lost her
sense of smell and of tastet

If these findings can be replicated and validated by future ~controlled~ research
this might represent a concrete scientific validation of the afore~mentioned
assumption that intentional processes may express their dramatic content ~ i~e~
~tell their own storyt ~ through pathological changes in neuronal ~wiring~t In these
instances one could in effect be dealing with a phenomenon which I have called
psychomimesist

MEDICO~LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS

The proposed causality model may also be relevant to medico~legal practicet It
enables the examining psychiatrist to explicitly base his conclusions upon a
multiconditional approach to pathogenesis~ no longer having to revert to unduly
simplified monoconditional statements designed to satisfy the need of the
~customer~ for unequivocal and texact~ diagnoses ~ preferably according to that
customer~s wishes~ Secondly~ thanks to its psychobiological character~ the
proposed model also provides for the causality assessment of somatic complaints
or diseases in which an emotional or psychotraumatic factor might be involvedt
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Chapter I
Psychic Traumai
Vulnerability and Aftermath

Introductiont
Chapter I is devoted to a discussion of some of the basic questions which occupy~
or have occupied~ the minds of clinicians and researchers who~ in one way or
another~ are confronted with the subject matter of traumatic stress~ One such a
question ist ~Why can certain people endure the most extreme hardship and why may
certain people already break down under circumstances that anybody else would
dispose of with a shrug~l~ This question refers to the problem of the individual
vulnerability to stresst The question of individual vulnerability will be discussed in
Section l tZ of this chaptert In Section l t l the phenomenology of postAraumatic
disturbance is brought upt This relates to the questioni rWhich are the possible
clinical manifestations of the impact of trauma on the human organism~l~ A third
question~ allied to the former~ is~ Are there distinct symptoms or clinical syndromes
which could lead us to suspect the existence of a traumatic genesis ~ It This question
refers to the assessment of the causality of psychiatric and psychosomatic
disturbancest
In this Section I also have incorporated an unpublished article called
IApplicability of DSM~IIIC~Rj criteria for diagnosing postAraumatic disturbance in
l bO Israeli veterans of the l M Yom Kippur War~ CDe Graaf ~ Defares~ De Levita~
and Slijkerman ~ lggg~

L l SHORT HISTORICAL SURVEY AND DEVELOPMENT OF CONCEPTS
AND THEORIES
IYou have no respect for anythingt You drink
yourselves to death t t~t t t All ofyou young people
who se rved in the wart You are a lost generation~~
~Ge rtrude Stein~
There never was a good war or a bad peacel
C Benjamin Franklin~

Summary~
Section l t I offers a partly historical~ partly theoretical survey of the development
of the concepts of ~traumatic neurosis~~ of Iwar neurosist~ and of Post~traumatic Stress
Disorder ~PTSD~ ~ The discussion in psychoanalytic circles has concentrated upon
the difficulty of incorporating the concept of traumatic neurosis once again into
psychoanalytical thought after the theory about infantile sexuality had replaced
Freud~s original seduction theory~ The views developed in the seventies by the
psychoanalyst Mardi Horowitz and his concept of ~stress response syndromet
eventually became a cornerstone of the concept of Poswraumatic Stress Disorder
~PTSD~ ~ as adopted as an official diagnosis in the I SSO edition of DSM~III~
However~ the theory developed by Horowitz should considered to be an essentially
cognitive~ one as it fails to bridge the gap between psychoanalytic drive and conflict
theory on the one hand and the stress concept on the other~ In this Section the
clinical findings of myself and of others are discussed in the light of the DSM
criteria of PTSDt As it appears~ the DSM~criteria for diagnosing postAtratunatic
disorder seem to be neither exhaustive nor necessary~ As a matter of fact~ DSM~
defined PTSD fails to account for severe postAtraumatic personality and
dissociative~ disorders as well as for postAraumatic somatic complaints Csuch as
headaches~~ disability for work~ and substance abuset These disorders may fall into
the category of IDisorders of Extreme Stress not otherwise specifiedt CDESNOS~ or
Icomplex PTSDIt Intrusive signs and symptoms~ such as flashbacks and nightmares~
may often be missing from the clinical picture~ especially when dissociativel
symptoms or ~psychic numbingt are predominant~
Even in cases where the clinical picture is dominated by visual or auditory
hallucinations~ whether or not accompanied by outbursts of rage~ one may~ in fact~
be dealing with post~traumatic dissociative symptomatologyt These dissociative
intrusions~ however~ may completely lack the character of flashbacks in which
fragments of the precipitating traumatic event are reexperienced and~ instead~ present
themselves as so~called Isecondary idées fixes~ ~ that is~ elaborations of the trauma
based upon fantasies andlor prior traumat In such cases the reactive or postAtraumatic
nature of such a psychotic episode may remain unacknowledged~ The French
philosopher and physician Pierre Janet recognised the traumatic origins and the
dissociative nature of what at the time already was called Hysterical PsychosisZ~
The notion of trauma may elicit defensive reactions~ both in individuals and in
society as a wholet The history of the concept of ~hysteria~ and the pressures
experienced by~ and exerted on~ Freud to repudiate his seduction theory are
illustrative of these mechanismst One of the defence mechanisms underlying these
adverse reactions to trauma could be that of ~blaming the victimf as a means of
getting rid of the guilty feelings about not having been able or willing to help the
victim~ This may eventually lead to the victim being scapegoated and traumatised
once againt
Janet~ I SJa ~as cited in Van der Hart and Friedman~ I IHI~t
Z

Janet~ IBgI ~as cited in Van der Hart~ Witztum~ and Friedman~ lg U ~t
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Ulman and Brothers ~IgHgj differentiate between texperience~near~ as opposed to
~experienceAistant~ approaches to trauma~ The experience~near approaches to trauma
emphasise the damage inflicted directly upon the organism by the traumatic
experience~ ExperienceAistant approaches represent the view that an event derives
its traumatic properties from the circumstance that it may symbolise and dramatise
certain strongly repressed and guilt~ridden fantasies and wishes from early life which
have been stirred up by this event~
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Historical overview~ Icompensation neurosisl kBonhoeffer~~ ~traumatic
hysteriat ~Charcot~~ or Iphysioneurosis~ ~Kardiner~

The above description by Gertrude Stein~ as narrated by Hemingway~ of German
veterans of World War l during the l gZOls~ characterises very well the feelings of
estrangement~ of desolation and of despair which are the hallmark of chronic post~
traumatic disturbancet
Traumatic neurosis and the accompanying symptoms and disabilities in the realm
of work and family life began to attract the attention of medical scientists in the
second half of the l I~th centuryt This development coincided to a great extent with
the beginning of massive industrialisation in Western Europe and the establishment
of governmental and private insurance agencies which could compensate for injuries
and damages suffered by individual citizenst The British surgeon Erichsen ~IHbb ~
as cited in Kleber and Brom~ l ggZ~ attributed the psychological and physical
complaints which people displayed after all sorts of accidents to a ~concussion of the
spine~~ The term ~traumatic neurosist was first used in the l SSO~s by Oppenheim
C ISHg~ ~ the famous German neurologist~ who had been asked by an insurance
company to assess the neuropsychiatric sequelae in the victims of a major railroad
accident who had applied to the company for compensation for their injuries~ He
thought that the emotional and physical responses to accidents of this kind were due
to physiological changes within the spinal cord and the brain caused by the accidentt
The attribution of posMraumatic ailment to the influence of physiological and physical
factors may have been greatly fostered by the circumstance that many of the victims
applied to the insurance companies for compensation because of their physical
complaints~ Here~ we already stumble across one of the features of traumatic neurosi s
that never fail to confuse and embarrass medical doctors right to the present day~ This
is the traumatised patient~s proclivity towards somatisation ~Krystal~ Ig I S~t Many
patients put the doctors on the wrong track by presenting themselves with persistent
physical complaints for which no underlying organic cause can be foundt They then
protest vehemently against any suggestion that their problem might rather be of a
psychological nature~
On the other hand~ even to this very day quite a few disability claims are rejected by
medical insurance officers on the grounds that no physical causescould be detected~
whilst overlooking or simply ignoring the possible existence of psychological post~
traumatic distress ~De Graaf and Van der Molen~ l gHg~ ~

Other physicians~ such as Page ~ISSS~ ~ and in particular the French neurologist
Charcot ~ l gbH~~ contended that in most cases the symptoms were due to the
emotional~ rather than the physical~ impact of the traumatic eventt Charcot intro~
duced the term ~traumatic hysteriat for a clinical picture consisting of conversion and
other ~hysterical~ symptoms which resulted from an emotionally severely upsetting
or shocking experience ~Charcot~ IHbS~~t
As the purely physical and organic explanation of posmraumatic ailment lost
more and more ground~ and psychological explanations forced themselves upon the
medical establishment~ it was inevitable that some clinicians began to reach for the
Isecondary gain from illness~ hypothesis ~Van Kammen and Ver Ellen~ I ggO~ pt Z I I ~~
Confronted with patients with severe and refractory post~traumatic symptoms who
often applied to their insurance company or to a pension fund for financial
compensation on behalf of their complaints~ some clinicians wondered whether this
fixation to the trauma and the accompanying complaints might not be primarily
caused by a secret wish to be financially Cor otherwise~ ~rewardedt for their ailment
CKastein~ Grelinger and Fortanier~ I I~I O~ Modlin~ I IHb~t
The term ~Rentenneurose~~ which was invented at the end of the lIth century
CModlin~ l gHb~ is still applied to the present day to those patients whose whole post~
traumatic life shows a strong preoccupation with continuous fights for compensation
on behalf of their protracted and refractory complaintst

In the military and in military medicine~ the theoretical and conceptual discussion
around the theme of wartime traumatic neurosis ~Iwar neurosis~~ followed quite
similar linest Here~ too~ the discussion centred around the question of ~a~ an either
physiological~organic or psychological causation~ and ~b~ the influence of ~secondary
gaint motives~ i~e~ the wish to be evacuated from the battlefield with the helpt of the
symptoms ~Glass~ lgS I~ lgS~~t
The first written reports about soldiers breaking down during and after combat are
from the American Civil War ~ I Hb MHbS~t The vaso~vegetativel symptoms
occurring in these soldiers during the fighting were first described by a military
physician named Da Costa~ who coined the term ~soldier~s heart~ CDe Loos~ lggS~
Kellett~ IgHZ~~ However~ already at that time it was also thought that a sort of home~
sickness on the part of the soldier and the secret wish to be sent home might in many
cases be responsible for the symptoms CMason~ I TIS~ ~

During World War I ~ the term Ishell shock~ was used to describe the clinical
picture of soldiers breaking down during combat~ often after a heavy shelling had
taken place and the victim had had to be dug out from the mud thrown up by the
explosiont At the time~ therefore~ the view prevailed that in most of the cases the
symptoms might be due to organic damage to the brain~ to the influence of carbon

~

As cited in Bally~ l Ibg ~

monoxide ~CO~ set free by the blas t~ or to contact wi th poisonous g assesat However~
the same British milita ry psychiatrist ~Myers~ who had intr oduced the term ~shell
shock~ eventually renounced this purely organic view and declared emotional
disturban ce alone to be a sufficient explanation ~Myers ~ l g I S ~ l gaO~ as cited in V an
der Kolk~ Weisaeth~ an d Van der Ha rt~ lggb~~
Kardiner
takes an interesting middle position by blaming the acute
physical and physiological symptoms on an impairment of the ego~s control over the
body ~ For this reason he framed the term physioneurosis Cas distinct from the soa
called Itransference neurosest of peacetimejt Once the condition has become chronic~
pretexisting neurotic traits are thought to come to the surface~ which add their colour
to the picturet
In fact ~ both the cognitive l signs and symptoms an d the somatic ones of the acute
phase ~ now known as ~combat exhaustion ~or fatigue~ ~ C Swank ~ l g l g~ and Combat
S tress Reaction ~CSR~ Solomon ~ Mikulincer and Benbenis ty ~ IgSg~ t make very
clear th at one is dealing with an acute psychophysiological reaction to combat s tress~
The classification by Swank
of the symptoms of combat exhaustion
illus trates this point fu rt hert ~His study encompassed more than q SOO soldiers who
had broken down during World War II in the West~European theatr e of wart~
Emotional tension and related symptomsi fatigue~ anxiety~ fear of groups~
tendency towards isolation~ fear of failure~ fear of losing comrades~ irritability
emotional exaggeration~ sleeping problems~ nightmares~ startle responses~
increased alcohol consumption~ reduced appetitet

II

Cognitive problemsi loss of memory~ loss of concentration~ apathy~ confusional
states~ preoccupation with certain things~ loss of spontaneityt

III

Physical symptomst headaches ~the most common complaint~ ~ dizziness ~
diarrhoes ~ stomachache~ backache~ trembling ~ easy fatiguability Bic~

IV

Hysterical manifestationsi stammering~ amnesia~ tremor~ paralyses of limbs~
blindness ~ ~Rarely in about ~Oyo of the cases ~ ~

o When watching documentary films about victim~soldiers from World War I one is ~
indeed~ struck by the gross choreatic~ and athetoticl movements~ by the ataxia~~ or by the
gross trembling movements C~shaking~~ displayed by these men~ These symptoms were also
noticed by Grinker and Spiegel ~IgaS~~ who likened them to the symptoms of
extrapyramidal~ diseasest Nowadays we know that this Zittemeuroset~ as it was aptly called
by the German~speaking authors of WW~I~ is to be attributed to overstimulation of certain
biological systems~ presumably the amygdala~ and the noradrenergicl ascending
projections from the locus coeruleus~ CLQ CVan der Kolk~ Burbridge~ and Suzuki~ l IgS~
see also Ch~II~ Section ~~ of this study~t Interestingly~ nowadays these clinical pictures are
only rarely seen~ One wonders whether they may not have also been due to strong
identificatory processes amongst the combat soldiers themselvest

An important finding was the observation that following a very long period of
fighting most soldiers began to suffer from some form of CSR~ even if they had had
a stable pre~war adjustment with few or no neurotic traits CSwank~ lg~I~t Apple
C l gbb~ reached a similar conclusiont At first sight one is inclined to think here in
terms of an actual physiological causative factor such as lack of sleep~ real
exhaustion of purely physical origin~ Bcc~t However~ as it turns out~ the chance of
begetting a CSR corresponds closely to the number of buddies in the unit who have
died during the fighting~ In a retrospective study about the individual determinants
of CSR and War Neurotic Reactions ~WNR~ in I bO Israeli combat veterans of the
Yom~Kippur War C l M ~ ~ I found a strong positive relationship ~r~fAS~ pK~~C tOOI~
between the number of CCSR~~symptoms during or immediately after the war on the
one hand~ and on the other hand the veteran~s score on a factor named Survival
Traumat which measured grief about buddies fallen during combat CDe Graaf~ I gM~
Ig IH~ see also Section Ztg and Section qt TI ~ ~ CIt is worth noticing that most soldiers
who suffered from some form of CSR had not sought any form of medical aid~~
Physiological factors~ such as sleep deprivation or lack of drinking water~ which at
the time were thought to be important causative factors~ were cancelled out when
controlling for the factor ~Survival Trauma~ and a variable measuring the relative
intensity of the combat stress which the soldier had been exposed tot

ltltZ The Istress evaporationt hypothesis
During World War I and for some time thereafter~ the prevailing thought among
most psychoanalysts as well as among military psychiatrists was that the post~
traumatic symptoms would gradually vanish some time after the cessation of the
hostilities and the demobilisation of the soldiert If this was not the case one was
dealing with an unstable person whose Isilentt neurosis had been reactivated by the
exigencies of military duty and of warfare ~Abraham~ l g l H~t Freud himself
ventilated the opinion that with the end of the war the war neurotics~ too~ would have
disappeared ~Freud~ l gZO ~ p ~ Z I S~ ~ He ostensibly based his view less on the facts
than on his theory that unconscious motives of ~secondary gain~ were among the main
causes of war neurotic reactionst CVt was therefore easy to infer that the immediate
cause of all war neuroses was an unconscious inclination in the soldier to withdraw
from the demands~ dangerous or outrageous to hisfeelings~ made upon him by active
servicet ~ ~Freud~ I IZO~ pt Z IZ~t~
It is an amazing fact that the same undue optimism with respect to the
psychological and psychiatric sequelae of warfare has repeated itself during and
immediately after each consecutive wart Only as time passed by were clinicians
subsequently confronted with the severity and chronicity of the post~traumatic
reactionst In a ZO~year follow~up study of WW II psychiatric casualties Archibald
and Tuddenham ~ I gbS~ have falsified what today is called the stress evaporationl
hypothesis~ i~et the notion that traumatic neurosis was a self limiting ailmentt
At the time when the l I~~ Arab~Israeli War broke out I served as a military

psychiatrist in the Israeli army~ From the information gathered from US army
officials about the psychiatric casualties in the Vietnam war theatre we had learned
that the consistent application of the so~called Salmon doctrine ~ Immediacy~
Proximity~ Expectancy ~Salmon~ IIII~s ~ with regard to the treatment of war
neurotic casualties had so far provided excellent resultst Another important
preventive factor was said to be the soldierls expectancy that an active tour of duty
would not last for longer than one year~ and the application of frequent RRs ~Rest
Bc Recreation~~ The combination of these factors~ so it was said~ had enormously
reduced the actual in servicet casualty rate from I~ to l Z~ I S per l ~ OOO ~Colbach and
Parrish~ I M~t However~ in the mid~ seventies alarming reports started to appear
about the high psychiatric morbidity displayed by Vietnam veterans after they had
returned home ~DeFazio~ Rustin~ and Diamond~ lglS~ Lifton~ lg~l~~ Shatan~ l ~ ~~
Defasio et alt ~ l I l S~ sent a four~page questionnaire an d symptom check~list to g l g
Vietnam era veterans a ttending an urban communi ty college~ Iqa out of the ZW veterans
who had responded had had some combat experiencet About five years after discharge
from the military one out of three combat vets reported having difficulties with
emotional closeness ~ having m an y fears~ finding it hard to relax~ ti ring quickly~ and
worry ing about ~getting or holding~ a jobt Nearly one half considered themselves a
hothead~ and two out of three still suffered from fr equent nightmares~ These percentages
differed signific antly from those found in the non~combat groupt It is worth noting that
the group under consideration already represented a very positive selection from this
group of non~hospitalised an d non~helpseeking veter an s~
My own findings were equally alarming ~ When preparing for the ll I b Israeli study
already mentioned~ our sampling procedure had been such that in addition to the ~ l
combat veteran s who had repo rt ed to the medical authorities because of some form of
Combat Stress Reaction C CSR~ during the fighting we disposed of a control group of I I I
combat veteran s without such a medical histo ry ~ Out of this control group IS veter ans
C HOO~o ~ turned out to also have suffered from one or more of the symptoms of our check~
listt In I I~~ about Z~ S years aft er the war had ended~ abOo of the control group veteran s
still appeared to suffer from some form of post~traumatic disordert ~Nonetheless ~ almost
all of them still continued to se rv e as reservists in combat unitst~
It seems~ therefore~ that the warning of Van Putten and Emory in their lM article
still has the same validity todayt It would appear that much of what has been
learned about traumatic neurosis in World War I and II has been forgotten and
needs to be relearnedt ~ CVan Putten and Emory~ II ~l ~ p~ bgS~

S By this was meant treatment in proximity to the combat zone and immediately after
breaking down~ with the expectancy that the soldier should return to his unit at the front~
See also Section Z ~ St

LltI Exhaustiveness and necessity of DSMtdefined PTSD for diagnosing post~
traumatic disturbance
In I ISO the American Psychiatric Association laid down the criteria for what was
to be called thereafter~ Post~Traumatic Stress Disorder CPTSD~ ~ as an official
diagnostic category of DS W II ~APA ~ l gHO~t Though his name was not explicitly
mentioned~ the evolution of the concept of PTSD leaned heavily upon the views
developed by Mardi Horowitz and upon his concept of ~stress response syndrome~
~Horowith~ l ~~ l W g~ ~ Central to Horowitz~s theory stands the notion of
~completion tendency~~ the painful and anxiety~arousing discrepancy between the
external traumatic event Cetg~ being the victim of an act of violence~ and the
prevailing inner schemata ~e~g~ an inner conviction of invulnerability~ creates an
urgent need to bring the inner and the outer reality in accordance with each othert
Horowitz~s ideas about the subsequent coping~process are an extension and
elaboration of Freud~s notion of Imastering~ the traumatic event~ which was thought
to underlie the compulsion to repeat ffreud~ IgZO~ Kleber and Brom~ lggZ~
According to Horowitz~ whenever representations of a traumatic event are too Itoxic~~
so to speak~ in order to be accepted for storage in the ~passive~ memory~ they are
returned to the ~activet memory where they are reëxperienced time and again until
they are sufficiently processed and made fit for final storage in the passive memoryt
These regulatory processes are governed by so~called ~controls~~ unconscious
compensation~ and defence mechanisms which select both the permissible bits of
information and the inner schemata which are appropriate enough for assimilating
and processing the traumatic fragmentst If control is too strong the traumatic
representations are completely warded off~ resulting in excessive denial~ or in what
Horowitz has called a Inumbing response~t Too little control causes the individual to
be flooded by excessive emotions~ together with a continual reëxperiencing of the
traumatic eventt Healthy coping is characterised~ then~ by an optimal oscillation
between denial and intrusiont ffhe latter situation may be likened to a piecemeal
incorporation and assimilation by the organism of the traumatic representationst~
In fact~ what Horowitz gives here is a very detailed~ sophisticated and dynamic
description in cognitive~psychological terms of Freud~s ~ rather static and
mechanistic ~ construct of the ~stimulus barriert ffreud~ l gZO~~ Yet~ in certain
respects the cognitive~psychological stress model devised by Horowitz resembles the
solution found by Kardiner ~Kardiner~ I g~l l ~ Kardiner and Spiegel~ I I V ~ to the
problem of the premorbid personality and its influence on the individual
vulnerability to stresst Both authors employ a model in which an essentially
unprepared and passive ego finds itself completely at the mercy of the traumatic
stimuli impinging upon it~ Only subsequently does the ego come into action~ namely
as soon as fattempts at repair~ CKardiner~ are being made in order to bridge the
painful gap between the traumatic cognitionsI and the individual~s inner schemata
which were utterly defied by the traumatic reality of the outside world~ Thus~ it is
only after the traumatic experience has taken place~ in the process of coping~ that
premorbid personality characteristics andlor certain individual neurotic

predispositions interfere with the process of restoration and reintegration ~ Trauma
theo ri es of th is kind are characterised by th e basic assumption that traumatisation is
apt to occur whenever an organism is passively exposed to situations or experiences
which~ generally speaking ~ are too discongruent or dissonant to the previously
existing schemata of self and of others in order to be dealt with in a regular~
Iphysiological ~~ manner ffor instance ~ by incorporating this experience in a dream~t
The delineation of Posmraumatic Stress Disorder ~PTSD~ as a separate diagnostic
category by the American Psychiatric Association and its insert ion as such into
DSM~III CAPA ~ IgHO~ ~ had th e siginificance of an official acknowledgement of the
existence of a possible connection between severe psychotraumatic experiences on
th e one hand ~ and th e occurrence of protracted psychiatric and somatic symptoms on
the other~ As such~ this public statement had raised the hopes of many workers in
th e field of traumatic stress for a be tter future~ As stated above ~ DSM~defined PTSD
leans strongly upon Horowitz~ intrusion~avoidance paradigm ~ In fact~ Horowitz ~
model is a ve ry sophisticated and ~mode rnisedt version ~ quite in keeping with
current trends and developments in cognitive psychology ~ of the views held by
Freud about psychotrauma and of the Iphysioneurosis ~ concept as proposed by
Kardinert For~ the essence of Freud~ s and Kardiner~ s model is that the organism has
undergone some lasting ~psycho~physiological~ changes as a reaction to Itt an
experience which within a short period of time presents the mind with an increase
of stimulus too powerful to be dealt with or worked off in the normal wayt I C Freud ~
I gZO~ ~
The re~introduction of this I physioneurosist concept in the form of DSM~defined
PTSD has brought about enormous changes in thinking and in research strategiest
It undoubtedly has caused a Ide~psycho~analysation ~ as well as a re~medicalisation
of the old concept of Ipost~traumatic neurosistt The consequences of this change of
th ought are both positive and negativet To begin with ~ I shall enumerate the positive
onesi
I ~ The introduction of PTSD as an official nosological entity has removed post~
traumatic disturbance fr om a diagnostic as well as a therapeutic no~man ~s~landt
There are many instances known in which a veteran soldier or a civilian was
diagnosed as Ischizophrenic ~ or as suffe ri ng from a personality disorder ~Ettedgui and
Bridges ~ IgHS~ Van Putten and Emory ~ l M ~b~ Yet~ even now ~ as Walker and
Cavenar ~lgHZ~ point out ~ differentiation between PTSD and other nosological
entities ~ in part icular schizophrenia~ may be rather troublesome if one does not
possess any foreknowledge about the individualts war past ~which ~ according to
Birkhimer ~ DeVane ~ and Muniz ~IgHS~ ~ surprisingly often appears to be the case~ ~
The danger of missing the correct diagnosis ~ labelling the person instead as a
paranoid schizophrenic or as someone wi th an Antisocial Personali ty Disorder~ is
especially prone to occur if one is confronted wi th th e belligerent and compensation~
demanding actingtout of a severely traumatised soldier or citizen who feels
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neglected and misunderstood by a physician who does not know about the preceding
trauma or~ even worse~ pays no attention to it~
As time passed by ~ clinicians became increasingly aware of the severity of the
chronic and delayed posWraumatic reactions ~Shatan~ l g lg~t In this respect the
vicissitudes of the literature on traumatic neurosis very much resemble those of the
literature on the psychological and psychiatric sequelae of the Holocaustt it would
take about two decades before one began to realise that the influence of the Nazi
persecution had been far more devastating and longlasting than one had assumed it
to be in the first years after W~Wt~II CEitinger~ llb~~ Hoppe~ lgbS ~ Klonoff ~
McDougall~ Clark~ Kramer~ and Horgan~ I
Misdiagnosing postAraumatic disturbance is all the easier~ the longer the period which
has elapsed since the original trauma took place~ and careful history taking is not a
natural part of the intake proceduret In a study by Davidson and Smith ~ I gIO~ Sa patient s
newly referred to a psychiatric outpatient clinic under a variety of psychiatric diagnoses~
were interviewed and a life history of severe traumatic experiences was takent Of these
patients fourty~four C~ about SOIQ gave a positive trauma~history~ out of whom twelve
met a current or past diagnosis of PTSDt
I t The introduction of PTSD as a Iphysioneurosis~ has focused the attention of many
researchers on much~forgotten questions regarding the interaction or ~interface~
between body and mind~ As such it has fostered a great deal of basic research into
the general psychobiology of PTSD ~Kolb~ I
the neuro~endrocrinological
determinants of somatisation and psychosomatic disorders ~De Loos~ lggZ~ lggS~~
neurotransmitters in Inescapable Shock ~Seligman and Maier~ I W~ Van der Kolk~
Greenberg~ Boyd~ and Krystal~ I gHS~ ~ and the possible involvement of the opioid
system in the neuro~endocrinology of PTSD ~Pitman~ Van der Kolk~ Orr~ and
Greenberg~ I gIO~ ~ In this context also the research done by Post and his co~workers
CPost~ I ggZ~ about the ~translation~ of psychosocial stressors into neuronal alterations
on the level of gene~expression as well as my own assumption of a newly formed~
neuronal Permanent Traumatic Memory System C PTMS~ must be mentioned~
However~ the introduction of the PTSD concept as defined in the III~rd and
consecutive editions of DSM has also entailed certain negative consequences which
I shall enumerate below~
I ~ A dark side of the incorporation of post~traumatic disturbance as an
acknowledged nosological category is the reification of the concept of DSM~defined
PTSDt Since psychiatrists were delighted that finally they~ too~ had come into
possession of a disease entity with one known and unambiguously established cause~
researchers devoted themselves to finding ways in which the new concept might be
operationalised and objectifiedt Thanks to this eagerness to replace fiction by factst
Ranging from Adjustment Disorder
Anxiety Disorder ~ l I ~ and Affective Disorder
~ l a~ up to Personality Disorder C g~~ AlcohoUSubstance Abuse CI ~~ Marital Problem ~Z~ ~
Paranoid Schizophrenia C l~ ~ and No Diagnosis Ca~ ~
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a development was set in motion in which the complicated processes of individual
traumatisation were likewise replaced by ~ and simplified into~ one allegedly
~objective~ and all~embracing diagnosis~ Gradually the individual life history and
individual ~life chart~ ~Rahe~ l IgS~ have disappeared from sight~ not to mention the
observations and inferences of the psychoanalytic authors who had been trained to
study precisely the effects of the interaction between stressor and the personal life
history~ Meanwhile~ DSM~defined PTSD has undergone a transformation from a
concept provisionally describing a possible common denominator in individual
traumatisation processes into an autonomous ~entity deriving its right of existence
almost exclusively from rules of play formulated by itselís~
Z~ There are reports which question the exhaustiveness of the DSM criteria for
PTSD ~ especially with respect to veteran soldiers ~Laufer~ Brett~ and Gallops~ IgHS~
Rosenheck~ lgS I ~ Sierles~ Chen~ McFarland~ and Taylor~ IgS l ~ Silver and Iacono~
lggb~ Van Kampen~ Watson~ Tilleskjor~ Kucala~ and Vassar~ lgHb~t In Vietnam
veterans~ for instance~ the disorder often seems to be associated with unemployment~
marital discord~ violent behaviour towards both strangers and family members~
depressive illness~ alcohol and substance abuse~ mistrust~ or even full~blown
psychotic pictures ~Bradshaw~ Ohlde~ and Home~ lgl~~ Branchey~ Davis~ and
Lieber~ II M ~ Davidson et alt~ lggO~ Ettedgui and Bridges~ IgSS~ Glover~ lgSS~
Kosten~ lggZ~ Parson~ IgH l ~ Pary~ Lippmann~ Turns~ and Tobias~ lIRS~ Rosenheck~
IIS q ~ Silver and Iacono~ IgHb~t In the study of Greene~ Lindy~ Grace~ and Gleser
~IgHI~ on ZOO help~seeking and non~help~seeking Vietnam veterans~ Zl Oo fulfilled
the DSM~III~R~ criteria of PTSD ~ while in ~tbOo of the sample PTSD was the only
diagnosis~ The same problems could be observed in a sample of lbO Israeli veterans
of the I gl l Yom Kippur War CDe Graaf et al~~ l gSg~
As already mentioned~ with respect to this we had to discover anew what had
already been described in the literature of WW~I ~Ferenczi~ l gZ l ~ Myers~ l g l S ~
IgaO ~ Simmel~ lgZl~ ~ as well as in that of WW~II and the Korean War CBrill and
Beebe~ IgSS ~ Grinker and Spiegel~ lg~S~ Kardiner~ lgSg~
The notion that DSM~defined PTSD may not be the sole possible reaction to traumatic
stress fmds due expression in the use of the term ~trauma spectrum~ as coined by Van der
Kolk C IgSH~ and~ as far as acute stress reactions are concerned~ in the term ~combat
reaction spectrum disordert ~CRSD~ Belenky~ lgHl~ ~

In what he calls ~Post~Traumatic Declinet Titchener ~Iggb~ describes these serious
a Biological psychiatrists had long since noticed that the diagnostic category to which a
patient was said to belong was of little predictive value with respect to the outcome of
diagnosistspecific pharmacological treatment and other neurohumoral parameters~ In the
words of Van Praag I I ggS~~ IIn short~ it appeared that nosologically based diagnosing makes
it hard to characterise a particular patient in any detail~ that the predictive validity of many
diagnostic constructs is limited and that the co~morbidity problem burdens experimental
psychiatry with formidable problems~ The last problem I considered to be the one most
thorny~t As shown above under l~ these same words may also apply to the PTSD concept~
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disturbances as mirroring a severe conflict within the self as well as between the self
and the environment~ involving destructive aggressive drives~ The deterioration of
ego functioning and of interpersonal relationships as seen in the more severe cases
is a reflection of the traumatised person~s inability to handle enormous amounts of
aggression and rage~ which were both inoculated and reactivated by the traumatic
experience~ Rosenheck has denoted these conditions as belonging to a IMalignant
Vietnam Syndrome~t Bradshaw et alt ~I Ig l ~ describe some of these veterans~ who
long after the war was over still harboured a ~killer identity~~ as ~heart of darkness
ment~

Referring to the severe disturbances in ego functioning in seriously deteriorated
veterans Parson C l gSq~ has coined the term IPoswraumatic Self Disordertt
However~ these severe disorders are not the exclusive domain of veteran soldierst
Op den Velde et al~ ~ IgS S j made a survey of diagnoses ~additional to PTSD ~ in a
group of ZaZ former resistance participants who had applied for a special war
pensiont In about one half of the cases an additional diagnosis of Major Depression
or of Dysthymic Disorderl had to be made~ Another Zblo appeared to suffer from
personality~ or psychotic disorders~
From a practical~diagnostic point of view a lack of completeness of the DSM
criteria need not create serious problems~ at least provided that one can be sure that
individuals suffering from the more serious posMraumatic disturbances invariably
also will display the signs and symptoms of the DSMtdefined PTSD complext
However~ there are strong indications that this may not be always the caset PTSD
may present with only nonspecific symptoms such as sleep disturbances~ somatic
complaints ~in particular headache~~ social isolation~ or suicidal behaviour~
suggesting that one is dealing with a mood disorder ~Davidson et alt~ lggO~ ~
Especially when an extensive ~numbing of responsiveness~ is present false negative
diagnoses of PTSD may result from the mere absence of intrusive signs ~Laufer et
alt~ lgSS ~ Van Kampen et al~~ lgHbj~Hovens et al~ ~lggZ~ and Hovens ~lggA ~
evaluated l q~ Dutch Resistance veterans from WW II on psychometric instruments
for anxiety~ depression and angert Anxiety and anger appeared to correlate with
current PTSD ~ However~ the non~PTSD subjects showed higher depression scores
than the controls~
Even in cases where the clinical picture is dominated by visual or auditory
hallucinations~ whether or not accompanied by outbursts of rage~ one may~ in fact~
be dealing with post~traumatic dissociative symptomatologyt These dissociative
intrusions~ however~ may completely lack the character of flashbacks in which
fragments of the precipitating traumatic event are reëxperienced and~ instead~ present
themselves as so~called ~secondary idées fixes~~ that is~ elaborations of the trauma
based upon fantasies andlor prior trauma ~Janet~ I Sg ~I ~ as cited in Van der Hart and
Friedman~ I IHg~t Because of this absence of recognisable intrusive memories these
patients fall short of the DSM definition of PTSDt In this case the reactive or post~
traumatic nature of such a psychotic episode may remain unacknowledged~ Janet

~

With respect to this problem the DSMJV edition has kept things as they were~
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C I HHg~ recognised the traumatic origins and the dissociative nature of what at the
time already was called Hysterical Psychosist ~In Section Z~b I shall elaborate further
on Janetts work with respect to post~traumatic dissociationt~ This nosological
concept~ however~ passed into disuse after in I g l l Eugen Bleuler C I g l l I l gSO~ had
introduced the term ~schizophrenia~ Cwhich is based upon the concept of ~schizist~
which is Greek for ~splitting~~~ For a long time these post~traumatic psychotic
syndromes were not recognised as such and diagnosed instead as schizophreniat~ o
Van der Hart~ Witztum and Friedman ~lgg l ~ took up the line of thought set forth
by Janet by proposing the diagnostic entity of Cpost~traumatic~ Reactive Dissociative
Psychosis~ DSWV has incorporated this postAraumatic psychotic reaction as Brief
Reactive Psychosis~ however~ as Van der Hart et alt ~ l M ~ rightly point out~ these
reactions may be long~lasting and even chronic if not adequately treatedt According
to Van der Hart et alt~ the treatment of choice should consist of psychotherapy with
the aid of hypnotic procedures~ There are case reports suggesting that these patients
do not respond well to pharmacotherapy ~Spiegel and Fink~ lglgz~~ Steingard and
Frankel~ I IHS ~ ~~t The case histories of ~Ingridt ~Case X~ Ch ~ III~ and of ~Eilene~ ~Case
XV~ Ch ~ VI~ may represent varieties of a post~traumatic dissociative psychosis as
described by Janet~ and Van der Hart et altt
There appears to be a great diversity of posMraumatic syndromes ranging from
~uncomplicated~ DSWdefined PTSD to dissociative disorders ~including reactive
psychoses~~ borderline personality disorders ~in abused children and adolescents~~
and other gross personality disturbances ~Brett~ IIIb~t As stated above~ if one
adheres too strictly to the DSM definition of PTSD some of these disorders may not
be recognised as posmraumatic~ etgt because the traumatic event is not directly
identifiable in the dissociative intrusions such as may occur in Reactive Dissociative
Psychosis or other dissociative disturbances ~Van der Kolk and Van der Hart~ lgSl~~
or because reëxperiencing is completely lacking~ as occurs in cases with protracted
psychic numbing~
In view of the abundance of severe posMraumatic syndromes not covered by the
PTSD defmitions in the consecutive DSM editions~ more and more researchers have
started to express doubts concerning both the exhaustiveness and the necessity of the
DSM criteria for diagnosing posmraumatic disturbance CHerman~ I glZa~ Janoff
Bulman~ lglZ~ Krystal~ lgbH~~ jhe results of my own study of Israeli veterans ~De
Graaf~ l ~~ l M ~ De Graaf et alt ~ IIHg~ point in the same directiont Cf~ Section
Z g ~ Generally speaking~ one could state that the severity of the posWraumatic
disturbance depends on ~a~ the age and developmental level at which the first
traumatic experiences had occurred~ and ~b~ the duration of the trauma~ The core
symptoms of PTSD are most likely to be found only in cases where ~a~ the trauma

~ o Personally I know of cases of chronic ~schizophrenia~ which on closer scrutiny turned
out to be these of soldiers who had been hospitalised because of a psychotic reactio n
following warfare and had become chronic in~patients~
~~ As cited in Van der Hart et al~ C I M ~t
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had consisted of a single shocking expe ri ence ~itet Type I trauma~ ~ e ~ g ~ an
earthquake or a blaze ~ in an individual who was not previously traumatised~ and ~b~
the person who experienced the traumatic event had already reached maturity ~Van
der Kolk ~ lggba~t Early and prolonged interpersonal trauma may result in severe
developmental arrests which cause enduring harm to psychological and interpersonal
functioning ~Cole and Putnam~ lggZ~ Herman~ lglZb~ Herman an d V an der Kolk ~
lgS D~ Age~appropriate psychological defences utilised to cope with these early
traumatic experi ences~ such as denial and dissociation~ remain operative in adult life
as well during periods of str ess ~Putnam~ lgSlb~t With regard to adult trauma
victims~ research wi th rape victims ~Burgess an d Holms trom~ l gM~~ battered women
C Walker~Z~ l gS I~ and concentration camp surv ivors CBastia ans~ l gS ~ ~ Eitinger~ I IbA ~
Hoppe~ lgbS~ Krystal~ lgbS~ has shown the significant long~term impact of severe
an d prolonged trauma in the areas of selfregulation ~ personality development~ an d
psychophysical heal th ~ For this reason~ the commi tt ee charged with de fining PTSD
for the lgg ~ F DSM~IV edition distilled various core symptoms from th e research
literature that could take into account ~ Disorders of Extreme S tress not o therwise
speci fi ed~ CDESNOS or ~Complex PTSD~~ C Pelcovitz et alt ~ IIIy~ Van der Kolk ~
Roth ~ Pelcovitz and Mandel ~ lgg~~t These symptoms could be clustered into five
main catego ri es CVan der Kolk~ I Ilba~i
A ~ Alterations in regulating affective arousal~

C l ~ chronic affect dysregulation~ CZ~ difficulty in modulating anger~ Ca~ self
destructive an d suicidal behaviour~ ~q~ difficulty in modulating sexual involvement ~
and C S~ impulsive and risk~taking behaviourst
B ~ Alterations in attention and consciousnesst
C l~ amnesia~ ~Z~ dissociation

Ct Somatisation
D ~ Chronic characterologicalchanges~

~l~ alterations in selfperceptiont chronic guilt and shame~ feelings of selfreproach~
of ineffectiveness~ and of being permanently damaged~ CZ~ alterations in perception
of perpetratori adopting distorted beliefs and idealising the perpetrator~ and ~ I ~
alterations in relation with otherst an inability to trust or maintain relationships with
others~ a tendency to be revictimised~ a tendency to victimise otherst
Et Alterations in systems of meaning~

~l~ despair and hopelessness~ CZ~ loss of previously sustaining beliefst
The decision for DSM~IV ~APA~ I Iga~ was to not include DESNOS as a separate
diagnostic category of posmraumatic disturbance~ but to incorporate it under the

~ i As cited in Herman ~lggZb~t
l II

IAssociated Features and Disorders~ sectiont By contrast ~ the ICD~ l O ~WHO~ l gIZ~
does include personality changes after traumatic experience~

LIA Blaming the victim~ socio~psychological defences against the
awareness of trauma and its impact
The ambivalent attitude of society at large towards psychological trauma comes
to the fore in what Herman C I IgZb~ has called ~episodic amnesiat~ In this connection
she writes ~pt ~ IPeriods of active investigation have alternated with periods of
obliviont Repeatedly in the past century~ similar lines of inquiry have been taken up
and abruptly abandoned~ only to be rediscovered much latert It Societyts defences
against remembering show a remarkable parallel with the defence mechanisms
utilised by some trauma victims themselvest As Herman puts itt ~t t t Repression~
dissociation~ and denial are phenomena of social as well as individual
consciousness~I CHerman ~ I IgZb~ pt g~~ This ambivalent attitude is particularly prone
to occur as soon as the subject of domestic violence and the sexual abuse and illt
treatment of children comes up~ When Charcot ~ l HbS~ took up the study of hysteria
he broke with a long tradition in which these female patients were considered to be
either malingering or possessed by some demonic force~ Though Charcot himself
was aware of the possible traumatic origins of hysteria ~see Section S t l j he was most
concerned with describing and demonstrating the reality of the symptoms in his
patients at the Salpêtrière hospital in Parist It had to wait until his disciples Janet~
Breuer~ and Freud~ finally pursued the investigation into a possible connection
between the hysterical symptoms and a history of childhood trauma~ in particular
sexual trauma~ By the mid l SgO~s Janet and Freud ~ the latter in close collaboration
with Breuer ~ had arrived independently at strikingly similar conclusions~ hysteria
was a condition caused by psychological trauma~ Janet called the trauma~induced
alteration in consciousness ~dissociationf CJanet~ l gHg~t Breuer and Freud called it
Idouble consciousnesst CBreuer and Freud~ lHg~~gS~~ Both Janet and Freud
recognised that the somatic symptoms of hysteria were the symbolical expressions
of intensely distressing events which had been banished from narrative memoryt
By then~ Freud had become convinced of the traumatic sexual roots of hysterical
symptomst On the basis of an in~depth study of eighteen cases Freud made the
following statement in The aetiology of hysteria~~ II therefore put forward the thesis
that at the bottom of every case of hysteria there are one or more occurrences of
premature sexual experience~ occurrences which belong to the earliest years of
childhood but which can be reproduced through the work ofpsycho~analysis in
spite of the intervening decadest I believe that this is an important fnding the
discovery of a caput Nili in neuropathology~ I CFreud~ I Sgb~ p~ M~t
Within a year after writing these dramatic sentences Freud privately repudiated
his own theory in a letter to Fliesst It was not until l IOS that Freud began to distance
himself publicly from his Ifirst~ trauma theory in two articles~ rather hesitantly~ in
rThree essays on the theory of sexuality~ ~Freud~ IgOS~ pt lgO~~ and more openly in
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tMy views on the part played by sexuality in the aetiology of the neuroses~ ~Freud~
IIOb~ ~ In the last~mentioned essay Freud writes ~pt Z~~~ Itttt I thus over~estimated
the frequency ofsuch events ~though in other respects they were not open to doubtjt
Moreover~ I was at that period unable to distinguish with certainty between
falsifications made by hysterics in their memories of childhood and traces of real
eventst Since then I have learned to explain a number ofphantasies ofseduction as
attempts at fending off memories of the subjectls own sexual activity ~infantile
masturbation~~It
We can only conjecture about Freud~s rather abrupt change of mindt Herman
C l ggZb~ is right in stating that Freud never offered any clinical documentation
whatsoever of these allegedly falsified memories about sexual abuse~ Masson ~ I SHq~
attributes Freud~s sudden change to a combination of Ca~ social pressure ~ his ~sexual
seduction~ theory had met with indignant rejection on the part of his colleagues and
had placed him in an isolated position~j ~ ~ Cb~ countertransference reactions~ and ~c~
his being led astray by his friend Fliess to whom he was strongly but ambivalently
attached~at Another~ additional~ reason of Freud~s Iconversion~ may be his
~over~identification with the taccused parentt Csee Footnote lS~ ~
Be this as it may~ from then onward psychoanalysis has for several decades
retreated from the search for a traumatic genesis of neurotic illness and of mental
disorder in general~ As Herman C I IgZb~ pt I~~ puts itt ~t ~~ Psychoanalysis became a
study of the internal vicissitudes offantasy and desire~ dissociated from the reality
of experience~I~
This situation changed for the better when in the late ~SOs psychoanalysis accepted
the challenge posed by the psychiatric and somatic problems of survivors of the
Holocaust whose posmraumatic disturbances were not understood by~ and appeared
to be refractory to~ traditional Kraepelinian psychiatry~ In this connection the names
of Bastiaans ~lgSlj~ Eitinger ~lgba~~ Hoppe ~llbg~and Krystal ~lgbS~ deserve
special mention~ Judith Kestenberg Cl g~Z~ l gHZ~ and Shamai Davidson ~ l gbb ~ I ggZ~
were among the first who initiated psychoanalytic research into the psychological
and psychiatric problems of the Isecond generation~~ i~e~ the children of the Holocaust
survivorst
Meanwhile~ Janet had not abandoned his traumatic theory of hysteria and pursued
his scientific and therapeutic work in this fieldt However~ he saw his work forgotten
and his ideas neglected by the psychiatric establishment which apparently felt more
at ease ~ or rather~ less uncomfortable ~ with Freud~s ideas about the central role of
infantile sexuality in the genesis of neurotic disturbances~ Meanwhile~ Janet~s
thoughts about post~traumatic dissociation as well as his views on the working of

ij In a letter to Fliess Freud wrote~ II am as isolated as you could wish me to bet the word
has been given out to abandon me~ and a void is forming around me~ I CLetter of I May
I SIb ~ quoted in Masson~ Assault on Truth~ p ~ lOt~
~ a When reading Freud~s recantations one could~ indeed~ be struck by the apologetic tone
of these articlest It seems as if he apologises for being caught off guard Cread ~ ~seduced~~ by
the narratives of his female patients~
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memory appeared to link up very well with modern developments in
psychotraumatology and cognitive psychologyt This has caused a revival of interest
in his work CEllenberger~ I W O ~ Nemiah~ lg M~ Van der Hart and Friedman~ lgHg~
Van der Kolk and Van der Hart~ l IgI~ Vol~Z~ NoA of the Journal of Traumatic
Stress~ l gSg~ ~
When the First World War broke out~ in which over eight million men were killed
in four years~ the medical and psychiatric community saw itself confronted with a
shocking number of men who had broken down under the horrors of trench warfare
and their comradest death~ The symptoms displayed by these soldiers were as
rhystericalt as those displayed by the women described by Charcot~ Janet~ and Freud~
However~ because Freud and most of his followers nevertheless continued to adhere
to the doctrine of the libidinal roots of neurosis~ they were not able to apply
psychoanalytic theory to the traumatic neuroses of war~
Though convinced that the traumatic neuroses of war were caused by
psychological factors~ Freud remained very guarded as to the very nature of these
psychological factors~ He speaks of ~a conflict in the ego~ ~ in contrast to the ego~
superego conflict in the so~called peace~time neuroses~ In his Introduction to
~Psychoanalysis and the War Neurosesl Freud made the following statementt The
conflict is between the soldier~s old peaceful ego and his new warlike one~ and it
becomes acute as soon as the peace~ego realises what danger it runs oflosing its life
owing to the rashness of its newly formed parasitic doublet It would be equally true
to say that the old ego is protecting itselffrom a mortal danger by taking flight into
a traumatic neurosis or to say that it is defending itself against the new ego which
it sees is threatening its lifet I ~Freud~ l gZO ~ pt ZOg~t Freud spoke these words in the
context of his Introduction to the Fifth Psycho~Analytical Congress~ Budapest~
September~ I I l S~ where the psychoanalysts present discussed the experiences of
some of them who had served as military psychiatrists at the Austro~German
frontlinet On this occasion both Ferenczi and Abraham went to considerable lengths
to fit the symptoms of war neurosis into the theory of sexuality which had already
been advanced by Freud in l gOS ~Freud~ l gOS~t Both conjured up ~ so it seems ~ the
concepts of ~narcissismt and of ~narcissistic libido~~ first introduced by Freud in I I W
~Freud~ Ill l~ ~ in order to explain the gross somatic and regressive phenomena
displayed by some of the veterans in terms of a shift of the libido from external
objects to the ego and the bodyt It was only Ernst Simmel~ who opposed the common
psychoanalytical thinking of the time by referring to aggressive~ rather than libidinal
forces and impulses underlying the neurotic symptoms~ ~ ~t t t Thus the symptoms are
not converted erotic longings but destructive impulsest ~ ~Simmel~ lgZl~t~

The above history of the encounter between the early psychoanalytic movement and
the notion of real~ instead of fantasised~ trauma is rather illustrative of the social and
psychological forces and resistances which may arise as a result of confrontation
with a rbad news~ message about horrible things occurring ~behind the scenest~ that
is~ beyond anyonets control~ These adverse reactions to Ibad news~ about trauma may
have various underlying reasons or motives~ One category is found amongst people
l~

who themselves have been a victim of abuse but wish to deny it because they have
remained emotionally attached to the perpetrator~ In a sense~ they have tidentified
with the aggressort ~cft Section
They do not want to complain Citet accuseis~~
nor do they want the victim to do so~ A second category is found in people who~
themselves~ are~ or have been~ perpetrators~ Their intentions do not need explanation~
The third category consists of so~called ~bystanders~t These are people who feel
guilty for not having intervened in order to rescue the victim from his executioners
or persecutors~ CMerely watching atrocities on TV may already elicit such emotions~~
Depending on the moral or spiritual level of the Ibystanderl~ he or she may go in
either of the following two directionst C l ~ identify with the victim and do everything
in order to fight the injustice done to the victim~ or CZ~ covertly or openly Iblame the
victim~ for arousing feelings of guilt and helplessness in tinnocent~ bystanderst
The latter possibility ~ blaming the victim as a defence against guilty feelings
about not having been able or willing to help ~ may be hidden under various
disguises~ In its most naked form it manifests itself as an open condemnation or
scapegoating of the victim or survivort Prisoners of war~ e~g~~ those who succumb
to ~brainwashing~~ may be treated as traitors ~Biderman and Zimmer~b~ lgbl~ ~ A
similar fate struck many of the Jewish survivors of the German concentration camps
when they returned homet This could be overheard in utterances such ast They
asked for it by having killed Jesusl~~ or~ still worse~ Iltts a pity that they did not gas
you toollt In Israel many youngsters of the second generation have reproached their
parents for not having offered more resistance against the Nazis~ who thus were
enabled to slaughter them Ilike sheep~ CDawidowicz~ l g ~ S~t Another form of blaming
the victim is represented by the tendency of researchers and therapists of battered
women to concentrate upon the personality characteristics of the women concerned
and their town contributionf to having been battered CHerman~ l ggZb~ Hotaling and
Sugarman~ lgSb~
As already stated~ the defence of ~blaming the victim~ may cause a revictimisation
of the former victim~ This frequently occurs on the political scene when~ e~g~~ people
belonging to an already discriminated minority are in the long range also condemned
by previous ~bystanderst who in this way try to justify their own previous
indifference and abstinence when this group had been attacked~ Revictimisation is
especially prone to occur in psychiatric patients who are survivors of childhood
abuse~ Reports about the prevalence of physical or sexual childhood abuse in
psychiatric in~patients range from SO to Moo ~Beck and Van der Kolk~ II U~
Davidson and Smith~ lggO~ Draijer~ lgHg~ Iglb~ Herman~ Russell and Trocki~ lgHb~
Hovens and Van der Ploeg~ lgg I~~ Jacobson and Richardson~ lgg T ~~ Survivors of
childhood abuse may receive many different diagnoses before the postAraumatic
nature of their symptoms eventually is recognisedt The most frequent diagnoses
is In the letter to Fliess in which Freud announces the repudiation of his seduction theory~
he writest Ittt Then the surprise that in all cases the father~ not excluding my own~ had to
be accused of being perverse tttt~ I ~Masson~ lgHA ~ pt IOS~~
ib As cited in Herman ~ l II Zb~~
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applied to them arei somatisation disorder~ borderline personality disorder~ and
multiple pesonality disorder ~Herman~ IIIZb~ ~ To this list could be added the
diagnosis of paranoid schizophrenia~ ~In Charcotts time these clinical pictures would
have been diagnosed as ~hysteria~t Nowadays they fall under the heading of ~complex
PTSDI or DESNOS ~ see Section l t l t~~ In many instances the traumatised patient
succeeds in luring the caregivers into reactive or countertransferential condemnation
and acting out that cause a repetition of the childhood trauma ~De Graaf~ I IgS~ ~
Another~ more subtle but not less noxious~ way of tincriminating the victim~
occurs when a physician or psychiatrist meets with a patient who makes the doctor
feel helpless~ either because the latter identifies too much with the patient~s traumatic
history~ or Cland~ because the doctor does not succeed in fitting the symptoms and
complaints into one of the known nosological entitiest CThis is often the case when
dealing with post~traumatic disturbances~~ The doctor may then be inclined to
attribute the symptoms to motives of Isecondary gain of illnesst~ that is the covert
wish on the part of the patient to attain a disability pension~ or an exemption from
work or from military service Iwith the helpt of his symptomst In many cases this
attitude of the examining doctor and the resulting verdict of no illness was found~
are not less traumatic than the trauma which precipitated the ~Inon~existing~~ illness
~De Graaf and Van der Molen~ lggg~ see also Section ItS~~
One of the most aggressive and destructive defences of individuals~ and of society
as a whole~ against the notion of child abuse~ especially that of sexual abuse~ consists
of attempts to silence the former victim by accusing him or her of Jeopardising the
whole family~~ or of ~endangering his or her parentst marriaget~ ~In the case of girls~
it is often the mother who uses this ~ most effectively guilt~arousing ~ argumentt~ In
short~ the family members may leave no stone unturned to scapegoat and isolate the
~accusingt victim as they feel it~ In quite a few instances the child succumbs to this
threat of Ibeing annihilated~ and may feel so guilty that he or she withdraws the
original statement~ The same guilty feelings may even impel him or her to turn
against the therapist or friend to whom the secret had been confidedt Many of such
sudden revocations are to be considered as Talse false positives~~ rather than as proof
that the original statement had been false~~t
A few years ago~ accused and Iworriedt parents and their sympathisers sought and
found the help of experts in setting up an effective advocacy organisation called the
tFalse Memory Syndrome Foundation~ ff MSF~ ~ which aims to discredit the accounts
of adults who claim to have been sexually abused as childrent They claim the
existence of a IFalse Memory Syndromet~ i~et a personality disturbance allegedly
caused~ or fostered~ by therapists using inappropriate techniques~ who timplant~ in the

~ J In my own practice I have come across one case in which an accusation of a girl against
her father about sexual abuse eventually was proven to be falset The father of this girl was
a very anxious and rigid man who started avoiding physical and even verbal contact with
his daughter when she reached pubertyt In this family the mother was very domineering and
kept both her husband and the children in check~ Since the girl had also accused the mother~
both parents had ended up for some time in jailt
lg

minds of their highly suggestible patients memories of child abuse that in fact never
happened CCrombach and Merckelbach~ I IIb~ McFarlane and Van der Kolk~ I IIb ~
Pope~ I Igb~t In the United States this highly active organisation has by now lodged
complaints against approximately StOOO psychotherapists kBrown~ Iglll~t As Pope
C l glb~ points out~ those claiming that scientific research has validated the existence
of a false memory syndrome and have even identified an ~epidemic~ of this disorder~
have never been able to demonstrate the objective falseness of these memories~g~ nor
have they disclosed their methods for doing so~ Nevertheless~ despite this inability t
for the time being ~ to refute the possible truthfulness of Irecovered memories~~ the
Ifalse memory movementt is gradually gaining ground~ spreading from the United
States to Europet
Proponents of the Talse memory~ hypothesis contend that there is no empirical evidence
whatsoever for the occurrence of massive repression~ dissociation~ or blockingt of
severely traumatic eventst Hence~ memories of abuse that emerge in the course of a
psychotherapy are to be considered as the artificial products of a collusion between
therapist and ~suggestible~ client~ This point of view is put into words by Brandon~
Boakes~ Glaser~ and Green ~ l IgS~ in a revised version of the l ~ report of the IWorking
Group on Reported Recovered Memories of Child Sexual Abuse~~ which was submitted
to~ and eventually embraced by the British Royal College of Psychiatristst The authors
of this article~ however~ call on themselves a suspicion of one~sidedness by passing over
the abundance of well~documented clinical reports about~ and evidence for the
occurrence of phenomena like repression and dissociation ~Gleaves~ l ggb~ Pope~ l glb~
Scheflin and Brown~ I Igb~ Van der Hart and Van der Velden ~lggS~ ~
The societal forces and motives underlying the eager acceptance by society as well
as by certain professional organisations of this ~counterrevolution~~ in the form of the
false memory movement~ are described by McFarlane and Van der Kolk ~lggb~ as
followst IGiven the estimate by the US department of Justice that every year
Z ~W OOO children are sexually abused~ perpetrators have a significant interest in
sweeping the effects of abuse and molestation under the rugt Moreover~ it is not
necessarily only people who run child prostitution rings~ pedophiles~ rapists~ and
child and spouse abusers who have a vital interest in denying the reality of the
impact of trauma~ Powerful social institutions such as insurance companies and the
armedforces~ for whom enormous amounts ofmoney are at stakefor damage claims
and insurance reimbursements~ also benefitfrom downplaying the impact oftrauma
on people~s lives~I Cpp ~ ~ H ~~t

I believe~ however~ that these social mechanisms may be strongly fostered also by
the circumstance that the individuals who man or manage these institutions all have
their own resistances against the notion of trauma~ and that of childhood trauma in
particular~ Leaving aside the possibility that a functionary might also him~ or herself
be either a victim or a perpetrator~ this resistance could stem from an
~ a This reminds us of Herman~s complaint ~Herm an ~ I IIZb~ that Freud never offered any
clinical documentation whatsoever of these allegedly falsified memories of sexual abuset
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~over~identification with the laccusedparent~~~ andlor from a corresponding fear of
being pointed out as a perpetrator him~ or herself This mechanism resembles that
which I have called in Chapter III identification with the aggressor~parentfs
indignation~~ resulting in a vicarious culpability~ of the child~ ~As such~ it represents
a variation of the well~known phenomenon of angrily silencing the child who voices
the fact that the emperor is not wearing any clothes~j For an update and thorough
discussion of the Ifalse memoryt issue~ see Brown~ Scheflin~ and Hammond ~ I ggS~t
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In their extensive review of the psychoanalytical literature on trauma~ Ulman and
Brothers ~IgSS~ have proposed a sensible dichotomy of trauma theories into
experience~distant and experience~near approaches to trauma~ IExperience~distant~
means that an event derives its traumatic quality only~ or almost only~ from the
circumstance that such an event symbolises and dramatises certain strongly repressed
and guilt~ridden fantasies and wishes from early life which have been stirred up by
that eventt This became the classical psychoanalytical interpretation of trauma after
Freud~s renunciation of his first trauma theoryt Typical proponents of this line of
thought were those of Freud~s followers like Phyllis Greenacre C l g~ lg~ and Karl
Abraham C I IZ l ~t The lexperience~near~ approaches to psychotrauma emphasise the
damage inflicted directly upon the organism by the traumatic experience itself at the
very moment of its occurrence~ This interpretation and definition of trauma has also
certainly emerged as a sort of reaction against classical psychoanalytical reasoning
which~ as it was felt~ uciracted from the noxiousness of the actual trauma~ ~explaining
it away~~ so to speak~ by invoking the alleged pathogenic influence of infantile
sexuality and childhood fantasiest Examples of psychoanalytic authors of the
~revisionist~ school~ as Ulman and Brothers have called it~ are Rado ~Ig ~l lj ~ Kardiner
C land Horowitz ~lg~b ~ lg ~ t When speaking of Icatastrophict trauma ~ which
he distinguishes from Inear~ trauma ~ Krystal must also be placed at the ~experience~
near~ side of the theoretical spectrum CKrystal~ l M ~~
On account of the emphasis which these theories place upon the intensity and the
duration of the current stressor we propose to designate the texperience~near~
approach to trauma as quantitative~energetict After the introduction of DSM~defined
PTSD in I ISO many researchers were once again inclined to place more emphasis
i ~ This is not as strange as it may sound ~ After all ~ it may have been a major reason for
Freud to withdraw his so~called ~seduction theorytt In the famous lett er to Fliess of
September Z l ~ l S W~ in which Freud announced his renunciation of his seduction theory~
he wrotet ~t ~ t Then the surprise that in all cases~ the father ~ not excluding my own~ had to
be accused ofbeing perverse ~ the realisation ofthe unexpected frequency ofhysteria~ wit h
precisely the same condition prevailing in each~ whereas surely such widespread
perversions against children are not very probable~I ~Quoted by Masson ~ l Ig l~ p ~ l OS ~ the
accentuation of the word ifathert is by Freud himsel o t
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on the alleged ~objective~ properties of the outer world and its stressors than on the
inner world of the individual and his or her personal conflicts and contingencies~
The other side of the theoretical spectrum may be designated as gualitative~
dynamic~ By this we mean that the traumatic impact of a potential stressor is not only
determined by its intensity andlor duration~ but rather by its qualitative and
emotional aspects and its meaningfulness in terms of the experiential world of the
individual concernedt As formulated by Richard Lazarus ~lgbb~~ it is these
qualitative aspects of the stressor which ultimately determine whether this stressor
will be experienced as traumatogenicl or nott In fact~ they influence the very
apperception of the event ~and perhaps they may even determine its very
perception~zO~ The qualitative~dynamic approach stresses the fact that one cannot
disconnect trauma theory and trauma research from the individual~s Ilife theme~
CCsikszentmihalyi and Beattie~ lglg~ as cited in Emery and Csikszentmihalyi~ IgHI~
his personal life history CVan der Hart and Groenendijk~ I Wl~ or from such themes
as meaning~ meaningfulness and purposefulness~
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PERSONAL SENSITISATION FACTOR ~PS fl AND CONGRUENT LIFE EVENTS
kCLESJ~ POSSIBLE NEUROBIOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF
TRAUMATISATION

~That which is hath been long ago ~ and that which is to be hath already been~
and God revisits that which has been forgotten~I ~Ecclesiastes I ~ I S~
Summaryt
Section l tZ is an adaptation and extension of a recent article ~De Graaf and Van
der Molen~ llgfl~ A distinction is made between Iqualitative~dynamicl and
Iquantitative~energetict approaches to traumat In the former~ traumatisation is said
to occur when earlier ~traumatic~ life experiences are projected upon the recent
stressor~ according to the second approach~ traumatisation is said to occur as soon
as the tobjective~ properties of the contemporary stressor ~ such as duration or
~severity~ ~ exceed a certain boundary value~
The so~called Idelayed reactions Cto trauma~~ are an important argument in favour of
the qualitative~dynamic viewt a seemingly trivial incident may stir up and reactivate
psychotraumatic experiences from a remote past~ This and other considerations led
us to postulate the existence of a Personal Sensitisation Factor C PSF~ representing
a dormant intrapsychic conflict which sensitises the individual to life~events or
experiences that are ~congruent~ with the original traumatic experience which gave
zo This assumption is in congruence with recent findings in cognitive psychology which
suggest that cognitive processing ~tapperceptionlj of a certain event is strongly influenced
by antecedent or pre~existing emotions~ Zajonc C lgHa~ designates this antecedent emotion
as ~precognitive affect~~k~ ~See alsot Merckelbach and Jansen~ I IHb~j
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rise to the PSF ~ Accordingly~ the precipitating life~event is denoted as Congruent
Life Event ~CLE~t
The quantitative~energetic ~viz~ texperience~near~~ aspects of the traumatisation
process come to the fore to the extent to which the CLE represents a direct threat to
the organism~s physical survival ~ or the extent to which the CLE occurs during a
life~threatening situation~ The quantitative~energetic aspect determines the point at
which the individual threshold is exceeded and the ~traumatic spark~ will spread~
Elaborating on the notion of a ~stimulus barrier~ ~ as postulated by Freud ~ the PSF
can be envisaged as a ~receptor site~ located in this barrier~ facilitating or even
~attractingt the apperception of events which are congruent~ or in tune~~ with
constituents of the PSFt The relevance of these concepts for clinicaWiagnostic and
therapeutic purposes is illustrated by three clinical examplest
This Section is concluded by an attempt to integrate the above clinical
observations and considerations with the findings of recent biological~psychiatric
research~ Basing myself upon the practical and theoretical work of such authors as
Kolb~ Van der Kolk~ Kandel~ LeDoux~ Post~ Yehuda~ and Krystal I postulated the
existence of a Permanent Traumatic Memory System ~PTMS~ which functionally is
tightly connected to the amygdala~hippocampal systemt Accordingly~ the Congruent
Life Event ~CLE~ can be neurobiologically defined as representing ~ t ~~~ t ~ a fragment
of indeterminate~ preconscious~ sensory information to which the organism
secondarily attaches the meaning of acute danger by virtue of its formal resemblance
to traumatic or conflictuous images stored in the hippocampal~amygdaloid emotional
memory systemt~t In the light of clinical observations about the CLE ~ which in this
respect resembles very much the so~called day~residue leading to the formation of
a dream ~ one must conclude that the traumatic memories are stored in a ~holistic~~
itet condensed and parstpro~toto fashion~ that is in a ~language~ which probably is
utilised also in Iprimary process~ thinking~
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Introduction and formulation of the problem

As I have stated in the preceding section the apperception of an event as being
~traumatogenic~~l depends very much on its qualitative~dynamic properties and on the
degree to which the latter connect with the experiential world of the individual
concerned~
Since the pioneering work of Holmes and Rahe C l gbll ~ ~ life~event research has~
indeed~ increasingly focused on the contextual and subjective~emotional Ci~e~~
vappraisal~~ aspects of the life~event as perceived by the subject~ In this respect the
efforts of Brown and his co~workers CBrown and Harris~ l I l S~ l gSb~ deserve
particular attentiont The current view is summarised by Oei and Zwart ~ l ggO~ as
followsi Ittt The significance of events does not stand isolated from their context and
from the individual concerned~ Cpt l Nj~ Henry Krystal CKrystal~ Ig I O~ formulated
this approach to trauma as follows~ ~I found that not the intensity~ but the meaning
of an experience posed the challenge and generated the affective response~t CItalics
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of myselft~
Research along these lines has produced a considerable body of literature
examining the interactions between life~events and various demographic~
psychosocial~ and personality variables as well as with the stress process itselft
Broadly speaking~ it must be concluded that the correlations between the occurrence
of mental disturbances~ e~gt depression~ and scales measuring preceding life~events
have remained unsatisfactorily low ~Oei~ l gHS~t Neither has the introduction of other
variables~ measuring ~state~ and Itraitt as possible moderators of the stress process
yielded the high correlations which were hoped fort ~For an overview see Cox and
Ferguson ~ l gg l ~ ~ and Schaubroeck and Ganster C l gg l ~ ~ ~
Apparently~ there are several theoretical and methodological problems and pitfalls
attached to this kind of research~ One of the major difficulties is the circumstance
that these intervening personality variables can seldom be fitted into a meaningful
theoretical context so that they might add to a deeper understanding of the
interaction involved and of the stress process itselft
As a matter of fact the present state of research has progressed little beyond the
situation sketched belowt
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i

~

personality
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Links that are still missing in modern stress research

In view of the relatively weak correlations which are found to exist between
personality predictors on the one hand and the occurrence of disease as the
dependent variable on the other~ one must reckon with one or more of the following
theoretical possibilities~

l t The predictor is~ albeit indicative of the presence of an agent which itself is
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directly causally linked to the dependent variable~ posseses~ as an indicator
variable~ either not enough discriminating power~ or is not exhaustive~ or cannot
be reliably measuredz~~
I t Some of the test subjects do exhibit the relationship mentioned under C l ~~ whereas
some do not~ because they do not include another factor which also constitutes a
necessary condition for creating the disease process~
I t The predictor itself has no direct causal relationship to the dependent variable~ but
does co~vary with another~ as yet unknown factor which is directly causally
related to the dependent variable~ This variable escapes direct operationalisation
and measurement~ but inferring its existence is the best possible way to account
for the observed relationshipt
In ChtIV CSection Ul~ I shall deal with the problems mentioned under ~l~ ~ the use
of so~called indicator variables t and under Cl ~ ~ the introduction of a so~called latent
variable ~ by proposing a solution based on psychoanalytical experience and
reasoning~ In the same Chapter ~Sections IA ~ qtbj I shall also embark upon the
point made under C Z~ ~ in which emphasise is placed upon the problem posed by the
necessity of translating epidemiologicall findings to the level of individual causality~
This point has far~reaching consequences for a correct interpretation of the
correlation coefficients~ since it calls attention to the essential distinction between
individual causality as opposed to causality in an epidemiologicall senset
The theoretical model proposed in the following paragraphs is based upon
psychoanalytical experience and reasoning~ I hope that it may contribute to our
understanding of the variables mediating between primary trauma and subsequent
psychiatric or psychosomatic illnesst
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Delayed reactions and the qualitative~dynamic approach to psycho~
trauma

Many of those suffering from Post~Traumatic Stress Disorder CPTSDj have until
its onset led healthy family and occupational lives without manifest neurotic symp~
ii An example of an indicator variable without sufficient disc riminating power is th e
variable ~fever~ as an indicator of Ipneumonia~ t this variable will produce much too m an y
false positivest to be suited for use as an indicator for the underlying variable ~
An example of an indicator variable which is not sufficiently exhaustive is the variable
Iloss of a parent before the age of lb yrst as an indicator of tearly object~loss ~~ Because it
does not include e ~ g~ Iloss of a sib ~ or Iloss of a close fr iend~~ using the former vari able as an
indicator of ~early objecWoss ~ will give rise to too many false negatives ~~ In both instances
one will fmd unduly low correlations between the indicator an d the dependent variable
which is supposed to be causally related to the underlying construct ~
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toms preceding the trauma which precipitated the illness CGrinker and Spiegel~ l N S ~
Kardiner and Spiegel~ l
It is little wonder~ then~ that some clinicians tended~ and still tend~ to ascribe the
symptoms of ~traumatic neurosis~ in soldiers to the working of an instinct of self
preservation ffreud~~ resulting~ for example~ in the fforbidden~ desire to leave the
trenches ~with the help~ of the symptoms~ However~ civilians suffering from the post~
traumatic sequelae of violencef injustice or occupational trauma may also too often
be confronted with politicians or even physicians who consider their symptoms to
be fraudulent or~ in medical terms~ factitious~ and staged in order to be eligible for
financial compensationt CSee alsoi Van Kammen and Ver Ellen~ IgIOt~
Especially in the case of soldiers on the battlefield~ it may not always have been
easy to refute this secondary gain hypothesis~
However~ it is now known that the same symptomatology and the same danger of
chronicity can also be found in cases in which no such secondary gain or Iflight~
motives can be discovered~ So~called Idelayed reactions~~ i~et onset of symptoms after
a symptom~free interval of months or several years following the original trauma~
are further proof that the secondary gain hypothesis must be discarded~
The following case~history may illustrate this point~
Case I
A man in his early sixties was seen by us together with his wife who was
sufferingfrom a depressive conditiont The wifels depressive illness hadstarted
shortly after the husband had undergone prostate surgeryt The surgery was
followed by acute impotence and loss of libidot From that moment on~ the
couplels sexual life~ which had hitherto been satisfactoryfor both of them~ had
come to a standstillt The husband also started to have nightmares and
flashbacks in which one and the same theme always returnedt He reported that
he hadfought as a soldier during the war against the uprising in the former
Dutch East Indies~ The armoured vehicle he was driving hit a mine and he
was fung out into a shallow ditch which graduallyf lled with gasoline~ While
he lay there with the lower part of his body in the gasoline~ bullets whizzed
past his head
The traumatic memories of this incident~ as well as the subsequent hospital
treatment of the burns which covered the lower part of his body~ had been
acutely reactivated by the forced Igynaecological ~ position during the recent
prostate surgery~

These delayed reactions are also important from another point of view~ The event or
experience precipitating this type of delayed post~traumatic reaction is often of such
an apparently trivial nature~ that it is impossible to call this a psychotrauma in the
strict sense of the term~ However~ such a trivial event always bears some symbolic
or emotional resemblance to an original stressor which in fact had been very severet
Zb

ffhe so~called anniversary reaction ~ see below ~ is an example of thist~
The significance of this may well reside in the fact that the original trauma has
persisted within the psychic apparatus in the form of a complex which uses the
trivial event~ as it were~ as a sort of stepping~stone or Ihatrack~ in order to express and
manifest itself in all its dramatic powert This notion is illustrated by the following
vignette~
Case II
Bill~ J S years ofage~ refrainedfrom drinking coffee or tea etc~ when in the
company ofstrangers~ for fear that his hand would start to tremble and cause
him to spill the drink His phobia began after he had become afather for the
first time and some friends had raised their glasses to toast his and his son Is
health~
Past history~
There was a SO yearsl age difference between himself and his father~ who
had been a distant and very authoritarianman~ cynical and harsh towards his
son~ When Bill was about I J years of age~ his father developed a severe form
of Parkinson Is disease and he remembered that during mealtimes his father
used to tremble to such an extent that he made a terrible mess on the table and
on his clothest Bill had been ashamed of his fatherrs illness~ but at the same
time hadfelt very guilty about having these feelingst

The clinical example given above illustrates that the psychic structureszz reactivated
by the trigger event are related to a severe and unresolved intrapsychic conflictt In
Case II~ this psychic structure embodied the intrapsychic precipitation of a severely
disturbed father~son relationshipt
Bill had ostensibly identified with those very aspects of his fathees conduct of which he
had been ashamed as a child~ feeling extremely guilty about itt At the same time~ he had
delegated~ as it were~ the role of the Ichild who ridicules his father~ to his surroundings
and began to behave as if he could actually be laughed at~ Bill~s case is an eloquent
example of the use of the defence mechanisms of narcissistic~t and Iprojective
identificationti whilst narcissistically identifying with his sick father ~and with the lattees
narrow~mindedness and pettinessj~ he also projectively identified his surroundings with
that ~guiltyj part of himself containing Ichild who ridicules his own fatherl~ For an in~
depth discussion of these psychoanalytical concepts see Chapter H of this book and alsot
Sandler C l ISSj~ De Graaf ~l W S ~ lggSjt David Rosenfeld ~lggZj presents an intriguing
account of the peculiar identification processes observed in some severely traumatised
patients~

zz Though I designate these structures as ~psychic~ one should be aware of the fact that these
Istructures~ are represented by~ or equivalent to~ neuronal circuits which somehow are
functionally connected~ ~See also Ch ~ VLj
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Generally speaking~ the vigour of the repressed emotions seems to be proportional
to the triviality of the trigger eventt
The examples presented here show that the precipitating event does not take place
within a void~ but is linked to a pre~existing psychic conflict~ which~ in turn~ is the
consequence of earlier psychotraumatic experiencest This corresponds with what
Fairbairn ~I ISZ~ has called the Itransference to the traumatt A precondition for this
~transference~ phenomenon to occur is the presence of a psychic conflict which
causes so much intrapsychic tension that it provokes an urgent need to seek an outlet
for this tension by means of projection or other forms of extemalisation~ This line
of thought~ which also has some elements in common with Krystal~s viewpoint
~Krystal~ I W S~~ can be defined as the qualitative~dynamic approach to
psychotraumat In it~ the ego plays a more or less active role insofar as it seems to
actively scan the spatiotemporall environment in search of the most suitable event ~
out of all possible events ~ to which it can Itransfer~ the psychic conflict~
As such~ the qualitative~dynamic model of traumatisation is to be distinguished
from what might be called the quantitative~energetic approach~ which in many
respects resembles the theory as originally proposed by Freud ~l IZO~ ~ according to
this latter notion~ the ego plays an essentially passive role in the traumatisation
processt This means that traumatisation occurs when the ego is completely at the
mercy of traumatic stimulit By virtue of their overwhelming nature~ these stimuli are
said to succeed in penetrating through the ~protective shieldt which is thought to
protect the organism against overstimulationt In the quantitative~energetic model the
main emphasis rests upon the traumatic experience itself as well as on the ~intensityt
Ce~gt representing the duration of the traumatic experience~ of the stressor~ with
relatively little attention being paid to the role of intrapsychic conflict in the
traumatisation process~
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The findings of Freud and Janet and the concept of Ipsychic continuity~~
Literature findings

Everyday clinical and psychotherapeutic experience has shown that
psychotraumatic experiences from the remote past can be stirred up~ or revivedf by
seemingly trivial incidents in the presentt More often than not~ these Irevivals~ do not
reach the conscious level at all but~ instead~ may give rise to an adverse emotional
reaction which may extend from a slight feeling of discomfort to a full~blown
depression or even to psychotic or dissociative states~ One example of such a
mechanism is the so~called lanniversary~ reaction ffox~ IISS~ Haesler~ lg V ~ Hilgard~
I gS~ ~ Musaph~ I g ~l~~ Pollock~ l g ~ O~ t someone~ as if out of the bluet~ develops a
depressive~ dissociative~ or phobic avoidance reaction on the same day of the year
on which something awful overcame him several years before~ such as the loss of
a beloved one~ or~ as soon as onets child has reached the same age at which the
parent her~ or himself suffered a severe loss~ In these cases~ too~ the individual
concerned is generally unaware of the connectiont According to Janet C lgOA ~ ~
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traumatic memories from the past may be reactivated or triggered by a fresh
traumatic experience or just by cognitive associationst Van der Hart et alt C lM~
described a man who developed a severe and protracted dissociative~psychotic
reaction with distinct depressive features following a terrorist attack in which he had
been thrown into the air by the force of the explosions without being himself
physically woundedt It turned out that this traumatic experience had reactivated the
unresolved grief about his father who was killed in a car accident when the boy was
S years oldt
When discussing the nature of the trigger stimuli~ Van der Hart~ Boon~ Friedman~
and Mierop C lggZ~ differentiate between Ca~ time~related stimuli Cincluding the so~
called tanniversary reaction~~~ CbJ trivial daily events~ ~cj the therapeutic setting
Cincluding certain characteristics of the therapist that resemble those of the original
perpetratorJ~ Cd~ certain emotional or physiological states that resemble those
occurring during the traumatic experience~ CeJ stimuli which reactivate memories of
being intimidated~ and CO a new traumatic experience ~cft Case I~t
To Freud Cl M~I RgS~ l gOOJ~ we owe the first formal description of the principle
of psychic continuity ~ which means that all perceptions and experiences ever gained
during an individual~s lifetime remain part of hisiher psychological inventory~ In IThe
Interpretation of Dreams~~ Freud C l gOOJ presented a reasonable case for the view that
such a continuity can only take place by virtue of the existence of a kind of reservoir
~ the unconscious ~ into which perceptions and cognitions of the conscious mind~
together with the accompanying emotions~ can be storedt
The foregoing case histories show that the cognitions and emotions repressed
from consciousness are~ in fact~ stored in the unconscious in a very structured
fashion~ Furthermore~ it also appears that these psychic structures remain dormant
until the very moment at which they are again called into being~ or reactivated~ by
a sometimes more or sometimes less drastic event in the outside world Cthe
precipitating event or ~trigger~t The dramatic outcome of the kindling of these old
repressed memories suggests that they are organised into psychic structures with an
enormous emotional charge~ awaiting an opportunity to find an outlett In this
respect~ the precipitating event has much in common with the so~called ~day residuet
which~ because of its associative resemblance to a recently reactivated psychic
conflict~ is chosen by the ego to become the very core of the manifest dream through
which this conflict can be dramatisedt
In a controlled Israeli study of l bO war veterans CDe Graaf~ I M~ see also Section
Z~gj~ individual morbidity and symptom severity appeared to be significantly
correlated with a variable called ~disappointment in the army authorities~~ However~
this correlation disappeared as soon as it was controlled for a factor variable called
taggressive father~~ Another fmding of this Israeli study was a significant correlation
between ~individual morbidity~ and Ideath of a commander~ solely in the case of
soldiers whose fathers had died prematurely~ This and other findings eventually led
to the assumption that these childhood variables had effectively mediated between
the current stressor and the resulting illness~ in this case PosWraumatic Stress
Disordert In a recent study on a sample of S~ inpatient Vietnam veterans diagnosed
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as suffering from PTSD~ McCranie et alt ~ l ggZ~ found evidence of a similar interac~
tion effectt at relatively low levels of combat exposure ~ negative parenting behaviour
on the part of the father appeared to be predictive of PTSD symptom severity ~
Zaidi and Foy C l gl~j found evidence of a statistically signi fi cant correlation
between a childhood histo ry of abuse and severi ty of PTSD symptomatology in
combat veterans Cn mZZ~ ~ From this they conclude that effective treatment should
include attention to developmental traumagenic events rather th an focusing
exclusively on combat traumat
Combat veterans suffering from PTSD appear to have had greater childhood
stress related to parental alcoholism and unemployment than combat veterans not
suffering from PTSD but having served in rather the same stressful conditions
~Eme ry ~ Emery~ Shama~ Quiana~ and Jassani ~ llgl~ ~
In the sotcalled Camberwell studies ~ Brown and Harris C l W S ~ lggb~ introduced
the term tvulnerability when discussing th e depressogenic role of ce rtain life~events~
such as the loss of a loved one or a seri ous disappointment~ They also concluded that
such a ~provoking agent ~ is ~ in itself~ non A epressogenic but ~needs ~~ as it were ~ the
simultaneous presence of a specific ~vulnerability~~ In the case of the women
desc ribed in their study Brown and Harris found that this vulnerabili ty could be due ~
among other things ~ to the untimely death of the mother ~

In two recent studies Brown and co~workers found strong indications that
childhood adversity is also a significant predictor of the chronicity of a depressive
illness once it has developed CBrown~ Harri s~ Hepwo rth~ and Robinson~ lglq ~ Brown
and Moran~ lgg Ij~
In a study of l ZO Milan ese women Lora an d Fava C l gIZ~ ~ using the same me th od
of life stress as sessment~ were able to demonstrate the validity of Brown and Harri s~
model~ In another study using data from a stratified random sample of ~SOI adults
in North Carolina~ Landerman~ George~ and Blazer C l gg I j found that parental
separation or divorce interacted with stressful life~events to increase vulnerability
to alcohol problems and psychiatric disorders in general ~
All these findings firmly suggest that both the apperception of an event~ and for
all that of a traumatic event~ and the impact of that event on a person~ s life are
strongly influenced ~ or coloured ~ by that person~s past expe ri encet

UA The Personal Sensitisation Factor ~PSF~ as an intervening variable
mediating between potentially stressful events and disease outcome
The dormant intrapsychic conflict which has been created in consequence of the
internalisation of an early traumatic object~relationship~ was defined by us as the
Personal Sensitisation Factor ~PSn which sensitises the individual to life~ events
or experiences which are more or less congruent ~ symbolically or as regards content
~ with the original traumatic experience ~De Graaf and Van der Molen~ l gSg~ l ggb~~
The life~event or trigger situation which~ because of its very resemblance to the PSF
~representing as such the primary trauma~~ has precipitated the postAraumatic
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reaction is called by me a congruent life event CCLE~
The concept of life themel as developed by Csikszentmihalyi an d Bea ttilEmery ~l IIII~
and Eme ry and Csikszentmihalyi ~lgSl ~ is somewhat akin to the notion of PSFt The ~ life
theme ~ is defined as a hierarchically structured set of perceptions that direct a person ~ s
actions through life~ ~Emery and Csikszentmihalyi ~ IIHI ~ p ~ a~t According to these
authors a life theme develops duri ng childhood as a coping response ~our italics~ to
some fundamental unresolved familial issue ~ They consider it to have p ri marily an
adaptational function in relation to stressors occurri ng during later life ~ In this respect
it differs from our notion of a PSF ~ which we have conceived in order to define an d
pinpoint a personts ~weak spotl or Ilocus minoris resistentiaet causing a proclivi ty to fall
ill in the wake of a Icongruent~ s tressor~
Inasmuch as the traumatic and conflicting content of the PSF is reactivated or
kindled by the Congruent Life Event~ the PSF itself is also able to kindle or facilitate
perception of the appropriate CLE~ adding and passing on to it its own aggressive
prope rtiest C Cft Fairbairnts notion of I transference to the trauma~ already quotedtj In
the case of Bill C Case II~ ~ for instance ~ one is equally justified in stating that the
glas s~raising ceremony had stirred up the painful and guilt~ridden memo ries about
his father~s disablement as in stating that the memories selected this particular
percept ~ out of all possible other percepts ~ and brought it into focus because of its
ve ry suitability to externalise the inner conflict through dramatisation ~

This intimate~ ~circular~~ relationship between PSF and CLE in which both are as
much excited by ~ as exciting to each other has ve ry much to do with the aggressive
forces stored within the inner conflict constituting the PSF ~ and with the ego ~ s
constant search for objects or events loutsidet the self in order to get rid of this
aggressive tension by means of projective identification and dramatisation of the
conflict in the outside worldt This striving for dramatisation and externalisation
creates a continuous I scanning ~ of the spatio~temporal pool of events ~ selecting and
attracting those events which may serv e the purpose of dramatisation ~
For those who trust the findings of parapsychologists ~ it may be interesting to note that
in certain extreme cases ~ such as a severe loss or the imminent death of a loved one ~
the dramatising power of the PSF enables the ego to transcend the boundaries of space
and time giving rise to such paran ormal or textra~sensoryt phenomena as so~called b risi s
telepathyr~ precognitive or clairvoy ant dreams~ or even psychokinetic disturbances
P evereux~ I IS I ~ Ehrenwald~ I W S~ Freud ~ I IZZ~ Stanford ~ l W a ~ IIITI~~ In such a state~
an event remote in space~time fulfills the role of Congruent Life Event which then serve s
as a stepping~stone or hat~rack onto which the dreamer or the ~agent~ projects a strongly
cathected ~~ highly charged~ inner conflict or impulse ~ which presses towards
dramatisation in the outside world~ ~For an in~depth discussion of a possible role of the
PSF in so~called Iparan ormalt phenomena like ExtratSensory Perception ~ESP~ an d
Psychokinesis CPK~ an d of the postulate of a Consumptive~Energetic Informational Field
~CEIF~~ see De Graaf~ lggbat~
There are some important differences between our concept of PSF and Brownts
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~ vulnerability factor~ ~Vflt
The VF is less specific than the PSF in that the former represents a constellation
of adverse events and present conditions or circumstances which renders the
individual relatively unarmed ~ for instance because of lack of social support ~
towards the Iprovoking agenttt The PSF ~ on the other hand~ refers to an
internalised traumatic conflict ~ of which the individual most often is not
consciously aware ~ which specifically sensitises the individual to a congruent
provoking agent~ occurring in later lifet

I t The ~unconscious~ traumatic content of the PSF may sometimes be revived or
reactivated by a Icongruentt life event ~CLE~ which represents an event or
circumstance which~ in itself~ is utterly harmless or trivial~ or which might even
be experienced as Ipositive~ by somebody else not possessing this PSF ~ In order
to become pathogenic the VF always ~needst a provoking agent which would be
objectively designated as traumatic in its own rightt
I~ As much as the traumatic and conflictual content of the PSF is reactivated or
kindled by the Congruent Life Event~ the PSF itself also facilitates and sharpens
the very perception of the CLE ~ adding and delegating to it its own aggressive
propertiest
~~ The VF~ at least in the way it is conceptualised ~ does not possess the aggressive
and dramatising power which I ascribe to the PSFt This does not mean~ however~
that it may not lead to similar resultst
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Possible carry~over of the PSF in transgenerational traumatisation

The PSF can thus be evoked by a Icongruent~ life~event giving rise to symptom
formation many years after the ori ginal trauma~ There are also many instances ~
however~ of a close family~member~ usually a child ~ fulfilling the role of the ~hat~
rackf onto which the aggressive content of the conflict constituting the PSF is
projectedt ~For a discussion of the possible role of projective identification in trans~
generational traumatisation seei De Graaf~ IM~ lggllb ~ Igl~c~~

A useful illustration of this mechanism is shown by the following clinical
example ~

Case III
Chris~ a middle~aged woman born afew years after WW II~ attended our
psychotherapeutic practice because of chronic marital strife and severe
problems in handling her drugtaddicted sont When asked about herparentsl
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problems in handling her drug~addicted sont When asked about her parentsl
background~ she revealed that her father had been a very courageous
resistancefghter during WW II and had been captured by the Germans during
a daringforay which had been betrayed and in the course of which many of his
comrades had been killed~ He was then sent to one of the German
extermination camps where he had managed to survive as a ISchreibiiltestel
rofflcial camp writer~~ His task consisted of attending executions and torturing
sessions~ plus keeping records of everything that occurred during themt
ChrisIs mother was a simple and uneducatedfarmerls daughter whom father
had married shortly after the war much against the will of his own blue~
blooded and wealthy parents~
Both as a small child and as an adolescent girl~ Chris had suffered badly at
the hands of her parentst Apart from having been exploited as a cheap
cleaning woman by her mother~ Chris remembered being severely beaten by
her toot On many such occasions it was herfather~ who with the assistance of
her elder and only brother~ held Chris in afirm grasp whilst her mother beat
her with a vacuum cleaner hose~
Setting aside some of the more complicated mechanisms in this sad case history it
became clear that Chris~s father~ in acquiescing to the girl~s Oealous~ mother and
assisting at her ~execution~ and torture~ was re~enacting the guilt and shame at having
been an accomplice to the murder and torture of his fellow~prisoners in the Nazi
prison campt
Significantly~ the mothefs jealousy and anger were not only prompted by her own
feelings of inferiority~ but also by her husband~s general and long~term attitude to
her~ he repeatedly accused her of exploiting and humiliating the daughter~ much as
if Chris had been one of the prisoners in the camp who should have been defended
against the SS ~ It was only after his wife~s repeated bitter complaints and accusations
towards Chris that he felt obliged to join forces with her against their daughtert
Ostensibly~ his ~survivor guilt~ had led him to repeat~ in a compulsive way~ exactly
the same kind of situation which had actually provoked these guilty feelingst Chris~
in her turn~ had also always fiercely done everything possible to protect her son
against her husband~s ~the boys step~father~ allegedly cynical attitude towards himt
The son~s problems were~ indeed~ very much due to his mother~s extreme over~
protectiveness~ in combination with the educational and emotional distance which
his step~father maintained towards him~
This case history shows that the concept of PSF may be useful in trying to define
the psychodynamics of second~~ and even third generation pathology in terms of
transferring unresolved trauma~related conflicts from the first to later generations~
ltZtb

Quantitative~energetic aspects of the Congruent Life Event fCLE~

The theoretical model designated by me as Iqualitativetdynamict~ has much in
common with the ~experience~distant~ approach to trauma~ insofar as it emphasises
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In our opinion the quantitative~energetic~ or ~experience~neart~ aspect of the actual
traumatic experience ~ ite~ the inherent threat to the organism~s physical existence ~
is important only insofar as it determines the point at which the individual threshold
is exceeded and the ~traumatic sparkt will spread~ In this case the strength of the
traumatic spark consists of the vigour of the individual~s projections~ It should be
emphasised~ however~ that the height of this individual threshold is not only
determined by a constitutionaltgenetic factor but also by the vigour and
aggressiveness of the introjects constituting the PSFt elaborating on the notion of a
Istimulus barrier~ ~ as postulated by Freud ~ the PSF can be envisaged as a ~receptor
site~ in this barrier~ facilitating or ~attracting~ the apperception of events which are
congruent~ or ~in tune~~ with either of the PSF~s constituents~ As such~ the PSF must
be seen as a Iweak spot~ in the stimulus barrier~ lowering the individual threshold for
Icongruentl stressorst

ltVI Neurobiological correlates of the interaction between PSF and
Congruent Life Eventt The assump ti on of a Permanent
Traumatic Memory System kPTMS~~
The clinical observations and the psychodynamic reasoning which eventually led
us to the conceptualisation of the PSF and its kindling by a CLE have meanwhile
found strong support in the findings of recent biological~psychiatric researcht Kolb
~lg V~ was the first investigator to suggest that the excessive CNS stimulation at the
time of the trauma might cause permanent neuronal changes~ especially in the
amygdaloid~ and hippocampall~ regions of the braint He furthermore states~ Each
successive arousalof aggressive emotion by exposure to external stimuli or social
incidents arousing the traumatic complex~ if intense enough to overwhelm the
central controls~ leads to activation of the lower centers~ which in turn reactivates
the cortical l areas related to emotions and memoryt I ~pt I g~~ Subsequent research
has corroborated and extended this view~ In people suffering from PTSD ~
pharmacological agents that stimulate sympathetic arousal ~ such as etg~ the
sympaticomimetic~l yohimbine ~ can precipitate visual images and emotional states
that are associated with the original traumatic experience ~Southwick et al~~ l Ig~~
It seems that massive secretion of neurohormones Cin particular norepinephrinel and
corticosteroids~~ at the time the trauma occurs brings about an over~consolidation
of the memory traces connected with~ and surrounding~ the traumatic situation CVan
der Kolk~ Burbridge~ and Suzuki~ llgS~t This phenomenon appears to be largely
mediated by norepinephrine input to the amygdala CVan der Kolk~ l ggbb~ through
fibres stemming from the locus coeruleus CL QZa ~ The mechanism thought to be

Zj I am much indebted to J~G~B~Mt Rohloff psychiatrist~ for his willingness to comment
upon this section and for his expe rt advice~
Zq The LC may be looked upon as the rbrain trauma center~ Krystal~ lggO~~
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responsible for this strong and irreversible imprinting of traumatic memory traces
is called Long Term Potentiation ~LTP~tZS It concerns a long~term form of so~called
~learned responses~ which is based upon a permanent alteration of ~neuronal~ cell
chemistry and structure under the influence of prolonged exposure to repeated
stimulation~ Its detailed mechanisms~ encompassing among other things permanent
changes in the translation of the neuron~s genetic programs in terms of protein
synthesis and changes in receptor function~ were first discovered and studied by
Kandel and his associates in a sea~snail ~Aplysia californica~ ~Agrass and Wilson~
lggS~ Goelet and Kandel~ lggb~ Kandel~ IgSI~ I IgS~ Krystal~ lggO~~ The model is
thought to apply also to the vertebrate braint At present there is strong evidence
suggesting that LTP plays a major role in long~term memory storage ~Kupfermann
and Kandel~ I IgS~~ Very recently~ evidence is brought forward concerning the role
of the glutamate system as an alternative route for creating LTP ~Purves et alt ~
I Ig ~ ~ ~
Upon reviewing the available evidence~ Krystal ~ l ggO~ advances the suggestion
that PTSD could be associated with fundamental and long~lasting neuronal
modifications~ and that many PTSD symptoms may have the indelible qualities of
longAerm memoryt
In recent reports ~Post~ l gIZPost and Weiss~ I ggS~ evidence is put forward
suggesting that in recurrent affective disorder a sensitisation to both the luxating
stressor and the first ailment episode has occurred~ this whole complex becomes
successively encoded at the level of gene expressiont Jhis is in effect the same as
the LTP described above~~ As a consequence~ the individual could become more vul~
nerable to further occurrences of affective illness~ It is tempting to assume that
environmental stressors which are either very strong or very long~lasting may induce
specific biochemical and micro~structural alterations in the nervous system ~as
already suggested above~~ such as to create a Ipermanent traumatic memory system~
C PTMS~ as I might call itt This PTMS may either give rise to direct symptom
formation or otherwise remains silent C~repressed~~ until it becomes evoked or
kindled by a sensory input which in some respects resembles the original stressor
andlor its neurophysiological and biochemical concomitants Cm ~state~dependent
memory retrieval~~~
With this knowledge in mind I am now prepared to provisionnally answer the
question as to the possible neurobiological correlates of the kindling of the PSF by
a congruent stressor ~the afore~mentioned CLE~ ~ On the grounds of recent research
by himself and by others using neuroimaging techniqueszb~ Van der Kolk ~ lggbc~ has
zs LTP is a form of neural plasticity in which the response strength of a post~synapti c
neuronl is persistently incre as ed following even a brief burst of higMrequency stimulation ~
LTP occurs predomin an tly in the amygdala~hippocampal system ~Kandel~ Schwartz~ and
Jessell ~ lIIS~
zb As compared to matched controls ~ people with PTSD have
decreased hippocampal
volumes~ CObserved in three different studies in three different laboratories~ as quoted by
Van der Kolk C IIIbb~~ During exposure to ~their own~ traumatic sc ri pts~ patients with
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proposed a neuroanatomical model accounting for~ as he calls it~ the failure to
integrate traumatic memories~t Most of the sensory information entering the central
nervous system ~CNS~ passes through the thalamus~ where a first decision is made
about the taddresses~ to which the information should be sent on for further
evaluationt Two such addresses are the prefrontal cortex and the amygdalat The
amygdala is able to both interpret the emotional valence of the incoming information
and to attach to certain fragments of this information a new emotional significance~
I assume that this process of evaluation and assignment takes place in close
cooperation and incessant ~crosstalk~ between the amygdala on the one hand and on
the other the hippocampal formation which functions as a relay station~ both tapping
and feeding cortical association areas containing the long~term memory space~time
maps and quality rubrics of past experiences ~Kupfermann and Kandel~ IggS~
LeDoux~ lggb~~Amygdala and hippocampusI are anatomically adjacent and
strongly interconnected structures situated in the median temporal lobe just beneath
the floor of the lateral ventriclet~ The information~ thus evaluated and ~emotionally
enriched~ by the amygdaloid~hippocampal system~ is passed on to centres in the
brainstem and the hypothalamus~ that control the behavioural~ autonomic~ and
neurohormonal response systems~ so that the original sensory stimuli are transformed
into emotional and hormonal signals and corresponding emotions ~LeDoux~ lggZ ~
I Igb~ Van der Kolk~ I Igbb~ ~ Since the sensory input from the thalamus arrives at the
amygdala before information from the neocortex has reached the latter~ the
emotional evaluation of the incoming information precedes conscious~ ~cortical~~
experiencing CLeDoux~ lglb~t Hence~ the immediate emotional responses and
sensory impressions may already be based on fragments of information rather than
on full~blown ~ and I might addt conscious ~ perceptions of objects and events ~Van
der Kolk~ I Igbc~
These findings and considerations have led me to formulate the following
hypothesis~ which may be seen as an attempt to apply LeDouxts formulations to our
concept of pre~stress sensitisation and of the CLEt
A possible answer to the question about how the PSF may be kindled or
reactivated by a CLE ~ and the answer to some other theoretical problems as well~
may be found in what I have called the Icrosstalk~ between amygdala and
hippocampal structures as well as in LeDoux~ observation that sensory information
already reaches the amygdala before it is able to undergo cortical screening and
~reality testing~t The screening of incoming information for potentially life~
threatening signals by the amygdala is supposed to occur by Icomparing~ scraps of
the still indeterminate information reaching the amygdala outside cortical control~

PTSD demonstrated heightened activity only in the right hemisphere and in the parts of th e
limbic system most intimately associated with the amygdala~ Brocats area ~ responsible for
translating personal experiences into communicable language ~ was Iturned off ~Van der
Kolk~ Ilgb~t From this Van der Kolk draws the conclusion that patients suffering from
PTSD tend to experience emotions as physical states rather than as verbally encoded
experiences ~Van der Kolk~ Iggbc~ p ~ Zg~~t
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with the long~term memory traces and maps stored in the hippocampus~ According
to what has been said before about LTP I assume that the traces of pre~existing
psychic conflict andlor earlier traumatisation are to be found in the form of the
highly charged neuronic circuits of a Permanent Traumatic Memory System
~PTMS~ within the amygdala~hippocampal systemt As soon as an~ as yet
indeterminate~ scrap of sensory information reaching the amygdala is found to
resemble~ if only in a superficial or formal way~ a traumatic or conflictual image
stored in the hippocampal PTMS this is interpreted by the organism as a signal of
acute danger~ This elicits a cascade of neurobiological defence or alarm reactions~
so that the organism reacts as if the original trauma had re~appearedt We are able~
then~ to give a neurobiological definition of the Congruent Life Event ~CLE~ as
representing a fragment of indeterminate~ preconscious~ sensory information to
which the organism secondarily attaches the meaning of acute danger by virtue of
its formal resemblance to traumatic or conflictual images stored in the
hippocampal~amygdaloid emotional memory system~
In the light of the clinical observations set forth in this and following chapters one
must conclude that the traumatic memories are stored in a ~holistic~~ condensed and
pars~pro~toto fashion~ ite~ in a ~language~ which probably is also utilised in so~called
~primary process thinkingft CPerhaps~ this condensed type of storage is the most
leconomicl and manageable way for the organism to handle the enormous amount of
experiencest~ The ~congruityt of the CLE relates~ therefore~ only to the formal~
tprimary process~~ aspects of the sensory information and not to its content Cwhich~
in fact~ would then be nothing else than a cortical~discriminative contribution~~
On the other hand~ the pretstress presence of traumatic images seems to be
accompanied by a sustained elevation of autonomous nervous system activity
expressing itself~ among other things~ as a hyperadrenergicl state which~ in turn~
may be associated with increased activity of the locus coeruleus ~LQ~ which is a
primary source of noradrenergic innervation of the limbic system ~the amygdala in
particular~~ cerebral cortex~ cerebellum and~ to a lesser degree~ the hypothalamus Csee
Yehuda~ Southwick~ Perry~ Mason~ and Giller C I ggO~ who review the available
evidence~t Since the LC influences autonomous system functioning~ it is thought to
be intimately involved in the stress response CKrystal~ l ggO~t It is very possible that
the increased activity of the LC ~ still stemming from earlier traumatic experiences~
sensitises the limbic system in such a way that incoming sensory information is more
readily and more directly conveyed to~ and processed by~ the amygdala~hippocampal
system~ thereby initially circumventing cortical control~ The pre~trauma sensitisation
of the noradrenergic system may express itself clinically as the same hypervigilancel
as is observed in subjects suffering from PTSDZ~t Neurobiological findings include
high levels of circulating catecholamines and a secondary down~regulation of
platelet aiadrenergic receptorsI ~Perry~ Southwick~ Yehuda~ and Giller~ l gIO~ ~ This
may~ indeed~ explain the consistent finding that the neurobiological capability of the

z~ In traumatised children this may express itself among other things~ as an Attention
Deficit and Hyperactivity Disordert
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as is observed in subjects suffering from PTSDZ~t Neurobiological findings include
high levels of circulating catecholamines and a secondary down~regulation of
platelet aiadrenergic receptors~ ~Perry~ Southwick~ Yehuda~ and Giller~ l glOj~ This
may~ indeed~ explain the consistent fmding that the neurobiological capability of the
adult to cope with stress is determined by early life experiences~ When rats are
exposed to perinatal handling stress~ major alterations are seen in the ability to learn
and to respond in an appropriate way to stressors later in life CWeinstockf Fride~ and
Hertzberg~ lggS~~ Breier et aL~ ~IgHS~ observed an altered HPAzH axis and a higher
incidence of psychiatric symptomatology in children suffering from major losses and
continued family distress during developmentt
The neurobiological findings and observations set forth in this section strongly
support our notion of the PSF behaving as a ~receptor site~ and~ as such~ as a Iweak
spott in the stimulus barriert
Genetic factors undoubtedly play a role in the vulnerability to stress~ In their
studies of infant monkeys~ Suoumi and his associates CSuoumif llgb ~ as cited in
Krystal~ l ggO~ collected evidence supporting the notion that genetic and rearing
factors interact to determine the reactivity of animals to potentially traumatic
stressorst It seemed~ however~ that the rearing factor was able to ~wipe outl the
genetic vulnerabilityt CGenetically anxious monkeys~ when raised by calm mothers~
could overcome their separation trauma after having been reunited with their mothes
and could also become socially dominanttp
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Implications for clinical research and practice

The psychodynamic notion of a Personal Sensitisation Factor ~PSF~ mediating
between recent life~events and subsequent ~ psychiatric or ~psychojsomatic ~ disease
is supported by neuroanatomical and neurophysiological evidence~ This means that
one begins to understand little by little the neuroanatomical and neurohumoral
pathways along which our emotional and intellectual mentations ~ in shom our
tintentional objectst ~Bolton and Hill~ l Igbj ~ may be expressed and effectuated
However~ it is this authorts conviction that for really understanding and helping the
diseased individual~ with his own unique life~history and ~perhaps~ destination~ the
Z~ In traumatised children this may express itself~ among other things~ as an Attention
Deficit and Hyperactivity Disorder~
Zg Hypothalamus ~ Pituitary ~ Adrenal
Zy This dominance of rearing factors over genetic vulnerability was also observed by
Tienari and his team ffienari~ I gg LTienari et alt ~ l IHS~ ~ They found that the adopted~away
children of schizophrenic mothers developed the illness only if they were raised in adoptive
families in which the emotional climate was demonstrably unhealthy~ When raised in
healthy adoptive families none of these high~risk probands developed psychosis~ nor did
low~risk probands raised in unhealthy adoptive familiest
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knowledge of these neurobiological mechanisms remains of less importance than
interpreting the meaning of his verbal and non~verbal communications ~or non~
communications~ ~Bolton and Hill~ l ggb~ Koerselman~ l ggll~t The reason for this is
that neuronal mechanisms in themselves are utterly meaningless~ save for the
conveyance of meaning or intentionalityjo~ Accordingly~ research into the validity of
psychodynamic concepts and the development of new insights in this area should
continue both parallel to~ and in continuous exchange with~ the findings of
neurobiological and neuropsychiatric researcht

The notion of a PSF mediating between recent lifetevents and psychobiological
disease~ may be relevant for both clinical practice and research~
Its implications for clinical practice can be summarised as follows~
A psychiatric or psychosomatic illness may be precipitated or preceded by an
apparently tri vial event~ one which~ by objective st andards~ would be regarded as
being so harmless ~ or even ~positivet ~ that it does not merit the connotation of
Istressor~ in its own right ~ In these cases ~ however~ the possibility should always
be born e in mind that these seemingly trivial events can kindle a very aggressive
intrapsychic conflict~ ~As has already been stated ~ the vigour of th e repressed
emotions seems to be propo rtional to the triviality of the trigger event CCLE~t~

This means that clinical workers should not too hastily abandon the search for
a possible psychotraumatic origin~ and for a psychological meaning ~ of the
patienYs illness in all th ose cases in which the CLE or trigger event~ to all
intentions and purposes ~ seems trivial ~
In individual causality assessments~ such as those required for medico~legal
issues~ detection of a meaningful association between a precipitating life~event
CCLE~ and a PSF in its quality of an internalised early traumatic object~
relationship~ offers a powerful argument in support of a positive causal
relationship of the illness with both the PSF and the CLEt According to the laws
governing individual causality~ both the PSF and the Congruent Life Event ~CLE~
contribute IOOoo to the causation of the illnesst ~See e~g~ Rothman~ lggbt~ From
a purely scientific point of view~ therefore~ neither the causal role of the CLE ~ nor
that of the PSF should be trivialised since~ according to our theory~ both PSF and
CLE are necessary conditions for precipitating the illness~~~

~ Just as the musical message of a symphony cannot~ by any means~ be conveyed through
a graphical representation of the Fourier analysis of the frequencies of the participating
instrumentst This view is quite contrary to the contention that mental phenomena~ and for
that matter psychiatric symptoms in particular~ could be no more than the by~products o f
epiphenomena~ of physico~chemical brain processes~
a i For a more comprehensive discussion of this interesting causality problem I refer the
reader to ChtN~ Section ~l to b of this bookt
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I t In the case of a disturbed parent~child relationship the parent~s PSF may be
tracked down by examining the various ways in which its aggressive contents
have been projected onto one or more of the children and into the marriage
relationship itself~Z~
The ideas presented in this section also have implications for clinical researcht
~ ~ The notion of a PSF may deepen our insight into the possible contribution of
psychotraumatic factors to the pathogenesis of psychiatric and psychosomatic
disease~ perhaps even including psychosis ~De Graaf~ l M~ lggS ~ lgWc~t

St The assumption of a PSF as an intervening Ilatent~ variable may prove fruitful in
those studies in which correlations between recent life~events and the onset of
disease have hitherto been disappointingly lowt
bt Premises and constructs derived from psychoanalytic theory~ such as the basic as~
sumption of Ipsychic continuityt and the concept of projective identification in
particular~ may be put to the test by operationalising the PSF and using it as a
research variable possibly mediating between life~event and disease outcome~ The
results of this research could contribute to a further refinement of
psychoanalytical thinking and theory~ as well as to a possible readjustment of
some of its premises~

Jt Continued research into the relationships between l~st and Z~nd generation
childhood trauma on the one hand and neurobiological parameters on the other
may result in the detection of neurobiological markers of vulnerability to stress
in adult lifet

jZ An example of this is the onset of a severe depression or psychosomatic reaction
~Coronary Heart Disease~ Diabetes~ after a child has left homet One may observe such
reactions in individuals who at the time had been traumatically separated from their own
parents ~De Graaf~ M S ~ lgl~~t
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Chapter II
An Object~Relational Model of Traumatisation and
of Post~Traumatic Psychobiological Disease

Summary~
Chapter II delves more deeply into the origins and psychodynamics of the PSF as
well as into the psychodynamics of the process of traumatisationt These observations
and considerations eventually lead to the proposition of a comprehensive object~
relational model of personality development which tries to integrate the findings of
clinical and biological trauma and stress research with current psychoanalytic
theories about child~ and personality developmentt This Chapter also contains the
results of a l I~ study of l bO Israeli veterans who had taken an active part in the
l gIl l Yom Kippur Wart

The following articles are incorporated in this Chaptert
l t C l I ~ S~ Sexual role and dependency conflicts in the premorbid personality of
sufferers from war neurotic conditions and the interaction of those and other
background variables with the specific stressors and psychological conditions of
combatt Paper read on the Z~nd International Congress on the Psychological
Adjustment to Stress during War and Peace~ Jerusalem~
I t C lISS~ Experimental support for the validity of a model describing the
pathodynamics~ of post~traumatic psychiatric or psychosomatic illness in terms of
an object~relational theory of the personality~ Paper presented at the l~~th European
Conference on Psychosomatic Research~ Marburg~ Germany~
at ~lgg l ~ Chronic PTSD in military veteranst pathogenesis~ clinical features and
treatment~ Paper read at the yearly meeting of Dutch reserve military physicians~
Delft~ The Netherlandst
In the Sections Z ~ Z and Zt J mention is made of the experiences gained by the
author during the treatment of Israeli soldiers who in the so~called Yom Kippur War
of lg ll had to be evacuated to the rear because of an intractable Combat Stress
Reaction CCSR~~ The majority of these soldiers had functioned rather healthily and
adequately preceding the war~ Yet~ on closer examination some characteristic
features in their premorbid family and life histories could be notedt Those
peculiarities can be summarised as ~l~ dependency problems and conflicts~ C Z~ a
basic insecurity with respect to their gender role and with their role as a husband
andlor as a father~ and ~ the existence of a strong mutual dependency relationship
between the soldier and his spouse andJor his parents~ Two case histories are
presented which together are rather characteristic of the psychodynamic mechanisms
at work in this group of soldierst In the analysis of these two TIml studiest I made
~l

use of so~called working hypotheses ~ itet tentative conclusions about the essence of
the pertinent psychodynamics~ First of all~ I noticed that the so~called ~fixation to the
traumat consisted of a strong and enduring inner conviction of having been
victimised by the traumatic experience itself~ by those who did not do enough to
avert the danger~ andlor by the intrusive recurrences of the trauma in the form of
flashbacks or nightmares~ Secondly~ I conjectured that the role of the victim adopted
by the ego during the process of traumatisation had to be looked upon as a denial
and reversal~into~the~opposite of aggressive ~ or allegedly aggressive ~ impulses
stemming from a pre~existing inner conflictt On the grounds of these observations
and considerations I arrived at formulating the hypothesis that this pre~existent
psychic conflict might consist of a two pole~ or dyadic~ introject~ the poles of which
were formed by parts of the self and of the object ~ presumably a parental figure ~
between which an unresolved hostile~dependent relationship had existed in the pastt
Such a dyadic introject is equivalent to the psychic structure which Kernberg ~ l gbb~
has called a Inon~metabolized internalized object~relationship~~ The ttransference to
the trauma~~ as Fairbairn ~IgSZIII U ~ has labeled the traumatic fixation~ could then
consist of a projective identification of the stressor with a Ibad~ part of the self~ i~et
a part of the self containing either a Ibad child~ or a ~bad parent~ representationt
These observations and assumptions of myself and others concerning the
traumatisation process prompted me to conceive an object~relational model of
personality development which would account for the above considerationst
Section Zt ~l deals with the development of early object~relations and with the
supposed mechanisms of early splitting operationst Starting from the observations
of René Spitz on the mother~child interactions in Early Infantile Eczema C EIE~ and
his and Wolfets work about Anaclyticl Depression ~AD~ in abandoned infantsf the
term psychosomatic solutionl may be applied to a form of splitting in which a part
of the body~self is equated with an unbearable ~bad~ aspect of the ~re~introjectedj
object and successively is split off and sequestrated~ In the above description of early
splitting an attempt is made to integrate the observations of Spitz with those of
Melanie Kleint

This section contains a discussion of recent developments in infant research~ In
this context the observations and views of Daniel Stern and of Milton Klein are
passed in reviewt It is noted that the considerations and conclusions of certain
modern infant research tend to suffer from a marked lacuna~ that is the absence of
the themes of anxiety~ fear and ~reactive~ aggression and their possible relevance to
normal development as wellt
Section Z A is concluded with the introduction of the concepts of Iautonomous
self and of~bad autonomous self respectively~ These concepts are derived from the
themes of separation~individuation CMahler~ I Ibg~ and of autonomy ~Kestenberg~
I Ibb~These themes will be discussed in more detail in ChtIIL
Section ZtS deals with the formation of the ~depressogenic parent~child dyadl~
representing the structural derivative of the depressive position as conceived by
Melanie Kleint It can be described in general terms as the dyadic introject ~bad
autonomous selfH Isufering~ abandoned ideally good mother~~ Within this
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introjected dyad the ~childt part of the self carries on hurting the Imothert part while
at the same time doing penitence for its ~attacks~ by feeling hurt in her placet
In anticipation of a more thorough discussion of the concepts of externalisation
and projective identification in Chapter III ~ Section Z~ b deals with the possibility that
a depressogenic dyad may be externalised in the form of a new neurotic dependency
relationship~ If such a collusional relationship ~Willi~ I I IS~ is suddenly disrupted ~
etg~ through death or divorce~ or because of mobilisation in the army ~ the person
concerned is once again exposed to the inner tension and anxiety of the re~
internalised depressogenic dyadt
Clinically~ it seems to be useful to subdivide the process of traumatisation into
two successive stages~ a persecutory~dissociative and aschizoid~depressive one~ This
subdivision on psychodynamic grounds reflects and parallels fairly well the
nosological distinction between Acute Stress Disorder or Combat Stress Reaction
on the one hand and Chronic PTSD on the othert Psychic numbing~ being It ~ ttt one
of the most intractable PTSD symptomst ~Davidson and Van der Kolk~ lggb~ ~
should be considered as a form of splitting in which the continuous feeling of ~being
dead to the world~ points to the same processes which are supposed to underlie
anaclytic depression in infantst Psychic numbing~ together with the other ~negativet
symptoms of chronic PTSD ~ reflects a form of splitting which may in fact rather
resemble that described as ~hypofrontality~ ~ite~ impaired functioning of the
prefrontal cortex~ in chronic schizophrenic patientst
In this context the work of Pierre Janet ~already mentioned in Section L l ~
deserves special attention because he has consistently remained aware of the
possible traumatic core of dissociative ~~hysterical~~ phenomena~ and of other
psychiatric disturbances as wellt In doing so Janet has formulated insights which~
because of their direct connection with psychological functioning~ lend themselves
readily to translation into neurobiological models of the mindt

Section Z ~ ~ offers a tentative enumeration of possible neurobiological correlates
of postttraumatic splitting~ These are ~ l ~ a sustained posmraumatic Ishort~circuitry~
within the limbic system resulting in reverberating scraps of traumatic memories
~flashbacks~ within this system~ accompanied by an enduring functional disruption
of the connections between this system and the prefrontal cortex~ ~Z~ disconnection
of the prefrontal cortex from other important cortical association areas~ expressing
itself~ among other things~ in psychic numbing alternating with outbursts of
indiscriminate violence~ ~Tunctional commissurotomyt~ lateralisation of certain
brain activities to only one cerebral hemisphere as demonstrated by Van der Kolk
cts~ in patients suffering from chronic PTSD ~ and ~~ ~ chronic inhibition of stresst
induced noradrenergic activation by endogenous opioids~
The influence of the partner~relationship on posMraumatic coping and on the
eventual development of ~chronicj postAraumatic disturbance is discussed in Section
Z~ S~ In connection with the possibility of a premorbid collusion~ and on the basis of
my own experiences with the treatment of Israeli soldiers and their wives or
fiancées~ I already surmised that the soldier~s wife~s reaction to her husband~s return
from combat as well as the resulting interaction between them were rather predictive
~~

with regard to the development of chronic post~traumatic disturbancet This
conjecture was afterwards corroborated by the findings of a statistical study of l bO
Israeli veteranst CSee Section Ztl~t The interaction between the soldier returning
home and his partner appeared to be very complicated and strongly connected with
projections~ unfulfilled expectations and other conscious and unconscious motives
on both sidest
Section It g gives a summary of the methods and findings of a statistical study of
l bO Israeli war veterans in which the psychodynamic hypotheses developed in the
preceding Sections were put to the testt
The results all pointed in the same direction and strongly supported our main
research hypothesis~ that is the assumption of an interaction between the stressors
of combat on the one hand and on the other adverse childhood experiences~
problems in the realm of separation~individuation~ and contemporary object~
relations~ in generating both a vulnerability to combat stress and a proclivity towards
severe post~traumatic impairmentt
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INTRODUCTION

Those setting out on the treatment of patients suffering from a post~traumatic
disorder may sooner or later be confronted with feelings of therapeutic impotence~
Not infrequently~ the situation may even deteriorate notwithstanding our therapeutic
efforts ~Green~ lgg~~With a few exceptions ~see etg~ Herman et aL~ lggg ~ Ulman
and Brothers~ IgSS~ psychoanalytic theorists have felt increasingly discouraged by
the developments described above and have gradually retreated from investigating
the field of traumatic stresst In the meantime biological~psychiatric research had
progressed to the point where investigators have observed individual differences in
the susceptibility to stress as well as in poststress neurohumoral parameters which
could only be due to the combined influence of genetic factors and early life
experience ~Perry~ I gSS~ Perry et alt ~ l gIO ~ Suoumi~ I ISb ~ Squire and McKee~ I II S ~
Yehuda et aL~ l IgO~~t The results of biological research have opened new avenues
i Surprisingly~ these findings contrast strongly with those of clinical investigators who di d
not find any siginificant relationship between pre~service and premorbid personality
characteristics and various socio~demographic variables and PTSD morbidity ~In Vietnam
veterans~ Foy et al~~ llga ~ II U~ Gallers et al~~ IISS ~ Solkoff et al~~ lgHb~ in Israeli
veterans~ Solomon and Oppenheimer~ l ISb~ Solomon~ l IHtI~ Solomon and Benbenishti~
lgSb~t However~ without exception these authors employed a very narrow definition of
PTSD excluding as tunwanted~ co~morbidityl~ or simply as such the more severe post~
traumatic disturbances~ Investigators using a much broader definition of PTSD~ such as the
Mississippi Scale for Combat~Related PTSD as well as the PTSD subscale of the MMP I
~Zaidi and Foy~ IIIa~ and De Graaf ~l I I b~ l W S~ using an intercolleague~consensus scale
~see below~ did find significant positive relationships between the severity of PTSD and
traumatic childhood experiences~
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in which the contributions of psychoanalysis may again be of value because of its
discoveries concerning early development and family interaction~ and how these
variables may interfere with the interpretation of the stressor and the
psychodynamics of the traumatisation processt
In the following sections I shall propose a model describing the psychodynamics
of the traumatisation process and the ways in which the apperception of the stressor
may interact with early and contemporary object~relations CEOR and COR
respectively~~ In order to fully understand the mechanisms at work I had to fall back
on the observations and writings of objecttrelationists such as Melanie Klein~ Spitz~
Fairbairn~ Mahler and Kernberg~ A model of early personality development is
offered in which the so~called ~structural~ model of personality Cite~ the division into
Superego~ Ego and Id~ has given way to a model describing personality development
in terms of an interaction between maturational forces and dyadic introjects
stemming from unresolved parent~child and parent~parent incompatabilities~
exigencies and conflicts~ In this context I shall use René Spitz~s observations on
Early Infantile Eczema and his concept of Anaclytic Depression in proposing a
model explaining psychosomatic and psychiatric illness as the result of splitting
operations under the sway of severe traumatisation~ To start with I shall give a short
summary of my experiences as a military psychiatrist during the l g ~l Israeli~Arab
~Yom Kippur~ War and present some cases which may serve as a starting point for
the proposition of the model~ This chapter concludes with a description of the
methods and results of a research project which the author carried out in l ~ in the
context of the Israeli army~ with the objective of testing the hypotheses arising from
the proposed model~

Z~Z

THE CONCEPT OF STRESS~ PRESENTATION OF CASE MATERIAL

During the so~called Yom~Kippur War of llI ~ between Israel and the allied
forces of Egypt and Syria the author worked as an Israeli army psychiatrist in a team
whose task was to treat soldiers who had been evacuated to the rear because of
severe ~war~neurotic reactionstt In the context of this therapy I also had talks with the
soldiers~ parents andlor spouses~ Though~ indeed~ the majority of these soldiers had
functioned rather healthily and adequately preceding the war~ I nevertheless noticed
the existence of some characteristic features in their premorbid family and life
historiest Those peculiarities could be summarised as ~ I ~ dependency problems and
conflicts~ ~Z~ a basic insecurity with respect to their gender role and with their role
as a husband or as a father~ and C ~~ the existence of a strong mutual dependency
relationship between the soldier and his spouse andlor his parents~
The stress concept
It has become increasingly clear that the conception of stress as though it were a
variable which is open to full objectivation and measurement is not in agreemeent
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with clinical reality ~Lazarus and Folkman~ I I M ~ Rahe~ l ggS~t According to current
view~ whether an event is perceived by a person as stressful or not depends to a large
extent at that person~s state of mind of that moment~ on previous experience~ and to
the extent to which the perceived event changes the course of a person~s life ~Rahe~
I IgS~t To give an example of this latter criteriont in their follow~up of veterans of
the Korean War who since then were suffering from a war~neurotic condition~ Brill
and Beebe ~l ISS~ found that no less than one third of the veterans suffering from
war neurosis had already decompensated before they went aboard the ship that
would eventually bring them to the Koreast Thus~ what unmistakably counts is the
way in which a person~s inner world colours the perception of an event~

The DSM~IV edition has acknowledged these developments in the
conceptualisation of stress by abandoning the quasi~objective trauma definition of
~ ttt an event which is outside the range of normal human experience or would be
unusually distressing to almost anyone~ of DSM~III~R and by simply incorporating
the subjective reaction of the individual concerned in the very definition of trauma
itself~
However~ be that as it may~ it is completely unrealistic to assign to e~g~ a I
month~s stay in a concentration camp the same traumatic ~weight~ as to moving to
another home which~ in that person~ evokes very traumatic childhood memories of
bereavement~ The observation of Apple ~lgbb~ that the psychiatric casualty rate in
a WtWtAI combat unit closely followed~ both in time and in magnitude~ the
percentage of deaths and wounded in that same unit strongly suggests that there is
a quantitative aspect to stress~ if only for the duration of the threat to the life of
oneself and that of fellowtsoldiers~ The findings of Apple ~l Ibb~~ however~ equally
point to the existence of an individual thresholdt ~See in this respect what was said
in Section l t l t S about the quantitative~energetic aspects of the stressort~
The following case history of a soldier whom I treated myself during the Yom
Kippur War may illustrate the above discussion of the subjective~emotional aspects
of the traumatising stressor~ At the same time it may serve as a starting point for our
discussion of the psychodynamic mechanisms at work in traumatisation~ and
especially of the role of intrapsychic conflicts connected with separation~
individuation~

Case IV
Yossi~ a soldier ZZ years of age and ofRumanian descent~ was referredfrom
the frontline to our Recovery and Treatment Unit because of persistent
sleeplessness and severe attacks of anxiety during which he trembled all over
his body~ His sleeplessness was especially connected with a nightmare which
repeated itselfeach nightt two red~coloured military boots risefrom and above
a heap of sand~ When asked Yossi told me that he had also seen the same
picture in reality~ and that the shoes belonged to a fallen soldier a
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paratrooper~ who had been buried in a rather hasty and nonchalant mannert
At the very moment when he saw this Yossi had had his ftrst anxiety attackt
He associated the item Ired military boots~ with his long~cherished wish to
join the paratroops~ the corps d lélite of the Israeli Defence Forces~ who were
characterised apartfrom their red boots~ by a heavy training programme~ a
less formal discipline and a high morale~ However~ being a single child he had
neededfor this the consent of his parents which the latter eventually refused
to givet This refusal was quite congruent with the pampering and anxious~
possessive way in which he had been brought up and which was strongly
connected with his parentsl Holocaust background~ As his parents had also
told him that they did not want him to enter any other combat unit he had
managed to dodge this possibility and so eventually ended up in an
administrative job close to his parents I homet
The events first described above took place when in connection with his
work he was sent for the first time to the Sinai desert~ Not belonging to any
regular unit and not knowing the way he roamed all over the vast and desolate
desert~
It is important to note that about one month before the war broke out Yossi
had married and that his mother made no secret ofherfeelings ofjealousy vis~
à~vis the young daughter~in~lawt
It is not difficult to interpret in this case the traumatising stressor~ which also
appeared as the central theme in his nightmares~ as the symbolic representation of
a serious inner conflict to which this soldier was pronet On the most superficial and
most conscious level it conveys the message~ ~Look what happens when you defy
your parents~ warnings by venturing into the danger zoneV~ However~ on a deeper
and more unconscious level the stressor also says~ By succumbing to your parents~
demands you have forsaken your own ideals~ burying alive your manlinessl ~ t In our
experience this symbolic value of the traumatising stressor is a feature which seldom
is lacking~ especially in cases where the stressor is of relatively low intensityZ~ ~Cft
also Case II ~ ~
This leads us to formulate the following working hypothesist
Working hypothesis I r
A traumatising low~intensity stressor may be the symbolic representation of a
psychological conflict~ andas such may serve as a Istepping stonel to externalisation
and dramatisation of this inner conflict in the outer world~
In many respects the traumatising event resembles the so~called ~day residue~ to
which the ~dream censorshipl purportedly has given tallowance~~ because of its
seemingly naive and trivial character~ to fulfil a central role in the formation of the

Z By ~low ~intensity stressort I mean a stressor which would not~ or hardly~ be distressing
to other people in comparable external circumstances~
Q~

manifest dream content kFreud~ l gOO~t This analogy with the processes at work in
the formation of dreams reaches so far that also the link between the traumatising
stressor and the inner conflict it symbolises may be subject to the unconscious
~primary processt mechanisms of condensation~ displacement~ disguise~ an d
overdeterminationt The traumatising stressor is equivalent to our concept of
Congruent Life Event kCLE~ and the traumatogenicl psychological conflict is
conceptualised as the Personal Sensitisation Factor CPSFjt CSee Section l tZ ~~
These observations lead us to an interesting problem which has also been raised
in the context of biological research CVan Kammen and Ver Ellen~ I IgO ~ pt D gjt
Namely~ the question as to why certain people apparently must seek refuge in a
traumatic fixation as decribed above~ instead of using normal dream~work as a
means of ~detoxification~~ and adaptation to the stressful situationt The provisional
answer is~ in short~ that this is the result of a ~split within the self caused by severely
conflicting introjects and a resulting tendency of these people to project ~aggressive~
parts of the self onto persons or events in the outer world~ This subject will be
discussed in more detail in the section on Melanie Klein~s concepts of the Iparanoid~
schizoid~ and Idepressive~ positionst CSee also the Section ~ A on ~projective
identification~t~
The foregoing case history is also illustrative for another mechanism which I
found to be quite characteristic of the fixation to the trauma and of posMraumatic
disturbances in general~ This is what I would like to call the masochistic reversal of
aggressive~ or allegedly aggressive impulses~ Yossi~s case shows a cynical reversal
of what once were~ in themselves~ healthy impulses towards separation~individuation
and manliness~ These latter~ however~ were felt to be threatening to the parents~
Apparently~ Yossi had tinternalised~ Csee below~ his parents~ condemnation of these
impulses so that he~ too~ had to denounce them as ~aggressive~ and treat them
accordinglyt Eventually~ the averted impulses and the punishment appeared side by
side~ both in the traumatising event itself and in the nightmares which continued to
plague him~
What we are dealing with here is the phenomenon heretofore commonly known as
the ~primary gain of illnesstt As already set out before~ Freud had been strongly
inclined to stick to the ~secondary gain~ hypothesis as far as the traumatic neuroses
of war were concerned~ In his IBeyond the Pleasure Principlet ~ l IZOj Freud
interpreted the repetetive anxiety dreams of traumatic neurosis as stemming from the
~compulsion to repeat~~t He considered this to represent an attempt to retroactively
master the traumatic stimulust Interestingly~ though Freud had dedicated this essay
to the introduction of his Thanatos concept~ he did not explicitly link together this
destructive principle with the traumatic nightmarest Only afterwards~ in I gZ I ~ did
he add a sentence to this essay in which he did suggest~ albeit very cautiously~ a
connection between the tww ~ t t ~~~ we may argue that thefunctioning of dreaming~
like so much else~ is upset in this condition and diverted from its purposes~ or we

j An alternative explanation of the phenomenon of ~repetition compulsion~ will be offe red
in one of the following sections~
IS

may be driven to reflect on the mysterious masochistic trends of the ego~~I Cp ~ M~
the part of the sentence which afterwards was added by Freud has been underlined
by met~
Of the psychoanalysts of the first generation it was only Simmel C I gZ l ~ who
stressed the importance of aggressive impulses in both the neuroses of war and of
peacetimet ~Ittt Thus the symptoms are not converted erotic longings but destructive
impulses~ ~
The above considerations led me to the following working hypothesist
Working hypothesis Z~
The role of the victim adopted by the ego during the process of traumatisation must
be looked upon as a denial and a reversal~into~the~opposite of aggressive or
allegedly aggressive impulses stemming from an oldl reactivated inner conflictt
Yossi~s marriage was not just an important Life Change ~Rahe~ l ggS~ but~ in the light
of his mother~s jealousy~ in the first place an actual revolt against his parents~ The
guilty feelings around this theme ~ which also came to the fore during the therapeutic
sessions ~ must have contributed to the reactivation of the conflict and have made
Yossi more vulnerablet The occurrence of significant life changes shortly before the
war was noticed by me in several other traumatised soldiers as well~ This
observation is in agreement with the findings of Solomon and Flum ~Iggg~ who
witnessed a significant clustering of life~events in Israeli soldiers suffering from
PTSD in the three months preceding the warst
We saw that the traumatising or precipitating event very much behaves like the so~
called ~day residuet which~ because of its associative resemblance to a certain psychic
conflict~ is chosen by the ego to become the very core of the manifest dream through
which this conflict can be dramatised~ This means that the psychotrauma does not
take place in a void~ but links up with a pre~existing psychic conflict~ which itself
issues from by preceding psychotraumatic experiences~ This is equivalent to what
Fairbairn C IgSZ~ has called the ~transference Cof psychic conflictj to the trauma~t He
says in this respecc rExternal situations ttt ~ acquire t ~ t the significance of repressed
situations involving relationships with bad objectst This phenomenon is accordingly
not a phenomenon ofprojection~ but of ~transferencelt I C pt M ~

A precondition for this ~transference phenomenon~ to occur is the presence of a
psychic conflict which engenders so much intrapsychic tension that there exists an

a We may wonder whether meanwhile Freud had made the acquaintance of cases in
persons who~ three years since the war had ended~ still suffered from very serious
symptoms~ this possibility having been previously discarded by him~
S In ancient Israel a newly~wed man was exempted from military duty for a period of one
year Meuteronomy ZgtS~t I do not know if it was noticed already at that time that these men
were especially at risk~ In any event this must have been a psychohygienic measure for the
sake of preventing disruption of family lifet
~I g

urgent need to get rid of this tension by means of projection or other forms of
externalisationt In Chapter I I proposed to call this line of thought~ which also has
some elements in common with the point of view held by Krystal ~ l g lg~~ the
qualitative~dynamic approach to psychotraumat Here the ego plays a more or less
active role insofar as it seems to actively scan the spatio~temporal environment in
order to sort out exactly that stressful event which will be the most suitable for
~transferring~ the psychic conflict to itt
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DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAUMATISATION PROCESS IN OBJECT~RELATIONAL
TERMS

The following case history may se rve as a useful sta rting point for our
discussiont

Case V
Moshe~ a conscript I P years of age~ was referred to our Recovery and
Treatment Unit from the Suez Canalfront accompanied by the following short
letter~ The person in question was sent to me ~ regimental physicianj with the
message that he is suffering from attacks of somnambulism which allegedly
started after he participatedin the Suez Canal crossingt However~ examination
has shown that we are dealing here with a psychopath whose only objective is
to duck out of military service~ We will appreciate your treatmentt I~
Moshe told us the following story as a member of a marine commando he
had been among the first troops who crossed the Suez Canal in order to
recapture it from the enemy~ On this occasion severalfellow~soldiers fell at a
short distancefrom him~ among them a commander whom he liked very mucht
The commander of his own vessel completely lost his mind and jumped
overboartl whereupon he immediately was killedt After having set up the ftrst
bridgehead the soldiers noticed that the regimental commander had started to
behave in a very strange and anxious manner~ he sought cover without obvious
reasons and one could hardlyprompt him to leave his sheltert Eventually~ after
this commander had been superficially wounded by a piece of shrapnel he let
himself be evacuated to the rearby simply confiscating the stretcher of one of
Moshels friends~ who~ being really seriously wounded was awaiting
evacuationt
From now on Moshe started to suffer from nightmares and sleepwalking~ he
lost his appetite~ withdrew from contacts with his friends andfelt more and
more depressed He felt very much ashamed of his sleep~walking and of
keeping his friends awake ~who were afraid that something might happen to
Moshe during his sleep~walking~~
During his first leave Moshe noticed that he found it difficult to relate in a
normal way to his girlfriend When they went out dancing he felt a irresistable
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urge to abandon her and to order a drink for himself alonet When she
eventually called him a Irude boorl Moshe fully understood why she said this
and~ in a certain sense~ even felt some relief
Moshe is the second ofsix children~ His father had attacks of dipsomania lt
Three years previously he had stopped working allegedly because of a
stomach ulcer~ which however had never been officially establishedt Most of
the time father was lying on his bed in the living~room watching TV Whenever
a child walked between father and the TVfather began to shout andgesticulate
furiouslyt rWhile imitating his fatherls gesticulations Moshe made the same
movements as when he described the gesticulations of his anxious
commandert~
Ofall children Moshe was the one to whom mother was most attachedt On
several occasions she had unburdened her heart to him about the problems
between father and hersef At school Moshe did very wellt However~ after he
hadcompleted theffrst year ofthe secondary schoolfather took him awayfrom
there saying that Moshe should assist in supporting thefamilyt ~According to
Moshe~ at the time his father suffered from a Idepression I~j
Fatherplayed very much the boss with Moshet When the latter had reached
the age of I b years he signed up as a sailor but his father came and took him
from the ship~ Father was strongly inclined to use his lillnessl as a weapon~
whereby he tried to exact from his family obedience and respectt
Moshe frequently changedjobst After a short time he began to feel that his
bosses did not like him and neglected him in favour of other workerst
However~ during his military service Moshe went uphill~ He had a good record
and was liked by his commanders and his fellow~soldiers~ The same
commander who had been killed in his vicinity had taken charge of him from
the very beginningt In Moshels own words this commander always had treated
him in a strict but righteous mannerl~
This case history is very characteristic of post~traumatic reactions ~ not necessarily
of soldiers only ~ in which ~acting outt in various forms is a prominent feature~ In this
and other cases one can only fully understand the pathological behaviour by
assuming that a pathological ~Inarcissistic~~Ie~ identification has occurred with a
parental figure whose behaviour gave rise to heavy criticism on the part of the child
as well as to strong feelings of guilt and shame~ So~ as for the case of Moshe~ once
we know about the conduct of his own father and about what happened to his
commanders~ functioning as father substitutes~ we are able to explain a great deal of
Moshe~s personal and behavioural problems as rather caricatural imitations of the
conduct of both his father and his disappointing commander~ This imitative
behaviour even extended to the very details of his fatherts drinking~ as when Moshe
left his girlfriend alone in order to go and drink his lemonade all by himselft

Interestingly~ Moshe~s behaviour elicited in his immediate environment the very
b

See Ch~ III
SI

same emotional reactions which he himself had experienced in relation to his own
father~figure~sjt pity and concern in his fellow~soldiers~ embarrassment followed by
well~meant anger in his girlfriend~ whereas the army doctor who referred him to us
had reacted with anger and rejection because of Moshets allegedly ~psychopathic~ and
~manipulativet behaviour~ which was exactly the same description Moshe had given
us about his fathert So~ what one is witnessing here is an example of what we call
Iprojective identification~t This case history accordingly illustrates the conjoint
operation of narcissistic and projective identification These mechanisms are treated
in Chapter III ~
For our present purposes it is important to focus our attention on the observation
that in this and other cases the postttraumatic condition is characterised by a new and
pathological interaction between the traumatised person and his or her environment
as well as between this person and the traumatic experience itself ~ the latter being
called Itransference to the traumat ~Fairbairnj or ~fixation to the trauma~~ Furthermore~
as could be demonstrated in the above case~ these interactions represent a re~
externalisation and a dramatisation of an inner conflict that itself is the intrapsychic
precipitate of a pathological object~relation~
This leads us to formulate the following working hypothesist
Working hypothesis i~~
The intrapsychic conflict to be externalised and dramatised in the traumatic
situation consists of a dipolar~ or dyadic ~ introject whose two poles areformed by
parts of the self and the object between which in the past an unresolved hostile~
dependent relationship existed ~
The notion of a dyadic introject is equivalent to the psychic structure which
Kernberg ~lgbbj has called a I non~metabolized internalized object~relationship ~~ In
this respect he says~ It tt I inferred that the defensive function of splitting of the ego
consisted precisely in keeping contradicto ry~ primitive affect states separated from
each other ~ but not the affect states alonet these contradicto ry affects were
inseparably linked with corresponding inte rn alised~ pathological object~relationst ~t
He then proceeds by distinguishing ~ within this two pole introject ~ three basic
attributes~ ~aj object~images or ~representations ~ Cb~ selfimages or ~representations~
and ~c~ drive derivatives or dispositions to specific affective states ~
The assumption of a ~ dyadic introject ~ representing an internalised pathologically
altered parent~child relationship was introduced by me in I W S ~De Graaf~ I I ~ S~ in
explanation of the transmission of parental trauma to the second generationt As it
appeared ~ this was the best possible way to explain how the parent projected the
relationship with his or her own parents ~ often coloured by survivor guilt~ into the
relationship with his or her own children ~ ~See also Ch~ IIItj
With reference to our discussion of the so~called stru ctural model we might ask
ourselves the important questiont T rom where did Moshe de rive his healthy
conscience T t For~ that Moshe did dispose of an active and healthy set of values may
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have become clear not only from his feelings of guilt and shame towards his fellow~
soldiers and his girlfriend about his behaviour but also~ and not in the least~ from the
criticism of his fatherts behaviour and from the accompanying guilt feelings which
eventually became the very core of his illness~t Whatever may have been the source of
Moshets conscience~ it certainly was not his Superego~ at least not as it was originally
conceptualised by Freud~ In fact~ it was what would have to be called Moshets Ego~
which actually had taken over the role of what ought to have been the Superegots task~
namely that of the ~critical agencyt One might try to overcome this difficulty by inferring
in such cases the existence of a split in the Superego ~ in which an intact Ego~Ideal~
representing idealised self and object images~ opposes the representation of an
tunacceptably badt parent represented by the Superego proper~ Or one may~ as Freud did
CFreud~ l I I Oj ~ infer an intrapsychic reversal of roles between ~parentt and Ichild~t The
child Is ego has to content itselfwith the unhappy role ofthe authority ~ the father ~ who
has thus been degraded~ I Cpt IZg~t Thus~ though still holding on to his structural model~
what Freud actually does here is to describe the intemalised vicissitudes of a father~child
interactiongt
Be it as that may~ in view of the childfs apparent and very early refusal to accept a Ibad
parent~ as its ~critical agencyt ~ i~e~ the supposed Superego ~ it might be better to translate
in cases like this pathological development and symptom formation back in terms of the
vicissitudes of internalised pathological parent~child and parent~parent relations~ rather
than in terms of conflicting intrapsychic agencies whose origins and correspondence
with reality will always remain a matter of debategt
Although in cases like that of Moshe and for that matter that of Yossi~ too~ one is no
longer able to distinguish between Ego and Superego contents in any classical~
Istructuralt~ sense~ there clearly is some sort of central agency which regulates and
supervises here the distribution of roles to the Ifather~ and ~sont introjectst For our
purposes the concept of central ego would do~ at least in the form in which it was intro~
duced by Fairbairn C IgSZ~t It is used to define that portion of the ego which~ having
remained both free of conflict and maximally libidinally cathected~ has become a kind
of central~ and essentially neutral~ agency that watches over the organismts homeostasisl~
For the present purpose the term Ego will often be replaced by that of the sef whenever
it is used to designate the whole of the psychophysiological organism as it gradually
develops and differentiates in intimate connection with its objectst CThis definition
comes closest to that of Winnicott~~

i I have asked th e same question with reference to the working of conscience in juvenile
offenders ~ ~See ChtV~ footnote Dtj The answer to th is question has importan t philosophical
implicationst
It seems that Freud~ perhaps because of his own authoritarian ~ or better~ authority~loving
upbringing~ found it difficult to digest the notion that~ especially in pathological
developments~ ~degraded fathers~ were the rule rather than the exception~
g See for an in~depth discussion of the development and vicissitudes of the structural
model in psychoanalysist Greenberg and Mitchell ~II U j ~Object Relations in
Psychoanalytic Theorytt
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An important ~reasont ~ if I may so call it ~ for Moshe to identify with the
pathological conduct of his father as well as with that of his commander were his
guilty feelings towards these figurest By behaving as both his father and his
commander did he let the people in his environment experience the same feelings
of embarrassment and pity~ but also of disgust and anger with regard to him which
he himself had once felt towards his misbehaving father and disappointing
commander~ In this way~ so I believe~ Moshe let himself pay for the negative feelings
he harboured towards these figures~ Elsewhere ~ChtIII~ I have called this mechanism
Ivicariously standing trial on behalf of a misbehaving parent~~ At the same time~
strange though this may sound~ it may also have been an unconscious attempt to
rehabilitate his father and commander and thus to rescue the ~ideal fathert deep
within himself For~ one might also interpret Moshe~s behaviour as sayingi ~How can
I be angry with you as long as I behave in the same way you doll~ And even furthert
by imitating in relation to his girlfriend the rude and egocentric behaviour of his
father towards his mother~ and by subsequently accepting her honest and angry
reactions Moshe staged~ so to speak~ a scene in which he~ as the impersonation of his
father~ was called to order by his girlfriend as the impersonation of Moshets mother~
something he secretly had always wanted his mother to do with father~ot

would
This peculiar way of~rescuing the good objectl~ as Melanie Klein ~l W Sll
put it~~~ was called by me the ~delinquent solutiont ~ChtIII~~ since this mechanism is
especially prominent in some conduct~disordered children and delinquent youtht
CSee also Ch~V~ Section Ztj

Moshets guilty feelings with regard to his father undoubtedly and not in the last
place also stemmed from the circumstance that he had become his mother~s confidant
and principal advisert As such~ he had taken the place of his father~ According to my
experience from the interviews with the traumatised soldiers and their families~ their
are strong indications that~ indeed~ many of these soldiers had not had fathers with
whom they could identify and who could Iprotectt them~ so to speak~ against their
mothers~ admiration~ overprotectiveness~ claims~ and~or dominancet In some cases
the father had been physically absent through death or divorce~ in other cases he had~
like Moshe~s father~ been a weak or disturbed person~ both as a husband and as an
educator~
These observations are in agreement with those made by Simmel ~ l gZ I ~ and
Abraham C l gZ I ~~ who pointed out that many of the soldiers suffering from war

io It seems as if Moshe intuitively had felt that the pathological conduct of his father had
been negatively reinforced by the submissive~ but also resentful~ attitude of his mother t
Also here~ one can only wonder at the existence of a pre~existent~ a pri ori~ Isense of justicel
in childrent See also footnote T
i i In ~A contribution to the psychogenesis of manic~depressive statest she says~ The dread
of persecution~ which was at first felt on the egots account~ now relates to the good object
as well and from now on preservation of the good object is regarded as synonymous with
the survival of the ego~~ ~Melanie Klein~ IgTS C Igl S~~ pt Zb A j~
S ll

neurosis had experienced problems preceding the war with respect to their sexual
identityt Often these problems could be traced back to a negative relationship with
the fathert
In their well~known follow~up study of the psychiatric morbidity in veterans of
WW~II and the Korean War~ Brill and Beebe ~IgSS~ also found evidence of
problems with respect to the conduct of the father in the family of origin~ As
compared with the control group the sick soldiers described their fathers more often
as a person with whom they had had little contact~ The relationship with the mother~
on the other hand~ was described as very closet Remarkably often the fathers
appeared to have suffered from a character anomaly which gave rise to alcohol
addiction or antisocial conduct~ The marriage relationship of the parents had often
been problematical~ These observations~ as well as those of myself~ raise the
suspicion that oedipal conflict and the guilty feelings arising from it may have
contributed to the vulnerability of this group of soldierst
Freudts own views with respect to the Oedipus complex have undergone a marked
change in the course of the yearst As appears from a footnote to V ivilisation an d its
discontents ~ ~Freud ~ IIN~ pt D O~ he had become impressed by the observations of
Klein~ Alexander and of Aichhom who had noticed that severe pathology~ including
delinquency ~ in boys could result from overi ndulgence or other forms of educational
weakness of the father ~ which clearly was in contradiction to his own notion of Tear of
cas tration~~ Freud then as sumed that in those cases the child could be under the sway of
a ~ sense of guilt~ vis~à~vis its weak fathert
So far~ I have discussed some of the intrapsychic factors which may contribute to the
vulnerability of the individualt How should one conceive~ however~ the process of
traumatisation itselP And~ How can we explain that the emotional conflict
responsible for the ~transference to the trauma~ subsequently gives rise to a condition
which seems to be so physiologically anchored and is so resistent to many of our
therapeutic efforts including pharmacotherapy and psychotherapy~ I believe that
finding an answer to these important questions may be a crucial step towards
bridging the gap and linking up between psychodynamic observations and
considerations and the findings of neurobiological researcht
We may find a provisional answer in the observations of Spitz about the mothert
child interactions in IEarly Infantile Eczemat and about his and Wolfe~s work on
~Anaclytic Depression~ in abandoned infantst In this same context I shall also discuss
the important distinction between tabsolute splitting~ or ~disruption of the self and
~division of the self~ which are the clinical counterparts of the ~paranoid~schizoid~
and Idepressive~ positions respectively~ as conceived by Melanie Klein ~Melanie
Klein~ l g ~Sll gSZ~t I shall conclude this Chapter by venturing some hypotheses about
the possible neurobiological correlates of these pathological conditions as they are
reactivated and reïnstated by severe traumatic experiences~
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EARLY SPLITTING MECHANISMS ~
ANACLYTIC DEPRESSION
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For a better understanding of the genesis of psychobiological disease in the
wake of severe traumatisation the work of René Spitz ~ l IbS~ on ~early infantile
eczemat ~EIEj and its determin ants in th e mo th er~child relationship may be of great
value ~ As a consultant pediatri cian Spitz had the medical superv ision of a baby home
which was attached to a women~s penitentia ry t Those women~ most of th em
unmarried~ who had borne a child before or during their impri sonment~ were enabled
to come each day to nurse an d take care of their babiest Of the I I l babies obse rv ed
by Spitz there were Zg who developed EIE in the second half of their first year of
lifet In comparison with the remaining I bS babies ~ who served as a control group ~
the eczema~infants at birth had already displayed stronger cutaneous l reflexes ~ From
this Spitz concluded that these children had a congenitally heightened cutaneous
sensitivity~z~ His second important finding was that the majori ty of the mothers of
these infants behaved in an overanxious an dlor awkward manner when handling
their baby and that they refrained from holding and cuddling the child ~ Spitzt third
observ ation related to the absence of so~called teight montht~anxiety in N of th e ZH
EIE babies ~ whereas this sign was lacking in only ZS of the IbS ~control ~ babiest The
eight month ~~anxiety refers to the sudden appearance ~ at the age of about eight
months ~ of a transito ry but pronounced fear of strangers ~Spitz ~ I gbS~ ~ Its
appearance may serv e as distinct proof that~ in Spitzt words~ ~secondary
identification~ has been completed ~ As I understand Spitz ~ explanation~ it means that
normally in the second half of the first year the infant gradually introjects the image
of the ~good mother~ through perceiving her techniques of taking care of him ~ and
identifying with them~ Only then ~ according to Spitz ~ the infant I t t t ~ t becomes able
to separate himselffrom her and to become an independent individua LI ~pt Mjt
The absence of th e eight montht~anxiety implies that this ~secondary identificationt
has not occurred ~ or ~ to put it differently ~ that the infant does not yet apperceive the
mother as one unique Gestalt ~ Instead~ she has remained a more or less casual carrier
of tension~reducing attributes ~Igood pjrqt~objects~j and has not for the infan t become
a personality in her own rightt According to Spitz ~ in these cases of EIE the
disturbance in the mother~child relationship must be located much earlier~ namely
during the very first months of life~ when the first ~body~jself nuclei are being
formed by an incessant exchange of feelings between mother and child mediated by
the child~s organ~systems ~such as mouth ~ digestive system ~ vestibulair apparatus ~
hands ~ and the skin~ ~ C Spitz calls this ~p ri ma ry identificatiod~~
Spitz~ own theoretical speculations about the pathogenesis of EIE lean heavily
upon classical psycho an alytic ~dual drivef theo ryt Discussing th em would be beyond
the scope of th is section~ When regarding th e processes decribed above as a narrative
of competing relationships between and with objects rather than as a competition
~ Z At leasty so I have interpreted his remark about t~~~~ an increased cathexis of cutaneous
receptiont~
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between drivesi~~ I arrived at the following tentative explanation~
When making inferences about the ~psychologyt~ if I may call it such~ of the
newborn baby~ one should be conscious of the fact that we know only one thing for
sure~ namely that immediately after birth the human infant is utterly helpless and
completely dependent on the care of his mother for the fulfilment of his basic needst
With this in mind one may infer that the as yet undifferentiated psychophysiological
self consists of a number of ~hungry~ organtsystems which crave for satisfactiont
These organ systems comprise in the first place the mouth and the digestive system~
but also the skin~ the vestibulair apparatus~ the eyes and the ears~at If these hungry
tensions are not immediately alleviated one sees the healthy baby react with crying
and with furious motoric dischargest
Here~ one already meets~ so to speak~ for the first time with a most important
principle which will govern psychic life right into adulthood~ that ist cancelling
helplessness by actiont As soon as this is made impossible~ for instance when
animals are exposed to Inescapable Shock ~IS ~ Seligman and Maier~ I I V ~~ they may
develop a condition which Maier and Seligman ~lllb~ aptly called ~learned
helplessness~~ This state is characterised by severe neurochemical and
neurobiological changes and concomiting physical or mental disturbances ~Van der
Kolk~ Greenberg~ Boyd~ and Krystal~ lggS~~st
When trying to describe this in object~relational terms~ one could say that at this
point the baby puts the unbearable tension outside itselfe in the form of a ~bad self
object~ and by doing so is now able to alleviate its helplessness by actively fighting
itt This is~ however~ not the only advantage of this primitive form of projection~ For~
the baby~s fierce attempts to disarm the Ibad object~ are almost instantly met by his
mother offering him her breast and cuddling him~
While this happens the baby is supplied with a stream of tactile~ acoustic and
visual stimuli~ offered by his mother in the form of her milk~ her face~ her voice and
her caressing handst Because the supply of these stimuli is coupled with a
simultaneous reduction of tension in the infant these perceptions become etched in
the brain~ forming what may be called the first memory traces of motherly attributes
and of the body~self~ ~In fact~ what occurs here is an example of conditioning in the

We follow here Fairbairn~s approach~
~a The findings of infant research are in agreement with this statement~ ~See afterwards~~
is in my own research with Israeli veterans the factor ~Passivity Traumat appeared to be
strongly correlated with both morbidity and severity of post~traumatic disturbance~ Thi s
factor was one out of those extracted from answers to the question IDid you ever fee l
helpless during combaff and loaded most strongly for the answers ~yes~ when we were
shelled by dive bombersl and Iwhen we were under artillery fire and could not move~~
ib This may be the very first example of the use of projection as a defence
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classical sense~~~~ When~ again~ trying to translate this process into object~relational
terms one could say that the organ which previously had been split off and projected
to the ~outside~ in the form of a bad self object~ is re~introjected into the self in a
libidinised~~ or~ as Hartmann~ Kris and Loewenstein k I gO~ call it~~de~aggressivisedt~
form along with its corresponding ~good objecV~ It then forms within the self~
together with its corresponding good object~ a primitive ~ego nucleus~ ~Glover~
I
Eventually~ the various newly created ego~ or selfnuclei become integrated
into the developing rbody~ego~ ~Hoffer~ I gSZ~In healthy development this body~self
comes to belong to the so~called ~conflict~free ego sphere~ CHartmann~ Ig l I~~ which
means that it can fully participate in the non~conflictual purposeful and exploring
activities of the developing child~
For our present purposes it is important to note that even in ~healthy~enought
developments and even in the presence of a Igood enough mothert CWinnicott~ I IbS~
the projected bad self objects also continue to exist at the ~periphery~ of the
personality~ whence they constitute a threat both to the integrity of the organism and
to the very existence of the ~good objectt~ ~Melanie Klein calls them ~persecutory
objects~~~ Therefore~ for a long time the child must appeal to the good services of its
mother ~ as a real person located in the outside world ~ in order to help defeat these
~monsters~t This natural stage of healthy development has two important
developmental advantagest The first is the establishment of what Erikson ~IgSO~ has
called rbasic trusttt apart from the salutary influence on the development of the body~
self~ as described above~ the child also learns that it can fall back on another person
in the outside world and this will ~ through ~secondary identificationt ~Spitz~ ~ add
to its self confidencet

In the second place~ the existence of ~bad objects~~ in combination with the real
motherts endeavours to Ichase them awayf~ may help the child learn to distinguish
between self and non~self~ between itself and the real mother~ between fantasy and
reality~ and between ~in~~ and toutside~t This developmental stage has much in
common with the paranoid~schizoid position as conceived by Melanie Kleint
I now shall try to apply the above considerations to the innovative and meticulous
I~ These processes are strongly facilitated by the astonishing mouldabili ty of the newbornts
CNS because of its capaci ty to as sociate and integrate stimuli fr om different sensory organ s
into meaningful rep resentational patterns which one might call the first ~abstractionst ~ In an
experi ment carried out by Meltzoff and Bo rton ~ I Wl~~ I ~week~old infants were blindfolded
and given one or two different dummies ~pacifiers~ to suck~ one which had a spheri cal t
shaped nipple~ an d the other a nipple with nubs protruding from various points on its
surface ~ After an infant had sucked one nipple~ both were placed in front of himlher an d th e
blindfold was removed ~ Following a quick visual comparison the infants looked more at
the nipple they had just sucked ~ Thus the infant~s representation of what was sucked was
sufficiently abstract that it could be related to a visual stimulus ~ ~Quoted by Bolton an d Hill~
lglb~~
~g What was denoted by Spitz as ~primary identification~ refers to this process~
is

observations of Spitz on EIE ~ In the light of the lack of ~good~enought mothering
noticed by Spitz as well as the absence of eight month anxiety one must conclude
that these infants had experienced too many frustrations develop a coherent sense of
the self and of the objectt According to the model developed above their inner world
must have been crowded with persecutory objects representing the projected Ibadt~
i~e~ unsatified and Ihungry~~ parts of the selft For the child these bad objects endanger
the very survival of the ~ fantasised or hallucinated ~ good object~gt One may assume
that in these infants with their innate hypersensitivity and corresponding ~hungert of
the skin~ the bad object representing ~bad skin mother~ has the most menacing
qualities of all~ In order to regain control and to protect the Igood mother~ against the
attacks of ~bad skin mother~ the latter is now re~introjected into the self and becomes
again identified with the organ from which ~she~ had emanated~ namely the infant~s
skin~ This has brought bad skin mother~ also within reach and amenable to control~
As soon as aggressive tension in the other organ~systems starts to build up there now
is no longer any need to project it onto the corresponding persecutory objects ~
raising persecutory anxiety to unbearable heightst Instead~ the agressive tension can
now be projected upon a bad object Iwithin reacht~ that is the ~bad skin mother~ and
the organ which~ literally~ incorporates this bad object~ This defensive manoeuvre
enables the organism to subsequently sequestrate and actively fight the bad object~
thus Iturning passive into active~ as discussed beforeZOt My assumption is that the skin
lesions may actually arise as a result of neurophysiological processes accompanying
or representing these primitive attempts at mastering very early anxiety and
helplessness by splitting~

This early form of splitting is characteristic of traumatisation during the paranoid~
schizoid stage of development or of regression to this stage in severely traumatised
adults~ Accordingly~ I called this the psychosomatic solution to trauma ~De Graaf~
IgHH~t In adults~ as in the infant~ genetic andlor perinatal factors determine which
organ or organ~system is eventually selected to be ~scapegoated~ in the above senset
The processes as I describe them here correspond to a remarkable degree with both past
and contemporary political developments in certain severely Itraumatised~ states o r
countries~ in which an ~internal~ enemy is created~ and subsequently sequestrated~ in order

ig I base myself in this respect on the views of Melanie Klein~ e~g~ where she says~ in the
context of her discussion of separation anxiety~ IA little child which believes~ when its
mother disappears~ that it has eaten her up and destroyed her ttttt is tormented by anxiety
both for her and for the mother which it has absorbed into itselV~ ~l WS I I I~S ~ pt Zbb~
Zo This tendency towards sequestration or~ to use th e more fashionable term ~ dissociation
is rather typical of th e tparanoid~schizoid positionl~ Melanie Klein says in th is respec t
~l W Sll Iab~ p~Il~~ Omnipotent denial of th e existence of the bad object and of the painful
situation is in th e unconscious equal to annihilation by th e destructive impulset It is ~
however~ not only a situation and an object that are denied and annihilated ~ it is an object~
relation which suffers th is fate~ and therefore a part of the ego~ from which the feelings
towards the object emanate ~ is denied and annihilated as well ~ ~Italics by me~~
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to promote the cohesion between parties which otherwise would be at one anothert s
throats~ Supposing that I did not unwittingly project the latter model onto the former~ thi s
correspondence may show the reality as well as the dangers of primitive splitting
mechanismst

Recent developments in infant research
The observations and views developed above may perhaps seem to be outdated
by the results of recent research on new~born infants~ On the basis of these findings~
Daniel Stem ~IISS~ developed a model in which the infant is depicted as a social
being who already from the very beginning has a sense of ~self and ~other~t He
opposes the classical psychoanalytic position which assumes a first ~anaclitic~
relation to the mother~ i~et a phase in which the pleasurable sensations derived from
the gratification of major needs are instrumental in establishing the first~ most
significant object~relationship ~See etgt A ~ Freud ~IgbO~~ Accordingly~ Stern also
rejects concepts such as Inormal autismt~ Iselfobjectst or ~part~objectsf Cand hence
also the concept of ~early splittingt as described above by myselfjt Milton Klein
~ l gH l ~~ as cited in Eagle
when evaluating Mahler~s formulations and
concepts in the light of infant research findings~ also reaches the conclusion that the
infant is never in a state of total non~differentiation between self and other CInormal
autism~j and that biological and psychological birth Citet Mahler~s concept of
~individuation~~ might be simultaneous events~ Stem does not deny that symbiotic
tendencies and experiences may exist but he believes them to be the result of
disturbed development rather than belonging to a distinct developmental phaset Both
Klein and Stem decry Mahler~s formulations and those of other psychoanalysts as
stemming from a tendency to retrospectively apply concepts~ which may be
appropriate to the description of certain adult pathological phenomena~ to the
experiential world of the infant~ ~Klein calls this the ~pathomorphicl myth~~~ By the
same token~ Stem has made a sharp distinction between the Iclinicalf and the
tobserved~ infantt

If one attempts to reduce Stern~s conclusions to their basic tenets one could say
that he has tried to replace classical theory of need or drive as the principal organiser
of developing object~relations by one~ in which the affective~cognitive appraisal of
the interaction within a primordial and rudimentary object~relation becomes itself
the primary organiser and reinforcer of that very object~relation~
On the one hand~ Sternts observations as well as the findings of Harlow ~lISH~
with primate mother~child couples and those of other neonatologists~ strongly
support the notion that the earliest mother~child interactions are characterised by the
integrated participation of many sensory systems and organs other than those
belonging to the ~oral cavity~ such as the sensory organs of the skin~ the vestibular
apparatus~ olfactionl~ the eyes~ the ears~ Bcc~~ On this notion of different organ
systems participating in the emotional exchange between mother and child~ I have
based the concept of early splitting whenever a certain organ system has been
excluded from this interaction or when it Idid not get what it wantedtt
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On th e o th er hand~ however~ Stern~s conclusions and theoretical formulations have
attracted considerable c ri tique~ A major difficulty is felt to be the virtual absence in
his theo ry of drive~related aspects as impo rtant co~determinants and organ isers of
the evolving relationship between th e infant and its mother C Bógels ~ I IgS~ ~ Pine
~ l IgO~~ as quoted by Chayes ~ l II S~~ does not dispute the obse rv ations and findings
of infan t research but he disagrees with their conclusions while reminding us of the
inaccessibility of the baby~s subjective experiences to our observ ations~ In this
context~ Pine also reminds us of the strong impact which affects and unconscious
wishes have on the perception of reali ty in adults~ let alone in infantst When
discussing Klein ~ s and Sternts critique of Mahlerts concepts of symbiosis and of
separation and individuation~ Eagle ~ l gH~I~ disputes the tendency of the first~
mentioned authors to deny the impo rtance of separation~individuation as a major
dimension of psychological development arguing~ as both authors do ~ that
individuation and differentiation already begin at birtht I quote~ ~ tttttt ~ the child must
negotiate the often difficult path of individuation and independence expected and
demanded of an adult member of the species~ In infra~human species~ failure to
negotiate these demands successfully would undoubtedly imperil survival ~ In the
much more complex and culture~bound human ~ such failures are manifested in
uneven development ~ psychological disturbance ~ deviance ~ interpersonal
deficiencies ~ etct ~ ~Eagle ~ l gó~~ pt ZS~t
The considerations of infant researchers like Stern as well as of those opposing
their conclusions all suffer from one marked lacuna ~ that is the absence of the themes
of anxiety ~ fear and ~reactive~ aggression and their possible import ance also for
normal development~ I shall make th is point more cleart A Chinese proverb says that
at birt h a child is already nine months old ~Bdgels ~ lggS~t Indeed ~ the findings of
infant research have unequivocally shown that memory and perception are not
confined to the postnatal period ~ but that they are already operative long before ~ in
uteroZi ~ One should~ however ~ make a sharp distinction between the conditions
before and after birt ht without having to be accused of ~hinein~~interpreting ~ one
could say that before bi rth th e infan t finds itself in a blissful state of complete
~ narcissistic ~ omnipotence ~ being fully unaware of its just as complete physical
dependency on th e mother~ When seen in this light the ~ trauma of bi rth~ CGreenberg
and Mitchell ~ lgs l~ Rank ~ lgZg~ must ~ indeed~ have the siginificance of a most
brutal and traumatic disruption of the infant ~s prior ~life~scheme~~ apa rt from~ and
after ~ the suffocating experience of delive ry itself~ the child is subject to the
following traumatic sensations~ Talling ~ instead of ~floating ~~ unbearably loud noises
instead of the subdued intra~uterine vibrations ~ brutal touch ~ temperature
fluctuations~ and~ most of all ~ the fri ghtening experience of a hunger~tension which
builds up and is not automatically and instantly relieved as beforet An import ant
point I wish to make is the acknowledgement that postnatal development can only

z~ The ability of the infant to recognise in one modali ty an object it has only expe ri enced
in another modality ~ called cross~model equivalence ~ may point to the existence of intra~
uteri ne memory tracest
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be understood in terms of attempts to fight and overcome the helplessness and
anxiety connected with this Itrauma ofbirth~~ A second point to be made is that it is
precisely the very dependency of the child upon its mother~s services and
ministrations for fighting this primordial anxiety and corresponding ~archaic~
persecutors~ which must be held responsible for the strong attachment between
mother and child~ as well as for the intensive exchange offeelings resulting in the
development of the human individual as a separatepsychological entity~ Indirect
proof of this assumption is offered by the observation that throughout the animal
kingdom there exists an inverse relationship between the ability to live
independently immediately after birth or hatching~ and the extent of the
psychological and intellectual capabilities of the species concernedzZt

The symbiotic ~moments~ ~Pine~ I IIO~ of ~merger~ with the mother which characterise
the babyts first three months of extra~uterine life are~ therefore~ indispensable for
regaining the basic trust~ which had been eradicated by the ~trauma of birth~~ through
these brief Ireturns to paradiset the infant is enabled to overcome the anxiety caused
by this very first traumatic separation and may simultaneously use them as a safe
anchorage and point of departure for further exploration and growth~
The development of Ibad autonomous self~~ Its possible role in Anaclytic
Depression rSpitz~

The pathology arising from disturbances during the paranoid~schizoid stage of
development is fundamentally different from that arising from problems occurring
during the stage of development which according to Melanie Klein is characterised
by the appearance of the depressive positiont This new phase is characterised by a
psychological mechanism which Klein calls ~making reparation to the objecVt In
brief~ this developmental stage is characterised by compromises as a result of
Inegotiationst as it were on the basis of mutual concern between ~good parentt and
rbad child~ parts of the self~ instead of the latter being rigourously sequestrated and
attacked~ as occurred during the period of the preceding ~paranoid~schizoid positiodt
However~ in order to gain full insight into the processes and mechanisms at work
in the Idepressive position~ I must first discuss the concept of ~autonomous self in
the light of Mahler~s concept of separation~individuation and its possible role~ as ~bad
autonomous self~ in Anaclytic Depression as described by Spitzt
For one thing~ from the age of about eight months onwards the tensions and
feelings of discomfort arise from the interaction between what may be now be called
the personalities of both mother and child ~Chess and Thomas~ I IIl ~ Stapert~ l glS~t
The central themes during this stage of development are separation~individuation
~Mahler~ IgbS~ and autonomy ~Kestenberg~ ll ~~ Mahler characterises the first
stage of the process of separation~individuation with the term ~differentiatiodt She
zZ Here~ one could be dealing with an interesting evolutionary tleaptt in order to reach a
state of selective advantage the organism must at first pass through a state which i s
disadvantageous for the survival of the speciest
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points out that the demands placed on the mother and the adaptations to be made by
her are quite different from those of the preceding symbiotic phase~ Even the
average ~good~enough~ mother experiences difficulties when having to switch from
a situation of mere caring and nursing to a situation in which she has to respond in
an adequate way to a person who actively calls for her attention and is already in the
possession of his own will and his own personal rhythmt With respect to this
Kestenberg C l gbb~ stresses the strong preference of some children for certain
rhythms in the interaction with their mother~ She also points out that the extent to
which a child sticks to its own rhythm differs from child to childt With respect to
this she states~ ~Babies who in their total behaviour evidence a strongpreference for
specific IlanaPl rhythms areparticularly vulnerable to maternal interference~ They
become easily frustrated when they are not allowed to do things their own way~ in
their own rhythm~ and in the posture of their choosingt If mothers interfere too much
and too early~ babies who have less pronouncedpreferences for anal rhythms~ will
also react with prematurely increased aggression ~~~~ t ~ t I C pt ISS~ ~
That part of the self which is the seat of these autonomous Idrives~ or strivings I
have called ~autonomous seltf~ and that part of the self containing the feelings of
frustration about ~inevitable~ maternal interference I have called Ibad autonomous
self ~De Graaf~ l W S~ ~
A second source of infantile aggression~ and as well a source of Ibad autonomous
self~ stems from difficulties and frustrations the child experiences when trying to
separate itself from the mother~ In many such cases one can establish that it is the
parent who is in need of the child~s ongoing dependence andlor who interprets the
separation of the child as a hostile act towards him~ or herself~ This often stems from
guilt feelings with regard to the separation from their own parents~ either because of
the latters~ untimely death~ or because of their own alleged ~disobedience~ towards
their parents~ ~De Graaf~ Ig~ S ~ lgHb ~ lgll~ see also Ch ~ III where this theme is
extensively dealt with~~ Both Mahler and Spitz state that the interaction with the
child may reactivate repressed conflicts in the mother herself~ Spitz says in this
respect ~p ~ lZS~i For the mother~ witnessing and condoning infantile behaviour
reactivates all the guilty and at the same time delectable fantasies which she has had
to conquer~I~
A bad autonomous self may~ however~ also arise as a result of forced separation
between mother and child at a very young age~ This has occurred in the infants
studied by Spitz ~Spitz~ lgbSj Spitz and Wolfe~ Ig~b~t ~Anaclytic depressiod ~AD~~
as it was called by Spitz~ is a progressive mourning reaction in infants older than six
months~ after they have been separated from their mothers for a longer period
without being cared for by a mother~substitute~ At the start these children are restless
and weepy and hang on to each grown~up who happens to be in their vicinityt They
then fall into a state of apathy in which the age~appropriate behavioural expressions~
such as beating~ biting~ chewing~ ácc~ also have disappearedt After two months of
continuous absence of the mother somatic symptoms make their appearance~ such
as sleeplessness~ lack of appetite and loss of weight~ as well as self destructive
behaviour such as head~banging or beating oneselft
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A remarkable feature~ observed by Spitz~ is the fact th at this syndrome ~ which
eventually may be le th al~ is only seen in cases where there had been a satisfying
contact with the mother during the first six months of lifet Thus~ children who did
not display the characte ri stic signs of eight monthst~anxie ty did not develop th e
depressive reactiont
In expl anation of the child ~ s reactions Spitz infers that ~ in want of an object
towards which it can direct its aggression ~ the child turn s the aggression against
itselft He moreover assumes th at what he calls a defusion of drives has taken place ~
In terms of cl as sical psychoan alytical drive~theory this means that aggression is no
longer coupled to~ and mitigated byf the influence of the libido~ but can now exert
its full destructive effectsZjt When one tri es to translate Spitz~ s formulations into
object~relational terms his views seem to support the notion of bad autonomous self
and of its role in the depressogenic dyadt Prior to the hospitalisation of the child~
when things were still normal~ mo th er an d child were involved in an interaction
characte ri sed by mutual concern in which both mother and child adapted th emselves
and their personal rhythms to the wishes and whims of the partnert As such ~ this
situation is very much akin to the ~depressive positiont and Tusion of C libidinal and
aggressive~ drivest may be akin to Kleints notion of I making repair to th e object~ and
to the relationship of mutual concern between mother and child~ The separation
between mother and child has th e significan ce of a brutal disruption of this delicate
equilibri um~ As for the child~ its mo th er~s sudden disappear ance has strengthened his
magical fears~ as th ough his Ibad autonomous self might~ indeed~ have endangered
the very existence of th e good object~ At first~ therefore~ th e child regresses to a form
of needy and clinging behaviour reminiscent of the preceding ~ symbiotic ~ phase of
development~ in order to ~conjure~ mother back to him ~as if wanting to demonstrate
to his mother~ who ~still remains in hiding ~~ his willingness to renounce his
autonomous strivings and to ~need mam~ once again ~ ~ When trying to imagine th e
intern al processes which put this regressive behaviour in motion I could desc ribe
them as followst at first the org anism attempts to strip ~ bad autonomous self of its
taggressive~ properties by draining away its aggressive tension into organ~systems
which are more readily amenable to the alleviation of tension C~ organ~hunger~ ~ by
hetero~ or even auto~erotic gratification ~ such as the mouth or the vestibulair
apparatus ~ ~Cft the thumb~sucking and rocking of a lonely infant~ Besides ~ these
organ~systems are also most strongly habituated to ~ and equated with~ the everlasting
presence of the ~good objecV~ here ~ the mother~ When~ however~ these endeavours
fail to conjure back the complete mother ~as the child has come to know her~ a
massive projection of anxious~aggressive tension ensues in the form of persecuto ry
images which threaten the organ ism from th e ~outsidet ~~persecutory anxietyr~~ These
persecuto ry objects represent a threat not only to th e self but also to the ~good
objectt ~ Hence ~ as time proceeds and the mother does not return th e child reaches out
for a most drastic and omnipotent solutiont it secures the survival of the good object

Z~ Like Melanie Klein~ Spitz continued to adhere to the so~called Idual dri vet theory as
o ri ginally proposed by Freudt
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by becoming its very personification~ that is to say~ by completely identifying not
only with the positive aspects of its mother but also with her ffantasised~
condemnation of tbad autonomous self~ This means that in this case the central ego
has completely taken sides with the Igood objectt and initiates a splitting~off and
sequestration of fbad autonomous self t
The clinical signs and symptoms of Anaclytic Depression ~AD~ may~ indeed~ be
interpreted as a clear indication that the autonomous strivings of ~autonomous self
have been completely renounced and paralyzed~ Unmistakably~ in AD it is the
bodily~ social and mental functions comprising ~autonomous self~ which are the most
heavily affected~ The infant~s apathy and obliviousness with regard to other people~
especially children~ form a sharp contrast with the interest in its environment and its
advances towards other children which the infant had displayed when its mother was
still there~ The loss of appetite~ the loss of weight and the sleeplessness form a
psychosomatic triad which also constitutes the core syndome of depressions in adult
lifet This could be an indication that not only a sequestration and rejection of Ibad
autonomous self has occurred but that also other~ more ~oral~symbiotict~ organ~
systems have been equated with re~introjected ~persecutors~ and have consequently
been ~silenced~~

In fact~ what one sees happen here is~ again~ the sequestration of self systems
fantasised to endanger the survival of the good object~ as was the case in EIE ~
Spitz also observed that during reconvalescence~ after the mother has returned~
the child displays hostile behaviour towards other children~ According to the model
described above this could mean that for some time Ibad autonomous self is still felt
to be ~dangerous~ to the internalised Igood object~ and~ as such~ is re~projected to the
toutside~~ By virtue of their tautonomoust behaviour the other children constitute a
very suitable target for projective identification with ~bad autonomous self~ In these
cases the child impersonates ~ite~ ~narcissistically identifies with~~ the ~mother who
must be defended against the bad autonomous selves~t
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THE DEPRESSOGENIC DYAD

As we saw before~ in AD the central ego had abandoned its impartiality vis~à~
vis the threat to the very survival of the Igood object~~ which emanated from ~bad
autonomous selft The ensuing splitting of the self was not inherent to~ nor
characteristic of~ this developmental stage but rather stemmed from the brutal
disruption of a relationship of mutual concern and growing mutual trust~ However~
under normal circumstances the developmental stage characterised by Melanie Klein
as the ~depressive position~ should not give rise to pathological symptoms~ neither
depressive nor otherwiset As I understand her writings~ the term is coined only to
describe the dynamic processes underlying certain clinical phenomena which may
arise during~ or as a regression back to~ this maturational stage of developmentt As
already stated~ this developmental stage is characterised by compromises as a result
of ~negotiations~~ as it were~ on the basis of mutual concern between Igood parent~ and
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Ibad child ~ parts of the selft This also means that the central ego is now equally
identified with both ~parent~ and ~autonomous child~ pa rt s of the self~
The central theme of the ~depressive position~ is Klein~s notion of Imaking
reparation to the object ~t In IA contribution to the psychogenesis of manic~
depressive states ~ she states ~Klein ~ I I ~ SIIg~S ~ p ~ ZbS~~ ~~ tttt ~~ I discussed in detail the
concept of restoration and showed that it is far more than a mere reaction~
formation ~ The ego feels impelled ~and I can now adcl impelled by its identif cation
with the good object~ to make restitution for all the sadistic attacks that it has
launched on that objectt It As I see it~ and in accordance wi th th e thoughts developed
in th e previous section~ these ~sadistic attacks~ could be equivalent to th e ~aggressionl
of ~autonomous self as perceived by the mo th er and~ along with her~ of course also
by the child ~ According to this model the ~ good object ~ is therefore not attacked by
the ~ego ~~ but by that part of the self which should now be denoted as representing
Ibad autonomous childlt Yossi ~ the soldier of Case IV ~ is a good example of how
parents may perceive th eir childls urge towards autonomy as ~aggressivet ~ The same
mech an ism could be observed in people who hadlost their parents at a relatively
young age ~ as for instance grandmo ther Rachel ~Case VI~ ~ just during or following
a conflict with respect to the child attaining independence and autonomyt As to the
child it then seems as if its independence did actually cause its parentst death ~ It may~
then ~ undo the separation from the parent by introjecting the relationship with the
parent as a whole ~ In Chtlll I shall enter more deeply into th is subjectt For our
present purposes it is important to state that in such cases a dyadic introject is being
formed in the self consisting of the poles Ibad autonomous self ~f tt ~sufferin g~
abandonecl ideally good motherl ~ Within this dyadic introject the Ichildt carries on
hurt ing the ~mother~ while at the same time doing penitence for its t attacks~ by feeling
hurt in her place ~ One might say~ that in these cases the central ego has become
~ executioner and mourner at the same timet ~De Graaf~ I M~ p ~ ~ SZ~ ~ In psychotic
depression C~melancholia~ j one may~ literally~ overhear these ~attackst of ~bad
autonomous self on th e internalised ~good object~ in the form of the patientts bitter~
violent an d very unrealistic self reproaches ~ As already pointed out by Freud~ who
was the first to take notice of this strange phenomenon~ these selfreproaches are~ in
fact ~ Ittt reproaches against a loved object which have been shifted away from it to
the patientrs own egotl ~Freud~ l M~ pt ZgH~ ~ Fig ~ Ztl gives a diagrammatic
representation of the introjection of a parent~child relationship resulting in the
formation of a depressogenic dyad ~
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Formation of a depressogenic mother~child dyadt

The depressive affect to which this dyadic introject often gives rise~ is a
manifestation of the feeling of the person concerned that he or she is~ literally~ torn
apart by these contradictory self and object~representationst I propose designating
this situation as Idivision of the self~ which should be distinguished from the
~absolute splitting of the self as observed in the psychosomatic disturbances
belonging with the paranoid~stages of developmentt
The mother~child introject described before may persist throughout life as a
pathogenic kernel within the psyche~ giving rise to all kinds of psychopathology~
such as anxiety disorder or depressive illness~ as soon as something happens which
resembles the original separation trauma~ Accordingly~ I have given this introject the
name of depressogenic dyad ~De Graaf~ lgWc~~
The separation which the creation of the depressogenic dyad tries to undo may be
either of a physical nature~ e~g~ through death or emigration~ or apsychological onet
Under normal conditions psychologically separating from onets parents is part and
parcel of a natural and healthy development towards maturationZat However~ under
certain conditions this psychological separation does not evolve as a natural
consequence of the maturational process but is either hastened or enforced~by a
pathological relationship between the child and its parents or between the parents

Z~ Cf Genesis Z~ZI ITherefore shall a man leave his father and his mother~ and shall cleave
unto his wife~ and they shall be one flesh~~
b~

themselves~ It is under such circumstances that the depressogenic dyad will be
formed as a means of undoing this separation on an internal~ psychical~ levelt The
conditions leading to this hastened or enforced separation~ ultimately resulting in the
creation of a depressogenic dyad~ are the followingi
~l~ marked intellectual andlor creative abilities of the child causing a psychological
Igap~ between the child and its parents as well as feelings of guilt and of impotence
on both sidest
~Z~ when a temperamentally strong child clashes with a ~lovingly controlling~ parent
~ixt a parent who is Itoo nice to be angry with~~~
~ Physical or mental cruelty on the part of a parent or other forms of severe limit~
overstepping behaviourt The child shuts off andlor starts behaving badly him~ or
herself~st

~~~ oedipal entanglementt
Ca~ in case of boyst
in view of the physical or psychological absence of the father in his quality of being
~a husband to mother~ the boy feels trapped in a conflict between both pity and
responsibility for his mother on the one hand and on the other his innate~ ~instinctualt~
fear of incestt As a result he regresses to the Crelatively tinnocent~~ ~disappointing~
or ~naughty child~ position of Ibad autonomous child~ and introjects this relationship
as a whole in order to preserve at least an inner relationship with the mother~

~b~ in case of girls~
depends on whether the oedipal entanglement is the result of weakness or ~suffering~
of the mother~figure~ or of maternal dominance and Crelative~ weakness of the
father~figure~
In the first case the girl feels so guilty about her competitive oedipal strivings that
she often completely renounces them and~ instead~ retreats to the position of either
~taking care of motherizb or of Ibeing cared for ~by mother~~ and developing e~g~ an
zs Let the child Isteals the bad show~t Accordingly~ I called this the ~delinquent solutiont~ It
is a form of ~identification with the aggressort in which the child narcissistically identifies
with the disturbed parent and projectively identifies with his environment and with their
shaken and angry reactions to his disturbing conductt ~See also the case of Moshe ~Case Vj~
ChtIII~ and Section S ~ Z~ j
zb That is to say~ th ese strivings are split off asbad incestuous childtt They may again come
to the fore as soon as th ey are reprojected an d dramatised in the re lationship with a jealous
mother~in~lawt One sees this often happen in eldest girls of large families an d might
correspondingly call this the ~eldest sister syndromett In these cases identification with
~suffering mother~ may be so complete as to cause an immediate spli tt ing off of bad
autonomous childt without th e depressogenic dyad even having a chance of being formedt
IFunctional~ or real psychosomatic symptoms may th en ensue ~ ~psychosomatic solution ~j ~
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eating disorder~
In the second case ~domineering mother~ weak father~ one may observe on the one
hand an upsurge of oedipal and competitive strivings and on the other strong guilt
feelings and an inclination to pity both parents~ father is pitied because of his being
~suppressed~ by mother~ and mother because a ~suppressed husbandt cannot love hert
Accordingly~ two depressogenic dyads may be formed~ the one representing ~bad
autonomous girl~ ~ft~ ~suffering and abandoned mother~~ and the other consisting of
~bad~ domineering~ mothert ~ftt ~suffering and ~sexually~ frustrated fathert~

ZtG

EXTERNALISATION

OF THE DEPRESSOGENIC DYAD~

ITRANSFERENCEI

kFAIRBAIRN~ TO THE TRAUMATISING STRESSOR

We are now in a position to delineate in more exact terms the mechanisms by
which the process of traumatisation is set in motion~ i~e~ to know the threshold
conditions determining whether or not the ~traumatic spark will spread~ as I put it
beforet
The depressogenic dyad and the urge to alleviate the ~division of the self inherent
to it gives rise to a ~scanning~ of the spatio~temporal environment in order to sort out
persons~ situations or events which will be most suitable for Itransferringt the psychic
conflict to them~ ite~ onto which it can project the aggressive pole of the dyadic
introject ~etgt Ibad autonomous selfj~ A most common solution is the so~called
~neurotic partner~choice~~ in which the partner is projectively identified with this
~aggressive~ part of the selft This results in a ~hostile~dependentt interaction between
the two partners in which the compulsive alternation of ~attackl and Iremorse~ within
the depressogenic dyad is replaced by~ and repeats itself in~ the actual partner~
relationshipt fMusaph C lg ~ and Jurgen Willi ~lglS~ were among the first to
describe the connection between those partnership collusions and neurotic fixations
from childhood~j

Both diagnostically and therapeutically~ it may be useful to distinguish between
two sorts of neurotic interaction ~see FigtZtZ~t
I t One in which the patient concerned reenacts the role of Ibad child ~or bad parent~
self~ projectively identifying the partner with Iparent who is hurt by the child Cor
by the other parent~~~ This is what had happened to Moshe and his girlfriend ~Case
V~~ On an earlier occasion CDe Graaf~ lgHHj I called this the delinquent

Or~ one or more of th is eldest daughterts own children may become projectively identified
with bad autonomous ~or incestuous~ childt of the mother herself causing this child to
become ~ literally ~ split off from the nuclear family as a conduct disordered ~ delinquent or
psychotic child or adolescent ~ ~See also ChtV~ Section S ~ Zt~
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solutionlz~
In the other form of collusion it is the patient him~ or herself who has identified
with Icrying~ hurt~ parentl and has projectively identified the partner with a rbad~
part of the self representing either ~bad autonomous child~ ~as in Fig~Z~Z~ or the
other parent~ who allegedly hurt the former~ as was the case in the example which
I shall give shortlytzS Quite often~ the partner~s own pathology and family
background are such that they are a suitable stepping stone for the projection of
either form of ~bad self t Accordingly~ I call this type of partner~choice the Imartyr~
solution~
The externalisation of an intrapsychic conflict and its replacement by an
interpersonal one has distinct defensive advantagest ~l~ it counteracts self
destruction ~psychosomatic illness ~ depression~ delinquency~ suicidej by~ againZ~~
sequestrating and condemning a Ibadt part of the self~ ~ it creates the illusion of
control and accordingly takes away the feelings of anxiety~ despair~ fear of death
andlor powerlessness which were inherent to the depressogenic dyad~ and ~I~ it
enables the subject to unconsciously act out the warded~off impulses through
identification with the partner C~vicarious satisfaction~~~ As will be discussed in more
detail in ChtIII the splitting inherent to projective identification has remained
incompletet the split~off part of the self is not denied ~as occurs in the paranoid~
schizoid position~ or annihilated ~as in the psychosomatic solution~ but both
condemned and Cvicariously~ enacted~ A tragic but rather common example of such
a neurotic collusionl~ as this type of relationship was called by Willi~ is that of a
woman who is repeatedly abused by her alcoholtaddicted husbandt After she has
sought professional assistance~ one tries to help her separate from her husband~
Nevertheless she returns to him~ after which the whole cycle of violence~ seeking
help~ complaining about her husband~ and eventually returning to him repeats itself~

Frequently~ such a woman reveals a childhood history in which she felt betrayed
by a submissive mother who subordinated herself to the wishes of both daughter and
husband but who tolerated~ and perhaps even welcomed~ the fact that the father
spanked or scolded his daughtert The depressogenic dyad in this case consists of
Z~ If the ~partner~ is to be represented by a psychotherapist or ~analyst and when we
exchange the term Ineurotic collusion~~l for Itransference neurosis~ one may recognise here
the so~called ~complementaryl type of tranference CRacker~ lgbHj~ in which the analyst is
projectively identified with ~a disturbing object~relationl of the patient~ ~See also ChtIIn
zH Translated into the terms of a therapeutic relationship~ Racker ~ l gbH~ would denote this
as a Iconcordant~ type of transference relationship~ in which the analyst is projectively
identified with a Ibad self of the patientt ~See also Ch ~ III~
z~ Though this resembles the splitting of the psychosomatic solution~ here it is not as
rigourous~
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~treacherous but pitiful mother~ ~ft~ ~angry~ indignant~ daughterlrejected~ wrongfully
condemned and vengeful father~t In the relationship with her own husband the
daughter clearly re~enacts the role of ~pitiful mother~ as if doing repentance for her
secret criticism of mother~ At one and the same time~ however~ she also vicariously~
i~e~ through Cprojective~ identification with the aggression of her husband against
herself~ does justice to the anger of Iwrongfully condemned and vengeful fathertt In
Ch ~ III I call this mechanism ~vicariously standing trial on behalf of a misbehaving
parent~~o~

~Crying motherl
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Externalisation of the depressogenic dyad through a neurotic
relationship

If such a collusional relationship is suddenly disrupted ~ e~gt through death or
divorce~ or also because of mobilisation into the army ~ the person concerned is once
again exposed to the inner tension and anxiety of the retinternalised depressogenic
dyadt This tension may then be projected outwards in the form of persecutory object~
images which threaten the organism from without~ This persecutory anxiety may
organise itself in the form of phobias or even delusionst This state is also
characterised by a condition which Ferenczi ~ l g l O~ has called Icraving for
transference~ ~translated from the German term ~Ubertragungssucht~~~ itet an

jo Those colleagues who are acqainted with the writings of Boszormenyi N agy ~l IV ~ wil l
recognise here his concept ofjustification ~

~I

eagerness to enter into a new dependency relationship with an external good object~
which the individual wishes might Idetoxicater or counteract the ~externall persecutor~
A good example of this mechanism is the case of Moshe ~Case V~ who on entering
the army could project on the person of the commanding officer the ~idealised~
image of a ~good and strong fathert~ who might be able to counteract and even
Isilencet the projected bad self object called ~child who criticises and ridicules his
own father~t This newly created ~exalted~ father~son dyad is gradually introjected into
the self and~ if nothing happens~ seems ~in the long run~ to be able to fully replace
the original depressogenic dyad Ipoor~ weak and ridiculous father~ ~it~ ~bad child
criticising and ridiculing his own father~~ fIn fact~ this is what also happens~ or
should happen~ in the course and context of a successful psychotherapy characterised
by a benevolent complementary type of transference ~see also Ch ~ III~t~
We are~ however~ dealing with a quite different situation when a person who is
Icraving for transference~ Cas referred to by Ferenczi~ is confronted~ not with an
external Igood objecV~ but with a ~congruent stressort~ itet a menacing situation or
event resembling or symbolising just the ~bad self ~ If this is the case the congruent
stressor amalgamates with the projected Ibad self object and takes over its menacing
qualities~ CThe vulnerability or treadiness~~~ to traumatisation may~ therefore~ be
equated to the presence of chemical radicals which are highly reactive with whatever
chemical compound happens to cross their way~~ The threat emanating from this
newly~formed persecutor~stressor complex sets in motion the behavioural and
neurohumoral changes belonging to the alarm response~
Only secondarily~ I believe~ does a reorganisation take place consisting of a
gradual re~introjection of the persecutor~stressor complex into the self~ This second
stage is~ then~ characterised by what is called the ~fixatiod ffreud~ or ~transference~
ffairbairn~ to the trauma~ The reason for re~introjecting the stressor~persecutor
complex is~ so I believe~ the need to alleviate the persecutory anxiety by getting the
persecutory objects under the central ego~s controlt This situation is characterised by
a new hostile~dependent interaction within the self between the ~bad self~stressor
complex and other parts of the selft In some cases~ or in the same case at different
times~ this interaction very much resembles the original depressogenic dyad with its
corresponding ~division of the self and depressions~ In most cases~ however~ splitting
is more complete and resembles that of the ~psychosomatic solutiont belonging to the
paranoid~schizoid position~ As discussed before~ in those cases in which the
aggressiveness of ~bad self ~heret the Ibad self~stressor complexj is so severe as to
threaten the existence of the Igood objectt the central ego takes sides against it with
subsequent splitting and sequestration of the ideational~ affective~ andlor physical
representations of Ibad self t This so~called ~posmraumatic splitting~ lies at the very
root of the alexithymial~ the psychosomatic diseases and the severe personality
disturbances in persons who have been exposed to the severe and prolonged stress
of prisoner~of war camps~ concentration camps~ severe combat experiences~ going
into hiding~ massive loss of relatives~ ác~ ~Bastiaans~ I IS l ~ De Graaf et alt ~ I gHg~
~ i In want of a better translation of the German term IBereitschaft~~
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Hoppe~ lgbS ~ lg ~ l ~ Klonoffetal~~ l W b ~ Rosenheck~ IgSS~ ~ Parson ~lgHl~ gave to
this chronic form of PTSD in Vietnam veterans the name of TosWraumatic Self
Disorder~t Titchener ~l IHb~ ~ already quoted before~ called it ~post~traumatic decline~t
In the case of Moshe one could witness also the devastating effects of the death of
his beloved commander~ who represented for him~ as we saw~ the ~ideal fathert~ and
of the disappointment in the person who replaced this commandert I think that in the
eyes of Moshe~ literally~ the ~good object~ was killed whose function it had been to
counteract and neutralise his ~bad~ father~criticising child~ self As already said~ the
essence of Moshe~s post~traumatic disturbance was the fact that he himself re~
enacted the role of Idisturbed fatherl ctq~ ~disturbed commander~~ whereas he had
delegated to his environment ~comrades~ examining physician~ girlfriend~ the role
of Ichild~ ctq~ partner~ who ridicules its own father~~ This means that Moshe had split~
off and ousted Ibad critical child~ by projectively identifying his environment with
it~ By behaving as he did and by delegating the role of ~critical child ~or partner~t to
the environment Moshe ~stood trial on behalf of a misbehaving parent ~commander~~~
as I already discussed before~Z~ Evidently~ with the death of his commander tin mind~
~critical childt had become too dangerous~ as if~ once again~ a ~good object~ could be
killed by its aggressivenesst So~ it had to be removed from the self Since Moshe still
felt remorse about his behaviour and also felt empathy with the reactions of his
environment~ one may conclude that the interaction with the environment still bore
the hallmark of the original depressogenic dyad~ so that in this case splitting
remained incomplete~ Complete posNraumatic splitting~ on the other hand~ must be
suspected when one or more of the following features or symptoms are present~
aggressive outbursts against strangers as well as against family members CHoppe~
I W I~ ~ social isolation~ paranoid ideas Ceither of grandiosity ~ see the case history~
of Adolf Hitler in Cht III ~ or of persecution~~ excessive preoccupation with the
Iparanormal~~ refusal to speak about the traumatic past denoted as the Iconspiracy of
silence~ in families of Holocaust survivors ~Danieli~ l gS l ~ Op den Velde~ Aarts~ and
De Graaf~ I Ig l ~ Op den Velde~ De Graaf~ and Aarts~ I gg I ~ ~ addiction to alcohol or
opiates~ work addiction ~De Loos~ Iggb~ ~ ~trauma addiction~ ~Van der Kolk et al~~
I IgS~~ suicide attempts ~sometimes under the disguise of accident proneness~~ manic
episodes ~the flight to~ and reunion with~ the Ibad~ but ideal object~~~ dissociational~
psychotic episodes~ chronic ill~treatment and abuse of spouse or child~ either
mentally~ physically~ or sexually~ antisocial conduct~ somatisation disorders~ chronic
~psycho~~somatic disease ~etgt heart~ emphysema~ diabetes~ rheumatoid arthritis~
colitis~ with severe alexithymial ~Hoppe~ IgbH ~ Sifneos~ Icharacterised by a
marked resistance to seek medical aid and~ when being compelled to do so~
withholding information about the traumatic past ~De Loos~ l g ~ t

Psychodynamically seen~ the schizoid moments of this stage are characterised by
different varieties of the defence mechanism called ~identification with the
aggressor~~ ffor an in~depth discussion of this theme see ChtIIIt~
jZ The veteran soldier of Case XIII ~Section A tS~ showed a similar reaction to the
disappointment in his commandert
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Accordingly~ one can look upon the process of traumatisation as consisting of two
successive stages~ a persecutory~dissociative and a schizoid~depressive onet This
subdivision on psychodynamic grounds both reflects and parallels the nosological
distinction between Acute Stress Disorder or Combat Stress Reaction ~CSR~ on the
one hand and Chronic PTSD on the othert The psychodynamic and possible
psychobiological mechanisms characterising either of these two stages may be
summarised in the following working hypotheses~
Working hypothesis Qz
The persecutory~dissociative stage oftraumatisation is characterisedby an immense
increase in persecutory objects ~ caused by a massive projection ofbad sef objects
to the Ioutsidel
Subsequently
~ these persecutory objects merge with a stressor which because of
its very resemblance rrcongruity~ to one of these persecutors lends itselffor being
projectively identified with~ This newly formed persecutor~stressor complex is
experienced as a threat from without~ causing much persecutory anxiety and
mobilising the behavioural and neurohumoral changes associated with the alarm
response and Inescapable Shock rISj~ such as stuporous~catatonic states~ fugues~
massive amnesias~ extrapyramidall symptoms~ exaggerated startle response~ etc~~
together with the physiological concomitants of increased sympathic and
noradrenergic avtivity rGrinker and Spiegel~ l gIS~ Southwick et alt~ l M~~ Van der
Kolk et alt~ I ggS~ Gersons and Carlier~ I gg~~t The mental disturbances of this stage
are often accompanied by altered states of consciousness caused by a longer~ or
shorter~lastingshort~circuit in the limbic region~ before cortical centres can again
take over control~ rSee also Section I t ZT~
The case history of Yossi CCase IV~ may serve as an illustration of the mechanisms
at work during the persecutory~dissociative staget In Yossi the central conflict
consisted of the depressogenic dyad tabandoned and offended parent~ ~ft~
~disobedient runaway childt While wandering about in the desert he may have
thought~ If only my parents knew I were here~ it would be their death i~jj jQt I surmise

Ij This sort of message~ implying your leaving us will cause our deathlt~ is very
characteristic of parents who were themselves survivors of the Holocaust C De Graaf~ Ig~ S ~
I IW~t Frequently~ they had saved their own lives by fleeing into the woods~ leaving their
own parents behind in the ghetto where they subsequently were starved out or slaughtered~
This had also occurred to Yossits parentst My own observations in this respect are in some
agreement with the findings of Solomon and co~workers who observed higher PTSD rates
in Combat Stress Reaction casualties whose parents had gone through the Holocaust as
compared to CSR casualties without such a background ~Solomon et alt~ IgHH~t
j~ This reminds me of the case of a Dutch soldier serving in New Guinea who
unexpectedly had broken down during a routine patrol after two years of flawless
functioning~ This occurred after having seen the corpse of an Indonesian paratrooper
dangling in one of the trees of the tropical forest~ At that very moment he was beset by the
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that the guilt feelings connected with ~bad autonomous childt and the magical fear
lest~ indeed~ this ~bad self might kill his parents~ caused a massive projection of Ibad
autonomous self to the toutside~t The Icongruent~ stressor of the red boots belonging
to a dead paratrooper became for Yossi the symbolic condensation~s of ~autonomous
child~~ his renunciation of it~ and his anger both at himself and at his parents for
having succumbed to themt
I have also called this stage Idissociative~ because the flooding with persecutory
anxiety may~ indeed~ cause an altered state of consciousness in which the events are
perceived according to their ~primary processt content for the person concerned~ and
accordingly may create a world filled with a reality of its own~ This dissociative
feature is~ perhaps~ the most significant indication that the ~traumatic spark has
spreadt~ Recent research has shown that~ indeed~ the occurrence of dissociative
symptoms at the time of the traumatic event is among the most potent predictors of
the development of PTSD ~Koopman~ Classen~ and Spiegel~ Igg~~ Shalev et alt~
I g ~ t This is~ moreover~ in close agreement with the neurobiological findings and
considerations discussed in Section L Zt T Neurobiologically speaking~ the ~traumatic
spark~ consists of an ~acute danger~ signal attached by the amygdala~hippocampal
system to sensory stimuli which have not yet undergone cortical discrimination and
awarenesst I suppose that as a result of the ~acute danger~ signal~ for some time a
short circuit is created causing the ~danger message~ to reverberate within the limbic
system beyond cortical control and awareness~ This may be the neurobiological
substrate of what is described as an acute dissociative reactiont
These acute dissociative reactions are characterised by what is commonly called an
taltered state of consciousnesst~ As such they should be differentiated from the more
chronic post~traumatic syndromes such as Multiple Personality Disorder or Dissociative
Disease~ in which one is dealing with changes of self identity ~lego statest~ with intac t
cognitive functioning~
The obtrusiveness of the message of the Ted boots~ appearing repeatedly in Yossits
nightmares points to the fact that~ after he had Igot over the initial shock~~ he ~itet his

idea of his motherts terror when seeing his dead body sent back to her in Holland~ Just
before this routine patrol he had received a letter from his mother in which she implored
him to give up his plans to emigrate to Australia as he had written to her~ In this letter she
also complained about the paucity of the letters he sent home~ kl had been asked to see the
man in the context of his request for granting him a disability pension~ This had hitherto
been denied to him on the grounds that no connection could be found between his clinical
condition at present ~ a PTSD which had become chronic ~ and the performance of hi s
military service~~
~S Translation of the German term IVerdichtungfi one single event symbolises several inner
Imean ings~ at one an d the same timet See also Section l tZt ~~ where the primary proces s
character of the CLE an d of the long~term traumatic memo ri es stored in the hippocampus
are discussedt
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central ego~ did not want to completely renounce tautonomous self~ but gave it~ so
to speak~ permission to incessantly ~knock at the door~t In terms of the proposed
model one could describe this as a partial re~introjection of the stressor~persecutor
complex into the selft This means that Yossi had already entered the schizoidt
depressive stage~ In fact~ this can be looked upon as a first post~traumatic attempt to
Iwork throught the trauma~ itet to re~integrate rbad self into the personality~ In Yossi~s
case one could say that he had replaced the original depressogenic dyad~ consisting
of ~poor~ abandoned and dying parentt ~f t~ bad~ run~away and disobedient childt~ by
a new dyadic relationship which may be described as Ipoor~ helpless and non~
autonomous Yossi~ ~f t~~ ~aggressive~ unpredictable and sleep~disturbing red boots~~
As one can see~ in this new interaction Yossi himself had identified with Isuffering
parent~ who feels helpless vis~à~vis the Idisobedience~ and Icapriciousness~ of the
obtrusive and unpredictable fallen paratrooper with the red shoes appearing in his
dreams and representing Yossi himself and both his anger and his autonomous
strivingsjb~
The psychodynamic processes governing the schizoid~depressive stage of
traumatisation may be summarised as followst
Working hypothesis S~
The schizoiddepressive stage of traumatisation is characterised by a gradual re~
uptake or re~introjection into the selfof the persecutor~stressor complex in order to
get the latter under control of the central egot Subsequently~ a more or less
aggressive interaction occurs between this Ibad stressor self and other more
Icentral~ parts of the self Thus~ ifthere has been extreme and severe object~loss~ as
in combat veterans or in survivors of the Nazi Holocaust~ the individual may
narcissistically identify with Imother who mourns over the loss of her child~ of the
original depressogenic mother~child dyad andprojectively identify the remembrance
of the fallen buddies or relatives with Ibad autonomous self which made mother
cry~i~ In a certain sense this condition comes closest to the affective state of the
original depressogenic dyadt Though during this state depression is at a relatively
maximal and splitting at a relatively minimal level~ the individual nevertheless tends
to seclude himseffrom otherpeople and to indulge~ for instance~ in various kinds
of memorial ceremonies~ If on the other hancl the traumatising stressor has linked
up with childhood or other earlier experiences of violence or severe injustice the
stressorpersecutor complex may be so aggressive and dangerous to the ~good
object~ that the organism will split it off through sequestration or even annihilation

~b In this respect it may be relevant to note that Yossifs symptoms~ and in particular his
nightmares~ disappeared after two sessions together with him~ his parents and his youn g
wife~ in which I explained the importance of parents allowing a child to live his own life
and with a partner of his own choice and the parents whole~heartedly agreed with this
statementt
j~ This also happened in the case of Yossi~
~b

along with the organs or the affective~ideational system with which it is identified
This psychosomatic solution I ~see above~ gives rise to those severe somatic and
psychiatric posNraumatic syndromes ~mentioned above~ in which splitting is the
predominantfeaturet In certain other cases the individual may split off not the Ibadl
parts of the self but the Igood~ ones and delegate the latter to the environmenttjs
Psychic numbing~ being Itt one of the most intractable PTSD symptomsl
~Davidson and Van der Kolk I ggbj~ should also be considered as aform ofsplitting
in which the continuous feeling of Ibeing dead to the worldl probably resultsfrom
the same processes which are supposed to underlie anaclytic depression in infantst
There may be quite sudden transitionsfrom schizoid numbing to intrusions of the
trauma reminiscent of the persecutory~dissociative stage and vice versa~ in one and
the same individual~ Psychic numbing~ together with the other ~negativel symptoms
of chronic PTSD~ reflects a form of splitting which may be rathersimilar to that
described as Ihypofrontalityl rite~ impairedfunctioning of the prefrontal cortex~ in
chronic schizophrenic patients rGlover~ I ggZ~ Berman~ Daniel and Weinberger~
I ggSjt
The work of PierreJanet
In this connection the work of the Frenchman Pierre Janet deserves special
attention~ since he was the first to differentiate between various levels and forms of
consciousness in relation to past traumatic experiences ~Janet~ I Sgg~ as cited in Van
der Hart and Friedman~ lgHg~When dealing with what he called ~psychological
automatismsl Janet made a distinction between total and partial automatismst In the
former the mind is completely dominated by a reproduction of ~traumatic~ past
experience~ as etg~ in somnambulistic states or hysterical crisest In partial
automatisms the automatism occupies only a part of the mindt In the latter~ the
traumatic experience~ or sensory concomitants of it~ had not been registered by the
Ipersonalt consciousness but by a ~secondl consciousness~ ~Some conversion
symptoms as well as so~called ~somatoform dissociative symptoms~ ~Nijenhuis~
Spinhoven~ Van Dyck~ Van der Hart~ and Vanderlinden~ lg ~ are a good example
of such a partial automatism~ see also Ch ~ V ~Section S t l A~ where I have suggested
the possibility of a traumatic fixation underlying the very first symptoms in patients
suffering from multiple sclerosis~~ Janet considered traumatic memories and related
emotional states and lidées fixes~ as dissociative phenomena~ He defined dissociation
as the splitting off~ separation~ and isolation of certain parts of the personality from
the conscious awareness and control of one~s habitual personality ~Van der Hart et
alt~ III l ~t Maybe~ the dissociative phenomena decribed by Janet and the afore~

jg This I have called the Idelinquent solutiont ~De Graaf~ IgHH~t We see this happen when
a parental figure~ or~ for that matter~ somebody appointed as such by the child~ severel y
misbehaves and the child feels as if it deserves the punishment which the parent did not get t
This is the mechanism employed by Moshe CCase V~t See also CUII~ ~ I St l ~ Vicariously
standing trial for a misbehaving parentt~
~~

mentioned forms of post~traumatic ~splitting within the self are but different
manifestations of the same underlying mechanismt The difference between these two
forms of splitting would then depend on the choice of psychological and somatic
functions ~ e~gt cognitive~emotional or affective~ideational ~ to get involved in the
postAraumatic splitting~
Whilst Freud and with him most psychoanalysts have regrettably renounced what
is now generally known as the ~first trauma theoryt and have concentrated~ instead~
on infantile sexualityjg~ Janet has consistently remained aware of a possible traumatic
core in dissociative ~~hysterical~~ phenomena and in other psychiatric disturbances
as well Qutnam~ l gHga~ Van der Hart~ Brown~ and Van der Kolk~ l ggg~ Van der
Hart and Horst~ IgSI~ Van der Kolk~ Brown~ and Van der Hart~ IgHg~t In doing so
Janet has formulated insights which~ because of their direct connection with
psychological functioning~ are very apt to be translated into neurobiological models
of the mind~ It could be a major challenge to integrate the psychological conflict
model of psychoanalysis with the findings of Janet and with those of neurobiological
researcht
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POSSIBLE NEUROBIOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF ACUTE AND CHRONIC POST~
TRAUMATIC SPLITTING AND MOURNING

In comparison with what we know about the neurobiology of the first
persecutory~dissociative stage ~see Section l tZ~T~~ we have much less knowledge of
the neurophysiological and neuroanatomical substrates of splitting of the self which
is characteristic of the more chronic~ depressive~schizoid~ stage of postAraumatic
disturbancet There are~ however~ some leads which may show us the way~ In the
light of the dazzling abundance and complexity of the networks served by the central
nervous system and its multitude of neurohormones and neurotransmitters one
should not fail to keep in mind the following important guiding principle~ structures
do not create meaning~ but structures may be created by~ andfor the purpose of
conveying~ meaning or ~intentionalityl CBolton and Hill~ llgb~ Buitelaar~ Iggb~
Gabbard~o~ IgIZ~ see also Section ltZtl and Section S ~ ~tS about the observation of
a possible expression of emotional conflict in the first symptoms of multiple
sclerosis~~t Secondly~ in view of the considerable overlap or ~co~morbidity between
psychiatric nosological categories as well as in want of a firm clinicaMheoretical
foundation of the latters~ very texistenceta~~ one should concentrate on functions and
drives and their disturbances~ rather than on diagnostic category CVan Praag~ I IIS ~

j g See in this respect e~gt Masson ~ J~Mt ~lgg~l~ Freud~ the assault on trutht Freuds
suppression of the seduction theory~
ao As cited in Buitelaar ~l IgZ~
~i With the exception of PTSD~
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I glb~Suitable and promising candidates for these research lines arei ~a~ aggression
Cand its ~projected~ counterpart~ anxiety~ in certain types of depressive illness
~Coccaro et alt~ IgHI ~ Van Praag~ lggb~~ C b~ sexualityaZ~ Cc~ memory and its
dysfunctions~ and ~d~ cognitive functions and their disturbances such as
hallucinations~ delusions~ Bic ~ t
Some hypothetical neurobiological correlates of~ or systems possibly associated
with~ clinical expressions of Isplitting of the self might bet
An enduring disruption of the connections between the limbic amygdala~
hippocampal system and certain areas in the prefrontal cortex stemming from a
sustained posmraumatic ~shorttcircuitry~ within the limbic system~ whereby the
traumatic memories reverberate within this system~ Clinically~ this may express
itself as a prolonged and ~internalised~ persecutory~dissociative state with
spontaneous flashbacks and ~Ideep sleep~ or nontREM~ nightmares~ together with
numbing and diminished responsivenesst This could explain the consistent
finding of decreased hippocampal volume and thwarted hippocampal functioning
in people with chronic PTSD ~LeDoux~ lggb ~ Van der Kolk~ I Igbb~ lglbc~~
I t Disconnection of the prefrontal cortex from other important cortical association
areas~ expressing itself~ among other things~ in psychic numbing ~see Working
Hypothesis S~ alternating with outbursts of indiscriminate violence~ Impulsive~
aggressive as well as selfdestructive behaviour is associated with serotoninl
depletion in the CNS ~Coccaro et al~~ lgHg ~ Van Praag~ lggb~ ~ Using neuro~
imaging techniques~ McFarlane~ Weber~ and Clark ~lgg~j could demonstrate that
in people suffering from PTSD the prefrontal areas functioned less well than in
people without PTSD ~ It is~ therefore~ tempting to draw an analogy between this
postAraumatic state and the consistent finding of a serotonin depletion in the
prefrontal lobes of chronic schizophrenic patients~ which may be connected with
the ~hypofrontality~~ that is the ~negative symptoms~aj displayed by chronic
schizophrenic patients ~Glover~ IgIZ~t The ~prefrontal serotonin depletiont
hypothesis in chronic post~traumatic disorder is perhaps further supported by the
finding that fluoxetine C~Prozac~~~ an antidepressant drug increasing Csynaptic~
serotonin levels in the CNS ~ brought about an improvement in numbing in a
sample of Ccivilian~ posWraumatic patients ~Van der Kolk et al~~ lgl~~

aZ In view of the side~effects of selective serotoninl reuptake inhibitors on human sexual
functioning this muchtforgo tt en basic~drive now knocks at the doors of biological ~
psychiatric researcht This apparent connection between sexuality and serotonin systems in
the brain might~ in fact~ reflect the causal role of sexuality and of oedipal conflict in ce rt ain
types of depression ~ as predicted by psychoanalytic theory~ ~Cf ~Moshe~~ Case V~
~j The Inegative symptomst in chronic schizophrenia are~ ~a~ affective flattening~ ~b~
poverty and paucity of verbal expression~ ~c~ apathylavolition~ ~d~ anhedonialiasociality~
~e~ attention deficits ~Lipton and Cancro~ lggS~t

~g

Lateralisation of certain brain activities to one cerebral hemisphere ~ Much of our
knowledge about the specialisation of~ and th e cooperation between ~ the two
hemispheres stems from research on epileptic patients in whom the major fibre
pathways connecting the two hemispheres ~the corpus callosum and anterior
commissure~ have been cut to prevent the spread of epileptic activity from one
side of th e brain to the othert Studies of these so~called commissurotomised
patients suggest th at these individuals function as it were with two independent
minds~ the left aware and verbal~ the ri ght functioning largely automatically and ~
I might add ~ t intuitively~ ~Kupfermann ~ IIgS~ ~ In a beautifully designed
experiment Van der Kolk and his co~workers ~Van der Kolk ~ I Igbb~ were able
to demonstrate lateralisation in patients with PTSD with the help of positron
emission tomography ~PET~~ They collected narratives from the PTSD subjects
about their traumatic experi ences and subsequently read these accounts back to
themt As soon as this triggered marked autonomic responses and flashbacks ~ a
PET scan was made ~ Heightened activity could be witnessed only in the right
hemispheret Most active were parts of the limbic system connected wi th the
amygdala C the insular co rtex~ the posteri or orbitotfrontal co rt ex~ the anterior
cingulate co rtex~ and th e anteri or temporal cort ex~ an d the amygdala itself~ I now
quote Van der Kolkt In contrast ~ Brocals area ~ the part of the left hemisphere
that is responsible for translating personal experiences into communicable
language ~ showed a significant decrease in oxygen utilisation during exposure
to traumatic reminders ~~ He th en concludest Ittt When PTSD victims are having
their traumatic recall they may suffer from speechless terror in which they may
be literally ~out of touch with their feelingsl~t ~ ~Van der Kolk~ Iggbb ~ ppt Dl ~
D~I~t This mech anism may also be responsible for the alexithymia l encountered
in severely traumatised peoplet
It is now known that abused children have significant problems in the
dominant~hemisphere function of lan guage development CVan der Kolk ~ I Igbb~~
It is not impossible that the new therapeutic technique called ~Eye Movement
Desensitisation an d Reprocessing~ ~EMDR~ Shapiro~ lggg~ owes its successes~
mainly in the less chronic cases of PTSD C Turner~ McFarlane and V an der Kolk~
l ggb~~ to the cancelling of early pathological hemispheral lateralisation and
concomitant mental splittingt ~EMDR involves th e client~s imagining a scene from
the trauma~ focusing on the accompanying thoughts and physiological arousal~
and tracking the th erapisYs finger which rapidly moves from one side of the visual
field to the other~~

~I t Antagonism between neurotransmitters or inhibition or blocking of receptors
belonging to one particular neurotransmitter system by impulses from fibres
belonging to another transmitter system~ In chronic post~traumatic disorder this
might manifest itself as a chronic inhibition of stress~induced noradrenergic
activation by endogenous opioids that~ simultaneously with other stress hormones~
are also released in direct response to stress ~evidence summarised by Krystal
~ l ggO~jt Accordingly~ the opiate system appears to be responsible for the so~
gO

called ~stress~induced analgesialt~ i~e~ a state of relative painlessness and
obliviousness following Inescapable Shock in animals ~electric shocks~ fighting~
starvation~ cold~water swim~ etct~ see Seligman and Maier ~ l gb l~~t Reëxposure
of people with PTSD to a stimulus resembling the original trauma causes an
endogenous opioid response that can be indirectly measuredt This was the case
even when two decades had passed since the original trauma had taken place
CPitman~ Van der Kolk~ Orr~ and Greenberg~ I IgO ~ Van der Kolk et alt ~ l gSg~ ~
It may be conjectured that stress~induced analgesial as a form of early post~
traumatic splitting and its underlying mechanisms also set the scene for various
forms of severe psychological splitting~ including dissociative identity disorderaa
and selfmutilation~ long after the original trauma has taken place ~Glover~ IggZjt
There is some evidence that points in this direction~ Opiate receptor blockers
Cnaltrexone~ have been found to decrease self destructive behaviour which is
intimately connected with severe Cchildhood~ abuse CHerman and Van der Kolk~
IIH I~t This could mean that endogenous opioids may have assisted in
sequestrating ~bad~ parts of rbody selfas and that self mutilation has the
significance of ~actively punishingf this bad part of the self in order to relieve
opioid~induced analgesiatab By cancelling the influence of the opioid system~
splitting also is Cpartially~ relieved~
The alteration of the HPA~axis in PTSD expresses itself~ among other things~ in
a sustained low urinary free~cortisol level in patients suffering from chronic
PTSD~ which is in marked contrast with the elevated urinary cortisol levels in
patients suffering from Major Depressive Disorder ~Mason~ Giller~ Kosten~ and
Yehuda~ l ggO~ Yehuda~ Giller~ Southwick~ Lowy~ and Mason~ l gI l ~t In
accordance with findings in the literature~ Mason et alt lay a connection between
this fmding of lowered urinary cortisol in patients suffering from PTSD and the
preponderant use of defence mechanisms such as denial~ splitting~ numbing~ or
detachmentt In fact~ these neuroendocrinological profiles are also found in
paranoid schizophrenic patients who use projective defensive mechanisms to
minimise emtional distress ~Mason et alt~ IIgOj ~ It is therefore tempting to
assume that these neurohumoral differences between PTSD and depressive illness
may also reflect the use of quite opposite psychological defence mechanisms~ do
depressive patients ward off hatred and consecutive splitting~ or do patients
suffering from PTSD ward off~ albeit in a dissociative or schizoid manner~ the
melancholy caused by giving entry to~ and partly identifying with~ the trauma~
~ Formerly called Imultiple personality disordertt
as Cft what was said before in connection with the ~psychosomatic solution~ t
ab When asked about their motives for hurting themselves in this way
these people all give
the same answer~ IBecause I want to feel again somethingt~~ Apparently~ the analgesia~
perhaps a physical concomitant of what one is used to call ~depersonalisatiod~ is much more
unbearable than common paint
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generated bad objects~
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE RELATIONSHIP WITH THE PARTNER ON POST~
TRAUMATIC COPING AND ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF POSTtTRAUMATIC
DISTURBANCE

This chapter would not be complete without stressing the importance of the
relationship with the partner as a powerful predictior variable~ both with regard to
the vulnerability to stress on the one hand and the development of post~traumatic
disturbance and treatment outcome on the othert
This variable has been very much neglected in psychiatric research~ and biological~
psychiatric research in particular~ where it may act Ibehind the scenesl as a powerful
confounding variable~~t I have at least one documented account of a patient whose
miraculous cure may have been due not~ or not solely~ to the prescribed drug but rather~
or also~ to his having been isolated from his marriage~partner for a long time following
the policy of the institution in which he was hospitalised ~Kuiper~ I ISS~ ~
In a large cohort of Israeli combat soldiers Solomon and her co~workers assessed the
prevalence and severity of PTSD one year after the l IgZ Lebanon War ~Solomon~
Weisenberg~ Schwarzwald~ and Mikulincer~ Ig V ~ ~ They found that Sgoo of those
who had suffered from a combat stress reaction ~CSR~ during the war still suffered
from PTSD at one~yearls follow~up as compared with I bOxo of the control group
~consisting of combat soldiers who had not suffered from CSR during the war~~ Of
the control group MOo of the soldiers with PTSD reported delayed symptoms ~b
months after combat~t In a previous article Solomon and Benbenishty ~lgRb~ had
found that soldiers who had been treated for their CSR according to the so~called
Salmonag principles ~ proximity to the combat zone~ immediacy~ and expectancy ~to
return to their units~ ~ had a lower incidence of PTSD than those who had been
treated at the rear~ However~ these figures can also be interpreted as showing that
many of the Israeli soldiers who developed PTSD only did so after returning home
or after having come into contact with their families when they were evacuated to

~~ Thus~ when evaluating the effects of antidepressant drugs such as the selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitors ~SSRPs~ with their strong side~effects on sexual functioning ~and hence
on the partner~relation~ results may not be dependable as long as one does not control for
this factort ~We cannot even completely exclude the possibility that some of these drugs
owe their action precisely to the working of this side~effect~~
ag Salmon~ a military psychiatrist in the United States army~ had developed this doctrine
following his experiences during WWtI ~Salmon~ I Il I~~
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the reara~t The same phenomenon was also observed in Vietnam veterans~ where it
was attributed to the ~trauma of returning home~ in a society that had become
unmotivated or even hostile with regard to the Vietnam Wart However~ since this
does not apply to Israeli society~ other causes must be sought for~ In connection with
the possibility of a premorbid collusion and on the basis of my own experiences with
the treatment of Israeli soldiers and their wives or fiancées~ I now surmise that the
soldier~s wifels reaction to her husbandts return from combat as well as the resulting
interaction between them have strong predictive power with regard to the
development of chronic post~traumatic disturbancet This conjecture was afterwards
corroborated by the findings of a statistical study of IbO Israeli veteranst ~See
Section ZtgjThis conclusion is also supported by a study of Solomon~ Mikulincer~
Freid~ and Wosner ~IgS T ~ who found that one year after the IgSZ Lebanon War
married CSR casualties had higher rates of PTSD than non~married CSR casualtiessot
Furthermore~ higher rates of PTSD were associated with high conflict and low
expressiveness in the families as measured by the Moos Family Environment Scalet
The interaction between the returnee and his wife appears to be very complicated
and strongly connected with projections~ unfulfilled expectations and other
conscious and unconscious motives on both sidest In the cases treated by myself the
female partners could often be described as phobic~dependentl and badly separated
from their own families of origint Yet~ they had very often felt distant from their
mothers~ In many cases an equilibrium had existed prior to the war in which the
wife~s dependency on her husband enabled the latter to compensate for his fears and
doubts concerning his identity as a husband and a father ~often in the wake of bad
experiences with his own fathert~ The traumatic experiences of the war had once
again triggered these inner conflicts and guilt feelings~ In close proximity to family
members~ especially to his spouse and parents~ the soldier is once more confronted
with his insecurity in a realm of life in which he had always functioned as a matter
of course~ serving his wife promptlys~~ These changes in marital equilibrium are
most marked in the realm of intimacy and sexual relationsi the soldier~s sudden fear
of intimacy and of sexuality ~ which are very much connected with his mourning~ his
survival guilt and~ perhaps~ a trauma~induced reactivation of traumatic ~bad fathert

ag Thus~ the slightly beneficial result of immediate treatment near the frontline may have
been due to the absence of an important adverse factor~ namely that of the interaction
between the soldierls post~traumatic upheaval and his family~ rather than to the expectancy
and thealthyr advice to go on fighting ~which~ after all~ may also be a function of th e
severity of the soldierts breakdown~ ~De Graaf I Ig~~t
so Unfortunately~ Solomon does not tell us whether the married soldiers had already been
married during the wart
s~ Not only this~ but upon returning home the soldier may be also confronted with a wife
or a mother who is angry about his having left her for the army and for the ~men~s world~
connected with army service~
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imagessZ ~ meets wi th a partner who does no th ing to hide her disappointment in her
husband s sudden Ibad perform an cet~ As a result the soldier may regress to levels of
functioning in which the roles are rigorously reversed~ now it is he who is utterly
helpless and dependent upon his environment ~ not being able to satisfy his wifels
needs~ ei th er sexually or materi allyt What one is witnessing here is a posWtraumatic
collusion ~see above~ in which the husban d ~vicariously stands trialt ~ as this
identificatory mechan ism was already called by me ~ for a Tather who disappointed
mother an d the childrent ~later on ~ this has sometimes also becomei ~army th at
disappoints and has caused the death of my fri ends~t~ One may recognise in th is
Idisappointing fath er~ identification a rather ri gid pa tte rn of incessant penitence in
one of th e poles of a depressogenic dyad ~ Much depends here on th e psychical health
of the partner an d on the extent to which her problems and projections may reinforce
the path ological extemalisations of her husband ~
I have described here only one so rt of post~traumatic collusion ~ However ~ it
already teaches us that one cannot evaluate the clinical condition of a traumatised
individual apart from the possible contributions of the partner to what has become
a post~traumatic collusiont When looked at in this way ~ it would be a mistake to not
also include the partner in the treatment ofsevere post~traumatic disturbancet
Eventually~ the inter~ and intrapersonal problems of chronic PTSD converge into
what I have elsewhere called the ~psychosomatic triadf ~De Graaf~ Igl l ~t This
nuclear syndrome consists of~

It
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Headaches~ dizziness~ dysphoricl depression~ aggressive outbursts~
Sexual and relational problems~

III ~

Employment difficulties~ concentration weakness~

ZtI

SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS OF THE Ig l b STUDY OF IN ISRAELI WAR
VETERANSS ~

The clinical observations and theoretical considerations as well as the character
of the PSF as an interacting latent variable ~see Cht IV~ Section Uo can be illustra~
sz Thanks to traumatic memories of this kind ~ e~g~ about ~father abusing mothert ~ which
are stirred up by traumatic combat experiences~ sexuality can become beset by aggressive
connotations which may cause sexual impotence in the soldiert ~Cft the expression
Ireturnee~s impotenceft~
S~ This study was recognised as the successful completion of the so~called basic sciencesl
training within the framework of the specialisation in psychiatry in Israelt ~Supervisort Drt
Yitschak Levav~ I am much obliged to Jossi Rein~ who~ both as a research psychologist and
as the commanding officer of one of the units participating in the study~ has been a great
help to me with his statistical and practical advices~
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ted by some of the findings of a study of Israeli war veterans of the l Wa Yom
Kippur War CDe Graaf~ l ~~ l I ~ S ~ IgHS~ ~
The original sample consisted of ~ reservist soldiers from three armoured
companiest This sample included all I I S veterans whose Army Medical Category
C AM Q had been lowered because they had suffered from a Combat Stress Reaction
CCSR~ during the wart The remaining ZZS supposedly healthy veterans came from
the same companies and had been matched to the former group as regards age~
marital state~ country of birth~ and army occupation~
The final sample of l bO veterans consisted of l~ l individuals who had responded
to our invitation plus Zg veterans to whom the questionnaires had had to be
administered by us in the field~ because their company was on manoeuvres at the
time the inquiry took place~ The total sample of nm I bO contained only a I individuals
who~ judging by their AMC ~ had suffered from a CSR during the wart The Cquite
voluntary~ attendance of this group CMN~ was significantly lower than that of the
supposedly healthy soldiers without CSR ~bOoo~~
Data were collected by means of a questionnaire containing multiple choice
questions regarding relations in the family of origin as well as in the individuaPs
own family~ mental and physical health of the parents~ early losses sustained by the
soldier as well as by his parents~ adjustment to school and pre~war job~ relations with
commander and fellow~soldiers~ specific combat experiences~ general background
variables~ and psychiatric and psychosomatic complaints and symptoms which had
existed before the war~ during or immediately after the war~ and at the time of the
inquiry ~m ZS months after the war~t
The items of the symptom check~list were determined by a panel of six
colleagues~ including myself~ who had gained experience with the treatment of
soldiers suffering from chronic PTSD ~ This panel was also asked to rate the
symptoms of the questionnaire according to the degree offunctional impairment
inherent to each symptom~ The average of these six ratings was~ then~ regarded as
a measure of the symptomts relative severity~ As another measure of the severity of
CSR~ I took the number ofsymptoms ticked by the individual soldier~ CAccording to
Solomon~ Weisenberg et alt ~lg V ~ ~ the number of symptoms ticked by the soldier
may be a good estimate of the severity of the disordert~
When applying a retrospective analysis to the ratings of this panel~ the symptoms which
eventually were going to belong with the DSM~defined PTSD complex stand out as
representing the mildest form of post~traumatic disturbance~ with rankings ranging from
l as ~severest~ to U as Ileast severet~ the mean of the rankings of DSMC~like~ symptoms
was I l ~ bl as opposed to I T ZS for the non~DSM symptoms Cp~ ~ OOI~ ~ S ~
The same panel was also asked to rate on a S~point scale the biographical and
background items of the questionnare according to the degree of psychological
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Unfortunately~ when leaving Israel I did not take with me the original ratings of the
members of the panel~ Hence~ inter~rater reliability could not be assessed~
si

dependency to be expected or expressed by it~ so that each possible anwer had a
dependency score attached to itt Both procedures had been completed before the
questionnaires were administered to the soldiers~
For each soldier a General Dependency Score was calculated by averaging the
dependecy scores of the individual items ticked by him~
Finally~ an ordinal variable expressing Relative Severity of Combat Stress was
constructed by subdividing the platoons into five groups of increasing stress
intensityt This was done by averaging the number of answers per platoon to the
Cmultiple~choice~ question IDid you ever feel completely helpless during the
fightingsT~ The values of the resulting variable~ ranging from l to S ~ were
determined by the individual soldier~s membership of either of the five Istress
groups~t

Some of the most important findings are summarised belowt
I ~ As might be expected~ both Severity of War~Induced Symptoms and Morbidity
appeared to be significantly correlated with Relative Severity of Combat Stress
p~tOl ~ resp~ r~~ lb~ pc~tOS~

Z ~ According to our hypothesis a significant positive relationship was found between
the height of the General Dependency Score and both Morbidity Cr~tlS~ p~~OS~
and the Severity of Symptoms~ both during or immediately after the war
pc~tOOl~ and two years later ~rtZb~ p~~OOI~t

~ Veterans who described their mothers as overprotective ~ ~ A Yiddishe Mamme~ ~
a factor extracted from answers to questions about the mother~ more often
reported symptoms during the war ~r~tlS~ p~tOS~ ~ and their war~induced
symptoms were both more severe ~rr~la~ p~~tOOO~~~ and more numerous
pGGtOOOtt~ ~
~I t Veterans who described their fathers as aggressive ffAGGRSVE~ m a factor
extracted from answers to questions about the father~ more often reported
symptoms during the war ~r~t I ~~ pzzAZS~~ and their war~induced symptoms were
more severe Cr~t l ~~ p~tOZS~ ~
S ~ A very strong positive relationship was found to exist between the factor ~Survival
Trauma~ and both Number and Severity of War~Induced Symptoms ~r~AS resp~
t~~~ pGGtOOOt~t

An interesting overview of the psychodynamic forces at work in traumatisation is
offered by the correlation matrix of FigtZtI~ in which the number of symptoms
during or immediately after the war is chosen to be the dependent variable~ So~called
factor~variables~ i~e~ variables derived from a factor analysis of the soldiers answers
to the various multiple~choice questions~ are put between inverted commast
In order to ascertain that the observed correlations were not spurious~ a control
Bb

dependent variable was added which~ according to our theoretical propositions~
would not be predicted by the antecedent background variablest Accordingly~ the
correlations between this control variable and the antecedent variables should be
non~significant~ and approach zerot This control dependent variable was represented
by the dichotomous variable ~Physically Wounded During the Wart~ In FigtZA the
correlations are shown between this control variable and the antecedent variables of
FigtZtIt
As shown in Fig~ZA the only significant correlations with this control variable are
negative ones~ ~ ~ l b with the factor Iweeping mothert and ~ t I S with Idisappointed in
commanderl~ On the grounds of its correlations with other antecedent variables not
shown in Fig~Z~~ and Fig~ZA ~ t l~ with a factor called toptimistic mothert and ~t l l
with ~weak identityt~ as well as because of the preponderance of positive values of
this control variable in a battalion which had sustained heavy losses during the war~
I tend to believe that this group of wounded soldiers who were yet still in active
service two and a half years after the war~ shows a bias towards ~ l ~ combat soldiers
rather thanIjobnikst~ itet soldiers with a relatively safe administrative or logistic task~
and C Z~ relatively well~motivated soldiers who did not want to make use of their
injury in order to be easily discharged from the armyt
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Pearson correlations between Inumber of symptoms during or
immediately after the war~ and twelve antecedent variables in a
sample of IN Israeli war veteransss

In order to exclude the possibility that the near zero correlations with the control
variable could have been due to the fact that the Iphysically wounded~ variable was
a dichotomy which was heavily skewed to the left~ I also compared these
correlations with those between the same antecedent variables and a second
dichotomous variable called ~acknowledges having suffered from symptoms during
or imm~ after the wart~ CIn fact~ the latter variable represents the dichotomyt Inrt of
symptoms during or imm~ after wart m O and ~nrt of symptoms during or imm~after
war~ z I t~
ss fortl I s r s ~ Ig ps OS~ for tlg s r
s tZ l ps tOl ~ for ~Zl s r s tZq p sOOS~ for r ~ tZq ps OOIt
Variables put between inverted commas are standardised factor variables~
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Correlation coefficients of the antecedent variables of Fig~Z~l with ~I~
Inr~ of symptoms during or immediately after the warl~ kZ~
Iphysically wounded in battlet ~control dependent variable~ and ~Ij
lacknowledges having suffered from symptoms during or imm~ after
the war~t

This variable was heavily skewed to the right~ Quite according to expectation these
correlations were considerably lower~ but yet still significant at the t OS or Ol levelt

In the correlation matrix of Figt Z ~l I have outlined those relationships which
may indicate that~ according to the views set forth in this chapter~ aggressively
loaded introjects have been projected onto contemporary stressors as well as onto
contemporary object~relations~ creating so to speak new transference situationst

To begin with~ let us consider the Tather aggressive~ rectanglet As it appears~ this
introject has attached itself strongly to vigorous criticism of the impersonal authority
of the army and also~ but to a much lesser extent~ of the person of the commandert
However~ the soldiers with the more severe symptomatology often gave evasive
answers when asked about the commander~s behaviour ~p K tOOl~ ~ but strongly
criticised the armyt This may be expressive of strong guilt feelings about having to

Sg

criticise their own father or their own commandert Further evidence of the
intrapsychic reality of the Ifather aggressivet introject as an internalised bad object
representation is offered by the positive relationship of this variable with ~phobia
dependent spousef ~r~~ZO~ p~ ~ Ol~t Apparently~ as already said before~ I surmise that
in these cases the partner~s dependence enables the veterans to ~undo~ and turn into
the oppositet their own fathefs aggressiveness ~towards mother~t
The depressogenic dyad comes to the fore in the rectangle describing the
relationships between ~survival trauma~ and the factors describing the mothers~ Here~
one could witness the postulated narcissistic identification with a Imother who is
inconsolable about the loss of her children land blames father ~ or the army ~ for
having neglected or abandoned them ~t Those soldiers who expressed deep grief and
sorrow about their lost comrades ~Isurvival traumat~ appeared to be dependent~ not
only upon their comrades but also upon their wives ~the factor Iwife knows besY~~
Interestingly~ as maybe concluded from the Tamily~ rectangle~ fathers described
by the soldier as ~withdrawn~ seemed to be correlated with more maternal depression
and overprotectiveness than fathers described as ~aggressive~t These soldiers also had
a more dependent attitude and had unequivocally more numerous symptoms~ This
rectangle may indicate the existence of problems in the oedipal sphere~
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Chapter III
Family Dynamics in Trans~Generational
Traumatisationt Projective and Narcissistic
~IIntrojectivel~ Identification
as a Parental Defence Mechanism
IPsychic trauma is one of the most contagious mental
conditions known to psychiatry at this time~ ~ Jerr~ l gSI~ pt l b~

Summary~
In Chapter III the concepts developed in the foregoing chapters are applied to
those Isecond generationl cases in which psychopathology in the offspring is believed
to stem from the transmission of parental trauma~ This Chapter is a condensation of
two recently published papers CDe Graaf~ lgg ~b ~ lgl~c~t
After a review of the existing literature in the Introduction~ Section J tZ takes up
the notion of a dyadic parent~child introject developed in Section Z ~ I~ applying it to
a parent who has remained fixated to the traumatic loss of his or her own parentst
In Section J~J the concept of a depressogenic dyad is discussed in the light of the
observations and considerations of Freud~ Melanie Klein~ Fairbairn~ and Kernbergt
In particular~ I try to answer the important theoretical question as to how it becomes
possible for a ~parentt representation containing so many ~bad~ aspects to be fully
accepted and embraced by that part of the self which has identified with the ~ideally
good object~ ~ite~ the Fairbairnian ~central ego~~~

Section ~ ~~l contains an in~depth treatment of the concept of projective
identification in the light of the theoretical contributions of Melanie Klein~ Bion~
Ogden~ Racker~ and Kernbergt After discussing the conditions and circumstances
under which the dyadic introject can become re~externalised~ the clinical and
theoretical relevance of distinguishing between two forms of projective
identification is brought forward~ In what I have called the adaptive form of
projective identification the mother ~ or for that matter the therapist ~ serves as a
~container~ of the infantts projected bad~ parts CBion~ I IbZ~In what I have called the
defensive form of projective identification the purpose is precisely to preserve a rbad
part of the self which the ego is unwilling to give up because it contains feelings
which once were felt to be not only Ibad~ but also very much justified on the childts
partt ~Cf the transgenerational notion of justification~ as conceived by Boszormenyi~
Nagy ~lgg l~t~ Thus~ while used as a mechanism of defence against both real and
gl

alleged death~wishes towards inte rnalised objects~ adult defensive projective
identification may be seen as a form of projection in which the projecting subject is
eager to remain in control of~ and in ~secret~ symbiosis with ~ a projected ~bad~ part of
the self which the ego has refused to renouncet
In Section g~ S I describe the occurrence in a transgenerational context of several
clinically relev ant va ri eties and deri vatives of the defence mech an ism known as
~identi fi cation with th e aggressor~ ~Anna Freud ~ l M~ ~ The internalisation of
Cgrand~parental guilt and culpabili ty by a parent who was traumatised her~ or himself
is apt to lead to forms of behaviour~ especially towards the subject ~s children ~ that
c an all be conceived of as varieties of this defence mechanism ~ In all these instances
the survivor~parent~ is primari ly motivated by a strong unconscious wish to cover up
its own parent~s mischief~ Guilty feelings about the anger ~ or even dea th ~wishes~
towards that parent are at the very core of this mechanismt
Identification with one ~ s parent ~ s guilt~ that is adopting the guilty feelings th e
parent should have experienced~ may give ri se to the phenomenon of the Iculpable
parentl~ In it the parent tries do undo his or her own parent~ s guilt by adopting an
attitude of excessive care or overprotection towards his or her child ~ but at th e same
time feeling as if he or she deserv es from the child the same aggression~ c riticism~
or accusations which he or she once had felt ~ or should have felt ~ towards a
misbehaving parent~ Subsequently ~ the child is transformed into its parent ~s
lexecutioner~~ A second ~ and diametri cally opposed ~ defence mechanism is that
which I have called lidentification with the aggressorrs indignation ~ leading to
~vicarious culpability of the childl~ Here ~ the child is projectively identified wi th a
part of the parent~s self which is felt to be extremely ~ badt because it contains the
Ichild ~ that harboured excessively aggressive fantas ies towards its own parent ~i ~ e~
the child~s gran dparent~ by whom it has been physically or mentally abused in the
pastt The hatred against this split~off part of the self may be so deep th at it causes
the wish to annihilate not only th at part~ but also the person or group of persons with
which that part of th e self is projectively identifiedt This can be either a child ~ a
spouse ~ or persons belonging to a group of ~othersl~ In cases of severe child abuse the
existence of th is mechanism in the parent may be witnessedt A special form of
condoning blamewort hy parental conduct is what I already called C Introduction ~ pt
xii~ Ivicariously standing trial for a misbehaving parent ~~ It is characteri sed by a
repetitive~compulsive need to both do and undo parental guilt by repeating the
parent~s pathological behaviour but at the same time feeling the regret or invoking
the punishment or repentance the parent had always managed to escapet

An especially confusing and politically relevant form of ~identi fication with the
aggressor~ is what I have called the ~saviour syndrome~~ As such~ it represents a
potentially aggressive an d magical~omnipotent extremist solution to personal and
transgenerational trauma ~ The possible psychodynamic mechanisms underlying the
~ The term ~survivor parentt is used as a comprehensive formulation denoting as wel l
parents who are otherwise traumatised~ for example as victims of child neglect and abuse~
as orphaned children~ or by military serv ice~
PI

~saviour syndromet are illustrated with the aid of an imaginary case history of a
political terrorist in which many details have been incorporated from the biography
of Adolf Hitler~
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INTRODUCTION

Most of our knowledge about the influence of parental trauma on childrents
development is derived from case studies~ During the ~sixties~ Israeli psychoanalysts
were among the first to report about serious psychological problems in youngsters~
that in their opinion could be traced back to their parents~ unresolved traumatic
Holocaust experiences CDavidson~ lgbb~ Jaffe~ lgbb~ Winnik~ IIbH~t During the
~seventies and early leighties several clinical studies appeared on Holocaust survivors
and their children~ exploring the family dynamics underlying so~called ~second
generationt pathology CAxelrod and Schnipper~ l gSO~ Danieli~ I gH l ~ Davidson~ I gIZ~
De Graaf~ II~S ~ Kestenberg~ l WZ~ Klein~
Sigal~ Silver~ Rakoff~ and Ellin~
Igll l ~~ However~ during the past decade these reports and studies have adopted a
somewhat more reserved and critical tone CKav~Venaki~ Nadler~ and Gershoni~ Igg l ~
Nadler~ Kav~Venaki~ and Gleitman~ IgSS~ Sigal and Weinfeld~ IISS~ Solkoff~ lgHl~t
At present there seems to be a general consensus among scholars that the
psychopathology displayed by children of Holocaust survivors is by no means
unique or specific ~Aarts~ Eland~ Kleber~ and Weerts~ Iggl~ Jucovy~ IgSS~ Op den
Velde~ Aarts~ and De Graaf~ I gg l ~ Op den Velde~ De Graaf and Aarts~ l gg l J t In fact~
the psychopathology of the Jewish second generation is believed to be similar to that
found in children of parents traumatised by various other circumstances CDe Graaf~
IIHb~t Despite the fact that there is no separate diagnostic category to describe
second~generation pathology~ various mental problems and disorders in the second
generation have generally been understood to be related to the parents~ traumatic
past~
The case reports~ which are mostly derived from psychoanalytical therapies~
emphasise the childls perspectivet By means of its fantasies about the parents~
emotions and ~secrett traumatic experiences~ the child tries to fill the lacuna t the
conspiracy of silence~ ~ in the survivor~family~s communicationst According to this
approach the child~s fantasies are especially full of the projections of its own intra~
psychic~ essentially drive~related conflicts CGrubrich Simitis~ lgg~~ Jucovy~ IISS~
Levine~ IgHZ~~ Without detracting from the importance of the child~s own fantasies
and projections~ the aim of this article is to stress the clinical importance of a second
source of individual and family pathology~ namely the fantasies of the parents about
their childZ and the concomitant projective distortion to which their perception of the
childts qualities and intentions is preyt Combining these two different approaches
yields a view according to which the parent~s projections ~take advantaget~ so to

Z The singular form Ichildt used here may also denote one or more children~ of this
particular parent~
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speak~ of those idiosyncraticl~ stage~specific impulses of the child which happen to
correspond with the parentls split~off imagest
In this article I shall attempt to expand on the views developed by Kernberg~~ by
proposing a theory of transgenerational traumatisation combining classical drive~
theoretical concepts with current object~relational insightst The concepts of
narcissistic and projective identification are central to this theoryta

I ~Z

NARCISSISTIC IDENTIFICATION WITH THE LOST LOVE~OBJECTt THE DYADIC
PARENT~CHILD INTROJECT

Several authors have emphasised the preponderance of difficulties regarding
the separation~individuation process CMahler~ l gbg~ in survivor families CBergmann~
IIHJ ~ Bergmann and Jucovy~ IgHZ~ Brbsse Strauss and Steffen~ lg T b~ Davidson~
IIgZ~ De Graaf~ lM~ Eland~ Van der Velde~ Kleber~ and Steinmetz~ IIgO~
Freyberg~ I IHO~ ~ In this context~ the survivor~parent may experience considerable
pain when being confronted with the child~s natural urge for independence~
Sometimes~ this pain even becomes the source of psychiatric or psychosomatic
problems ~De Graaf~ I M ~ Epstein~ IITg~ Pines~ lgRb~t
A prominent feature in many of these families is the strong mutual~dependency
relationship that continues to exist between the survivor~parent and his or her child~
even as the child maturest In these cases one may infer the existence of a secret
~dependency contractt between parent and child~ In an earlier study ~De Graaf~ I M j
I advanced the view that the innate dependence of the infant enables the survivor~
parent to undo ~ in a magical and symbolic way ~ the separation brought about during
the war~ as well as the untimely and violent death of his or her own parent~s~t As
such~ the parents experience the child~s endeavors towards separation~individuation
as a repetition of their own traumat they feel as if they themselves are once again
being traumatically separated from their own parents~ which could result in the latter
being Ikilled~ once more~ This ~narcissistict identification with the deceased parent is
quite a common manifestation of the dramatic and pathological identification

j Kemberg has phrased his standpoint regarding psychoanalytic object~relations theory as
follows~ t~~t internalised object~relations may be considered a crossroad where instinct and
the social system meet and contribute crucially to the development of the personality of the
individual~t ~Kernberg~ I I M ~ pt Sgj~
a We must account for the possibility that the ~second~generation~ child~s development may
not only be hampered by either its own or its parentst fantasies and projections~ but also by
the direct pathogenic impact of a survivor~parentts incapacity to relate in an affectionate and
healthy fashion to his or her child as well as to the marriage~partnert So~ in many of these
youngsters the rbasic trust~ which is indispensable for a healthy development ~Erikson~
I ISO~ Winnicott~ I IbS~ may not have been establishedt This could make the child more
sensitive to the projective distortions of the parents~ and more eager to adapt itself to fit
them~
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pa tt erns found in these families ~ So ~ too ~ is the simultaneous projection onto the
child of a part of the parental self~ apparently representing guilty child who has left
its parents to diest
Some clinical report s on the offspring of su rv ivors describe projective iden~
tification as a constantly occurring pa tt ern in the transmission of parental trauma
C Davidson ~ IgIZ~ De Graaf~ lg ~ S ~ Kestenberg~ IISZ~ ~ The late Shamai Davidson
C l ggZ~ explained part of the second~generation pa thology as being th e consequence
of a parent projectively identifying his or her child with traumatic imageri es and
affects that were split off because of their painfulnesst
This me an s that I have to dwell extensively upon the significance of identificato ry
processes in psychic life ~ as well as upon the psychodynamic conditions
accompanying these processes an d the mechanisms underlying them ~ When th inking
about these issues I was greatly helped by the ideas of Melanie Klein ~ especially
those developed by her in the t thirties around the concept of th e ~depressive positiod
C Klein~ l g~SlI gaSj~ ~ the work of Fairbai rn C l gSZ~~ of Mahler ~ l gbHj~ and that of
Ke rnberg C Igbb~~
As I see it~ the identificato ry and projective patterns described above can be best
understood by presupposing the existence in the su rv ivor parent of a dyadic
introject ~ in which one pole is the fant as ised image of the suffering parent and the
other is a self representation which can best be defined as bad child who left its
parents to diet Furthermore ~ one must infer that this dyadic introject is a reflection
and a re~creation~ albeit in a disto rt ed form~ within the ego or I self ~ of an ambivalent
object~relationship which at one time actually existed ~ As such ~ it closely
corresponds to Kernbergts definition of a ~nonmetabolized inte rn alized objectt
relation~ CKe rnberg~ lgbb~t
Abend and Porder C lgl l ~ consider these and other identifications to be t ~~ t ~~ t expressions
of unconscious fantasies having in common the idea of being someone else~ or of
becoming like someone elsett Cp ~ ZOa~t If I understand their point correctly~ these
identifications would incorporate~ as it were~ the same motivational forces underlying
the original fantasies~ which the authors subdivide into C l~ drive derivatives~ CZ~
defensive aspects Clinked to the dimunition of unpleasurej~ and Cl j superego
contributions~ The concept of a Idyadic introjectt may be thought of as a self structure
into which drive derivatives as well as superego aspects are incorporatedi it expresses
a ~double identification~ which is built on two simultaneous fantasies~ namely one of
Ihurting or blaming the parentt and another of ~making repair to the object~ CMelanie
Klein~ ITISIIgM~ see also under rThe depressogenic dyadit~t
The following clinical example aptly illustrates the basic principles which underlie
the concept of a dyadic parent~child introject~ figuring as a Inonmetabolisedt enclave
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Introjected fantasies and object~relations are indicated by italicst
gS

within the selft
Case VI
Esther is a married woman in her late thirties who applied to the kibbutz
Child Guidance Centre because of severe difficulties in her relationship with
her daughter Naomi~ afifteen year~old girl~ Upon my request Estherlsfather
Naomi~s grandfather was also willing to speak with me in order to give
additional information about their own family life as well as about theirfamily
backgroundst For the sake of brevity I shall concentrate solely upon the
mother~daughter couples in this family~ basing my transgenerationalanalysis
upon the recollections and observations ofboth Esther and herfathert
Esther herselfwas born in Poland at the beginning of World War II as the
only child of a Jewish mother and a non~Jewish fathert During the German
occupation Esthers mother Rachel~ had been relatively safe because of her
marriage to a Christian who then was afarmer in a small villaget However
her own parents as well as her two elder brothers and theirfamilies who lived
in Lodz were all deported and murdered by the Nazis~
Grandmother Rachels orthodox~religious parents hadstrongly objected to
her marriage~ shortly before the war to a non~Jewish mant As a result~ all
contacts with the young couple had been severedt Rachel never saw her
parents or brothers again~ shortly after the war she was informed by the Red
Cross about their sadfate~
Rachel became an active and Ibelievingl member of the communist party
and as such~ held several important politicalpositions~ When~ during the Suez
Canal crisis in I M the Polish communists started an anti~Jewish purgingl
campaign~ Rachel too~ was expelledfrom the party and consequently lost her
job~ Rachel then lost her faith in the communist movement and decided to
emigrate to Israel where a paternaluncle had repeatedly invited her to come
and visit themt In l gS~~ when Esther was l~ years olcl the whole family
emigrated to Israel~
Rachel had always been very reluctant to talk about her own family
background She also desperately avoided any topic that might remind her of
the wart After her expulsion from the communist party Rachel started to suffer
from depressive periods during which she locked herself in her bedroom
leaving her household and herfamily to be taken care ofby a housemaidt nis
situation became even worse after their immigration to Israelt
The relationship between Esther and her mother was very close~ Estherfelt
extremely responsiblefor her mother and tried to cheer her up whenever she
was in a depressed mood~ She would also listen patiently to her mothers
complaints about her husband a gentle but silent man~ whom she alleged

b For reasons of confidentiality names~ ages and some other characteristics of the people
involved in the case studies presented in this Chapter have been somewhat changed~
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neglected hert On the other hand~ Esthers mother was extremely sensitive to
even the slightest criticism expressed by her daughtert Whenever she felt
~attackedl by her daughter~ Rachel used to burst into tears or retreat to the
safety of her bedroom~ Only after Esther had asked herforgiveness would
Rachel be willing to speak to her again~ The relationship grew even more
constrained when Esther reachedpuberty and started dating boys~ Despite the
fact that mother Rachel had not given her daughter any sex education~ she
eagerly interrogated Esther about her amourous affairs~ at the same time
vehemently criticising the boyfriends involved~ Esther complied with her
motherls criticism~ breaking off friendships with boys after a short time if her
mother disapproved~
After her immigration to Israel she concentrated on her law studies and
made her parentsfeel proud by becoming a very successful student who even
won a prestigious prize~ Esther continued to live in herparentsl homet Shortly
before graduating when Esther had reached the age of twenty~two~ she met a
much older lawyer who didfindfavour in her motherls eyes~ Though Estherfelt
she did not really love him~ they got marriedi
After she herself had become a mother~ Esthers main problem was her
inability to accept her daughter Naomils need for independencet This need
expressed itselfin many ways~ including numerousflirtations~ an unwillingness
to bring her boyfriends home for approvaP~ and a reluctance to discuss her
amourous experiences with her mothert Furthermore~ while Naomi performed
well at school~ she behaved disobediently and impudently at homet Recently
Naomi had been ~caught~ when dating an Australian young man of Christian
descent who worked in a near~by kibbutz as a volunteert Although Naomis
parents themselves were entirely non~religious~ they were fiercely opposed to
this relationshipt
Grandmother Rachel died of heart attack when Na~omi was fourteen years
of age~ After her mother~s death Esther suffered from a depression from which
she recovered after a hospital treatment offour months~ During her mother~s
stay in the hospitalNa lomi was lodged with foster parents in a near~by kibbutz
Here she made the acquaintance of the aforesaid Australian volunteer with
whom she continued to have secret meetings after returning to her parentsl
home~

Obviously~ when the war was over~ grandmother Rachel had embraced the
communist Taitht as a kind of ideal parent to whom ~a~ everybody was equal
irrespective of race~ gender or cultural background~ who ~b~ was always right~ and
~c~ would never fail hert I surmise that her expulsion from the communist party had
the significance of a severe traumatic experience~ the rejection and betrayal by this
~ Esther confided to us that she had agreed to marrying Natomi~s father in order to be
exempted from military service after graduatingt ~At the time~ Israeli non~religious women
who were either married or studying were exempted from military service~~
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much idealised parental surrogate had confronted Rachel once again with her
feelings of rage and disappointment~ and of mourning with respect to the rejection
and betrayal by her own parents and their subsequent death~ feelings which had
hitherto been successfully repressed and counteracted by her new tfaith~~ The
disappointment in and failure of her selfcreated and compensatorily inflated idol
turned Rachel all of a sudden into what she really was~ namely the only surviving
member of her family~
Grandmother Rachel~s desperate need for her daughter to obey and comfort her~
as well as her hypersensitiveness to what she experienced as impudence or criticism
on the part of her daughter~ are aspects quite characteristic of many survivor~
parents~ attitude towards their children ~Epstein~ l M~ Spiegelman~ IWI ~~ It seems
as if the survivortparent dramatises a part of the self which might be calledt parent
being offended and hurt by the childt At first sight this might seem strange~ since in
fact it was Rachel who had every reason to feel offended and hurt by her parents~
bigotry and rejection~ This reversal can only be properly understood by recognising
that grandmother Rachel must have harboured strong feelings of anger and
resentment against her own parents after they rejected her because of her marriage~
but that a strong repression of~ and reaction formation against~ these emotions
occurred following her parentst deportation and deatht Indeed~ because it was in fact
Rachel~s own rdisobediencef which had caused her parents to behave in such a
disappointing and infuriating manner~ she ~ that is to say that part of Rachelts self
possessed by the ~hurt parent~ ~ now even felt obliged to retrospectively condemn her
own choice of partner and that of her daughter Esther~ just as her parents had done~
~As if it had been this very ~disobediencel and the ensuing conflict which had killed
her parentst~
Evidently~ the strong survivor~guilt had caused the transformation of a part of the
self into a bad child self~ This bad self can be described as bad child whose
autonomy killed its parentst Grandmother Rachel~s case is therefore an excellent
example of a child~s readiness to strip the love~object of its aggressive qualities by
adopting these rbadt aspects itself~ only to guarantee its survival after introjection into
the selft ~See further on~ underi The depressogenic dyad~t~
It is important to note that the narcissistic identification with the lost love~object
does not pertain to aspects of the object that existed in reality~ but to the object as it
was felt to have been ~hurt~ by the ~disobediencet and the ~aggression~ of the
aforementioned bad self ~The quotation marks are used here to indicate that the
terms ~disobediencet and ~aggression~ have nothing to do with the persods actual
conduct towards their parents~ Instead they refer to the child~s conduct as it was
interpreted by the parent ~ and to the perception by the child of this parental
interpretationtj
So~ in grandmother Rachel~s case the poswraumatic reconstruction of the self
resulted in the establishment of a Idepressogenicl ~see afterwardsj dyadic introject~
with one part of the self having identified itself with the Igood victim parentl and the
other part with ~bad autonomous child hurting its parentsr~ Again~ this dyadic
introject clearly meets the definition of a ~nonmetabolized internalized object~
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relation~ as formulated by Kernberg ~ l gbbjt
We are dealing here with a form of splitting which Kernberg has labeled
Idefensive splitting~t The coexistence of these two conflicting introjects within one
and the same dyadic introject may show that the splitting has remained incomplete~
evidently bad child has not been completely rejected by the central egot CThe term
~central ego~ was introduced by Fairbairn C lgSZ~~ It is used to define that portion of
the ego which~ having remained both free of conflict and maximally libidinally
cathected~ has become a kind of central~ and essentially neutral~ agency that watches
over the organismis homeostasis~j The reason for this reluctant acceptance is that this
bad self contains feelings which were once felt to be not only ~bad~ but also very
much justified on the child~s partt After all~ the feelings of rage~ anxiety or
aggression towards a disappointing or abusive object~ which constitute the very
content of the bad self were once understandable and justified emotions and~ as
such~ remain narcissistically cathected Cthe narcissistic hallmark of bad child sel o t
For this reason~ the central ego has refused to completely renounce those feelings
and as such even remains emotionally attached to themt CAn example of this is
Rachelts initial rage about her parents~ interference with her partner~choice and the
subsequent rejection by her parents~ As will be shown afterwards~ grandmother
Rachel~ though partly distancing herself from this rage following her parents~ death~
never entirely gave up this feeling~ ~delegating~ it~ so to speak~ to her daughter Esthert
This is~ in fact~ a description ~ in object~relational terms ~ of the transgenerational
concept of justification~ as conceived by Boszormenyi~Nagy C lgg
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THE DEPRESSOGENIC DYAD AS A STRUCTURAL DERIVATIVE OF MELANIE
KLEINIS ~DEPRESSIVE POSITIONI

An important aim of introjecting certain aspects of the parent~child relationship
into the ego is without doubt to undo the separation or the threat of separation from
the love~object whenever the love~objectts survival is endangered byt
~a~ actual loss of the lovetobject~ which is unconsciously attributed to the magical
influence of pre~existing feelings of hatred towards the same love~object~
C b~ virtual loss of the lovetobject~ caused by
l ~ feelings of excessive hatred or disappointment towards it~ or
Z~ an upsurge in the pursuit of autonomy and independence C~bad autonomous
self~ which meets with anxious or angry reactions from the parent concerned~ or
I~ an excessive sexualisation of the relationship with the primary love~object~ due
to certain distortions within the oedipal trianglet
~c~ severe traumatic experiences which leave the individual at the mercy of archaic
persecutory images threatening to destroy the ~good objecV~
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In ~Mourning and Melancholiaf Freud CIgPJ introduced the notion that~ following
separation~ the love~object is preserved by an identification of the Csubjecfs~ ego with
the lost objectt In this connection Freud says~ The narcissistic identification with the
object then becomes a substitute for the erotic cathexis~ the result of which is that in
spite of the conflict with the loved person the love~relation need not be given upt This
substitution of identification for objecttlove is an important mechanism in the
narcissistic affectionst Cp~ Zal~tg
If the traumatic separation from the parents took place during a period of heightened
ambivalence~ such as adolescence~ or if a conflicting relationship with the parents
already existed prior to the separation~ the ensuing survival guilt may be especially
intense ~De Graaf l WS~~
Melanie Klein and Fairbairn were the first to hypothesise that parts of the self ~the
Fairbaimian tegot~ can become identified with internalised self and object
representations~ Kernberg ~lelaborated their ideas further by assuming that
corresponding Ichild~ and Iparent~ representations are not introjected separately into
the self but as dyadic entitiest
Apparently~ the selfstructures as delineated by Fairbairn ~tlibidinal ego~Pexciting objectt~
~anti~libidinal egoTrejecting objecttj and the aggressive interactions between these
structures~ are derived from pre~ambivalent~ ~schizoidt~ stages of development~ As such~
these Fairbaimian structures represent such a drastic form of splitting that they cannot
by any means be fitted into the dyadic introject model proposed here~ the latter model
is derived from a developmental stage characterised by ambivalence and the
establishment of the Idepressive position~ as conceived by Melanie Kleint
The assumption of a simultaneous introjection of corresponding ~parentl and Ichild~
representations ~ together with the affects governing this relationship ~ in the form
of a dyadic introject was put forward by me in l I ~ S ~De Graaf~ l gIl Sj~

What could be the egols motive for combining two parts of the self~ which have
each identified with either ~parentt or Ichild~~ into one dyadic introject as postulated
aboveT
This might be to undo~ in a magical way~ the guilt~evoking physical andlor
psychological separation between parent and child which occurred~ or seemed about
to occur~ in the outside world~ In other words~ the introjection of the parent~child
interaction as a whole enables the child to remain faithful and ~eternally loyal~
~Boszormenyi~Nagy~ I WI~ to its parents irrespective of their attitude and conduct
g Freudts usage of the term ~narcissistic identificationt in this context apparently points to
the absolute possession of the ego by the love~object~ Exchanging this for the term
tintrojective identificationt~ being the natural counterpart of Iprojective identification~~ would
be somewhat misleading since it suggests that only the love~object is introjected into the
egot However~ as will be shown afterwards~ parts of the self representing bad child are
introjected into the ego as well Ceven when at a later stage they are re~projected into the
outside world~~ I shall therefore adhere to the term Inarcissistic identificationt throughout
this sectiont
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in real lifet
In connection with the preliminary description given by me in Ch ~ II ~section S~
I shall now describe the dyadic introject more extensively as it manifests itself in
cases where the conduct of the parent is still loving and affectionate enough to
induce guilty feelings in the child about its criticism and aggressiont The dyadic
introject ensuing from the internalisation of this parent~child relationship bears the
hallmark of ~doing and undoing infantile aggressionf and of the accompanying
remorse which is so characteristic of the Idepressive positiod as conceived by
Melanie Klein~ Accordingly~ I called this dyadic introject the Idepressogenic dyad~~
According to this hypothesis~ the ~parentt representation is introjected into the self
along with the ~childt representation in such a way~ that a hostile~dependent
interaction which existed between parent and child in the external world is shifted
to parts of the self~ each of which has identified itself with either good parent or bad
child~ More specifically~ within this dyadic Iparent~child~ introject the aggression of
the ~child~ self and its attacks on the ~parentl self serve the purpose of removing
Ibadnesst from the parent by accentuating and exaggerating the childds ~badnesstt
Here ~ I closely follow Fairbai rn ~l I~U ~ where he statesi It becomes obvious t tt that the
child would rather be bad himself than have bad objects~ an d accordingly we have some
justification for surmising that one of his motives for becoming bad is to make his
objects I goodt ~~ ~pt bS~~ Or~ in other words~ the ~parentt self can only remain optimally
libidinally cathected by virtue ofthe aggressive forces contained and expressed by the
Ichild~ self~ f Fairbairn calls this the moral defencel~t
This assumption may also help us to solve an important theoretical problem ~ that
arises from Freud~s original formulations in ~Moutning and Melancholiat ~ This problem
is the question of how it becomes possible for a I parentt representation containing so
many ~bad~ aspects to be fully accepted and embraced by that part of the self which has
identified with the ~ideal object ~ ~the Fairbairni an Icentral ego~~~ After all ~ these Ibadt
aspects would destroy or at least se ri ously contaminate~ the tideal self objectt and this
would be incompatible with the organism~s survivalt ~In fact~ the ~ideal selfobject~ was
created to guarantee the egots very surv ival against its inner and outer persecutors
~Mel an ie Klein~ II~S~Ig~S~ ~ Assuming that along with the ~parentl representation a
corresponding ~child~ representation is introjected~ too~ into the self~ the parental
aggression ~ or bad~ aspects ~ c an flow away from the newly created ~parent~ self into the
~child ~ self As a consequence ~ the ~parentt self is divested of its aggression or ~ for that
matter~ ~libidinisedtt Thus the IparenY self is tu rn ed into a ~good object ~ which is fully
acceptable to the central egot
Ano th er way of looking at th e depressogenic dyad is to view it as a structure within
the self that represents the strongest possible reaction~formation against infantile
aggression an d death~wishes towards a parent~ by simply reversing rolest now it is
no longer th e child feeling hurt or offended by the parent~ but bad child being hostile
towards good parentt This dyadic introject can be depicted as a dipole l with the
positive pole ~ represented by the good suffering parent self ~ in close proximity to
the ~ideal selfobjecY alias central ego ~ and the negative pole ~ represented by bad
child self ~ at a greater distance from the ~ideal self object ~t
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I surmise that subsequent to the internalisation of the parent~child relationship ~ the
attacks of the bad child part of the dyad against the good parent part are carried out
in a particularly compulsive and stereotypical fashion~ I believe that these bad child
attacks on the ~good parent ~ self are not only the result of an inte rnalisation of guilt
~~Look what you have done~ and still do~ to your parentsTheir energy may also be
deri ved from real aggressive feelings towards the parents accumulated in the past~
feelings which were only subsequently made subserv ient to the inte rn alisation of
guiltt Since the central ego equally identifies with both the child an d the parent part
of th e depressogenic dyad~ it is tom apart by the conflict between the two introjects ~
feeling itself ~executioner and mourn er at one and the same time~ ~De Graaf~ I
I believe that this feeling of being torn between two conflicting introjects ~ and in
part icular the continuous and compulsive remorse for th e attacks on good parent ~
constituted the very core of the psychodynamics of RachePs depression ~ As stated
above ~ this compulsive repetition ~ not only of attacks on goocl suffering~ parent but
also of the subsequent remorse~ bears a strong resemblance to the mechan ism of
Imaking repair to the objectt th at characte ri ses the so~called Idepressive position ~ as
conceived by Melanie Klein ~De Graaf~ IIIS~t The constriction of affect and the
predominant use of concrete thinking ~ both characte ri stic of the considerably
impoveri shed way of relating to the outside world often observ ed in su rv ivors of the
Holocaust ~Krystal~ I I~S~ Pines ~ IgHb~~ might indeed be caused by these continued
and frenetic effo rts to keep those ~badt part s of the self in check~
One may wonder why the central ego has found it necessary to let the self harbour such
a discordant twofoldness~ The answer should be that this is the result of a compromise~
formation between two conflicting strivingsi on the one hand the central ego~s wish to
preserve the ~good objectt at all costs and to undo the separation from it by assimilating
it into the self~ on the other hand the unwillingness of the central ego to distance itself
from bad autonomous self ~as it did in the preceding paranoid position~ resulting in the
~psychosomatic solution~j~ We could~ therefore~ liken the central ego to a chairman who
has to lead a discussion between two opponents to whom he must alternatingly give the
floor~
The depressogenic dyad is characterised by a compulsive and endless succession of
Idoingt and ~undoing~ infantile aggression~ However~ as I feel it~ the explanation given so
far does not account for the compulsory and repetitive character of these tattacks~ within
the depressogenic dyad of bad autonomous self on the Igood objecttt g

g Apparently~ Melanie Klein~ and with her other psychoanalysts as well~ found it difficult
to account for the contradiction inherent in the notion of an ego attacking its own good
object~ In the article mentioned before Klein localises the source of this aggression in the
Id ~which was not difficult for her to do since~ like Freud~ she looked upon aggression as
an innate drive~t Fairbaim explains it by assuming that the ego has partly identified itself
with the Irejecting objectt containing the negative~ aggressive~ aspects of the mother~figure~
Subsequently~ this part of the ego~ denoted by Fairbairn as the ~internal saboteurl~ takes over
the aggressive properties of the ~rejecting objectt~ turning itself against that part of the ego~
the tlibidinal ego~~ which has identified with the texciting objecV~ representing the texciting~~
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The answer to the above question might be found in the assumption that the
depressogenic dyad is the deposit ~in an albeit ritualised form~ of a so~called hostile~
dependent relationship which has actually existed between parent and childt For~ strange
though it may sound~ under certain circumstances the parent remains not only in need
of the dependency of the child but also of its aggressiont This often happens when the
parent concerned does penitence through the relationship with his or her own child for
guilty feelings towards the own parents ~itet the child~s grandparents~~ Typically~ these
parents exclaim when feeling hurt by their childt Unly now am I able to understand how
my own parents felt when I was of the same age as my childitt In many of these cases the
child feels itself loved by the parent not so much in spite of but rather thanks to its
Idisappointing behaviour~ or tingratitudett This message is conveyed to the child by
numerous ~double~bindst which all boil down to the following principle~ You may do as
you want~ even hurting me~ as long as you donlt abandon meit
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PROJECTIVE IDENTIFICATION

I A~ l Re~externalisation of the introjected dyad
In the above case history it is apparent that in and by means of the relationship
with her own daughter~ grandmother Rachel was dramatising ~ or re~enacting ~ two
unconscious fantasies~ the one featuring her parentst alleged martyrdom~ the other
centred around the Ichild~ ~itet that part of her self figuring as her parents~ daughter~~
that is responsible for its parentst hardship and even for their untimely death~
Obviously~ the inner tension caused by the Idivision of the self seeks an outlet by
externalising the conflict between the opposing parts of the self~ In order to reach
this goal the unconscious mind uses its dramatic powers to set a stage on which
another person ~ be it a child of its own or a partner~ the psychoanalyst or a close
friend ~ is ostensibly assigned the task of dramatising one of the two ~selves~ that
make up the dyadic introjectt In this role~play the other and remaining part of the
self dyad is dramatised by the individual him~ or herself~ ffhe vigour of the
countertransference reactions encountered in psychoanalytic and psychotherapeutic
practice ~Rosenfeld~ IggZ~ Sandler~ IIU~ are an excellent illustration of the
dramatising force of the patient~s Ibad self projections~~ I agree with those who think
that the mechanisms of narcissistic and projective identification play a crucial role
in this externalisation process~

libidinal aspects of the mo ther~figure~ ~As such~ th is has much in common with Kernberg~s
concept of a ~non~metabolized internalized object~relationshipl which we already discussed
and my own notion of a Idyadic parent~child introjectt ~ ~ Margaret Mahler ~ l IbS~ explains
the depressive response sometimes observ ed in pre~schoolchildren by assuming Ittt a
turning of aggression against the self ~ like Fairbairn she ~ too ~ points at I t t t t identification
with the aggressor~ the motherl as the source of this aggression ~pt lb I t~
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The psycho~economical advantages of externalisation
identification may be summed up as followsi

and

of projective

l ~ Removing the bad child part of the internal dyad from the battleground may be
an ultimate defence against depression or other ailments ~ such as psychosis or
psychosomatic disease ~ generated by a ~division of the self~ which in turn is caused
by the aggressive interaction between the parent and child part of the selft
It An inner feeling of powerlessness and impotence vis~à~vis the threatening and
potentially accusing bad child introject is substituted by a feeling of controlt the
~externalt partner ~ representing e~gt the bad child part of the original dyadic introject
~ can now be manipulated into behaving in a way that ~proves~ not only its own Iguilt~~
but also the ~innocencet of the person sending the projection ~who has identified
narcissistically with good parent~t This aspect of control is especially likely to occur
when the recipient of the sender~s bad self projection is or feels somehow
dependent on the sender ~etgt emotionally andlor economically~~ such as in the case
of a child or a spouse~

~t On an unconscious level the sender of the projective identification derives
vicarious satisfaction from those Ibad~ autonomous andlor instinctual aspects of the
external partnerts behaviour that he or she simultaneously consciously condemnst
This mechanism of deriving satisfaction by proxy~ from the partner~s Ibadness~ may
be a significant factor in some Isado~masochistic~ forms of marital strife and in the
derailment of the relationship between a parent and a delinquent childt In the case
of parents and children~ delegation of badness~ to the child typically occurs through
a Batesonian ~double bind~ ~Bateson~ lM~~ a child is covertly lured into behaviour
which the parent consciously condemns~ in a process unconscious to both parent and
child~ CSee alsoi Johnson and Szurek~ lgSZt~
The above~mentioned Ivicarious satisfactiont~ which the sender of the projection
derives from the instinctual content of the projected bad child self~ illustrates once
more the central egots refusal to completely renounce the feelings and drives of bad
autonomous child~ that were once felt to be justifiedt This emotional tie with the
projected bad self is understood to be one of the main characteristics of defensive
projective identification~ as we shall see in the next paragrapht It also explains why
this form of projective identification is especially likely to occur in intimate
relationships~

Re~externalisation of a dyadic ~parent~childt introject into an actual relationship
with a Isignificant other~ ~ who is not necessarily the personts child but may just as
feasibly be the partner or a therapist t is apt to occur when either of the following
conditions are meV
L the tension and depression emanating from the inner conflict contained by the
dyadic introject reach overwhelming strength~ and
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Z ~ the recipient of the projection exhibits temperamental ~ intellectual~ behavioural ~
or other kinds of features which happen to be ~congruent~ with a ~ bad self of the
~ sender ~~ ~E ~ g ~ the recipient ~ most often the individuaPs own child ~ reaches a
developmental stage that strongly resembles the ~bad ~ instinctual content of a bad
child part of the ~sender~~ thereby renderi ng this individual exceptionally suitable for
projective identification with this sender~ s bad self ~
Thus~ return ing to the clinical example quoted above ~ in both grandmother
Rachel ~s case and that of her daughter Esther ~ projective identification of their
daughters with their own bad autonomous child introjects began to take place during
their daughters~ adolescence~ precisely when the daughters began to embark on
amourous affairs ~
The following clinical example describes the therapy of an elderly woman and her
grown~up childrent The mother had been traumatically separated from her own
parents at a very young age~ Introduction of the ~grown~up~ children as ~co~therapistst
was helpful in achieving dramatic changes in the mother as well as in the children
themselvest It also illustrates the harmful influence of narcissistic and projective
identification on individual and family life~

Case VII
Julia is a sixty year~old woman who applied for psychotherapeutic
assistancet She asked me to help her to overcome her sorrow and anger about
her son who had given up a promising career as an engineer and instead ~ had
joined a strict religious cult ~ The son had now become a missiona ry and was
about to go abroadt
Biographyr
Julia was born in Germany~ the daughter of a Catholic mother anda Jewish
fathert When she was S years old the Gestapo arrestedher father and sent him
to a concentration camp~ Shortly after the ~Kristallnacht~ her mother put Julia~
together with her elder sister and brother~ on a train which would bring them~
in the company of a large group ofJewish children~ to the Netherlandst
There~ Julia and her sister were sent to a Catholic orphanage where they
were to stay until the end of World War IL On two or three occasions~ their
mother came from Germany to visit themt Once~ when she was attending the
orphanage surgery~ Julia quite by chance saw a note in her personal fik
indicating that herfather~ whom she had not seen for more than b years~ had
died of a heart~attack in Dachau in I gQZShe did not dare at first to speak
about this~ not even with her sister~ because she felt intuitively that this might
have adverse consequences~ Weither her mother nor the nuns had ever told
them about theirfather~ andfor a long time Julia had interpreted this silence
as a safety measure designed to conceal the fact that she and her sister were
hafJewishj When she finally decided to tell her mother about her discovery
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during one of her visits~ Julia received only evasive answers from her just as
she didfrom the nunst
In I gQJ their mother~s visits stopped~ and in l WO the children received a
postcardfrom her complaining that she had not received any wordfrom them
for some timet She also wrote that she was ill and asked her daughters to pmy
for hert In l gQ~ the children received another letterfrom their mother saying
that she had only about three months to live~ When Julia asked the Mother
Superior to arrangefor them to visit their sick mother in Germany~ the nun
told her that her motherls handwriting was so beautiful that she could not
believe she was dying~ It was also too dangerous for them to travel to Ger
many~ she saicl because they might be put into a refugee camp theret About
three months later~ the children were informed through the Red Cross that
their mother had died of cancer~
At the age of Zb~ Juliafell in love and married shortly afterwardst Her
husbandIsfather had died when he was l gyears old He was the eldest son and
after hisfatherls death had always supported his mother both emotionally and
financiallyt Five children were born to the couple~ four boys and one girl
Their eldest son ~ whose interrupted career had been the reason for Julia
seeking our help ~ was named after Julia~sfathert
The marriage relationship did not work out well~ Julia felt very much
abandoned by her husband who~ both as an expression of his own personality
problem and as a reaction to his wifels complaints~ took refuge both in
managerialactivities in various welfare organisations~ and in heavy drinking~
leaving the family to itsef There had always been a hidden competition
between the two ofthem with respect to their children ~s love and loyaltyt This
came to a head during and after their divorce~ Julia was so afraid that her
husband would take her children away from her ~and he did in fact try to do
so~ that she began to misinterpret her children ~s communications with her as
conveying a message of rejection of herself as a mothert In anticipating this
rejection by her children~ especially in the case of her only daughter~ Julia
adopted an attitude of indifference and sometimes even of cynicism towards
them~ which alienated them even further from her and served only to drive
them even more into herformer husbandls arms~

Course of the therapy~
I saw Julia in sessions of ~S minutes~ each at regular intervals of about JO
dayst Having established a firm therapeutic alliance~ I then invited her
children to come and exchange views about theirfamily and its history~ I had
three sessions with them at long intervals CV monthsj~ Julia participatedin the
second session~ and her eldest son in the third~
Rightfrom the start~ Julia was able to accept and digest the notion that her
anger about her eldest son Is religious aspirationsand his Ibetrayal~ ofher~ had
very much to do with her own guilt feelings surrounding her having to
labandon~ her mother and Iexchangel her~ so to speak~ for the nuns at the
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Catholic orphanaget The children talked to me about their difficulty in dealing
with their mother because of her over~sensitive and cynical reactions and
because ofher Imarryrdom I~ as they called itt
A major break~through came in the second session when the daughter told
Julia that she disliked her mother calling her at her work and blaming herfor
notpaying enough attention to hert As might be expected Julia ls first response
was trivialising andsomewhat offensive~ Idecided at that point to side with the
daughter and asked Julia whether in the past she could have felt much the
same way when her own mother sent her messages accusing her and her sister
of neglect~ Julia smiled andsaid that she did indeed recognise this feeling of
being claimed and of being made to feel guilty~ At my request~ Julia then told
her children about her life in the orphanage and the story of her mothers
illness and death~ as well as her guilty feelings about not having been able to
say good~byel to her~ ~I knew she had never spoken to her children about this
beforetJ I also explained to them that Julia had ostensibly identified with her
own fantasised or alleged~ Imartyrl mother as a compensationfor the fact that
she had not been able to help her in any real sense~ and that in this way she
had tried to ~undo ~ her guilt feelings in this respectt
The relationship between Julia and her children~ in particularher daughter
underwent a remarkable improvement in the periodfollowing this session~ and
was reflected among other things~ by the daughterfeeling able~ for the ftrst
time in her life~ to enter into a stable and loving relationship with a dependable
mant
At this stage ofthe therapy~ Julia expressed the wish to explore the events
ofherfatherls life and to disentangle the secrets surrounding his deatht As has
already been stated there had always been a ~conspiracy of silencel
surrounding him~ which gave Julia the feeling that it was a forbidden theme~~
She resolvecl however~ to finally break through the taboo~ she visited the con~
centration camp in which herfather had been imprisoned rDachau~~ as well
as the site in Austria where the Nazis had secretly gassed him~ together with
thousands of other prisonerst Julia had not known of this until she learned
about it during her inquiries~
Shortly before this~ Julia had brought up the matter ofa Isecretlphobia~ as
she called it from which she had suffered all her life~ it was thefear of being
buried alivet For this reason she had always refrainedfrom sleeping under a
low ceiling or in rooms without windowst She felt very ashamed of this fear
and had never spoken about it to anyone~ She was now able to recognise it as
the symbolic expression ofthe secrecy and silence surrounding herfather~s life
and death~ as if he hacl indeedt been Iburied alive~t
Shortly after this~ the relationship with her eldest son also improved and
Julia was better able to respect the choices he made for himse f He and a
younger brother laterjoined their mother on her last trip to her birthplace in
Germany~ where they assisted her in her attempts to reconstruct the events that
hadpreceded her evacuation to the Netherlandst The young man had become
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less rigid and dogmatic and was more open to the people and events around
him~

Like Rachel~ Julia also exhibited a desperate need for her daughter to comfort her~
as well as a hyper~sensitiveness to what she experienced as betrayal~ of her~ Also in
this case~ the survivor~parent dramatises a part of the self which might be calledi
parent being abandoned and hurt by the child~
The contents of Juliats ~secret phobiat as well as some of the vi ssicitudes of her own life
correspond to an astonishing degree with the sinister circumstances surrounding her
father~s gruesome death~ As it appeared~ at that time ~l I~I Zj Dachau prisoners who were
selected for the gas chamber were taken by bus to a remote and inconspicuous Austrian
castle ~~Schloss Hartheiml~ not far from the German~Austrian border where the
executions would take placet They had been told that they were being sent to a
Isanatorium~ in Austria~ The buses were made to resemble normal touring cars with suit~
cases on top of themt However~ the windows were boarded over so that nobody could
look in or out~~o When the bus reached the castle after a journey of about NO kilometers~
it stopped at a hidden side entrance~ from where the prisoners were driven into the castlet
The first thing Julia did when she visited the castle was to check whether there were any
windows in the ground~floor rooms of the castle where the executions took place~ there
were none except for the tiny gas chamber~ which had a window that was closed off by
a heavy metal shield at the time of a gassingt Tens of thousands of prisoners were
murdered in this castle~ a fact that has remained almost completely unknown to this dayt

For a long time Julia had raised strong objections to any suggestions on my part that
her mother might also have sent them away because~ as so~called ~Mischlinget ~i~e~
children of mixed descent~~ they would have jeopardised her contacts with her
Catholic relatives ~bearing in mind that even after the war was over her mother~s
own relatives had declined to have any contact with the orphaned childrenj~
Julia~s case~ therefore~ is an excellent example of a childts eagerness to strip the
love~object of its aggressive qualities by delegating these bad~ aspects to herself ~in
her role of Imotherrs child~ and thereby feeling and acting as if she herself were
guilty~ both of her mothefs death and of neglecting her own childrent This
mechanism of ~adopting parental guilf may also explain why Julia had remained so
vulnerable and over~sensitive to the slightest criticism on the part of her children~
and why she interpreted her children~s natural urge for independence as a rejection
of herself~ as if she were a bad mothert~

~ o This detail ~ about which she had learned only very recently t corresponds to an
astonishing degree with a memory she has about a conversation with her mother when
being still in Germany~ This conversation is one of the very few things Julia remembers
about her youth in Germany~ Her very religious mother had told hert IGod sees you at any
place you arel~ She remembers having answered her mother by saying~ I Oh nol If I am
sitting in a room without windows~ then even God cannot see mei~t
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rDefensive~ projective identification

Ever since in lg~b Melanie Klein introduced the term projective identification
~Melanie Klein~ l g l Sll g~b~~ psychoanalysts have approached the concept in a
variety of ways~ Originally~ projective identification was seen as a primitive and
pathological mechanism of defence~ resorted to by the neonate and young infant in
an effort to establish emotional equilibrium when overwhelmed by feelings of
distress~
The concept of projective identification and its usefulness for theoretical and
practical purposes continues to be a point of discussion ~Sandler~ II V j ~
Undoubtedly~ the Idetoxicating~ effects of projective identification are indispensable
for the normal development of the infant ~Bion~ IIbZ~ Ogden~ Wg~ ~ Projective
identification allows the mother ~ or for that matter the analyst ~ to serve as a
Icontainert of the infantts projected ~badt parts ~Bion~ l IbZ~~ Essentially~ this is an
adaptive form of projective identification ~i~et ~stage ~ projective identification~~
according to the subdivision made by Sandier ~IIH~jt~However~ whenever the
mechanism is used as a prominent defence mechanism in the maturing or adult
individual ~ either as a remnant of traumatic childhood experiences or as a
consequence of excessively stressful events in adult life ~ it becomes essentially a
pathological mechanism of defence~ The cases of Esther~s mother Rachel and of
Julia are examples of this~ This difference between infantile Ci~et developmental or
adaptive~ forms of projective identification on the one hand and projective
identification as a pathological defence mechanism in the maturing or adult
individual on the other hand~ is of paramount importancet The infant uses the
mechanism exclusively to libidinise Cor to ~detoxicatetj aggressive parts of its self~
whereas during adulthood the purpose of the mechanism is precisely to preserve a
badf part of the self which the ego is unwilling to give up ~although at the same time~
as discussed above~ the ego distances itself from itjt
Volkan ~llgb~ does not make mention of projective identification but speaks in this
connection about a parent ~ depositing ~ his ~tenvelope fl traumatised and humiliated self
representation into th e self representation of a developing child where it may give rise
to a borderline ~ narcissistic or psychotic personality organisation in which splitt ing is a
prominent feature ~

Probably~ much of the confusion and misunderstanding surrounding the concept of
projective identification has been caused by ignoring this essential difference
between the early~ developmental form of projective identification and the later
forms~ which are in fact maladaptive since they hamper the personal growth of both
parent and offspring~
An example of pathological~ maladaptive projective identification is the description by
Herbert Rosenfeld ~llbSj of the patientts omnipotent wish to exert control over the
analystts mind and body~ According to the model proposed in our article~ patients who
display this type of transference may stage a drama in which they represent their own
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parent gloriously regaining control over his or her disobedient or runaway child
Crepresented here by the analyst~~ In the context of a psychoanalytic treatment this
pathological form of projective identification is paralleled by countertransference
reactions originating from an induction of guilty feelings in the analysc ostensibly~ the
analyst or therapist is projectively identified with badt parts of the patientts self ~Porder~
lg V~ Racker~ lgbS~t Racker distinguishes between concordant and complementary
types of identification on the part of the analyst~ In the former the analyst identifies with
a selfrepresentation of the patient~ in the latter the analyst is projectively identified with
a Cdisturbing~ object~representationt The internalisation by a child of its parent~s
projected Ibad child~ self representation is imitated by the concordant type of
countertransference~ in which the analyst identifies with the patientts bad childt~sel f
representation~
Perhaps the success of any treatment depends on the degree to which these ~defensive ~
forms of projective identification can be transformed within the therapeutic alliance into
complementary~ tadaptive~communicative~ ones~ in which the patientts frustrated need
for dependency and attachment can be properly Icontainedt by the therapistt
For a further~ in~depth~ discussion of the role of projective identification in
countertransference see the papers of Sandler~ Joseph and Meissner in Sandler C I I V ~~
of Racker C lgbH~ and of Grinberg ~lgbZ~~
In an attempt to distinguish projective identification from projection proper ~as a
means to distance oneself from any unwanted impulse~ thought or trait by
externalising it~~ Kernberg C IgVa~ lgHllb~ advocates that in projective identification
there is no such desire for distancing oneself from what is being projected as there
is in projection propert Instead~ the projecting person maintains ~empathy~ with what
is being projectedt
This conception fits in extremely well with our interpretation as stated abovet
However~ the term tempathy~ used by Kernberg does not quite seem to be a forceful
enough expression of the vigour with which the ego tries to get a grip on the
projected part and to remain in control and in possession of itt For~ this vigour is~ in
fact~ a natural consequence of the strong narcissistic cathexis of the projected bad
self~
Though condemning her daughter Esther~s disobedience~ mother Rachel at the
same time showed a lively interest in this very disobedience by persuading Esther
to talk about her experiences with her boyfriends~ Besides illustrating the mechanism
of deriving ~vicarious satisfaction~ from the instinctual aspects of the child~s
behaviour~ this example is typical of the ~double~bind~ message discussed before~ the
parent covertly seduces the child into behaving in a particular way~ whilst at the
same overtly condemning this very behaviour~ It is also an illustration of the
~emotional tiel ~Kernberg~ with the projected part~ which is so characteristic of this
form of projective identification~ This case study~ which is by no means exceptional~
also illustrates that the bad self projection may travel down through successive
generationst Although Esther~ as we saw~ finally succumbed to the pressure exerted
on her by her mother~ she in turn projectively identified her own daughter Naomi ~
already belonging to the third generation ~ with her own bad self in much the same
way as her mother had done with herlst
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In the case of Julia the assumption of a ~vicarious satisfaction~ to be derived from her
children~s attitude towards her seems to be~ at first sight~ far~fetched~ However~ when
looking more closely at the guilt~evoking claims sent out by Julia one must conclude
that she forced upon her children but one single choicei ~Damned if you do~ and
damned if you donttl~~ In fact~ this was a strange thing to do for an intelligent woman
who on various occasions had told me that she knew beforehand that her children
would reject any appeal she made to them~ ~She was~ therefore~ honestly surprised
when the children showed themselves eager to come and see me at their mother~s
own requestt~
The only possible conclusion is that Julia unconsciously but actively manipulated
her children into rejecting her as a mother and also feeling guilty about thist So~ by
behaving as she did~ she manipulated her children to do with her what she as a child
had been accused of doing to her mother Cand perhaps eventually even had been
willing to dol~~ Needless to say~ Juliats Iforeknowledge~ about her child rejecting her
is intimately connected with her own ~bad child~ introject rather than with the reality
of the children~s feelings~
As for her children~ being projectively identified with Ichild who hates its own
motherl is particularly poisonous because it Ca~ imposes upon them an identity which
is not theirs~ and Cb~ imposes upon them a relationship which is based on relentless
guilt and IWiedergutmachung~ instead of mutual love and respectt
In the light of these considerations I should want to propose the following definition
of th is adult~ maladaptive form of projective identification~
When used as a mechanism of defence against both real and alleged death~wishes
towards internalised objects~ projective identification may be seen as a form of
projection in which the projecting subject is eager to remain in control of and in
Isecretl symbiosis with ~ a projected Ibadl part of the self which the ego has refused
to renouncet
Summarising~ it may be stated that projective identification is preceded by a mental
splitting into Igood~ and Ibad~ self representations~ These conflicting selfrepresenta~
tions~ organised in the form of a ~depressogenic dyad~~ are the internalisation of a
traumatically distorted parent~child relationship that very often can be described in
terms of Cideally~ good victim parent versus rintrinsicallyj bad child~ When such a
dyadic introject is dramatised ~externalised~ by a parent in the relationship with its
own child~ the child is projectively identified with the parentls own bad child intro~
ject and the parent narcissistically Ctintrojectively~~ identifies with~ i~et adopts the
role of~ the internal good victim parent~ Hence~ narcissistic C~introjectivet~ and
projective identification are complementary mechanismst The sender of the
projection always acts on behalf of another person~ with whom he or she has
narcissistically identified after their ambivalent relationship has been severed~
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CLINICAL VARIETIES AND DERIVATIVES OF ~IDENTIFICATION WITH THE
AGGRESSORI WITHIN A TRANSGENERATIONAL CONTEXT

In the above case study it has been shown that grandmother Rachelts psychic
life evidently underwent a profound change after her parentst deportation and
untimely deatht no longer were her parents the ones who had abandoned and
betrayed their daughter~ but instead it was the daughter who had betrayed and
abandoned her parentst This peculiar reversal~ itet Rachel~s annexation of the role of
~aggressor~ ~in relation to her parents~~ indicates the existence in children of a
phenomenon which in our opinion is ubiquitous~ This is the phenomenon of
borrowingparentalguilt by the child ~in the sense of vicarious ~culpability~~~
Alice Miller ~IgSO~ noticed that children are inclined to take upon themselves the
guilt and responsibility for their parents~ cruelty~ and puts this down to the childts
unshakeable love for themt Although~ indeed~ part of the explanation may be that the
child is simply ~eternally loyal to its parents~ as stated by Boszormenyi~Nagy C IgH

I think that there may be more to it than thatt There may also be a connection with
the child~s need to preserve an intact ~ego idealt~ that is to say an tideally good~ parent~
image which cannot be destroyed by the childts own criticism or anger~ C Cft the
~parentl self s need for an accompanying ~bad child~ in order that the former be
acceptable to the central ego which is fully identified with the ~ideal self object~~ as
we discussed before~~
In The Repression and the Return of Bad Objectst~ Fairbaim ~lg U j follows a similar
reasoning when stating I~ t ~ that it is better to be a sinner in a world ruled by God than
to live in a world ruled by the Devil~I ~pp ~ bb~bllj ~ ~I have used Fairbairn~s statement as
the motto above the description of my study of four juvenile delinquents in ChtV ~ ~ When
the need for an unassailable tideal parent~ is severely frustrated this may sometimes also
give rise to a compensatory inflation of a part of the self Such a compensatorily inflated
part of the self bears a strong resemblance to the ~Grandiose Self as depicted by Kohut
~ m ljt

The internalisation of parental guilt by a parent who was traumatised her~ or himself
is apt to lead to forms of behaviour~ especially towards the person~s own children~
that can all be conceived of as varieties of the defence mechanism Anna Freud
has called ~identification with the aggressortt In all these instances the
survivor~parent is primarily motivated by a strong subconscious wish to cover up its
own parent~s mischief~ Guilty feelings are at the very core of this mechanismt

The concept of ~identification with the agressor~ as a mechanism of defence was
introduced by Anna Freud in Ig~bt The term was originally designed to describe a
defence employed by small children as a way of mastering their feelings of fear and
powerlessness when facing an omnipotent and threatening adult~ by imitating the
behaviour of that adult in play and fantasyt
However~ I do not use the term in this sense~ Especially when speaking about
adults~ one is certainly not dealing with this innocent version of conflict~free
imitationt Instead~ one should be aware of the possible presence of a guilt~ridden
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inner conflictt Also~ Anna Freud C llMlIgbS ~ pt I lg~ states that~ especially in more
mature children~ ~identification with the agressort is ~t ~~ supplemented by another
defensive measure~ namely the projection of guiltl~ So~ turning back to the case
histories of Rachel and Julia~ both grandmother Rachel and Julia accused their
children of neglecting them and by doing so they manipulated their children into the
role of being ~their parentst aggressortt In this way Rachel and Julia tried to get rid
of their own aggressive and guilt~ridden daughter who forsakes her parents ~
introjectst Jhis delegation of guilt is in fact very characteristic of the adult ~
Idefensivet ~ form of projective identification~ j
In the first case study we saw how the surviving grandmother~ Rachel~ had almost
completely identified with her parentst negative attitude towards her partner~choice~
One might call this form of identification with the aggressori denial of the
aggressor~s guiltt Obviously~ this mechanism serves the purpose of rehabilitating
one~s own parentsi ~How could I be angry with my own parents~ if I do exactly the
same thing to my child as they did to meTVt
The consequences for the child become more serious when~ in the context of
~rehabilitating~ its own parent~ it is actually lured into ~bad behaviourt that is supposed
to prove both the childts alleged Iguilt~ and the parent~s alleged ~innocencett In the
above example~ for instance~ by behaving ~badly~ Naomi offered her mother an
opportunity to exclaimi Only now do I understand how much trouble I caused my
mother when I was Naomi~s ageP

As stated before~ in more severe cases the parent~s secret wish to rehabilitate his
or her own parent may eventually result in a Idouble bind~ in which outright
delinquent conduct by the child is secretly rewarded~

J~S~ l The phenomenon of the ~culpable parentr
There are instances in which a person seeks to undo aggressive or immoral
conduct from the side of his or her own parent by completely identifying with~ ite~
taking over the burden of~ the latter~s guiltt Typically~ when seen for the purpose of
child~guidance such parents are prone to sayt ~I live in constant fear lest I inflict upon
my child the cruel things which my parents inflicted on me as a childlt~ Clinically~
this defence mechanism may express itself as ~vicarious parental culpability~t In it~
the parent tries to undo his or her own parent~s guilt by adopting an attitude of
excessive care or overprotection towards his or her own child~ but at the same time
feeling as if he or she deserves from the child the same aggression~ criticism or
accusations which he or she had felt towards the misbehaving parentt In these cases
the child may be on the one hand overvalued or even idealised~ while on the other
hand being projectively identified with that part of the parent which contains the
criticism and aggression towards the parentst Subsequently~ the child is transformed
into its parentts texecutioner~t In quite a few cases of ~parent molesting~ one must take
this possibility into account~ The following case study shows how deleterious the
effect of this mechanism of ~vicarious parental culpability may be on the second
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generation ~ For brevity~s sake I will concentrate solely upon the father~son
relationshipt
Case VIII
Jonathan is a twenty year~old adolescentt At the age offifteen he started
causing trouble at school~ having been a good albeit shy pupil up to that
momentt He disturbed the lessons and refused to do his homework claiming
to be a genius~ capable of understanding everything without effortt After he
was sent from school~ his father took him to another at which the process
repeated itself Jonathan was referred to me in a state of manic excitement
expressing ideas ofgrandiosityt He also said that he was very much afraid of
his father who~ according to Jonathan~ shouted at him when angryt Jonathan
denied being ill or needing help~
JonathanIs parents behaved and responded in an utterly helpless wayt When
I talked with them for the fcrst time~ they told me they always gave Jonathan
the money he asked for~ out offear that he might otherwise steal it rwhich
eventually he didj~
As young children during the war~ both JonathanIs parents had been
imprisoned in Japanese concentration camps in the Dutch East Indies~ When
five years of age~ JonathanIs father~ whom I shall call Paul~ was caught
stealing some sugar cane by a Dutch woman~ also an inmate of the
concentration camp~ She beat him severely~ When Paulstarted to cry out~ she
took a thick wooden stick andforced it down Pauls throat~ nearly suffocating
him~ Paul remembers his mother standing nearby~ doing nothing to stop the
woman from assaulting her sont
Immediately after the liberation from Japanese captivity Pauls father
whom he had not seen for years~ was recruitedfor the Dutch army to suppress
the Indonesian liberation movement~ For various reasons Pauls father felt
abandoned and betrayed by the Dutch military commanderst At home Pauls
father left the education ofthe children entirely to his wife~ yielding completely
to her wishes~
When Paul was ftfteen years old~ the family emigrated to Holland Pauls
father fJonathanIs grandfather~ left a well paid and high~ranking position in
Indonesia~ getting no more than a humble job in The Netherlands~ He felt very
much frustrated by this and loudly andfrequently complained about his fate~
He paid no attention whatsoever to Pauls achievements at school~ Insteacl so
Paul recalls~ his father sometimes seemed in fact to be envious of Pauls
progress at school~
As afather Paul had always done his best to hide his feelings from both his
wife andson~ not wanting to burden them~ as he stated with his problems as
like his own father had repeatedly done to him~
Unlike his own fatherrs attitude towards him~ Paul very emphatically
concernedhimself with his son Jonathans educational achievementst He could
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neither eat nor sleep when Jonathan had to pass a test or an examination at
schoolt However although he certainly overvalued his son~ Paul at the same
time felt that his son took advantage of his dedication to him and made him
look like afool~
Quite unexpectedly~ Jonathans condition improved impressively after a
sudden andfurious reaction ofhisfather to his son s grandiloquence~ As father
Paulreported to me~ the immediate cause of his angry outburst had been that
upon returning home from a therapeutic session~ they hadfound the living
room turned into a complete messt Suddenly~ John feltfed up with having to
see a psychiatristfor the benefit of his ~sick~ son~ whilst the latter continued to
shamelessly paint the town red showing complete obliviousness to his parents~
sacrificest ~i
It seems that in Jonathants case the psychotic condition may have been due to a
combination of psychodynamic and constitutional~genetic factors ~ the maternal
grandfather having been described as both a brutal and a Iweird~ persont As to the
psychological factors contributing to his illness~ it appears that Jonathan had already
suffered from his psychotic condition long before he himself eventually consulted
his physician who then immediately took action by referring the boy to met All that
time~ his strange behaviour had been covered up by his parents~ Apparently~ the
father was unconsciously motivated by the fantasy to undo~ and even to reverse~ his
own motherrs faithlessness~ when~ at the time~ she had refrained from interfering
when her son was maltreated by a strangert As a consequence~ the father had been
inclined to take sides with his son whenever the latter complained about
Imisbehavingl authority figures~ such as teachers or employers~ without questioning
his son too much about his own conductt It seems~ therefore~ that the father~s acting
out of an ~ideal parenf self ~ an ~ideal~formation~ created to counteract the Ibad parenY
self Z ~ had forced himself as well as his son into a sort of ~idealistic hold~~ in which
both his own and the boy~s reality and individuality were blatantly deniedt Jonathan~s
delusions of grandeur were interpreted by me as being caused by C l~ his need to
play~act the Istrong father~ he had always hoped for himself but never had had~ and
~Z~ a secret wish to be restrained by his parents~ especially by his father~ in order to
be redeemed from the omnipotentAestructive role delegated to him by his parentst
~~ It is important to note that Jonathants condition began to deteriorate when he reached the
age C l S yrsj at which his father had emigrated to the Netherlandst This ~anniversary reaction
by proxy~~ as it may be called~ has been described by Hilgard ~lgS~~~ Davidson C IgIZ~ ~
Hillel Klein ~ M~~ and De Graaf CM S~t I surmise that this category of anniversary
reactions is caused by projective identification on the part of the parent as soon as the child
reaches the age at which the parent him~ or herself underwent a severe traumatic
experiencet CSee also De Graaf and Van der Molen ~I Igbjt~
~ Z Cf the idealisation of the Communist Party by grandmother Rachel CCase VP which
served as an lideal parent~ surrogate counterbalancing and detoxifying the rbad parent~
introject~
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I~StZ Identification with the aggressorts indignationt vicarious culpability of
the child
There are instances in which the child is projectively equated with that part of a
parent~s self which is felt to be extremely Ibad~ because it contains the ~child~ that
harboured aggressive fantasies towards its own parent Citet the child~s grandparent~~
by whom it had been physically or mentally abused in the pastt The parent~s guilt
feelings connected with these aggressive fantasies may become so strong that on an
unconscious level this parent no longer regards him~ or herself as a victim of the
grandparent~s cruelty~ but~ instead~ sees him~ or herself as all badl and the
grandparent as the innocent victim of his or her Ibadnessl This suggests that the
central ego has shifted the hatred completely away from the parentt towards the bad
child~part harbouring the aggressive fantasies against that parent~ In fact~ this could
have resulted in the formation of a dyadic introject to be described as poor~ suffering
parent ~~ murderous and cruel child~ However~ the hatred emanating from this self
representation Cmurderous and cruel child~ has become so strong as to endanger the
very survival of the internal good object C itet poor~ suffering parent~t Therefore~ the
central ego feels not only obliged to distance itself from this bad self disavowing
any relationship with it~ but even to annihilate that part of the self by completely
splitting it offt Hence~ the dyadic introject has fallen apart even before it could be
createdt C A detailed description of this schizoid defence is given in the work of
Here~ the main difference with regard to the internal
Melanie Klein C l g~Sll
love~hate relationship between parent and child which characterised the parents of
the former three cases lies in the virtual absence of an temotional tie~ between central
ego and bad childt In other words~ here the central ego has sided completely with
murderedparent against murderous childt

The following vignette illustrates that the hatred against the split~off part of the
self may be so deep that it causes a wish to annihilate not only that part~ but also the
person or persons with which that part of the self is projectively identified~ This can
be either a child~ a spouse~ or persons belonging to a group of ~otherstt In a number
of cases of severe child battering such a mechanism may be witnessed~
Case IX
John~ a man in his sixties ~ was seen by me in the context of his son Bill s
treatmentt Bill suffered from severe shooting pains in the neck for which no
organic cause could befound~ During the pain attacks he often had considered
suicide~
During therapy it emerged that as a child Bill had been severely beaten by
hisfather Johnt In a much later stage ofthe therapy he suddenly remembered
that once~ when swimming in the sea~ his father hadgrabbed him forcefully by
the neck and had pushed him under water until he almost suffocated While
telling this to me Bill suddenly felt the pain in his neck and at once himself
found the connection between this traumatic memory and his painst
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The relationship between father John and his own father rBillls grandfather~
had been very badt John had held him in deep contempt because of the latters
untruthfulness~ and also because he sometimes beat up John Is younger brother
who was much weaker than Johnt Once~ John had physically attacked his
father after the latter had beaten Johns younger brother~
At the age of I~~ during the Second World War~ father John hadjoined a
group ofDutch resistancefighterst Once~ he committed a ratherprimitive and
reckless act of sabotage~ putting his parentsl lives at risk as wellt John was
captured by the Germans in his parentsl home and was released after being
severely beaten and humiliatedt It is important to add that in the beginning
John admired the group~s commander for his courageousnesst He became
seriously disillusioned when later it turned out that this man behaved in an
unnecessarily cruel and immoralfashion~ not only during the war against the
Germans~ but also towards his own family~members after the war was overt
Strangely enough~ John did not have any feelings of vengefulness towards the people
of the German SD who had tortured him during the interrogationt ffhey had~ in fact~
broken his collar~bonet~ John even justified the beatings by saying that~ after all~ his
own behaviour had been very irresponsiblet This seems to be a straightforward case
of ~identification with the aggressorrs indignationI on the part of John~ It also shows
the internalisation of culpable chilcl and how this bad selfwas subsequently split~off
by John and projected onto his son Bill who~ then~ was treated accordinglyt

As I understand it~ the disappointment in his commander~ who at first had
represented the ~ideal father~ John had so badly lacked~ gave the death blow to Johnts
belief in his own integrity and in that of otherst In fact~ one seems to be dealing here
with the kind of traumatic experience described by Ulman and Brothers ~l IHg~ as
~ ttt~ the shattering and faulty restoration of central organizing fantasies~~
The ill~treatment of his son~ whom John had projectively identified with child
which defames parentalauthority~ could therefore be seen as a desperate attempt
both to annihilate this rbadl part of himself and to avenge the dethroned and defamed
authority he had narcissistically ~~introjectivelyt~ identified with~
According to my experience such extreme cases of child abuse are most likely to
occur when the ftst generation~ parent is not only severely traumatised~ but as a
child has suffered harsh treatment from his or her own parents as well~ Whenever
such a life history is found~ it may be assumed that the traumatic experience ~in this
case the Second World War~ has triggered strongly suppressed rage and death~
wishes towards the maltreating parentCs~~ In these cases one may witness a most
paradoxical reaction from the side of the victim towards his or her malefactor
instead of feeling rage and seeking retaliation~ the victim of the abuse identifies with
the malefactor CKrystal and Niederland~ l gbH~Not only does he or she readily plead
guilty of the most absurd accusations~ but he may even copy and exaggerate the
aggressorls misconductt One may designate this most radical form of defence against
murderous child as ~identification with the victimis culpabilitylt As an extreme form
of identification with the aggressor~ this mechanism was apparent in the conduct of
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some of the so~called Kapots ~ prison guards~ selected from amongst the camp
inmates ~ in the German concentration camps~ described by Bettelheim ~lgbO~ and
by Cohen ~IgSZ~t
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Vicariously standing trial for a misbehaving parent~ C~Nobody knows the
trouble I~ve seen tttt S l

A special form of ~identification with the aggressor~ might be represented in those
psychiatric and forensictpsychiatric disturbances in which there is a repetitive~
compulsive need to do and undo parental guilt by repeating the same blameworthy
pathological behaviour~ but at the same time feeling the regret or invoking the
punishment or repentance which the parent had always managed to escapet Here~ the
patient or defendant seems to be solely motivated by the ~unconscious~ urge to be
as bad and culpable as his or her parent was~t As such~ this variety of lidentification
with the aggressor~ could be also based upon the same form of complete splitting as
occurred in the above case of John ~~identification with the aggressor~s indignationt~t
The difference is~ however~ that here it is not the ~child~ but the Iparent~ who stands
trial~

The following clinical vignette is illustrative for this mechanism of Ivicarious
blame~worthiness and repentance~~
Case X
Ingrid was referred to a psychiatric ward in a state of confusion four
months after she had given birth to her first child~ a son~ Underneath her
bewilderment she appearedseverely depressed~ During the first interview she
expressedfeelings ofdespair and told the clinician that she often contemplated
suicide~ Her illness had started quite suddenly after she had sent away her
mother who~ in a claiming fashion had insisted upon assisting her as a
maternity nurse~ In the second interview Ingrid confessed her obsessional
thoughts which had made herfeel so desperate~ very often she felt an almost
irresistable urge to put her baby~son either into the oven or into the
refrigerator~
After the symptoms had subsided with the help of a combination of
antipsychotic drug~treatment and supportive psychotherapy she was referred
on her request to our outpatient clinic for a psychoanalytically oriented
psychotherapyt It gradually emerged that as a child she herself had been
severely rejected and considered less important than her younger sibs by a
mother who herself had been a victim of child~abuset From the age of B
onwards Ingrid was repeatedly sent by mother to a rmarried~ maternal uncle~
who on several occasions raped her~ Mother had played deaf to Ingrids
weeping complaints and to her repeated pleas not to be sent for holidays to
this uncle~ saying that I~ t uncle S had endured much hardship~ and that
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therefore she ringrid~ should pity her uncle rather than complain about him
and accuse him It
It seems as if in this post~partum psychosis it was~ apart from the possible influence
of hormonal disequilibrium~ the very fact of the baby~s utter helplessness and
dependency which served both as a trigger and as a steppingtstone for the iepressed
memories of the neglect~ the humiliation~ and the cruelty suffered at the hands of her
own parentst However~ in cases like this it seems that as soon as the rage and death~
wishes towards the abusive parent threaten to reach consciousness~ destroying the
myth of ~bad child~ and Igood parent~ ~the depressive positionj~ the only way to rescue
the ~good objectt is by means of complete splitting~ i~et by delegating the critical ego
functions of ~outraged childl to an alien environment ~consisting of etgt mental
health officials~ police officers~ and oneself becoming the parent who should Cor
actually doesj stand triallt It is noteworthy that in this and similar cases it is not the
individualfs own child but the alien environment which is projectively identified with
~~bad~ critical and condemning childt According to my own clinical experience this
pathological defence against parental reprehensibility~ which I propose to call the
Idelinquent solutiont ~De Graaf~ I ggg~ ~ is prone to show up especially in those cases
in which the parenfs mischief and misbehaviour had gone on for a long time and had
gone unnoticed~ or were even indulgently excused~ by an environment Cincluding the
own spouse~ which often had held~ or still holds~ the same misbehaving parent in
high esteem~
The great complexity of the parent~child interactions under consideration~ and the
difficulty of fully understanding them may be very well illustrated by the former case of
John and his son Bill~ For instance~ one might contend that~ when trying to drown his
own son~ John may have tried to destroy a Igood~ part of himself that he had learned to
hate because it had struggled in vain to morally ~stay afloat~ amidst a bad world~
According to this way of looking at it~ the son may have represented John~s ~good~ rather
than his badt self which John wished to destroy since it caused him so much pain to be
reminded of his disappointment~~t This interpretation of father Johnls sadism is evocative
of Fairbaim~s description of the rage felt by the tanti~libidinal egot ~ identifying with the
~rejecting object~ ~i~e~ the parentfs depriving and withholding aspects~ against the
~libidinal egot ~ identifying with and attached to the lexciting objecV ~i~e~ the unfulfilled
promises and enticements of the parentjt Still another and equally valid interpretation
of John~s case~ however~ might be that his son Bill~s innocence and dependency brought
back into John~s memory the cruel way in which his father had treated his younger
brother ~or~ for that matter~ the way the Nazis had treated himselfj~ This being the case~
John~s sadistic impulse could be traced back to an upsurge of hatred against a Igood~ part
of himself that~ as such~ incriminated the Icruel fathert he equally identified witht So~ in
this case one might be dealing with an example of Idouble identification~ with both
~parent~~ and Ichild~~self in which~ sadly enough~ the Iparentt~self has won~

ij I am indebted to one of the reviewers of an earlier version of this section~ who drew my
attention to this alternative explanationt
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These last few varieties of ~identification with the aggressor~ are characterised by the
fact that the parent~representation contains so many bad aspects that the central ego
actually disavows any positive relationship with it~ Hence~ in these cases the
relatively uncomplicated solution of the formation of a depressogenic Igood parent ~
bad childt dyad is inadequate~ Instead~ I conjecture that we are dealing here with a
form of Ivertical~ splitting within de dyad itself~ in which both Iparent~ and Ichild~
representations~ as well as the corresponding ~selves~~ become split up into ~all~goodt
and ~all~bad~ parts which are inimical towards oneanother~ It would~ however~ be
beyond the scope of this article to dwell on the theoretical aspects of the complicated
mechanisms at work in these most severe forms of psychopathologyt

I~ S A The ~saviour syndromels a magical~omnipotent solution to personal and
transgenerational trauma~ the case history of Mr~ Xt
I shall conclude this chapter with the imaginary case~history of a political terrorist
in which I have incorporated many details from the biography of Adolf Hitler~a~ This
case~history illustrates~ more than anything else could do~ the potential
contagiousness and harmfulness for society at large caused by the superposition of
severe personal trauma on transgenerational traumatisationist
Case XI
Mrt X was seen by a psychiatrist at the request of the court where he stood
trial on charges of a conspiracy to overthrow the government and of inciting
others to commit suicidet
Mrt X was the religious leader of a movement encompassing some tens of
thousands of followerst Since Mr~ X had persuaded his followers that their
country was greatly endangered by its growing immorality and by foreign
influences which had even intruded into government circles~ they had collected
a huge amount ofweaponry with which they had already committed one attaak
on a government centre which they considered to be especially Itreacherouslt
Disciples ofMrt X had also been implicated in several murders offoreigners
as well as ofpersons who were known to oppose the movement~ Many of Mrt
Xrs disciples were young men whose fathers had fought in the Last War~ in
which they either had been killed orfrom which they had returned as broken
men~
Eventually~ Mrt X and some of his followers captured a police station and

~ a These data are derived from Waite~ R~G~L~ ~lI ll~ M as er~ W~ ~l Iql~~ Miller~ At ~l IHO~~
and from IMein Kampft
is This fragment is partly derived from a Dutch article about the ~Jerusalem syndrome~ ~De
Graaf lggbb~t
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from there they proclaimed their own state which they called the Thousand
Yearsl Empirel~ After a ZO daysl siege government troops stormed the sitet
Immediately after having been arrested several ofMr~ Xls disciples committed
suicide by swallowing cyanide~ Mrt X himself had been spared this fate
because he was severely wounded and was in too bad a condition to take the
pillst However~ even after his recovery in jail he was still considered to be
suicidal~
Family background~
The mother of Mrt X was his father~s third wife~ Before their marriage she
worked in the home of Mr~ Xrs father as a housekeeper~ taking care of his
second wife who was dying of tuberculosist Officially~ his father and his
mother were uncle and niecet In his heart~ however~ Mrt X hadalways doubted
this reading and suspected instead that his father had not been his
grandfatherls naturalson~ Mrt Xls parents differed IJ years in aget His father
was known for his dictatorial and irascible character~ On several occasions
he hadseverely abused not only Mrt Xbut also his mother~ who was very much
afraid of himt
After a failed school~ and occupational career Mrt X entered the army
where he suddenly did quite well and attained the rank of corporalt When the
war broke out Mr~ X became wounded in one eye and was evacuated to the
reart However~ because he insisted upon joining his crew he returned to the
front before he hadfully recovered~ One day~ when his platoon was engaged
in battle~ Mrt X heard an inner voice which told him to immediately leave the
place where he wast He actually ran away and only a few seconds later a
direct hit struck the place where he had standing~ killing all his men on the
spot~ At that very moment~ so Mrt X told the psychiatrist~ he had become
convinced thatfate had chosen him to rescue the Motherland~ as he called it~
The history of Mr~ X and of Adolf Hitler could equally apply to some present~day
dictators ~it actually doesl~ ~ or to political extremists such as David Koresh or Meïr
Kahana~ to mention only a few of these dangerous fanatics~ In the case of Hitler one
can discern the ~grandiose~ solutionib~ which presumably compensated for his
survival guilt and feelings of impotence with regard to the death of the comrades for
whom he~ as their commander~ felt responsible~ However~ in the light of his adverse
childhood circumstances it is not far~fetched to assume that Hitlers war experiences
reactivated the feelings of impotence and guilt which he had when witnessing the
abuse of his mother by his father~ In this respect Hitlers relentless zeal to avenge the
humiliating treaty of Versailles~ and to rescue the motherland from foreign intruders
who could ~poison the nationis bloodt by means of their sneaky sexual intrusiveness
~perhaps also symbolising Hitler~s fear that his father had been the son of a Jewish
ib This has much in common with the Imessianict solution to trauma brought forward by
me in Ch~VIt
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man who had seduced his grandmother~ could have represented an omnipotent
attempt to master these reactivated childhood traumast
M

CONCLUSION

As it seems~ our understanding of the psychodynamic mechanisms which
govern the transmission of parental trauma may be enhanced by uncovering the iden~
tification processes which prevail in the families of traumatised parents~ In summary~
it can be stated that in the traumatised parent the posmraumatic reconstruction of the
self may have resulted in the formation of introjects consisting of aggressively
loaded Iparent~child~ or ~parent~parentf dyadst The inner tension caused by this
~division of the self may find its outlet in delegating an unbearable part of the self ~
most often a Ibad child~ self ~ to one or more of the subject~s own children and then
behaving towards them as if they were actual representations of this split~off ~bad
self t
This pathological and defensive form of projective identification may have very
serious consequences for the child concerned~ because it literally imposes onto it an
aggressive or otherwise ~guilty~ identity~ which is alien to hislher own character and
~true self t Whenever a child~ used as a scapegoat in this way~ tries to escape from
this vicious spiral~ the parent concerned may redouble hislher efforts to brand the
child as Ibad~~ or even to lure it back into its former Ibad behaviour~t In these cases
the parental ~bad child~ self ~which was projected onto the ~scapegoat~ child~ nearly
always contains feelings of anger or disappointment related to the parentts own
parent~ feelings which the subject~parent has himlherself refused to renounce
because they were once felt to be part and parcel of the parent~s ~true self~ The
parent~ however~ had had to cut himlherself off from these feelings~ because they
were felt to endanger the image of hislher own parent as an ~idealj love~object~

In cases in which the parent~s parent has died at a relatively young age~ there is a
particularly strong tendency for the subjecttparent to ~narcissistically~ identify
himlherself with the deceased parentt In the subsequent relationship with hislher
own child~ this parent may then dramatise and impersonate the role of hislher own
~dying~ or Imartyr~ parent~ and project onto hislher child the role of the child who
does not carel or of the child who leaves its parent to diel Of course~ in this respect
very much depends on the quality of the relationships which existed within the
subject~parentts nuclear family prior to the grandparentts deatht

The transgenerational processes and mechanisms described in this article have not
only been witnessed in families of Holocaust survivors~ but also in families of
parents who have been traumatised in other ways~ e~gt as victims of child abuse~
orphaned children~ or military veterans~ etct In all these cases~ the children have had
to pay the price of the injustice~ harshness~ or deprivation~ which either fellow
human beings or simply fate inflicted upon their parents in the pastt
This approach accentuates the pathogenic impact of the parent~s projections and
is therefore complementary to the assumption that it is initially the child who~ by
means of its fantasies about its parentst emotions and traumatic experiences~ fills in
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the gap ~the ~conspiracy of silence~J in the communications within his family
~Grubrich Simitis~ lgH~l~ Jucovy~ IIHS~ Kogan~ lggO~ Levine~ IgHZ~t According to
the view put forward in this paper~ the parent~s own traumatic imageries ~identifi~
cationsJ are at least an equally powerful agent in the onset of second~generation
developmental problems and pathologyt
Inferring pathological patterns of identification as a primary source of secondt
generation pathology means that it is unnecessary to surmise that the transmission
of parental trauma must be confined to the first few years of the child~s life~ Possible
~hostiletdependentt interactions between parent and child may reach a climax during
puberty~ triggered and greatly enhanced by the adolescent~s endeavours towards
separation and individuation CBlos~ IgOj~ but may also extend beyond that periodt
Pathological patterns of identification may of course already influence or impede the
first separation~individuation phase of the young infant~ sometimes resulting in
severe childhood pathologyt However~ the second separation~individuation phase of
adolescence may be very troublesome in its own right for both parents and children~
This model of transgenerational transmission of trauma has some important
implications for treating children of traumatised parentst In our opinion the most
important implication is that it is necessary to reinterpret the transference and
countertransference phenomena that are frequently encountered during therapies of
children of survivors~ For example~ when our client ~ by frequently accusing us of
neglecting or abandoning him or her ~ succeeds in making us feel bad and guilty~ we
may suspect that it may not be the ~childl feeling abandoned by the Iparentt~ but rather
the ~~survivor~jparent~ accusing the ~childt of not caring for~ or even neglecting~ the
Iparent~~ In other words~ our clients sometimes make extensive use of the ~concordantt
form of projective identification CRacker~ IgbSj~ transferring to us the same feelings
of impotence and guilt which they have felt~ or still feel~ towards their own parents
Cwho in turn felt guilty about not having been able to rescue their own parents either
from dying or from their mischieflj~ Porder CIgHT~ pt UZ~~ describing the same
mechanism in this context~ also uses the term tidentification with the aggressort in
which
the patient unconsciously acts out in the transference the role of the
majorpathologicalparent t~t and ttt induces feelings in the analyst similar to those
that the patient experienced as a child~I

An important implication of the transgenerational model for psychiatric and
psychotherapeutic practice is that clients applying for help should not only be
questioned about traumatic experiences in their own past but also about those
endured by their parentst
Mutatis mutandis~ the child~s own individual qualities~ idiosyncracies and charac~
teristics ~such as birth~order and ageJ may serve as a specific trigger that t through
projective identification by the parent ~ reactivates traumatic memories in the parent
himself~ This~ in turn~ may precipitate mental or Cpsychojsomatic illness in the
parent ~De Graaf and Van der Molen~ I ggfl~
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Chapter IV
From Hermeneutics to Empiricismt
Transformation of Psychoanalytic Reasoning and
Concepts into Testable Research Hypotheses
The principle ofempiricism does not apply to the discovery
of ideas but to the establishment of their validityt
How one arrives at an idea has no bearing on its truth ~
It is its acceptance into science that requires objective evidencet
~Kimble~ l ggl~ p~ ~j

Summary~
Chapter IV deals with the methodological problems connected with the

introduction of the Personal Sensitisation Factor ~PSF~ in its function as an
interacting latent variable~ and with the use of indicator variables which can help
to Cpartly~ operationalise the PSFt This chapter is based upon an article of the same
name which is about to be submitted for publicationt
In the Introduction I formulate the questions and the objectives of the present
researcht With a few exeptions~ the validation of psychodynamic thoughts and
constructs has always taken place in the exclusive seclusion of the therapeutic dyad
and in discussions with colleagues belonging to the same in~crowd~ The main
objective here is to devise a method or methods of translating psychodynamic
concepts into testable hypotheses~ and of operationalising and transforming
theoretical constructs into research variables~
I start my proposition in Section QtZ with a description of some of the
developments which may ultimately lead to bridging the still existing gap between
the interpretive methods of hermeneutics~ in this instance those used in
psychoanalytic case studies~ on the one hand~ and the empiricism of scientific
psychology on the othert One such development is the gradual departure from
Watsonian behaviourism and from the simple reflex~arc model~ as a result of the
growing notion that certain connections between stimulus and response can only be
fully understood and explained by inferring the existence of intermediating variables
in the form of internal cognitive~mental statest

Section ~~J deals with the concept of causality as it applies to organisms as
individual biological systemst This causality concept is in some respects different
from the one which is generally used in the social sciencest The latter deal with
social~ or multi~organismic systems which are more topent in the sense that there
IZS

exists a spatio~temporal distance ~ or ~causal gapl ~ between a cause and its outcome
which is filled in by a host of intervening factors which often cannot be easily
tracked down~ In biological systems~ on the other hand~ this ~causal gap~ is relatively
small and is filled in by relatively fewer intervening causes~ which also are more
amenable to being tracked down and definedt This relative reduction of the ~causal
gap~ in biological systems is a direct result of the constraints imposed by nature ~ or~
for that matter~ by evolution t upon living organisms~ and of the ensuing limitation
of degrees of freedomt in order for an organism to survive~ its internal biological
processes must near~perfectly fit in with one another~ with little or no room for less
functional~ alternative causal pathwayst
The laws governing biological causality converge into the formal~logical concept
of ~causal chaint~ The links of this causal chain are~ then~ the conjunctural or
component causes~ each of which is needed in order to produce the effect at hand~
Section Q~~l deals with an important consequence of the aforementioned
distinction between individual~biological and Isociological~ causalityt This is the
insight that in a biological system all individual causal links constituting the
building~blocks of a causal chain operate in a binary~ or all~or~nothing fashiom a
certain component cause either exerts its full influence or it does not work at allt In
individual causality there exists nothing like a Idose~effect~ relationship or a linear
connection between two variables~ Extrapolating or deducing the quasi~linear
relationships sometimes found in epidemiological studies to a supposed ~dose~effect~
relationship in individual cases ~ to be termed Ideductive quantificationt ~ ~ is
incompatible with the proposed model of biological causalityt
In Section Q ~ S a research strategy is proposed which starts from assembling and
analysing anecdotal evidence in the light of fmdings reported in the literature~ and
the framing of preliminary hypotheses about ~how things might fit together~t This
stage may be termed the stage of pluralN~l observationslt The next step consists
of the ~multiple Nm l studyt ~ in which these preliminary hypotheses are put to the test
by means of standardised questions in a small random sample of subjects~ all of
whom show the target trait or disturbance~ At this level of research the method of
qualititative comparison as advocated by Ragin ~lg V ~ may be the tool of choicet

Whenever a multiple Nm l study yields results which are in correspondence with
or support the underlying theoretical model it has attained the status of heuristic l
evidence~ In this respect the multiple Nm l study marks the transition from anecdotal
hermeneutics to heuristic evidencet
Section Q~ b deals with the methodological and statistical consequences of the
concept of ~causal chaid~ This concept leans heavily upon the concept of
conjunctural causation ~Ragin ~ I I V~ ~ or that of component causes ~Ormel~ lgl~ ~
Rothman~ lgHb~~ Each component cause can be depicted as a Cnecessary ~ link in a
causal chain~ which in its totality represents an unnecessary but sufficient condition
for or cause of a diseaset The term multiconditionality applies whenever a disease
or symptom is brought about by several causes in one and the same individualt
Multicausality applies whenever one and the same disease appears to have different
causes or sets of causes in different individualst Thus~ when determining the causal
IZb

links and pathways in individual cases we are always dealing with
multiconditionality~ whereas in epidemiologicalXstatistical studies one is always
dealing with both multiconditionality and multicausalityt These concepts are
illustrated with the aid of an imaginary study on the causation of tuberculosis~ The
same study of ten imaginary patients is also used as a starting point for an exposition
of the basic principles of Boolean logic and analysis~ and of the ways in which these
principles can be applied to a ~truth~tablel containing the fmdings ~ in binaryl form ~
in the ten tuberculosis patients~ The component or conjunctural causes constituting
the causal chain correspond to the definition Mackie ~Mackie~ IgqS~ p~ Ib~ has given
for what he has called an INUS condition~ which is shorthand fort ~t~t an insufficient
but necessary part of a condition which is itself unnecessary but sufficient for the
result~t ~the author~s own italicsjt
In Section at ~ an attempt is made to set up a tentative research design for testing
hypotheses based upon psychoanalytic concepts and thought~
I begin my propositions with a clinical example illustrating how the Personal
Sensitisation Factor ~PSF~ can be handled as an interacting latent variable which is
to be operationally defined ~ at least partly ~ with the help of one or more indicator
variablest

The next step consists of entering these indicator variables~ together with other
seemingly relevant variables ~ such as heredity ~ into a Itruth~table~ which can be
analysed using the Boolean approach~ How this can be accomplished is illustrated
with the help of an imaginary study of a sample of sixteen bus drivers who had all
been in an accident in which at least one person was killed~ and of whom some of
these drivers had developed a depressive syndrome following the accident and some
had not~ What I propose here is~ in fact~ a paper~and~pencil cluster analysis for small
samples and for data which are entirely binarylt ~In view of the technical character
of this Section I present an extra summary at the end of it~~
Section ~tll is concluded by an attempt to extract from a set of correlations found
in the I W b Israeli study the underlying PSF~ in its function as an interacting latent
variable~ with the help of indicator variablest As an example I chose the factor
variable Isurvival traumal and its strongly positive correlation ~A S~ with the
dependent variable ~number ofsymptoms lduring or immediately after the warJ It It
was hypothesised that the PSF which had ~caused~ these soldiers to fall ill following
the death of their comrades could consist of the ~depressogenic dyad~ as put forward
in ChtII and IIIt This assumption was supported by the finding of relatively strong
positive correlations~ with both~survival trauma~ and ~number of symptoms~~ of the
factors ~weeping mothert and toverprotective mother~~ On the basis of the correlations
between these latter two indicator variables and other independent variables I arrived
at the conclusion that these two ~mother representationst describe either of the two
poles of the depressogenic dyad~ i~e~ ~mourning mother~ and bad autonomous child~~
Section QtS deals with some of the implications of the proposed model for
everyday medico~legal practice~ An important part of a psychiatristls tasks consists
of carrying out expert assessments as well as re~appraisals at the request of
institutions administering the social security laws~ insurance companies~ courts of
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justice~ military pension and war victim laws~ etc~ eta~ This imparts to the individual
psychiatrist major responsibilities~ not only in view of the fmancial or other personal
interests of the patients concerned~ but also with respect to their future psychological
and physical healtht Given its importance for the individuals concerned as well as
for society at large~ it must be considered an astounding fact that in this field there
are absolutely no rules or protocols~ nor do there exist any obligations or regulations
for inter~ or supervisiont As a result~ the ~customert~ be it a plaintiffs lawyer~ a judge
or an insurance company~ can always find and ~hire~ a psychiatrist who completely
contradicts the statements of the psychiatrist Ihired by the other party~ depending on
the schools to which they belong~ which are often strongly opposed to each other
Cetg~ biological~ Kraepelinian~with~DSM~ psychoanalytical~ or simply ~eclectict~~
Since I could not fall back on any existing literature the considerations put
forward in this Section should be considered as a modest and imperfect initiative to
break through the current impasset
First of all~ one should acknowledge that biological processes are the outcome of
a diversity of conditions which have amalgamated in producing the diseaset As a
consequence~ each case about which our expert opinion is asked should in fact be
considered as a multivariate N~l study~ to which the principles and rules of
multiconditionality or ~multiple conjunctural causation~ applyt
This means that each component cause belonging to a particular causal chain
leading to disease should be considered as contributing l OO~ o to pathogenesist This
rule of thumb applies equally to the component causes ~recent trauma~~ past history~
C PSF~~ and ~familial predisposition~~ once these factors have been found to belong to
the same causal chaint

This Section is concluded by putting forward some of the basic conditions for
conducting a lege artis medico~legal assessmentt
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INTRODUCTION AND DELINEATION OF THE PROBLEM

The founder of psychoanalysis~ Freudf being a neurologist by profession and
a convinced agnostic himself~ never abandoned his endeavours to find a
neurobiological ~and even neuro~anatomical~ foundation for his findingst
Nevertheless~ to this day psychoanalysis still fmds itself in the twilight zone between
being a belief system and a truly scientific disciplinet Though practiced world~wide
as a much honoured member of the healing professions~ psychoanalysis has as yet
failed to gain sufficient scientific status in order to hold~ for instance~ a fair number
of University Chairs on its own behalf~t Indeed~ today psychoanalysis is generally
deemed to be ~venerable~ rather than truly scientific~
An important reason for this deplorable absence from the scientific mainstream
is the difficulty of translating psychodynamic concepts into testable hypotheses~ and
i There are two official Chairs for the study of psychoanalysist one at London University
College and another at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem~
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of operationalising and transforming theoretical constructs into research variables~
Almost always the validation of psychodynamic thoughts and constructs takes place
in the seclusion of the therapeutic dyad~ to be supplemented sometimes by
discussions of the case with colleagues belonging to the same in~crowdt When an
interpretation Iworks~ ~ and remarkably often it does ~ this might be thanks to ~a~
compliance on the part of the patient~ C b~ to a certain amount of lobjectivet truth in
the interpretation offered by the therapist which is subjectively recognised as such
by the patient~ or ~c~ to a combination of Ca~ and ~b~t From a strictly scientific point
of view this is nothing to be really proud oft This lack of scientific credibility and
external validation sometimes becomes painfully clear whenever a therapist is asked
to give his expert judgement~ etg~ when appearing as an expert witness before court~
In the latter case a judge wants to hear the Itruth~ about the defendant or the lodger
of an appeal~ whereas the only thing the expert can do is to give his interpretation
of how the facts might fit togethert

Starting from the assumption that human behaviour and health are codetermined
by the specific laws and patterns of the unconscious~ it must inprinciple be possible
to make scientifically sound statements with some explanatory or predictive value~
once we have come to know these postulated unconscious laws and patterns~
I shall start my proposition with a description of some developments which may
lead to ultimately bridging the still existing gap between the interpretative methods
of hermeneutics~ in the present context those used in psychoanalytic case studies~ on
the one hand~ and the empiricism of scientific psychology on the other~ This will be
followed by the proposal of a research strategy which starts from the assembling and
analysing of anecdotal evidence in the light of findings reported in the literature and
the framing of preliminary hypotheses about ~how things might fit together~t This
stage may be called that of the plural N~ I observations ~t The next step consists of
the Imultiple Nm l studyt~ in which these preliminary hypotheses are put to the test by
means of standardised questions in a small random sample of subjects~ all of whom
show the target trait or disturbancet Finally~ the results of this Imultiple N~I study~
are used to adjust the original model and to build research hypotheses which can be
tested by controlled research on a larger number of individuals~
One must~ however~ be aware of the fact that these methodological steps are an
attempt at no more than simply formalising and making explicit the very first
epistemological stages which most scientists already tintuitivelyt follow through in
the thought processes leading from observation to theory~buildingt
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HERMENEUTICS AND EMPIRICISM

Hermeneutics may be defined as a theo ry ~ or theoretical school~ occupying
itself with th e art of interpreting a peculiarity or toddity in a text ~ or for that matter~
a rbehavioural an omaly~ ~Mooij and Widdershoven ~ I ggZ~t In the course of th e
twentieth century this methodological concept has been broadened ~ encompassing
as such also the understanding and interpretation of individual meaning in a
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historical and ontogenetic contextt As opposed to~ and partly as a reaction against~
the ~subjectivityt of understanding personal meaningZ~ scientific psychologyf at the
time strongly dominated by Watsonian behaviourism~ started to propagate its
eschewal of any interpretation that did not adhere strictly to the lobjectivity of
observablest The notion of Imindt or of ~mentalistic concepts~ was not so much denied
but rather discarded~ as belonging to the domain of the Iblack box~ which was
thought to defy further scientific explorationt The only things that counted for these
investigators were operationally defined physical and behavioural measures of
stimulus~response patterns~ predominantly maintained and subsumed by the reflex
arcs of the body~ ~As Bolton and Hill ~lggb~ point out~ in this respect behaviourism
still operated Itt within the thought~space defined by Cartesian dualisml ~p ~ S~t~

In the meantime~ however~ the meticulous experiments on animals by
behaviouristically oriented experimental psychologists~ as well as the famous
experiments of the Russian Pavlov on learning in dogs~ themselves marked what is
now known as the Icognitive revolution~ in psychologyt ite~ the growing notion that
in order to understand and explain the ~numerous~ departures from the simple reflex~
arc model~ inferences had yet to be made about the necessary existence of
intermediating variables in the form of those very ~cognitive~mental statest which
previously had been excluded from the domain of scientific research as belonging
to the realm of the ~black box~t
Accordingly~ the notion of ~mentalistic conceptst was introduced as a necessary
link accounting for hitherto unexplained variations and contradictions in
experimental outcome~ According to Kimble ~lggZ~ Ittt Mentalistic concepts enter
psychology as inferences from behaviour~ The observations that define them often
suggest causes~~ Cpt l l~ ~ By furthermore trying to operationalise these Imental states~
with the help of the observables ~~indicator~ variables~ underlying their
conceptualisation ~Kimble~ l ggZ~ they may become helpful in the explanation and
prediction of behaviour which is~ after all~ the main purpose of scientific theoryt
The paradigm shift sketched above has led to the growing recognition that
understanding an individuaPs ~inner world~ is indispensable for explaining th e
observed characteristics and behavioural differences between peoplet This has fart
reaching consequences for the integration of the two psychological Isciences~~
namely the interpretative hermeneutic approach and the empiristic~analytical one~
It has become~ after all~ increasingly clear that the observation of simultaneously
occurring behavioural items is bound to remain utterly meaningless unless this
observation is followed up and completed by the creation of a comprehensive theory
which is able to link these facts together by offering an explanation for their
simultaneous occurrence~ Or~ in other words~ theory~free investigation is impossible

z Mooij and Widdershoven C lg ~ presume a connection between this strong reaction of
the practitioners of scientific psychology against~ and their breaking away from~
hermeneutic ~subjectiviW on the one hand~ and on the other hand their strong ly felt need to
liberate their discipline from psychiatry~ which at the time was strongly influenced by the
Iverstehende~ phenomenology of Husserl and Binswanger~
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~Kimble ~ lggZjt A noteworthy example of this integrative approach is the research
of Brown and Harri s on th e possible connection between early mate rnal dep ri vation
and the occurrence of depressive episodes in adult life ~Brown and Harri s~ Ig ~ S~
lgSb~ see also Chtl ~ section l I~I j

On th e other hand~ practitioners of th e hermeneutic approach~ and in particular th e
psycho an alysts among them~ have already retreated long since from the field of
scientific psychology~ eith er deeming it themselves impossible or not being able ~ c ~ q~
enabled ~~ to put their basic premises to the test by means of controlled researchat
Bolton an d Hill give a résumé of the problems encountered by psychoanalysis in
having its theory accepted as ~scientific ~t These are Ittapparent lack of objectivity
ofdata~ the non~empirical character ofits hypotheses lalleged unfalsifiability~~ and
the questionable assumption that meanings are causest ~ ~p ~ xv~t The first point ~ itet
the lack of objectivity of data ~ is a direct consequence of the employment of the
hermeneutic method for obtaining these data ~ This ~ in itself~ does not stand in the
way of working with these data for scientific purposes ~ After all~ insofar as
~histori cal truth~ cannot be asce rtained~ one can still build hypotheses in the general
form of tpeople who say that A has occurred are more prone to demonstrate B than
those who do not say that A has occurredtst
The second argument~ i ~ et the alleged unfalsifiabili ty of psycho analytic theory an d
premises~ is the one most frequently heard from th e mou ths of orthodox empi ri cistst
This may be so even when the research hypotheses are built upon variables which
have been carefully operationalisedt This argument is quite irrational ~ since it
apparently stems from a confusion between ~a~ the way in which the basic premises
an d hypotheses have been reached at~ itet by using the hermeneutic meth od~ an d ~b~

I Following the historical developments described above~ many research psychologists are
extremely wary of research proposals in which psychoanalytic concepts and premises are
put to the testt Conversely~ as Hayes ~lggZ~ has pointed out~ many clinicians shy away
from research ~ probably because in most training programmes methodological courses are
taught by non~clinicians ~etgt statisticians~ who are heavily committed to group comparison
research and who tend to exclude other forms~ such as research based upon N~l studies~
~ The Psychoanalysis Department at University College~ London~ organises yearly
conferences on empirical research projects to test psychoanalytic concepts and hypotheses~
At the bth IPA Conference on psychoanalytic research ~London~ March~ l ggb~ two out of
the six papers presented there were based upon comparative group research ~Laor~ I II b ~
Tress~ Reister~ Franz~ Lieberz~ and Schepank~ lglb~t
J This~ however~ has some methodological consequences ~ since A may have actually
occurre d~ etg~ an incest experience~ but people may C a~ either not consciously remember it ~
explicitly saying that it did not happen~ or ~b~ deny it ~ not saying that it did happen~ Both
groups will give the same negative answer to the question IWere you ever molested by a
family membePt ~ Yet~ the two groups may display quite different behaviours ~ This problem
may be solved by using a case~o ri ented~ comparative approach ~Ragin~ IIISj and by
analysing the ensuing ~truth~lablet in a Boole an fashion~ ~See also below~ ~
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the way in which these hypotheses are to be tested~ i~et by using the wellttried
empirical methodt Kimble ~ l IgZ~ has explicitly addressed this problem~ After having
averred that the rt data of science are the publicly confirmable facts of
observationl~ he continues by saying that inobservables such as personal experience~
common sense~ or intuition~ though not belonging to the set of publicly confirmable
facts of observation I~ may yet be used as building~blocks for generating research
hypothesest He concludes by sayingt The principle ofempiricism does not apply to
the discovery ofideas but to the establishment of their validityt How one arrives at
an idea has no bearing on its trutht It is its acceptance into science that requires
objective evidencet I ~Kimble~ IggZ~ p ~ l~ ~

The third objection against psychoanalysis refers to the assumption that Imeanings
are causes~~ Arguments like these are the expression of a strongly reductionistic view
of psychiatric disorder~ In relation to this I shall later discuss ~Chapter VI~ the work
of Bolton and Hill~ who on philosophical grounds have rejected the reductionistic
view that psychiatric or psychological disorder could be fully explained by non~
intentional~ biochemical causest CSee also sections l ~ZtH~ and Ztb in this bookt~
A fourth point~ not mentioned by Bolton and Hill~ which may impede the
integration between hermeneutics and empirical science~ is the clinician~s reluctance
towards the ~objectivation~ of what is felt to be the uniqueness of both the client and
the therapeutic dyad~ There may exist~ indeed~ two forms of uniqueness~ one in a
metaphysical~ ~holistict senseb~ and another which is~ in Kimble~s words Itt a unique
expression ofthe joint influence of a host of variables~ Such uniqueness resultsfrom
the specific ridiographic~ effects on individuals of general rnomothetic~~ lawst ~
~Kimble~ lggZ ~ ppt W~ lS~t In the first place~ one can only draw conclusions about
the ~uniqueness~ of a client and his or her ~life schemet~ as well as of the therapeutic
relationship~ after having subtracted from it the albeit ~intentional~~ but
simultaneously disturbing and utterly Imeaninglesst~ symptoms and behavioural
anomalies for which the client sought our help~ Secondly~ not the factors
contributing to the client~s ~uniqueness~ are those which one wishes to investigate~ but
rather those contributing to his or her suffering and that of other people with
comparable problemst
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ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF CAUSAL CHAINS IN BIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS

When looking at the interpretation of the results of multivariate research one
is sometimes struck by the fact that the researcher seems insufficiently aware of the
b Being a psychotherapist myself I am well aware of the fact ~perhaps this is only an
impression~ that the client who is sitting in front of me harbours a ~life secreV or Ilife scheme
~or destiny~t which is not analysable in the usual sense~ and also that the therapeutic
relationship itself may be a creative process which causes it to be more than the sum of the
constituent parts~
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dynamics of the interaction between the research variables on an individual levelt
~As we shall see afterwards
there is even a danger of overlooking what I have
called ~absolutely necessary causes~ if the researcher does not~ from time to time~
revert to the Imultiple Nm lt level~ or when he has skipped this stage from the very
beginning~~
In this and the following sections I shall dwell on the laws governing individual
causality and the way in which they relate to Cmultivariate~ statistical studies~ For~
the results of the latter can only be understood in terms of being a generalisation or
Isum ~ of almost as many individual Icausalities I as the number of cases comprised
by the sample~
Encounters and get~togethers between social scientists ~ e~gt research
psychologists ~ and clinical psychiatrists are often characterised by a remarkable
confusion of tongues which in retrospect can be traced back to both parties
employing different concepts of causalityt Social scientists mostly deal with systems
which are more topen~ in the sense that there exists a spatio~temporal distance
between a cause and its outcome which is filled in by a host of other intervening
causal factors which often cannot be exactly definedt Accordingly~ the observed
causal relationships in the social sciences are fallible rather than inevitable~ so that
the connections between effects and their established causes will be probabilistic
CCook and Campbell~ lg~I~t The reason for this is~ of course~ that the objects of
social research are processes and developments in groupings of individuals of which
the outcomes are determined by at least four categories of causes~ itet ~a~ intra~
individual factors~ ~b~ inter~individual interactions~ ~c~ intra~group processes~ and Cd~
psychotpolitical interactions with other groupst

On the other hand~ in biological science~ of which medicine is a part~ the spatio~
temporal distance between a cause and its effect ~ the so~called Icausal gapt ~ is
relatively small and is filled in by relatively fewer intervening causes which in
principle are easier to track down and definet
The relative reduction of the Icausal gap~ in biological systems is a direct result of the
constraints imposed by nature ~ or~ for that matter~ evolution ~ upon living organisms
and the accompanying limitation of degrees of freedom~ in order for an organism to
survive~ its internal biological processes have had to near~perfectly fit in with each other
with little or no room for less functional~ alternative causal pathways~ Thanks to this
reduced Icausal gap~ there seems to be a more straightforward and discernible connection
between a certain outcome and its underlying cause~s~~ and this may have been the
reason for designating the biological causality model erroneously as Ideterministic~ rather
than probabilistict In retrospective kor Ireconstructive~j research the ~ colloquial but
faulty ~ use of the tenn Ideterministict merely says something about the perceived width
of the ~causal gap~ between cause and effect as described above~~

i In fact~ the term ~deterministict should be reserved solely for prospective research in
closed systems~ in which a one~to~one relationship exists between cause and effect~ and
perturbations from the outside can be warded off An example of such an experiment is
heating a gas in a closed container and measuring its pressure~
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I shall now tam to a discussion of the laws governing causality in biological systemst
Figt I t l illustrates the multiplicity of possible effects of one and the same cause~ as
well as the multiplicity of causes which may underlie one and the same effect~
The fans emanating from~ or converging into~ the ~events~ A~ B~ and C represent
the whole gamut of possible effects~ respectively causes~ of these eventst The
circumstance that only one out of the many possible immediate causes of B~ i~et
QB~ia~ has served as a receptor for the influence of only one of the many possible
effects~ itet E~A ~ iJ~ of the Ifirstt cause A ~ imposes an inexorable constraint upon the
system~ reducing the number of degrees of freedom to but onet The same can be said
about all possible effects of B~ E~B~yJ~ out of which only one can serve as an
immediate cause of C~

Fig~ a~l

Multiplicity of effects which may emanate from one single cause ~ and
multiplicity of causes which may under lie one and the same effect

The constraint embodied by a causal chain in a biological system c an be represented
by th e logical formalism~ I A gives ri se to C if and only if B ~~ CNotice the fact that B
itself may~ as well ~ be composed of a causal chain ~ ~ This logical sequence c an be
fu rther reduced to the formula ~ A~t B~f C~ Thus~ in a logical sense one may
represent the factors of a causal chain as a sequence of elements which are
connected in series in such a way th at the necessary cause or causes are posited
between Cpri ncipal~ cause and effectt
l jIl

This train of thought can be easily accepted for those cases in which the Iseries
connection~ represents a truly temporal sequence of causal eventst Things become
more complicated ~ however ~ as soon as the causal factors or events do not succeed
each other in time but ~ for instance ~ represent cert ain preconditions which already
had existed before but only became influential through the interaction with another
factor appearing much later in time ~ An example of this is th e factor Iheredity~~ which
in most dise as es becomes operative only after the individual conce rned has come
under th e sway of the other necessary pathogenic factors ~ Thus ~ when e ~ g ~ referring
to the pathogenesis of tuberculosis we might ask ourselves whether the factor
~heredi ty~ should be placed at the beginning of the causal chain or after ~ e ~ gt ~
~exposure to the bacillus~ t The an swer is th at~ actually~ it does not matter at all ~ This
is so because the following two statements are both equally true~ C I ~ Iheredi ty ~
becomes influential through texposure to the bacillus~~ and CZ~ texposure to the
bacillus ~ becomes influential through ~heredity~~
Therefore~ the concept of Icausal chain~ is nothing more than a logical formalism ~
It merely implies that th e presence of all causal factors of the chain is needed in
order to produce the effect ~ Thus ~ the concept of ~causal chain~ has replaced the
sentence Iwhen ~ ~ t then ~~~~~ by if and only if t t~t then ~~~~ ~ Using Boolean algebrag~
one can express the concept of causal chain in the form of the equation
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E~X ~ XZXjt~~ t ~~ X~ ~i X~

in which E represents the outcome ~etgt a disease~ and Xi ~~~~ Xn are the conjunctural
or component causes representing the links of the chaint
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THE BINARY OR ALL~OR~NOTHING CHARACTER OF CAUSAL LINKS IN
INDIVIDUAL BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

An important basic principle which I believe should be explicitly formulated
here is the insight that in a biological system all individual causal links which
constitute the building~blocks of a causal chain operate in a binary~ or all~or~nothing
modet In other words~ a certain causal factor either exerts its full influence or it does
not work at all~ on a most elementary level its influence cannot be moderated by
other variablest
At first sight this seems to be an undue simplificationt For~ how should we
proceed when one is dealing with variables whose values are more or less
continuously distributeO The answer is that continuous variables also exert their
influence only once their values have transcended a given individual threshold~
valuet In individual causality there exists nothing like a ~dose~effect~ curve~ This
would be an inadmissable extrapolation from epidemiological research in which~
g For a more thorough discussion of the Boolean logical approach and of Boolean algebra~
see Section a~b~
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indeed~ one often finds a positive relationship between the degree of exposure to the
pathogenic agent and the number of individuals suffering from the diseaset In the
latter instance one is dealing with a virtual or quasi~linear relationship between the
two variables ~degree of exposure~ and ~individual morbidityt ~however~ with a linear
relationship between the variables ~degree of exposure~ and ~general morbidity~~~ the
higher the degree of exposure to the pathogenic agent~ the greater the chance that
individual thresholds will be exceededt An example of this is a chemical reaction in
which the concentration of the reacting chemical substances merely determines the
chance that two individual atoms or molecules will meet and interact with each
othert CSee also Section ZtZ where the same reasoning is applied to the quasi~linear
relationship between stress and posMtraumatic disturbancet~ Extrapolating or
deducing the quasi~linear relationships sometimes found in epidemiological studies
to a supposed Idose~effect~ relationship in individual cases ~ to be denoted as
~deductive quantification~ t should be considered as an inadmissible departure from
the principles of individual biological causality set forth abovet
It follows that in biological research in general~ and in medical research in
particular~ one is dealing with the search for connected andlor interacting individual
qualities or properties rather than with covarying individual quantities~
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I OPEN SYSTEM~ HERMENEUTICS ~ FROM PLURAL Nml OBSERVATIONS TO THE
CONSTRUCTION OF FALSIFIABLE RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

For the case at hand~ the primary source of our knowledge is the material
offered by our clientst At this stage one is still dealing with anecdotal evidence~ The
scientifically oriented clinician may hope to collect enough of this ~idiographic~ case
material in order to detect in it some recurrent and meaningful patterns and~ perhaps~
laws~ In fact~ this has been the method used since antiquity by medical doctors and
other scientists from Hippocrates and Ptolemae~ via Galen~ Galilei and Copernicus~
to Mendel~ Freud~ Wittgenstein~ Bohr~ and Einstein~ Insofar as the heuristic evidence
thus obtained leads to the construction of a theoretical model which tries to explain
the observed peculiarity or anomaly in terms of its historical and environmental
context we are dealing with hermeneutic science according to the modern definition~
Not only psychoanalytic practice and theory~ but also some of the hypotheses of
astronomy and modern quantum mechanics may serve as outstanding examples of
hermeneutic science in a modern robet

As far as the social sciences are concerned~ these pluralN~l observationsl~ as
I might call these first heuristic stages of acquisition of knowledge~ were deemed for
some time to be naieve or even ~unscientific~ in the eyes of some scientists who
swore by the alleged objectivity of controlled studies of large numbers of
individualst In their ambition to match the supposed objectivity and predictability of
the physical sciences~ social scientists were extremely wary of any reference to the
~subjectivityl of case studies~ even to the extent of absolutely refusing to test any
hypotheses built upon such material~ ~See also Section g ~ l t~
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However~ in the social sciences the renewed interest in qualitative research ~Buston~
Parry~Jones~ Livingston~ et al~ ~ l ggó~ has meanwhile created a changing climate with
respect to the Isingle~ and ~multiple case~ study~ Among the main reasons for this
revaluation of so~called Inarrative~ Nm l studies as summarised by Hutjes and Van
Buuren ~lggZ~ the following three points seem to me particularly relevant~
~l~ In quantitative research the one~sided accent on reliability Cunequivocalness~
replication~ can only be maintained at the expense of the validity Cin terms of
richness~ depth and relevance~ of the resultst

C Z~ The quantitative tradition tends to reduce reality to general laws~ without
allowing for the specific configurations of ~uniquet social phenomena~
~ There is a growing need for studying and understanding processes themselves~
rather than only the netto outcome of these same processest
In clinical research one deals with the outcomes of psychodynamic an dlor biological
processes in which a multitude of causal factors have been operativet Unless we
possess at least some knowledge about these complex causal pa tt ern s~ qu an titative
research ~ save for explorative purposes t remains a premature and hazardous
enterpri se~ In connection with this I might quote Cook and Campbell C I Wg~ who
sayt IHistorical outcomes often require complex ~ combinatorial explanations ~ and
such explanations are very difficult to prove in a manner consistent with the norms
of mainstream quantitative social sciencet I Cpt l~~~
In his book The Comparative Methodtg ~ Ragin ~ l Wl~ has drawn qualitative
research out of its defensive back~bench position vis~à~vis the quantitative method
by laying a firm theoretical and methodological foundation for comparative
qualitative research into the many interacting causes underlying the outcomes of
histori cal processes~ Whilst he particularly addresses himself to a comparison of
political~sociological processes ~ this method seems also most relevant to our
attempts to unravel the multiple interacting causes underlying and impinging upon
the developmental histo ries of individuals ~ Ragin distinguishes between case~
o riented ~CO~ an d vari able~o riented CVO~ researcht In his view the valuable features
of the CO approach in cas es in which one has to deal with causal complexity are ~ l ~
that CO research is ~holistic ~ in that it treats cases as whole entities and not as
collections of parts ~ and CZ~ that in CO research causation is understood
conjuncturallyt By this he means that It Outcomes are analyzed in terms of
intersections of conditions~ and it is usually assumed that any of several
combinations of conditions might produce a certain outcome ~ I C Ragin ~ l gH ~~ pt x~ ~
Ragin~ s method of qualitative compari son furthermore strongly centres around
interpreting historical datat This latter feature renders it particularly suitable for the
psycho an alytical study of clinical phenomenat

g I am much indebted to J ~ A~Pt Hagenaars of Tilburg University of Brabant~ the
Netherlands~ who pointed out to me the possible relevance of Ragin~s work for th e
methodological problems encountered in this area of researcht
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In view of his professional background ~ as a comparative sociologist occupying
himself with the analysis of the complicated political processes in Third World
countries ~ Ragin is primarily concerned with disentangling what he calls Icausal
complexity~ in a limited number of cases with the aid of Boolean techniques~ For
studies with larger numbers of categorical data he advocates a combined use of
Boolean and appropriate statistical techniquest ~See e~g~ Ragin~ Meyer and Drass
where a comparison is made between Boolean techniques and logistic
regressiont~ Accordingly~ for clinical research purposes the comparative multiple
Nml~ approach must be considered as being an indispensable first step in the
scientific process of new theory building and subsequent empirical validation of its
basic premisest
In the life sciences one is dealing with a multitude of interacting variables
CKimble~ I ggZ~~ Insufficient recognition of this fact often leads to hasty and
unfounded conclusions merely on the grounds of quantitative research on two~ or at
most three~ variablest In view of the multitude of variables involved in the causation
of real life phenomena~ the theoretical model underlying such a Tew variables~
experimental design cannot by any means be on a par with the complexity of the
phenomena it is supposed to investigatet In connection with this~ Ragin ~lgHl~ states
that Itttt Multivariate statistical techniques start with simplifying assumptions about
causes and their interrelation as variablest The method of qualitative comparison~
by contrast~ starts by assuming maximum causal complexity and then mounts an
assault on that complexity~ I Cp~ x~
This point is of particular importance for the evaluation of large epidemiological
studies in which the number of research variables is of necessity very smallt An
example of a research project in which the researchers have tried to acknowledge
and account for this problem is a recent statistical study in which a direct connection
was found between smoking by the mother during pregnancy and the occurrence of
conduct disorder CCD~ in a cohort of l ~~ clinic~referred boys CWakschlag et alt~
I gg I~t This connection remained statistically significant even after controlling for
variables known to be predictors of both CD and maternal smoking~ such as socio~
economic status of the parents~ maternal age~ parental antisocial personality~
substance abuse during pregnancy~ and maladaptive parentingt CThe method used
was logistic regression analysis of the datat~ Though the investigators tend to
subscribe to the conclusion that maternal smoking during pregnancy is directly
associated with CD~ they nevertheless refrain from a definitive statement about the
existence of a direct causal connection ~ e~gt a direct toxic influence of nicotine on
foetal brain structures and functioning~ In connection with this they say Cpt OS~t I t t
the possibility that smoking is a markerfor a causative maternal characteristic not
~~
measured herein cannot be ruled out~I~

The foregoing example of multivariate research is~ notwithstanding its relatively
high degree of sophistication~ nonetheless quite illustrative for the limitations of the
pure quantitative approacht As a matter of fact~ the regression techniques as used
here are based on the assumption of additivity~ that is the assumption that the
influence of one predictor variable is independent of that of the other~ so that their
IjB

respective contributions to the explained variance of the dependent variable can be
added upt In most instances the principle of tindependence of causes~ does not apply~
In such cases one is dealing with multiconditionality or~ as Ragin terms it~ multiple
conjunctural causation~ which means that the influence of one variable is dependent
on the simultaneous presence of one or more other variables~ including variables not
accounted for and hence not measuredt In those instances one cannot rely solely on
relatively simple additive multivariate statistical techniques ~ such as multiple
regression ~ since they contradict notions of multiple conjunctural causation ~Ragin~
lg V~ p ~ bl~t
Summarising~ it may be stated that Ragin~s promotion of the qualitative
comparative method was mainly prompted by his reasoning that multivariate
statistics tend to obscure causal complexity because they are biased toward simpler
causal modelst
In the last~mentioned study on a possible connection between Maternal smoking during
pregnancy~ and Vonduct disorder of child~ the statistical method used by the researchers
Citet logistic regression~ may have been incapacitated by the fact that some of the
predictor variables were highly collinear Citet interrelated~t Examples of this are the
variables measuring paternal and maternal pathology ~paternal Antisocial Personality
Disorder and maternal MMPI antisocial index~ and the strongly negatively correlated
dummy variables ISmokes s half pack per day~ and ISmokes ~ half pack per day~t The
failure to appreciate the effect of this interrelatedness makes it very difficult to interpret
the regression coefficients in the ensuing regression equationt
Another point of critique of the above research is the lack of recognition of causal
complexity and the associated absence of alternative explanationst There might~ for
instance~ have been cases in which tMatemal smoking during pregnancyt is not a ~cause~~
but rather a ~marker~ or indicator variable of PTSD of the mother during her pregnancy~
According to the assumptions put forward by me earlier in this book~ the hypothesised
maternal characteristic of which smoking during pregnancy might be a ~markerl coul d
be a state of posNraumatic stressio andlor the existence of a destructive tendency
directed against a part of the self represented by the unborn childt These~ in turn~ could
be related to the pregnant womants civil state~ prior or concurrent trauma~ her financial
condition~ her relationship with the biological father and with her own parents and in~
laws~ to mention only afew possibly relevant variablest TM

~o Interestingly~ the Dutch Laws regulating the compensation for victims of war and
persecution fully acknowledge the existence of a causal connection between diseases
caused by heavy smoking ~lung cancer~ coronary heart disease~ and severe traumatic
experiences in the past~
~~ Pre~ and perinatal stress may sensitise the organism with regard to specific stressors in
later life ~Perry~ IggH~ Weinstock et al~ IgHS~~ such as marital discord of the parents~
physical aggression or other forms of boundary~violating behaviour on the part of a parent~
forced separation~ Bcct ~ All of these l~st and Z~nd generation factors~ impinging upon an
organism which has already been sensitised in utero~ may underlie the development of
behavioural disturbances in children and adolescents~ and of juvenile delinquency in
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Finally~ in some cases the hypothesised connection may have had a more banal
underlying causet maternal guilt feelings about her having smoked during the pregnancy
with her child may have led to overprotection and overindulgence towards the child~
Generally speaking~ in clinical psychiatry the present state~of the~art is still such that
we cannot yet take the liberty of excluding beforehand alternative hypotheses from our
researcht ~z
In order to come as close as possible to the complex reality underlying certain
clinical phenomena one must~ therefore~ revert again to the level of the cases at hand
and carefully map here all those variables which according to the observations of
others and of ourselves could be causally relevant~~t Subsequently~ a comprehensive
and meaningful theoretical model should be constructed whose predictions can be
put to the test by further researcht In view of the complexity and the multivariate
character of the phenomena at hand it is unfeasible to start directly conducting
controlled research in large samples~ unless one is reasonably sure of the validity and
the generalisability of the causal connections already observed in a large series of
clinical Nm l studies~ Jhis was~ in fact~ the case in my own~ l Wb study on lbO
Israeli war veterans of which a summary is given in Section Ztgt~ In most cases one
has to first resort to expanding the ~plural~ single case observations and
corresponding analyses to the level of ~multiple Nm l studies~iat By this I mean to say
that one~s own observations and analyses as well as those of corresponding case
studies in the literature~ if necessary complemented or supported by relevant
epidemiological findings~ should at first be combined into a preliminary theoretical
modelt The relevance of this model and of the variables contained by it should then
be formally tested in a new sample of randomly and independently selected cases~

particular Me Graaf~ lgWa~ Kaufman and Zigler~ IgSI~ Lewis~ Mallouh~ and Webb~ I IHg
~ see also ChtV of this book~~
iz Cook and Campbell ~llllj express this as follows~ The truer picture is one of a
competition between developed andpreponderantly corroboratedtheories for an overall
superiority in patte rn matching t t tt that is~ in matching a patte rn ofpredictions to a pattern
of datat r t~r t t J Thus the only process availablefor establishing a scientific theo ry is one
of eliminating plausible rival hypothesest ~ ~pt Dj
~ ~ An alternative strategy could be setting up research projects in which biological
psychiatrists and research psychologists work together with psychoanalytically oriented
clinicians and developmentalists~
ia Hutjes and Van Buuren ~lggZ~ do not bestow such a formal status on these first stages
of observation and preliminary theory building~ In my view however~ by making an explicit
and formal distinction between the subsequent stages of Iplural N~ l observationst and that
of the ~multiple N~l study~ the researcher ~aj makes himself more aware of the necessity to
devise a preliminary theoretical model and C b~ will find it easier to adjust his preliminary
conceptions ~and personal bias as well~ to the compelling feed~back from the second stage~
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This can be done by means of a semi~structured interview on the basis of a
questionnaire containing the most relevant items~ but also leaving sufficient room
for additional remarks and observations~ so that possibly relevant new information
can lead to necessary adjustments of the preliminary theoretical starting points
~Hutjes and Van Buuren~ lggZ~
An example of this heuristic ~multiple Nml ~ approach is the descriptive and
retrospective study of Ferwerda~ Jakobs~ Beke~ et al~ ~ l ggbj of a sample of Tl Ihard
core~ juvenile delinquents resulting in a listing of possible childhood and family
background factors predicting serious delinquent behaviour in juvenilest In this case
the first~ Iplural N~l observations~~ stage consisted of an extensive study of the
relevant literature on the basis of which a meaningful research question could be
presentedt My own in~depth investigation of a random ~samplet of four juvenile
delinquents ~De Graaf~ l gg l~~ which is reproduced in Chapter V of this book~ has
more in common with an explorative ~plural N~ l observationsl approach~ not only
in view of its small sample size but also because there were not enough literature
data to rely on in order to support my research hypothesis Cite~~ a possible
transgenerational factor in the causation of juvenile delinquency~~

On the other hand~ the orienting study by De Graaf et alt C lgU j~ on premorbid
traumatic experiences in a sample of ten patients suffering from multiple sclerosis~
summarised~ too~ in Chapter V~ may be characterised as a Imultiple Nm F study~ as
it put to the test clearly defined research hypotheses based upon a theoretical model
integrating literature findings with our own clinical observationst An interesting
feature of this study was the unexpected finding of a strong Cmaternalj Z~nd
generation effect~ This eventually led to the development of a research proposal in
which this Z~nd generation effect was accounted fort ~See Ch ~ Vt~
Whenever a multiple Nm I study yields results which are in correspondence with
or which support the underlying theoretical model it has reached the status of
heuristic evidence~ In this respect the multiple Nm l study marks the transition from
anecdotal hermeneutics to heuristic evidencet
At this stage the preliminary evidence obtained seems sufficiently strong to be
worthy of investing the time and money needed for the implementation of controlled
multivariate research~ The results should then be fed back into the model so that it
can be adjusted andlor refined and subsequently be put to the test once again~

~I~ G

THE STATISTICS OF CAUSAL CHAINS IN MULTIPLE N~l STUDIES

Recent discussions about the incapacity for work and the payments or benefits
connected with it~ the expansion of compensation demands and of liability suits~ as
well as the concurring development of medico~legal practice~ have increasingly
impelled the medical establishment to dwell on issues of individual causalityt
The following considerations lean heavily upon the concept of conjunctural
causation CRagin~ I I V ~ or that of component causes COrmel~ l g W ~ Rothman~ l ggbjt
Each component cause can be depicted as a Cnecessary ~ link in a causal chain which
IQI

in its totality represents an unnecessary but sufficient condition for or cause of this
disease ~Ormel~ Ig W~t
For a clear understanding of the matter at hand I will use the term multi~
conditionality whenever a disease or symptom is brought about by several causes in
one and the same individual~ ~Ragin uses here the term multiple conjunctural
causation~t~ One is~ however~ dealing with multicausality whenever one and the
same disease appears to have different causes or sets of causes in different
individuals~ ~Ragin uses here the term ~multiple causation~~~ Thus~ when having to
determine the causal links and pathways in individual cases one is always dealing
with multiconditionalityf whereas in epidemiologicallstatistical studies one is always
dealing with both multiconditionality and multicausalityt The following example
may illustrate this pointt
Let us suppose~ for instance~ that the insurance company of somebody suffering
from tuberculosis has submitted a claim for damages against the person who has
been identified as the primary source of the infection ~e~gt~ a driving instructor~ and
that at that time the general public~ and many medical doctors as well~ had still been
uninformed about the necessary contribution of the tubercle bacillus in generating
the disease~ The insurance company of the defendant stages its own medical expert~
arguing that in this particular case the exposure to the bacillus might not have played
any causal role~ basing his statement upon the conclusion that ~l~ in this case there
was already a positive family history with regard to tuberculosis~ which suggests the
influence of a hereditary factor~ and that C Z~ recent studies had demonstrated that
many people did not contract the disease~ despite having been directly exposed to the
tubercle bacillust
Astounding though it may sound~ this still is the prevailing way of reasoning in many a
medical expertise for the assessment of a possible causal relationship between
occupational or war~inflicted trauma on the one hand and current complaints and
symptoms causing an incapacity for work on the other in individuals applying for a
disability pension or other forms of help~ Ijn the Netherlands these cases may fall under
the special Victims of War Laws or under the Employment Laws with regard to the
incapacity for workt~ Nowadays~ nobody can be found who will doubt the very necessity
of the factor ~exposure to the tubercle bacillus~t However~ with regard to traumatic stres s
the current knowledge of the average clinician very much resemblesthe outdated
opinion of the naieve doctor of our example with regard to the causal role of the tubercle
bacillus~ The faulty reasoning of our example may sometimes be overheard in the form
of ~ verbal or written ~ colloquial utterances such as~ IMany persons have experienced
the same hardship but they don~t suffer from these problemstttt~~ttit~

Meanwhile~ a physician working in an industrial town district with many
tuberculosis patients had noticed a conglomeration of the following factors in his
patientst ~a~ having been in direct contact~ either at home or on the shop floor~ with
sufferers from tuberculosis~ ~b~ a lack of adequate nourishment~ Cc~ more or less
severe psychological stress Cpangs of love~ loneliness~ death of friends or relatives~~
and ~d~ a possible hereditary factor in view of the observation that the disease
lQZ

seemed to cluster within certain families~ On the grounds of these Iplural Nml
observationsl a research project was planned in which the possible causal
contribution of the above factors to the illness could be examined~ This research was
devised as a multiple N~l study in which lO patients suffering from tuberculosis
were asked to fill in a questionnaire containing questions about the presence or
absence of the above factors~ The results of this survey are shown in the so~called
ItruthAable~ of Table It l ~
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Simulated data of ten patients suffering from tuberculosis
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At a glance the researcher concluded from this truth~table that in view of its ubiquity
~exposure to the bacillus~ could very well be a necessary condition for contracting the
diseaset ~He had already noticed that ~exposure to the bacillust could not be a
sufficient condition~ for many individuals who ~ according to their allergic response
to an inoculation with the tuberculosis vaccin ~ had been exposed to the bacillus~ had
not become ill~~
On closer inspection he noticed that the presence or absence of
tundernourishment~ did not make much difference~ but that the disease broke out
when either ~psychological stress~ or ~heredity was involvedt He then concluded on
the basis of these fmdings that it might be worth the effort and the money to advise
l ll ~

the township to conduct a large~scale quantitative study in which the incidence of
the above factors in a group of tuberculosis patients could be compared to that in a
control group of non~patientst
This naked~eye inspection of a truth~table is a feasible approach as long as both
the number of interacting variables and the number of observations remain limitedt
However~ in cases where the number of hypothetical causal factors as well as the
number of observations is relatively large it becomes virtually impossible to detect
all the relevant causal clusters in the datat In such cases one can be greatly helped
by the combinatorial logic of the Boolean~s method~ A further advantage of the
Boolean method is that it is a mathematical logic of systems composed of binary
data ~ i~et data composed of simple ~yes~not~ or ~present~absent~ dichotomies~ Because
of this property Boolean mathematics are particularly suited for the description and
exploration of biological causality which~ as explained above~ mainly deals with
~present~absentt or ~ on a most elementary level ~ with ~alltor~nothing~ events~~b ~For
an overview of~ and introduction to~ Boolean algebra and its use for qualitative
analysis~ see Ragin ~lg V ~ ~ Cht b ~~
A Boolean analysis of the truth~table of Table Qtl
The relatively uncomplicated data set of Table I~ l may serve as a starting point
for explaining some of the basic principles of the Boolean approach~
When submitting the data of the truth~table of Table q~ I to a Boolean analysis we
get the following results~
With uppercase letters indicating presence and lowercase letters indicating
absence of a factor~ the first row of the truth~table of Table a ~ l will read as AbCD
in which A represents ~exposure to the bacillus~~ b the absence of tundernourishment~~
C the presence of ~psychological stress~ and D the presence of ~heredity~t
The data of Table I~ l can now be reduced to five sets of possible causative
factors~ i~et AbCD CZx~~ AbCd ~Zx~~ ABCd CZx~~ AbcD CZx~~ and AbcD CZx~~
However~ further reduction is possible by combining AbCD and AbCd into AbC ~
AbCD and AbcD into AbD~ and so ont With the help of this combinatorial reduction
method called ~Boolean minimisationl one arrives at four three~factor clusters~ that
is AbC ~ AbD ~ Acd~ and AcD~ which can be further reduced by the same method to
the three two~factor clusters Ab ~ AC ~ and ADt These ~prime implicantst~ as they are
called in Boolean analysis~ represent the Ibuilding blocks~~ so to speak~ which in

~s George Boole fISIS~IgbI~ was an English mathematici an and logician who helped to
establish modern symbolic logict~Encyclopaedia B ri tannica~ lglg~
ib It is mainly by virtue of this ability to handle binary data that the Boolean meth od was
rediscovered in l U ~ by the founder of information theory~ Ct Shannon~ who at that time
was involved in research on the mathematical propert ies of elect ri cal relay~systems in
telephone circuitst
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several combinations are toge th er responsible for each one of the original five four~
factor clusters AbCD~ AbCd~ ABCd~ AbcD~ and AbcDt The latter are now
designated as ~p rimitive expressionst~ There may~ however ~ be more reduced
expressions Cpri me implican ts~ than are needed to cover all the ori ginal p ri mitive
expressionst Prime implic ant Ab implies the primitive expressions AbCD~ AbCd~
and AbcD~ for example ~ yet these three primitive terms are also covered by AC and
AD~ respectivelyt Thus~ Ab may be redundant from a purely logical point of view~
it may not be an essential pri me implicant ~Ragin ~ I Wl~t In order to determine
which combinations of causes~ represented by the prime implic ants~ are essential an d
which are not~ a so~called ~ prime implicant chart~ is usedt The goal of this second
phase of the minimisation process is to ~cover ~ as m an y of the p rimitive Boolean
expressions as possible with a logically minimal number of p rime implicants~ This
procedure is shown in Figt ~l ~ Zt
Pri mitive Expressions
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Fig~ ~U
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P rime imp licant chart on the reduced data of the truth A able of Table
U

It follows from this cross~tabulation that the combinations AC and AD are together
sufficient to account for the five original combinations of the truth~table and also
that the combination Ab should be considered redundantt
This outcome can be expressed through the Boolean equation

~a~

Tfuberculosis~ ~ AC t AD

which is the same as
M

T m A~CfD~

In Boolean language the f~sign is equivalent to the logical operator OR~ and the
multiplication term denotes the logical operator ANDt So~ the above equation is the
shorthand equivalent of the following statementt
In this sample of ten tuberculosis patients lexposure to the bacillusl seems to be
condition
which is necessary but insufficient for the result~ it becomes influential
a
IQS

only when being combined with either psychological stress ~Qr IheredityIt
According to equation ~Z~ both ~psychological stress~ ~Q and ~heredity~ ~D~ fulfill
the role of what Mackie has called an INUS condition which is shorthand fort ~~t~ an
insufficient but necessary part of a condition which is itself unnecessary but
sufficient for the resulttt ~Mackie~ lglS~ p~ lb~ the author~s own italics~~ The
combinations AC and AD in equation CZ~ both represent conditions which are
unnecessary but sufficient for the result~ This means that in this imaginary sample
of ten patients already two causal chains could be detected which~ each one for itself~
were able to cause tuberculosist The existence of two or more independent causal
chains is indicative of multicausality t Hence~ we are dealing here with both
multiconditionality and multicausality~
As demonstrated by the above example~ qualitative analyses of this kind are often
superior to quantitative approaches when dealing with questions about the very
necessity or sufficiency of causative factors and their combinationst From equation
Cl ~ ~ for instance~ where the factors are bracketed off~ it becomes apparent that A
Ctexposure to the bacillust~ represents what may be called an absolute necessary
condition~
In cases like this the Boolean approach can also offer a valuable preliminary substitution
for the obligatory subsequent quantitative research with control groups or contro l
subjectst This can be done by converting the Boolean equation for positive outcomes
~etgt suffering from tuberculosis~ into an equation which defines the conditions under
which this outcome is negative or absent~ This conversion process is known as ~De
Morgan~s Lawt~ In it~ elements that are coded Ipresentt in the original equation ~say~ A in
the term ACj are recoded to tabsentt ~i~e~ A becomes ajt
Next~ logical AND Crepresenting Boolean multiplication as in AQ is recoded to OR~
and logical OR Crepresenting Boolean addition as in C f D~ is recoded to AND~
Applying these two rules to equation Clj we get

O~

t~afcd

As a matter of fact~ equation ~a~ predicts that individuals who have been spared
becoming ill with tuberculosis EITHER have not been exposed to the bacillus OR will
score negatively for BOTH ~psychological stressf and Iheredity~t
This prediction can be easily corroborated or falsified by taking a sample of non ~
patients from the same high~risk population and asking them the same questions as were
asked of the patient groupt
INUS conditions and causal chains in multivariate statistical research~
In multivariate statistical research the detection of these causal clusters and of the
conjunctural or component causes of which they are composed may be a troublesome
task~ Perhaps~ certain factor analytic techniques or hierarchical cluster analysis might
offer some insight in this respectt In many instances the mere inspection of the
correlation matrix can already give some information~ For~ according to the above
model~ those predictor variables which belong to one and the same cluster will corr elate
~l~ rather strongly among themselves~ ~Z~ less strongly with the dependent variable~ and
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Cl ~ not at all with the predictor variables belonging to other clusterst An tabsolutet
necessary condition ~i~et a necessary condition in the epidemioliogical sense~ such as
factor A in the above example~ can also be tracked down in the correlation matrix
because it correlates most strongly with the dependent variable~ but does not correlate
at all with the other predictors which are not tabsolutet necessary conditionst The
explanation of this phenomenon lies in the fact that in all cases of the disease the
rabsolutet necessary cause must be present~ whereas causes which are only incidentally
necessary ki~et INUS conditions ~ see above~ may be absent in a large number of cases~
in the controls~ on the other hand~ the tabsolute~ necessary cause will much more often
be absent than the incidentally necessary causes~
It seems that in the genesis of most psychiatric and somatic diseases the INUS
conditions constituting the causal chain may be represented by genetic~ im~
munological~ biochemical and~or psychological factors CGorman and Kertzner~
lggt~t
The difference between the meaning of absolute necessary conditions Ci~e~
necessary conditions in an epidemiological sense~ and that of the term ~necessary
condition~ when used in statements about causality in individual cases is very crucialt
In an epidemiological sense~ a factor is a necessary cause only if this factor
invariably appears as one of the component causes in all sufficient causes~ An
example of such an absolute necessary cause Ci~et a necessary cause in the
epidemiological sense~ is factor A in our simulated study on tuberculosist~~

a~~l
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FROM HERMENEUTICS TO EMPIRICISMt BUILDING A STATISTICAL MODEL
FOR MEASURING THE INFLUENCE OF CHILDHOOD TRAUMA ON PATHOGENESIS

Introduction

In this section I shall take the plunge in trying to propose a tentative research
model for testing hypotheses which are based upon premises derived from
psychoanalytical thought and reasoning~ As such~ this attempt can be seen as making
the step from the level of interpreting ~plural N~ I observationsl to that of multiple
N~l studies~~ and from there to controlled quantitative research~ with observables
which are based upon facts rather than upon an interpretation of these facts~ In
Section I t TI this exercise will be reversed~ trying to extricate the pertinent

~~ Cox and Ferguson ~l Igl~ distinguish between ~mediatort and Imoderatorl variablest If I
have rightly understood their argument then those variables that are called Imediators t
denote what I have called ~absolute necessary conditionst~ Their definition of a moderator
variable
whose presence or level alters the direction or strength of the relationship
between two other variables~~t~ as well as the way they handle these variables statistically~
suggest that these are variables which in our model would figure as ~incidental~ ~non ~
epidemiological~ necessary conditions or INUS conditionst
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psychodynamic mechanisms from the fmdings of a multivariate statistical studyf i~e~
my own Israeli study of which the results were summarised in Section Z ~ g ~ I am
aware of the hypothetical~ and even speculative character of this latter endeavour~
since it is based upon a psychoanalytic interpretation of the observed relationships~
which~ in itself~ is still in want of firm scientific prooft However~ since many of the
psychodynamic hypotheses tested in the original study have been corroborated~ I feel
sufficiently sure to lay these psychodynamic assumptions and propositions open to
fraternal judgementt

a~ I~Z Assessing the IPersonal Sensitisation Factorl as a latent variable~
mediating between life~events and psychobiological disease
In multivariate research a latent variable is defined as a hypothetical construct
representing a principle or common denominator underlying the measured
relationships between two or more manifest variables CMeerling~ Ig M ~t Manifest
variables are variables which are directly measurablet By definition~ latent variables
are themselves not directly measurablet An interesting example of such a latent
variable is the concept of rheredity~ as a theoretical construct~ which at a given time
had to be inferred in order to account for the transmission of certain properties from
parents to their offspring~ The famous crossbreeding experiments by Mendel had
shown that this transgenerational transmission was subject to certain laws~gt The
Dutchman Hugo de Vries saved these experiments from oblivion and eventually
succeeded in demonstrating that the laws formulated by Mendel could be traced back
to the existence of indivisible entities~ later to be called ~genestt As illustrated by this
example~ inferring the existence of an underlying latent variable and trying to
delineate its properties further and further by subsequent experimentation may give
a considerable impetus to scientific researcht

An interacting variable represents a component cause whose presence and
linkage within the causal chain is both necessary and sufficient for the outcome to
occur~ provided that all the other preconditions of the causal chain are fulfilled~ It
presupposes a direct and elementary~level interaction with the reacting agent~ Owing
to its resemblance to chemical processes~ this form of causality was designated by
Mill C l S U ~ Cas cited by Cook and Campbell~ l ~~ as ~chemical causation~~
Examples of it are~ indeed~ the inevitability of the outcome TIaCl~ as soon as
hydrochloric acid is added to a watery solution of caustic soda or~ for that matter~ the
inevitability of the outcome Tearl when seeing ~a~ a tiger approaching who is ~bj at
a distance of l Z feet~ and Cc~ not locked behind bars~ and provided that one is Cd~ old
enough and ~e~ sufficiently informed in order to be aware of the inherent danger~

IS These experiments as well as the conclusions drawn from them are~ by the way~
beautiful example of a ~multiple W l studyt as defined above~
las

An intervening variable is defined as a variable whose intercalation and intermediation
between two other variables is needed in order to explain the observed correlation
between these two variables~ As such~ it lacks the inevitable character of an interacting
variable because it has no compelling one~to~one relationship with either of the two
variables between which it intermediatest An example~ quoted by Meerling k I gSa~ and
derived from Philips ~lg~ l~ ~ of an intervening variable is the variable teducation~~ which
mediates between the variables ~racet and IIQ~t In other words~ when not accounting for
the mediating effect of ~education~ one might be inclined to attribute the observed
differences on IQ~test scores between black and white people to the influence of a racial~
genetic factor~ However~ as it appears~ the observed difference can be fully accounted
for by the fact that Ibeing blackt is negatively correlated with tyears of education~~
The Tersonal Sensitisation Factor~ ~PSF~ ~Section L Z A of this book~ see also De
Graaf and Van der Molen~ IIIb~ was defined as Itt a dormant trauma~related
intrapsychic conflict which sensitises the individual to life~events or experiences that
are congruent with the original traumatic experiencet I~ As long as a PSF cannot be
operationally defined and directly measured it should be called a latent variable
since it is built upon an interpretation of facts rather than upon the facts themselves~
Apart from being a latent variable the PSF is also an interacting variable since it
represents a missing link within the causal chain leading from ~life~event~ to ~illnesg~
Once we have found one or more indicator variables which consistently yield
results that confrm the existence of a PSF as a hypothetical tinternal psychical
structure~~ one could henceforth use these indicator variables as the operationalisable
exponents or counterparts of the PSF~ that is to say as though they represent the
operationalised PSF itself~ If well defined and operationalised~ such an indicator
variable will~ then~ behave as an interacting variablet
We shall now apply these principles to the assessment of individual psychiatric and
psychodynamic causality~

Case XII
A IS year old bus driver developed a severe depressive syndrome with vital
characteristics~ sleeplessness~ suicidal thoughts~ and oppressive nightmares
shortly after an accident in which one ofhis passengers had diedt The accident
had not been his fault~
A maternal uncle had suffered from depressions and committed suicide at
the age of ZSt The patient~s mother had developed a severe depression with
suicidal thoughts about one year before his birth~ following the death of her
first childt The patient was named after this boy~ Hisfather had been deprived
of his parents at a very young aget He was a hard~working but silent and
withdrawn man~ with whom the patient had little orno contact~ The patient had
always been strongly attached to his mother andfelt very responsiblefor hert
After him~ a sister and a brother were bornt About six months before the
accident took place he had left home in order to live together with his
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girlfriend~
For the causality assessment of the depressive illness in this bus driver I start from
the proposition that the illness was the result of a causal chain consisting of the
following necessary causal factors or eventsi
l t The accident itself and the death of a passenger ~ ffhe Congruent Life Event or
CLE~
I t A possible familial predisposition C~tainting~ ~ to vital~depressive reactionst
~ A past history which has sensitised the person concern ed for certain specific
traumatic expe ri ences in later life ~ ffhe Personal Sensitisation Factor~
In this clinical example we are dealing with two sorts of variablest C l~ those which
are open to objectivation~ namely the factors taccidenf~ Iheredity~ ~leaving home~~
being named after his deceased brother~ and ~Z~ variables which represent the realm
of emotional experience and as such~ from the nature of things~ have a strong
subjective component which is not open to objectivation in the strict scientific senset
However~ as soon as the Ireality part~ of these childhood experiences can be verified
by reliable information from the patient himself or by independent witnesses these
variables~ too~ become open to objectivation~

An important point to be made here is the role of so~called ~internal validationt
and finternal consistency~~ By this I mean that the connection between the patient~s
disease~ recent life~event and past history should be understandable in
psychodynamic terms and in accordance with our present knowledge about similar
cases in comparable circumstances ~ite~ the already available ~anecdotal evidence~~~
or with findings from the literaturet In the bus driverts case this internal consistency
and validation could be brought about by ~a~ our knowledge about so~called
tanniversary~ children ~ itet children who have to replace a dead brother or sister and
often must compensate the parents for this loss ~ ~ ~b~ the connection between this
theme and the death of the passenger ~the central place of his deceased brother~s
portrait in the living~room and his motherts aloofness and absent~mindedness at the
anniversaries of his brother~s death~~ and ~c~ the father~deprivation and consequent
guilty feelings both towards his ~weak~ father and towards his ~abandoned~ mother~
In the bus driver~s case the PSF may~ therefore~ be described as t ~child who should
bear the burden of guilt about his brother~s death but is not allowed to console his
mother in his father~s place~~ or~ to put it briefly~ as ~survival guiltlt We can now at
least understand and explain why precisely this man became ill following the
accident and the death of one of his passengers~ For~ to him this was a Congruent
Life Event ~CLE~ ~De Graaf and Van der Molen~ Ig ~ Section ltZ~ which had
stirred up~ or reactivated~ the continuously present~ but strongly repressed~ survival
guiltt As long as ~survival guilt~ is a hypothetical construct which is able to make
sense of the observed phenomena~ but itself is not yet measurable~ it meets the
definition of a latent variable~

In cases like this the latent variable is strongly based upon theoretical premises~
ISO

that is on psychoanalytical experience and reasoningt As a matter of fact~ in many~
if not most~ cases one may initially not be able to directly measure these postulated
~internal psychic structures~t However~ this does not imply that in principle they are
not open to operationalisation and objectivationt In such cases one has to content
oneself with~

indicator variables~ i~e~ operationally definable variables which~ according to
the underlying theoretical model and everyday clinical experience~ are con~
sidered or found to be regular concomitants or outward signs of the latent
variable concernedt At the present stage of our knowledge such indicator
variables are needed for both qualitative and quantitative researcht

~l~

andlor
~Z~

in multivariate statistical research~ correlations with one or more other research
variables in the same sample which~ because of their meaningfulness in a
psychodynamic sense~ can add to our insight about the postulated latent
variable~ enabling us to describe the latter in more exact terms~ Analyses of this
sort may be conducted with the help of so~called path~analytic procedurest

The use of indicator variables

An example of an indicator variable in Case XII which might be used in a
Imultiple Nm l studyt of a sample of similar cases is~ for instance~ the set of answers
to the question Were you bereaved of a parent or of a close friend before the age of
l S yearsT and IDid your parents ever lose a child~ either before or after you were
bornTigt

It should at once be clear~ however~ that these experiences do not cover the whole
range of possible causes of survival guiltt We must~ therefore~ be aware that an
indicator variable is no more than an imperfect measure of the underlying latent
variable~ Accordingly~ when Imeasuring~ the PSF with the help of indicator variables
two sources of error should be accounted for~ ~a~ the error of measurement of the
indicator variable itself ~EI~~ and Cb~ the fact that the indicator variable may represent
or describe only a portion of the PSF ~EaePutting this into a formula we get
k S~

PSF ~ Indicator Variable f E~ f ED

In a qualitative analysis of a sample of bus drivers who became depressive following
a fatal accident these error terms will manifest themselves in the ~truth~table~ as rows
II These and other questions pertaining to possible l~st and Z~nd generation childhood
trauma are covered by the IChildhood Trauma Odds Inventory~ ~ChTOD~ which is discussed
in more detail in Ch~V~~
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which are ~empty~ with regard to both ~early loss of a friend or close relativet and
~parents lost a child~~ Under such conditions~ how could one yet succeed in getting
a satisfactory picture about the causal relevance of the various factorsT This problem
can be solved by extending the ~Boolean~ analysis also to those individuals of the
same population~at~risk who scored negatively on the dependent variable ~in this
caset ~depressive illness~~~ The next step consists of letting this dependent variable
participate in the Boolean transformations as if it were an independent variablet This
procedure yields clusters in which the original dependent variable is included so that
one might be able to already detect some predictive patterns in the data~ What I
propose here is~ in fact~ a paper~andtpencil cluster analysis for small samples and for
data which are entirely binaryt
I shall illustrate this method with an imaginary and much simplified study of a
sample of bus drivers who had all been in an accident in which at least one person
got killed~

Table ~Q Truth~table of the ~invented~ findings in a sample of sixteen bus
drivers who have been in a road~accident with at least one fatality
Accident with
fatal outcome

Hereditary
factor

Early loss of a
p arent or of a
close friend

Parents lost a
child

Depressive
illness

Frequency of
occurrence
ofsuch a
combination

A

B

C

D

E

l

l

O

O

l

l

l

O

l

O

l

Z

l

O

O

l

l

Z

l

O

O

O

l

l

l

l

l

O

l

~

l

l

O

O

O

Z

l

O

O

O

O

~l

l

O

O

l

O

l

Totalfrequency~

lb

Suppose~ for instance~ that this inquiry was conducted at the request of the industrial
insurance board of a large transport company which wanted to know about the factors
which could predict an incapacity for work following a fatal road~accident~ Let us
furthermore suppose that there were in total sixteen bus drivers with such an experience and
that seven of them had developed a depressive syndrome with a prolonged incapacity for
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work~
The truth~table of Table A tZ shows a summary of some of the ~invented~ data extracted
from the interviews with the lb bus driverst When submitting these data to a classical
Boolean analysis as presented in Section a~b one would get the following derivations~
Primitive ezyression s~

First minimisation~

Prime im Rlicants~

BcdE

cdE

dE

bCdE ~Zx~

BdE

Bd

bcDE ~Zx~

Bcd

cE

bcdE

bdE

cd

BcdE ~~x~

CdE

bE

Bcde ~Zx~

bcE

bd

bcde Cax~

bcD

bc

bcDe

bcd

ce

cde
bce

FygA~J

Prime implicant chart on the data of Table Q

It becomes evident that here the analysis comes to an end since there are as many prime
implicants as there are primitive expressions so that a Iprime implicant chartt ~as shown in
Figt atZ~ will offer more than one logical solution~ In other words~ there are too many
different causes to be accounted for by one single expressionZOt
This problem can be circumvented by using for the analysis only those rows in the truth ~
table of Table Q with a frequency of occurrence of two or more~ This are the combinations
bCdE~ bcDE~ BcdE~ Bcde~ and bcDe~ Boolean minimisation yields the three clusters CdE~
cde~ and bcDEt These three clusters ~covert exactly the whole range of the five primitive
expressions~ Using the symbol TA as denoting ~maximised logical consistency of the higher
frequency terms of the truth~table we can draw up the following formula
Ol ~

TAmCdEfbcDE~cde~ EfCdfbcD~fcde

zo This can be illustrated by an arithmetical example~ Given the numbers la~ I SO~ and b~~
one is asked to find one or two common denominators to this seriest When factorising thes e
numbers one gets the following building~blocks~ U ~ ZxaxSxS~ and axAxA~ which means
that these three numbers cannot be reduced to one or two common building~blocks or
underlying ~causes~~
ISj

Putting this formula into words~ it states that in this sample of l b bus drivers who had been
in a fatal road~accident~ those who became depressed following the accident either had
sustained early loss of a parent or of a close friend~ or that their parents had been deprived
of a child~ Those who did not react with a depression had scored negatively for both tearly
loss of parent or of a close friend~ and ~parents were deprived of a childt fitet the cluster
~cde~~~ Accordingly~ in this subsample comprising S LZSIyo of the cases the two indicator
variables C and D are necessary conditions~ either alone or in combinationt
However~ we are also interested in knowing about the characteristics of the remaining
three lower~frequency cases~ They consist of the combinations BcdE~ bcdE~ and bcDe~
Minimisation yields two prime implicants~ that is cdE and bcDe~ which fully cover the three
original expressionst With TB denoting ~maximised logical consistencyt of the lower~
frequency terms of the truth table one can write
Cl j

TBcdEfbcDe

which means that in this small subsample depression has occurred notwithstanding the
absence of both indicator variables~ and that in one instance depression did not occur
notwithstanding the presence of the indicator variable ~parents were deprived of a child~~
Evidently~ here we have to search in this deviant subsample for another factor~ or factors~
which could explain the occurrence resp~ non~occurrence of the depressive reactiont This
could be ~a~ an additional indicator variable for ~pre~existent survival guiltt or Cb~ the
presence of another latent variable~ such as~ for instance~ a harsh and condemning Icritical
father~t~shameful son~ introject which~ of course~ could not be measured by the present
indicator variablest This latter possibility could also explain why in one of the cases CbcDe~
depression did not occur~ notwithstanding the presence of the indicator variable ~parents
were deprived of a child~t
By adding up TA and TB we can now picture the logical consistencies and inconsistencies
of the complete truth~table~

TAtB JECdfEbcDfecdj f jEcdtebcDj
consistent
inconsistent

which is equivalent toi
M

TAtB EkCdfbcDfcd~ f efcdfbcD~

~the logically inconsistent
clusters are printed in italics~~

This fmding of logically inconsistent or ~deviant~ cases compels us to re~analyse the
original research reports of these cases~ either with regard to the occurrence of other
dynamic patterns than those originally envisaged~ or with regard to the presence of
other indicator variables of the same latent variablet The new variables are then
added to the original model and the data set is re~analysed with the aid of a new
truth~table t
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The results of the foregoing ~qualitative~ Boolean ~cluster analysis~ can now serve as a
starting point for controlled quantitative research~ One could~ in a much simplified form~
devise either of the two following research designs~
I t comparing a group of psychically disabled bus drivers with a matched control group
of healthily functioning bus drivers of the same age group~ years of service~ gender~ and
marital status~ and assessing in both groups Ca~ the incidence of road accidents with fatal
outcome~ ~b~ the average of the sums of positive scores on all indicator variables which
were found to measure the possible presence of pre~existent survival guiltt~ and Cc~ the
average sum of positive scores on indicator variables of other latent variables~ such as
e~g~ a ~critical fathert introject ff found to be relevant in previous qualitative research~t
Z~ comparing a group of bus drivers who previously had been in a fatal accident~ with
a matched control group of the same age~ years of service~ gender~ and marital status
who never had gone through such an experience~ by assessing in both groups Ca~ th e
incidence of psychiatric disease Csuch as PTSD ~ depression~ Bcc~j and of disablement~
and Cb~ the average of the sums of positive scores on indicator variables measuring the
possible presence of ~pre~existent survival guilt~ and of other latent variables found to be
relevant in previous qualitative researcht
Research hypotheses~
a~ There exists a positive relationship between ~psychiatric disease andior disablementt
and having experienced a Ifatal road accidenf~
b~ There exists a positive relationship between Ipsychiatric disease andlor disablement~
and positive scores on Ipre~existent survival guilt~ and other relevant latent variables as
measured by the pertinent indicator variablest
c~ The relationship between ~psychiatric disease andlor disablementt and having been in
a Ifatal road accidenV is mediated by ~ itet is statistically dependent on ~ the presence of
Ipre~existent survival guiltt or other latent variables such as ~critical fathertt
Finally~ by selecting a subsample of those individuals who had positive scores for both
Ipsychiatric disease andlor disablementt and Ihaving been in a fatal road accidenf~ and
by subsequently looking in this subsample at the frequency distributions of the indicator
variables representing the different latent variables ~ for instance ~pre~existent survival
guilV or britical father~ ~~ one can also gain insight into the degree of exhaustiveness of
the indicator variables as the operationalised counterparts of these latent variables~
Summary of the ParagraphsQ~ I~I to Q~ Z J t
In the preceding paragraphs I have tried to set up a tentative research design for
testing hypotheses based upon psychoanalytic concepts and thought~

I start my propositions with a clinical example illustrating how the Personal
Sensitisation Factor ~PS fl can be handled as an interacting latent variable which is
to be operationally defined ~ at least partly ~ with the help of one or more indicator
variables~
The next step consists of entering these indicator variables~ together with other
seemingly relevant variables ~ such as heredity ~ into a Itruth~table~ which can be
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analysed using the Boolean approacht How this can be accomplished is illustrated
with the help of an imaginary study of a sample of sixteen bus drivers who all had
been in an accident in which at least one person got killed and of whom some had
developed a depressive syndrome following the accident and some had not~ Since
the indicator variables either describe only a portion of the PSF or in some cases
may not be relevant at all because the accident had triggered a quite different PSF ~
there may be cells in the truth table which are temptyt with regard to the indicator
variables or with regard to the dependent variable~ respectivelyt In these cases one
can nevertheless get a satisfactory picture about the causal relevance of the different
factors by extending the Boolean analysis also to those individuals of the population~
at~risk who scored negatively on the dependent variable Citet Idepressive illnesst~~ and
by letting the dependent variable participate in the Boolean transformations as if it
were an independent variable~ This procedure yields clusters in which the original
dependent variable is included~ so that one might be able to already detect some
predictive patterns in the datat What I propose here is~ in fact~ a paper~and~pencil
cluster analysis for small samples and for data which are entirely binary
In cases like this the analysis often gets deadlocked because there are too many
primary combinations ~~prime implicantst~ to yield patterns which could account for
all the findings~ This problem can be circumvented by analysing first of all only
those combinations in the truth~table which have a relatively high frequency of
occurrence ~etgt two or more~t The second step consists~ then~ of analysing the
exceptional cases which~ because of their inconsistency~ had caused the analysis to
get stuck~ These logically inconsistent or ~deviant~ cases compel us to re~analyse the
original research reports of these cases~ either with regard to the occurrence of other
dynamic patterns than those originally envisaged ~ i~e~ other PSFs ~ or with regard
to the presence of other indicator variables of the same latent variablet The new
variables are then added to the original model and the data set is re~analysed with the
aid of a new truth~tablet

~ClA

Defining the hypothesised latent variable in a multivariate statistical
study with the aid of indicator variables

This procedure can be illustrated with the aid of an example derived from the
l ~ study on Israeli war veterans described in Section Z ~ gt
A factor called Isurvival traumal could be extracted from the soldier~s answers
~out of ZZ possible answers~ to the multiple choice question ~Did you ever feel
completely helpless during the warT~ This factor stood out because of its high
loadings for the answers tyes~ when a friend of mine got killedt and ~when somebody
got killed at the place where I had been standing just before~~ As already discussed
in Section Ztg and shown in Figt Zt I~ the factor Isurvival trauma~ was very strongly
correlated ~r ~ A S~ with the severity of the posMraumatic reaction as expressed by
the continuous ordinal variable Inumber of symptoms during or immediately after
the war~t Though many~ if not most of the soldiers had experienced the loss of one
ISó

or more comrades ~ not all of them had developed severe symptoms or had suffered
from symptoms at all ~ Evidently~ some inte rnal factor~ a Personal Sensitisation
Factor ~PSF~ ~ was to be held responsible for this specific vulnerabili tyt This PSF
would~ then~ meet the defmition of an interacting latent variablet On the grounds of
th eoretical considerations as well as on th e basis of clinical expe ri ence of myself an d
others it was hypothesised that this inte rn al factor had to be somehow connected
with a pre~existing fear of death an dlor mourning wi th respect both to the individual
himself and to others ~ which had been reactivated by the Congruent Life Event
~CLE~ of current object~losst This PSF could~ in turn ~ consist of a depressogenic
dyadic parent~child introject as desc ribed in ChtII and III ~ For ~ one pole of th e
depressogenic dyad was characte ri sed as Ibad autonomous child both hurting mother
and endangering himself by running away ~~ and the other pole by Imother who
mourns the loss ofher runaway and dead child I ~Cf the case studies of Yossi ~Case
IV ~ Ch ~ ll~ and of Rachel ~Case VI ~ ChtIII~ ~ see also Chtll ~ Footnote ~A~ ~ The
intercalation of th is hypo th etical latent variable between survival trauma t and
Inumber of symptoms du ri ng or immediately after th e warl is shown in Fig~ IA~
The bi~valent arrow between ~su rvival trauma~ and the ~depressogenic dyad~ is used
to indicate the supposed circularity between CLE C~surv ival trauma~~ and PSF
CIdepressogenic dyad~~ ~ This circulari ty between CLE and PSF is intrinsic to the
psychodynamics of th e traumatisation process as discussed in Section I tZ ~ where it
was stated that th e Ittt intimate~ Ilcircular~l~ relationship between PSF and CLE~
in which both are as much excited by ~ as exciting to~ each other has ve ry much to
do with the aggressive forces stored within the inner conflict constituting the PSF
and with the egols constant search for objects or events ~~outside ~l the self in order
to get rid of
aggressive tension by means of projective identification and
dramatisation of the conflict in the outside world ~I C Section l tZ A~ ~ The multiple
choice question about possible traumatic experiences on the batt le field contained Z I
fixed items referring to all sorts of threatening situations or events which were rath er
common during th e war~ The factor ~surv ival trauma~ only loaded for three answers
out of th e Z I~ Hence~ one can be reasonably sure that for soldiers with high scores
on th is factor the death of their comrades had been a more traumatic experience than
the remaining shocking eventst This selective a tt ention for I survival trauma~ may
have been due to the influence of the ~depressogenic dyad~ in its quality of Personal
Sensitisation Factort
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The depressogenic dyad as a latent variable mediating between
~survival trauma~ and Inrt of symptoms during or immediately after
the war~

The next step consisted of searching for one ore more operationally defined
variables which could serve as an indicator of the Idepressogenic dyad~ as a
hypothetical latent variablet It was decided that such an indicator variable had to
fulfil the following two conditionsi
C l ~ its correlations with the remaining variables should as much as possible resemble
the hypothesised relationships between the latent variable and the other onest
~Z~ it should concretise in a theoretically meaningful way at least a part of the
content of the latent variable which it is supposed to representt
In this Israeli study two indicator variables were found which met both conditionst
This were the antecedent factor variables ~weeping mothert and Imother
overprotective~ ~see also Fig~ Zta~t These Cstandardised~ factor variables were two out
of the four factors which could be extracted from the thirteen possible answers to the
multiple choice question IHow would you portray your motherTt The factor ~mother
overprotectivet loaded most strongly for the answer ~a very sensitive woman~~
followed closely by respectively ~prone to cry~~ ~always worried we don~t eat enough~~
~always worried about the health and well~being of her children~~ tinordinately tidyt~
~warm~hearted~ and~ with the lowest weight CtZ l~~ ta domineering woman~t The factor
lSó

Iweeping mother~ loaded very strongly ~tSS~ only for the answer ~prone to cryt~
The diagram of Figt ~ ~ S represents a preliminary path~analytic model of the

supposed dynamic pathways ~solid arrows~ when the two aforetmentioned indicator
variables are included in the model~ The broken lines represent the zero~order
correlations of Fig~ Zt~t
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Partial operationalisation of the PSF with the aid of psycho~
dynamically relevant indicator variables

I conjecture that the indicator variable ~weeping mother~ might stand for that pole of
the depressogenic dyad which was called Imother who mourns the loss of her
runaway and reckless child~ ~ This assumption finds some support in the
relationships of this factor with biographical variables~ all of which may be
indicative of a ~deprived mother~ syndrome~ These links are shown in Fig~ ~ltbt This
Ideprived mothert syndrome could be the result of the death of the womants own
child ~i~e~ a sibling of the soldier~ r ~ t l~~~ or to the uprooting involved in a more or
less recent immigration to Israel Cr ~ A b~ ~ and could perhaps have motivated the
soldier not to leave his parents alone~ and to continue to live in close physical
proximity to them~ e~gt in the same kibbutz or moshav~ ~r ~ t l l~ which is marginally
significant at the pKt l O levelt~
With respect to a soldier scoring high on this factor variable one could say that he
mourns the loss of his comrades in exactly the same way as his mother may have
mourned the ~losst of her son because of his growing autonomy and separation from
her ~marriage~ mobilisation into the army~ entering the war~ óic~~t In Chapter III this
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phenomenon was characterised as stemming from a ~narcissistic identification~ with
the internalised ~mourning mother~t
The variable ~mother overprotectivet ffiddishe Mammet~~ denoting a very
watchful~ patronising andlor tlovingly controlling~ mother~ seems to accentuate the
other pole of the depressogenic dyad~ that is~ the pole containing Ibad autonomous
child both hurting mother and endangering himself by running away~~ Accordingly~
a soldier scoring high on this factor may have experienced the death of his comrades
as a ~punishment~ which could also befall himself because of his ~disobedience to
mother~ Cor~ for that matter~ his wife~ by Iplaying the herot and endangering himself
by becoming a soldiert This assumption was supported by the significant
relationships of the factor ~mother overprotective~ with other variables such as
tpassivity traumat ~ftZZ~ i~e~ a factor loading most strongly for the answers ~being
shelled by diver~bomberst and ~being under artillery fire without being able to
movel~~ with tfeels claimed by lonely mothert Cr ~ tand with Iwife knows best~
~r~t la ~ apparently~ the soldier in these instances had submitted to a marriage partner
whom he projectively identified with the image of a ~mother whose premonitions
should be taken most seriously~ z~~
The factor describing the soldierts wife Cor girlfriendj as being ~phobic~dependent~
has a single high loading CtSa~ for the Cmultiple~choicej answer I~she isj afraid of
being left alone~t As shown in Figt I~ S this seems to suggest a partner~choice in
which the depressogenic dyad is involved in two different ways~
~ l~ the partner is projectively identified with ~weeping mother~ and the soldier has
identified himself with ~bad autonomous childl ~ This resembles what I have called
in Section Zt b the ~ delinquent solution ~~ ~See Chtll~ Fig ~X l~ ~ ~ It characterises the
soldier who is plagued by s trong guilt feelings wi th regard to his wife or girlfriend
each time he has to leave her alone for army re training exercises or~ still worse ~ for
combatt

CZ~ the soldier has identified with loverprotective mother~ and~ by having a partner
who because of her separation anxiety always Ineeds~ him~ has reversed the rolesi
now it is he who exerts ~loving control~ over his wifetZz
z ~ This conjecture is corroborated by the finding that the factor ~wife knows best~ was~ in
turn~ strongly correlated with a factor called ~dependent on otherst Cr~tZO~~ ~relative severity
of war stresst ~r~~I b~ not shown in Figt Z~ I ~ and withInrt of symptomst
This whole
complex ~~Gestalt~~ can be summarised by the statement Ihad I only listened to my wise wife
Crespt mother~~ all of this would not have happened to melt~
Zz An additional
and perhaps even more decisive motivation for this kind of partner~choic e
may have been the unconscious wish on the soldierts part to undo the aggressive or
otherwise disappointing behaviour displayed by the father towards h is mother~ Support for
the existence of such an unconscious mechanism is found in the relatively strong statistical
relationships between IphobicAependent spouset and ~aggressive fatherf ~r ~ tZO~ and
~withdrawn father~ ~r ~ t l bj~ as well as in the relationship of the latter two paternal factors
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The above assumptions are summarised in Fig~ q~ b ~
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The above considerations lean heavily on an interpretation of multivariate statistical
findingst Accordingly~ we find ourselves here once again in the stage ofpreliminary
evidence~ that is the heuristic evidence offered by a ~multiple N m l study~ where no
comparisons could be made with a control group~ It may be noted that this situation
is quite different from the one described in Section Z ~ g ~ where I discussed the
meaningfulness of the observed one~to~one relations between a dependent variable
and several antecedent variables~ Here~ the introduction of a control dependent
variable ~ Iphysically wounded during the war~ ~ highlighted the meaningfulness of
the observed connections with the ~true~ dependent variablet ~See Figt Z A~ ~ In the
case at hand~ however~ we cannot compare the proposed multivariate solution with
any Icontrolt designzjt

with both ~weeping motherl and Imother overprotectivet~ as shown in Figt ZtI~
Z~ Theoretically~ one could still devise a compromise solution by producing a number of
Inonsensel diagrammes consisting of the same variables but with Irandom~ correlations
caused by haphazardly mixing up the original correlation matrix of Fig~ Z~ I ~ Subsequently~
these Inonsense~ diagrammes are presented together with the supposedly meaningful
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The next step should consist~ then~ of setting up a new controlled study in which the
theoretically derived indicator variables are put to the test as possible predictors~

q ~H IMPLICATIONS FOR MEDICO~LEGAL PRACTICE

An important part of a psychiatristts tasks consists of carrying out expert
assessments as well as re~appraisals at the request of institutions administering the
social security laws~ insurance companies~ courts ofjustice~ military pension and war
victim lawsf etct~ etc~~ This imparts to the individual psychiatrist major
responsibilities~ not only in view of the financial or other personal interests of the
patients concerned~ but also with respect to their future psychological and physical
healtht Given its importance for the individuals concerned as well as for society at
large~ it must be considered an astounding fact that in this field there are absolutely
no rules or protocols~ nor do there exist any obligations or regulations for inter~ or
supervision~ As a resultf the ~customert~ be it a plaintiffs lawyer~ a judge or an
insurance company~ can always find and Ihire~ a psychiatrist who says exactly the
opposite of the statements uttered by the psychiatrist ~hired~ by the other party~
depending on the schools to which they belong~ which are often strongly opposed
to each other ~etg~ biological~ Kraepelinian~with~DSM~ psychoanalyticalf or simply
teclectic~~t
The lack of an established and comprehensive scientific view on psychological and
psychiatric malfunctioning ~ and especially our own blissful ignorance about this most
serious drawback ~ may turn psychiatry and psychatrists into a willing servant of those ~
private as well as official ~ institutions whose interests lie in the realm of power andlor
profits rather than in pursuits of cure~ care or scientific trutht Psychiatrists are thus
turned into bourt prophetst who tell the king whatever he wants to heart
This danger has become apparent in a most cynical fashion in the farreaching
collaboration of psychiatrists ~and of the official psychiatric establishment as well~ with
the Soviet regime and ~ in Germany ~ with the euthanasia programme of the Nazist

I came across this problem for the first time when~ in IgHH ~ I was requested to
prepare a draft as a member of a ministerial committee on ~Medical causality as~
sessment and protocolling in victims of war and persecution~ ~De Graaf and Van der
Molen~ IgHg~t Apart from this~ when carrying out re~appraisals for cases under
appeal I was struck not only by the conceptual differences between the experts
involved in the case~ but also by the apparent confusion with regard to some of the
elementary concepts of causalityt As far as I know this problem has not as yet been
thoroughly dealt with~ so that I cannot fall back on any existing literaturet
Accordingly~ the following considerations should be looked upon as a modest and
diagramme to a panel of psychoanalytically oriented experts with the request to sort out the
right one~ ~With thanks to the parapsychologistlmethodologist John Palmer PhtD~~ who
drew my attention to this possibilityt~
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imperfect first initiative to break the current impasse ~
I shall use the ~imagina ry ~ bus driver~ s case of Section I~T Z as a start ing point
~Case XII~t The medical expert who had examined the bus driver on behalf of the
insurance company of the man who had caused the accident rejected the claim for
damages on th e grounds that the bus dri ver~s depressive illness was due not to the
fatal accident but to the influence of an tendogenous~ ~i ~ et constitutional~genetic~
factort The question is~ was this doctor ri ght in deciding as he di O
What we are dealing with here is in fact a multivariate Nml studyt It is a typical
case of multiconditionality or~ in Ragin ~s words ~Ragin ~ lgH ~ ~ ~ of multiple
conjunctural causationt ~See Section
The significance of this statement lies in
th e acknowledgement that biological as well as historical processes are the outcome
of a diversity of conditions which have amalgamated in producing a specific result ~
In medicine~ monoconditionality is an exception rather than the rule ~ Examples of
it are purely hereditary diseases such as Huntington ~s choreat In the great majori ty
of biological processes and diseas es multiconditional causality is involved~ implying
~ on a most basic level ~ at least an interaction between vari ables belonging to the
realm of ~naturel and those belonging to Inurture ~ Za
In Section ~l ~I I introduced the concept of ~causal chaint ~ In its most elementa ry
form a causal chain can be reproduced as a Boolean multiplication in which the so~
called ~ component causes ~ are interconnected by the logical operator AND~ This
principle was laid down in equation ~l~ of Section U i

~l~

E~X~XZXj ~tt~~ t X~~ X~

Replacing the terms of this equation by the variables of the bus driver~s case~ we get
the Boolean equation

CIO~

DEPRESSIVE ILLNESS m
Cfatal accident ~CLE~~ ~survival guilt ~PSfl~ ~heredity~
Cother necessa ry causes t etgt Iconstitution ~ ~

As stated above~ one of the properties of a biological causal chain is the fact that the
ultimate effect~ i~ct the disease~ is expected to occur only if all causal factors which
constitute the links of that chain are present~ As soon as even only one of those
necessary conditions is lacking~ or when it does not attain its threshold value~ then
the effect will not occurt This means that for individual cases Boolean logical
multiplication can be replaced by common algebraic multiplicationt
For~ according to an additive model~ calculation of the causal percentages of the separate

za S~ Freud was well aware of multiconditionality ~ With regard to the interlocking between
inheritance and experience ~ which he considered to be the two main sets of determinants
of neurosis ~ he introduced the term Icomplemental seriest ff rg kizungsreihe ~ in German~
~Freud~ l I l bt l Il~t
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factors would have to be based upon the formula~
E k ffect~m A~ f AZ ft~~~t Ao t ~ f A~ f C
However ~ according to this formula the absence of only one factor~ e ~ g~ A ~ would never
yield the outcome of E~O ~itet no illness ~~~ which is in contradiction to the concept of the
causal chaint
We must~ therefore~ assume that for the assessment of individual causality the
following general formula appliesi
~ l I~

DISEASE m ~A ~ x A~ x ~~ t ~x A ~t ~ x AJ X C

In accordance with the binary or ~all~or~nothing~ character of the causative factors ~
the la tter are represented in this formula as dichotomous variables which can only
attain th e values t l t ~~presentt~ or V C~ absent~ j ~ This mean s that disease does not occur
Ci~e~ DISEASEm Oj as soon as one of the factors on the ri ght side of the equation is
lacking ~i ~ e ~ if A~n m O~~
The term ~C~ in formula C l l ~ represents a factor or a set of factors which current
scientific opinion would designate as ~idiopathict ~I~ I constitutional~ ~not to be
confused with ~genetic~~ ~ or ~causes yet to be discovered ~~ It may also represent
~ absence of a protective factor yet to be discovered~t ffor~ as soon as this factor
would be detected it should be entered ~ albeit in its negative form~ as an additional
factor AX into formula C l ljt~zs
A retrospective analysis by Oei and Zwart C I IgO~ of the literature about the
interaction between Iprovoking agentt t etg ~ a recent object~loss ~ and the
Ivulnerability factor~ as conceived by Brown and Harris ~l M~~ strongly supports the
above re as oningt In many respects the ~provoking agentl resembles our concept of
Congruent Life Event CCLE~ in that it reactivates repressed memori es of~ etg~~ early
traumatic loss and~ as such ~ may precipitate a psychobiological disturb an cet C See
~ l tZt~t~ Oei and Zwart were able to show that Vulnerability factort and ~provoking
agent~ influences cannot simply be juxtaposed according to an additive model~ th at
is~ by adding up their respective influences~ Instead~ the salient point is an interaction
based on a multiplicative model~ a combination of two recent ~provoking agen d
created a disease~ri sk ~ in this part icular case th e risk of developing a depression ~
of only Hoo~ whereas the combination of one ~provoking agent~ and one Vulnerability
factor~ created a risk about three times as high ~ namely ZqOo~
When applying the above considerations to the bus driver~ s case our conclusion
should th erefore unequivocally run as follows~ notwithstanding the presence of a
heredita ryfactor and ofa psychogenic vulnerabili ty~ this man would not have fallen

is In the statistical analysis of comparative research involving a number of individuals the
tenn ~C~ would represent the unexplained variance~
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ill without the rcongruent~ traumatic experience of the fatal accident ~ This means
that th e medical expe rt was not ri ght in advising rejection of the bus driver~s claim
for a disabili ty pension~
The following case history is quite illustrative for the existing confusion surrounding
the forensic~psychiatric assessment of postttraumatic disturbanceZbt

Case XIII
A veteran of the war in the former Dutch East Indies ~l g~l ~~I gSO~ applied
to the Ministry of Defence for a disability pension because ofhis incapacity to
work in addition to marital discorcl severe depressions~ andflashbacks and
nightmares in which he relived his wartime experiencest
The veteran~s claim was rejected on the basis of a psychiatric experts
appraisal~ saying that his illness had been primarily caused by the early death
ofhis mother and by the subsequent disruption of his family of origin andl as
such~ had nothing to do with his service in the Dutch East Indies~
At the time~ he was an army sergeant heading a small group of soldiers and
as such~ had functioned intelligently and courageously~ After two years of
service he had quite suddenly become withdrawn and quarrelsome and had to
be eventually removed from his post after having assaulted an officer~
From that moment on~ his condition had deteriorated still further and he
was repatriated to the Netherlandst He took up his old job again andfunc~
tioned in a generally satisfactory manner~ until he was admitted to a
psychiatric ward in a state of apathy and depressiont At this point his eldest
son was I J years old~ A maternal uncle had suffered from recurrent
depressionst
Past histo ry ~
His mother had died when he was I Z years old~ Hisfatherfelt unable to take
responsibili ty for him and the other five childrent They were all sent to
Catholic boarding schools~ where the patient was forced to endure the sexual
advances ofthe prior ~ On two occasions he had tried to escape from the school
but each time he was sent back by the policet
His deterioration during army~service was immediately preceded by an
incident with an officer whom he had caught in the act of stealing ~ The man
had pressed his finger against his lips indicating to him that he should keep
quiet about it~ just as the prior of the boarding school who abused him had
donet

zb This man was seen by me at the request of a
governmental Dutch organisation which
looks after the interests of war veteranst
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This case history is instructive in the first place~ because it illustrates the danger of
adhering too strictly to a monoconditional way of thinking which in this case was
based upon a psycho~deterministic and unduly simplified model of coping with
stresst To this must be added~ however~ that the examining psychiatrist had seen this
man only for about one hour~ and that the patient had not trusted this doctor enough
to confide to him both the sexual abuse and the scene with the stealing officerZ~
Perhaps~ the examining psychiatrist might have seen the connection once he had
known these facts~ The man only dared to confide these secrets to me after I had
invited him for a second time and had been able to build up some sort of working
allianceZg with him CDe Graaf and Van der Molen~ IgHg~t We psychiatrists should
abandon the outdated and omnipotent attitude ~ also ascribed to us by the outside
world ~ of the ~man with the X~ray eyes~ who is able to get to the bottom of a patient~s
mystery in such a short time~ The complexity of the subject matter~ as well as the
patientts fear to tell the truth about himself and others and his feelings of guilt and
shame are compelling enough reasons to adopt a modest and cautious attitude in this
respect~ Experts~ examinations which last for only one hour or less~ or examinations
which consist mainly of having the patient fill out a PTSD questionnaire or other
check~lists~ completely miss the mark~ In most cases it may even be necessary to see
the patient for a second timet
Countertransference reactions on the part of the examining psychiatrist may
strongly impede the assessment processt This subject~ however~ lies beyond the
scope of this Chaptert For further reading~ see Op den Velde~ Koerselman~ and Aarts
~lgg~l~
The above considerations are especially called for in cases where one is dealing
with a person who has psychically broken down after having functioned properly for
quite a long time~ In cases like this ~ which are very common ~ one must never settle
for ~causes~ such as~ etgt~ tunipolar disordert~ but should actively seek precipitating
familial or occupational moments which could have served as a congruent lifetevent
~CLE~ for reactivating a former traumatic conflict or event ~PSF~ which hitherto had
remained split~off or repressed~ In order to be able to make such a connection one
cannot manage without conducting an in~depth study of the biographical anamnesis
~De Graaf and Van der Molen~ Iggg~t
Also in the veteran~s case one must take into account the existence of a set of
causal factors ~ the so~called ~causal chain~ ~ in which each non~redundant causal
factor forming part of that chain constitutes a necessary condition in the sense of an
INUS~condition as conceived by Mackie ~see ~ltb~It seems~ therefore~ most
reasonable to assume that the veteran~s depression has been evoked by a ~causal
z ~ It is not so far~fetched to assume that the demand for secrecy imposed upon him by both
the prior and the officer~ and the fear of breaking this pledge~ may have worked through
even during this medical interview~ ffhis loyalty to the perpetrator is a frequently occurring
resistance in victims of violence~j
zH Those colleagues who are unduly afraid of ~secondary gain~ motives may object to this
viewt
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chaint consisting of the following factors and events~ ~ l ~ a past histo ry which has
sensitised the person concern ed to cert ain specifi c I congru entl experiences in later
life ~ C Z~ a possible familial predisposition towards depressive reactions~ ~ I ~ a
Congruent Life Event causing the recurrence of repressed memories about a severe
psychotraumic experiencet
The first one of these factors It a past history which has sensitised the person
concerned to certain specific Icongruent ~ experiences in later lifel ~ clearly meets our
definition of the Personal Sensitisation Factor C PSF~ CDe Graaf and Van der Molen ~
lg ~ Section ltZ~
The contribution to pathogenesis of each component cause within one and the
same sufficient cause must be IOOoo C Rothman~ IIHb~~ For the above clinical
example the implication of this statement is that to all three factors~ recent traurna~~
~past histo ry~~ and ~familial predispositiod~ causal weights of lOO~ o must be awardedd
This rule of thumb runs~ however~ very much counter to the fashionable and
tintuitive ~~ but in fact I pre~scientific ~~ opinion which holds that ce rtain ~component~
causes might be less impo rtant th an other ones ~ and as such should be appraised at
a lower Icausal percentage~ t Which one of the factors will be so rt ed out as the most~
and which one as the less influential pathogenic agent depends~ then~ very rruch on
the emotional~ juridical and sociological context in which the assessment of causality
takes place ~ and on both the position and th e emotional attitude of the researcher or
assessor towards th is contextt Thus~ in th e bus driver~s case the examining physici an
had rejected the plaintiffs claim on th e grounds that the patient~ s illness was mainly
due to a I hereditary tainting~ or an t endogenous factortt Therefore ~ in fact this
problem belongs more to the realm of the ~sociology of sciencet than to that of
science itself~
Summarising ~ it may be stated that in individual causali ty assessments~ such as
those required for medico~legal issues ~ detection of a meaningful association
between a precipitating life~event CCLE~ and a PSF in its quali ty of an intern alised
early traumatic object~relationship ~ offers a powerful argument in suppo rt of a
positive causal relationship of th e illness with both PSF and CLE ~ According to the
laws govern ing individual causality~ both PSF and CLE contribute lOO Io to the
causation of the illness~ From a purely scientific point of view~ th erefore~ neither the
causal role of the CLE~ nor th at of the PSF should be trivialised since ~ according to
th is model~ bo th PSF and CLE are necessa ry conditions for precipitating the illnesszg~

Zg We can compare the trigger~event or CLE with a fuse and the PSF wi th a powder keg~
From a merely causal point of view one cannot say which of the two~ Tuse~ or Ipowder keg~~
is th e more important~
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Chapter V
First and Second Generation Psychotraumatic
Determinants of Psychiatric and Psychosomatic
Disease
the failure to identify the role of intentional~causal
processes in established medical diagnoses has led to
a rather narrow concept ofbiological psychiatryt ~
~Bolton and Hill ~ IIIb ~ p ~ ZbS~

Chapter V is devoted to some clinical applications of the multiconditional approach
advocated in the foregoing Chapterst It also contains proposals for further research
based upon previous research findings of myself and others~
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Summary~
This Section consists of a discussion of the possible interaction between geneticf
infectious~ psychoneuroimmunological and psychodynamic factors in the causation
of Multiple Sclerosis ~MS~t It also contains the results of an earlier study which was
published in lgga ~De Graaf~ ThtK~~ Aghassy~ G ~~ and Van Walbeek~ H~K~~ l Ig~~
At present~ evidence has accumulated that the destruction of the myelinl sheaths in
MS is the result of an auto~immune processt Childhood exposure to a virus ~either
non~specific~ or latent respt retrovirusft~related~ and the formation of a persistent
antigen~tissue complex may have set the autoimmune reaction in motion CAgius and
Arnason~ l gg l ~ Johnson~ l IHS~t One of the most important indications that
childhood exposure to a viral agent could be a necessary condition for the
development of the disease is the observed north~south gradient in the geographical
distribution of MS ~ which roughly corresponds to the distribution of viral diseases~
such as measles~ Research with twins CEbers et al~~ l ggb ~ Kinnunen et al~~ I gSS~ and
the meticulous assessment of prevalence rates of MS among the relatives of MS
patients CSadovnick~ Baird~ and Ward~ I ISH~ Sadovnick and Macleod~ lgSl~~ as well
as discoveries regarding associations between the susceptibility to MS and certain
genetically determined peculiarities of the Major Histocompatibility Complex~ have
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now established beyond reasonable doubt that in many~ if not all cases of MS a
genetic factor must play a causal rolet It is~ however~ highly likely that the disease
is etiologicallyl heterogeneous ~Myrianthopoulos~ IIgS~~ which means that in
different individuals different genotypes are operativet A rather low penetrance of
the genetic factor or factors in MS has also led geneticists to believe in the necessity
of the contribution of environmental factors to the causation of MS
~Myrianthopoulos~ l ggS~~
The possible influence of psychic trauma or severe stress preceding the onset or
exacerbation of symptoms has long been a matter of debate~ As early as I HbS ~
Charcot had noticed that grief~ worry~ and adverse changes in social life might be
causally connected with the onset of the disease~ Ever since~ anecdotal evidence
about the existence of such a connection has continued to appear in the literature
~Grinker~ Ham~ and Robbins~ IgSO~ Langworthy I ISO~ MeiJal~ Meyerowitz~ and
Engel~ l M ~ Philippopoulos~ Wittkower~ and Cousineau~ IISH~ ~

However~ a major disadvantage of these studies was the lack of an adequate
control group~ If we abandon the search for a specific premorbid psychiatric or
character pathology ~ which~ in fact~ cannot be ascertained ~ and~ instead~ direct our
attention to the developmental psychological characteristics~ including the parent~
child relationship~ then certain patterns do~ indeed~ emerge from the descriptions in
the literaturet These descriptions all come from authors who have gained much
experience in the psychological treatment and management of MS patients
~Bastiaans l W~ MeiJal et alt l M ~ Paulley I IHS~t They noticed the premorbid
existence of a specific vulnerability~ which in their view was due to a failure to
separate emotionally from parents or parent surrogates~ As Paulley ~lgBS ~ p ~ gO~ put
it ~ ~ t ~ Such patients may speak of their childhood environment as cosy like a cocoon
but for all that as restrictive as a steel cage~It As a consequence~ these children
remain exceptionally sensitive to loss of love or of love~objects~ but on the other
hand they are also in constant fear of losing their autonomyt This paradoxical
position has been designated by Paulley as the dilemma of ~separation~engulfinenttt

In an in~depth ~multiple W l studyt comprising a sample of ten MS patients we
found evidence of severe childhood trauma in the histories of five of the seven
women~ Child abuse~ both sexual~ physical~ and mental~ had frequently occurredt On
the other hand~ none of the three men had been subject to such mental or physical
crueltyt However~ the fathers of these three men had been aloof and taciturn personst
The patients had felt compelled to take over from their fathers the burden of
responsibility for their mothers and siblingst This parentification had seriously
impeded their emotional growth and had prevented them from separating in a
healthy way from their families of origin ~De Graaf~ lMd~ De Graaf et al~~ l
In nine of the ten cases we were able to ascertain that the mothers had themselves
been severely traumatised as a child ~abuse~ sexual assault~ rejection~~ This finding
At the time we concentrated solely on the psychological factors and did not inquire about
possible somatic factors such as heredity and childhood infectionst Hence ~ the Boolean
approach brought forward in Cht IV could not be applied to these data~
I zo

was parallelled by the patients~ narratives about their mothers~ conduct and attitude~
in most cases we could distil from the story either the picture of a more or less
severely withdrawn woman~ or that of an aggressively paranoid and accusing one~
It was hypothesised that~ should this finding be replicated in a larger and controlled
study~ one might be dealing here with a genuine ~second generationt effectt In nine
out of ten cases we were able to determine with reasonable certainty that the onset
of the disease or acute exacerbations thereof had been preceded by events in the
previous year which posed a serious threat to the selfesteem or to the emotional
security system of the individual concerned~ They were mainly events in the realm
of family lifet
As it seems~ these psychological and psychodynamic considerations might resolve
some of the contradictions and riddles raised by the epidemiological and genetic
studies on MS ~ or they might provide an alternative explanation which would be less
forced~ An example of this could be the study of Swank~ Lersted~ Strom~ and Backer
C IISZ~ who found a high incidence of MS amongst Jewish refugees who during
World War II had fled from the occupied countries to Switzerlandt The authors
attributed this finding to a dietary factor~ namely the much higher ingestion of fats
and proteins as opposed to the situation in the occupied countries of Europet As we
now know these refugees felt very guilty and worried about the fate of those they
had abandoned~ and this first generation effect could have been Cat least in part~ a
causal factor in its own rightt A second example is the observed difference in MS
prevalence rates between Kuwaitis and Palestinians living in Kuwait~ namely being
higher in the latter ~Al~Din et alt~ lggO~t This difference might very well be
explained by a first as well as a second generation effect owing to the uprooting of
Palestinian families rather than by a putative genetic difference~ as Al~Din and his
co~workers presumedZ~ Generally speaking~ ignoring the possibility of
psychotraumatic experiences as a causal factor in its own right might lead to
erroneous conclusions regarding the causal influence of certain other variables
which~ in reality~ might only have been covarying ~ or ldragged alongt ~ with the
psychological variablet

This Section concludes with the concept of a case~control study in which the
control group consists of patients suffering from a spinal cord lesion caused by a
disease or an accident~ in which any causal involvement of psychological factors ~
etgt taccident proneness~ t can be decisively ruled outt Whenever possible the
controls should be matched for gender~ age group~ marital status and duration of the
illness~
The semi~structured intdepth interviews are conducted by means of the Childhood
Trauma Odds Inventory C ChTOI~~ ite~ a questionnaire containing questions about
possible traumatic occurrences in the life of the patient and in that of his or her
z See in this connection also p ~ ii~ where I hypothesised a causal link between the
occurrence of juvenile delinquency as a second generation effect in allochtonous youth~ and
parental trauma from having been uprooted from their own cultural and family
backgroundst
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siblings and parents which are open to verification and objectivation~ From this
questionnaire~ subjective and possibly threatening questions concerning the
individualts own character and the characters and behaviour of the parents are either
entirely omitted~ or are ~smuggledt into an enumeration of possible diseases and
impairments in the respondentts own family and that of the parents~ including such
items as diabetes~ CVA~ hypertension~ alcoholism~ strange or aberrant behaviour~
mental illness~ child battering~ ócc~t
On the basis of the answers to the questionnaire two Childhood Trauma Scores
can be constructed~ that is Ca~ an Actual Childhood Trauma Score kACTS~~ and ~b~
a Transgenerational or Possible Childhood Trauma Score ~TPCTS~t The ACTS is
composed of items referring to traumatic events in the life of the child itself~ the
TPCTS refers either to traumatic events in the histories of the parents or to familial
factors known to increase the probability of childhood adversity~ such as being an
only child~ a ~late arrival~~ or being an only boy amidst three or more sisterst
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Introduction

Multiple sclerosis is a severe debilitating disease of the Central Nervous System
~CNS~ ~ It is characterised by the onset~ usually in early adult life~ of neurological
disturbances referrable to lesions which may be located anywhere in the CNS ~ with
irregular fluctuating periods of exacerbation and apparent improvement or
quiescencet Symptoms include sudden motor andlor sensory disturbances~ andlor
impaired vision~ and are often transient~ Psychic disturbances are common and may
include depressive states~ maniacal excitement~ and~ in longstanding cases~ euphoria
with little or no insight into the gravity of the patient~s own condition or disability~
Impairment of information~processing may create a clinical picture of pseudoa
dementiat
The course is varied and unpredictablet In almost all cases there is a remission of
the initial symptomst However~ with each recurrence of a symptom the chances of
remission decrease~ Remissions may last for months or years~ Total survival time
after the onset of symptoms may vary from lO to ~O years~

Neuro~anatomically~ irregular patches of demyelinationl~ varying in size from a few
millimeters to several centimeters~ are found in the brain and spinal cord~ with a
predilection for the white mattert
At present~ evidence has accumulated that the destruction of the myelin sheaths
of the nerve~fibres in MS may be the result of an auto~immune processt
It seems that in the genesis of at least some psychiatric and somatic diseases Csuch
as depressive illness or Coronary Heart Disease~~ the INUS~ conditions constituting
the causal chain include hereditary~ immunological and biochemical~ as well as
psychological factors CGorman and Kertzner~ l gg l~ t
There is~ by now~ sufficient evidence that emotional factors also play a causal role
j

See Chapter IVt
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in the genesis and onset of some somatic diseases~ Most probably~ the immune
system and its intricate connections with the CNS through neurohormones and direct
innervation~ as well as the entire autonomic nervous system~ together constitute the
core of the postulated interface between ~psyche~ and Isomat ~Gorman and Kertzner~
llgl~ Hellhammer~ Florin~ and Weiner~ llgg~ Stroebe and Stroebe~ lgg~~The past
decade has seen the appearance of a number of reports suggesting that in autot
immune diseases such as multiple sclerosis~ emotional factors may also play a
relatively important causal role ~Foley et alt~ lggZ~ Grant et alt~ lgSg~ Paulley~ IgSS ~
Steinman~ IIg l ~ Warren et al~~ IIHZ~t
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The influence of somatic factors in MSt Once more ~ the concepts of
multiconditionali ty and multicausali ty

By now~ considerable evidence has been collected as to both the multicausal
~heterogeneous~ and the multiconditional causation of MS ~Compston and
Sadovnick~ lglZ~t

In Chapter IV~ ~multiconditionality~ was defined as the cooperation or interaction
of several component causes in producing an illness in one and the same individualt
By ~multicausality~ or ~heterogeneity I mean the diversity of causes of one and the
same illness from one individual to anothert Since the distinction between these two
concepts is very crucial when handling and interpreting epidemiological results
~Rothman~ lgHb~ see also Chapter IV of this book~~ I shall illustrate this by another
examplet Suppose clinical observation and epidemiological research concerning a
certain disease have succeeded in isolating four possible pathogenic agents ~a~~ ~b~~
~c~~ and C d~t However~ as it seems these agents operate only in the following clusters~
f~a~Cb~Cd~~~ ffaXb~Cc~j~ and ftb~Cc~Cd~j~ Each one of these causal clusters is~ in
itself~ a sufficient condition for causing the disease in individuals who qualify for
that specific clustert Thus~ we might imagine the following distribution of these
clusters in a sample of lOO affected individuals~
iía~íbXd~i~ ZO
iíaÍíb~CcÍj t SO
~íbÍíc~íd~i~ ~ o
Since the factor Cb~ appears in all three clusters we may call it an absolutely necessary
condition~ or a necessary condition in the epidemiological senset Within one and the same
cluster each one of the factors is necessary to produce the effect and~ hence~ they can be
designated as so~called INUS conditionst ~See Section A~ bt~ In individual cases one is
exclusively dealing with multiconditionality~ whereas when dealing with the distribution
of the causal factors over the whole sample or population~ both multicausality and
multiconditionality are pertinent~

Research with twins CEbers et al~~ lgHb~ Kinnunen et alt~ lggS~ and the meticulous
assessment of prevalence rates of MS among the relatives of MS patients ~Sadovnick
l ~j

and Macleod~ I gS I ~ Sadovnick et aL~ I gHS~~ as well as discoveries regarding
associations between the susceptibility to MS and certain genetically determined
peculiarities of the Major Histocompatibility Complex~ have now established beyond
reasonable doubt that in many if not alla cases of MS a genetic factor must play a
causal rolet It is~ however~ highly likely that the disease is etiologically
heterogeneous ~Myrianthopoulos~ I ISS~~ which means that in different individuals
different genotypes are operatives~
The rather low penetrance of the genetic factor or factors in MS has also led
geneticists to believe in the necessity of a contribution from environmental factors
in the causation of MS ~Myrianthopoulos~ I gSS~ ~ The observed north~south gradients
in the geographical distribution of MS ~ and their reversal on the Southern
Hemisphere ~ with higher prevalence and mortality rates at higher latitudes ~also
apparent in low~incidence races~ have remained a consistent finding throughout
epidemiological research CKurtzke~ I ISS~ ~ Potential predictor variables which might
be Idragged along~ by geographical latitude~ such as annual solar radiationf mean
annual sunshine hours~ or July relative humidity~ were all cancelled out using logistic
multiple regression~ leaving geographical latitude as the only potent predictor
CNorman~ lIH~~ Norman~ Kurtzke~ and Beebe~ lgS l ~t
However~ the most conclusive evidence of the contribution of an environmental
factor to pathogenesis was offered by the so~called migration studiest Kurtzke
C IIHS~ summarised the evidence from these studies by stating that~ in general~
immigrants from high~ or medium~risk going to low~risk areas had tended to retain
much~ but not all~ of the risk associated with their birth~place~ whereas low~risk area
to high~risk area migrants had increased their risk of contracting MSt In a study by
Elian~ Nightingale~ and Dean C lggO~ ~ first generation offspring of immigrants to the
United Kingdom from Africa~ India and the West Indies Cwhich all have low
prevalences of MS~ showed a high prevalence of MS~ of a similar order to that
occurring in the general population of Englandbt

In view of the central place of the immune system~ both in the genetics of MS and
in the pathophysiology leading to the demyelination process MS ~see afterwards~~

a It might be possible that in the sotcalled sporadic cases of MS the genetic factor or
factors play a less important role or even no role at alL HLA haplotypes~ qualifying for
susceptibility to MS occur considerably less often in relatives of sporadic cases than in
families with more than one individual affected ~Bertrams and Kuwert~ lgllb~ Stewart~
Mcleod~ Basten~ and Bashir~ IIHI~See in this respect also what was said about
multiconditionality and multicausalityt
S Mis means that also in epidemiological genetic studies on MS one should account for
the effects of non~additivity or of non~interaction as a direct consequence of multicausality~
rather than considering this to be the result of an intrinsic property of the genome~ such as
etg~ poligenicityt
b This finding may as well be due to a ~second generation~ effect following the uprooting
of the parentst CSee hereafter~~
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the hypothesis that this exogenous factor could consist of exposure to an infectious
agent during childhood~ presumably a virus~ deserves serious attention CJohnson~
IIHS~ In fact~ quite a few clinical findings and facts could support this view~ To
mention only some of the most important argumentsi
l~ The observed north~south gradient in the distribution of MS very roughly equals
the geographical spread of some very common viral infections such as measles or
adenoviruses~
Z~ Children from the more developed countries~ and of higher socio~economic status~
which might be concurrent with the north~south gradient~ tend to acquire certain
viral infections at a later age~ when the clinical manifestations are more severe~
Thus~ Sullivan~ Vischer~ and Detels ~Igggj found in three case~control samples that
the MS patients had a history of measles at a later age than the controlst

I~ Studies of immune response have uniformly suggested an abnormal response to
viral antigens~ especially those of measles~ in MS patients CJohnson~ IISS~ ~
However~ none of these antigens is specific for MS and the findings differ from
patient to patientt
~ ~ Measles virus is known to infect peripheral blood leukocytes and to alter immune
responses~ In measles encephalomyelitis~ which has a pathological appearance
remarkably similar to that found in MS ~ and in experimental allergic
encephalomyelitis~ the induction of this autoimmune disease occurs without viral
invasion of the CNSt In this disease~ demyelination is thought to result from a
deregulation of the normal suppression of responses against myelin proteins~ which
may be associated with viral infection of peripheral immunocompetent cells
CJohnson~ IgHS~t
When summarising the evidence~ Johnson C IgHS~ reached the conclusion that It t
Virus may be a co factor interacting with the immune system leading to multiple
sclerosis I Cp ~ a~ I ~t Ultimately~ he does not even rule out the possibility It t t t that
childhood exposure is not to an infectious agent at all~ but to some otherfactor that
leads to both demyelinating disease and abnormal production of viral antibodies~
~Johnson~ IgSS ~ pt ll Z~ ~

S~ l~J Possible psychological factors
The initial attack as well as subsequent relapses of MS may occur following acute
infections~ physical trauma~ vaccination or serum injections~ or pregnancy~ The
possible influence of psychic trauma or severe stress preceding the onset or
exacerbation of symptoms has since long been a matter of debate~ As early as l Hbs
Charcot had noticed that grief~ worry~ and adverse changes in social life might be
I TS

causally connected with the onset of the disease~ Ever since~ anecdotal evidence
about the existence of such a connection has continued to appear in the literature
~Grinker~ Ham~ and Robbins~ IgSO~ Langworthy~ IISO~ Mei~Tal~ Meyerowitz~ and
Engel~ I M ~ Philippopoulos~ Wittkower~ and Cousineau~ I ISS~t However~ a major
disadvantage of these studies was the lack of an adequate control group~ Of the
controlled studies on this subject I can enumerate that of Pratt C lgS l~~ who did not
find a significant connection between preceding life stress and onset or exacerbation
of MS~ the study of Antonovsky et al~ ~lgbS~ ~ who found a weak statistical
relationshipj and the studies of Warren~ Greenhill~ and Warren~ ~ lggZj ~ Grant et alt
C I Igg~~ and Franklin~ Nelson~ Heaton~ Burks~ and Thompson ~lgHg ~ as cited in Grant
et al~ ~ ~ each of these showing a positive relationship~~
It was not until the teighties that clinicians were willing to recognise the possible
influence of Cseverej psychological stress in luxating acute exacerbations or even the
onset of symptoms of MS ~Poser~ I IHS J t

One of the problems which is much less amenable to systematic and
methodologically sound research is the question of the existence of premorbid
personality or character pathology~ Some authors~ especially those of the
psychoanalytical school of thought~ have stressed the preponderance of neurotic
conflictt in the premorbid personalities of MS patients CGroen~ Prick~ and Bastiaans~
llV ~ Jelliffe~ lgZl~ Langworthy~ lg~U ~ IISO~ Langworthy~ Kolb~ and Androq
lll l~t However~ these studies were based upon observations in relatively small
patient samples which might have been biased in favour of more severe personality
pathology~ and lacked the necessary comparison with a control group~ Authors who
used a more sophisticated methodological approach did not find significant evidence
of the existence of an univocal premorbid character pathology ~Philippopoulos et al~~
lgSS~ Pratt~ llSl~~
If one abandons the search for a specific premorbid psychiatric or character
pathology and~ instead~ directs one~s attention to developmental psychological
characteristics~ including the parent~child relationship~ then certain patterns do~
indeed~ emerge from the descriptions in the literaturet These descriptions all issue
from authors who had gained much experience in the psychological treatment and
management of MS patients CGroen et al~~ ll V~ Mei~Tal et alt~ l M~ Paulley~
I IHS J t They noticed the premorbid existence of a specific vulnerability~ which in
their view was due to a failure to separate emotionally from parents or parent
surrogates~ As Paulley C lgóS ~ pt gO J puts it ~ttSuch patients may speak of their
childhood environment as cosy like a cocoon~ butfor all that as restrictive as a steel
The many methodological and theoretical problems connected with this form of research
are pointed out by Warren et alt C lggl~t They discuss the problem of circularityi the
patientls answers about events preceding a relapse may be predicted by~ rather than being
a true predictor of his present conditiont Secondly~ disease activity without clear
neurological signs and symptoms ~ for instance~ fatiguability ~ may already influence the
patientts conduct at home or at his work~ creating so to speak the life events which~ then~
could erroneously be held responsible for the exacerbation of symptomst As it seems~ the
investigation of Grant et alt ~l Igg~ is relatively free of such misleading factors~
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caget It
As a consequence~ these children remain exceptionally sensitive to loss of love
or of love~objects ~ but on th e o th er hand th ey are also in constant fear of losing th eir
autonomyt This paradoxical position has been designated by Paulley as the dilemma
of Iseparation~engulfinenY~ During later life ~ a more or less radical expe ri ence which
imitates or dramatises either of these poles could~ then~ se rve as a trigger~ eliciting
a strong emotional reaction or even psychiat ri c or psychosomatic symptomst
The desc ri ptions by Paulley and Mei~Tal are ve ry reminiscent of problems
emanating from a disturbed separation~individuation process as described by Mahler
~lgbg~t As brought forward by me in Ch ~ III ~ the same problems regarding
separation~individuation have been obse rved in the offspring of parents who had
undergone persecution an d lor had lost many of their relativest Sometimes the
prolonged and exaggerated separation anxiety in these subjects was certainly the
result of an imminent threat of being abandoned~ rejected~ or severely punished by
th e parent when going one~s own way ~ However~ according to reports in the literature
as well as in my own expe ri ence~ one may encounter m any cases in which the patient
as a child had felt ve ry responsible for a widowed or divorced parent ~ for a I first~
generationl parent who was him~ or herself severely traumatised~ or simply for the
parentst bad marriage ~ These children had covertly become Itheir parent ~s parent~ ~De
Graaf~ II~S~ l~~ lgg ~ lb~t In these cases the patientts dependence on his or her
parents purpo rted to fulfil the parentls dependency needs ~ whereas deep in their
hearts th ese patients had remained emotionally distant and afraid of receiving love
and affection~ since th is would render them even more indebted and exposed to the
claims and infantile dem an ds of the parent concernedt ff his is exactly the fear of
tentrapment ~ C Mei~Tal et alt ~ I W O~ or of ~engulfin ent~ as described by Paulley~ ~ In
fact~ patients of th is category show th e characteristic features of what has been called
parentification of the childt

Specifically~ th e conflict between dependency on~ or responsibility for~ th e parent
on the one han d an d the urge for individuation an d autonomy on the other had placed
the patient with his or her back to the wall~ making him or her feel utterly powerlesst
Whenever a life~event had occurred in which th is situation was re~experienced this
could give ri se to the Igiving up ~ given up complexl as Engel C l glTl~ has called it~
in which the same feelings of despair and helplessness emerged which the patient
had endured as a childt
Our own orienting study on premorbid traumatic experiences in multiple sclerosis
rW~

In the context of a I multiple Nm F study~ in~depth inte rv iews were conducted with
lO MS patients who visited an out~patient clinic for MS ~De Graaf et al~~ I gl~jThe
purpose of this study was to as certain whe th er in this small sample the incidence of
childhood an d adolescent trauma would be of such a degree as to justify mo re
extensive and conclusive research on a larger sample by also using a control group ~
It was decided beforehand that we should confine our pilot study to a thorough
l~~

investigation of l O MS patients~ One of us ~Dr~ Van Walbeek~~ a neurologist who
has specialised in MS ~ whould ask patients consulting him if they were willing to
participate in the study~ At the same time the patient received a letter in which he or
she was asked to participate in a study ~about the emotional processes occurring at
the onset and during the course of the illnesst~ Whenever a patient agreed to be
interviewed by us~ an appointment was made to visit the patient at his or her homet
The interviews were conducted on the basis of a questionnaire containing questions
about

a~ the extent and course of the illness~
b~ the personal relationship with parents and sibs as well as the character and
behaviour of the parents~
c~ the relationship between parents and grandparents~
d~ traumatic experiences in the patientts youth~
e~ traumatic experiences of the parents Cincluding early loss of siblings or parents~
warfare~ persecution~ child abuse~ child neglect~ ácc~~~
f~ a description of the patient~s own character~
g~ specific stressors experienced by the patient in the year preceding the onset or
exacerbation of symptoms~
h~ diseases occurring in the patientts familyt
The interviews lasted for approximately Z~ZIV~ hours~ Each patient was informed
that he or she had the right to stop the interview~ or to refrain from answering certain
questions~ whenever the subject was felt to be too embarrassing or anxiety~
provoking~ We also offered the possibility of receiving some form of aftercare in the
event of serious emotional upheaval following the interview~
Actually~ bOoo of all the patients who visited the neurologist~s office hours were
requested to participate in the study~ The reason for this selection was the
neurologist~s fear that some patients might be unduly encumbered by the interview~
hence~ patients who were found to be depressed or very labile were not approached
by himt The fmal sample consisted of ~ females and ~ males~ Their ages ranged from
Zb to ~ l years~ with an average of U~~ years~
Originally ~ we had planned to conduct a controlled study by comparing the life histo ri es
of a group of MS patients with those of a control group of individuals suffering from a
spinal cord lesion after an injury to th e spine caused by an accident~ In this way we
would be able to control for a contamination of the respondent~s answers by his present
disabilityt At the same time we were also able to circumvent the me thodological
problem of having to probe a healthy individual~s memo ry about events th at had
occurred during the six mon ths preceding a reference date several years previously ~
when noth ing special had happened to him or hert However~ while planning th e research
project we envisaged the problem that fund~raising for the project would be made
difficult because of th e tentative an d rather unprecedented nature of our assumptions ~
We decided~ th erefore~ to conduct a ~ multiple N~lt study in the form of preliminary
research on a small ran dom sample of MS patients ~ If in th is sample we might already
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find a relatively large frequency of traumatic childhood experiences~ the efforts and
expenses of the main project would~ in our opinion~ prove worthwhile~
The family backgrounds of the seven women in the sample were in general
characterised by severe marital discord of the parents~ Frequently~ the girl had
served as a sort of Ilightning conductort for the aggressive tension between her
parentst For all that~ the girl had continued to feel responsible for her family~
members~ well~being~ often well into adult lifet Child abuse~ both sexual and mental~
had frequently occurred~

The fathers of all three men in our sample had been aloof and taciturn persons~
The patients had taken over from their fathers the burden of responsibility for their
mothers and siblings~ This parentification had seriously impeded their emotional
growth and had prevented them from separating in a healthy way from their families
of origint
The most important findings with respect to the family backgrounds of the ten
patients are summarised in Table St L Items whose frequencies most probably exceed
those to be expected in the general Dutch population are represented by italics~
In nine of the ten cases we were able to ascertain that the mothers had themselves
been severely traumatised as a child ~abuse~ sexual assault~ rejection~~ This finding
was parallelled by the patients~ narratives about their mothersl conduct and attitude~
in most cases we could distil from the story either the picture of a more or less
severely withdrawn woman~ or that of an aggressively paranoid and accusing one~
It was hypothesised that~ should this finding be replicated in a larger and controlled
study~ we might be dealing here with a genuine ~second generationt effectt the
parentts hostility towards his or her own parents had had to be vigorously repressed~
and was subsequently projected onto their own child~ which consequently turned into
the one who ~allegedly~ ~could either reject or attack its parent~~ As a consequence
the parent kept him~ or herself emotionally distant from his or her ldangeroust child
~and might even maltreat it~~ yet~ at the same time needed to constantly reassure him~
or herself of the childts love and dedication ~De Graaf I M~ I I M~t In nine out of
ten cases we were able to determine with reasonable certainty that the onset of the
disease or acute exacerbations thereof had been preceded by events in the previous
year which posed a serious threat to the self esteem or to the emotional security
system of the individual concernedt These were mainly events in the realm of family
life~ Examples of this were~ attempted suicide of a sister~ being harassed by her own
father at her work~ hospitalisation of a demented father in a nursing home~
imprisonment of an only brother~ death or serious illness of a parent~ In quite a few
cases the partner~ too~ had had to endure considerable hardship in the year preceding
the onset or exacerbation of the MS~ such as illness~ occupational problems~ or
abortiont COne elderly lady for instance developed a blindness in the same eye in
which her husband had developed an ulcer after having been wounded by a metal
splinter some months before at the factoryt~

Special mention is deserved by the following phenomenont in six of the ten cases
we were able to convince ourselves that the site of the first neurological lesion
IN

corresponded exactly to the organ or body~part which had been the focus of a
psychotraumatic experience~ This event could have occurred either recently or
during childhood~ or botht The following case history of one of the female patients
of the sample may illustrate this strange phenomenont
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Table S ~ l

Family backgrounds of ten patients suffering from multiple
sclerosis fMS~~
Female
n~l

Male
nm~

Total
n~lO

Parents divorced ~ I S yrs

Z

O

Z

Illegitimate child

Z

O

Z

Father unknown

l

O

l

Father died ~ I S yrs

l

O

l

Mother died ~ I S yrs

O

O

O

Only child Cort only boyZgirlj

~

l

S

Eldest child

O

Z

Z

Violent quarrels between parents

S

l

b

Physically abused by parent

~

O

~

Mental cruelty

S

l

b

Parentification of child

~

~

b

Incest

Z

O

Z

Sexually assaulted as a child ~incest not
included~

~

O

~

Fatherphysically or emotionally absent

I

I

~

Deviant behaviour of mother

S

Z

l

Deviant behaviour o

~

Z

b

Traumatic war experiences of father

S

Z

I

Traumatic war experiences of mother

O

l

l

Mother severely traumatised as a child

~

Z

g

Father severely traumatised as a child

S

l

ó

Paternal grandfather alcoholic

Z

O

Z

Maternal grandfather alcoholic

a

z

S

ather
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Case XIV
In a young woman the first attack ofmultiple sclerosis became apparent in
the form of a tingling feeling in the palm of both hands~ only to subside a
month or so latert This attack began immediately after the patient had had a
fierce dispute with her mother~ She had told her mother that she wanted to visit
herfather who had left the family for another woman when she was three years
of age~ and whom she had never seen again~ Mother had always warned the
children against theirfather with stories of how he had mistreated them~ and
about howfather had once deliberately stepped on the patientls hands when~
as a toddler~ she had tried to crawl up the stairs on her hands andfeett
The paraesthesias l in her hands startedjust after she had decided to give
up her plans to visit her father following the dispute with her mother~ ~The
discussion between mother and daughter had ended in afainting~spell of the
mother~ after the latter had noticed that her screaming and yelling did not
impress her daughtertj

The sample of l O patients was not drawn at random as we had originally planned~
The selection bias was such that the more labile or depressed patients had not been
included in the sample~ If the latter individuals should also have been the most
severely traumatised~ this could mean that our findings represent merely the ~tip of
the iceberg~~
One may wonder why~ except for Paulley~s publications and the work of Groen
et alt ~lgbll~ ~ so little is known about the possible connection between MS and
childhood trauma~ A possible reason for this might be the fact that the searches have
too much been directed at premorbid psychopathology~ In fact~ in our sample only
one patient~ a man~ could be diagnosed as suffering from a personality disorder by
modern DSM~IV standards~ A second reason could be that the MS patient him~ or
herself may be the very one who is inclined to ~protectt his or her parents by denying
any problems connected with them~
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The psychobiological interface~ possible pathways for the interaction
between psychological and biological variables in the causation of MS

Ever since the first report of the presence of high antibody titres against measles
in the blood and cerebrospinal fluid of MS patients ~Adams and Imagawa~ IgbZ~~
most immunological studies have consistently pointed at the central role of immune
system disturbances rather than that of a specific viral agent in the pathogenesis of
MS ~ The genetic linkage of MS with certain loci belonging to the Major
Histocompatibility Complex ~MHC~ ~Compston and Sadovnick~ lglZ~~ i~e~ the
genetic information regulating the immune processes of the body~ has offered further
evidence that disturbances in immune functioning are directly involved in the
causation of MSt
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According to Stites and Ten ~ l g q I ~ ~ diseases associated with HLA antigens have
several common characteristics~ In general~ these diseases C l~ have unknown cause
and unknown pathophysiology~ CZ~ have a hereditary pattern of distribution but weak
penetrance and thus do not have an absolute association with a given HLA~type~ C ~~
are associated with immunological abnormalities~ and ~~~ have little or no effect on
reproduction~ It would seem~ that MS ~ though not explicitly mentioned by these
authors~ also belongs in this categoryt
So far~ both animal experiments ~induction of recurrent Experimental Allergic
Encephalomyelitis C EAE~ by sensitised T lymphocytes~ and repeated observations
of severely compromised T suppressor cell function in active MS ~ have led to the
conclusion that in MS a disregulation has occurred of those delicate
immunoregulatory events which ordinarily hold an autoimmune process in check
~Agius and Arnason~ l gg l ~ ~ Childhood exposure to a virus ~either non~specific~ or
latent respt retrovirus~related~ and the formation of a persistent antigenAissue
complex may have set the autoimmune reaction in motion CAgius and Arnason~
lgll~ Johnson~ lggS~~ There is by now ample evidence that the autoimmune attacks
on the white matter of the individual~s own nerve tissues are mediated by
timmunocytes~~ i~et a species of lymphocytes called B Imemory~ cells~ which have
been sensitised by the auto~antigen at a very early stage~
It is most probably at this level of immune processes and their regulation where
the psychological variables~ if any~ interact with the biological ones CBarnes~ I IHb~~
Several studies have consistently shown a significant down~regulation of cell~
mediated immunity following bereavement CBartrop~ Lazarus~ Luckherst~ and Kiloh~
l ~ ~ Irwin~ IggO~ Linn~ Linn~ and Jensen lgM~ Schleifer~ Keller~ and Camerino~
l M ~ ~ The same effects have been observed for a seemingly trivial stressor such as
an academic examination CDorian et alt~ l gHZ~ Kiecolt~Glaser et alt ~ l gH~l~The most
prominent findings in these studies were C I ~ reduced Natural Killer cells CNKJ
activity~ ~Z j reduced mitogenl responsiveness~ and~ less consistently~ ~~ j an increase
in the ratio of T helper cells to T suppressorlcytotoxic cells~ These alterations were
more dominant in individuals who exhibited signs of depressiont In two consecutive
studies Foley and his co~workers also found an increase in the T helper~ to T
suppressor cell ratio in MS patients at times of distress~ as well as an increase of T
helper~ and a depletion of T suppressor cells CFoley et alt~ lgHS~ IggZj~~ severity of
distress appeared to be unrelated to neurological statust
During the past decade psychoneuroimmunologists have succeeded in building
up a vast set of data with respect to the functional interplay between the CNS and
the immune systemt Halper ~ l Ig l j summarises the evidence as follows ~pt l I g~ t

l t Lesions of the CNS can modify immune functiont
Z~ Receptors for neurotransmitters and hormones controlled by the CNS are found
on cells of the immune systemgt
g More specifically~ the influence of the CNS on immune processes kand vice versa~ has
been effectively demonstrated for the hormones epinephrine~ prolactin and cortisol~ for the
neurotransmitters serotonin~ norepinephrinel~ acetylcholine~ and for the neuropeptides
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I~ The interactions between these receptors and their agonists have important
functional effects on immunocytes~
~I t The agonists of interest can reach immunocytes via the bloodstream or by direct
neuronal contact~ CBoth primary lymphoid organs~ such as thymus and bone
marrow~ and secondary organs~ such as the spleen and the lymph~nodes~ are richly
innervated~~
The tight functional relationship between the CNS and the immune apparatus
becomes strikingly apparent in the so~called conditioning experiments with human
volunteers~ and in experiments with animalst This are experiments in which a
immune reaction is observed after the administration of an immunologically neutral
stimulus ~ the so~called conditioned stimulus ~ which shortly before had been paired
with the administration of an immunologically competent stimulus ~ the
unconditioned stimulus ~ ~ e~g~ an injection of norepinephrine which increases the
activity of Natural Killer ~NK~ cells CKirschbaum et alt ~ l gHg~t Such an experiment
was carried out by Ader and Cohen C l gg l ~ ~ who paired the administration of a
distinctively flavoured drinking solution ~the conditioned stimulus~ to animals with
the injection of an immunosuppressive drug Cthe unconditioned stimulus~~ When the
animals were re~exposed to the conditioned stimulus only ~ that is when they drank
the flavoured solution ~ they showed a marked attenuation of antibody response to
an antigen~ exactly as they would have shown should they have once again been
given the original immunosuppressive drug~ Similarly~ the immunological effects of
stress have been shown to be conditioned kAder et al~ ~ lggS~t

However~ notwithstanding compelling evidence that these connections and mutual
influences do exist~ the complexity of the interactions on both a cellular and
molecular level~ as well as the multitude of variables that must be controlled for~ are
such that it is~ as yet~ impossible to delineate the exact pathways and mechanisms
through which a distinct psychological stressor could become translated into an
alteration of immune functioning~
As to the possible influence of psychological variables on the pathogenesis of
MS ~ one is dealing with the following specific problems and questions~
L The existing evidence of immunological alterations following psychological stress
relates to stressors impinging upon adult individualst However~ in MS the infectious
and emotional factors ff any~ should already have exerted their influence during
childhoodt This assumption is supported by evidence stemming from the afore~
mentioned migration studiesi people who had emigrated after their I S~th birthday
from a high~ to a low~risk area~ continued to show the prevalence of MS of their
CRF~ ACTH~ endorphins~ Substance P~ somatostatin~ and Vasoactive Intestinal Polypeptide
~ ~Felten~ Felten~ Bellinger~ et alt ~ l gW~ Halper~ l gI l ~~
g This may be illustrated by the finding that in this field in vitro experiments can yield
results which are the complete reverse of those found in in vivo experiments~
IHQ

country of birth~ conversely~ when at the time they had been younger than IS years~
they had adopted the prevalence of the country of immigration~ such as Israel or
South~Africa ~Alter et alt ~ IIbZ~t The meaning of these findings is that the
vulnerability to contracting the disease had had to be acquired at least before the age
of I S yearst It cannot be accidental that this is also the age at which the thymus gland
has atrophied and ceased to function~ which in young mammals is the organ
responsible for the production of strains of lymphocytes ~the afore~mentioned T~
cells~ ~educatedl to recognise and to differentiate between foreign and homologous ~
antigenst It is~ therefore~ most feasible to assume that the possible infectious andlor
psychobiological agents involved in the pathogenesis of MS could have exerted their
influence through some interference with these processes of early thymoid typing
and sensitisation of so~called immuno~competent blood cellst
Z ~ Most studies have demonstrated an immunosuppressive effect following exposure
to emotional stress ~Ballieux and Heijnen~ IgSH~~ In MS ~ however~ we are ostensibly
dealing with heightened immune reactivity~ Ballieux and Heijnen f lgSg~ relate
immunosuppression to anxiety and heightened immune reactivity to arousal ~most
probably a noradrenergic effect~~ Has this to do with an early sensitisation of the
sympathetic autonomous nervous system and of the hormonal system connected with
the fight~flight response in general and~ if so~ is this due to a specific genetic or
temperamental factor in MS patients~ andlor could it still be the after~effect of
exposure to a stressor during childhooV
Neurobiological fmdings as well as animal studies point to a sensitisation of the
developing brain~ caused by pre~~ peri~ and postnatal stressors in interaction with
genetic factors~ to traumatic experiences in later life ~Perry~ I IHH~ Perry et al~~ IgIO ~
Weinstock~ Ig ft~ Yehuda et al~~ IggO~ ~ As already said before ~Ch I ~ Section Z~~ this
early~stress model is consistent with our notion of pre~traumatic sensitisation caused
by the Personal Sensitisation Factor ~PSF~t Thus~ in accordance with the theoretical
model set forth in Section l tZ ~ the stressor which precipitates the illness may fulfil
the role of a Congruent Life Event ~CLE~ which actualises the PSF and releases it
from dormancy~ so that the aggressive tenergy~ contained by the PSF is set freet
According to the considerations laid down in Ch ~ II with regard to learly splittingl
and the schizoid defence of the ~psychosomatic solution~~ the anxiety caused by this
Ifree~floating aggression~ can in this case only be relieved by means of sequestrating
the bad self which was the primary source of the aggression and anxiety~ I surmise
that in MS the organ system first afflicted by the neurological disease has become
the challenged part of the body containing the sequestrated Ibad self~ This hypothesis
could also explain our finding that in quite a few cases the site of the first
neurological lesion corresponded exactly to the organ or body~part which had been
the focus of a psychotraumatic experience~ ~See preceding Sectiont~ For instance~ the
tingling of the palms of the hands of the patient of Case XIV clearly refers to Ibad
girl who deserves punishment for loving her father~t Another woman~ also belonging
to our research sample~ had her first attack of MS following an incident in which her
father who in the past had been incestuous with her~ had come to harass her at the
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place where she worked~ The first symptom consisted of a numbness of the skin of
her thigh~ on which her father had formerly ~innocentlyt laid his hand when they were
in the company of other people~ so that she felt too embarrassed to react properlyt ~o
S~ItS Could psychological explanations solve some of the contradictions and
riddles raised by the epidemiological and genetic studies on MS T
l ~ As already said~ the migration studies ~Eli an et alt ~ l ggO~ Kurtzke~ l gHS~ have
strongly suggested that an environmental factor contributes to the causation of MS~
Ku rtzke is ve ry explicit in designating the putative precursor of MS ~~P ri mary MS
Affection~~ as a ~ ~~ t single ~ widespread ~ specific ~ systemic infectious disease
~Kurtzke and Hyllested ~ lggS~ ~ Other scholars are much more reserved in this
respect ~Compston and Sadovnick~ lggZ~ Johnson~ lgóS~~ Our present knowledge
about the psychological problems which are often found in the offspri ng of parents
who have been uprooted or otherwise traumatised ~th e so~called ~second generation~
effect~ see above~ may put th ese findings in a new lightt Thus~ the difference in MS
prevalence rates between Kuwaitis and Palestini an s living in Kuwait in favour of
those of the la tt er ~AltDin et alt ~ l ggO~ ~ might ve ry well be explained by a first as
well as second generation effect owing to the uprooting of Palestini an families~
rather than by a putative genetic difference ~ Generally speaking~ ignori ng the
possibility of psychotraumatic experience as a causal factor in its own right might
lead to false conclusions with regard to the causal influence of cert ain other
variables which ~ in reality~ were merely covarying with the psychological vari ablet

An example of this could be the study of Swank et al~ ~ l ISZ~~ who found a high
incidence of MS amongst Jewish refugees who during World War II had fled from
the occupied countries to Switzerl and~ The au thors attributed this finding to a dietary
factor~ namely the much higher ingestion of fats and proteins as opposed to the
situation in th e occupied countries of Europe ~ As we now know these refugees felt
very guilty and worried about th e fate of those th ey had had to ab an donf an d this first
generation effect could have been ~at least in part~ a causal factor in its own ri ghtt
According to th e psychological theory of ~transgenerational traumatisation~ set
forth in Ch~ III~ the most potent factor in the induction of second generation
pathology is the so~called ~surv ivor guilt~ in parents who blame themselves for
having abandoned th e own parents or not having been able to rescue them ~De
Graaf~ lWS~ De Graaf~ III I~ III ~Ib~ Op den Velde~ Aarts~ et alt ~ lggl~ Op den
Velde ~ De Graaf~ et al~~ Iggl ~ ChtIII of th is book~t These guilt feelings ~ however

~o Extending the verification of these dynamic connections beyond the realm of anecdotal
evidence really is a methodological challenge~ One possible way to do this would be to cut
the personal life histories from the corresponding illness accounts~ and to present all these
Ihalves~ to a panel of experts~ with the request to re~establish the original coherence between
the life history~ half and that of the disease account~
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irrational~ are subsequently projected upon the childt This theory could also predict
that those persons who have left their relatives in conditions of relative hardship ~
approximately parallelling migration from an underdeveloped to a developed country
Cthat is~ from a low~ to a hightrisk areaj ~ will feel more guilty and worried than
those who migrated from a developed high~risk country to an underdeveloped low~
risk one~ Though the psychological aftermath of emigration will also accompany
migration from a developed country~ its effects will be much less pronounced than
in migration from an underdeveloped countryt~~ When comparing the prevalence
rates among those who migrated from high~ to low~risk areas with those who
migrated from low~ to high~risk areas one can see the trend of a very sharp rise in
prevalence rates in the last~mentioned group and a much smaller decline of the
prevalence rates in the formert Without underestimating the possible effects of
genetic factors or of the possible sudden exposure to an infectious agent~ I want to
advance the hypothesis that psychological variables related to migration itself could
also be a causal factor in its own rightt
Zt Though genetic factors indisputably play a major role in the etiology of MS~ many
questions and problems still remain to be solved ~Compston and Sadovnick~ l ggZ ~
Myrianthopoulos~ IgSS~ ~ One such a problem is the fact that females are twice as
frequently affected as males~ Interestingly~ this sex ratio of Z i l decreases in sibships
with more than one affected individual~ becoming l ~ l in sibships with a affected
individuals ~Weitcamp~ l M j ~ From this~ Weitcamp concluded that at least two
forms of genetic susceptibility to MS must exist~ one form being gender~related with
low sibling recurrence risk~ and expressed principally in females~ and a gender~
independent form of susceptibility~ with a higher sibling recurrencet However~ any
form of Minked dominant inheritance would predict unequal risks for maternal and
paternal unclesf but this does not appear to be the case ~Sadovnick~ l M ~t Another
explanation might be either that male sex hormones offer a better protection against
the disease~ or that female sex hormones make an individual more susceptible~
However~ if this were true one also would not expect the gender~ratio to disappear
as soon as more than one individual in one and the same kinship are affectedt
It is here~ that a psychological explanation might perhaps offer a way outt For if~
indeed~ childhood trauma~ including child abuse or severe forms of parentification~
is one of the etiological factors in MS ~ then in nearly every society or culture girls
are much more at risk than boyst Perhaps~ what we are actually dealing with here are
the same psychosocial factors that are responsible for the higher prevalence of
mental health problems in women CBeck and Van der Kolk~ IIHI~ Goudswaard~
llgZ~ Goudswaard and Steketee~ I IgS ~~ This explanation fits in well with the afore~
mentioned observation that the majority of sporadic cases of MS occur in femalest
If one accepts the view that several allelesI may code for the susceptibility to MS ~

i i We must also take into account the much stronger religious~ familial~ and cultural bonds
which govern life in the more underdeveloped countries~
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and that these alleles~ are inherited independentlyiZ~ then these sporadic casel~
families might be characterised by a genetic depot containing relatively few allelesI
coding for MSt Since~ according to this theory~ girls are more at risk of being
traumatised than boys there will be a greater chance that in families characterised by
a relatively slight genetic loading~ the few cases eventually contracting the illness are
female~
I Once we accept a co~causali ty for psychological factors in th e causation of MS ~
some of the o th er riddles an d contradictions may also be solvedt One of them is th e
observation th at as soon as more individuals in one kinship are affected these
siblings tend to be of th e same gendert This can be fitted into a psychological as we ll
as into a biological expl anation~ The latter could be be th at by sleeping in the same
room same~sex siblings may have been exposed to the same infectious agents or to
the same allergens ~~common exposuret~~ Psychologically~ path ological projections
of a parent onto th e children tend to be very much gender~related as they are linked
to the parentts own experiences as a child an d with his or her guilty feelings wi th
respect to his or her own sexuali ty t This psychological expl an ation might also apply
to some interesting trends in th e extensive study of Sadovnick and Macleod C I Ig l ~~
They examined ~I IS relatives of I lb patients with definite MS in order to obtain
empirical risk figurest As appears from the Table in which these data are
summarised ~Myri anth opoulos~ IgSS~ p~ l l a ~~ mother~son and father~daughter
concord ance rates were much higher than those between fath ers and sons or moth ers
an d daughters~

~~ The increased frequency of familial MS among probands who had parents or
siblings with c an cer~ as observed by Sibley~ Bamford~ and Laguna ~I W S~ could~
indeed ~ be due to a genetically determined alteration of the immune system
~Myrianthopoulos~ IgHS~However~ th is obse rvation could equally be used to
defend the proposition that severe psycho traumatic experiences~ such as the dea th
of a parent or a sib ~ increase the ri sk of MS in susceptible individualst
So far~ no significant birth~order effect~ in the sense of a surplus of first~born~ has
been observed in MS patients~ However~ as far as I know no attempts have been
made to assess the birth~orders separately for male and female patients~ or to
differentiate between first~born~ youngest~ and only childrent Yet~ one might expect
such effects to occur should~ indeed~ intrafamilial tensions andlor psychopathology
be a causal factor in its own rightt~~

~ Z See footnotes a and St
~~ One could expect that first~bom~ youngest~ and only children~ or children who are the
only boy or girl in their sibship~ would be relatively more often exposed to their parentst
dependency needs and pathological projectionst The results of our own IlO x Nm l studyt
already somewhat point in this directiont
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S~ l ~ b Avenues for future research~ The Childhood Trauma Odds Inventory
~ChTOI~
The findings of our ~ l O x Nm l ~ study ~Section S ~ Ll ~ ~ together with those of the
relevan t literature~ s trongly suggest that it may be wo rthwhile to furt her investigate
th e possible contribution of psychotoxic influences stemming from l~st andlor Z~nd
generation trauma to the pa th ogenesis of multiple sclerosist In our view ~ these
psychological factors are expected to explain at least as much of the va rian ce as
genetic and o ther environmental factors seem to do ~ This hypothesis could be tested
by me ans of a case~control studyt

The contr ol group should consist of patients with a comparable degree of
impairmentt One must~ fu rthermore~ be quite sure th at this impairment has been
caused by a disease or an accident in which there had been no causal involvement
of psychological factors ~ Patients suffering from a spinal cord lesion following an
accident which w as not their fault ~ or in which a psychological factor such as e ~ g ~
laccident~proneness~ could be ruled out~ fully meet these criteriat
In this way we are also able to circumvent the me thodological problem of
otherwise having to probe a healthy individualts memo ry about events that occurred
during the twelve months preceding a reference date several years before~ when
no th ing special prior to that had happened to him or her ~
Whenever possible th e controls should be matched for gender~ age group ~ marital
status and duration of the illness ~
The semi~structured in~depth interv iews would be conducted by means of a
questionnaire containing questions about possible traumatic occurrences in th e life
of the patient ~ and in that of his or her siblings and parents ~ which are open to
ve ri fication and objectivationt From this questionnaire~ which I called th e Childhood
Trauma Odds Invento ry ~ChTOI~~ subjective and possibly threatening questions
about the individualts own character an d the characters and behaviour of the parents
are entirely omitted and replaced by an enumeration of possible diseases and
impairments in the person~s own family and in that of th e parents~ including such
items as diabetes~ CVA~ hype rtension~ alcoholism~ str ange or aberrant behaviour~
mental illness ~ child batte ri ng~ k a An adapted version of the ChTOI C in Dutch~ is
shown in Appendix A ~

On the b as is of th e an swers to the questionnaire ~ two Childhood Trauma Scores
will be constructed ~ namelyt
~a~ an ACTS CActual Childhood Trauma Score~~ and
Cb~ a TPCTS ~Transgenerational or Possible Childhood Trauma Score~t
Ad ~a~ Actual psychotraumatic or psychotoxic childhood expe ri ences which are open
to objectivation can be operationally defined as th e occurrence of one or more of the
following events or experiencest death of a parent~ dea th of a sibling~ separation or
divorce of th e parents ~ all before the age of I S yrs ~ ~ having been separated from
home for longer than ~ months I S yrs~ or for longer than l month when ~S yrs~~
lBg

physical child abuse~ sexual abuse~ alcohol or drug addiction of one of the parents~
psychiatric illness of one of the parents~ violent quarrels between the parents~ Bcctt
Ad kb~ Transgenerational or Possible psychotraumatic or psychotoxic childhood
experiences may be defined as the occurrence of one or more of the following
circumstancesi mother or father lost a parent before the age of IH yrs~ father or
mother lost a sibling before the age of l g yrs~ other traumatic separation of the
parent from his or her parents~ traumatic war experiences of father or mother
Cincluding having been a soldier in Korea or the Dutch East Indies~~~~ alcohol
addiction of a grandparent~ father or mother having felt abused or severely neglected
in their own youth~ a mother who has had an abortion~ the parents having lost a child
before the target person was born~ the target person being an only child or an only
girl or boy~ mother being the eldest girl in her family~s ~see Section
divorce or
separation of grandparents~ psychiatric illness of a grandparent~ bad marriage of
grandparents~ rigourous religious upbringing of a parent~ Bic ~ t

In addition~ each target person also receives a GCTS CGeneral Childhood Trauma
Score~ by adding up ACTS and TPCTS~ According to our research hypothesis the
averages of both ACTS and TPCTS of the group of MS patients will be significantly
higher th an those found in the control group of patients suffe ring from a spinal cord
lesiont

S~Z

TRANSGENERATIONAL ASPECTS OF JUVENILE DELINQUENCY ~ TRAUMATIC
EXPERIENCES OF PARENTS AND GRANDPARENTSt AN EXPLORATORY STUDY

I~t~ it is better to be a sinner in a world ruled by God than
to live in a world ruled by the Devilt I CW~RtD~ Fairbairn~~b
Summary~
Section StZ contains the description of an explorative ~pilot~ investigation of four
juvenile delinquents and their familiest It is an adaptation of a recently published
ia Here~ one could use the enumeration of possible traumatic events given by Inge Bramsen
c IggS~ ~
~ s In an unpublished study on the pedigrees of TI schizophrenic patients collected for
genetic research CReed~ Hartley~ Anderson~ Phillips~ and Johnson~ I I ~l ~~ I found that the
mothers of the schizophrenic patients had been significantly more often among the eldest
children in their own sibships C pK tOS~ ~ The parents~ especially the fathers~ of the
schizophrenic patients had suffered more early object~loss than the parents of the healthy
sibships~ but not significantly soa lSee also Section S ~l ~
I b Taken from i W~R~D~ Fairbairn ~ll~U~~ IThe Repression an d the Return of Bad
Objectst ~ pp ~ bb~b T
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paper ~De Graaf~ Igl~a~t The study described in this article is explorative and
heuristic by nature~ and should be regarded as a r~I x N~ l observationst study
according to the principles laid down in Chapter IVt As such~ this study is to be
considered as a preliminary stage of a multiple Nm l study which~ in the end~ will
encompass IS cases of delinquent youth~ The aim of this research project is to
examine the possibility that transgenerational transmission of parental trauma may
be a causative factor in its own right in the development of delinquency~ apart from
the subject~s own traumatic experiences and possible hereditary pre~ and perinatal~
and socio~cultural influencest
The maternal grandfathers of the target persons all had suffered as a result of war
and violence~ They showed clear signs of a severe posmraumatic disturbance in the
form of alcohol abuse~ physical aggression andlor a Iclosedt and depressive attitude~
broken only by fits of unreasonable angert Without exception the mothers had bad
relationships with their own motherst In fact~ these mothers also pitied their
traumatised fathers and wanted to protect them against their motherst nagging and
domineering attitudet

The fathers of the boys all had suffered from the physical or psychological
absence of their own fatherst In three of the four cases~ they had themselves been
traumatised by the events of war or by the premature ~ violent andlor sudden ~ death
of their own fathers~ All four have lived under the strong domination of their
motherst Much like their own fathers none of the fathers examined took the
initiative as educator of his childrent
When one studies the stories in detail~ one cannot escape the impression that there
might be evidence of organic brain damage in these childrent An alternative~ or
perhaps additional~ possibility~ is that the mother~ precisely on the grounds of a
shared birth trauma~ had developed a special bond with this particular childt This
bond is characterised by the mother~s over~identification with the child~ coupled with
a tendency to overtprotect him from the ~angry world outside~~ including his own
fathert

When the boys had reached the age of puberty~ the problems escalated to a serious
degree~ For the mothers~ it brought partly traumatic and partly guilt~ridden memories
of their own teen~age years to the surface again and reminded them of how guilty
and alone they had felt at the time~ and of how they had felt so let down by their own
motherst This explains why these mothers became even more intrusive as well as
suspicious about what their sons might be doing~ and why they were always
anticipating what their next wrongtdoing would be~ Jhis is a clear~cut example of
projective identification by the mother~ namely of her child with her own rbad
autonomous child~selft See also Ch ~ II and III ~ ~
The findings of this pilot investigation already lend support to the hypothesis that
severe and ~undigestedt traumatic experiences in the lives of both parents and
grandparents may have created a psychotoxic educational climate which~ in
combination and interaction with Ca~ a possible hereditary factor~ Cb~ a
temperamental factor in the child~ and Cc~ physical as well as psychological perinatal
trauma for both mother and child~ has constituted a ~necessary~ link in the causal
Igl

chain leading to childhood pathology~ and from this to juvenile delinquency~ In this
small group of four delinquent youths the aforementioned ~psychotoxic educational
environmentt can be summarised as consisting of ~ l ~ a strong symbiotic tie between
mother and child~ ~Z~ weakness~~ of the father~figure~ both as a husband and as an
educator~ C~~ the predominant use of the mechanism of projective identification by
the mother~ leading to a confusing alternation between overprotection and
overindulgence on the one hand and scapegoating and condemnation of the child on
the other~ and ~~~ a serious oedipal entanglement and a corresponding regression to
pre~oedipal modes of behaviour Ce~g~ acting~out of ~bad autonomous childl~~ owing
to insufficient paedagogic influence from the father and the boyts responsibility for
his mother~
Already at this Ipilot~ stage of the research project~ it is strongly recommended that
the help given to these boys during their detention should be combined with help
directed specifically to the parentst
In Appendix B the personal and family histories of the four boys~ as well as those
of their parents and grandparents are described in detailt

S~Ztl Introduction and justification
In the ~lth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual ~DSMtIVj published
by the American Psychiatric Association ~APA ~ lgg~~~ ~Child or Adolescent
Antisocial Behaviort ~IJuvenile Delinquency~~ is noticeably absent from the list of
psychiatric disorders~ and the same is also true of ~Adult Antisocial Behavior and
Criminality~~ This reticence undoubtedly echoes back to the ~ not entirely unrealistic
~ fear of psychiatrists that their psychiatric diagnoses could be used to prop~up
defence pleas to absolve offenders from personal responsibility and accountability ~
in legal terms~ as well ~ in cases of criminally dangerous and violent behaviourt By
attempting to place these antisocial and criminal behaviour aberrations so
emphatically outside the confines of clinical psychiatry and developmental
psychology~ however~ psychiatry runs the risk ofjeopardising its own position in that
it thereby robs itself of the necessary ~space~ to research~ treat and prevent them~

The well~known English paediatrician and psychoanalyst~ Winnicott~ gives an
eloquent example of this kind of dialectic ~Winnicott~ l gH~~t During the course of
the Second World War~ many children and adolescents were evacuated from London
to foster families in the countryside~ in order to save them from the blitz~~ A number
of these youths then embarked on the path of running away from their new homes~
stealing~ being destructive~ committing arson~ etctt Many cases involved children
who three or four years earlier had been evacuated at a young age ~ I~I l years old~~
and whose family backgrounds were already problematical~ The village communities
concerned were shocked and demanded retribution in the shape of severe purl~
i ~ Aggressive behaviour of the father is also interpreted by the child as a sign of Iweaknesstt
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ishments~ and some judges did indeed succumb to these local pressurest In most
cases~ however~ the courts turned for advice to locally operating psychiatric teams
specifically set up by the British government to deal with the problems ofjuveniles~
and the result was that young ~offenders~ were remanded to ~residential hostels~ for
treatment and supervision~ This combination of ~treatment and justice~ contributed
greatly to the ultimate rehabilitation of these ~problem adolescents~ and to their ro~
acceptance into their communities~
In fact~ a proper understanding of the ~often very shocking~ causal factors which
play a role in the pathogenesis of delinquent behaviour need not~ in any respect~ be
at odds with the prevailing judicial solutions to societyfs felt need for retribution and
safetyt
The study described in this article is purely explorative and heuristic by naturey
and should be regarded as a collection of four so~called Inm F studies~ or~ according
to the principles laid down in Chapter IV~ as a ~plural~ or t~ x Nm l observations~
study~ As such~ this study is to be considered as a preliminary report about a multiple
N~l study which~ in the end~ will comprise IS cases of autochthonous delinquent
youtht The findings of this I x N~l study will be used to adjust our methods and
questions to the specific needs and peculiarities of this target group~ Therefore~ in
a way this may also be considered as a pilot studyt
The motive behind this investigation was the idea that the treatment of delinquent
adolescents~ casu quo recidivism prevention~ might benefit from an approach
whereby~ on the one hand~ each individual is considered to be fully responsible~ and
so far as possible also fully accountable for his transgressionig~ and an approach
whereby~ on the other hand~ the family from which he springs is involved as much
as possible in the process of his rehabilitation and re~absorption into societyt
The study comprises ~in~depth~ interviews with the parents of four Dutch male
delinquent youths~ as also with the adolescents themselves~ They were selected on
the basis of a completely randomised method from a population of autochthonous
adolescents in a detention centre for adolescent boyst
This article presents the most striking findings of the study~ together with the texts
of the interviews held with the target persons and their parentst
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Theoretical starting points

The R h edition of the IDiagnostic and Statistical Manual of the Ame ri c an
Psychiatri c Association~ ~APA~ lgg~~ states as a requirement for the diagnosis of
IAntisocial Personali ty Disorder~~ that the aberr ant behaviour which can be ~roughly~

ig The two adolescents I examined before I spoke with their parents~ and whom I informed
it was going to happen~ asked me emphatically to bear in mind that they themselves were
responsible for what they had done and not their parents~ Both added~ independently of each
other i IMy mother puts all the blame for my being here on herself anyway~ and I don~t want
to make it even worse than it already isit
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formulated as ~Child or Adolescent Antisocial Behaviort~ must have been apparent
from the age of I S yearst One is justified~ therefore~ in assuming that from the
psychiatric viewpoint one is in fact dealing with one and the same disorder~ When
disruptive andlor aggressive behaviour manifests itself before the age of lO~ it is
much easier for the child~s immediate environment~ the parents included~ to accept
that in the case of this particular child~ and according to DSM~IV~ one is dealing
with a psychiatric disorder known as IConduct Disorder~ Childhood~onset typett
There is a roughly one in four chance that during puberty these children will develop
into juvenile delinquent recidivists ~West and Farrington~ I M ~t

If the antisocial behaviour begins during or after their lOth year~ the DSM~IV
offers the possibility of applying the IConduct Disorder~ Adolescent~onset type
diagnosis~ As already stated in the Introduction~ DSM~IV always leaves room for the
non~psychiatric diagnosis of ~Child or Adolescent Antisocial Behaviort~ without
making any clear statements about the criteria on which the choice between these
two possibilities should be based~
IConduct Disorder~ is a purely descriptive and extremely broad diagnosis~
incorporating as it does a whole range of different causes~ beginning with chronic
truancy as a result of an undetected partial learning disorder~ a sotcalled Attention
DeficitlHyperactivity Disorder ~ADHD~ ~ or agitated behaviour as a consequence of
sexual abuse~ up to and including a paranoid~psychotic development~
As far as ~Conduct Disorders~ and juvenile delinquent behaviour are concerned~
the tendency nowadays is very often to regard these as a consequence of interaction
between genetic~constitutional~ patho~biological~ socio~cultural and family factors
CLewis~ lg ~ t There are even reasons to assume that psycho~toxic environmental
factors of themselves~ i~et without there being any question of hereditary factors
intervening~ may lie behind the development of an Antisocial Personality Disorder
CGunderson and Phillips~ lggS~An obvious example of such a psychotoxic
environmental factor is sexual abuse or some other kind of violent behaviour on the
part of a parent or guardian with whom the child has an emotional bond of some
kind CLewis~ Mallouh~ and Webb~ IgHI~t In many cases~ however~ there would
appear to be no question at all of any specific psycho~trauma such as that mentioned
abovet What we are dealing with here~ therefore~ is an educational climate which~
in its totality~ has to be regarded as psycho~toxict

In an earlier study among young Israeli soldiers~ the present author found that of
the young men who had been guilty of some kind of offence or misconduct~ a
surprising number came from families of which one or both parents had survived a
German concentration camp during the Second World War CDe Graaf~ I M ~~ ft
attention was drawn to this possible connection by a probation officer in Jerusalem
who had become aware of this background among many of her clients~~ The fmdings
among the children of former resistance activists in the Netherlands C Op den Velde
and De Graaf~ IgHS ~ Op den Velde~ Aarts~ et alt ~ lggl ~ Op den Velde~ De Graaf~ et
al~~ l gI l ~ point in the same direction~ namely that it is highly probable that a
connection exists between the serious traumatisation of one or both parents on the
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one hand and neurotic~ psychotic~depressive~ aggressive~agitated~~ or delinquent
behaviour in one of the children on the other handZo In their extensive overview of
research literature on the intergenerational transmission of child abuse~ Kaufman and
Zigler ~IgSI~ reached the conclusion that in about Moo of the cases a parent who
him~ or herself had been abused~ also abused his or her own childrent Though a
substantial proportion ~ SMOOo ~ of abused children does not display violent
criminal behaviour later in life~ there exists by now sufficient evidence for a causal
connection between a history of severe abuse and delinquent behaviour CLewis et aL~
IIHg~t Additional predictors of delinquent behaviour are found to be perinatal
difficulties and childhood head trauma in the medical histories of those concerned
CLewis and Shanock~ l gS l ~t
The child who showed signs of the psychic problems sketched above~ had often
been hislher family~s Iscapegoatt and the target for the traumatised parentts verbal and
even physical aggressiontZ~ It was often the case~ too~ that the parent~s own survival
guilt~ had an important role to play heret This means~ in short~ that helshe feels guilty
for having survived at the cost of those who perishedt When a parent wrestles with
this kind of guilt feeling~ it may happen that helshe throws accusations of ~parasite~~
~ungratefulr~ ~able but unwilling to learn~~ and such like at hislher child~ At the same
time~ however~ the child is confronted with an impossible paradox~ because that
same accusing parent responds with equal fury to the child~s decision to ~go it alone~~
so that the humiliating ~dependency contract~ could be brought to an end~ Whatever
happened~ therefore~ the child was always ~guilty ~ guilty of remaining dependent on
the parent~ and still more guilty for eventually opting for full independence~

In the cases which I have so far been able to analyse~ there were two obvious
motives for the childts delinquent behaviour~ They were~
~l~ Irole~confirming behaviour~
andlor
CZ~ Ivicariously standing trial for a misbehaving parenft
Ad ~ l ~ ~ IRole~confirming behaviourt can be said to be present when the child
confirms the parentst accusations~ i~e~ helshe allows the negative predictions to

~ g Aggressive~agitated means that someone in a conflict situation~ or in situations in which
he or she feels under attack~ responds with aggressive behaviour that is out of all proportion
to the cause~ The concept lacks the Ipremeditated thoughtl which is characteristic of
delinquent behaviourt
zO In those cases where one or both parents had not been a direct victim of the Nazis~ but
had only~ for instance~ lost a relative~ the child~s problems appeared to be expressed more
in the form of a depression or a psychosis~ where selfpunishment tendencies were more
apparent~
z I What concerns us here is the parent~s utterly negative self image being projected onto
the child~ Cases of this kind are referred to as ~projective identification~ CDe Graaf~ I M~
lglllb~ lII ~c ~ see also Ch~ III of this book~~~
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become reality~ This can be explained perhaps by the fact that the child annuls
hislher anger at~ and disappointment in~ the accusing or suspicious parent~ by
confirming ~behaviourally~ the parent~s accusations or propheciest In other words~
it is as if the child says to himself ~ Ilt~s no wonder my mother doesn~t trust me ~ I
simply can~t be trustedi~zz
Ad ~~ The mechanism of Ivicariously standing trial~ points to the surprising need
of children to shoulder the guilt of the parent ~De Graaf~ I g Wb ~ l gg~c~ Miller~ I ggO~
see also ChtIII of this bookt~~ One may see this happen especially when~ in the eyes
of the child~ a parent misbehaves~ is aggressive~ for instance~ towards hislher partner
or one of the children~ or exhibits addictive behaviour~ and when there has never
been any attempt to stop such parental misbehaviour~ By resorting to disappointing
and punishable behaviour itself~ therefore~ the child achieves two things ~ ~a~ at the
very least~ ~substitute~ Justice is done~~ if not to father or mother~ then in any case to
himiherself~ and Cb~ the parent concerned is forced to make a judgement andlor to
administer punishment~ and thereby returns to the pedestal on which the child wants
himlher to betZ~ Fairbairn~s statement~ quoted at the beginning of this Section~
Icaptures~ this mechanism most eloquently~
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Objectives of this study

This explorative pilot study will examine whether or not~ and if so to what extent
the presence of the psychological mechanisms and motivations described above~ can
be established in a randomly selected group of autochthonous Dutch delinquent
adolescents~ It will examine~ in particular~ whether there are any indications within
this small study group that the parents and grandparents may have endured more
serious traumatic experiences than one would generally expect in the Dutch
population as a whole~ In the event of there being sufficient indications pointing in
the direction of the ~trans~generationalt hypothesis~ the results of this study might be
applied as useful starting points for further researcht

ZZ It is not unusual for the adolescents to express this so explicitly~ as indeed was also
the case in the present study~
ZI On the basis of the psychological mechanism described here~ one would actually have
to conclude that children are by nature endowed with an innate feeling for justice~ I do not
dismiss the possibility that not only children~ but adults too~ possess a strong desire to be
able to idealise something or somebodyt There is no possibility~ within the context of this
article~ to go deeper into the philosophical foundations and implications of these
assumptionst CSee also the case study of IMoshef in Section ll~
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S~ZA Methods
The four adolescents an d their parents were studied by means of a semi~structured
interv iew on the basis of an adapted version of the Childhood Trauma Odds
Inventory CChTOI~~ This adapted version is presented in Appendix A~ The ChTOI
was first designed by the present author for use in a study of possible traumatic
experiences and tr aumatic family backgrounds in Multiple Sclerosis patients ~ C See
Section St I and Appendix A~~
The inte rv iews with the adolescents took place in the ~ de Hartelborgt~ Youth
Detention Centre~ The parents were interv iewed at their home addresses ~ Secrecy
and an onymity were guaranteed in advancet Both the adolescents and their parents
were informed in the fi rst telephone contact that the study results would be used to
investigate whether~ in the future~ it would be possible to put young people back on
the trailsf by allowing the parents to work jointly with the probation officers ~ The
four selected adolescents and their parents ~ without exception ~ expressed their
willingness to part icipate in the studyt One of the youths C~ Ront~ ~ however ~ could not
ultimately be inte rv iewed because he had~ in the meantime~ been transferred to
another cen tre~ in this connection~ however~ I did have copies of a comprehensive
obse rv ation report and the results of a full psychological test at my disposalt An
interv iew with one of the fathers~ on the other hand ~ did not take place because the
adolescent conce rned C ~Peterl~ expressed serious objections ~ and because I also felt
that if it did go ahead~ it might have an adverse effect on him ~
On the advice of the consultan t psychia trist CProf drt TtA~Ht Doreleyers~~ it was
decided in the first instance to concen trate solely on autochthonous adolescents~
firstly because of expected language problems ~ and secondly in order to keep the
influence of socio~cultural an d socio~histori cal factors ~etg~ immigrationj as constant
as possiblet

The four youths were selected completely at random by the director of the I de
Ha rt elborgtt~ after which I was given the telephone numbers of their parents and
made my own appointments with them for the interviews at th eir own homes ~
Because the emphasis of th is study cen tred on the experiences of the parents and
the families from which they sprung ~ it was considered unnecessa ry to carry out a
detailed diagnosis of th e adolescents themselvest It was left to the parents and the
adolescents th emselves to provide the necessary bi rth and early development details~
C As already said~ in one c ase I was not able to interv iew the boy directly conce rn ed~
and I therefore made full use of an extensive obse rvation repo rt made available to
us~t

S~Z~S

Short description of target personsZa

The adolescents interviewed were being detained for the following offences t
z ~ All names are fictitious~
lg T

A~ Ron~ I S years~ destruction of a mechanical shovel during a joy~riding escapade~
theft from a police vant
Bt Patrick~ l ~ yearst burglary~ robbery of a petrol station~ armed with a knife~
Ct Peter~ I S yearst robbery with the threat of violence~ stealing mopeds~ possession
of a dangerous weapon~ extortion~ gang theftt
Dt Carlo~ l I years~ theft and burglary~ high number of thefts and Tencingt of
mopeds~
See Appendix B for a detailed description of the nuclear family and extended family
backgrounds of the adolescents in question~

S~Z~b Summary of the main findings
The following characteristics emerge from the family backgrounds of the four
adolescents examined in this study~
Details surrounding the actual birthsr
Only one of the boys ~Peter~ could be said to have had a normal delivery~ There were
complications in the other three cases~ such as i Patrick ~ too large ~collar bones had
to be broken~~ Carlo ~ long labour~ lack of oxygen and a low Apgar score~ and Ron ~
prematuritas as a result of late detection of a heart defect ~open ductus Botalli~ and
icterust
Broad characterisation~

All the youths have used both hard and soft drugs on a more or less regular basist
In only one case ~Peter~ did the problems begin to manifest themselves after the age
of l O~ In the remaining cases~ the problems began much earlier~ and this means that
in these cases there is evidence of a so~called IConduct Disorder~ Childhood~onset
type~ as defined in DSM~IV~
The fathers of the four boys had the following characteristics in commont
~l~ Three of the four fathers had~ as children~ endured traumatic experiences ~loss
of father at an early age~ war~ serious illness with partial invalidity~~
~Z~
~~~

~~~

All four have a weak or even negative fatherlmale image as a result of the
physical or psychological absence of their own fatherst
Within their own nuclear families~ they are~ or were~ their wives~ tobedient
child~ ~Carlo~ Patrick~~ or her ~nice~ but naughty and aggressive boy~ ~Peter~
Ron~~ In both cases~ they saw their partners as the Imaternal consciencet rather
than as the loved one~t

None of the fathers examined took the initiative as educator of his children~
They were either too dependent on~ and subordinate to~ the mothers of the
children ~Patrick~ Carlo~~ or distanced themselves entirely from the children

Igó

~S~

~Ron~ Peter~zst
Two of the four fathers had more or less permanent work during the time of the
study~ following a period of forced redundancy lasting one and two years
respectively~ The remaining two Cthe fathers of Ron and Peter~ have both been
unable to work Cincapacitated~ for several yearst

The four mothers had the following characteristics in commoni
c l~ A strong temperament and intelligence
cZ~

A bad relationship with their own mothers

~~~

A warm~ often secret~~ bond with their own fathers

Ca~

~S~

C b~
~~l~

A Istormy~ puberty with many sexual adventures ~ ditto traumas and guilt
feelings~ in addition to a strong reaction towards their own mothers who gave
them too little guidance and too much ~freedomt~ No sexual education from the
mother
A strong need for liberty

~Loving~ fathers~ but as a result of persecution or war~ traumatised and weak~
and often alcoholic

Moralising attitude and a strong need to have control over their own children~
particularly the now delinquent child~ in whom the mother ~recognised~ much
of herselft At the same time~ however~ strong lempathyl with the child Csometi~
mes even fighting back with him~ if she felt he was being ~unjustly~ treated in
the neighbourhoodt A strong degree of intrusiveness in her relationship with
the child~ whereby the chilifs own psychological boundaries were transgressedt
CSuch as~ for example~ the pressure Patrick~s mother exercised in forcing him
to look at the photos of the family~s dead and misformed baby~t

The family backgrounds of the mothers~
The grandfathers on motherts side have all suffered as a result of war and violence
~German concentration camp~ forced labour in Germany~ policing resistance to
Dutch colonialism in Indonesia~ Japanese occupation of Indonesia~t In all cases~
these events were never talked about~ The families in which the mothers grew up
suffered greatly as a result of the father~s alcohol abuse CZx~~ physical aggression
CZx~ andlor Iclosed~ attitude and lack of outside contacts C~xj~ in addition to his
failure as husband and educator of his children CIx~~ The mothers all had an

zs Ron and Peter have both resumed contact with their respective fathers~ since their stay
in Ide Hartelborgt~~ This would suggest that although these fathers really wanted to be a
Tather~ to their sons~ they felt the mothers~ interference had made their relationships with
the boys completely ineffective~ ~Ron~ for instance~ only succeeded in achieving contact
with his father outside the home when their places of work bordered on each other~~ There
is every reason to assume~ however~ that the mothers did indeed Iprotectt the children
against their fathers~ In this connection~ Ronts father commented ~ When his mother is
around~ Ron changes completely ~ he immediately starts to grumble and moant After that~
there~s nothing I can dol~

Igg

explicitly bad relationship with their own mothers ~the boys~ grandmothers~t They
often described their mothers as ~stupid and limited~ or as ~interfering and a know~it~
all~~ At the same time~ the boys~ mothers were also quite aware of the fact that
their
own mothers had often had to endure disturbing events in their own lives~ such as
the death of their father or first husband in a German or Japanese concentration
camp~ the birth and death of Siamese twins~ abandonment by biological father~ etc~
Nonetheless~ the dominating factor was their feeling of having been let down by
their mother~ or even to have been betrayed by her~ All this stands in sharp contrast
to the affection these mothers felt for their fathers CPM~~ and this despite their failure
as husbands and educators~ This affection was~ on the one hand~ based on the fact
that these mothers had always been the apple of fatherls eyet~ albeit unspoken and
from a distance ~even if the father hit the child~ such as had been the case with
Peter~s mother~~ On the other hand~ these mothers also pitied their traumatised
fathers and wanted to protect them against their motherts ~MM~ nagging and
domineering attitudet

There is thus in all cases a degree of role~confusion and even role~transfer in the
families from which the mothers came~ the consequence of which was a heightened
sense of competition between mother and daughter in addition to enduring and
mutual mistrustzbt
Thefamily backgrounds of the fathersr

The fathers of the boys interviewed for this study have all suffered from the
physical or psychological absence of their own fatherst In three of the four cases~
they themselves had been traumatised by the events of war or by the premature ~
violent andlor sudden ~ death of their own fathers~ All four have lived under the
strong domination of their own motherst Two fathers Ci~et those of Peter and Ron~
had been also maltreated andlor humiliated by their mothers~
Wigger~ situations
The violations and offences perpetrated by the boys were always preceded by so~
called ~trigger~ situations~ which sharply actualised the problems mentioned abovez~t
They were themselves totally unaware of the connectiontZg

In Patrick~s case they were Ca~ his motherts compulsion to show him the
photograph of his dead and severely handicapped~ half sister~ and Cb~ his mother~s
negative remark~ the day before he committed a robbery~ about the girlfriend he was
zb This is a typical
example of the so~called ~Electra complexlt This term was introduced
by Jung in I I l I~ but Freud remained strongly opposed to this notion of a mother~daughter
rivalry as a female counterpart of the Oedipus complex in boys ~Freud~ I U l ~~
z~ This is true at least of the three youths I was able to interview~
Za These trigger situations cannot quite be denoted as Congruent Life Events in a formal
sense~ since they were too directly connected with the disturbed object~relation itself and
insufficiently symbolic and ~displacedt~

ZOO

planning to start living with on the day of the robberyt In Peter~s case it was ~a~ the
death of his eldest half brother in a scooter accident and his mother~s need to share
her mourning with him~ ~bj the suicide of fatherts second wife and his suspicion that
his father may have had something to do with it~ and ~c~ his own involvement in a
scooter accident shortly before his last offencet In Ronts case it was his mother~s
warning prior to the joy~riding with the mechanical shovel~ that he Ishould be
especially careful~ with the girlfriend he had recently met and with whom~ for the
first time in his life~ he was deeply in loveZ~t

StZl

Discussion of the findings and pathogenetic considerations

There is~ without exception~ clear evidence of severe traumatisation in both the
parents and the grandparents of the teen~agers in our study~
In all four mothers~ their years of puberty were characterised by their rebelling
against the parental ~read ~ maternalj authority and a strong need to lexperiment~ with
sexuality and to explore the limits to which they themselves were prepared to go~
This is not really very surprising when placed in the light of what has already been
stated above~ They were all literally ~abandoned~ by their mothers~ as if ~nothing
could be done any wayf with these daughterst None of these women~ for instance~
received any kind of sex education from their mothersjot
The mothers themselves~ however~ looking back on their adolescent years~ see
them in retrospect as ~loose~ or ~wildtt The subject is still shrouded in feelings of deep
shame and guilt towards their own parents~
A particularly striking feature was the frequent occurrence of complications
during or shortly after the birth of all the three boys in whom problems f irst began
to emerge in their kindergarten and primary school yearst When one studies the
stories in detail~ one cannot escape the impression that there might be evidence of
organic brain damage in these childrent Reports in the literature support the view
that there could indeed be a connection between complications arising during the
actual birth of the child and the development of delinquent behaviour at a later age
~Kandel~ lggZ~ ~

An alternative~ or perhaps additional~ possibility~ is that the mother precisely on
the grounds of a shared birth trauma has developed a special bond with this
partiuclar childt This bond is characterised by the motherts over~identification with
world
the child~ coupled with a tendency to over~protect him from the ~angry
of
the
mother~s
was
indeed
a
question
outside~~ including his father~~t That there
own
zq Whilst Ron was telling me this he said i Tor my mother~ it was a repetition of her
dramal ~
Io This was glossed over with words like i It wasn~t done then~~
~~ Patrick~s extreme slowness to walk and talk can ~partly~ be related back to his mother~s
problems that
desire to ~predictt all his needs and desires in advance~ and to prevent any

MI

over~identification with the child was partly evident from her extreme need to
control his life~ in addition to her desire to protect and prevent anything happening
to this child in particulart It sometimes seems as if these mothers were still afraid~
just as they were during the delivery of the child~ that he could at any moment be
taken from them~ or could slip out of their graspt Undoubtedly this uncertainty was
largely a result of the poor relationship these mothers had had with their own
mothers~ and the consequent feelings of guilt and insecurity~ The thus already~
existing insecurity of the mothers was reinforced in no small measure by the
presence of two further factors~ namely t

A~ The emotional and physical withdrawal of the father and his inability to Isupport~
both mother and child in either word or deed~
The mothers felt let down by their partners and also sensed that their own mothers
were keeping a close eye on them~ being critical of the way they were bringing up
their children~
B~ The comparatively ~closed~ character of the child and the mother~s unfulfilled need
for verbal and emotional Teed~back~ from himt
The mother interpreted the child~s reticent nature as ~sneakyf~Z and this was an
important justification for her ~to keep a close eye od this child in particular and to
follow his every move~ There is no answer~ at this stage of our knowledge~ to the
question of to what extent this behaviour was possibly also the consequence~ in these
boys~ of a disturbance of the normal sensorytemotional exchange between mother
and child~ such as is seen in autistic children~ for instance~ Whatever the case may
be~ we are clearly concerned here with a variable whereby the child himself serves
as a ~sendert ~ albeit in the eyes of the mother only~
As has already been stated~ the mother~s over~identification with the child was so
strong that there is every reason to speak of a symbiotic and Iboundaryless~
relationship between mother and childt This symbiotic mother~child relationship was
also evident in a recent study of the dossiers of l ~ recidivist adolescent delinquents~
carried out on behalf of the Ministry of Justice~ The study group even regarded this
as one of the more important ~signals~ in the early history of boys who later exhibited
serious delinquent behaviour ~Ferwerda et alt ~ l ggb~
When the boys reached the age of puberty~ the problems escalated to a serious
degreet For the mothers~ it brought partly traumatic and partly guilt~ridden memories
might have occurred before they even took place~ so that the child simply gave up the
struggle to do anything for himself or to question anything~
jZ These quiet and withdrawn children are obvious candidates for a projective identification
with the mothetJs own Isneaky puberty~~ego~ I also got the impression that this telusive~ child
served as a Ilightning conductor~ for motherts feelings of not being able to cope with her
passive and equally telusive~ husbandt In other words~ by projecting these negative feelings
onto the child~ mother was able to keep her marriage goingt
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of their own teen~age years to the surface again and reminded them of how guilty
and alone they had felt at the time~ and of how they felt so let down by their own
mothers~ This explains why these mothers became even more suspicious about what
their sons might be doing~ and why they were always anticipating what their next
wrong~doing would bell~ The mothers told the boys that they Ifelt it in their bones~
whenever they ~the youths~ were up to no good~ These mothers were in fact often
able to exhibit an almost magical and frightening shrewdness and ability to foresee
what was ahead~ My own opinion is that there is clear evidence here ~ in the
psychological sense ~ of serious boundary~transgressing behaviour on the part of the
motherja~ In many cases I also got the impression that the violations and offences
committed by the boys arose from a ~ at the same time ~ ~role~confirming~ attempt to
escape their mother~s tall~seeing eye~ and to restore the boundaries between
themselves and their mothers~ I also regard it as extremely probable that~ partly
because of the father~s continued withdrawn position~ the boys experienced these
maternal boundary~intrusions as incestuous equivalents~ giving rise as such to strong
feelings of anxiety ~and angerj in themjst When seen in this light~ the child~s learning
and behaviour problems as well as the subsequent delinquent behaviour could be
looked upon as attempts to prize himself out of the markef~ that is~ by displaying
such bad and disappointing behaviour that even his mother would now in the end
prefer father above him~

S~ Z~ S Conclusions and kpreliminary~ recommendations

The fmdings of this pilot investigation already lend support to the hypothesis that
severe and lundigested~ traumatic experiences in the lives of both parents and
grandparents may have created a psychotoxic educational environment which~ in
combination and interaction with Ca~ a possible hereditary factor~ Cb~ a
temperamental factor in the child~ and Cc~ physical as well as psychological perinatal
trauma for both mother and child~ has constituted a ~necessary~ link in the causal
chain leading to childhood pathology and from this to juvenile delinquency~ In this

~~ This is a clear~cut example of Iprojective identification~ onto the child of the motherts
own Ibad autnomous childl self ~See ChtII and IIL~
~ This could explain the often extreme fear these youths have of psychiatric or psycholo gi~
cal examinations~ One of the adolescents~ for instance~ had said to his mother when she told
him that I also wanted to speak with him ~ He will not get anything out of me~ Pll just lead
him up the garden parthl~ CHe also wanted~ of course~ to reassure his mother that nothing
negative would be said about her or the familyt~
~ S Sensing the desirability of giving as much respect as possible to these youths~ need for
privacy~ I decided not to touch on the subjects of ~sexuality and ~intimacy~ during this single
examination~ This hypothesis~ therefore~ rests solely on inference and interpretation of the
available data~ and is based in part on my own psychoanalytical and clinical experiencet

lO~

small group of four delinquent youths the aforementioned ~psychotoxic educational
environment~ can be summarised as consisting of C l~ a strong symbiotic tie between
mother and child~ ~Z~ weakness of the father~figure both as a husband and as an
educator~ Cl ~ the predominant use of the mechanism of projective identification by
the mother leading to a confusing alternation between overprotection and
overindulgence on the one hand~ and scapegoating and condemnation of the child
on the other~ and
a serious oedipal entanglement and a corresponding regression
to pre~oedipal modes of behaviour ke~g~ acting~out of ~bad autonomous chilfl~
induced by the abstinence of the father and the boy~s responsibility for his mothert
In view of the limited number of youths in this randomly selected group~ the
results of this study certainly do not ~prove~ the transgenerational hypothesist
However~ the findings do justify continuation and extension of the study in order to
reach a better understanding of the possible influence of transgenerationalAraumatic~
perinatal and constitutional~genetic factors in the genesis of antisocial behaviour in
children and adolescents~
For practical reasons I had to confine myself in this small pilot study to
autochthonous youth~ However~ the same transgenerational mechanisms could apply
to youths of foreign descent~ In fact~ the high delinquency rate among these second
generation youngsters ~ in particular those of Moroccan descent ~ could point to the
influence of being traumatically uprooted andJor previous traumatisation of the
parents in their country of origint

Research in this direction will be pursued at a later stage of this project~
The situation of these Moroccan second generation youngsters very much resembles that
of the offspring of Italian and Jewish immigrants to the United States of America shortly
after the First World War~ Many of these youngsters joined~ or founded~ the Mafia gangs
of Chicago and New York where their parents had settled~
It may be worth mentioning that in Israel~ during the bOs and early Ms ~ second
generation Moroccan Jews in Israel were also known to display relatively more
adaptational problems~ both to the army and to society in general~ as well as a higher
delinquency rate~ than other youtht During my work with them as a military psychiatrist~
I frequently noticed that the fathers of these boys had felt degraded after their emigration
from the rigidly patriarchally and hierarchically organised Moroccan society to Israel
where sons~ daughters and wives no longer automatically obeyed the fatherst

The behaviour disorders and anomalies in the lives of the parents and grandparents
in this random study~ would seem to be largely the result of the serious traumatic
events they themselves had suffered~ This~ as well as the limited size of the study~
made it impossible to detect any possible underlying genetic factor at this stage~
It appeared from the interviews that the parents felt powerless and concerned
about the often serious offences committed by their child~ and that they were deeply
worried about his futuret His detention was felt by the mother~ especially~ as a
serious failure on her part~ Without exception~ the parents I interviewed were
extremely positive about the idea of their becoming involved in helping and
rehabilitating their sons~
ZOQ

The feelings of guilt and shame felt by the mothers with regard to their child~s
detention were very obvious to the boys ~see also footnote l S~ ~ and reinforced the
already existing negative self image of the son who shames and saddens his mother~~
This fact was strongly reflected in the relationship between the boy and the staff of
the detention centre~ which now formed his new environment~ Instead of seeing
these people as those who want to~ and can~ help him~ the boy now blamed them for
his detention and his own failuresjbt
In anticipating the results likely to come from further study of this subject~ it is
worth recommending even at this stage that help given to these boys during their
period of detention should be combined with help directed specifically to the
parentst This programme could therefore includet

Ca~ a consistently~structured and socio~therapeutic~ Igroup~~oriented~ approach for the
youths themselves~
C b~ individual~ primarily symptom~focused and directive~ talks with the teen~ager~
complemented where necessary or requested~ by clarification of his position within
the family~
~c~ both insight~providing and supportive talks with the parents individually~ or~ if
they are still together~ with both parents jointly~ with special emphasis on the
position of the father as marital partner and as educator~ This also holds for the step~
father~

C d~ with less frequencyt evaluative talks with the whole ~nuclear~ family~
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PERINATAL PROBLEMSi PARENTAL TRAUMA~ AND GENETIC~CONSTITUTIONAL
DETERMINANTS IN THE LIFE HISTORIES OF SCHIZOPHRENIC PATIENTS AND

THEIR PARENTS

It is difficult to face an enemy when he has an
outpost in your own headt ~D aniel Brown~ lgg I ~

Summary I
Section StJ is devoted to a proposal for research into the possible
transgenerational determinants of schizophrenic diseaset It is an adaptation of an
article of the same name ~De Graaf Bc Oei I I g l jt

~ Once again~ what is concerned here is a through~projection of the person~s old negative
self image onto the new care~takers and professional helpers~ as also with an extensive
identification with their Ivictim~motherl~ They were often totally unaware of the completely
illogical and unrealistic nature of this thinking~ In my view~ it is this latter fact that makes
the behaviour of the adolescents seem to so closely resemble a psychotic disorder~ and what
in consequence also makes it so unpredictable and so dangerous for those around themt

ZOS

There is growing evidence that schizophrenia is not a single disease enti ty but a
clinical syndrome which ~ though being phenomenologically well~defined ~ yet
represents a group of diseases with varying sets of causes accomp anied by different
pathophysiological processes~ Still apart fr om th is pa thogenetic multicausali ty it has
become increas ingly clear th at on the individual level the etiology of schizophrenia
is also multiconditiona h in one and th e same individual only the cooperation or
interaction of several Cnecessa ry~ component causes is a sufficient condition for
producing the illness C Ormel~ IgW~ Rothman~ lgSb~ see also Ch ~ IVt J The necessary
C but insufficient~ causes known today which may lead to the development of
schizophrenia arei C a~ genetic andlor immuno~genetic factors~ ~b~ pre~ and pe ri natal
factors~ C c~ neuropsychological and neurophysiological aberrations~ as well as
abnormal brain chemist ry and anatomy such as enlargement of the ventricles and
Ihypofrontality ~either structural or Ifunctional ~ ~ ~ and C d~ individual and ifamiliaP
psychological stressors ~such as the ~expressed emotionst~ ~communication devi ance~~
an d ~negative affective style~ variables~ which seem to be positively correlated with
relapse risk~t
When evaluating the impact of certain family variables such as e ~ gt lexpressed
emotion ~ on clinical parameters such as relapse rate~ one cannot circumvent the
methodological problem of the circulari ty of the interactions between parents and
their sick childt the child acts both as a trigger to ~ and as a ~too~ sensitive recorder
of~ parental projections and overprotection ~ Methodological problems of this kind
disappear ~ however ~ as soon as we set out to investigate the occurrence of parental
trauma an d its possible influence on the psychological health of the offspring ~ The
Childhood Trauma Odds Inventory CChTOI~ was devised precisely for that purpose~
Its items refer to events~ circumstan ces~ and ailments in the lives of the patient ~ the
parent~ and even the grandparent ~ that are open to objectivation and verification~
Careful th ought has been given to th e necessi ty of circumventing the problem of
~ parent blaming~ which inevitably arises whenever one sets out to establish any link
between problems of the parent and the psychotic disease of the childt This may
cause resist ance against this kind of research ~ not only on the parents~ pa rt but also ~
and especially~ in the hospital staff anticipating possible adverse reactions of the
parents and their lobbiest

S~I tl Introduction
There is growing evidence that schizophrenia is not a single disease entity but a
clinical syndrome which ~ though being phenomenologically well~defined ~ yet
represents a group of diseases with varying sets of causes accompanied by different
pathophysiological processes ~Carpenter and Buchanan~ I IIS~t Still apart from this
pathogenetic ~multicausalityt it has become increasingly clear that on the individual
level the etiology of schizophrenia is also ~multiconditional~t by this I mean that in
one and the same individual only the cooperation or interaction of several
~~necessary~~ component causes is a sufficient condition for producing the illness
ZOb

CRothman~ lgSb~ see also Ch ~ IV of this book~~t Epidemiological and case~control
studies of large numbers of schizophrenic patients have shown up with a great
diversity of markers and causative~ or possibly causative~ factorst Of these markers
and possibly causal factors the following are~ by now~ the most firmly established~
Ca~ genetic andlor immuno~genetic factors~ Cbj pre~ and perinatal factors~ ~c~
neuropsychological and neurophysiological aberrations as well as abnormal brain
chemistry and anatomy such as enlargement of the ventricles and ~hypofrontality
Ceither structural or Tunctional~~~ and ~d~ individual and Tamilial~ psychological
stressors Csuch as the texpressed emotions~~ ~communication deviance~~ and tnegative
affective style~ variables~ which seem to be positively correlated with relapse risk~~
Though twin and adoption studies have unequivocally demonstrated the important
role played by genetic factors in the causation of schizophrenia~ still little is known
about the exact mode of inheritance and about the way in which the genotype
interacts with environmental factors in producing the illness~ Immune dysregulation
may be involved as well as a specific connection with certain HLA~antigens
CRapaport and McAllister~ Iggl~ ~ This~ as well as its genetic diversity ~Anders~
I IHS~~ create a picture which in this respect is very similar to that found in an auto~
immune diseaese such as e~g~ MS ~ Therefore~ when comparing these two illnesses
with respect to their pathogenesis it may be possible that the psychological factors
are aspecific for both MS and schizophrenia~ and that only genetic factors help to
determine which one of either diseases one contractst
Direct evidence of the interaction between genetic and environmental influences
was offered by one of the larger adoption studies~ Tienari et alt ~ l gSS~ found that the
adopted~away children of schizophrenic mothers developed the illness only if they
were raised in adoptive families in which the emotional climate was demonstrably
unhealthyt When raised in healthy adoptive families none of these high~risk
probands developed psychosis~ nor did low~risk probands raised in unhealthy
adoptive familiest Those results strongly suggest that both an innate vulnerability to
schizophrenia and a disturbed rearing environment are necessary to generate the
syndrome CMcGlashan and Hoffman~ l IISjt However~ isolating and delineating the
very nature of those pathogenic emotional family variables has been a difficult
enterprise because of the methodological problems connected with the
operationalisation of the hypothetical parental and family characteristics and the
interpretation of the results CBloch~ Hafner~ Harari~ and Szmukler~ l gg~~t Other~ and
perhaps more important~ factors which have hampered research into this direction
have been Cand still are~~ Ca~ the generally disappointing results of family~therapeutic
interventions~ C b~ dogmatic clinging to an ~either~or~ paradigm by both
lenvironmentalistst and ~nosologists~~ and~ last but not least~ Cc~ the odium of Iparent~
blaming~ which ~ rightly or wrongly ~ befell the professionals who set out to unravel
the dynamics of the family relations in which the so~called ~identified patient~ was
thought to be embeddedt
The research project at hand tries to circumvent these difficulties by putting to the
test a multiconditional model in which genetiaconstitutional~ perinatal and family~
psychological factors are thought to concur and interact~
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Theoretical underpinnings

When working as a resident psychiatrist with hospitalised psychotic adolescent
girls and their families in the early seventies at the Talbieh Hospital in Jerusalem I
found that many of the parents either had lost close relatives during the Holocaust
or~ else~ had been themselves victims of the Nazi persecutiont Further inquiry
showed that I Z out of the lZ women in the age group of lbt I ~ years who inhabited
the closed psychiatric ward during a one~month period~ had either one or two parents
who had lost close relatives during the Holocaustt In l b of the Q cases at least one
of the parents had been persecuted by the Nazi~s him~ or herself These relative
frequencies appeared to be about three times higher than those found in a non~patient
group of ~Z students at the School for Social Work who were of similar
~~Ashkenazit~ descent and of the same age group ~De Graaf~ lglS~ ~ When serving
shortly afterwards as a military psychiatrist in the Israeli army I also found that
psychological and psychiatric problems~ including psychosis~ of soldiers attending
the military out~patient clinic were strongly connected with a parental history of
persecution or severe object~loss during the Holocaust~ Our experiences with Dutch
resistance fighters ~Op den Velde and De Graaf~ IgHS ~ Op den Velde et al~~ lggZ~
and with Dutch veterans of the Indonesian War and their families have corroborated
these earlier fmdings~ Accordingly~ we framed the assumption that in those cases the
future patient is projectively identified with a Ibad ~m guilty~ self of a parent who
him~ or herself had been severely traumatisedj~~ I furthermore conjectured that the
child~s psychopathology could result from an identification with the parent~s Ibad self
projections on him or her~ or~ as formulated in common psychoanalytic parlance~
from an ~internalisation of guilt~ ~Aarts and De Graaf~ lggO ~ De Graaf~ l TlS ~ De
Graaf~ llg~a~ I~c~ Op den Velde~ Aarts et alt~ IgII ~ Op den Velde~ De Graaf~ et
alt~ Iggl ~ see also ChtIII ~ ~ ~

This means that~ by actually behaving as the ~bad~ or ~disappointing child~
projected onto him or her~ the child helped the parents to externalise their inner
conflict so that they could get rid of their depression~ anxiety~ pent~up anger andlor
physical complaints or even ailment and~ very often~ of their marital strife~ toot
In an unpublished re~analysis of the pedigrees of ~l schizophrenic patients
collected for genetic research CReed et al~~ l M ~ ~ I found that the mothers of the

~~ Severe traumatisation~ such as child abuse~ mental or physical cruelty inflicted upon a
child~ rape or assault~ being taken hostage~ war~related trauma~ being tortured or imprisoned
under harsh conditions~ sudden disruptions of basic security~ ~etgt caused by unforeseen
dismissal from work~~ but also the early or sudden loss of parent of sibling~ may all result
in the creation within the victim of a ~bad and guilty~ self This somewhat remarkable
reversal of ~victim~ into victimiser~~ which is common knowledge to clinicians~ has much
to do with the guilty feelings connected with the rage or the aggressive fantasies following
or during the experience of utter helplessness~ In cases of early object~loss these guilty
feelings may arise in connection with unresolved conflicts~ or secret hatred against~ the
deceased love~object~
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schizophrenic probands had significantly often been either the eldest daughter or one
of the elder children in their families of origin ~p~tOSjt If replicated by further
research~ this finding points to the existence of a psychological factor possibly
related to hardship or trauma connected with some kind of ~Cinderella~~ or any other
telder sister~ syndrome in the mothers of some of the future schizophrenics~ The
parents~ especially the fathers~ of the schizophrenic patients had suffered more early
objecWoss than the parents of the healthy sibships but this finding was only
marginally significant ~p~t l O~ ~ These two findings could be an indication that also
in schizophrenia a post~traumatic~ so~called ~second generationt effect might be
involved~
Complications during pregnancy or at birth increase the vulnerability of the infant
to schizophrenia in adult life ~Barr~ Mednick~ and MunWorgensen~ lggO~ Carpenter
and Buchanan~ lggS~ McNeal~ llSllj~ However~ many other forms of
psychopathology also seem to be preceded by pre~ and perinatal problems ~Karno
and Norquist~ I ggS j t

Interaction between transgenerational and perinatal traumatisation in juvenile
delinquents se rving as a possible modelfor the multiconditional pathogenesis of
schizophrenia ~
In the preceding Section a remarkable conglomerate of severe trauma was found in
the life~histories of the parents as well as in those of the grandparents of all
delinquent probandst In three out of the four cases the delivery itself as well as the
period of lying~in had been traumatic experiences for both mother and childt As for
the child~ the complications surrounding birth had resulted in hypoxial~ a low
Apgar~score~ alternating hot and cold baths~ to be followed by confinement to an
incubator for a shorter or longer periodt ~These three children were also those who
already at preschool age had displayed behavioural disturbances~ often of a bizarre~
~psychotic~~like naturet~ As for the mothers~ the hospital delivery had been nothing
less than a psychotraumatic eventt The fact that they had almost lost their child in
combination with his sudden Iresurrectiont had caused them to feel as if they were
a plaything in the hands of fate with little or no control over her child~ nor over the
things that occurred to him or to herself during the period of confinement in the
hospitalt To the mother this had become a ~permanent traumal which she time and
again re~experienced and relived in her relationship with this particular childt I
hypothesised that~ apart from possible brain damage to the child~ this maternal
traumatic factor~ in combination with the already brittle selfesteem and identity of
these mothers and their ~trauma~related~ doubts and guilt feelings about sexuality
and procreation~ had been a principal psychological cause of the evolving symbiotic
mother~child relationship~g~ This symbiotic relationship could be characterised by an

jg In all four cases the symbiotic tie between mother and son was strongly reinforced by
the weakness or detachedness of the father whose past history had as well been very
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exorbitant need of control on the mother~s part caused by a constant fear lest the boy
might Islip away~ from her once again~ Projective identification of the child by the
mother with her own ~bad~ sexual and autonomous impulses and fantasies resulted
in an incessant flow of ~well~meant~ warnings~ insinuations~ imputations~ and
ominous admonitions and prophecies directed at the child~ To this the boy apparently
had responded with~congruent~~ role~confirming behaviour~ I also got the impression
that these boys disposed of an innate selfwill~ which in combination with a certain
secretiveness had served both as a suitable trigger and stepping~stone for their
mother~s projections~ just because these very character traits reminded her of her own
revolt and ~mischief as an adolescent girl and of how she had made her own
~traumatised~ parents feel impotent~
It might be possible that in many cases of schizophrenia a similar circularinteraction
occurs between trauma~related educational problems andlor psychopathology on the
parentls part and a constitutional~genetic endowment or vulnerability of the childd
These interactions may result fromt
~a~ a constitutional~genetic or simply Itemperamentalt endowment andlor cognitive
weakness of the child~ acting both as a trigger to~ and as a ~too~ sensitive recorder
of~ parental projections and overprotection~
~b~ traumatic life~events during pregnancy~ delivery or confinement impinging
both upon the fetus or infant ~neurologically andlor psychophysiologically~ and on
the mother Cpsychologically~~ which transform this particular child into a carrier and
a constant Ireminder~ of maternal trauma and of both her and her child~s vulnerabilitT

Ccj a ~posmraumaticj Tersonal Sensitisation Factor~ ~PSF~ as proposed in Chapter
I ~ Section Z ~ representing the precipitate of traumatic and psychotoxic experiences
of the parents themselves~ either as a result of the transgenerational transmission of
grandparental trauma~ or as the result of severe deprivation or other forms of ~direct~
trauma~ such as the early loss of a parent~ having been subjected to severe child
abuse~ etc~~ and
~d~ weakness of the fathertfigure~ both as a marriage~partner to the mother and as
an educator and sparring partner to the childt COften because he himself had been
deprived of a parent at an early age~ Typically~ their spouses complaim II have
always been quite alone in the education of our children~~~
This circularity of the interactions between parents and child~ in which the child acts
both as a trigger and as a receiver of parental projections~ also constitutes also a
major methodological problem when evaluating the ~effects~ of family variables such
as etg~ ~expressed emotionf ~EE~ on certain clinical parameterst These variables could
influence the patient as much as they are influenced by the patient ~Bloch et alt~
I Ig I ~ ~ One could state~ however~ that the EE variable measures the reactivity of the
parent~child dyad~ with high EE being indicative of a relative blurring of boundaries
between parent and child~
traumatict
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The methodological problem of circularity is canceled out~ however~ as soon as we
set out to examine the possible influence of parental trauma on the offsp ring~ The
Childhood Trauma Odds Inventory ~ChTOI~ see Section S t l ~ was devised precisely
for that purpose ~ Its items refer to events ~ circumstances ~ and ailments in the lives
of the patient~ the parent~ and even the gran dparent that are open to objectivation and
veri ficationt

SAI Objectives
In this explorative in~depth study of a limited number of schizophrenic patients
and their families of origin we wish to ascertain the incidence of transgenerational
traumatic influences~ of genetic andlor constitutional factors~ and of pregnancy and
perinatal problems~ as well as the possible interaction between those factors~ On the
basis of the findings~ if any~ of this multiple Nm I study new hypotheses can be built
which may be put to the test in a more extensive and controlled study~

S~IA Method and tools
In order for any ongoing treatment programme not to be disturbed or interfered
with~ we decided to confine our investigation exclusively to the parents of
schizophrenic patients~ The probands will be selected from the out~ and in~patient
population of one of the larger Dutch institutions for mental healtht For logistic
reasons the sample size will be limited to nm lO ~ Great pains will be taken to select
the cases in a truly random fashiont

The population from which the probands are to be selected must show each one
of the following characteristicst ~a~ a DSM~IV~based diagnosis of schizophrenia~ ~b~
having suffered either from at least two psychotic episodes ~with both present and
interepisode residual symptoms~~ or from a single continuous psychotic episode of
at least one year~s duration~ and ~c~ the presence of negative symptoms~
A letter will be sent by the hospital staff to the parents of the probands of the
sample asking them to participate in
an inquiry into the possible influence of
complications during pregnancy and delivery as well as into that of other shocking
life~events in the lives of the patient and his or her parents~ Cor words of similar
import~~ We also give them our assurance that their privacy and anonymity will be
strictly maintainedtjg In the same letter~ announcement will be made of a telephone
call to be expected on the investigator~s part for arranging an interview at the
parent~s~~ home address~ The parents Cor parent~ are also requested to react ~ by
phone or by letter ~ if they do not want to cooperate~ In the latter case they are asked
jg The final version of the letter of recommendation to be sent to the ten parent couples will
be prepared by the hospital staff in cooperation with the researcher~
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to mention the reasons of their refusal ff possible~t The medical staff of the hospital
andlor out~patient clinic will be asked to assist in sorting out the patients who
correspond to the above criteriat Besides~ they will be asked to devise and implement
the procedure for a lege artis random selection of the ten probands of the samplet
The parents Cor parent~ will be interviewed at their home address with the help of
a modified version of the Childhood Trauma Odds Inventory C ChTOI~~ The
questionnaire will be filled in by the interviewer himself and contains questions
about possible traumatic occurrences in the nuclear family~ including complications
during pregnancies and deliveries~ as well as about traumatic events in the lives of
the parents themselves and of the grandparentst The questions relate to facts and
events which are open to objectivation ~ such as the loss of parents or siblings and
the year of their death~ birth~order of a parent~ war experiences~ etct ~ rather than to
feelings and subjective interpretationst This~ of course~ does not imply that the
emotions accompanying certain events will not be allowed to emerge~ Altogether~
these emotions constitute the leitmotiv and the true Istory behind the factstt As such
they will be recorded separately~ Each interview will last for about lZO minutes~
The medical staff will receive written feed~back about the information gathered
by us from the parents so that possible discrepancies between our data and those
obtained by the intaker or therapist can be discussed and corrected~
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Chapter VI Cepilogue~
The Dramatising Power of the Mind

Summaryt
In Chapter VI an attempt is made to integrate the observations~ findings~ and
considerations put forward in the preceding Chapterst As already stated in the
Introduction fpt ij psychiatry nowadays finds itself at a decisive parting of ways
which may have enormous consequences for the future organisation of our mental
health programmes as well as for forthcoming researcht When seen in this light~
there are compelling reasons for finding and formulating an answer to the question ~
posed in the Introduction t as to the possibility of an underlying tintentionality in the
causation of at least some of the major psychiatric and psychosomatic diseases~ The
term intentionality is used here as applying to states or to systems carrying
information which has the potential of giving rise to object~directed or object~
related action ~Introduction~ pt iij~
In Section b~ I I set out to formulate some provisional answers upon the question
posed abovet The case histories described in the preceding chapters lend support to
the assumption that traumatic emotional stimuli may cause disruptions of normal
psychological functioning which are phenomenologically indistinguishable from the
major psychiatric syndromest The form of the ensuing illness ~ e~g~ depressive
disorder~ chronic PTSD~ somatisation disturbance or psychosis ~ depends on the
combined action of various factors and influencest The latter consist of genetic
factors~ pre~~ peri~ and post~natal influences~ the quality of early and contemporary
object~relations including the parents~ own life histories~ the nature of the
traumatising stressor~ and age or developmental stage at which it occurs~ to mention
here only a few important determinants~ With the aid of a clinical example I
advocate the notion that emotions may not only cause a disruption of normal
psychological functioning but that they also may express and dramatise themselves
through the same disturbance to which they gave riset This led me towards
formulating the following hypothesis~ Trauma~ or conflict~related emotions may
serve asprime organisers~ triggering andXor creating structures through which they
can express and dramatise themselves~ An example of this is our finding that of the
l O multiple sclerosis patients examined by us ~Section S t l ~ in at least four patients
the first neurological defect occurred in the innervation of an organ which had been
the focus of a severe traumatic experiencet If these findings can be replicated and
validated by future Ccontrolled~ research it might represent a concrete scientific
validation of the assumption that intentional processes may express their dramatic
content ~ i~e~ ~tell their own story~ ~ through pathological changes in neuronal Iwiring~~
In these instances one could be effectively dealing with a phenomenon which may
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be termed psychomimesist

Section b~ Z is devoted to the consequences of personal and tran sgenerational
trauma for society as a whole and to the various ways in which people may t ry to
cope with their traumatic experi ences and memories ~ As shown in the previous
chapters an important principle underlying psychic life in general~ and the causation
of disorder in part icular~ is the urge towards dramatisation and externalisation of
unresolved traumatic conflict ~ This urge towards externalisation and dramatisation
may express itself through the mechanism of projective identification ~ChtIII~~
through psychiatric or psychosomatic symptom formation ~Chtl óc Vj~ or through
~ identification with the aggressor~ in all its varieties ~Ch~III Bi Section S~ Z~~
Our vulnerability to trauma is intimately connected with the propensity ~ firmly
entrenched in the human soul~ to insist that ~justice be donett
When J ustice is not donet ~ or ~ as Janoff Bulman ~lggZj says ~ our rbasic
assumptions become shatt ered~~ we are filled with anxie ty and selfdestructiveness ~
For the person concerned such a disillusionment has the qualities of a personal
catastrophic trauma~~ As a result~ the ensuing ~bad objectt ~ representing the child ~s
disillusionment and rage ~ becomes split off and sequestrated ~either mentally or
physically~ in order to guard the Igood objectt against its t attackstt ffhese
mechanisms are dealt with in ChtII and III~~
These primitive splitting operations may also be observ ed in groups of people
who share the same traumatic experi ences or traumatic past~ As Volkan ~lggb~ h as
pointed out the shared traumatic past may give rise to a ~chosen trauma~~ itet a
national martyrdom that is handed over through many generations an d may cause
considerable hatred and bloodshed against groups onto which the image of the
~ ancient enemyt is projected~
The massive disillusionment and god~lessness of the post~Auschwitz era and the
multi~transgenerational pathology created by centuries of persecution and injustice
to millions of people have also caused a fading of the prevailing ~Good Object~~
represented by the traditional Islamic and Judeo~Ch ri stian God~ As a consequence ~
we are witnessing once more the same frenetic an d extremist solutions for restoring
the IGood Object ~ in the form of the ~good old religion~~ of course together with the
obligato ry hatred against ~ and destruction of~ Inon~believers~ and other dissidents ~

This Section is concluded by a discussion of two basic forms of coping with
personal traumat They consist of C I ~ unconscious magical~omnipotent solutions~ and
C Z~ conscious~ ~existential~~ solutions~
The first catego ry compri ses some of the so~called par anormal phenomena such
as cri sis~telepathy or Poltergeistsi which are repo rted to occur in the wake of severe
~childhood~ trauma or following a severe loss in adult life C Bender lM~ Ehrenwald
I M ~ Eisenbud l M~t

A second representative of this category is what I have called the Irescuer~s
solution~~ In it~ one sets out to offer help to people onto whom one can project one ~ s
I i~e~ outbursts of spontaneous psychokinetic disturbances reportedly surrounding a youn g
adolescent ~agentt struggling with traumatic intra~ and interpersonal conflict~
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own ~hurtt or ~neglected child~ introjectt To put it in simpler terms~ through helping
other traumatised people one may be able both to undo onets own traumatic past and
to make up for a failing parentt Many a worker in the helping professions has found
his or her primary motivation in precisely this mechanismt

In the second category one is dealing with more or less conscious attempts at
coming to terms with injustice~ with as an ultimate goal the restoration and
rehabilitation of the t~ideally~ good objecV~ Here~ that which Janoff Bulman C l g ~
has called ~rebuilding shattered assumptions~ comes to the foret One such solution
consists of what might be called the flight to the good object~~ in which ~post~
traumatic~ anxiety and depression are warded of by becoming totally absorbed in a
religious belief system~ often accompanied by a partial denial of~ and seclusion from~
reality~ This Section is concluded with the biblical history of the righteous man Job~
who unsuspectingly became the stake of a cynical poker between God and Satan~
Naive as this narrative may sound~ it also contains a deep wisdom and offers an
existential~religious solution which could serve as a model of coping with personal
catastrophic traumat
Chapter VI is completed by Section b~J in which I have laid down the conclusions
and recommendations for future research to which the present study might lead~
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IS THERE IMETHOD TO THE MADNESSIT THE ROLE OF INTENTIONALITY IN
THE CAUSATION OF PSYCHOBIOLOGICAL ILLNESS

We also find that even mental states that are experienced
as intrusive ~ inappropriate ~ and uncontrollable may arise
from the experiences and personali ty of the individualt
Then the clinical and research implication is that therapeutic
approaches should address those areas~ ~Bolton and Hill ~ I ggb ~ pt xiv~
At present~ official psychiatry is devising and building up mental health facilities
and treatment programmes which are increasingly based upon reductionistic
nosological models of psychiatric disordert As far as the major psychiatric
syndromes are concerned~ the emphasis has almost completely shifted away from
understanding the patient in the light of his unique ~ and often traumatic ~ life history
towards a programme of Imanaged care~~ and to interventions which ignore the
possibly meaningful or intentional character of the symptoms and of the disturbance
as a wholeZ~ Ormel~ in his inaugural lecture~ expressed this as follows~ ~There exists
a real danger that the clock is turned back to an exlusively somatic treatment
practice~ in which there is hardly any room for psychiatric psychotherapyt For

z See etgt Ormel ~lgl I~ who warned against the current tendency in clinical psychiatry to
completely omit psychiatric psychotherapy under the sway of retrenchments andJor of a
narrow biomedical interpretation of psychological disturbances~
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instance~ as a result ofcut~backs or of a return to a narrow and naive biomedical
interpretation ofpsychic disturbances ~ in which there is no room for environment ~
experiences and life story~ I ~Ormel~ l gI l~ p~ I I ~ translated from Dutch~~
However ~ if it is~ indeed ~ true that symptoms convey a message which w ants to
be heard and interpreted~ then inte rventions which take place entirely on a non~
intentional or Ino nonsense ~ level could effectively make things worset Not feeling
recognised ~ may evoke aggression~ either directed against the self or against th e
environment~ This rule of th umb not only applies to individuals but also ~ and even
more ~ to symptoms which in m any cases should be interpreted as representing
distorted and disguised reports about terrible harshness an d injustice endured by the
~sender~~ or by people he or she has identified with ~
The case histo ri es described in the preceding chapters lend suppo rt to the assumption
that traumatic emotional stimuli may~ indeed~ cause disruptions of normal
psychological functioning which are phenomenologically indistinguishable from th e
major psychiatric syndromest The form of the ensuing illness ~ etgt depressive
disorder ~ chronic PTSD~ borderline personali ty disorder~ dissociative disorder ~
somatisation disturbance ~ or a manic or schizophreniform psychosis ~ depends on
the combined action of various factors and influencest The latter consist of genetic
factors~ pre~ ~ peri~ and post~natal influences ~ the quali ty of early and contemporary
object~relations including the parentst own life histo ri es~ the nature of the
traumatising stressor~ and the age or developmental stage at which it occurs ~ to
mention here only a few important determinantst The traumatic origins of th ese
disorders may remain completely hidden since C aj DS WV defined symptoms of
PTSD may be virtually lacking C Brown ~ l g W ~ Section l t l ~ ~ ~b~ th e patient ei th er has
a more or less complete amnesia for the traumatic event or finds it too painful to
report about it CVan der Ha rt and Nijenhuis ~ I II~~ or C c~ the attending physician
does not explicitly ask about it ~ It is ~ indeed ~ a long~lasting an d difficult enterp ri se
to try to understand and explain ~ for instance ~ psychotic symptoms as being
dramatisations an d re~enactments of traumatic expe ri encest As a matt er of fact~ man y
patients hithert o labelled as suffering from a manic~depressive ~ schizoaffective ~ or
even schizophrenic psychosis~ should instead be diagnosed as suffe ri ng from a post~
traumatic dissociative identi ty disorder C multiple personality disorder~ or a ~reactive
dissociative psychosis~ ~V an der Hart et alt ~ I gg~jt Maybe~ th ese patients~ who often
appear to be immune to pharmaco therapy ~Steingard and Frankel~ ~ could benefit
from a form of ~ intensive psycho th erapyf ~Fromm~Reichmann~ IgSO~ in which th e
traumatic roots of their disturbance are laid bare ~ interpreted ~ and integrated into
their personal ~life scheme ~ t This appeared to be the c ase both in Jonath an ~C ase
VIII~ and in Ingrid CCase X~~ Ingrid felt a compulsion to put her baby~son in the
refrigerator or in th e oven~ an d in th is way re~enacted her motherts misbehaviour an d
betrayal towards herself She had not been completely amnesic for th e repeated rape
by her mate rnal uncle~ but these memo ri es had never bothered hert It took about two
years of psychotherapy~ when she start ed to suffer from fri ghtening fl as hbacks and
nighmares~ th at she deemed it necessa ry to tell me about it ~
llb

The story of Ingrid does not stand by itself as may be illustrated by the following
clinical vignettet
Case XV
Eilene~ an unmarried and attractiveyoung woman in her late twenties~ had
to be involuntarily hospitalised in a psychiatric ward because she brought
herself in considerable danger~ Bystanders saw herjumping between autocars
on a very busy road and had warned the policet When police arrived they
found her~ vehemently gesticulating and arguing with a lamppostt
Eilene had already hadfour consecutive hospitalisations~ during which she
always behaved very aggressively~ She was diagnosed as suffering from a
manic~depressive psychosist During her last hospital stay she had started
Lithium treatment which appearedto be successfult
She applied to our outpatient clinic because she felt a need to find out the
reasons underlying herpsychotic decompensationst The Lithium therapy was
continued by us~ She revealed to us a childhood history of early loss of the
father~ maternal neglect ryet feeling very responsiblefor her mother and her
younger siblingsj~ sexual advances by the stepfather~ and~ worst of all~ step~
father fassisted by her motherJforbidding her to date boys of her age~ After
she had told to her mother about the sexual advances of her step father and
about his unfaithfulness to her with other women as well~ the mother
nevertheless still continued to live with himt Eilene felt this as a betrayal on
her motherls partbut had never dared to tell her thatt
The psychotic decompensation had occurred after Eilene had a fierce
dispute with her mother~ when she had been forced once again to break off
relations with a boy she was in love with~ fIn this case there was an interaction
between primitive~cultural and markedly transgenerationalfactorsJ
When I heared her complaining about her motherrs stubborness~ I said to
her~ Arguing with mother is~ indeed like trying to convince a lamppostllt She
laughed in wonderment and said~ This link has never occurred to met ~ When
apparently ~normal~ her ambivalence towards mother remained hidden behind
an attitude of concern and affectionate behaviour~
Irrespective of whether or not my comparison between ~lamppostt and Imothert hit the
mark~ this case history illustrates that neurochemical disturbances of the brain may
also be functional~ in that they enable the person concerned to express and dramatise
emotional~cognitive contents which cannot be discharged by any other meanst In the
case of Eilene we might conjecture that she had ~learned~ that by becoming psychotic
and subsequently being hospitalised~ she could escape both from the incestuous
triangle at home and from her mother without feeling too guilty about it~ Moreover~
because of her aggressive acting~out towards the nursing staff she frequently had to
be locked up in the isolation cell~ Her mother~ visiting her each day~ sat hand in hand
with her daughter and joined her in her complaints against the nursing stafft What
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we are witnessing here is in fact a massive denial and reversal into the opposite of
her feelings of rage at her mother~ together with a displacement of this aggression
to the nursing stafft In fact~ one might call this ~psychosis in the service of defence~t
In their book Mind meaning and mental disorder~ Bolton and Hill ~l gg o have
confronted modem psychiatry with a most fundamental question which has direct
consequences for our views on psychiatric disorder~ and for the way in which we
treat our patients~ The question they pose is whether in mental disorder one could be
dealing with an intentional~ rather than a non~intentional~ breach of intentional
causality~ ~Intentionality~ is a term borrowed from Brentano ~l Vq ~~ who called it ~the
defining characteristic of the mind~ as such it refers to taboutness~ or ~directednesst
~Bolton and Hill~ lggb ~ p ~ I S~ ~ As I understand it~ the term intentionality may be
applied to states or to systems carrying inforrnation which might give rise to actiont

The following example may illustrate the distinction between intentional and non~
intentional states or systems~ Suppose one is asked to analyse a telephone
conversation between two peoplet One could describe this telephone call in terms
of its basic electronics~ i~et the wiring of the system~ the flow of information in bites
per minute~ or even make a recording of the frequencies used and evaluate the
audibility of the two voicest A second way of analysing this telephone call is by
recording the verbal content of what was said by MrtA and to compare this with the
reactions ~ verbal~ physiological~ motoric or otherwise t of Mr~Bt The first analysis
handles the phone~call as a non~intentional process~ while the second concerns solely
the intentionality of the processt If in the latter case we do not know what Mr~At has
said~ being able to only observe the reactions of MrtB~ we have to infer the content
of the words spoken by MrtA from the reactions of Mr~B~ If~ for instance~ we
observe Mr~ B turning pale~ saying~ ~Thank you for informing me~ Pll come to your
home immediatelyP~ and leaving the home in a hurry~ we know for sure that MrtA
has called Mr~B in order to ask him for help in an emergency situationt One could
say~ therefore~ that the system consisting of f rMrtA ~~ telephone apparatus A ~ J ~~
rtelephone apparatus B~ ~~ Mr ~ B IJ contains a large amount of intentional
information~ or~ in other words~ is at that moment a reservoir of a great deal of
dramatic energy~~
In psychiatry we are frequently dealing with situations in which ~ in terms of the
above example ~ we are only allowed to observe the t always highly dramatic t
reactions of IMr~Bt~ our patient~ whereas at the very beginning we still are in a state
of uncertainty about what the internal ~Mr~At has said to him~ This internal IMrtA~
could represent anything~ from an internalised victim~parent or perpetrator~ up to and
including a Ibad child~ self It is only with the help of much patience and by means
of painstaking history~taking~ including a thorough investigation of childhood

j I have borrowed this example from Walter von Lucadou~ a Germ an theoretical phycisis t
and one of the founders of the so~called observational th eori es~ He used this phone~cal I
paradigm in order to illustrate his concept of ~ pragmatische Informationt ~pragmati c
information~ ~ which in my opinion is equivalent to th e concept of intentional information
~Von Lucadou ~ I IRI~ ~ ~ and to contrast it with Shannon~type informationt
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circumstances and possible traumatic experiences ~ that sooner or later we may be
able to discover the real identity of ~MrtA~ta
The question posed by Bolton and Hill can be translated in terms of th e above
examplet Imagine ~ for instance~ th at the Mr ~ B of our example for some reason does
not w ant to respond to Mr~Ats emergency call~ but neither does he wan t him to feel
hurt by an overt refusal~ Could it in p ri nciple be possible ~ so the authors ask in effect ~
that the mutually contradictory intentions of MrtB might then create a physical
disturbance in th e functioning of the electronic equipment~ such as to render Mr ~ B
physically unable to understand the message of Mr~A~ In terms of the electri cal
processes of our example~ the answer would have to be negative ~ at least if one does
not wish to resort to the assumption of some so rt of psychokinesis ~ However ~ in view
of the mouldability of brain~structures and of neurobiological processes under the
sway of cognitive~emotional stimuli ~ the answer to th e question posed by Bolton and
Hill could be affirmative~
In the eyes of th ose scientists who tend to attribute a relatively impo rtant role to
th e influences of genetic programming and of structural deficits in the causation of
mental disorder th e above assumptions may appear far too speculative ~ They might ~
however~ be willing to entertain the hypo th esis that a pre~existing ~ essentially non~
intentional ~ defect of neuronal ~hardwaret could be secondarily utilised by
intentional processes in the above sense ~ so th at the latter can find their full dramatic
expression ~ s Along these lines ~ the hypothesised premorbid neuropsychological
deficits found in some cases of schizophrenia and th e concomitant cognitive defects
could make such a vulnerable child an easy target for parental projections ~ such as
th e projection of the parent~s own Idisappointing child~ ~self or that of Ipitiful child ~~
tempting th e parent to overprotect and smother this particular childt
An alte rnative expl anation with regard to schizophrenia might allow for the afore~
mentioned possibility ~ itet that conflict~ or trauma~related cognitive~emotional
processes could be able to cause ch anges in neuronal programming and even in
wiring such as to create functional abnormalities which subse rve the expression and
dramatisation of the psychic con fl ict underlying these processes ~ ~See also ~
Buitelaar~ I Igb~ Gabbard ~ lggZt~ It would seem ~ then ~ that we cannot quite rule out
the possibili ty that the hypo thesised premorbid neuropsychological deficit in certain
c ases of schizophrenia might be th e result of pret and perinatal stressors interacting
wi th genetic factors in sensitising the developing brain t etg~ by me an s of circulating

a The occurrence of auditory hallucinations may be of some help here as they may be the
Csplit offl representations of ~bad child~ selves or those of arguing parentst CAs to the
possible trauma~related dissociative character of Ihearing voices~~ see Pennings and Romm e
c lglb~ ~
S Returning to the example of the emergency call this could be translated into e~gt ~Mr~B
not wanting to feel guilty for not being willing to respond to MrtAts plea for help and~
instead~ accusing MrtA of having actually caused the physical disturbances within the
electronic system which ultimately led to the misunderstandings and subsequent
estrangement between them~t
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monoamines such as noradrenalin ~ to future stressors~ There are~ indeed~ studies
which suggest that pre~ and perinatal stress may sensitise the still ~mouldable~
developing brain to stressors occurring afterwards ~Perry~ I IHH~ Weinstock~ I IHHb ~
see also Section l tZt As a consequence~ the foetal or early infantile brain may find
itself compelled to shut down certain neuronal pathways and to open alternative
routes in order to avoid environmental input which the already sensitised brain might
interpret as being too ~psychotoxic~ to be properly processedt The so~called
~attentional deficits~ observed in schizotypical patients might be caused precisely by
these tevasive~ mechanisms~ expressing themselves through e~gt very early
neurobiological splitting processes as conjectured in Section Z ~ b ~ Physical birth
trauma~ such as that caused by extended labour~ asphyxia~ forceps delivery~ óic~~ may
have a similar sensitising effect on the developing brain structurest CSee Section StZ
and St I~ ~

In our sample of I O multiple sclerosis patients we found that in at least four of them
the first neurological defect occurred in the innervation of an organ which had been
the focus of a severe traumatic experiencet If this finding can be replicated and
validated by future Ccontrolled~ research it might represent a concrete scientific
validation of the assumption that intentional processes may express their dramatic
content ~ itet ~tell their own storyt ~ through pathological changes in neuronal ~wiring~~
In such cases one could in essence be dealing with a phenomenon that may be called
psychomimesis orpsychomimicry~ C Cft also the woman who lost her sense of smell
and of taste after she saw the smoking chimneys at Auschwitz and smelt the stench
of burning fat CIntroduction~ pt xv~~~
When summarising the findings and tentative conclusions of the foregoing
chapters one could formulate the following hypothesis~
Conflict~ or trauma~related emotions may serve as prime organisers~ triggering
and~or creating structures through which they can express and dramatise
themselves~

o In the light of these findings one should be cautious in drawing too hasty conclusions
from the so~called adoption studies with respect to the influence of genetic factors in th e
causation of schizophrenia and of schizophrenia spectrum disorder~ After all~ the higher
concordance rate in adopted~away children of mothers or fathers who were diagnosed as
schizophrenic could be due to the influence of prenatal stressors such as maternal anxiety~
medication~ smoking~ marital violence~ rejection or abandonment of the mother by the
natural father andlor by her parents~ the knowledge of having to relinquish her child~ Bcct ~
The only firm evidence as to the relative influence of genetic factors seems to stem from
the higher concordance rate between monozygoticl adopted~away twins as compared to that
found in heterozygotic adopted~away twins~
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STRUGGLING WITH THE INNER PERSECUTORS AND THE QUEST FOR THE GOOD
OBJECT

For we know that the whole creation in all its parts groaneth and travaileth
in pain until nowt CStt Paul~ Romans StZZ ~ King James translation~
Not a chosen fate~ but some choice in copingt
~Ronnie JanoffBulman ~ IggZ~ pt lI g~
In the previous Section one may have been able to recognise the explicitation of
an important principle underlying psychic life in general ~ and the causation of
disorder in part iculart This principle is the urge towards dramatisation and
externalisation of unresolved traumatic conflictt As shown in the preceding chapters
this urge towards exte rnalisation and dramatisation may express itself through the
mechanism of projective identification ~Ch~III~~ through psychiatric or
psychosomatic symptom formation ~Ch~ I k V~~ or through t identification with th e
aggressor~ in all its varieties ~Ch ~ III Bi Section StZj ~
The patients who kindly allowed me to narrate their c ase histories have something
in commom that which was basically violated was their sense ofjustice ~ It seems ~
indeed~ as if from the very fact of being born to its parents a child derives a basic
ri ght to be also loved and cared for by them ~ Perhaps ~ this conviction is innate and
preprogrammed ~ or perhaps it is connected ~also~ with the remembrance of the ~lost
paradise~~ i~et the blissful stay in th e motherts womb~ which was so cruelly disturbed
by the ~trauma of birth~ ~see Ch ~ II~ ~ Be that as it may ~ the propensity to insist that
J ustice be done ~ seems to be firmly entrenched in the human soult This notion is
paralleled by th e object~relational view as formulated by Melanie Klein ~ according
to which ~tttt The dread ofpersecution ~ which was atftrstfelt on the ego~s account~
now relates to the good object as well andfrom now on preservation of the good
object is regarded as synonymous with the survival of the ego~~ ~Melanie Klein ~
II ~IS I lg I S ~ p ~ Zb~~In other words ~ from now on su rv ival of the ~ideally~ good
object has become the childts principal motive~
This everlasting search for the ideal good object underlies m an~s greatness as well
as his very vulnerability and his potential destructiveness ~ Without exception ~ the
cas e histories reproduced here all bear witness to the anxie ty and self destructiveness
which occur when the love~object fails to Ikeep its promises ~ and to fulfil th e moral
demands made on it by the child ~ For the person concerned such an enormous
disillusionment has the qualities of a ~ personal catastrophic traumatt ~The term
~catas trophic trauma~ was borrowed from Krystal ~ l S lH~~ In the wake of severe
personal trauma th e good object may be shielded from th e ~attacks~ of the bad object
Crepresenting severe disappointment and anxie ty~dri ven rage~ by means of splittingt
J he mech anisms and processes enumerated here are extensively dealt with in ChtII
and Ch ~ III ~ ~ In it a bad object ~ amalgamated with part of the self~ becomes
sequestrated ~ ei ther mentally or physically ~ whereas the remaining part of the self
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unites completely with the ideally good object~ These splitting operations are
especially operative in groups of people who share the same traumatic experiences
or traumatic past andlor who have the same leadert They are invariably characterised
by ~a~ an adoration of~ and blind obedience to~ the leader to whom the followers
attribute magic or even divine properties~ and ~b~ the sequestration and subsequent
annihilation~ or the wish to do so~ of a section of the population which is believed
to be Ibadt because they do not share the same habits or skin colour~ or simply
because they are viewed as ~non~believerst~ Historical examples are the medieval
Crusades CDe Graaf~ I ggb~ ~ the witch~trials~ the Inquisition~ the persecution of the
Mennonites~ and the Nazi Holocaustt
Interestingly~ these group phenomena
precisely replicate the splitting encountered in severe individual pathologyt In
describing the Jewish and Palestinian extremistst opposition to the Middle East peace
process~ Moses and Moses~Hrushovski C I gg~j introduced the term Ideploymenttt
This is meant to denote a rigid defence in response to overwhelming and humiliating
trauma ~ and feelings of guilt as well ~ and is characterised by rigid patterns of
behaviour and attitudes Ctowards the tenemy~~ I ~tt that restrict their perception~ their
feelings~ and their choices~ often leading to se f defeating behaviort I ~pt V~~

We see these fonns of destructive group pathology typically occurring during eras
in which traditional belief systems and world views are breaking up~ Tragically
enough~ this is especially the case in the present post~modern ~ or better~ post~
Auschwitz ~ era~ as well as in that following the uprooting of large groups of people
from their cultural and religious rootst The massive disillusionment and godlessness
of the post~Auschwitz era and the multi~transgenerational pathology created by
centuries of persecution and injustice to millions of people have also brought about
a fading of the prevailing ~Good Object~~ represented by the traditional Islamic and
Judeo~Christian Godt~ As a consequence~ we are witnessing once more the same
frenetic and extremist solutions for restoring the ~Good Object~ in the form of the
Igood old religion~~ of course together with the obligatory hatred against~ and
destruction of~ ~non~believers~ and other dissidentst Examples of this are the present
Jewish and Islamic national~religious movements in Israel~ with dangerous
extremists on both sides~ the Taliban movement in Afghanistan~ and the extremist
faction of religious~nationalist Serbs~
Many Christian and non~Christian sects and cults may also be characterised by
these group dynamics in which splitting plays a major role~ The more pronounced
and concrete the prophecies and promises of the leader of the sect~ the greater the
danger of aggressive acts~ directed either against the Ihostile~ environment~ or against
the members of the sect themselves~ as soon as doubts start to arise with regard to
the truthfulness of the leader and his prophecies~ CSee also Ch ~ III in which I dealt
with this theme following the history of Hitler and the Third Reich~~

It should be mentioned that in all these examples transgenerational trauma~ often
~ There is a Jewish Iwitzt according to which a rabbi~ at the very height of a pogrom in his
stettl~ raises his eyes to the Heavens and exclaimst IOh God~ if with God~s help You really
exist~ have mercy on usit
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extending over many generations~ certainly also plays an important role~ Volkan
C I Igba~ gives us a detailed and thrilling description of how a national defeat ~ some
WO years ago~ could become a ~chosen trauma~ ~as he calls it~ which was transmitted
through many generations and ultimately led to the bloody m assacre among Bosnian
Muslims by Nationalist Serbs~
Finally~ the question may be asked as to the occurrence of other~ less destructive and
more creative and ~existentiaP~ solutions to personal trauma~ These solutions can be
classified into two categories which~ however~ in many instances overlapi ~ l ~
magical or omnipotent solutions which generally remain unconscious~ ~Z~
~existential~ solutions to trauma which take place in the conscious spheret

Ad ~l~ unconscious~ magicalomnipotent solutions~
According to some psychoanalytically oriented parapsychologists many anomalous
or ~paranormal~ experiences and phenomenag may be traced back to severe personal
trauma~ or~ for that matter~ to reactivated traumatic childhood experiences CBender~
lg~b~ Devereux~ l W l~ Ehrenwald~ lglH~ Eisenbud~ Ig ~ O~ Fodor~ lgCM Layard~
Tenhaeff~ l gb l I l W g~t In this context especially so~called Ipoltergeists~ ~
outbursts of spontaneous psychokinetic disturbances surrounding a young adolescent
~agentt struggling with traumatic intra~ and interpersonal conflict ~ ~ have drawn the
attention of various authors ~see especially Bender~ l g l~ljt In these cases one is
invariably dealing with a person who finds him~ or herself in a situation of utter
impotence and helplessnesst In my own psychotherapeutic practice as well as in
private life I have come across authentic cases of precognition which were invariably
connected with traumatic experiences in the life histories of the persons concerned
CDe Graaf~ l ggba~ see also Dunne C l I TI~ ~ Tenhaeff C l Ib l Il Wl~ ~ and Van der Hart
and Op den Velde C I gI I ~ ~ The traumatic origin of these phenomena comes most to
the fore in instances of so~called ~crisis telepathy~ in which the death of a beloved
person~ or an imminent threat to the latter~s life~ is ~announcedt to the target person
by way of a dream~ a vision~ or simply an~intuition~~ CSee Section l tZ A~ ~ If some of
these phenomena do really exist Cwhich I think they do~~ then they bear witness to
the externalising and dramatising power of the mind which may eventuate in a
continuous ~scanning~ of the spatio~temporal environment in search of ~congruentt life
events CCLE~s~ ~ even those remote in space~time t through which the traumatic
conflict can reveal itselft The ultimate goal of these dramatisations could be to
counteract post~traumatic depression by reversing traumatic helplessness into
triumphant omnipotence~
A second mode of coping with severe trauma which also belongs to this magical~
omnipotent sphere is what I might call the rescuerls solutiont It may be characterised
as stemming from a narcissistic identification with an internal ~ideally good objectt
as the phantasised counterpart of a Ibadparent~ introjectt CSee ChtIII ~ in particular
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For an overview~ see Rush ~lgHb~t
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Case VIIIt~ This position becomes~ then~ the point of departure from which the
individual is impelled to offer help to people onto whom he or she can project one~s
own ~hurt~ or ~neglected childl introjectt To put it in simpler terms~ through helping
other traumatised people~ one may be able both to undo onets own traumatic past
andlor to make up for a failing parent~ CVolkan C l glba~ has given a moving account
of an American veteran and former prisoner of war who tried to overcome his own
trauma by helping his emotionally entrapped step~sont~ Many a worker in the helping
professions has found his or her primary motivation in exactly this mechanismt
Though I consider this to be essentially a constructive way of coping with onets own
personal trauma~ it may under certain circumstances eventually turn out to be
disadvantageous and even harmful to both the professional worker and his or her
client~ For~ in those cases where the omnipotent~ all good~ stance must ward off and
counterbalance very traumatic ~bad parentt ~and ifurious childt~ images which have
never been worked through in an adequate way~ the inevitable disappointments
connected with ~helping people~ may completely upset the balance and plunge the
professional worker into a deep depressiont ffhe so~called burnt~outt syndrome may
also be the issue of such a mechanismtj The client~ on his part~ may then unwittingly
be lured into a patient~s role by a therapist who has~ so to speak~ the need to be
needed~g~ In mental health care this may result either in a prolonged dependency
relation between client and therapist~ with attenuation of symptoms but with little or
no emotional growth~ or simply in an aggravation of symptoms and other forms of
acting~out behaviour which make the therapist concerned feel helpless and
eventually compel him or her to transfer the treatment to another therapist or
institution~

In what may be called the messianic solution one encounters people who combine
in themselves a rescuer~s personality ~ often against a background of severe personal
trauma ~ with an ~ alleged or verified ~ possession of paranormal gifts~ According to
their cultural backgrounds~ these people may be known under various names such
as Ihealers~~ Ishamanst~ Iwitch doctors~~ Sict
Ad rZ~ conscious~ Iexistential ~ solutions to personal trauma~
Whilst the foregoing solutions to trauma were based on magical~omnipotent attempts
to replace helplessness and impotence by ~triumphant omnipotence~~ we are dealing
here with conscious attempts at coming to terms with injustice~ with as an ultimate
goal the restoration and rehabilitation of the Good Objectt Here~ what Janoff
Bulman has called ~rebuilding shattered assumptionst ~Janoff Bulman~ l IgZ~ is
prominent~ In so~called ~new age~ thinking~ as etg~ exemplified by the well~known
book called The Celestian Prophecyf CRedfield~ I
one is witnessing a defence
mechanism which I might call tthe flight to the good objectt~ The ~new age~ message
is essentially~ ~Don~t resist bad things in your life~ for they are part and parcel of your
y This means that in these cases the patient must conform to a projective identification
~see Cht p with the split~off ~hurt~ needy child~ introject of the therapist himself
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growth process~~ In fact~ this message does not differ much from the slogans of some
recent religious revival movements ~ Christian~ Jewish~ as well as Islamite ~
according to which ~~~~~ t everything will straighten itself out for those who are in
Godt~~ As I see it~ by denying a person the right to be angry with God and urging him
or her to accept beforehand hardship Trom Godts Hands~~ these belief systems are
also in danger of circumventing and denying the problem of utter helplessness~ of
injustice~ and~ ultimately~ of deatht

Nevertheless~ as pointed out by Janoff Bulman~ all of us unwittingly harbour
strong positive convictions about the world and about ourselves~ She proposes three
fundamental assumptionst ~a~ the world is benevolent~ ~b~ the world is meaningful~
and Cc~ the self is worthy CJanoffBulman~ IIIZ~ p~ b~t Perhaps~ as already said
before~ these deep convictions are relics of the blissful and omnipotent intra~uterine
state which was so cruelly disrupted by the Vauma of birtht~ as pointed out in
Section Z A~ One could~ however~ then also ask the question why and for what
purpose nature ~ andlor God ~ has provided us with such a blissful starting
experience which we are utterly unable to handle~ and which has made us both so
vulnerable and so aggressive towards ourselves and towards otherst
One of the earliest and most profound accounts of personal catastrophic trauma
and of concomitant existential crisis is the history of Job~ the innocent and righteous
man who unknowingly became the stake of a cynical power game between God and
Satan~ It is an outstanding example of somebody whose religious world fell apart
because the God in whom he had always believed~ and whom he had trusted~
apparently betrayed him~ Apart from the severe losses inflicted upon him and the
~post~traumaticT~ skin disease which befell him~ Job felt deeply affronted by the
betrayal of his God and challenged him to give a full explanation of his motivest In
the end~ God reveals himself to Job in person after having given a rather cynical
synopsis of his own omnipotence and wisdom as contrasted with Jobls
insignificance~
Naieve as this narrative may sound~ it also contains deep wisdom and could serve
as a model for coping with personal catastrophic trauma~ For~ the essence of personal
catastrophic trauma consists of the very shattering of our own ~compensatory~
omnipotent ~sense of invulnerability~ and of Ijustificationt ~ which was accompanied
by an equally omnipotent denial and splitting~off of Ibad selves~~ Therefore~ since
the original insult cannot be made undone any more~ the healing process could
consist of giving up exactly those omnipotent wishes ~ however justified~ ~ which~
by standing in the way of accepting reality as it is~ had made the person concerned
so vulnerable~ Interpretations based upon the ~premorbid~ presence in Job of ~hidden
sinst or~ for that matter~ quasi~narcissistic~ grandiose~ personality traits CVan Praag~
I IHH~~ may too easily be used for explaining away the utter injustice inflicted upon
Job by Godt
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The findings and considerations laid down in this study may have highlighted
the necessity of ~re~integrating psychodynamic and interactional theories and
approaches with clinical psychiatry~ In this respect~ psychotraumatology could
serve as an intermediary between psychodynamic and biological psychiatryt
An importan t p rinciple underlying psychic life in general~ an d the causation of
disorder in pa rticular~ is the urge towards dramatisation and externalisation
of unresolved traumatic conflictt This urge towards extemalisation an d
dramatisation may express itself through the mechanism of projective
identification ~Ch ~ IIIJ~ through psychiatric or psychosomatic symptom
formation rCU SL VJ ~ or through ~identification with the aggressor~ in all its
varieties ~Ch~III S Section StZ~
Confl ict~ or trauma~related emotions may serve as p ri me organisers~ triggering
andlor creating structures through which they can express and dramatise
themselvest ~Section btl~
~~

The lack of an established and comprehensive scientific view on psychological
and psychiatric malfunctioning ~ and especially our own blissful ignorance
about this most serious drawback ~ may turn psychiatry and psychatrists into
a willing servant of those ~ private as well as official ~ institutions whose
interests lie in the realm of power andlor profits rather than in the pursuits of
cure~ care~ or scientific trutht Psychiatrists may thus be turned into Icourt
prophetst who tell the king whatever he wants to heart ~Section atS J
In the light of findings in the literature concerning the high frequency of
childhood abuse and other severe traumatic experiences in psychiatric in~
patients~ any crisis~intervention ~ and particularly when admission to a
psychiatric ward has become necessary ~ should be at least accompanied by an
in~depth inquiry into possible traumatic childhood and family experiences~ as
well as into possible recent precipitating stressorst Resorting directly to
pharmacotherapy without searching beforehand for possible traumatic
experiences in the patient~s life history and family background~ may postpone
recovery andlor bring about in the patient considerable resistance andlor acting
outt
In the life sciences one is dealing with a multitude of interacting vari ables
~Kimble~ lglZ~t Accordingly~ quantitative research on only two or three
variables may lead to hasty and unfounded conclusions which are by no me an s
comparable with the order of complexity of the phenomena to be investigated ~
More specifically~ ignoring the possibility of psychotraumatic experi ences as
a causal factor in its own right might lead to false conclusions with regard to
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the causal influence of certain other variables which~ in reality~ might only
have been covarying ~ or ~dragged along~ ~ with the psychological variablet In
such cases one must again revert to the level of the cases at hand~ that is to the
level of the multiple N~ l study ~ ~Section Q ~ b S Q ~ ~~
l

In a biological system all individual causal links constituting the building~
blocks of a causal chain operate in a binary or alltor~nothing fashiont a certain
cause either exerts its full influence or it does not work at allt In individual
causality~ nothing like a ~dose~effecY relationship or linear connection between
two variables existst Extrapolating~ or deducing the apparent linear
relationships~ as one sometimes finds in epidemiological studies~ to a supposed
Idose~effect~ relationship in individual cases ~ which might be called ~deductive
quantification~ ~ ~ should be considered as an inadmissible departure from the
principles of individual biological causality~ ~Section
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There are strong indications that in juvenile delinquency the transgenerational
transmission of parental and grandparental trauma is an important causative
factort Research in this direction should be propagatedt ~Section StZJ

The relatively high delinquency rate found in certain groups of allochtonous
youth may be a result of parental trauma caused by having been uprooted from
their socio~cultural and religious backgrounds ~ The projection of guilt feelings
by the parent onto the child may create a psychotoxic educational climate
which fosters the development of pathology in the child ~ ~Ch~IlI Sections S~Z
and btZ~
lOt

When se tt ing up prevention an d rehabilitation programmes for delinquent
youths ~ both parents and siblings of the youngster should be called in to
actively part icipate in the programmet Such treatment programmes must be
headed and conducted by specialised and skillful family therapists ~ tSection
SZ~
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In the transgenerational transmission of parental trauma the mechanism of
~ defensive ~ projective identification is supposed to play a key role ~ rSection JtQ~
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Two different forms of projective identification can be distinguished~ viz ~~ one
infan tile~ adaptive form~ and another more mature~ defensive formt The aim of
the defensive form of projective identification is to prese rv e a Ibad~ pa rt of the
self which the ego is unwilling to give up completely~ though simultaneously
distancing itself from itt rSection J~atl~
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In the genesis of certain forms of schizophrenic illness the transgenerational
transmission of parental trauma may be an important causative factor ~ Research
in this direction should be propagatedt rSection SJj
ZZ~
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With the help of the Childhood Trauma Odds Inventory ~ChTOI~ one may
obtain interpretation~free knowledge which also is open to objectivation ~ about
psychotraumatic experiences endured by bo th parents and children as well as
about possible sequelae of parental trauma th at could be psychotoxic to the
child~ rCht V see also Appendix A~~
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When devising and conducting research into a possible transgenerational
component in the pathogenesis of schizophrenic illness one must devote
careful thought to the problem of Iparent blamingt~ This problem inevitably
arises whenever one sets out to lay a link between problems of the parent and
the psychotic disease of the child~ This may cause resistance against this kind
of research~ not only on the parents~ part but also~ and especially~ in the hospital
staff~ anticipating possible adverse reactions of the parents and their lobbies~
~Section St J~
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In view of clinical evidence of the ~eternal loyalty~ of a child towards its parents
~Boszormenyi~Nagy ~ l g Vj ~ one should be more suspicious of revocations of
prior repo rtings of child abuse ~ than of these report ings themselvest ~Section
ltLI~ Chtlllj
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Freud~ s renunciation of his first trauma theory~ and his replacement by the
theory of infantile sexual fantasy~ has for a long time caused psychoanalysis to
miss the connection with regard to the understanding and treatment of trauma~
related disorders ~ including ~ perhaps ~ the psychoses an d other major clinical
syndromes ~ ~Section ItlA~
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A psychiatric or psychosomatic illness may be precipitated or preceded by an
apparently trivial event~ one which~ by objective standards~ would be regarded
as being so harmless~ or even Ipositivet~ that it does not merit the connotation
of ~stressor~ in its own right~ In these cases~ however~ one must assume that
these seemingly trivial events have kindled a very aggressive intrapsychic
conflict which I have called the Personal Sensitisation Factor ~PSF~ ~ The PSF
is supposed to represent a dormant intrapsychic conflict resulting from the
internalisation of an early traumatic experience or traumatic object~
relationship~ which sensitises the individual to life~events that are Icongruent~
with the original traumatic experience~ Accordingly~ the precipitating life~event
~ or Itrigger eventt ~ is called Congruent Life Event ~CLE~~ CSection L Ij
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Apparently~ the strength of the repressed emotions seems to be proportional to
the triviality of the trigger event CCLE~ ~ ~Section ItZ~
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This means that clinical workers should not too hastily abandon the search for
a possible psychotraumatic origin~ and for a psychological meaning~ of the
patientts illness in all those cases in which the CLE or trigger event~ to all
intentions and purposes~ seems trivial~ rSection l ~ Z~
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In individual causality assessments ~ such as those required for medico~legal
issues ~ detection of a me aningful association between a precipitating life~event
~CLE~ and a PSF in its quality of an internalised early traumatic object~
relationship ~ offers a powerful argument in support of a positive causal
relationship of the illness with both the PSF and the CLE~ According to the
laws govern ing individual causality~ bo th the PSF and the Congruent Life
Event ~CLE~ contribute IOOOo to the causation of the illnesst ~See etgt
Rothman ~ l gHbt~ From a purely scientific point of view~ therefore~ neither the
causal role of the CLE~ nor that of the PSF should be tri vialised since~
according to this theo ry ~ both PSF and CLE are necessary conditions for
precipitating the illness~ ~Sections ItZ and ItS~

M

In the case of a disturbed parent~child relationship the parent~s PSF may be
tracked down by examining th e vari ous ways in which its aggressive contents
have been projected onto one or more of th e children and into th e marriage
relationship itself~ An example of this is the onset of a severe depression or
psychosomatic reaction ~Coronary Heart Disease~ Diabetes~ after a child has
left home ~ One may observe such reactions in individuals who at the time~ and
often at the same age ~ had been traumatically separated from th eir own parentst
rSection LZ~S~ ChtIIIJ
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The notion of a PSF may deepen our insight into the possible contri bution of
psycho traumatic factors to th e path ogenesis of psychiatri c and psychosomatic
disease ~ including ~ perhaps~ psychosis ~ rSection I tZ~ CUI Section I~ g~ Ch~ V~
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The assumption of a PSF as an interacting I latent~ vari able may prove fruitful
in th ose studies in which correlations between recent life~events and the onset
of illness have hithert o been disappointingly low ~ rSection ItZ~ ChtIV~
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Premises and constructs derived from psychoanalytic theory~ such as the basic
assumption of ~psychic continuityt and the concept of projective identification
in particular~ may be put to the test by operationalising the PSF and using it as
a research variable~ possibly mediating between life~ event and disease
outcomet The results of this research could contribute to a further refinement
of psychoanalytical thinking and theory~ as well as to a possible readjustment
of some of its premisest rSection l tZ~ Section Q ~ ~ S I~Sj
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Continued research into the relationships between first and second generation
childhood trauma on the one hand and neurobiological parameters on the other
Zlg

may result in the detection of neurobiological markers of vulnerability to stress
in adult lifet
ZT

As Volkan ~lggbb~ has pointed out ~ a traumatic past shared by a large group
of people may give rise to a Ichosen traumat ~ i ~ e ~~ a national martyrdom th at is
h anded over through man y generations and may cause considerable hatred and
bloodshed against groups onto which the image of the ~ancient enemy ~ is
projectedt rSection btZf
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Psychic numbing~ together with the other Inegative~ symptoms of chronic
PTSD~ reflects a form of splitting which may not be quite different from that
described asIhypofrontality~ ~ix~ impaired functioning of the prefrontal cortexj
in chronic schizophrenic patientst ~Glover~ I g~Z~ Section Z ~ Zj
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On the grounds of the findings of Solomon and associates as well as those of
myself in Israeli soldiers it is hypothesised that the slightly beneficial effects
of frontline treatment ~ as opposed to treatment at the rear ~ of soldiers
suffering from CSR~ are due to an adverse effect of the renewed contact with
the family environment~ rather than to the implementation of the so~called
Salmon principles of ~proximity~ ~to the frontline~~ ~immediacy~ Cof treatment~~
and ~expectancy~ Cof returning to the combat unit after treatment~t ~Section Z ~ B~
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One cannot evaluate the clinical condition of a traumatised individual apart
from the possible contributions of the partner to what h as become a post~
traumatic collusion ~ When looked at in this way ~ it would be a mistake to not
also include the partner in the treatment of severe post~traumatic disturbancet
~Section Zt ~~
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Appendix A
Childhood Trauma Odds Inventory kChtoi~
Instituutt ~t~t~~~ttt~~~tt~tt~t

Naam~
Geboortedatumt ~~ I tt Ilg~~

Datum onderzoek~ ~~ I ~~ III ~~
Naam en adres ouder~sjt

Omschrijving ~ in eigen bewoordingen en zo gedétailleerd mogelijk ~ van het delict
waarvoor onderzochte thans veroordeeld is~ alsmede van evt~ delicten uit het
verledew

Wat werd officiëel aan onderzochte ten laste gelegP ~Vermeld ook het
desbetreffende Artikel in het Wetboek van Strafrecht~J

Zijn de biologische ouders van onderzochte nog bij elkaar~
Ja
Nee~
Nee~
Nee~
Nee~

de
zij
de
de

biologische vader verliet moeder vóór de geboorte van onderzochte
zijn gescheiden in lgtt
moeder is overleden in l I
vader is overleden in lg~~

Zo niet~ hebben de ouders een nieuwe partner~
Nee
Ja~ moeder heeft een nieuwe partner sinds lg
Ja~ vader heeft een nieuwe partner sinds lg ~~

M

Bij wie is onderzochte vanaf zijn geboorte tot zijn b~de verjaardag het langst in huis
geweesC
bij zijn biologische ouders
in één~oudergezin bij biologische moeder
bij moeder en haar nieuwe partner
in één~oudergezin bij biologische vader
bij vader en zijn nieuwe partner

in kindertehuis
anders of toelichtingi

Bij wie is onderzochte tussen zijn b~de en IZ~de verjaardag het langst in huis
geweesC

bij zijn biologische ouders
in één~oudergezin bij biologische moeder
bij moeder en haar nieuwe partner
in één~oudergezin bij biologische vader
bij vader en zijn nieuwe partner

in kindertehuis
zonder vaste woon~ of verblijfplaats
anders of toelichtingt

En bij wie was onderzochte voor het merendeel in huis vanaf zijn l Z~de verjaardag
tot aan het tijdstip van het delicC

bij zijn biologische ouders
in één~oudergezin bij biologische moeder
bij moeder en haar nieuwe partner
in één~oudergezin bij biologische vader
bij vader en zijn nieuwe partner

in kindertehuis
zonder vaste woont of verblijfplaats
anders of toelichtingt
Zijn de grootouders van vader~s kant gescheiden~ Ja l Nee
Zo ja~ hoe oud was vader toen dat gebeurdO ~~ jr~
Zijn de ouders van evtt stief of pleegvader gescheideC
Zo ja~ hoe oud was hij toen dat gebeurdeZ tt jrt
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Zijn de grootouders van moeder~s kant gescheiden~ Ja l Nee
Zo ja~ hoe oud was moeder toen dat gebeurW ~ t jrt

Zijn de ouders van evt~ stief of pleegmoeder gescheiden~
Zo ja~ hoe oud was zij toen dat gebeurW tt jr~
NtB ~ Tenzij anders vermeld hebben de nu volgende vragen betrekking op de
lotgevallen en achtergronden van de biologische ouders~
geboo rtedatum biologische moedert

t L Il Itt

geboo rtedatum biologische vadert

t L Ilgtt

geboo rtedatum evtt stief of pleegvader~
geboo rtedatum evt~ stief of pleegmoedert

t~ L Ilg~t
t L l lgtt

Is onderzochte in Nederland geboren~ Ja l Nee~ in
~ttt~~~~tttt~ttttt~~~~~t~~~~t~t~ttt~tt
Zo niet ~ hoe oud w as hij toen hij voor het eerst naar Nederland kwam~ ttt jaar
Is de vader in Nederl and geborenT Ja l Nee ~ in ttt ~~ t ~ t ~~~ tt ~~ t ~ t ~~~~~ ttttttttttttttt

Zo niet ~ in welk jaar is vader voor het eerst naar Nederland gekomeO In lg ~ t
Is de moeder in Nederland geboren~ Ja l Nee ~ in tt ~ ttt ~ t ~~~~~ t ~ ttt ~~ ttttttt ~~~~ ttttttt
Zo niet~ in welk jaar is moeder voor het eerst naar Nederland gekomen~ In lgt ~
Is vader~s vader in Nederland geboren~ Ja l Nee ~ in ~~~ t ~~~ t ~~ tt ~ t ~ t ~ ttttttttttttttttttttt
Zo niet ~ in welk jaar is vader~s vader voor het eerst naar Nederland gekomen~ In l gt t
Is vaderts moeder in Nederlan d geboren~ Ja l Nee ~ in ~ t ~~~ t ~ tttt ~~ t ~~~~ ttttt ~ ttttt ~ tttttttt

Zo niet~ in welk jaar is vader~s moeder voor het eerst naar Nederl an d gekome C In
lg ~ t
Is moeder~s moeder in Nederl and geboren~ Ja l Nee ~ in ~~~~~ tt ~ tt ~ ttttt ~~ ttttt ~~ ttttttttttttt
Zo niet~ in welk jaar is moederts moeder voor het eerst naar Nederl an d gekomen~ In
ll ~~

Is moeder~s vader in Nederl an d geboren~ Ja l Nee~ in ~ ttttt ~ tttt ~~ tt ~~~ t ~~ tt ~ tttttttttttttt
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Zo niet~ in welk jaar is moeder~s vader voor het eerst naar Nederland gekomeO In
lgt ~
Zijn evt~ stiefouders in Nederland geboren en zo nee~ wanneer zijn zij naar
Nederland gekomen~
Geboorterangorde bij eigen moedert
van ~ t ~ levende kinderen~ t~~de jongen~
Had moeder miskramen of doodgeboren kindereO JalNee
Evt~ stiefmoeder ~ t ~ ttt ~ t

Zo ja~ hoeveel miskramen of doodgeboren kinderen waren er vlak vóór de geboorte
van onderzochte en hoeveel ernO
Direct vóór de geboorte~ ~t
Na de geboortei tt~ onderzochte was toen ~ t ~ ~ t ~ jaar~
Heeft onderzochte zelf een ~half of stief jbroertje of zusje verloren~
NeelJa~ vóór zijn geboorte~ dat was ~waren~ een meisjeljongen~
Ja~ op tt ~ t ~~ t jarige leeftijd~ Dit betrof een jongen l meisje Qs onderzochte naar dit
kind vernoemffi t~~~~~j

Aanvullende bijzonderhedent
Wat was de gezinssamenstelling ten tijde van het delicC ~stief en pleegkinderen
meegerekendj
ttt nog thuiswonende kinderen
~ t t kinderen die het huis reeds verlaten hadden
Wat was de rangorde in leeftijd van onderzochte ttotv~ de nog thuiswonende
kinderen~
oudste~ Z~de~ J~de~ ~~de~ t ~~ t ~~ jongste kind~

Hoeveel nog thuiswonende zusters waren qua leeftijd ouder dan onderzochte en
hoeveel waren er jonger dan hij ten tijde van het delicC ~half en stiefzusters
meegerekendj
~~~ oudere zusters~ ~ t t jongere zusters

Hoeveel nog thuiswonende broers waren qua leeftijd ouder dan onderzochte en
hoeveel waren er jonger dan hij ten tijde van het delicC ~half en stiefbroers
meegerekendj
ttt oudere broers~ t ~ t jongere broers
Z ill

Aanvullende informatie m~ b~ L de kinderen in het gezin van herkomst~
Geboorterangorde van de moedert ~t~de van tt kinderent t~~de
Van evt~ stief of pleegmoeden
Geboorterangorde van de vader~ ~t~de van ~~ kinderent ~t~de
Van evtt stief of pleegvader

meisje

jongen

Godsdienstige achtergrond en opvoeding van moedert
Van evtt stief of pleegmoedert
Godsdienstige achtergrond en opvoeding van vader~
Van evtt stief of pleegvaden
Welke rol speelde de godsdienst in de opvoeding van onderzochte~
Laatst uitgeoefend beroep van moeder~
Van evtt stief of pleegmoedert
Laatst uitgeoefend beroep van vader~
Van evt~ stief of pleegvader~

Leeftijd van moeder bij geboorte van onderzochte~
Leeftijd van vader bij geboorte van onderzochtet
Van evtt stieP of pleegvader~
Leeft oma van moederts kant nog~ Ja l Neet
Moeder van evt~ stief of pleegmoeder~
Zo niet~ aan welke ziekte of aan welk voorval is deze oma overleden~
Moeder van evt~ stief of pleegmoeden
Hoe oud was moeder toen haar moeder overleeO ~~~t~ jr~
Evtt stief of pleegmoeden ~tt~ tjr~
Leeft opa van moeder~s kant nog~
JalNeet
Vader van evtt stief of pleegmoeden
Zo niet~ aan welke ziekte of aan welk voorval is deze opa overledeC
Vader van evtt stief of pleegmoedert

Hoe oud was moeder toen haar vader overleeffl ~tt~t jrt
Evt~ stief of pleegmoeder ~~tt~ jr
zj S

Leeft oma van vaderts kant nog~
JalNeet

Moeder van evt~ stief of pleegvadert
Zo niet~ aan welke ziekte of aan welk voorval is deze oma overleden~
Moeder van evt~ stief of pleegvadert
Hoe oud was vader toen zijn moeder overleed~ ttt ~~ jrt
Evtt stief of pleegvader ~~ tt jr
Leeft opa van vader~s kant nog~
JalNee~

Vader van evtt stief of pleegvadert
Zo niet~ aan welke ziekte of aan welk voorval is deze opa overledeC
Vader van evtt stief of pleegvader~
Hoe oud was vader toen zijn vader overleeC ~~ tt ~~ jr~
Evtt stief of pleegvader~ ~~~~ jr
Heeft moeder broers of zussen verloren vóór haar l S~de verjaardag~
at Ja~ vóór moeder~s geboorte overleed een broertjelzusje~
b~ Ja~ toen zij t ~~ ~~~ ~ t jr~ oud was overleed een broertjelzusjet
ct Oma had miskramen of doodgeboren kinderen toen moeder tt ~ t ~~ tt ~ tt jrt oud
was~

d ~ Neen~ geen van deze dingen vonden plaats vóór moeder~s l S~de verjaardagt
e~ Onbekend~
Heeft evtt stief of pleegmoeder broers of zussen verloren vóór haar l S~de
verjaardag~
at Ja~ vóór moederts geboorte overleed een broertjelzusjet

b~ Ja~ toen zij tt ~ tt ~ ~~ jr~ oud was overleed een broertjelzusje~
ct Oma had miskramen of doodgeboren kinderen toen moeder tt ~ ~ t ~ ~ t ~ ~ t jr~ oud
wast
dt Neen~ geen van deze dingen vonden plaats vóór moederts l S~de verjaardagt
et Onbekendt
Heeft vader broers of zussen verloren voor zijn l H~de verjaardag~
a~ Ja~ voor vaderts geboorte overleed een broertjelzusjet

bt Ja~ toen hij t ~~ ~ t ~ ~~ jr~ oud was overleed een broertjelzusjet
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ct Vaderts moeder had miskramen of doodgeboren kinderen toen vader t~~ ~~~ t ~~
~~ jr~ oud was~
d~ Neen~ geen van deze dingen hebben plaats gevonden vóór
verjaardagt

vader~s lS~de

Heeft evtt stief of pleegvader broers of zussen verloren voor zijn l Htde
verjaardag~

at Ja~ voor vader~s geboorte overleed een broertjelzusjet
bt Ja~ toen hij ~t~ ~t~ ~~ jr~ oud was overleed een broertjelzusje~
ct Vader~s moeder had miskramen of doodgeboren kinderen toen vader ~~~ tt ~ ~~~ tt
jr~ oud wast

d~ Neen~ geen van deze dingen hebben plaats gevonden vóór vader~s lH~de
verjaardag~
Welke ziekten of problemen kwamen of komen er in het gezin en in de familie voor~
~Geef ook aan bij wie~ bijv~ ~vader~~ Istiefvadert of t~moeder~~ ~zustert~ Ialfbroer~~
~vader van moeder~~ ~broer van moeder~s moeder~~ ~broer van vadert~ Idochter van
broer~~ enz~j
Bij wi O

a ~ diabetes ~suikerziekte~
bt ziekte van de schildklier
ct levercirrhose
dt asthma
et allergie
f huidaandoeningen
g~ rheuma
ht multiple sclerose
it darmontstekingen
j ~ alcoholmisbruik
kt toevallen
lt kanker
m~ depressie

nt opname in psychiatrisch ziektehuis~ s anato ri um of Psychiatrische Afdeling van
Algemeen Ziekenhuis ~PAAZjt

ot schizofrenie
p~ huwelijksproblemen
qt echtscheiding ~indien van cliënYs eigen ouders of grootouders ~
Geef aan op welke leeftijd van cliënt of van diens vader of moeder deze plaats
vond~~

Zj~

rt tabakverslaving
st drugsgebruik
tt gebruik van kalmerende middelen of slaappillen
u~ karakterproblemen ~bijv~ erg driftig of heerszuchtig~ of erg teruggetrokkenj
vt gewelddadig gedrag
wt andere neurologische ziekte dan MS of toevallen
~zoals bijv~ hersentumor~ ziekte van Parkinson~ Alzheimerj
xt onverklaarde pijnen of vermoeidheid
y ~ onverklaarde verlammingsverschijnselen
zt zelfmoord of pogingen daartoe
aat incest

ab~ delinkwent gedrag
act kindermishandeling
ad~ verwaarlozing van kinderen
ae~ overmatig strenge opvoeding

af WAO ~vermeld indien mogelijk de reden~
ag~ langdurige werkeloosheid
aht miskramen
ai~ leerproblemen
aj~ spijbelen

ak~ overdreven godsdienstig
alt gokverslaving
am~ bedplassen
an~ incontinent voor ontlasting

aot andere~ niet genoemde ziekten of problemew
Lijdt onderzochte zelf aan één van bovengenoemde ziekten of problemen of heeft
hij daaraan geleden~
Zo ja~ welke~

Zo ja~ op welke leeftijd en op welke wijze openbaarde zich dit probleem~
Wat was of is de medische diagnose~

Hebben ouders~ stiefouders~ ooms~ tantes~ grootouders~ stief grootouders~ of
onderzochte zelf één of meer van de volgende gebeurtenissen meegemaakt~

WiO

a~ bombardement~en~
bt gevochten als militair in mei ~ ~W

c~ deelname aan het verzet ~~O~~S ~ook bijvt koerierswerkj
Z JS

dt tewerkgesteld in Duitsland
et gedeporteerd naar Duits concentratiekamp
f internering in Jappenkamp
gt verlies van familieleden in de oorlog

h~ deelname aan politionele acties in NedAndië~
i~ deelname aan Korea~oorlog
j ~ hongerwinter

k ~ verwaarloosd als kind
l~ mishandeld als kind
m~ zeer streng opgevoed
n~ veel ziek geweest als kind
o~ ongeval doorgemaakt

p ~ als kind vaak uitgelachen
q ~ verstoting door ouder~s~
rt discriminatie
st tegenwerking bij huwelijk of bij verkering en verloving
tt zwangerschap bij het trouwen
ut incestervaring

vt verkrachting of aanranding
w~ gewapende roofoverval
x~ gijzeling

yt in elkaar geslagen
zt dreiging met geweld
aat gevangenschap
~redew ttt~ttttttttt~~~t~~~~~~t~~tt~ttttt~~~~~tt~t~ttt~tt~~
ab~ marteling doorgemaakt
~redent ~~ t ~~ ttt ~~~ t ~~ t ~~ tt ~ tt ~ t ~ t ~ t ~ tt ~~~~~ ttt ~ t ~ t ~ t ~~~ t ~ t~
ac~ andere traumatische ervaringent
aat evtt nadere bijzonderhedew
Waren de grootouders het eens met het huwelijk van de onderzochte~s ouders~

Hoe was de relatie tussen onderzochte~s moeder en haar schoonfamilie~
In het geval van stief of pleegmoeder
Hoe was de relatie tussen onderzochte~s vader en zijn schoonfamiliO
In het geval van stief of pleegvadert

Gaven broers of zusters van onderzochte problemen bij de opvoeding~
Ja l Nee
Zo ja~ welke~

ZJg

Nadere toevoegingen of toelichting bij het bovenstaandet
Waren er kort voor het plegen van het delict moeilijkheden in de huiselijke sfeer
enlof had onderzochte toen andere traumatische ervaringen doorgemaakC
Zo ja~ welke~

Z~O

Appendix B
Parents and Grandparents of the Four Delinquent
Youths ~ their Background Historiesf the Families
from which they come~ and their Traumatic

Experiences~

At RON~s parents and grandparents ~ their histories andfamily backgrounds

Ron was born S weeks premature and spent some time in an incubatort Following
the delivery~ he suffered from jaundice to a more serious degree than his brothers
and sisters had donet According to his mother~ many mistakes were made in the
hospital at the time~
As a baby of lZ months old~ Ron began to suffer from ~absences~ ~sometimes
accompanied by convulsionsj as the result of an irregular heart~beat disorder and
lack of oxygen to the brain~ This was extremely worrying for both the parentst Only
then was a heart disorder diagnosed ~open Ductus Botalli~~ Ron went in and out of
hospital~ had always to take it easy~ and was not allowed to play with other childrent
Motor and cognitive development~ on the other hand~ progressed according to the
normt As a toddler he often had temper tantrums~ and often banged his head~
stereotype fashion~ against the wall ~so~called ~head~banging~~t At l years of age~
Ron underwent a heart operationt Because of his dyslexia~ Ron was sent to a school
for children with learning difficulties~ Soon after his father left the family home~ Ron
began to play truant from schoolt When attempts to correct this behaviour failed~ he
was finally referred to a Boddaert centre~ Ron was then lZ years oldt Instead of
going home he went ton the tiles~ in the evenings with older boys he had met at the
Boddaert centre~ and took part in acts of vandalism~ for which he was ultimately
referred to the ~Halt~ bureaut This also had no effectt When he did not come home
one night~ his mother informed the police herself~ At the age of l~ Ron was
transferred to the ~Marnixhove~ in Alphen aan den Rijn~ Whenever he ran away from
the Marnixhove~ his mother sent him back againt

Ron is the third of S children~ and the first son~ All the children are progeny of the
same father~ Father abandoned the family for another woman with whom he had had
a ~secret~ relationship for some time~ when Ron was g years old~ Ron~s mother first

~ Abbreviations used i M ~ mother~ P ~ father~ MM ~ motherrs mother~ PM ~ motherf s
father~ PP m fatheiJs father MP m fatherts mother~ MMP ~ the mother of the fathefs mother~
etct
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became pregnant when his father was still married although he had told her he was
already divorcedt In order to marry Rods mother he had first to divorce his first
wife~
Ron had no further contact with his father when he ~the father~ left the family
homet ~Only since his detention in ~de Hartelborgt~ has father visited him on a regular
basis~t Ron has been diagnosed as suffering from the Gilles de la Tourette syndrome~
Ronts father ~Pt~ was an ~after thought~ and as such not desiredt He was named
after a brother who had died shortly before he was bom~ His mother often beat himt
At the age of S he contracted polio~ as a result of which one leg has remained shorter
and thinner than the other~ During the years of the German occupation~ and as a child
of S or b years old~ he witnessed many terrible thingst people collapsing from hunger
on the streets~ someone shot dead in front of his eyes~ bombingst His father ~PP~
appears to have participated in the resistance movement against the Germanst His
~much~ older sisters were also involved in acts of resistancet The fiancé of one of his
sisters was shot dead during an escape attempt~ Only when he was older and his
place of work bordered on that of his father ~PP~~~ did he for the first time have any
contact with himt At home~ in the presence of his mother~ they hardly spoke at all~
Ronts mother was bom in her grandmother~s ~MMM~ house~ where she and her
parents lived until she was ~ years oldt Her sister was born when she was lO years
old~ Mothees father CPM~ was forced to work in an underground aeroplane factory
in Leipzig for two years during the Second World Wart Saw many dead and
wounded as a result of the bombings~ Never wanted to talk about it~ Mt had a good
relationship with her fathert She felt sorry for her father because her mother talked
about everything with~grannyt CMMM~ and not with him~ There were many conflicts
between M~ and her own mother CMM~~ especially when M~ reached puberty and
wanted to go outt MM demanded the same dependency and dedication from M~ as
she herself had shown her mother CMMM~~ M~ says quite openly that MM is ~limitedt
as a woman~ MM continues right up to the present day to visit her own mother
~MMM~ almost every day and still discusses everything with hert
B ~ PATRICK~s parents and grandparents ~ their histories andfamily backgrounds
Patrick had a difficult birth because he was so heavy ~S ~ SOO grt~ Both collar
bones had to be broken in order to get him out~ ~Mother still feels pity and
identification with the child when she thinks of this moment~ as if it had been done
not only to her child but to herselo~

Patrick only began to walk and talk when he was I years oldt He began to stutter
immediatelyt ~Mother also stutters~t Patrick was clumsy and awkward in PtE~
classest According to various psychological tests~ however~ Patrick had a normal
intelligence~ CHe says of himself~ however~ that he is ~dumb~ and absolutely incapable
of learning~~
Patrick began to steal when he was in the lth class of the Primary School~ He
stole money or sweets from his mother and shared them with his class~matest He
kept nothing for himself of what he stole~ Patrick~s school marks were bad~ as a
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result of insufficient concentration~ according to his mother~ He was~ however~
allowed to move on to the lowest stream of a normal secondary school~ in the I st
class of which he already began to show signs of serious behaviour problems t he
~created havoc~ and constantly ~played the foolrz~ Ritaline~ medication ~on the grounds
of the ADHD diagnosis ~ roughly synonymous with the earlier concept of
~hyperactive chilfl brought no solace~ and the problems continued into his period of
Special Secondary Education~ Patrick now began to use physical aggression against
his own mother~ that left his step~father no choice but to call him to order with a f irm
hand~ at which point Patrick was calmed as if by magic~ A psychiatrist finally
advised admission to ~strictly structured~ institutional centret Patrick thus found
himself in ~Zandbergen~ ~According to mother~ this was ~much too soft~t~ where he
began to use hard~drugs~ and where he also met his present girlfriend~
Patrick is the second of I childrent He has an I S month older sister~ and under
him a half sister N years his juniort Patrickts biological father left the family home
when Patrick was not yet a year old~ and has since then never shown any interest in
the children or paid any alimonyt Mother and the children were alone for ~ years~
and mother remarried when Patrick was l O years of aget ~Patrick began his stealing
activities in the time that mother first got to know his step~father~~ When Patrick was
l l ~ mother gave birth to a still~born baby girl with a chromasome disorder~ whom
they knew in advance would have been seriously handicapped~ The actual delivery
was induced by means of a euthanaticumt Mother wanted Patrick to see the child~
but he refused~ After a great deal of persuasion~ Patrick allowed mother to show him
the photot ~The serious ~behaviour problems~a at school began shortly after this~~

Patrick~s step~father lost his own father when he was g years old~ His mother ~MP~
did not remarry but became acquainted with a man~ when Pt had just married
Patrick~s M~ whom Pt learned quite by chance was a homosexualt He did not dare tell
his mother of this~ and gives this as his reason for breaking his contact with her~
Patrickts mother C M~~ is the fourth in a family of S children~ She ~belonged~ neither
to the two older sisters nor her brotherst She was the only one who had her own
bedroomt Her own mother ~MM~ was the eldest of l I childrent MM~s father CPMM~
was executed by a German firing squad during the war~ Grandmother CMMM~ never
recovered from thist She remained depressed in bed and MM had to do all the
housekeeping and look after the younger childrent

Motherts father ~PM~ was in a German concentration campt He apparently
suffered very bad treatment and refuses to talk about itt He is a very Iclosed~ person~
z Patrick began to exhibit this behavour shortly after his mother had given birth to a
deformed childt ~See furthert~
I A psycho~stimulant often prescribed~ with good results~ to children suffering from the
so~called IAttention DefmitlHyperactivity Disorder~ C ADHD~t ~These children~ in the past~
were also referred to as Ihyperkinetic~t~
~ I deduce from the descri ption that at that time Patrick was so disintegrated that there was
very probably some degree of psychotic behaviour~
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When Mt was lO years old~ her father became incapacitated for work as a result of
torn retinas in both eyes~ PM has had a drink problem since the wart He hid the
bottles from granny CMM~t Granny is very dominant and interfering~ She finds
constant fault with grandpa CPM~ and gives constant and unwanted ladvice~ to her
childrent Despite this~ Mt always had the feeling as a child~ and as a teen~ager
especially~ that she had to shoulder all the responsibility alone~ MM felt sex
education was not necessary~ because she considered that M~ was wise enough~t
Mother C M~ was left very much to her own devices in her teenst ~M expresses it
ast ~Granny wanted to give us everything~ in this case freedom~ that she did not have
herself when she was young~f~
M~ was the only child who liked going out~ Even now she still feels guilty about
the lies she told her mother then~ and which her mother believed~ CFor example that
she was going to play netball~ whilst in fact she was going out with a boy~~ She
describes this as~ II could deceive my parents far too easilyt My children will not get
the same chanceltt
C ~ PETER Is parents and grandparents ~ their histories andfamily backgrounds

Peter is the only one of the four teen~agers in this study who had a normal birth~
and by all accounts his early development also followed the normal patternt He did
well at his primary school~
It was only in the first class of the secondary school that the problems began t
truancy despite being a good learnert ~Shortly after the death of his oldest brother in
a scooter accident~~ Moving in with his father and his second wife did not improve
thingst Intervention by a school inspector brought him to Marnixhove~ ~Peter
describes this as the ~best time of my life~~~ A few months later ~at the age of M~ he
again went to live with his father and step~mother~ and from that point on he went
further and further ~off the rails~t

Peter~s father was Dutch by birtht Peter~s mother was bom on the island of
Celebes ~Indonesia~ in~ lgO~ and emigrated with her parents to the Netherlands in~
I IbZ~ Peter has two older half brothers~ the children of his mother~s first marriaget
Peter has remained the youngest childt jhe elder half brother died when Peter was
I I years oldt~ Mother lived with Peter~s father but was not married to himt When
Peter was b years old~ his parents separated~ Peter continued to live with his mother
and two half brotherst Mother~s behaviour changed drastically following the death
of her eldest sont She became very religious ~Pentecostal~ and basked in the attention
and sympathy she received from her ~religious~ circle of friends~ Because Peter went
off the rails~ he had to go and live with his father who had since married a woman
whom Peter describes as ~maniadepressive~t Peter realised very soon~ howeverf that
she earned her money as a prostitute and that what she earned she gave to his father~
She committed suicide in~ l qq I~ Peter~ however~ is not at all sure whether or not his
father had a hand in her death~
S Peter was the one who preferred that I did not speak with his father~
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Peterts father ~P~j is the eldest of q children~ He was g years old when his father was
killed~ He~ Peter~s grandfather ~PP~~ was active in the resistance~ was arrested and
sent to a German concentration camp where on S May~ l g~I S he was executed by a
firing squad~ Father~s mother ~MPj spoke in extremely negative terms about PP and
his ~adventures~~ P~ looked very much like his own father and it was not long before
he also became the Iblack sheepl of the familyt Granny also informed Peter~s M~ in
detail about the negative aspects of Peterts grandfather ~PPP~ and father CPP~t Fs
brother and sisters even say that he cheated their mothert Peterls Mt~ however~ claims
that his father was faithful to her~ although she did throw him out of the house~ or
more accurately~ had him thrown out by her brothers~ because he could not be trusted
in money matters~ According to Peter~ his father became disabled for work after
falling from a crane when he~ Peter~ was S years oldbt
Peterts mother ~Mt~ is the third of S children and the eldest of the ó children of her
own mother ~MM~ and father CPM~~ MM was also born on the island of Celebes~ She
married fo r the first time when she was I S years of age~ and when she was l b she
gave birth to Siamese twins who died three days latert She has never wanted to talk
about it~ MMts first husband was interned by the Japanese and died in the campt
MMts father was also liquidated by the Japaneset In the meantime~ MM was living
with another man with whom she had two childrent When she fell in love with PM~
Peter~s grandfather~ she left this man and allowed the elder of the two children~ the
daughter~ to stay with himt She took her son with her~

Peter~s grandfather CPM~ also comes from a Medan backgroundt He lost his father
when he was l I years oldt He was the youngest childt His mother did not love him~
and immediately after father~s death sent him to a Roman Catholic boarding school
on the island of Javat The regime there was very strict~ He remained there until he
was Zq~ also during the time of the Japanese occupation~
Of all the children~ Mt and her older half brother suffered the mostt Both were
often beaten by father when he came home from his work and mother complained
about themt They ~were allowed~ to choose and get the whip with which they were
then lashed~ When the family emigrated to the Netherlands ~ M~ was then lb years
old t these corporal punishments ceased~ The parents kept Mt under strict control~
however~ and the subject of ~boys~ was completely taboot
In I ISS MM became totally incapacitated as the result of a brain haemorrhaget
M~ lived close to her parents at the time and took complete care of themt She says~
When mother abdicated I became the heir apparent~~ and since that time Mt has been
the familyts prime organiser~ ~She adds immediately ~ That is why I was so surprised
that all that time I had not known what Peter was up tol ~~ and t tI want my children
to respect mei~t~

Mt describes her father as a proud~ stubborn~ shy man~ who cannot stand to have
strangers around himt

b Take note of the surprising parallel with Peterfs Pt~ who also lost his father when he was
H years old~
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D ~ CARLO~s parents and grandparents ~ their histories andfamily backgroundsi

Carlo is the elder of two boyst He is l S months older than his brothert He is the
only one of the four boys in the study whose biological parents are still together~
Carlo was born at home after a long labourt He was very blue at birth and only
started to cry after l O minutes of being placed alternately in hot and cold watert
His general development was apparently quite normalt He was~ however~ a long~

term thumb~sucker and sometimes suffered from bed~wetting~
Mother took the initiative in applying to the Regional Mental Health services for
help ~home~video training~ when she realised that she was ill~treating her children
and could not stop herself This Isupervision~ went a long way to reducing the
family~s tensions~

Carlo~s father enjoys good company and a glass or two of beer~ Mother turns a
blind eye to this~ if only because she cannot bear grannyts ~MM~ constant criticism
of it~ Mother feels~ however~ that as far as the upbringing of the children is
concerned~ she has stood alone~ Father tended to take action only when she asked
and did so with far too heavy a handa~
At the kindergarten~ Carlo already exhibited behaviour problems~ these worsened
at his Primary school and he was transferred to a school for children with extreme
learning difficulties where his behaviour improved considerably~ After that he
moved on to normal Preparatory Occupational Training~ where according to mother
he was badly bullied by his school~matest He often took ~un~official Isick leave~~ but
despite it Carlo achieved fairly good school results before his first encounter with
the policet
It was always ~open house~ at Carlo~s homet One of their regular visitors was a
divorced man of the same age as Carlols parents~ who visited them often and spent
many hours at the computer with Carlo~s fathert It was precisely this manls house that
Carlo and his friends chose to break into~
Carlo~s father~ it seems~ did not have to contend with too many problems in his
life~ He is the fifth of g children~ His father ~PP~ spent part of the war in a German
concentration or labour camp~ and declined absolutely to talk about itt PP left the
upbringing of the children entirely to mother and simply went his own way~ silent
and hard~working~ apart from a few angry explosions~ He died suddenly S years ago
following a burst aneurysm which he failed to have treated for a long time because
he was afraid tof cancer and of doctorsf~ Granny ~MP~ was quite clearly the one ~in
charge~ of the familyt Everyone knew exactly where they stood with her and she also

~ Carlo is the only one I did not interview myself The data surrounding his persona l
development were taken from the Personality Examination and the Observation Report
prepared at the IEikensteint centre in Zeistt
S Carlo~s younger brother~ who came into the room and listened for a while during the
course of the interview~ suddenly said ~unasked~ ~ Ta often takes Ma~s side~ without
listening to our sidei~
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demanded absolute honesty from her children~ She used to say ~ II would rather you
drank a pint of beer at home than in a publ~~ Pt is his mother~s favourite son~ but also
the one from whom she demands the mostt She was very disappointed when~ as the
first of the children able to learn well~ he chose to attend the Trade School rather
than the Grammar Schoolt She also still regrets that Carlo~s Pt and M~ do not go to
church~
Carlo~s mother ~Mj is the eldest of S childrent She is her mother~s illegitimate
child~ and has never known her real fathert Seventeen years separate her from her
youngest half sistert MM married a man who returned to the Netherlands after
fighting on the Dutch side in the Indonesian war of independencet At that time MM
did not want to have to look after M~ any more and took her to live with her
husbandls CM~s step~father~ mothert M~ stayed with granny CMPM~ until she was b
years old~ When her parents moved to another house~ her mother still did not want
to have her homet According to her mother~ Mt was already ~uncontrollablel when
she was b~ and in this instance she succeeded in finding a place for her in a boarding
school~cum~remedial education centret Carlo~s grandfather ~PM~ suffered from
nightmares as a result of his war experiences in Dutch~Indonesia~ He always slept
with the light on~ The war also turned him into an alcoholic~ and when he was drunk
he often used to hit MM~ When Mt came home at the weekends~ she often saw this
happening~ and on such occasions she did her best to protect her mother against her
father CPM~~ and the hitting stoppedt MM~ however~ was jealous of the fact that Mt
was the tapple~ of PMIs eye~ and was always protected by himt MM hit Mt often and
humiliated her in front of the other children~

There were few rules and regulations in the boarding school~ When she was in her
teens~ Mt was indecently assaulted by one of the boys in her group~ Mt feels that she
became hard and indifferent during her time at the boarding school~ She dared not
become too fond of anyone~ C~Everyone I liked~ leftlt~
Her parents divorced a year before M~ herself marriedt She has had no contact
with MM for several years~~ although she does see father fairly regularlyt He still
drinks far too much~ is extremely ~claimingt of her and rows with her husband~
Carlols father~ because he cannot give her sufficient financial support~ M~ pities PM
and for this reason is reluctant to refuse him entry into her homet

g

After MM had criticised the way she brought up her children
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Summary

This study concentrates upon the possible role of psychotraumatic expe ri ences in
the causation of psychobiological illness ~ Throughout this study the adjective
Ipsychobiological ~ is used as representing a condensation of two different contentions
or meaningst ~a~ psychiatric as well as psychosomatic disturbances are
man ifestations of altered neurobiological functioning~ and ~b~ these neurobiological
disturbances or deflections may be caused~ or secondari ly be texploited~~ by strong
emotions and emotional conflicts which strive for expression ~ In this book an
attempt is made to describe~ analyse~ an d delineate some of the traumatic~emotional
and psychodynamic factors which may be involved in the causation of certain
psychiatric and psychosomatic illnesses ~ When trying to do this an essential issue to
be dealt with in the first place is the need to make up our minds with respect to the
truth or falseness of reductionistic explanations of mental disease ~ as opposed to
explan ations that are based upon an assumption of ~intentionali ty~ or ~meaningfulnesst
of the phenomena at h and ~Bolton and Hill~ lggbjt ~Intentionality is a term borrowed
from Brentano ~ l H l I ~ who used it to denote I th e defining characteri stic of th e mindl~
as such it refers to ~aboutnessl or ~object~directedness ~ t Jhus~ if a person has an
emotion toward an object ~ etgt ~ love~ fear~ or pity ~ he has an intentional attitude
toward it~~ For the purpose of this study the term intentionality is used as applying
to states or to systems carrying information ~ so~called pragmatic information I ~Von
Lucadou ~ l gól~ ~ which has the potential ofgiving rise to object~directed or object~
related action~
Todayts psychiatry c an no longer evade the con frontation with questions regarding
the possible intentional aspects or o ri gins of psychobiological ailment ~Bolton and
Hill~ I Igb~t The most urgent basic questions to be asked now aret To what extent
are mental phenomena ~ an d mental disease in part icular ~ reducible to ~Inon~
intentionaPt ~ ite ~ non~object~related and essentially meaningless ~ brain processes T
ttttt directly to be followed by a second question in which the arrow of causality
seems to point in th e opposite directiont To what extent and under which
circumstances could neuronal processes C or already existing neuronal disturbances~
be made subserv ient to the dramatising forces of the mind and its emotions ~ in that
they become instrumental in conveying an d dramatising a t ~ messaget ~ of past trauma
andlor of inner conflict T Taking up the challenge emanating from th ese elementary
questions may have important consequences for the future organisation of our
mental health programmes as well as for fo rthcoming research~

In view of our lack of verified knowledge about the laws governing t intentional
causalityr an d those governing the interactions between emotions and the brain~ we
find ourselves still in the heuri stic stage of Iplural Nm l obse rv ations~ or~ at best ~ of
tmultiple N~l studies ~ t Apparently~ as yet we have not been able ~ or did not bother ~
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to build research hypotheses which could be subjected to quantitative multivariate
testing~ ~See Chapter IV~~ So far~ existing theories about ~intentional causationd ~ such
as those offered by psychoanalysis or by certain familyttherapeutic schools ~ may at
best show us the way in qualitative multivariate research by providing the relevant
research variables as well as the necessary insight into their interconnectionst
However~ with a few exceptions these theories have as yet not been sufficiently
operationalised in order to submit them to attempts at falsification or Cpreliminary~
acceptance with the help of controlled quantitative research~ The last~mentioned
point ~ the lack of a comprehensive and falsifiable theory about ~intentionalt causality
t has led me to propose a model which could help us to describe and explain some
of the interactions between emotional experience and brain function in the causation
of psychiatric and psychosomatic disturbance or~ in short~ of psychobiological
illnesst The basic thought underlying this model is the hypothesis that in the ~causal
chain~ leading to psychobiological disease~ psychotraumatic experiences ~ including
transgenerationallyinduced psychotoxic influences ~ could play the role of necessary
conditions~ in addition to other necessary conditions such as hereditary factors or
physical birth traumat The present state of our knowledge renders it as yet
impossible to issue statements about the extent to which psychotraumatic
experiences are inevitably needed in the causation of psychobiological diseases for
which no clear toxic or degenerative organic cause can be foundt Are they absolute
necessary conditions~~ such as the tubercle bacillus for the causation of tuberculosis
~see Chapter IVj~ or are there instances of non~toxic and non~degenerative
psychobiological disease in which they can be lacking~ being fully replaced by ~nont
intentional~ causes~ The answer to this question is very important but can only be
determined by future research~
The above questions and considerations are part of the Introduction to this study~
This introductory section also contains an enumeration and brief description of the
theoretical concepts which come up for discussion in this study~ such as~ the
Personal Sensitisation Factor C PSF~ ~ Congruent Life Event ~CLE~~ quantitative~
energetic and qualitative~dynamic aspects of trauma~ transgenerational
traumatisation and its possible role in the causation of psychobiological ailment
Cpsychosis~ juvenile delinquency~ multiple sclerosisj~ the ~psychosomatic solution~
as a form of early Cschizoidj splitting~ projective identification~ and the development
of rbad autonomous self and of a Idepressogenic mother~child dyadt as a result of a
thwarted separation~individuationt
On an epistemological level psychiatry as a scientific discipline in its current state
still has much in common with sciences such as history~ evolutionary biology~ and
cosmology which are~ at best~ interpretative ~hermeneutical~ sciences~ able to explain
certain phenomena only retrospectively~ When trying to convert psychoanalytic
reasoning and concepts into testable research hypotheses~ one becomes of necessity
confronted with methodological and epistemological problems and questions
requiring a methodological approach which is quite different from that used for
quantitative statistical analyses~ As an introduction to Chapter IV ~ From
hermeneutics to empiricism t ~ t t ~ ~ ~ some of these basic concepts and methodological
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questions are already briefly mentioned and dealt with in the Introduction~
Hermeneutics may be defined as a theory~ or theoretical method~ which concerns
itself with the art of interpreting a peculiarity or ~oddity~ in a text~ or for that matter~
a ~behavioural anomaly~ ~Mooij and Widdershoven~ lggZ~ ~ In the course of the
twentieth century this methodological concept has been broadened~ encompassing
as such also the understanding and interpretation of individual meaning in a socio~
historical and ontogenetic context~ In clinical and forensic psychiatry~ as well as in
psychosomatic medicine~ the hermeneutic method is indispensable for discovering
the intentionality of the biopsychological disturbancet
In the light of the recent findings in the realm of biological~psychiatric and stress
research~ there is by now overwhelming evidence that psychiatric illnesses such as
depression~ anxiety states~ or psychosis are manifestations of pathologically altered
neuronal and neurohumoral systemst Likewise~ evidence is piling up that the nervous
system ~ including the autonomous nervous system ~ is also involved in the
pathophysiological processes underlying a large number of physical ailments~
including infectious~ allergic~ autoimmune~ and neoplastic diseases~ that is~ in
diseases which are accompanied by pathological alterations of immunological
defence mechanismst A large number of animal and human studies implicate
psychosocial factors in the predisposition to and initiation and progression of
diseases in which the immune system seems to be involvedt Though the chain of
psychophysiological events has not yet been firmly established~ changes in several
components of antibody and cell~mediated immunity have been associated with
naturally occurring and experimentally induced traumatic~emotional statest
Especially the fmdings in the field of psychoneuroimmunology have rendered it very
much probable that in quite a few instances psychobiological disease could be a
manifestation of post~traumatic~ emotionally driven ~intentional~ neurobiological
derailment~
One of the assumptions underlying the present study is that emotions~ and trauma~
generated emotions in particular~ strive for dramatisation~ or~ in other words~
emotions Iwant~ to make themselves knowable~ either to the individual who owns
them~ as happens in dreams or neurotic symptoms~ or directly to the outside world
as may happen in psychosis~ antisocial personality disorder~ or in the perversionst As
a preparation for the discussion in Chapter III and Chapter V CSection Z~ of the
identificatory and projective mechanisms underlying delinquent and psychotic
behaviour~ this need of emotional conflict for being dramatically expressed in the
outer world is illustrated with the help of a clinical example of antisocial acting out~
Chapter I is devoted to a discussion of some of the basic questions which occupy~
or have occupied~ the minds of clinicians and researchers who~ in one way or
another~ are confronted with the subject matter of traumatic stress~ One such a
question ist IWhy can certain people endure the most extreme hardship and why may
certain people already break down under circumstances that anybody else would
dispose of with a shrugT It This question refers to the problem of the individual
vulnerability to stresst The question of individual vulnerability will be discussed in
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Section L Z of this chapter~ In Section L l the phenomenology of post~traumatic
disturbance is brought upt This relates to the questiont ~Which are the possible
clinical manifestations of the impact of trauma on the human organism~lt A third
question~ allied to the former~ ist Are there distinct symptoms or clinical syndromes
which could lead us to suspect the existence ofa traumatic genesisT ~t This question
refers to the assessment of the causality of psychiatric and psychosomatic
disturbancest
Section L I offers a partly historical~ partly theoretical survey of the development
of the concepts of Itraumatic neurosis~~ of Iwar neurosis~~ and of PosWtraumatic Stress
Disorder ~PTSD~ ~ The discussion in psychoanalytic circles has concentrated upon
the difficulty of incorporating the concept of traumatic neurosis once again into
psychoanalytical thought after the theory about infantile sexuality had replaced
Freud~s original seduction theory~ The views developed in the seventies by the
psychoanalyst Mardi Horowitz and his concept of ~stress response syndromet
eventually became a cornerstone of the concept of Poswraumatic Stress Disorder
~PTSD~ ~ as adopted as an official diagnosis in the IgSO edition of DSMtIII ~
However~ the theory developed by Horowitz should considered to be an essentially
cognitive one as it fails to bridge the gap between psychoanalytic drive and conflict
theory on the one hand and the stress concept on the othert In this Section the
clinical findings of myself and of others are discussed in the light of the DSM
criteria of PTSD ~ As it appears~ the DSM~criteria for diagnosing post~traumatic
disorder seem to be neither exhaustive nor necessaryt As a matter of fact~ DSM~
defined PTSD fails to account for severe post~traumatic personality and dissociative
disorders as well as for post~traumatic somatic complaints ~such as headaches~~
disability for work~ and substance abuse~ These disorders may fall into the category
of ~disorders of extreme stress not otherwise specified~ ~DESNOS~ or complex
PTSDt ~ Intrusive signs and symptoms~ such as flashbacks and nightmares~ may often
be missing from the clinical picture~ especially when dissociative symptoms or
~psychic numbing~ are predominantt

Even in cases where the clinical picture is dominated by visual or auditory
hallucinations~ whether or not accompanied by outbursts of rage~ one may~ in fact~
be dealing with posmraumatic dissociative symptomatologyt The French
philosopher and physician Pierre Janet ~I SHg~ recognised the traumatic origins and
the dissociative nature of what at the time already was called Hysterical Psychosist
The notion of trauma may elicit defensive reactions~ both in individuals and in
society as a wholet The history of the concept of thysteria~ and the pressures
experienced by~ and exerted on~ Freud to repudiate his seduction theory are
illustrative of these mechanismst One of the defence mechanisms underlying these
adverse reactions to trauma could be that of ~blaming the victim~ as a means of
getting rid of the guilty feelings about not having been able or willing to help the
victim~ This may eventually lead to the victim being scapegoated and traumatised
once again~

Section ltZ is an adaptation and extension of a recent article CDe Graaf and Van
der Molen~ lggb~t A distinction is made between ~qualitative~dynamict and
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~quantitative~energetict approaches to traumat In the former~ traumatisation is said
to occur when earlier ~traumatic~ life experiences are projected upon the recent
stressor~ according to the second approach~ traumatisation is said to occur as soon
as the ~objective~ properties of the contemporary stressor t such as duration or
~severity ~ exceed a certain boundary value~
The so~called ~delayed reactions ~to trauma~~ are an important argument in favour
of the qualitative~dynamic viewi a seemingly trivial incident may stir up and
reactivate psychotraumatic experiences from a remote past~ This and other
considerations led us to postulate the existence of a Personal Sensitisation Factor
C PSF~ representing a dormant intrapsychic conflict which sensitises the individual
to life~events or experiences that are ~congruent~ with the original traumatic
experience which gave rise to the PSF ~ Accordingly~ the precipitating life~event is
denoted as Congruent Life Event ~CLE~t
The quantitative~energetic ~viz~ lexperience~near~j aspects of the traumatisation
process come to the fore to the extent to which the CLE represents a direct threat to
the organism~s physical survival ~ or the extent to which the CLE occurs during a
life~threatening situation~ The quantitative~energetic aspect determines the point at
which the individual threshold is exceeded and the ~traumatic sparkl will spread~
Elaborating on the notion of a ~stimulus barrier~ ~ as postulated by Freud ~ the PSF
can be envisaged as a ~receptor sitet located in this barrier~ facilitating or even
tattracting~ the apperception of events which are congruent~ or in tune~~ with
constituents of the PSF~ The relevance of these concepts for clinical~diagnostic and
therapeutic purposes is illustrated by three clinical examplest
This Section is concluded by an attempt to integrate the above clinical
observations and considerations with the findings of recent biological~psychiatric
research~~o Basing myself upon the practical and theoretical work of such authors as
Kolb~ Van der Kolk~ Kandel~ LeDoux~ Post~ Yehuda~ and Krystal I postulated the
existence of a Permanent Traumatic Memory System ~PTMS~ which functionally is
tightly connected to the amygdala~hippocampal systemt Accordingly~ the Congruent
Life Event ~CLE~ can be neurobiologically defined as representing ~ t ~ t t t ~ a fragment
of indeterminate~ preconscious~ sensory information to which the organism
secondarily attaches the meaning of acute danger by virtue of its formal resemblance
to traumatic or conflictual images stored in the hippocampal~amygdaloid emotional
memory system~~~ In the light of clinical observations about the CLE ~ which in this
respect very much resembles the so~called day~residue leading to the formation of
a dream ~ one has to conclude that the traumatic memories are stored in a ~holisticl~
i~et condensed and pars~pro~toto fashion~ that is in a tlanguaget which probably is
also utilised in ~primary process~ thinking~

~o This paragraph does not appear in the original publicationt I have added it for the
purpose of this book~ It may be difficult to follow for those not well grounded in neuro ~
anatomy and neurobiologyt
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Chapter II delves more deeply into the origins and psychodynamics of the PSF as
well as into the psychodynamics of the process of traumatisation~ These observations
and considerations eventually lead to the proposition of a comprehensive object~
relational model of personality development which tries to integrate the findings of
clinical and biological trauma and stress research with current psychoanalytic
theories about child~ and personality development~
In the Sections ZtZ and Z ~J mention is made of the experiences gained by the
author during the treatment of Israeli soldiers who in the sotcalled Yom Kippur War
of Ig ~l l had to be evacuated to the rear because of an intractable Combat Stress
Reaction ~CSR~t The majority of these soldiers had functioned rather healthily and
adequately preceding the wart Yet~ on closer examination some characteristic
features in their premorbid family and life histories could be notedt Those
peculiarities can be summarised as ~l~ dependency problems and conflicts~ ~ a
basic insecurity with respect to their gender role and with their role as a husband
andior as a father~ and ~ I j the existence of a strong mutual dependency relationship
between the soldier and his spouse andlor his parentst Two case histories are
presented which together are rather characteristic of the psychodynamic mechanisms
at work in this group of soldierst In the analysis of these two ~N~l studies~ I made
use of so~called working hypotheses ~ itet tentative conclusions about the essence of
the pertinent psychodynamics~ First of all~ I noticed that the so~called Ifixation to the
trauma~ consisted of a strong and enduring inner conviction of having been
victimised by the traumatic experience itself~ by those who did not do enough to
avert the danger~ andlor by the intrusive recurrences of the trauma in the form of
flashbacks or nightmarest Secondly~ I conjectured that the role of the victim adopted
by the ego during the process of traumatisation had to be looked upon as a denial
and reversal~into~the~opposite of aggressive ~ or allegedly aggressive ~ impulses
stemming from a pre~existing inner conflictt On the grounds of these observations
and considerations I arrived at formulating the hypothesis that this pre~existent
psychic conflict might consist of a two pole~ or dyadic~ introject~ the poles of which
were formed by parts of the self and of the object ~ presumably a parental figure ~
between which an unresolved hostile~dependent relationship had existed in the pastt
Such a dyadic introject is equivalent to the psychic structure which Kernberg ~Igbb~
has called a ~non~metabolized internalized object~relationship~~ The ~transference to
the traumat~ as Fairbairn ~llSZilg~Il j has labeled the traumatic fixation~ could then
consist of a projective identification of the stressor with a Ibad~ part of the self~ itet
a part of the self containing either a Ibad child~ or a rbad parent~ representationt
These observations and assumptions of myself and others concerning the
traumatisation process prompted me to conceive an object~relational model of
personality development which would account for the above considerations~
Section ZtQ deals with the development of early object~relations and with the
supposed mechanisms of early splitting operations~ Starting from the observations
of René Spitz on the mother~child interactions in Early Infantile Eczema ~EIE~ and
his and Wolfels work about Anaclytic Depression ~AD~ in abandoned infants~ the
term psychosomatic solution~ may be applied to a form of splitting in which a part
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of the body~self is equated with an unbearable ~badt aspect of the fre~introjected~
object an d successively is split off and sequestrated~ In th e above description of early
splitting an attempt is made to integrate the obse rv ations of Spitz wi th th ose of
Mel an ie Kleint
This section contains a discussion of recent developments in infant researcht In
this context the observ ations and views of D an iel Stem and of Milton Klein are
passed in reviewt It is noted that the considerations and conclusions of cert ain
modem infant research tend to suffer from a marked lacuna~ th at is the absence of
th e themes of anxie ty~ fear and ~reactive~ aggression and their possible relevance to
normal development as well ~
Section Z A is concluded wi th the introduction of the concepts of lautonomous
self and oflbad autonomous self respectivelyt These concepts are deri ved from th e
th emes of separation~individuation ~Mahler~ l gbs~ and of autonomy ~Kestenberg ~
lgbb~t These themes will be discussed in more detail in Ch ~ III ~
Section LS deals with th e formation of the Idepressogenic parent~child dyad ~~
representing the structural derivative of the depressive position as conceived by
Melanie Klein ~ It can be desc ri bed in general terms as the dyadic introject Ibad
autonomous selfH ~suffering~ abandoned ~ ideally good mother ~t Within this
introjected dyad the Ichild~ part of the self carries on hu rt ing the ~mother~ part while
at th e same time doing penitence for its tattacks ~ by feeling hu rt in her placet

In anticipation of a more thorough discussion of the concepts of exte rn alisation
and projective identification in Chapter III ~ Section Z~ b deals wi th th e possibili ty that
a depressogenic dyad may be externalised in the form of a new neurotic dependency
relationship ~ If such a collusional relationship ~Willi ~ l g lS~ is suddenly disrupted ~
e ~ g ~ through death or divorce ~ or because of mobilisation in th e army ~ the person
concerned is once again exposed to the inner tension and anxie ty of the re~
internalised depressogenic dyadt
Clinically~ it seems to be useful to subdivide the process of traumatisation into
two successive stages~ apersecutory~dissociative and a schizoid~depressive onet This
subdivision on psychodynamic grounds reflects and parallels fairly well the
nosological distinction between Acute Stress Disorder or Combat Stress Reaction
on th e one hand and Chronic PTSD on th e othert Psychic numbing ~ being ~ ttt ~~ one
of the most intractable PTSD symptoms ~ C Davidson and Van der Kolk~ IIIb~~
should be considered as a form of spli tting in which the continuous feeling of ~being
dead to th e world~ points to th e same processes which are supposed to underlie
anaclytic depression in infan tst Psychic numbing~ toge th er with the other I negative~
symptoms of chronic PTSD~ reflects a form of spli tting which may in fact rather
resemble th at described as ~hypofrontality C itet impaired functioning of the
pre frontal cortex~ in chronic schizophrenic patients ~
In this context th e work of Pierre J anet ~already mentioned in Section l t l ~ dese rves
special attention because he has consistently remained aware of the possible
traumatic core of dissociative ~~hysteri cal~~ phenomena~ and of other psychiatri c
disturbances as wellt In doing so Janet has formulated insights which~ because of
their direct connection with psychological functioning ~ lend themselves readily to
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translation into neurobiological models of the mind~
Section Z ~ ~ offers a tentative enumeration of possible neurobiological correlates
of post~traumatic splittingt These are ~ I ~ a sustained post~traumatic Ishorttcircuitryr
within the limbic system resulting in reverberating scraps of traumatic memories
~flashbacks~ within this system~ accompanied by an enduring functional disruption
of the connections between this system and the prefrontal cortex~ C Z~ disconnection
of the prefrontal cortex from other important cortical association areas~ expressing
itself~ among other things~ in psychic numbing alternating with outbursts of
indiscriminate violence~ C~~ Ifunctional commissurotomy~~ lateralisation of certain
brain activities to only one cerebral hemisphere as demonstrated by Van der Kolk
c~st in patients suffering from chronic PTSD ~ and CI ~ chronic inhibition of stress~
induced noradrenergic activation by endogenous opioidst

The influence of the partner~relationship on postttraumatic coping and on the
eventual development of Cchronic~ poswraumatic disturbance is discussed in Section
Z Bt In connection with the possibility of a premorbid collusion~ and on the basis of
my own experiences with the treatment of Israeli soldiers and their wives or
fiancées~ I already surmised that the soldier~s wife~s reaction to her husband~s return
from combat as well as the resulting interaction between them were rather predictive
with regard to the development of chronic post~traumatic disturbance~ This
conjecture was afterwards corroborated by the findings of a statistical study of lbO
Israeli veterans~ CSee Section Zg~t The interaction between the soldier returning
home and his partner appeared to be very complicated and strongly connected with
projections~ unfulfilled expectations and other conscious and unconscious motives
on both sides~
Section Ztg gives a summary of the methods and findings of a statistical study of
I bO Israeli war veterans in which the psychodynamic hypotheses developed in the
preceding Sections were put to the test~
The results all pointed in the same direction and strongly supported our main
research hypothesis~ that is the assumption of an interaction between the stressors
of combat on the one hand and on the other adverse childhood experiences~
problems in the realm of separation~individuation~ and contemporary object~
relations~ in generating both a vulnerability to combat stress and a proclivity towards
severe postAraumatic impairment~

In Chapter III the concepts developed in the foregoing chapters are applied to those
Isecond generation~ cases in which psychopathology in the offspring is believed to
stem from the transmission of parental traumat This Chapter is a condensation of
two recently published papers ~De Graaf~ I g W b ~ I gglc~~
After a review of the existing literature in the Introduction~ Section J~ Z takes up the
notion of a dyadic parent~child introject developed in Section Z ~ ~ ~ applying it to a
parent who has remained fixated to the traumatic loss of his or her own parents~
In Section Jt J the concept of a depressogenic dyad is discussed in the light of the
observations and considerations of Freud~ Melanie Klein~ Fairbairn~ and Kernbergt
In particular~ I try to answer the important theoretical question as to how it becomes
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possible for a Iparent~ representation containing so many ~bad~ aspects to be fully
accepted and embraced by that part of the self which has identified with the ~ideally
good object~ Ci~et the Fairbairnian ~central egot~~
Section J tQ contains an in~depth treatment of the concept of projective
identification in the light of the theoretical contributions of Melanie Klein~ Bion~
Ogden~ Racker~ and Kernbergt After discussing the conditions and circumstances
under which the dyadic introject can become re~externalised~ the clinical and
theoretical relevance of distinguishing between two forms of projective
identification is brought forwardt In what I have called the adaptive form of
projective identification the mother ~ or for that matter the therapist ~ serves as a
Icontainert of the infantts projected ~badl parts ~Bion~ lgbZ~t In what I have called the
defensive form of projective identification the purpose is precisely to preserve a rbad~
part of the self which the ego is unwilling to give up because it contains feelings
which once were felt to be not only ~bad~ but also very much justified on the child~s
partt ~Cf the transgenerational notion of Ijustification~ as conceived by Boszormenyi~
Nagy ~lgg l~t~ Thus~ while used as a mechanism of defence against both real and
alleged death wishes towards internalised objects~ adult defensive projective
identification may be seen as a form of projection in which the projecting subject is
eager to remain in control of~ and in ~secret~ symbiosis with~ a projected Ibad~ part of
the self which the ego has refused to renounce~
In Section J~ S I describe the occurrence in a transgenerational context of several
clinically relevant varieties and derivatives of the defence mechanism known as
tidentification with the aggressor~ ~Anna Freud~ ll~b~The internalisation of
~grandjparental guilt and culpability by a parent who was traumatised her~ or himself
is apt to lead to forms of behaviour~ especially towards the subject~s children~ that
can all be conceived of as varieties of this defence mechanismt In all these instances
the survivor~parent~ i is primarily motivated by a strong unconscious wish to cover
up its own parent~s mischieft Guilty feelings about the anger~ or even death~wishes~
towards that parent are at the very core of this mechanism~

Identification with one~s parent~s guilt~ that is adopting the guilty feelings the
parent should have experienced~ may give rise to the phenomenon of the Iculpable
parentl~ In it the parent tries do undo his or her own parent~s guilt by adopting an
attitude of excessive care or overprotection towards his or her child~ but at the same
time feeling as if he or she deserves from the child the same aggression~ criticism~
or accusations which he or she once had felt ~ or should have felt ~ towards a
misbehaving parent~ Subsequently~ the child is transformed into its parentts
~executionerlt A second ~ and diametrically opposed ~ defence mechanism is that
which I have called ~identification with the aggressor~s indignation I~ leading to
~vicarious culpability of the childrt Here~ the child is projectively identified with a
part of the parent~s self which is felt to be extremely ~bad~ because it contains the
~~ The term Isurvivor parent~ is used as a comprehensive formulation denoting as wel l
parents who are otherwise traumatised~ for example as victims of child neglect and abuse~
as orphaned children~ or by military servicet
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~child~ that harboured excessively aggressive fantasies towards its own parent Ci~e~
the child~s grandparent~ by whom it has been physically or mentally abused in the
past~ The hatred against this split~off part of the self may be so deep that it causes
the wish to annihilate not only that part~ but also the person or group of persons with
which that part of the self is projectively identifiedt This can be either a child~ a
spouse~ or persons belonging to a group of ~others~t In cases of severe child abuse the
existence of this mechanism in the parent may be witnessedt A special form of
condoning blameworthy parental conduct is what I already called CIntroduction~ pt
xii~ Ivicariously standing trial for a misbehaving parentt~ It is characterised by a
repetitive~compulsive need to both do and undo parental guilt by repeating the
parent~s pathological behaviour but at the same time feeling the regret or invoking
the punishment or repentance the parent had always managed to escapet
An especially confusing and politically relevant form of ~identification with the
aggressor~ is what I have called the Isaviour syndrome~t As such~ it represents a
potentially aggressive and magical~omnipotent extremist solution to personal and
transgenerational traumat The possible psychodynamic mechanisms underlying the
Isaviour syndromet are illustrated with the aid of an imaginary case history of a
political terrorist in which many details have been incorporated from the biography
of Adolf Hitler~
Chapter IV deals with the methodological problems connected with the introduction
of the Personal Sensitisation Factor CPSF~ in its quality of an interacting latent
variable~ and with the use of indicator variables as a means to Cpartially~
operationalise the PSF ~

In the Introduction I formulate the questions and the objectives of the present
research~ With a few exeptions~ the validation of psychodynamic thoughts and
constructs has always taken place in the exclusive seclusion of the therapeutic dyad
and in discussions with colleagues belonging to the same in~crowd~ The main
objective is to devise a method or methods of translating psychodynamic concepts
into testable hypotheses and of operationalising and transforming theoretical
constructs into research variables~
I start my proposition in Section Q~ Z with a description of some of the developments
which may lead to ultimately bridging the still existing gap between the interpretive
methods of hermeneutics~ in this case those used in psychoanalytic case studies~ on
the one hand~ and the empiricism of scientific psychology on the othert One such
development is the gradual departure from Watsonian behaviourism and from the
simple reflex~arc model~ as a result of the growing notion that certain connections
between stimulus and response can only be fully understood and explained by
inferring the existence of intermediating variables in the form of internal cognitive~
mental statest

Section Q ~ d deals with the concept of causality as it applies to organisms as
individual biological systemst This causality concept is in some respects different
from the one which is generally used in the social sciences~ The latter deal with
social~ or multi~organismic~ systems which are more topent in the sense that there
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exists a spatio~temporal distance ~ or ~ causal gap ~ ~ between a cause an d its outcome
which is filled in by a host of inte rv ening factors which often cannot be easily
tracked down~ In biological systems ~ on the o th er han d~ th is ~causal gap~ is relatively
small and is filled in by relatively fewer inte rv ening causes~ which also are more
amenable to being tracked down and definedt This relative reduction of th e I causal
gap~ in biological systems is a direct result of th e cons traints imposed by nature ~ or ~
for th at matter~ by evolution t upon living organisms an d of the ensuing limitation
of degrees of freedomt in order for an organism to surv ive its inte rnal biological
processes must near~perfectly fit in with each other~ with li tt le or no room for less
functional~ alternative causal pathways ~
The laws gove rning biological causality converge into th e formaHogical concept
of Icausal chaind ~ The links of this causal chain are ~ then ~ the conjunctural or
component causes ~ each of which is needed in order to produce th e effect at han d~
Section at ~l deals with an impo rtant consequence of the aforementioned
distinction between individual~biological and Isociologicalt causality~ This is the
insight that in a biological system all individual causal links constituting the
building~blocks of a causal chain operate in a binary or all~or~no thing fashiont a
certain cause either exerts its full influence or it does not work at allt In individual
causali ty there exists nothing like a Idose~effect ~ relationship or a linear connection
between two variablest Extrapolating or deducing the quasi~linear relationships
sometimes found in epidemiological studies to a supposed ~dose~effect ~ relationship
in individual cas es ~ to be termed ~deductive quantification~ ~ is incompatible wi th the
proposed model of biological causalityt
In Section QtS a research strategy is proposed which starts from assembling and
analysing anecdotal evidence in the light of literature findings and the framing of
prelimina ry hypotheses about ~how things might fit together~~ This stage may be
denoted as that of the plural NmI observationslt The next step consists of the
Imultiple N~I studyt~ in which these preliminary hypotheses are put to the test by
means of standardised questions in a small random sample of subjects which all
show the target trait or disturbancet At this level of research the me thod of
qualititative comparison as advocated by Ragin ~lgHl~ may be the tool of choicet
Whenever a multiple N~ I study yields results which are in correspondence with or
support the underlying theoretical model it has reached the status of heuristic
evidencet In th is respect th e multiple N m l study marks the transition from anecdotal
hermeneutics to heuristic evidence ~
Section It b deals with the methodological and statistical consequences of the
concept of ~causal chain~~ This concept leans heavily upon th e concept of
conjunctural causation C Ragin~ lgSll~ or that of component causes ~Ormel~ II W ~
Rothman ~ lgHb~~ Each component cause can be depicted as a ~necessary ~ link in a
causal chain which in its totali ty represents an unnecessa ry but sufficient condition
or cause of a disease ~ The term multiconditionali ty applies whenever a diseas e or
symptom is brought about by several causes in one and the same individual~
Multicausali ty applies whenever one and the same disease appears to have different
causes or sets of causes in different individuals ~ Thus~ when having to determine th e
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causal links and pathways in individual cases one is always dealing with
multiconditionality~ whereas in epidemiologicallstatistical studies one is always
dealing with both multiconditionality and multicausalityt These concepts are
illustrated with the aid of an imaginary study on the causation of tuberculosist The
same study of ten imaginary patients is also used as a starting point for an exposition
of the basic principles of Boolean logic and analysis~ and of the ways in which these
principles can be applied to a ~truth~tablet containing the findings ~ in binary form ~
in the ten tuberculosis patients~ The component or conjunctural causes constituting
the causal chain correspond to the defmition Mackie ~ I W S ~ p~ I b~ has given of what
he has called an INUS condition~ which is shorthand for~ t~~~ an insufficient but
necessary part of a condition which is itself unnecessary but sufficient for the result~~
~the author~s own italicsj~

In Section Q~ ~ an attempt is made to set up a tentative research design for testing
hypotheses based upon psychoanalytic concepts and thought~
I start my propositions with a clinical example illustrating how the Personal
Sensitisation Factor ~PSF J can be handled as an interacting latent variable which is
to be operationally defined ~ at least partly ~ with the help of one or more indicator
variablest

The next step consists of entering these indicator variables~ together with other
seemingly relevant variables ~ such as heredity ~ into a ttruth~tablel which can be
analysed using the Boolean approach~ How this can be accomplished is illustrated
with the help of an imaginary study of a sample of sixteen bus drivers who had all
been in an accident in which at least one person was killed and of whom some had
developed a depressive syndrome following the accident and some had not~ What I
propose here is~ in fact~ a paper~and~pencil cluster analysis for small samples and for
data which are entirely binary~ ~In view of the technical character of this Section I
present an extra summary at the end of it~j
Section Q ~ ~ is concluded by an attempt to extract from a set of correlations found
in the I ~ Israeli study the underlying PSF in its quality of an interacting latent
variable with the help of indicator variablest As an example I chose the factor
variable Isurvival traumal and its strongly positive correlation ~fAS~ with the
dependent variable Inumber ofsymptoms Cduring or immediately after the war~ It It
was hypothesised that the PSF which had Icaused~ these soldiers to fall ill following
the death of their comrades could consist of the ~depressogenic dyad~ as put forward
in ChtII and III ~ This assumption was supported by the finding of relatively strong
positive correlations~ with both Isurvival trauma~ and ~number of symptoms~~ of the
factors Iweeping mother~ and ~overprotective mother~t On the basis of the correlations
between these latter two indicator variables and other independent variables I arrived
at the conclusion that these two Imother representationst describe either of the two
poles of the depressogenic dyad~ that is ~mourning mother~ and Ibad autonomous
child~~
Section Q ~ S deals with some of the implications of the proposed model for
everyday medico~legal practice~ An important part of a psychiatrist~s tasks consists
of carrying out experfs assessments as well as re~appraisals at the request of
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institutions administering the social security laws~ insurance companies~ courts of
justice~ military pension and war victim laws~ etct etctt This imparts to the individual
psychiatrist major responsibilities~ not only in view of the financial or other personal
interests of the patients concerned~ but also with respect to their future psychological
and physical healtht Given its importance for the individuals concerned as well as
for society at large~ it must be considered an astounding fact that in this field there
are absolutely no rules or protocols~ nor do there exist any obligations or regulations
for inter~ or supervisiont As a result~ the Icustomer~~ be it a plaintiffs lawyer~ a judge
or an insurance company~ can always find and ~hire~ a psychiatrist who completely
contradicts the statements of the psychiatrist Ihired~ by the other party~ depending on
the schools to which they belong~ which are often strongly opposed to each other
~e~g~ biological~ Kraepelinian~with~DSM~ psychoanalytical~ or simply teclectic~~t

Since I could not fall back on any existing literature the considerations put
forward in this Section should be considered as a modest and imperfect initiative to
break through the current impasset
First of all~ one should acknowledge that biological processes are the outcome of
a diversity of conditions which have amalgamated in producing the disease~ As a
consequence~ each case about which our expert opinion is asked should in fact be
considered as a multivariate N~l study to which the principles and rules of
multiconditionality or ~multiple conjunctural causation~ apply~
This means that each component cause belonging to a particular causal chain
leading to disease should be considered as contributing l OOo~o to pathogenesis~ This
rule of thumb applies equally to the component causes ~recent trauma~~ past history~
~PSfl ~ and ~familial predisposition~~ once these factors have been found to belong to
the same causal chain~
This Section is concluded by putting forward some of the basic conditions for
conducting a lege artis medico~legal assessmentt
Chapter V is devoted to some clinical applications of the multiconditional approach
advocated in the foregoing Chapters~ It also contains proposals for further research
based upon previous research findings of myself and otherst
Section S ~ I consists of a discussion of the possible interaction between genetic~
infectious~ psychoneuroimmunological and psychodynamic factors in the causation
of Multiple Sclerosis ~MSjt At present~ evidence has accumulated that the
destruction of the myelin sheaths in MS is the result of an auto~immune process~
Childhood exposure to a virus ~either non~specific~ or latent respt retrovirus~related~
and the formation of a persistent antigen~tissue complex may have set the
autoimmune reaction in motion~ One of the most important indications that
childhood exposure to a viral agent could be a necessary condition for the
development of the disease is the observed north~south gradient in the geographical
distribution of MS which roughly corresponds to the distribution of viral diseases~
such as measles~ Research with twins and the meticulous assessment of prevalence
rates of MS among the relatives of MS patients as well as discoveries regarding
associations between the susceptibility to MS and certain genetically determined
peculiarities of the Major Histocompatibility Complex have now established beyond
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reasonable doubt that in many if not all cases of MS a genetic factor must play a
causal role~ It is~ however~ highly likely that the disease is etiologically
heterogeneous~ which means that in different individuals different genotypes are
operativet The rather low penetrance of the genetic factor or factors in MS has also
led geneticists to believe in the necessity of the contribution of environmental factors
to the causation of MS ~Myrianthopoulos~ I IóS~t
The possible influence of psychic trauma or severe stress preceding onset or
exacerbation of symptoms has since long been a matter of debatet As early as I Sfs
Charcot had noticed that grief~ worry~ and adverse changes in social life might be
causally connected with the onset of the disease~ Ever since~ anecdotal evidence
about the existence of such a connection has continued to appear in literaturet
However~ a major disadvantage of these studies was the lack of an adequate control
groupt If one abandons the search for a specific premorbid psychiatric or character
pathology ~ which~ in fact~ cannot be ascertained ~ and~ instead~ direct our attention
to the developmental psychological characteristics including the parent~child
relationship~ then certain patterns do~ indeed~ emerge from descriptions found in the
literature~ These descriptions all emanate from authors who have gained much
experience in the psychological treatment and management of MS patients~ They
noticed the premorbid existence of a specific vulnerability~ which in their view was
due to a failure to separate emotionally from parents or parent surrogates~
In an in~depth Imultiple N~I study~ comprising a sample of ten MS patients we
found evidence of severe childhood trauma in the histories of five of the seven
women~ Child abuse~ both sexually~ physically~ and mentally~ had frequently
occurredt On the other hand~ none of the three men had been subject to such mental
or physical crueltyt However~ the fathers of these three men had been aloof and
taciturn persons~ The patients had felt compelled to take over from their fathers the
burden of responsibility for their mothers and siblings~ This parentification had
seriously impeded their emotional growth and had prevented them from separating
in a healthy way from their families of origin~ ~Z In nine of the ten cases we were able
to ascertain that the mothers had themselves been severely traumatised as a child
~abuse~ sexual assault~ rejection~~ In nine out of ten cases we were able to determine
with reasonable certainty that the onset of the disease or acute exacerbations thereof
had been preceded by events in the previous year which posed a serious threat to the
self esteem or to the emotional security system of the individual concerned~ They
were mainly events in the realm of family lifet
It would seem that these psychological and psychodynamic considerations could
resolve some of the contradictions and riddles raised by the epidemiological and
genetic studies on MS or thet they could provide for an alternative explanation
which might be less forced~ An example of this could be the observed difference in
MS prevalence rates between Kuwaitis and Palestinians living in Kuwait~ which was

~ z At the time we concentrated solely on the psychological factors an d did not inquire about
possible somatic factors such as heredity and childhood infections~ Hence ~ the Boolean
approach brought forward in ChtN could not be applied to these data~
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found to be higher in th e latter ~Al~Din et alt ~ I glOj ~ This difference might very well
be explained by a first as well as second generation effect owing to the uprooting of
Palestini an families~ rather than by a putative genetic difference as Al~Din and his
co~workers presumed ~~ t Generally speaking ~ ignoring the possibility of
psycho traumatic expe ri ence as a causal factor in its own right might perhaps lead to
wrong conclusions wi th regard to th e causal influence of ce rtain oth er variables
which~ in fact ~ might only have been co~varying ~ or ldragged alongt ~ with the
psychological variable ~

This Section is concluded with the concept of a case~control study in which the
control group consists of patients suffering from a spinal cord lesion caused by a
disease or an accident in which any causal involvement of psychological factors ~
e ~ g ~ taccident proneness ~ ~ c an be definitively ruled out~ Whenever possible the
controls should be matched for gender~ age group ~ marital status an d duration of the
illness ~
The semi~structured ~ in~depth interv iews are conducted by means of th e
Childhood Trauma Odds Inventory ~ChTOI~~ i~e~ a questionnaire designed to
uncover possible traumatic occurrences in the life of the patient and in th at of his or
her siblings an d parents which are open to verification and objectivation ~ In this
questionnaire any subjective and possibly threatening questions about the subject~s
own character an d the characters and behaviour of th e parents are ei th er entirely left
out or are ~smuggledl into an enumeration of possible diseases and impairments in
th e subjectts own family and that of the parents ~ including such items as diabetes~
CVA~ hype rtension~ alcoholism~ str ange or exotic behaviour ~ mental illness ~ child
battering~ óz ctt

On the basis of the an swers to the questionnaire two Childhood Trauma Scores
can be constructed~ that is ~a~ an Actual Childhood Trauma Score ~ACTS~ ~ and ~b~
a Transgenerational or Possible Childhood Trauma Score ffPCTS~t The ACTS is
composed of items referri ng to traumatic events in the life of the child itself~ while
the TPCTS refers ei th er to traumatic events in the histo ri es of the parents or to
familial factors known to increase the probabili ty of childhood adversity~ such as
being an only child~ a tlate arrivalt ~ or being an only boy amidst three or more sisters ~
Section StZ contains th e description of an explorative ~pilot~ investigation of four
juvenile delinquents and their familiest The study described in this art icle is
explorative and heuristic by nature ~ and should be regarded as a t~ x N~l
obse rv ations~ study according to the p ri nciples laid down in Chapter IVt As such~
this study is to be considered as a prelimina ry stage of a multiple N~l study which~
in th e end~ will encompass I S cases of delinquent youth~ The aim of this research
project is to examine th e possibility that transgenerational transmission of parental
trauma may be a causative factor in its own right in the development of delinquency ~
apart from the subject~s own traumatic experi ences an d possible hereditary~ pre~ an d

~j See in this connection also p ~ ii~ where I laid a causal link between the occurrence of
juvenile delinquency as a second generation effect in allochtonous youth caused by parental
trauma~ itet their having been uprooted from their own cultural and family backgrounds~
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perinatal~ and socio~cultural influencest
The maternal grandfathers of the target persons all had suffered as a result of war
and violencet They showed clear signs of a severe postAraumatic disturbance in the
form of alcohol abuse~ physical aggression andlor a Iclosed~ and depressive attitude~
broken only by fits of unreasonable angert Without exception the mothers had bad
relationships with their own motherst In fact~ these mothers also pitied their
traumatised fathers and wanted to protect them against their motherst nagging and
domineering attitude~

The fathers of the boys all had suffered from the physical or psychological
absence of their own fatherst In three of the four cases~ they had themselves been
traumatised by the events of war or by the premature ~ violent andlor sudden ~ death
of their own fatherst All four have lived under the strong domination of their own
mothers~ In two cases the father had also been maltreated andlor humiliated by his
own mothert Much like their own fathers none of the fathers examined took the
initiative as educator of his children~ They were either too dependent on~ and
subordinate to the mothers of the children~ or they distanced themselves entirely
from the children~
A particularly striking feature was the frequent occurrence of complications
during or shortly after the birth of all those three boys in whom problems first began
to emerge in their kindergarten and primary school yearst When one studies the
stories in detail~ one cannot escape the impression that there might be evidence of
organic brain damage in these childrent An alternative~ or perhaps additional~
possibility~ is that the mother~ precisely on the grounds of a shared birth trauma~ has
developed a special bond with this partiuclar childt This bond is characterised by the
mothees over~identification with the child~ coupled with a tendency to over~protect
him from the langry worid outside~~ including his own fathert
When the boys had reached the age of puberty~ the problems escalated to a serious
degree~ For the mothers~ it brought partly traumatic and partly guilt~ridden memories
of their own teen~age years to the surface again and reminded them of how guilty
and alone they had felt at the time and of how they had felt so let down by their own
motherst This explains why these mothers became even more intrusive as well as
suspicious about what their sons might be doing~ and why they were always
anticipating what their next wrong~doing would be~ ffhis is a clear~cut example of
projective identification by the mother~ of her child with her own Ibad autonomous
child~self See also ChtII and III~~
The findings of this pilot investigation already lend support to the hypothesis that
severe and tundigestedt traumatic experiences in the lives of both parents and
grandparents may have created a psychotoxic educational climate which~ in
combination and interaction with ~a~ a possible hereditary factor~ ~b~ a
temperamental factor in the child~ and ~c~ physical as well as psychological perinatal
trauma for both mother and child~ has constituted a ~necessary~ link in the causal
chain leading to childhood pathology and from this to juvenile delinquencyt In this
small group of four delinquent youths the aforementioned ~psychotoxic educational
environmenf can be summarised as consisting of ~l~ a strong symbiotic tie between
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mother and child~ ~Z~ weakness~a of the father~figure both as a husband and as an
educator~ ~ the predominant use of the mechanism of projective identification by
the mother~ leading to a confusing alternation between overprotection and
overindulgence on the one hand and scapegoating and condemnation of the child on
the other~ and ~~I j a serious oedipal entanglement and a corresponding regression to
pre~oedipal modes of behaviour ~e~gt acting~out of ~bad autonomous childrj caused
by the abstinence of the father and the boys responsibility for his mother~
Already at this ~pilot~ stage of the research project it is strongly recommended that
the help given to these boys during their detention should be combined with help
directed specifically to the parents~

In Appendix B the personal and family histories of the four boys~ as well as those
of their parents and grandparents are described in detail~
Section S~J is devoted to a proposal for research into the possible
transgenerational determinants of schizophrenic disease~st There is growing evidence
that schizophrenia is not a single disease entity but a clinical syndrome which ~
though being phenomenologically well~defined ~ yet represents a group of diseases
with varying sets of causes accompanied by different pathophysiological processest
Still apart from this pathogenetic multicausality it has become increasingly clear that
on the individual level the etiology of schizophrenia is also multiconditionak in one
and the same individual only the cooperation or interaction of several ~necessary~
component causes is a sufficient condition for producing the illness ~Ormel~ lgI J~
Rothman~ lgSb~ see also Ch ~ IV ~ ~ The necessary ~but insufficient~ causes known
today which may lead to the development of schizophrenia are~ ~a~ genetic andlor
immuno~genetic factors~ ~b~ pre~ and perinatal factors~ Cc~ neuropsychological and
neurophysiological aberrations as well as abnormal brain chemistry and anatomy
such as enlargement of the ventricles and Ihypofrontality~ Ceither structural or
Tunctionall~~ and Cd~ individual and Tamilial~ psychological stressors Csuch as the
~expressed emotions~~ ~communication deviance~~ and ~negative affective style~
variables~ which seem to be positively correlated with relapse risk~~

When evaluating the impact of certain family variables such as etgt texpressed
emotion~ on clinical parameters such as relapse rate~ one cannot circumvent the
methodological problem of the circularity of the interactions between parents and
their sick chiU the child acts both as a trigger to~ and as a ~tooj sensitive receiver
off parental projections and overprotection~ Methodological problems of this kind
disappearf however~ as soon as one sets out to investigate the occurrence of parental
trauma and its possible influence on the psychological health of the offspringt The
Childhood Trauma Odds Inventory CChTOIJ was devised precisely for that purposet
Its items refer to events~ circumstances~ and ailments in the lives of the patient~ the
parent~ and even the grandparent that are open to objectivation and verificationt
Careful thought has been given to the necessity of circumventing the problem of
~~ Aggressive behaviour of the father is also interpreted by the child as a sign of weakness~~
is This Section is an adaptation of an article of the same name ~De Graaf and Oei~ I IW~t
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Iparent blamingt which inevitably arises whenever one sets out to establish any link
between problems of the parent and the psychotic disease of the child~ This may
cause resistance against this kind of research~ not only on the parents~ part but also~
and especially~ in the hospital staff anticipating possible adverse reactions of the
parents and their lobbies~
In Chapter VI an attempt is made to integrate the observations~ findings~ and
considerations put forward in the preceding Chapterst As already stated in the
Introduction ~pt i~ psychiatry nowadays finds itself at a decisive parting of ways
which may have enormous consequences for the future organisation of our mental
health programmes as well as for forthcoming research~ When seen in this light~
there are compelling reasons for fmding and formulating an answer to the question ~
posed in the Introduction ~ as to the possibility of an underlying ~intentionalityt in the
causation of at least some of the major psychiatric and psychosomatic diseasest The
term intentionality is used here as applying to states or to systems carrying
information which has the potential of giving rise to object~directed or object~
related action ~Introduction~ p ~ ii~~
In Section b~ I I set out to formulate some provisional answers upon the question
posed above~ The case histories described in the preceding chapters lend support to
the assumption that traumatic emotional stimuli may cause disruptions of normal
psychological functioning which are phenomenologically indistinguishable from the
major psychiatric syndromest The form of the ensuing illness ~ etg~ depressive
disorder~ chronic PTSD ~ somatisation disturbance or psychosis ~ depends on the
combined action of various factors and influences~ The latter consist of genetic
factors~ pre~~ peri~ and post~natal influences~ the quality of early and contemporary
object~relations including the parents~ own life histories~ the nature of the
traumatising stressor~ and age or developmental stage at which it occurs~ to mention
here only a few important determinants~ With the aid of a clinical example I
advocate the notion that emotions may not only cause a disruption of normal
psychological functioning but that they also may express and dramatise themselves
through the same disturbance to which they gave rise~ This led me towards
formulating the following hypothesis~ Trauma~ or conflict~related emotions may
serve asprime organisers~ triggering anWor creating structures through which they
can express and dramatise themselvest An example of this is our finding that of the
l O multiple sclerosis patients examined by us ~Section S ~ I ~ in at least four patients
the first neurological defect occurred in the innervation of an organ which had been
the focus of a severe traumatic experiencet If these findings can be replicated and
validated by future ~controlled~ research it might represent a concrete scientific
validation of the assumption that intentional processes may express their dramatic
content ~ i~e~ Itell their own storyt ~ through pathological changes in neuronal ~wiring~~
In these instances one could be effectively dealing with a phenomenon which may
be termed psychomimesist
Section btl is devoted to the consequences of personal and transgenerational
trauma for society as a whole and to the various ways in which people may try to
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cope with their traumatic experiences and memoriest As shown in the previous
chapters an important principle underlying psychic life in general~ and the causation
of disorder in particular~ is the urge towards dramatisation and externalisation of
unresolved traumatic conflictt This urge towards externalisation and dramatisation
may express itself through the mechanism of projective identification ~ChtIII~ ~
through psychiatric or psychosomatic symptom formation ~Chtl Bc V~ ~ or through
tidentification with the aggressor~ in all its varieties C ChtIII óc Section StZ~t
Our vulnerability to trauma is intimately connected with the propensity~ firmly
entrenched in the human soul~ to insist that justice be done~~ This notion is paralleled
by the object~relational view as formulated by Melanie Klein~ according to which
The dread of persecution~ which was at first felt on the egols account~ now
relates to the good object as well andfrom now on preservation of the good object
is regardedas synonymous with the survival of the egot I CMelanie Klein~ l I I SI I g~S ~
pt Zb~~t In other words~ from now on survival of the ~ideallyj good object has
become the child~s principal motivet
When Ijustice is not done~~ or~ as Janoff Bulman ~IgIZ J says~ our tbasic
assumptions become shattered~ we are filled with anxiety and self destructivenesst
For the person concerned such a disillusionment has the qualities of a personal
catastrophic trauma~~ As a result~ the ensuing ~bad objectt ~ representing the childts
disillusionment and rage ~ becomes split off and sequestrated Ceither mentally or
physicallyJ in order to guard the ~good objectt against its ~attackst~ CThese
mechanisms are dealt with in Ch ~ II and III ~J
These primitive splitting operations may also be observed in groups of people
who share the same traumatic experiences or traumatic pastt As Volkan C I glb~ has
pointed out the shared traumatic past may give rise to a ~chosen traumat~ itet a
national martyrdom that is handed over through many generations and may cause
considerable hatred and bloodshed against groups onto which the image of the
tancient enemyt is projectedt

The massive disillusionment and god~lessness of the post~Auschwitz era and the
multi~transgenerational pathology created by centuries of persecution and injustice
to millions of people have also caused a fading of the prevailing IGood ObjecY~
represented by the traditional Islamic and Judeo~Christian God~ As a consequence~
one may be witnessing once more the same frenetic and extremist solutions for
restoring the IGood Object~ in the form of the ~good old religion~~ of course together
with the obligatory hatred against~ and destruction of~ Inon~believers~ and other
dissidentst

This Section is concluded by a discussion of two basic forms of coping with
personal trauma~ They consist of C I J unconscious magical~omnipotent solutions~ and
C Z j conscious~ texistential~ solutionst
The first category comprises some of the so~called paranormal phenomena such
as crisis~telepathy or Poltergeistsib which are reported to occur in the wake of severe

ib itet outbursts of spontaneous psychokinetic disturbances reportedly surrounding a youn g
adolescent lagent~ struggling with traumatic intra~ and interpersonal conflictt
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~childhood~ trauma or following a severe loss in adult life CBender lglb~ Ehrenwald
IIIH~ Eisenbud lg M~t
A second representative of this category is what I have called the ~rescuerls
solution~t In it~ one sets out to offer help to people onto whom one can project one~s
own ~hurt~ or ~neglected childl introject~ To put it in simpler terms~ through helping
other traumatised people one may be able both to undo one~s own traumatic past and
to make up for a failing parent~ Many a worker in the helping professions has found
his or her primary motivation in precisely this mechanism~
In the second category we are dealing with more or less conscious attempts at
coming to terms with injustice~ with as an ultimate goal the restoration and
rehabilitation of the ~Cideally~ good objecttt Here~ that which Janoff Bulman C l ggZ~
has called ~rebuilding shattered assumptionst comes to the foret One such solution
consists of what might be called the flight to the good objectt~ in which ~post~
traumatic~ anxiety and depression are warded of by becoming totally absorbed in a
religious belief system~ often accompanied by a partial denial of~ and seclusion from~
reality~ This Section is concluded with the biblical history of the righteous man Job~
who unsuspectingly became the stake of a cynical poker between God and Satant
Naive as this narrative may sound~ it also contains a deep wisdom and offers an
existential~religious solution which could serve as a model of coping with personal
catastrophic trauma~

Chapter VI is completed by Section b~ J in which I have laid down the conclusions
and recommendations for future research to which the present study might leadt
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Glossary of Terms
GLOSSARY OF CERTAIN TECHNICALf BIOLOGICAL~ ANATOMICAL~
MEDICAL~ PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOANALYTIC TERMS NOT
EXPLAINED IN THE TEXTt

Alexithymiat

inability to identify and to name experienced emotions and
feelings

Allelesi

alternative forms of a gene at corresponding sites on homolo~
gous~l chromosomes~ determining alternative hereditary traits

Amygdalw

an almond~shaped part of the brain forming part of a functional
system important for emotion and memory

Anaclytic~

literally~ ~leaning on~~ refers to a dependent type of choice of~
and relation to another individual

Analgesiat

reduction in~ or absence of the sensibility to pain~ relief of pain
without loss of consciousness

Anhedonia~

the symptomatic inability to experience pleasure

Ataxia~

disturbance of muscular coórdination

Athetotict

referring to repetetive involuntary sinuous~ writhing movements~
especially pronounced in the hands~ arms and neck

Binary~

compounded of~ or characterised by two elements or two parts

Bipolar disorden

a psychopathological condition characterised by alternating
periods of mood~extremes kso~called manic~depressive illness~

Booleant

referring to the system of mathematical logic devised by Boole

Catecholamines~

that group of amines~ of which the aromatic component of the
molecule is catechol~ and which exert an activating effect on the
sympathetic division of the vegetative or autonomic nervous
system~ which regulates the activity of the internal organs~ i~a~
dopamine~ epinephrine Cadrenalin~ and norepinephrinel

Choreatic~

referring to the pathological occurrence of continuous ~ rapid ~
jerky involuntary movements
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Cognitionsi

broadly speaking~ that aspect of mental functioning that has to do
with perception~ thinking~ reasoning~ symbolisation and
abstraction~ but not with the domain of feeling and emotion

Cognitive~
psychologicali

referring to that field of psychology which deals with cognition

Co~morbidityt

the simultaneous presence of more than one kind of illness

CorticaL

referring to the outer~ or covering layer

Cortical area~s~i

those areas of the outer or ~greymattert covering of the cerebral
hemispheres which have been identified in serving specific
functions

Corticosteroidsi

those hormones~ either natural or synthetic~ chemically and
functionally related to ~cortisonel~ which is produced by the outer
layer of the adrenal or suprarenal glands ~which rest upon the
kidneys~~ hormones which are secreted in increasing quantity
under conditions of stress~ which inhibit inflammatory and
immune reactions~ and which help to regulate the bodys retenti~
on of water and salt

Cutaneoust

pertaining to the skin

Demyelination~

the process of degeneration andior disappearance of the fatty
sheath surrounding the axon Clong fibre of a nerve cell~~ without
which conduction of the nerve impulse or discharge cannot take
place

Depressogenic~

producing or leading to depression

Dipolet

a molecule carrying charges of equal and opposite sign

Dipsomaniw

addiction to alcohol

Dissociativei

referring to the disconnectedness and non~integration between
simultaneously existing mental processes

Dyadt

a functionally related and complementary pair

Dysphorici

agitated~ restless~ anxious~ woeful~ ill at ease~ anguished
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Dysthymic
disorder~

a chronic mood~disorder characterised by general depression~ a
lack of interest in life and living and subjective gloom

EpidemiologicaL

pertaining to the quantitative and statistical study of the distri~
bution~ spreading and behaviour of disease or illness within and
between populations

Epiphenomena~

phenomena which occur or appear together with other phenome~
na~ which latter are considered to be the cause of the former

Etiologicallyt

having to do with causation

Exogenous~

originating from external cause or causes

Extrapyramidal~

referring to a phylogenetically older and more primitive part of
the brain and its connections which influence motor activity~
andfor to the physical~ muscular manifestations of its influence
or effects

Falsifiable ~

usually referring to a characte ristic of a scientific hypothesis ~
being susceptible to empirical testing as to its truth or validity

Haplotypest

groups of alleles of linked genes contributed by either parent~ or
the haploid genetic constitution contributed by either parent

Heuristic~

serving to discover~ or to stimulate further investigation

Hippocampali

pertaining to the hippocampus~ a part of the brain forming a
functional component of the limbic system which is associated
with the sense of smell~ certain responses of the internal organs~
and certain aspects of emotion and behaviour

Homeostasist

the maintenance~ andlor the principle of maintenance of internal
equilibrium within the organism of an individual

Homologous~

corresponding in structure~ position~ origin~ kc~

Hyperadrenergic~ referring to excessive activity and effects of the secretion of in
particular norepinephrinel in the sympathetic portion of the
visceral ~autonomic or vegetative~ nervous systems~ and the
attendant effects on the internal organs

Hypervigilancei

abnormally increased state of alertness
M

Hypothalamus~

that small but indispensable part of the lower brain~ intimately
connected to the pituitary gland~ and whose centres or nuclei
activate and govern the peripheral activities of the internal
organs~ the secretion of hormones~ and many bodily functions

Hypoxiat

a dearth of oxygen

Idiopathict

not having a known or understood cause

Idiosyncratic~

peculair to a given individual~ sometimes used to refer to an
exceptional giftedness~ etg~ in music or mathematics~ in an
otherwise markedly mentally retarded person

Innervationt

the nerves serving an organ

Intrapsychici

referring to the content and activity of the ~in the~ mind ~ as
opposed to that which is outside

Libidinisedi

invested with libido~ i~et with loving~ positive or sexual feelings
and strivings of the individual~ from the narrowest to the broa~
dest sense

Locus coeruleus~

a pigmented elevation on the floor of the IV~th ventri cle Clower
pa rt~ of the brain

Mitogent

a substance which induces mitosis ~cell~division~ and cell~
transformation

Monozygotic~

derived from a single fertilised zygote Covum~~ often used in
reference to identical twins

Myelint

the fatty substance filling the sheath around the long fibre of a
nerve cell~ and which is essential for the conduction of the
electrical charge of the nerve~impulse

Narcissistic~

originally referring to hypersensitive~ self centred~ self
aggrandising and short~tempered personality traits~ which mask
and cover feelings of low selfesteemt Here used in its
significance of tencompassing the whole egot

Neurohumoral~

referring to bodily and mental processes which are mediated by
the nervous system acting together with the glands of internal
secretion
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Neuro~
physiological~

Neurotic
collusiont

referring to the functioning of the nervous system ~as opposed to
the anatomical structure~

an unconscious or unwitting coSperation between two or more

persons to effectuate certain emotionally charged situations
which are unconsciously desired to ~re~~create~ while the wish to
do so is consciously disavowed and the aforementioned
codperation is denied or not acknowledged
Nomothetict

legislative~ giving or enacting laws

Noradrenergict

activated by or secreting norepinephrineI ~noradrenalinj~ a
characteristic of the so~called sympathetic division of the auto~
nomic ~vegetative~ visceral~ nervous system

Norepinephrine~

hormone secreted by the inner portion of the adrenal glands~ and
at the nervetconnections in the sympathetic division of the
autonomic nervous system~ and which powerfully stimulates
elevation of the blood pressure~ amongst other things

Nosological
reductionism~

over~simplification of the diagnosis and classification of illness
and disease

Olfactiont

sense of smell

Ontogenetict

referring to the progressive stages of development in the embryo
and foetus

Paraesthesiasi

abnormal sensations

Pathodynamicst

refers to the workings and interrelated actions in the processes
occurring in diseases or in illness

Pathogenesis~

the origin and development of disease

Pathomorphic~

having abnormal form

Phobic~
dependent~

referring to persons who need a protector to shield them from
experiencing anxiety in the face of an imaginary danger from
specific objects or situations
M

Platelet adrenergic
receptors~
special molecules which pick up norepinephrine on the blood~
platelets~ the latter being cell~fragments essential for the normal
coagulation of blood
Post~synaptic

neuront

Precognitive
affectt

nerve~cell which picks up and relays or transmits the impulse
from the cell which delivers the impulse~ across the space which
both separates and connects the two cells~ which is called the
synapse

affect or feeling which is present~ but which does not~ or has not

yet attained conscious recognition as such
Prefrontal cortex~ forward portion of the hemispheres of the brain~ functionally
engaged in processes of judgement and inhibition

Premorbid~

referring to the state of affairs prior to the beginning or outbreak
of illness

Reductionistt

referring to an over~simplifying attitude or approach

Reïficatiow

in psychology or in psychoanalysis~ that erroneous way of
thinking which equates hypothetical functional constructs ~etg~
Super~ego~ with concrete things

Retrovirust

a large group of virusses having in common th at they carry a
part icular enzyme~ reverse tran scriptase~ which catalyses the
formation of DNA which is used in the multiplication of the
virus

Serotonint

a hormone and neurotransmitter~ found in many tissues an d in
the central nervous system~ having a number of physiological
effects

SpatiotemporaL

referring to ~coórdinates of~ space and time

Spirochaeta
pallida~

a bacterium~ the causative infectious agent of syphilis

Stimulus barrier~

a functional concept~ referring to that property of the psychic
apparatus which shields the ego from excessive stimulation
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Sympatico~
mimethic~

having an adrenaline~like effect

Thalamus~

group of nucleï ~centres~ in the midbrain~ having to do with
sensation~ pain and emotion~ and with the relaying of messages
~impulses~ to higher centres in the cerebral hemispheres

Traumatogenic~

leading to or producing trauma

Un~Popperiant

not in accordance with the requirements posited by Popper for
the validation of scientific hypotheses~ i~e~ that they must be
empirically falsifiable

Vaso~vegetativet

pertaining to the autonomic ~involutary~ nervous regulation of
the vessels of the circulatory system
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Samenvatting

Dit onderzoek richt zich op de mogelijke rol van psychotraumatische ervaringen
bij het ontstaan van psychobiologische stoornissent In deze studie heeft het
bijvoeglijk naamwoord ~psychobiologischt twee betekenissent
~a~ psychische zowel als psychosomatische stoornissen zijn uitingen van een
veranderd neurobiologisch functioneren~ en

~b~ deze neurobiologische stoornissen of afwijkingen kunnen worden
veroorzaakt~ of secundair worden ~geëxploiteerd~~ door krachtige emoties en
emotionele conflicten die op enigerlei wijze tot uitdrukking willen komen~
Dit proefschrift is geschreven vanuit drieërlei optiek~ In de eerste plaats beoogt
het een ~her~integratie van het trauma~ en stress~begrip met moderne
psychoanalytische opvattingen en met name de object~relationele varianten
hiervan~ In de tweede plaats heb ik in dit proefschrift een lans willen breken voor
de visie dat de neurobiologische afwijkingen die ten grondslag liggen aan
psychische en psychosomatische stoornissen niet de ultieme oorzaak zijn van
laatstgenoemde~ maar slechts een middel om trauma~ en conflict~gerelateerde
emoties via deze zelfde stoornissen tot uitdrukking te brengent
Ten derde heb ik getracht een methode aan te geven met behulp waarvan de
hermeneutische principes van de psychoanalyse omgezet kunnen worden in
~multiple N A studies~~ en via deze laatste in onderzoekshypothesen welke zich
lenen voor kwantitatieve toetsing~
In dit boek wordt een poging gedaan om de traumatischtemotionele en
psychodynamische factoren te beschrijven en in kaart te brengen~ die betrokken
kunnen zijn bij het ontstaan van psychiatrische en psychosomatische
ziekteverschijnselent Hiertoe dient in de eerste plaats een standpunt ingenomen te
worden ten aanzien van de vraag naar de waarheid respectievelijk onwaarheid
van reductionistische verklaringen van psychobiologische stoornissen~ met
daartegenover verklaringen welke uitgaan van een ~intentionaliteW of
Ibetekenisvolheid~ van de betreffende verschijnselen fflolton en Hill~ lglb~ ~
~Intentionaliteitt is een term ontleend aan Brentano ~ W~~ ~ Het verwijst als
zodanig naar tin betrekking staan tof ofwel lobject~gerichtheid~t ~Als bijvoorbeeld
iemand een emotie ten opzichte van een object heeft ~ zoals liefde~ angst of
medelijden ~ dan heeft hij een intentionele instelling ten aanzien hiervant~ Voor
het doel van dit onderzoek wordt het begrip intentionaliteit gebruikt als zijnde
van toepassing op informatiedragende toestanden of systemen ~ zogenaamde
pragmatische informatiel ~Von Lucadou~ l IHg~ ~ die in staat zijn object~gericht
of object~gerelateerd handelen teweeg te brengen~
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De hedendaagse psychiatrie kan niet langer de confrontatie uit de weg gaan met
vragen ten aanzien van de mogelijke intentionele aspecten of oorzaken van
psychobiologische aandoeningen ~Bolton en Hill ~ llgb~t De meest dringende
vragen die nu moeten worden gesteld zij w I n hoeverre zijn psychische
fenomenen ~ en psychische stoornissen in het bijzonder ~ herleidbaar tot t~niett
intentionelef~ ~ dtw ~ zt niet~object~gerelateerde en in essentie betekenisloze~
hersenprocessenT t~~ direct gevolgd door een tweede vraag waarin de pijlen van
de oorzakelijkheid de andere kant op schijnen te wijzew In hoeverre en onder
welke omstandigheden kunnen hersenprocessen ~of reeds bestaande stoornissen
van de hersenen j ondergeschikt worden gemaakt aan de dramatische behoeften
van de psyche ~ in de zin dat zij als instrument kunnen dienen voor het
overbrengen en dramatiseren van de inhoud van een vroeger trauma enlof een
innerlijk conflict T Wanneer wij de uitdaging die van deze vraagstellingen uitgaat
aanvaarden ~ kan dit belangrijke gevolgen hebben voor de toekomstige organisatie
van onze GGZ~projecten alsmede voor toekomstig onderzoek ~
Gezien ons gebrek aan geverifieerde kennis inzake de wetmatigheden van
tintentionele causaliteit~ en de precieze mechanismen die de interacties tussen
emoties en de hersenen bepalen ~ bevinden we ons thans nog in het heuristische
stadium~ d~w~zt het stadium van I plural N w l observ ations~ of~ op zijn best ~ van
~multiple N~l studiest ~ Tot op heden kunnen bestaande theo ri eën over
tintentionele causalitei V ~ zoals de theorieën van de psychoanalyse of bepaalde
gezinstherapeutische scholen ~ ons hoogstens de weg wijzen bij kwalitatief
onderzoekt Op enkele uitzonderingen na ~ zijn deze theorieën nog niet voldoende
geoperationaliseerd om ze te onderwerpen aan pogingen tot falsificatie of
~voorlopige~ aanvaarding door middel van gecontroleerd kwantitatief onderzoekt
Dit laatste punt ~ het ontbreken van een allesomvattende en falsificeerbare
theorie omtrent t intentional causality~ ~ ~ heeft mij ert oe gebracht een model te
ontwerpen met behulp waarvan wij de interactie tussen emotionele factoren en
neurobiologische processen~ die ten grondslag ligt aan het ontstaan van
psychobiologische stoo rn issen~ kunnen beschrijven en ~enigszins~ verklaren~ De
gedachte die aan dit model ten grondslag ligt is de aanname dat in de ~causale
keten~ die tot het ontstaan van een psychobiologische ziekte leidt ~
psychotraumatische e rv aringen ~ met inbegrip van transgenerationeel
overgedragen psychotoxische invloeden ~ de rol kunnen vervullen van een
noodzakelijke voorwaarde ~ naast mogelijke andere noodzakelijke voorwaarden
zoals erfelijkheidsfactoren of bijvoorbeeld een fysiek geboortetrauma~ Onze
huidige kennis maakt het tot nu toe niet mogelijk om uitspraken te doen over de
mate waa ri n psychotraumatische ervaringen onvermijdelijk nodig zijn bij het
ontstaan van een psychobiologische stoorn is waa rvoor geen duidelijke toxische
of degeneratieve organische oorzaak kan worden gevondent Zijn het ~absolute
noodzakelijke voorwaarden~ ~ zoals de tuberkelbacil voor het ontstaan van
tuberculose ffi e Hoofdstuk IVJ~ of bestaan er nie moxische en niet~degeneratieve
psychobiologische stoorn issen waarin traumatische of emotionele oorzaken
volledig ontbreken en ve rvangen zijn door I niet~intentionelet oorzakeC Het
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antwoord op deze vraagstelling is van het grootste belang~ maar kan alleen door
toekomstig onderzoek worden bepaald~
Bovenstaande vragen en overwegingen maken onderdeel uit van de Inleiding~
De inleiding bevat tevens een opsomming en korte beschrijving van de
theoretische begrippen die in deze studie aan de orde zullen komen~ zoalsi de
Personal Sensitisation Factor rPSFJ
Qndividuele Sensibiliteits~Factor~~
Congruent Life Events rCLEIsj ~Congruente Levenservaringenj~ de kwantitatief
energetische
en
kwalitatief dynamische
aspecten
van
een
trauma~
transgenerationele traumatisering en de mogelijke rol ervan in de veroorzaking
van psychobiologische aandoeningen ~psychose~ jeugdcriminaliteit~ multiple
sclerosej~ de ~psychosomatic solution~ als een vorm van vroege ~schizoïde~
splitsing~ projectieve identificatie~ alsmede de ontwikkeling van ~bad autonomous
self ~Islecht autonoom zelfj en van de Idepressogene moeder~kind dyade~ ten
gevolge van een verstoorde separatie en individuatie~
Recente bevindingen op het gebied van biologisch~psychiatrisch en stress~
onderzoek hebben een overvloed van bewijsmateriaal geleverd voor de hypothese
dat psychiatrische ziekten zoals depressie~ angsttoestanden~ of psychosen~ de
klinische uitingsvormen zijn van pathologisch veranderde neuronale en
neurohumorale systement Eveneens stapelen de bewijzen zich op dat het
zenuwstelsel ~ met inbegrip van het autonome zenuwstelsel ~ ook betrokken is
bij de pathofysiologische processen die ten grondslag liggen aan een groot aantal
fysieke aandoeningen~ waaronder besmettelijke~ allergische~ autoimmuun~ en
neoplastische ziekten~ dat wil zeggen ziekten welke gepaard gaan met
pathologische veranderingen van het immuun~systeem~ Een groot aantal
onderzoeken laten zien dat psychosociale factoren sterk meewegen bij het
ontstaan van ziekten waarbij het immuunsysteem is betrokkent Ofschoon de
exacte samenhang tussen de verschillende psychofysiologische processen nog
niet is vastgesteld~ worden veranderingen in immuniteit in verband gebracht met
traumatische of anderszins emotionerende gebeurtenissen~ Vooral de bevindingen
op het gebied van de psychoneuroimmunologie hebben het zeer waarschijnlijk
gemaakt dat een psychobiologische stoornis het gevolg kan zijn van een
posttraumatische~ tintentionele~~ neurobiologische ontsporingt
Eén van de veronderstellingen die aan het huidige onderzoek ten grondslag
liggen is dat emoties~ en in het bijzonder door trauma veroorzaakte emoties~ naar
dramatisering strevent Met andere woorden~ emoties twillen~ zich kenbaar
maken~ hetzij aan de persoon zelf~ zoals in dromen of neurotische symptomen~
hetzij aan de buitenwereld zoals dat in een psychose~ een antisociale
persoonlijkheidsstoomis of bij perversies kan gebeuren~
Hoofdstuk l is gewijd aan een bespreking van enkele fundamentele vragen m ~ bttt
het begrip I traumatische stress~t Eén van deze vragen isi Waarom kunnen
sommige mensen de meest extreme ontberingen doorstaan en waarom bezwijken
anderen al onder omstandigheden waarover de meeste mensen hun schouders
zouden ophalen~l Deze vraag heeft betrekking op het probleem van de
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individuele kwetsbaarheid voor stresst Dit probleem zal in ~ l tZ van dit hoofdstuk
worden behandeld~ In ~ l t l komt de fenomenologie van de posttraumatische
stoornis aan de ordet Deze houdt verband met de vraag~ Wat zijn de mogelijke
klinische uitingsvormen van de inwerking van een trauma op het menselijke
organisme~l Een derde vraag~ verband houdende met de vorige~ is~ Zijn er
bepaalde symptomen of klinische syndromen die kenmerkend zijn voor een
traumatische geneWl Deze vraag verwijst naar het bepalen van de
oorzakelijkheid van psychische en psychosomatische stoornissen~
~ Itl biedt een deels historisch~ deels theoretisch overzicht van de
ontwikkeling van de begrippen Itraumatische neurose~~ ~oorlogsneurose~ en
~posttraumatische stress stoornist ~IPosttraumatic Stress Disorder~ rPTSDJJt De
discussie in psychoanalytische kringen heeft zich toegespitst op de problemen die
men ondervond bij het opnieuw integreren van het begrip Itraumatische neurosel
in het psychoanalytische denkent Dit laatste had zich inmiddels reeds geheel
aangepast aan de vervanging van Freuds oorspronkelijke verleidingstheorie door
die van de vroeg~kinderlijke seksualiteit~
De opvattingen die in de zeventiger jaren door de psychoanalyticus Mardi
Horowitz werden ontwikkeld en zijn concept van Istress response syndromC
werden ten slotte de hoeksteen van het begrip Iposttraumatische stress stoornis~
~Tosttraumatic Stress Disorder~~ dat in l IHO voor het eerst als officiële diagnose
in de DSM~III editie werd geïntroduceerdt De door Horowitz ontwikkelde theorie
dient echter te worden beschouwd als een in wezen cognitieve theorie~ omdat zij~
naar de mening van de auteur~ niet de kloof kan overbruggen tussen enerzijds de
psychoanalytische drift~ en conflicttheorie en anderzijds het begrip stress~ In deze
paragraaf worden de klinische bevindingen van mijzelf en van anderen besproken
in het licht van de DSM~criteria voor PTSD ~ Naar het zich laat aanzien~ zijn de
DSWcriteria voor het diagnostiseren van de posttraumatische stoornis noch
voldoende~ noch noodzakelijkt In werkelijkheid wordt in de DSM~III definitie
van PTSD geen rekening gehouden met ernstige posttraumatische
en
dissociatieve stoornissen~
noch met
persoonlijkheidsveranderingen
posttraumatische somatische klachten ~zoals hoofdpijnen~~ onvermogen tot
werken~ en drugsmisbruikt Deze stoornissen vallen misschien in de categorie
Visorders of extreme stress not otherwise specified l ffi ESNOS~ oftewel ~Complex
PTSDI
~~gecompliceerde PTSDt~t tIntrusive signs and symptomst~ zoals
flashbacks en nachtmerries~ kunnen hierbij vaak aan het klinische beeld
ontbreken~ vooral wanneer dissociatieve symptomen of ~psychische verlamming~
~Ipsychic numbing~j de boventoon voerent

De Franse filosoof en arts Pierre Janet ~IHSg~ onderkende reeds de
traumatische oorsprong en de dissociatieve aard van wat toen Hysterische
Psychose werd genoemdt
Het begrip Itraumat kan defensieve en zelfs vijandige reacties uitlokken~ zowel
bij individuen als in de maatschappij in het algemeen~ De geschiedenis van de
Ihysteriet en de pressie die door Freud werd ervaren ~en die ook op hem werd
uitgeoefend~ om zijn verleidingstheorie te herroepen~ zijn tekenend voor deze
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mechanisment Eén van de defensiemechanismen die aan deze vijandige reacties
ten grondslag liggen~ is dat van Iblaming the victimt ~ i~et het slachtoffer de schuld
geven ~ ~ bijvoorbeeld om zich te vrijwaren van schuldgevoelens dat men het
slachtoffer niet heeft kunnen of willen helpent Dit kan er ten slotte zelfs toe
leiden dat het voormalige slachtoffer de rol van zondebok krijgt toebedeeld en op
deze wijze opnieuw wordt getraumatiseerd~
~ ItZ is een aanpassing en uitbreiding van een artikel ~De Graaf en Van der
Molen~ lggb~t Een onderscheid wordt gemaakt tussen Wwalitatief dynamischet en
Ikwantitatief energetischet benaderingen van traumat Bij de eerste benadering
wordt ervan uitgegaan dat traumatisering optreedt wanneer een huidige
schokkende gebeurtenis wordt vereenzelvigd met vroegere ~traumatische~
levenservaringen die op eerstgenoemde worden geprojecteerd~ volgens de tweede
benadering treedt traumatisering op zodra bepaalde tobjectievet eigenschappen
van de stressor ~ zoals de duur of de ~zwaartel ervan ~ een zekere grenswaarde
overschrijden~
De zogenaamde ~uitgestelde reacties ~op traumajt ~Idelayed reactions~ zijn een
belangrijk argument ten gunste van de kwalitatief dynamische opvatting~ een
schijnbaar onbeduidend incident kan psychotraumatische ervaringen uit een ver
verleden uit de verdringing losmaken en reactiverent Deze en andere
overwegingen brachten ons ertoe het bestaan van een Personal Sensitisation
Factor CPSFJ ~Individuele Sensibiliteits~Factorj te postuleren~ waarbij een
sluimerend intrapsychisch conflict het individu gevoelig maakt voor
levensgebeurtenissen of ervaringen die op een bepaalde wijze ~overeenstemment
met de oorspronkelijke traumatische ervaring die de PSF deed ontstaan~ In dit
verband wordt de luxerende stressor of levensgebeurtenis aangemerkt als
Congruent Life Event rCLEJ ~Congruente Levenservaringj~
De kwantitatiefenergetische ~te weten de ~ervarings~nabijetj aspecten van het
traumatiseringsproces komen naar voren in de mate waarin de CLE een directe
bedreiging voor het fysieke voortbestaan van het organisme vormt ~ of de mate
waarin de CLE zich voordoet tijdens een levensbedreigende situatiet Het
kwantitatiefenergetische aspect bepaalt het punt waarop een individuele
drempelwaarde wordt overschreden en de Itraumatische vonkt overslaatt Het
begrip ~stimulus~barrière~ ~ zoals door Freud gepostuleerd ~ verder uitwerkend~
kan de PSF worden beschouwd als een Ireceptor sitet in deze barrière~ welke de
waarneming vergemakkelijkt~ en zelfs taantrekt~~ van gebeurtenissen die
overeenstemmen of Icongruent~ zijn met bepaalde aspecten van de PSF ~ De
relevantie van deze begrippen voor klinisch~diagnostische en therapeutische
doeleinden wordt toegelicht aan de hand van drie klinische voorbeeldent
Deze paragraaf wordt afgesloten met een poging tot integratie van
bovengenoemde klinische observaties en beschouwingen met de bevindingen van
recent biologisch~psychiatrisch onderzoekt ~ Mij baserend op het praktische en

~ Deze paragraaf komt niet voor in de oorspronkelijke publicatie~ Deze is voor het doe l
van dit boek eraan toegevoegd~ Het kan moeilijk te volgen zijn voor degenen die geen
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theoretische werk van auteurs als Kolb~ Van der Kolk~ Kandel~ LeDoux~ Post~
Yehuda en Krystal~ postuleer ik het bestaan van een Permanent Traumatic
Memory System ~PTMS~ dat~ functioneel beschouwd~ sterk is verbonden met het
amygdala~hippocampale systeem~
Hoofdstuk II gaat dieper in op de oorsprong en psychodynamiek van de PSF en
tevens op de psychodynamiek van het traumatiseringsprocest Deze observ aties en
beschouwingen leiden ten slotte tot een voorstel voor een object~relationeel
model van persoonlijkheidsontwikkeling ~ waarin getracht wordt de bevindingen
van klinisch en biologisch trauma~ en stressonderzoek te integreren met moderne
psychoanalytische inzichtent
In de paragrafen ZtZ en l~~ wordt gewag gemaakt van de erv aringen die de
auteur opdeed tijdens de behandeling van Israëlische soldaten ~ die in de
zogenaamde Jom Kippur Oorlog van I M naar de achterlinies moesten worden
geëvacueerd wegens een Gevechtsuitputting ~Combat Stress Reaction rCSR~~t
Het merendeel van deze soldaten had voorafgaand aan de oorlog tamelijk gezond
en adequaat gefunctioneerdt Toch werden bij nader onderzoek enkele opvallende
kenmerken in hun pretraumatische gezins~ en levensgeschiedenis gevonden ~ Deze
kunnen worden samengevat als ~ l j afhankelijkheidsproblemen en ~con fl icten~ ~Zj
een diepgewo rt elde onzekerheid met betrekking tot hun man~zijn en hun rol als
echtgenoot enl of als vader~ en ~ J ~ het bestaan van een sterke wederzijdse
afhankelijkheidsrelatie tussen de soldaat en zijn echtgenote enlof zijn ouders ~
Twee ziektegeschiedenissen worden gepresenteerd die tesamen een
karakteristiek beeld te zien geven van de meest relevante psychodynamische
mechanisment Bij de analyse van deze twee I N~l studiest maakte ik gebruik van
zogenaamde Iwerkhypothesent ~ dat wil zeggen voorlopige gevolgtrekkingen ten
aanzien van de meest essentiële psychodynamische verbanden ~ Allereerst merkte
ik op dat de zogenaamde ~fixatie aan het trauma~ bestond uit een sterke en
duurzame innerlijke ove rtuiging het slachtoffer te zijn van de traumatische
ervaring zelf~ van degenen die niet genoeg deden om het gevaar af te wenden ~
enlof van de herhaaldelijke terugkeer van het trauma in de vorm van plotselinge
herinne ri ngsbeelden of nachtmerries ~ Ten tweede vermoedde ik dat de rol van
slachtoffer die tijdens het traumatiseringsproces door het ego werd aangenomen
moest worden beschouwd als een ontkenning en omkering~in~he megendeel van
agressieve ~ of verondersteld agressieve ~ impulsen die voortvloeiden uit een
vooraf aanwezig innerlijk conflictt Op grond van deze observ aties en
overwegingen kwam ik tot de hypothese dat dit psychische conflict moest bestaan
uit een twee polig~ dyadisch~ introject~ waarv an de beide polen worden gevormd
door delen van het zelf en van het object ~ vermoedelijk een ouderlijk figuur ~
waartussen in het verleden een vijandig~afhankelijke relatie had bestaant Dit
dyadische introject is equivalent met de psychische structuur die Kern berg ~lgbb~
een Iniet~gemetaboliseerde geïnternaliseerde object~relatie~ heeft genoemdt De
scholing hebben in neuro~anatomie en neurobiologie~
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toverdracht naar het trauma~ ~ zoals Fairbai rn ~lgSZllg~~Sj de traumatische fixatie
heeft genoemd ~ bestaat dan uit een projectieve identificatie van de schokkende
erv aring met een Islecht~ deel van het zelf~ dat wil zeggen een deel van het zelf dat
ofwel een ~slecht kindt ~ ofwel een ~slechte ouder~~representatie bevatt
~ Z Q houdt zich bezig met de ontwikkeling van de vroege object~relaties en
met de allereerste splitsingsmechanisment Uitgangspunt zijn de obse rv aties van
René Spitz m ~ b ~ t ~ de moeder~kind interacties bij Early Infantile Eczema rEIEJ
~Dauwworm~ en zijn en Wolfe~s werk over Anaclytic Depression CADJ
~Anaclytische Depressie j bij in de steek gelaten kinderen ~ De term
psychosomatic solution~ is van toepassing op een vorm van splitsing waarin een
deel van het lichaams~zelf wordt gelijkgesteld met een onverdraaglijk I slecht~
aspect van het ~opnieuw geïntrojecteerde j object~ dat dan ~ tesamen met het nu ook
Islechtt geworden orgaan ~ wordt afgesplitst en gesequestreerdt In deze
beschrijving van vroege splitsing wordt een poging gedaan om de observaties van
Spitz en die van Melanie Klein met elkaar te integreren ~
~Z A wordt besloten met de introductie van de begrippen W utonomous self
~~autonoom zelf~ en ~bad autonomous self rIslecht autonoom zelf~t Deze
begrippen zijn gebaseerd op het thema van separatie~individuatie ffl ahler~ l IbS~
en op dat van autonomie ~Kestenberg ~ lgbb~ ~ Deze thema~s zullen uitvoe riger
worden besproken in Hoofdstuk IIIt
~ ZtS behandelt de vorming van de Mepressogene ouder~kind dyade~t Deze
structuur is afgeleid van de M epressieve positie~ zoals voorgesteld door Melanie
Klein ~ Het kan in algemene termen worden beschreven als het dyadische introject
W echt autonoom zelf
Ilijdende~ verlaten ~ ideaal goede moederlt Binnen deze
geintrojiceerde dyade blijft het IkinW ~deel het ~moeder~~deel pijn doen ~ terwijl het
tegelijke rtijd boete doet voor zijn t aanvallent door zich in moeders plaats gekwetst
te voelent
Vooruitlopend op een meer diepgaande bespreking van de begrippen
externalisatie en projectieve identificatie in Hoofdstuk III ~ gaat ~ Z~b over de
mogelijkheid dat een depressogene dyade wordt geëxte rn aliseerd in de vorm van
een nieuwe neurotische afhankelijkheidsrelatiet Als zo~n collusionele relatie
~Willi~ lg~lSJ plotseling wordt ontw richt ~ bijvoorbeeld door dood of scheiding ~
of wegens mobilisatie in het leger ~ wordt de be treffende persoon wederom
blootgesteld aan de innerlijke spanning en angst van de gereïntrojiceerde dyade ~
Klinisch beschouwd ~ lijkt het van belang om het traumatise ri ngsproces onder
te verdelen in twee achtereenvolgende stadia ~ een persecutoir~dissociatief en een
schizoiéd~depressief stadium ~ Deze onderv erdeling op psychodynamische
gronden is een tamelijk getrouwe weerspiegeling van het nosologische
onderscheid tussen een Acute Stress Stoornis ~Acute Stress Disorder~ ~ zoals de
zgnt Gevechtsuitputting ~Combat Stress Reaction~ enerzijds ~ en anderzijds
Chronische PTSDt Psychic numbing~ ~~psychische verdoving~ j vert egenwoordigt~
samen met de overige tnegatievet symptomen van chronische PTSD~ een vorm
van splitsing die wellicht lijkt op wat als Ihypofrontalite W wordt omschreven ~dat
wil zeggen een verzwakt functioneren van de prefrontale co rtex~ bij als chronisch
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schizofreen gediagnosticeerde patiëntent
In dit verb an d dient ook het werk van Pierre Janet ~reeds genoemd in ~ l t l ~
gememoreerd te worden ~ omdat deze voort durend aandacht is blijven besteden
aan de mogelijke traumatische achtergrond van dissociatieve ~Ihysteri sche~~
verschijnselen en van andere psychische stoo rn issent
~ Zt Z biedt een overzicht van mogelijke neurobiologische mech an ismen van
posttraumatische splitsingt
De invloed van de partner~relatie op de posttraumatische aanpassing en op het
mogelijke ontstaan van een ~chronische~ posttraumatische stoo rn is wordt
besproken in ~ M t Op grond van mijn e rv aringen tijdens de behandeling van
Israëlische soldaten en hun vrouwen of verloofden~ vermoedde ik reeds dat de
reactie van de pa rtner bij de terugkeer van haar man uit de oorlog ~ alsmede de
hieruit voort vloeiende interactie tussen hen beiden ~ voorspellende waarde had
voor wat betreft de kans op het ontstaan van een chronische post traumatische
stress~stoo rnist Dit vermoeden werd naderhand bevestigd door de bevindingen
van een statistisch onderzoek van IbO Israëlische veteranen ffi e ~ZI~t
~ ZAg geeft een samenvatting van de methoden en bevindingen van een
statistisch onderzoek bij l bO Israëlische oorlogsveteranen~ waarin de
psychodynamische hypothesen zoals beschreven in de voorgaande paragrafen ~
werden getoetst ~
De resultaten wezen alle in dezelfde ri chting en ondersteunden onze voo rnaamste
onderzoekshypothese~ dat wil zeggen het verband tussen gevechtservaringen
enerzijds en aan de andere kant ongunstige jeugde rv aringen~ waarbij stoo rn issen
in de separatietindividuatie een centrale plaats innament
In Hoofdstuk III worden de begrippen die in de voorgaande hoofdstukken zijn
ontwikkeld~ toegepast op situaties waarin de psychopathologie van de
nakomelingen mogelijk mede veroorzaakt wordt door een traumatisering van de
ouders en de transgenerationele overdracht daarvan naar hun kinderent Dit
Hoofdstuk is samengesteld uit twee recent gepubliceerde artikelen ffle Graaf~
l Wlb~ l~c~t
Na een overzicht van de bestaande literatuur~ gaat ~ M dieper in op het begrip
Idyadisch ouder~kind introjecV dat in ~Zt J werd ontwikkeld~ en past dit toe op een
ouderfiguur die gefixeerd is gebleven aan het traumatische verlies van zijn of
haar eigen ouders~
In ~~ J wordt de ~depressogene dyade~ besproken in het licht van de
observaties en beschouwingen van Freud~ Melanie Klein~ Fairbairn en Kernbergt
~ jt ~ bevat een uitgebreide bespreking van het begrip projectieve identificatie
in het licht van de theoretische bijdragen van Melanie Klein~ Bion~ Ogden~
Racker en Kernberg~ Na een bespreking van de voorwaarden en omstandigheden
waaronder het dyadische introject opnieuw kan worden geëxternaliseerd~ wordt
de klinische en theoretische relevantie van het onderscheid tussen twee vormen
van projectieve identificatie ter sprake gebrachtt In wat ik de adaptieve vorm van
projectieve identificatie heb genoemd~ dient de moeder ~ of zo men wil de
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therapeut ~ als ~container~ en ontgifter van geprojecteerde ~slechtel delen van het
kind fflion~ lgbZ~ ~ In wat de defensieve vorm van projectieve identificatie werd
genoemd is het doel juist om een Islechtt deel van het zelf in stand te houden en te
bewarent Het ego wil dit Islechtet deel niet loslaten~ omdat het tegelijkertijd
gevoelens bevat die door het kind ooit als zeer belangrijk of als een zeer
gerechtvaardigd protest werden ervarent ~Vglt het transgenerationele begrip
justificatioW van Boszormenyi~Nagy ~lgHl~j Zo kan Mefensieve~ projectieve
identificatie bij volwassenen worden beschouwd als een vorm van projectie
waarbij het projecterende subject de sterke behoefte heeft om toch nog in contact
te blijven met~ en controle uit te oefenen op~ een geprojecteerd Islechtt deel van
het zelf waarvan het ego heeft geweigerd afstand te doen~
In ~~iJ beschrijf ik in een transgenerationele context enkele klinisch relevante
variëteiten en afgeleiden van het defensiemechanisme dat bekend staat als
~identificatie met de agressor~ ~Anna Freud~ lg S bjt
Identificatie met ouderlijke schuld~ dat wil zeggen het op zich nemen van de
schuldgevoelens die de ouder zou moeten hebben ervaren~ kan het fenomeen van
de tafkeurenswaardige oudert ~~culpable parenV~ te zien gevent Hierbij probeert
de ouder zich van de schuld van zijn of haar eigen ouder te ontdoen door een
houding van overbezorgdheid of van overbescherming aan te nemen tegenover
het kind~ tegelijkertijd echter gaat deze ouder er zonder meer van uit dat hij of zij
van de kant van het kind dezelfde agressie~ kritiek of beschuldigingen verdient
die de ouder zelf als kind had gevoeld ~ of zou hebben moeten voelen ~ ten
opzichte van zijn of haar zich misdragende oudert Aldus wordt het kind tot
~scherprechter~ van zijn ouder gemaaktt Een tweede ~ tegenovergesteld ~
mechanisme is dat wat ik Vdentificatie met de verontwaardiging van de agressort
heb genoemd~ Dit leidt dan tot Iplaatsvervangende veroordeling van het kind~
Hier wordt het kind op projectieve wijze geïdentificeerd met een deel van het zelf
van de ouder~ dat als uiterst Islechf wordt ervaren~ aangezien dit het Wind~ bevat
dat buitengewoon agressieve fantasieën herbergde ten opzichte van zijn eigen
ouder ~dat wil zeggen de grootouder van het kind~~ door wie het in het verleden
fysiek of geestelijk was mishandeldt In gevallen van kindermishandeling komt
men dit mechanisme in de ouder heel vaak tegen~
Een in politiek opzicht belangrijke vorm van ~identificatie met de agressorf is
wat ik het Iverlosser~syndroom~ heb genoemdt Hierbij is sprake van een potentieel
extremistische~ magisch~omnipotente~ verwerking van een persoonlijk en
transgenerationeel trauma~ De psychodynamische mechanismen die mogelijk aan
het ~verlosser~syndroom~ ten grondslag liggen~ worden geschetst aan de hand van
een imaginaire ziektegeschiedenis van een politieke terrorist waarin veel details
uit de biografie van Adolf Hitler zijn verwerkt~
Hoofdstuk IV behandelt de methodologische problemen die verband houden met
de toepassing van de Personal Sensitisation Factor ~PSF~ als een interacterende
latente variabele ~ en met het gebruik van indicator variabelen als hulpmiddel bij
de operationalisering van de PSF~
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In de Inleiding tot dit Hoofdstuk ~ ~ a ~ I ~ worden de vragen en doelstellingen van
het huidige onderzoek geformuleerd~ Enkele uitzonderingen daargelaten~ heeft de
validering van psychodynamische ideeën en constructen altijd plaatsgevonden
binnen de beslotenheid van de therapeutische dyade en in discussies met collegats
die tot dezelfde ~in~crowdt behorent Het door mij gestelde doel bestond uit het
ontwerpen van een methode waarmee psychodynamische begrippen in toetsbare
hypothesen vertaald kunnen worden en met behulp waarvan theoretische
constructen kunnen worden geoperationaliseerd en getransformeerd tot
onderzoeksvariabelent
In ~ QtZ beschrijf ik enkele ontwikkelingen die kunnen leiden tot een
overbrugging van de nog altijd bestaande kloof tussen enerzijds de interpretatieve
hermeneutische methode~ zoals deze bijvoorbeeld in de psychoanalyse wordt
gehanteerd~ en anderzijds het empirisme van de wetenschappelijke psychologiet
Eén van deze ontwikkelingen is de geleidelijke distantiëring van het
Watsoniaanse behaviorisme~ Deze ontwikkeling is een gevolg van het groeiende
inzicht dat bepaalde verbanden tussen stimulus en response alleen ten volle
kunnen worden begrepen door de aanwezigheid te postuleren van
intermediërende variabelen in de vorm van innerlij ke~ cognitiefemotionele~
processent
~ J t~ houdt zich bezig met het begrip causaliteit~ toegespitst op levende
organismen in hun hoedanigheid van individuele biologische systement Dit
causaliteitsbegrip verschilt in sommige opzichten van dat wat gangbaar is in de
sociale wetenschappen~ Laatstgenoemde houden zich bezig met sociale~ uit
meerdere individuen bestaande~ systemen~ die meer ~open~ zijn in de zin dat er
tussen oorzaak en gevolg een spatio~temporele afstand ~ of Icausal gap~ ~ bestaat~
die door zeer veel interveniërende factoren wordt opgevuld die meestal niet
gemakkelijk traceerbaar zijnt In biologische systemen daarentegen~ is deze ~causal
gap~ betrekkelijk klein en wordt door relatief weinig interveniërende oorzaken
opgevuld~ die zich bovendien gemakkelijker laten opsporen en definiërent De
wetten die de biologische causaliteit beheersen kunnen worden samengevat onder
de formeeMogische formule van de ~causale keten~ ~~causal chain~~~ De schakels
van deze causale keten stellen dan de samenstellende ~~conjunctural~~ of
~componentt~oorzaken voor~ welke stuk voor stuk nodig zijn om het bedoelde
effect tot stand te brengen~ ~Zie ook hierna~J
~ QtQ behandelt een belangrijke consequentie van het voornoemde onderscheid
tussen individueel~biologische en Isociologischet oorzakelijkheidt Dit is het
inzicht dat in een biologisch systeem alle afzonderlijke causale schakels~ die de
bouwstenen van een causale keten vormen~ werkzaam zijn op een binaire~ d~wtzt
alles~ofniets~ wijze~ een bepaalde oorzaak oefent ofwel zijn volledige invloed uit
ofwel hij werkt in het geheel niet~ In individuele causaliteit bestaat er niet zoiets
als een Mosis~effecV relatie of een lineair verband tussen twee variabelent
In ~ Q ~ S wordt een onderzoeksstrategie voorgesteld met als uitgangspunt het
verzamelen en analyseren van anekdotisch bewijsmateriaal en het opstellen van
voorlopige hypothesen over ~hoe de zaak mogelijkerwijs in elkaar steekttt Dit
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stadium kan worden betiteld als dat van pluralN~l observationsl ~~meervoudige
N~l observatiest~t De volgende stap bestaat uit de Imultiple N~l studyl
~Iveelvoudige N~l studiet~~ waarin de voorafgaande hypothesen worden getoetst
door middel van gestandaardiseerde vragen in een kleine steekproef van
proefpersonen die allen het bewuste kenmerk of stoornis vertonen~
Wanneer een ~multiple Nwl studyt resultaten oplevert die in overeenstemming
zijn met het onderliggende theoretische model~ heeft het de status van
heuristische evidentie verkregen~ In dit opzicht markeert de multiple N~ I study
de overgang van het stadium van de anekdotisch~hermeneutische werkhypothese
naar dat van heuristische evidentiet
~ l~ b gaat over de methodologische en statistische consequenties van het
begrip ~causale keted~ Dit begrip steunt in sterke mate op het concept van
Isamengestelde oorzakelijkheid~ ~~conjunctural causationt~ Ragin~ Ig V ~ of dat van
component~oorzaken ~Icomponent causes~~ Rothman~ lgHb ~ Ormel~ lgg ~J~ Iedere
samenstellende oorzaak kan worden uitgebeeld als een ~noodzakelijke~ schakel in
een causale keten~ die in zijn geheel een niet~noodzakelijke~ maar voldoende
voorwaarde of oorzaak van een ziekte vertegenwoordigtt De term multi~
conditionaliteit is van toepassing wanneer een ziekte of symptoom teweeg wordt
gebracht door verschillende oorzaken bij één en dezelfde persoont Er is sprake
van multi~causaliteit wanneer één en dezelfde ziekte verschillende oorzaken of
oorzaken~clusters blijkt te hebben bij verschillende personent Dus wanneer we in
individuele gevallen de causale verbanden en processen moeten vaststellen~
hebben we altijd te maken met multiconditionaliteit~ terwijl we bij
epidemiologischlsta~tistisch onderzoek altijd te maken hebben met zowel
multiconditionaliteit als multicausaliteitt Deze begrippen worden nader toegelicht
aan de hand van een denkbeeldig onderzoek naar de oorzaken van tuberculose~
De ~denkbeeldige~ bevindingen bij tien tuberculose~patiënten worden tevens
gebruikt als uitgangspunt voor een uiteenzetting van de basisprincipes van
BooWse logica en analyse~ en van de wijze waarop deze principes kunnen
worden toegepast op een Vaarheids~tabelt waarin deze bevindingen ~ in binaire
vorm ~ kunnen worden ondergebrachtt De samenstellende of component~
oorzaken die tesamen de causale keten vormen~ komen overeen met de definitie
die Mackie ~Ig~IS ~ pt lb~ heeft gegeven van wat hij een INUS voorwaarde heeft
genoemdt Dit is een afkorting voor ~~~~ an insufficient but necessary part of a
condition which is itself unnecessary but sufficient for the result~t ~Mackie~s eigen
cursiveringt~
In ~ l t Z wordt een voorlopig onderzoeksvoorstel gepresenteerd voor het
toetsen van hypothesen die zijn gebaseerd op psychoanalytische begrippen en
ideeënt
Aan de hand van een klinisch voorbeeld wordt geïllustreerd hoe de PSF kan
worden behandeld als een interacterende latente variabele die operationeel wordt
gedefinieerd ~ althans gedeeltelijk ~ met behulp van één of meer indicator
variabelent

De volgende stap bestaat uit het invoeren van de waarden van deze indicator
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variabelen~ samen met die van andere mogelijk relevante variabelen ~ zoals
erfelijkheid ~ ~ in een ~waarheidstabeP die kan worden geanalyseerd met
gebruikmaking van de Booletse methodet Hoe dit kan worden gedaan~ wordt
toegelicht aan de hand van een denkbeeldig onderzoek in een steekproef van
zestien buschauffeurs die allen een ongeluk hadden doorgemaakt waarbij
tenminste één persoon om het leven was gekoment Sommige van deze chauffeurs
hadden in aansluiting op het ongeluk een depressief syndroom ontwikkeldt ~Wat
hier voorgesteld wordt is in feite een op papier uitgevoerde cluster analyse voor
kleine steekproeven en voor gegevens van louter binaire aardt Met het oog op het
zeer technische karakter van deze paragraaf wordt aan het einde ervan een extra
samenvatting gegeven~ j
In
wordt beschreven hoe uit een aantal correlaties die gevonden waren in
het reeds genoemde Israëlische onderzoek bij l bO Israëlische oorlogsveteranen~
de achterliggende PSF als latente variabele kan worden geëxtraheerd met behulp
van indicator variabelen~ Als voorbeeld koos ik de variabele ~overlevingstraumat
en diens sterk positieve correlatie ~ftgS~ met de afhankelijke variabele Wantal
symptomen rtijdens of onmiddellijk na de oorlogjt~ De hypothese was dat de PSF
die er de toorzaakt van was dat deze soldaten ziek werden na de dood van hun
kameraden~ zou kunnen bestaan uit de ~depressogene dyade~ zoals deze in
Hoofdstuk II en III werd geïntroduceerdt Deze hypothese werd ondersteund door
het vinden van relatief sterke positieve correlaties met factor~variabelen die de
moederfiguur omschrijven als ~depressief of toverprotectief~
~ Q~ B behandelt enkele toepassingen van het voorgestelde object~relationele
causaliteitsmodel voor de dagelijkse medisch~juridische praktijkt Een belangrijk
deel van de taak van een psychiater bestaat uit het uitvoeren van expertises en
contra~expertises op verzoek van verzekeringsmaatschappijen~ rechtbanken en
gerechtshoven~ militaire pensioen~ en oorlogsslachtofferwetgeving~ instituten die
belast zijn met de uitvoering van de sociale verzekeringswetten~ enz~~ Dit legt de
individuele psychiater grote verantwoordelijkheden op~ niet alleen met het oog op
de financiële belangen van de onderzochte patiënten~ maar ook voor wat betreft
hun toekomstige psychologische en fysieke gezondheidt In geen geval mag het
onderzoek de patiënt emotioneel schaden~ Gezien het belang ervan zowel voor de
betrokken personen als voor de maatschappij in het algemeen~ is het welbe~
schouwd een verbazingwekkend feit dat er op dit gebied absoluut geen regels of
protocollen bestaan~ noch enige verplichtingen of regelingen voor inter~ of
supervisie~
In de eerste plaats dienen we te beseffen dat psychobiologische processen de
uitkomst vormen van een veelheid van condities die ~elkaar nodig hadden~ om de
ziekte te veroorzakent Als zodanig moet ieder geval waarover onze deskundige
mening wordt gevraagd~ feitelijk worden beschouwd als een multivariabel N~l
onderzoek waarop de principes en regels van multiconditionele oftewel
samengestelde causaliteit van toepassing zijn~ Dit betekent dat iedere component~
oorzaak welke onderdeel uitmaakt van een bepaalde ziek~makende causale keten~
moet worden beschouwd als een factor die l OOo~o bijdraagt tot de pathogenese~
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~~ ~ S wordt besloten met een uiteenzetting van enkele basisvoorwaarden
waaraan naar de mening van de auteur een lege artis medischJuridische evaluatie
moet voldoen~
Hoofdstuk
v is gewijd aan enkele klinische toepassingen van de
multiconditionele benadering die in de voorgaande hoofdstukken werd bepleit~
Het bevat tevens voorstellen voor verder onderzoek gebaseerd op eerdere
onderzoeksbevindingen van mijzelf en anderen~
~ S~ l is gewijd aan een onderzoek naar de mogelijkheid van een interactie
infectueuze~
psychoneuroimmunologische
en
tussen
genetische~
psychodynamische factoren in de pathogenese van Multiple Sclerose ~MS J~ Er is
thans voldoende bewijsmateriaal om vast te kunnen stellen~ dat de vernietiging
van de myeline~schede bij MS het gevolg is van een autoimmuun~procest De
blootstelling tijdens de jeugd aan een virus kan dit proces op gang hebben
gebrachtt Eén van de meest belangrijke aanwijzingen dat blootstelling tijdens de
jeugd aan een viraal agens een noodzakelijke voorwaarde zou kunnen zijn voor
de ontwikkeling van de ziekte~ is de waargenomen noord~zuid gradiënt in de
geografische spreiding van MSt Deze komt namelijk~ ruw geschat~ overeen met
de spreiding van virusziekten~ zoals mazelen~
Erfelijkheidsonderzoek~ alsmede onderzoek naar het verband tussen enerzijds
de gevoeligheid voor MS en anderzijds genetisch bepaalde eigenaardigheden van
het immuun~systeem~ hebben nu alle twijfel weggenomen dat in veel~ zo niet alle~
gevallen van MS een erfelijke factor een causale rol speeltt Echter~ de tamelijk
geringe ~penetrantie~ ~i~e~ relatieve bijdragej van de genetische factor bij MS heeft
er toe geleid dat ook genetici overtuigd zijn van de bijdrage van
omgevingsfactoren als een noodzakelijke voorwaarde voor het ontstaan van MS
~Myrianthopoulos~ lgSSj ~
De mogelijke invloed van een psychisch trauma of van ernstige stress
voorafgaand aan het ontstaan van de symptomen of aan een acute verergering
daarvan~ is lange tijd een twistpunt geweestt Reeds in I MS had Charcot
opgemerkt dat verdriet~ zorgen en problemen in de sociale sfeer vaak
voorafgingen aan het uitbreken van de ziektet Sindsdien zijn er in de literatuur
steeds anekdotische aanwijzingen verschenen over het bestaan van een dergelijk
verband~ Een groot nadeel van deze onderzoeken was echter het ontbreken van
een adequate controlegroept
Als we het zoeken naar een specifieke premorbide psychiatrische of karakter~
pathologie ~die in feite nimmer vastgesteld kon wordenj ~ staken~ en in plaats
daarvan onze aandacht richten op mogelijke ontwikkelingspsychologische
kenmerken~ met inbegrip van de ouder~kind relatie~ dan komen er inderdaad
bepaalde patronen tevoorschijn~ Deze beschrijvingen zijn alle afkomstig van
auteurs die veel ervaring hebben opgedaan met de psychologische behandeling en
verzorging van MS patiënten~ Zij noteerden de aanwezigheid van een specifieke
premorbide kwetsbaarheid~ die in hun ogen te wijten was aan een onvermogen
om zich emotioneel van de ouders of hun vervangers los te maken~
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In een diepgaande I multiple N w l study~ ~ die een steekproef van tien MS patiënten
omvatte ~ vonden we bewijzen van ernstige traumatiseri ng in de
levensgeschiedenissen van vijf van de zeven vrouwent Kindermishandeling ~
zowel seksueel als in fysiek en geestelijk opzicht ~ had veelvuldig plaatsgevonden ~
Daarentegen was geen van de drie mannen blootgesteld geweest aan dergelijke
mentale of fysieke wreedheden ~ De vaders van deze drie mannen waren echter
afstandelijke en zwijgzame personen geweesttZ
In negen van de tien gevallen was er duidelijk sprake van een
transgenerationele factor voortvloeiende uit het feit dat de moeders van de
patiënten als kind ernstig getraumatiseerd waren ~mishandeling ~ seksueel
misbruik ~ verstotingjt Ook konden we in negen van de tien gevallen met redelijke
zekerheid vaststellen dat de aanvang van de ziekte of acute verergeringen ervan~
vooraf waren gegaan door gebeu rtenissen in het voorgaande jaar die een ernstige
bedreiging vormden voor het gevoel van eigenwaarde of voor de emotionele
veiligheid van de persoon in kwestie ~ Het betrof hier vooral gebeurtenissen in de
gezinssfeert

~ S~ l wordt besloten met een voorstel voor een case~control studie ~ waarbij de
controlegroep bestaat uit patiënten met een dwarslaesie van het ruggemerg~
veroorzaakt door een ziekte of een ongeluk waa rvoor vaststaat dat elke causale
betrokkenheid van psychologische factoren ~ bijvoorbeeld ~accident~proneness~ ~
definitief kan worden uitgeslotent Waar mogelijk dienen de controlepersonen te
worden gematched naar geslacht~ leeftijdsgroep ~ burgerlijke staat en duur van de
ziektet
De semi~gestructureerde diepte~inte rv iews worden uitgevoerd aan de hand van
de Childhood Trauma Odds Inventory ~ChTOIj ~X ans~op~eenJ eugdtrauma~
Vragenlijst~~ i~e~ een vragenlijst die is ontworpen om in het leven van de patiënt ~
alsmede in dat van zijn of haar ouders en broers en zusters ~ objectiveerbare
traumatische gebeu rtenissen op het spoor te koment
~ S~Z bevat de beschrijving van een ~pilot~studie bij vier jeugdige delinquenten
en hun families ~ Het in dit artikel beschreven onderzoek is verkennend en
heuristisch van aard en moet worden gezien als een t~l x N~l obse rvationst
onderzoek volgens de in Hoofdstuk IV vastgelegde principes ~ Als zodanig moet
dit onderzoek worden beschouwd als een voorstadium van een ~multiple N~ l
studiet~ die uiteindelijk IS delinquente jongeren zal omvattent Het doel van dit
onderzoeksproject is het onderzoeken van de mogelijkheid dat de
transgenerationele overdracht van ouderlijk trauma een afzonderlijke causale rol
speelt bij de ontwikkeling van delinquent gedrag ~ naast traumatische erv aringen
van de onderzochte zelf~ alsmede mogelijke erfelijke ~ pre~ en perinatale ~ en socio~
culturele invloeden~

Z Destijds richtten wij onze aandacht alleen op de psychologische factoren en deden
geen navraag naar mogelijke somatische factoren zoals erfelijkheid en kinderziekten t
Daarom kon de Booletse methode~ die in Hoofdstuk IV naar voren werd gebracht~ nie t
op deze gegevens worden toegepast~
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De grootvaders van moederszijde van de vier onderzochte jongeren hadden allen
geleden ten gevolge van oorlog en geweldt Zij vertoonden duidelijke tekenen van
een ernstige posttraumatische stoornis in de vorm van alcoholmisbruik enlof een
lgeslotent en depressieve houding~ slechts doorbroken door aanvallen van
redeloze woede~ Zonder uitzondering hadden de moeders een slechte
verstandhouding met hun eigen moeder~ In feite hadden deze moeders ook
medelijden met hun getraumatiseerde vader en wilden zij hem beschermen tegen
de verwijtende en bazige houding van hun moeder~
De vaders van de jongens hadden allen geleden onder de fysieke of
psychologische afwezigheid van hun eigen vaderst In drie van de vier gevallen
waren zij zelf getraumatiseerd door gebeurtenissen in de oorlog of door de
voortijdige ~ gewelddadige enlof plotselinge ~ dood van hun eigen vaders~ Alle
vier hadden zij geleden onder de dominantie van hun eigen moeder~ In twee
gevallen was de vader door zijn moeder ook mishandeld enlof vernederd~ Net
zoals hun eigen vaders nam geen van de onderzochte vaders het initiatief in de
opvoeding van zijn kinderent Zij waren ofwel te afhankelijk van~ en
ondergeschikt aan de moeders van de kinderen~ ofwel zij distantiëerden zichzelf
volledig van laatstgenoemdent
Een opvallend kenmerk was het frequent vóórkomen van complicaties tijdens
of kort na de geboorte van al de drie jongens~ bij wie de problemen zich voor het
eerst voordeden op kleuterschool~ en lagere schooMeeftijdt Wanneer men de
verhalen uitvoerig bestudeert~ kan men zich niet aan de indruk onttrekken dat er
sprake zou kunnen zijn van een organische hersenbeschadiging bij deze kinderen~
Een andere~ of wellicht additionele~ mogelijkheid is dat de moeder~ juist op grond
van een gemeenschappelijk geboortetrauma~ een speciale band met juist dit kind
heeft ontwikkeldt Deze band was gekenmerkt door een over~identificatie van de
moeder met het kind~ gepaard met een neiging om dit kind te beschermen tegen
de Iboze buitenwereU~ inclusief zijn eigen vader~
Toen de jongens de leeftijd van de puberteit hadden bereikt~ namen de
problemen in ernstige mate toet Voor de moeders bracht het weer de traumatische
en met schuld beladen herinneringen aan hun eigen tienerjaren naar boven en
deed het hen denken aan hoe schuldig en alleen zij zich destijds hadden gevoeld
en hoe zij zich in de steek gelaten hadden gevoeld door hun eigen moeder~ Dit
zou kunnen verklaren waarom de moeders in deze fase de grenzen van de privacy
nog meer gingen overschrijden en een nieuwsgierige achterdocht ten toon
spreidden ttatvt mogelijke wandaden van hun zoont ~Dit is een duidelijk
voorbeeld van projectieve identificatie door de moeder van haar kind met haar
eigen Ibad autonomous childt~zelf~ Zie Hoofdstuk II en IIIt J
De bevindingen van deze pilottstudie geven reeds enige steun aan de
hypothese dat ernstige en ~onverteerdet traumatische ervaringen in de levens van
zowel ouders als grootouders een zgnt ~psychotoxischt opvoedingsklimaat hebben
geschapen~ Met het oog op deze bevindingen wordt reeds aanbevolen om de
behandeling die deze jongens tijdens hun detentie wordt gegeven~ te combineren
met specifiek op de ouders gerichte hulpt
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In Appendix B worden de persoonlijke en gezinsgeschiedenissen van de vier
jongens ~ evenals die van hun ouders en grootouders~ uitvoerig beschrevent
~ SJ is gewijd aan een voorstel voor een onderzoek naar mogelijke
transgenerationele determinanten van schizofreniet~ Het is thans zo goed als
zeker dat schizofrenie niet een enkelvoudige ziekte~entiteit is ~ maar een klinisch
syndroom dat ~ ofschoon fenomenologisch goed gedefi nieerd ~ toch een groep
van stoornissen ve rtegenwoordigt met verschillende oorzaken of clusters van
oorzakent Nog afgezien van deze pathogenetische multicausaliteit is het steeds
duidelijker geworden dat op het individuele niveau de etiologie van schizofrenie
tevens multiconditioneel bepaald ist in één en hetzelfde individu is alleen de
samenwerking of interactie van verschillende ~noodzakelijke~ component~
oorzaken een voldoende voorwaarde voor het ontstaan van de ziekte ~Ormel ~
lgg~~ Rothman ~ IIHb ~ zie ook Hoofdstuk IVjt De op dit moment bekende
noodzakelijke ~maar op zichzelf onvoldoende~ oorzaken die mogelijk tot de
ontwikkeling van schizofrenie leiden zij w ~a~ genetische enlof immuno~
genetische factoren ~ ~b~ pre~ en perinatale factoren ~ ~ neuropsychologische en
neurofysiologische afwijkingen naast abnormale chemische en anatomische
hersenprocessen zoals een vergroting van de ventrikels en Ihypofrontaliteitt ~hetzij
structureel hetzij TunctioneePj ~ en ~d~ individuele en Igezins~tpsychologische
stressoren ~zoals t expressed emotions~~ ~ ~communication deviance~~ en ~negative
affective stylel~variabelen ~ die positief gecorreleerd lijken te zijn met het gevaar
van terugvaij~
Wanneer men de invloed onderzoekt van bepaalde gezinsvari abelen zoals
texpressed emotionst ~ op klinische parameters zoals de terugval~frequentie ~ kan
men niet om het methodologische probleem heen van de circulariteit van de
interacties tussen de ouders en hun zieke kindi het kind is zowel een ~tri gger~
voor~ als een ~tej gevoelige ontvanger van ~ de projecties en overbescherming van
de ouderst Dit soo rt methodologische problemen verdwijnt echter~ zodra wij ons
onderzoek gaan richten op het voorkomen van trauma~s bij de ouders en de
mogelijke invloed hie rvan op de psychologische gezondheid van het nageslacht ~
De Childhood Trauma Odds Inventory rChTOIJ werd juist voor dit doel
ontworpen ~ Zoals reeds gezegd~ hebben de items van deze vragenlijst betrekking
op objectiveerbare gebeurtenissen ~ omstandigheden ~ en aandoeningen in het
leven van de patiënt~ de ouder en zelfs de grootoudert
Bijzondere aandacht is geschonken aan de noodzaak om het probleem van
~ parent blamingl uit de weg te gaan ~ ~IParent blamingt is het leggen v an schuld bij
de ouderstj Dit probleem doet zich onvermijdelijk voor wanneer men zich ten
doel stelt om een verband te leggen tussen mogelijke problemen van de ouder en
de psychotische ziekte van het kind ~ Dit kan weerstanden oproepen tegen dit
soo rt onderzoeken~ niet alleen van de kant van de ouders maar ook ~ en juist
vooral ~ bij de staf van het ziekenhuis die vooruitloopt op mogelijke vij andige
reacties van de ouders en hun belangengroepen ~
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Deze Sectie is een aanpassing van een gelijknamig artikel ~De Graaf en Oei~ I~IIZ~~
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In Hoofdstuk VI wordt een poging gedaan om de obse rvaties~ bevindingen en
beschouwingen die in de voorgaande Hoofdstukken aan de orde kwamen ~ met
elkaar in overeenstemming te brengent Zoals reeds in de Introductie aan de orde
werd gesteld ~pt ij~ bevindt de psychiatrie zich op dit moment in een kritieke fase ~
die enorme gevolgen kan hebben voor de toekomstige organisatie van onze
geestelijke gezondheidszorg als ook voor toekomstig onderzoekt In dit licht
bezien zijn er dwingende redenen om een antwoord te formuleren op de vraag ~
gesteld in de In troductie ~ betreffende de mogelijkheid dat er ~intentionaliteiV ten
grondslag ligt aan enkele van de voornaamste psychiatrische
en
psychosomatische ziekten ~
In ~ b~ l heb ik op bovenstaande vraagstelling enkele voorlopige antwoorden
geformuleerdt De in de voorgaande hoofdstukken beschreven gevalsstudies
ondersteunen de hypothese dat traumatische emotionele stimuli ontwrichtingen
kunnen veroorzaken van het normale psychologische functioneren ~ die
fenomenologisch niet te onderscheiden zijn van de ~grotC psychiatrische
syndroment De vorm van de hieruit voo rtkomende ziekte ~ bijvoorbeeld een
depressieve stoo rn is~ chronische PTSD ~ een somatisatie~stoornis of een psychose
~ is afhankelijk van de gecombineerde inwerking van verschillende factoren en
invloeden ~ Deze laatste bestaan uit genetische factoren ~ pre~ ~ peri~ en postnatale
invloeden ~ de kwaliteit van vroegere en huidige object~relaties met inbegrip van
de levensgeschiedenis van de ouders~ de aard van de traumatiserende stressor ~ en
de leeftijds~ en ontwikkelingsfase waarop deze zich voordoet ~ om hier maar
enkele van belangrijkste determinanten te noement Aan de hand van een klinisch
voorbeeld pleit ik voor de opvatting dat emoties niet alleen een ontwrichting van
het normale psychologische functioneren kunnen veroorzaken ~ maar dat zij zich
ook kunnen uitdrukken
en dramatiseren via dezelfde stoornis die zij
teweegbrachten ~ Dit bracht mij ert oe de volgende hypothese te formulerem
Trauma~ of conflict~gerelateerde emoties kunnen fungeren als primaire
organiserende principes rprime organisers~ ~ die structuren reactiveren enlof
creëren door middel waa rvan zij zichzelf kunnen uitdrukken en dramatiserent
Een voorbeeld hie rvan is de bevinding dat van de lO door ons onderzochte
multiple sclerose patiënten ~~Stlj zich bij ten minste vier patiënten de eerste
neurologische uitvalsverschijnselen voordeden in de innerv atie van een orgaan
dat het focus was geweest van een e rn stige traumatische e rv aringt Als deze
bevindingen kunnen worden gerepliceerd en gevalideerd door ~gecontroleerd~
verv olgonderzoek~ kan dit een concrete wetenschappelijke invulling geven aan de
veronderstelling dat intentionele processen hun dramatische inhoud kunnen
uitdrukken ~ dat wil zeggen ~hun eigen verhaal ve rt ellen~ ~ door middel van
pathologische veranderingen in de neuronale ~hardwaret ~ In deze gevallen zou
men daadwerkelijk te maken kunnen hebben met een verschijnsel dat de naam
verdient v an psychomimeset
~ btl is gewijd aan de mogelijke gevolgen van persoonlijk en
transgenerationeel trauma voor de maatschappij in het algmeen ~ alsmede aan de
verschillende manieren waarop mensen trachten om te gaan met hun traumatische
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ervaringen en herinneringent In de voorgaande hoofdstukken werd door mij een
lans gebroken voor de hypothese dat er aan het psychische leven in het algemeen~
en aan psychobiologische stoornissen in het bijzonder~ een belangrijk principe ten
grondslag ligt~ namelijk de behoefte van onopgeloste traumatische conflicten om
zich op enigerlei wijze te doen gelden~ Deze drang tot externalisering en
dramatisering kan tot uitdrukking komen middels het mechanisme van
projectieve identificatie ~Hoofdstuk II IJ~ door middel van de vorming van
psychiatrische of psychosomatische symptomen ffloofdstuk l en V~~ dan wel door
middel van ~identificatie met de agressor~ bij de transgenerationele overdracht van
traumatische conflict~constellaties ffloofdstuk III en ~S ~IJ~
Onze kwetsbaarheid voor trauma is ten nauwste verbonden met de sterk in de
menselijke ziel verankerde behoefte dat er ~recht wordt gedaan~~ Deze gedachte
staat op één lijn met de object~relationele opvatting van Melanie Klein omtrent de
subjectieve noodzaak van Ibehoud van het goede objectt~ ~~~ tt De angst voor
vervolging~ die eerst alleen namens het ego werd gevoelcl heeft nu evenzeer
betrekking op het goede object en vanaf dit moment wordt het behoud van het
goede object beschouwd als zijnde synoniem met de overleving van het ego~ ~
fflelanie Klein~ II ~ S ~lg S S J~ pt ~ ~t Met andere woorden~ vanaf dit moment is
voor het kind de overleving van het ~ideaal~ goede object~ en daarmee dus ook
van de met dit object verbonden rechtsprincipes~ een hoofddoel geworden~J
Wanneer er tgeen recht wordt gedaan~~ of zoals JanoffBulman ~lggZ~ zegt~
wanneer ~ ~ t ~ t our basic assumptions become shattered~~ raken wij vervuld van
angst en zelfvernietiging~ Voor de betrokken persoon heeft zoln ontgoocheling de
hoedanigheid van een Ipersoonlijk catastrofaal traumat~ Ten gevolge hiervan
wordt het nu gecreëerde Islechte object~ ~ dat de ontgoocheling en woede van het
kind voorstelt ~ afgesplitst en gesequestreerd ~mentaal dan wel fysiekj teneinde
het Igoede objectt tegen zijn taanvallen~ te beschermen~ ~Deze mechanismen
worden behandeld in Hoofdstuk II en III~ ~
Deze primitieve splitsings~operaties kunnen ook worden waargenomen in
groepen mensen die dezelfde traumatische ervaringen of hetzelfde traumatische
verleden gemeenschappelijk hebbent Volkan ~lggb~ heeft er op gewezen dat het
gemeenschappelijke traumatische verleden de aanzet kan geven tot een Ichosen
traumat~ dat wil zeggen een nationaal martelaarschap dat door vele generaties
heen wordt doorgegeven en dat aanzienlijke haat en bloedvergieten kan
veroorzaken tegen groepen waarop het beeld van de ~aloude vijandt wordt
geprojecteerdt
Deze paragraaf eindigt met een bespreking van twee elementaire vormen van
verwerking van persoonlijk traumat Deze bestaan uit ~l~ onbewuste~ magisch~
verwerkingswijzen~
en
~Z~
bewuste~
texistentiëW~
omnipotente~
verwerkingswijzen~
De eerste categorie omvat enkele van de zogenaamde paranormale
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verschijnselen~ zoals crisisttelepathie of Poltergeistsa~ die volgens berichten in de
literatuur kunnen optreden in aansluiting op een ernstig ijeugdjtrauma of volgend
op een ernstig verlies in de volwassenheid ffisenbud~ l g ~ O ~ Bender~ I g~ b ~
Ehrenwald~ l g lgjt
Een tweede vertegenwoordiger van deze categorie is wat ik de ~redder~
formule~ ~~rescuer~s solution~j heb genoemdt Hierbij richt men zich op het bieden
van hulp aan mensen op wie men zijn eigen ~gekwetste~ of ~verwaarloosd kindt~
introject kan projecterent Menig hulpverlener put zijn of haar motivatie uit dit
mechanismet
In de tweede categorie hebben we te maken met meer of minder bewuste
pogingen om in het reine te komen met onrecht~ met als uiteindelijke doel het
herstel en de rehabilitatie van het ~~ideaalj goede object~t Hier komt naar voren
wat Janoff Bulman ~ l ggZj heeft genoemdt Irebuilding shattered assumptions~ ~~het
herstellen van stukgeslagen verwachtingenljt Eén van de oplossingen van deze
categorie bestaat uit wat men zou kunnen betitelen als ~de vlucht naar het goede
objectrf waarbij ~posttraumatische~ angst en depressie worden afgeweerd door
volledig op te gaan in een religieus geloofssysteem~ veelal gepaard gaande met
een gedeeltelijke ontkenning en buitensluiting van de werkelijkheidt
Deze paragraaf wordt besloten met het bijbelverhaal van de man Job~ die
onvermoed de inzet werd van een cynisch pokerspel tussen God en Satan~ Hoe
naïef dit verhaal ook moge klinken~ het bevat niettemin een diepe wijsheid en
biedt een existentieel~religieuze oplossing voor de verwerking van een
persoonlijk catastrofaal trauma~
Hoofdstuk VI eindigt met ~ U waarin ik de conclusies heb vastgelegd en
aanbevelingen doe voor verder onderzoek op grond van de bevindingen van de
huidige studie~

~ dat wil zeggen uitbarstingen van spontane psychokinetische stoornissen die zich~
zoals wordt beweerd~ vaak afspelen rondom een adolescent die met ernstige intra~ en
interpersoonlijke conflicten te kampen heeftt
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Persoonlijke verantwoording en dankwoord
IThere are more things in heaven and earth ~
Horatio~ than are dreamt of in your philosophy~~
C Shakespeare~ Hamlet I ~ S~

Het than s voorliggende manuscri pt heeft voor mij in de eerste plaats de betekenis
van het opmaken van een tussenbalan st Hierin leg ik tegenover mijzelf en tegenover
mijn collega~s rekening en veran twoording af over bepaalde inzichten die ik in mijn
werk als psychiater in de afgelopen dert ig jaar heb ontwikkeldt Ik ben mij e rv an
bewust dat deze inzichten sterk zijn geënt op mijn eigen ervaringen als lid v an de
Joodse tweede generatie~ gecombineerd met een strenge christelijk~
fundamentalistische opvoeding ~ en vooral op mijn e rvaringen in Israël ~ waarheen ik
in l ~ emigreerde en waar ik ook mijn opleiding tot psychiater heb voltooidt
Een zeer leerzame ~ maar tevens schokkende~ e rv aring w as voor mij de zgnt Yom
Kippur oorlog van lM~ toen ik als militair psychiater werd ingezet bij de
behandeling van soldaten die wegens een oorlogsneurotische reactie ~zoals dat toen
nog hee tte j van het front waren geëvacueerd naar militaire ~sanatoria~ binnen Israël ~
Hier werd ik op pijnlijke wijze geconfronteerd met de machteloosheid en basale
onwetendheid van de klassieke psychiatrie~ Waar men zich binnen een klinische
se tt ing nog veelal kon distan tiëren van een niet~genezende patiënt door de troostrijke
gedachte dat men nu eenmaal met constitutioneel~erfelijke ~ I degeneratievel~
ziektebeelden te maken had~ kwam ik than s in aanraking met gezond functionerende
jonge mensen dief in aan sluiting op een soms minder ~ soms meer ernstig gebeuren
op het slagveld ~ acuut gedecompenseerd waren en ve rvolgens de meest regressieve
en therapie~resistente ziektebeelden ontwikkeldent Deze ziektebeelden waren vaak
fenomenologisch niet te onderscheiden van reeds bekende psychiatrische
toestandsbeelden zoals een psychotische depressie ~ een tgeagiteerde~ depressie ~ een
paran oïde psychose met negativistische kenmerken ~ e ~ d~~ en zouden ook tot een
zod an ige diagnose hebben geleid indien men niet geïnformeerd was omtrent de
traumatische o ri gine van het ziektebeeld ~
De hierboven beschreven persoonlijke en professionele achtergrondervaringen
hebben er gezamenlijk voor gezorgd dat zich bij schrijver dezes in de loop der tijd
een zeker cynisme heeft vastgezet ten a anzien van allerlei ideologieën en dogmatst
Dit betrof niet alleen mijn vakgebied maar ook het verschijnsel ~religi C~ Wat dit
laatste betr eft~ werd ik mij er gaandeweg van bewust dat de ~wie~zoet~is~krijgt~
lekkerst~theologie en de bij deze filosofie pas sende Iliefdevol~rechtvaardige~ God na
de Tweede Wereldoorlog en na Auschwitz definitief hun aardse bestaan beëindigd
hadden ~ Deze I metabletica~ van God ~ om de terminologie v an de psychiater JtH~ v an
den Berg te gebruiken ~ heeft v an zowel Christelijke als van Joodse en Islamitische
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zijde zeer heftige fundamentalistische tegenreacties opgeroepent Als ingebeelde
wetenschapper beschouwde ik dit lange tijd als een primitief verzet tegen~ en dito
ontkenning van~ de teloorgang van het traditionele ~Good Objecttt Er waren een
aantal persoonlijke schokkende ervaringen voor nodig om mij duidelijk te maken dat
wij deze assumptie van een universeel Good Object evenwel bitter nodig hebben~ al
was het alleen maar om als tegenwicht te dienen voor de destructieve~ kwade~
krachten waarvan wij het bestaan helaas wél met zekerheid kunnen aannement
Omdat ik~ in tegenstelling tot sommige van mijn meer mystiek aangelegde
medemensen~ het rechtstreekse contact met Boven ontbeer~ ben ik in dit opzicht niet
verder gekomen dan de ~Baron~von~Munchhausen~achtige verzuchting~ I~God geve
dat Hij ~c~qt Zij of Hetj bestaatil~
Los van mijn agnostische~ tot scepsis neigende~ instelling heb ik bij mijzelf een
intuïtieve afkeer ontdekt ten aanzien van reductionistische gedachtegangen~ Volgens
de reductionistische ~nuP~hypothese dienen onze ervaringen en emoties~ zowel de
droevige als de gelukzalige~ beschouwd te worden als epifenomenen~ of fall~out~ van
het onvermijdelijke en natuurlijke verloop van evolutionair~genetisch verankerde
biofysische processent De in mijn ogen meest consequente en gevaarlijke
doorvoering van een sterk gereduceerde~ ~waarden~vrije~~ denkwereld is de leer van
het ~sociaal Darwinisme~~ waarvan we in deze eeuw reeds de wrange vruchten
hebben mogen plukken~ Echter~ éénzelfde trend is ook waarneembaar binnen
bepaalde ontwikkelingen in de psychiatrie~ waar het heeft geleid tot een reductie en
IVerdinglichung~ van Me mens en zijn ~unieke en zinvolle~ verhaalt tot een
biochemische entiteit welke op genetisch vóórgeprogrammeerde wijze ontregeld kan
raken~ Dit tot emotieloze biologische processen gereduceerde mensbeeld vindt zijn
weerslag in behandelprotocollen met een onevenredig zwaar accent op
medicamenteuze therapieën~ Tegelijkertijd is er een monsterverbond ontstaan met
om de gunst des psychiaters wedijverende farmaceutische industrieënt In veel van
de grotere psychiatrische centra wordt~ zo is mij gebleken~ niet of nauwelijks meer
kennisgenomen van mogelijke traumatische en psychotoxische factoren in de
individuele en gezinsanamneset
De positie van een patiënt binnen het huidige hulpverlenings~~circuitl is derhalve
vergelijkbaar met die van Moos die~ kersvers uit Europa aangekomen~ in Israël wordt
gerecruteerd voor het legert Gezeten in zijn Centurion~tank wordt hij voortdurend
bestookt door Egyptisch granaatvuurt Moos wordt hoe langer hoe kwadert Tenslotte
wordt het hem te machtig~ Hij rukt het deksel van het mangat~ steekt zijn hoofd naar
buiten en roept verontwaardigd~ ~Hebben de heren er wel aan gedacht~ dat hierbinnen
ook ménsen zitten ttttt~

Enerzijds is laatstgenoemde ontwikkeling te danken aan het feit dat de gangbare
psychodynamische en systeemtherapeutische theorieën en benaderingen er kennelijk
niet in geslaagd zijn om zich binnen de muren van de psychiatrische kliniek
voldoende te profileren en waar te makent Anderzijds echter is dit tnosologisch
i Legendarische Duitse landjonker en officier die in een moeras terechtgekomen was en
zichzelf er toen met paard en al bij de eigen haren weer uittrokt
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reductionismet ook een gevolg van de bij veel psychiaters aanwezige behoefte om
als volwaardige Imedische~ discipline door de huidige ~no nonsenset~beleidsmakers
te worden geaccepteerd~
Het vervullen van deze behoefte tot acceptatie is voor de psychiatrie nu zelf tot
een valkuil gewordent het op ~behandelprotocollen~ gebaseerde~ maar
wetenschappelijk gezien ongefundeerde~ therapeutische optimisme is door de
overheid aangegrepen om ~ in nauw overleg met~ en zelfs geholpen door~ Ihet
werkveU ~ haar plannen tot reductie van het aantal bedden en van de
behandelcapaciteit binnen de grote psychiatrische instellingen te kunnen
verwezenlijken~ De gevolgen maken zich kenbaar in de vorm van rondzwervende
dakloze psychiatrische patiënten en onvoldoende opvangcapaciteit voor acute
gevallen~ Ook is er sprake van een toenemende destructiviteit jegens de omgeving
en jegens de eigen persoon~ niet alleen bij onbehandelde maar ook bij behandelde
patiënten~ en niet alleen buiten maar ook binnen de muren van het ziekenhuist

Wat te doen~ wanneer je patiënt bent van een lithium~polikliniek en trouw je
medicatie slikt~ maar ondertussen seksueel gemolesteerd blijft worden door zowel
je eigen vader als door je oom~ Durfje daarover uit jezelf te beginnen tegenover de
arts~ als er door laatstgenoemde nooit naar je persoonlijke levensomstandigheden
wordt geïnformeerd~
De hierboven gememoreerde witz van wijlen Max Tailleur over ~Moos in het
Israëlische leger~~ waarin een menselijk element wordt geïntroduceerd in iets wat
totaal onmenselijk en destructief is~ geeft tevens iets weer van mijn beweegredenen
voor het schrijven van dit proefschriftt Het bestaan van een metafysische
werkelijkheid onttrekt zich ten enenmale aan rechtstreekse wetenschappelijke
waarneming en bewijsvoering~ Wat misschien wél aangetoond kan worden is de
intentionaliteit en zinvolheid~ welke verscholen kunnen gaan achter de schijnbare
onzin en destructieve chaos van psychiatrische toestandsbeeldent Ofschoon zelf geen
praktiserend psychoanalyticus~ meen ik in de psychoanalyse een wijsgerig~
hermeneutische methode gevonden te hebben die behulpzaam kan zijn bij het
opsporen en opnieuw benoemen van het menselijk~gevoelsmatige element in de
chaotische destructiviteit van deze toestandsbeelden~ Mijn redenatie luidt dat~
wanneer wij er in slagen om op dit vlak reeds ~de zin in de onzin~ te ontdekken~ er
een goede mogelijkheid bestaat dat ook andere~ ogenschijnlijk zinledige en lijdeW
processen meer zinvolheid blijken te bevatten dan wij aanvankelijk durfden
aannement
Dit proefschrift kwam tot stan d mede dank zij de liefdevolle~ toegewijde en kritische
ondersteuning van een groot aantal personen die mijn persoonlijke en professionele
pad in de loop der tijd hebben gekruistt Het is voor mij een speciaal genoegen om
hen hier apart te kunnen bedanken voor hun hulp ~
In de eerste plaats gaat mijn dank uit naar mijn promotor ~ Profdrt TL Oei t Toen
ik Karel in l IIZ leerde kennen tijdens een studiereis naar China~ was ik blij verras t
in hem een collega te ontmoeten die reeds onderzoek had gedaan naar een mogelijk
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causaal verband tussen psychotraumatische ervaringen ~Ufe EventstJ en het ontstaan
van psychische stoornissen~ Bovendien was Karel als praktiserend psychoanalyticus
voor mij~ gezien mijn eigen belangstelling~ een ideaie gespreks~ ctqt isparringi~
partnert Ik was dan ook verheugd toen hij zich later bereid verklaarde om mij als
promotor te adviseren en te begeleiden bij het schrijven van een proefschrift over
~Trauma en Psychiatrie~t Ik ben Karel dankbaar voor de bescheiden maar
consequente wijze waarop hij mij heeft ondersteund~ bekritiseerd en gestimuleerd~
alsmede voor zijn grote en belangeloze inzett Ik hoop van harte dat de samenwerking
tussen ons zich in de toekomst zal voortzetten~
Toen ik in tg ~ b onderzoek deed naar een mogelijk verband tussen psychologische
achtergrondvariabelen en het ontstaan van oorlogsneurotische reacties bij Israëlische
soldaten~ legde ik mijn vragenlijst ook voor aan soldaten die op dat moment op
herhalingsoefening waren in de Sinaï~woestijn~ Hun commandant~ Jossi Rein~ was
in het burgerleven als onderzoeks~psycholoog en lector verbonden aan het Technion
te Haifa~ Hij heeft mij geholpen bij het verwerken van de data ~destijds nog d~m~v~
ponskaartenj~ Mede op grond van zijn statistische en methodologische adviezen is
de multivariate analyse tot stand gekomen waarover ik in dit proefschrift heb
gerapporteerd ~Section Ztg en
Na mijn terugkeer naar Nederland maakte ik kennis met de historica drs~ Petra
Aarts~ die zich evenals ik had verdiept in de problematiek van de zogenaamde
~tweede generatie~ oorlogsgetroffenent Zij had zich voor dit doel binnen korte tijd
vertrouwd gemaakt met de psychoanalytische literatuur op dit gebied~ Onze
kennismaking leidde tot een leerzame uitwisseling van ideeën~ uitmondend in een
gezamenlijke voordracht en publicaties over ~projectieve identificatie in
transgenerationele traumatiseringt~ Mede namens Gjalt van der Molen dank ik Petra
ook hartelijk voor haar waardevolle inbreng bij de totstandkoming van de eerste
versies van ons artikel over de Personal Sensitization Factort
Mijn vroegere studievriend~ de psychiater drt Wybrand Op den Velde benaderde
mij in lg U met het idee een werkgroep op te richten die zich specifiek zou
bezighouden met het onderzoek naar de psychische gevolgen van traumatisering~ In
l Wl werd zodoende door ons de Tsychotrauma Studiegroep~ opgerichtt Deze
Studiegroep komt nog steeds ongeveer drie keer per jaar bijéén in het Stt Lucas
Ziekenhuis te Amsterdam voor lezingen door experts op het gebied van trauma en
traumabehandeling~ Ik hoop dat de samenwerking met jou en je echtgenote Petra
zich~ ondanks mogelijke verschillen in inzicht en tactiek~ in de toekomst zal
bestendigen~
Drt Wolter de Loos~ internist~ heb ik leren kennen en waarderen als een
uitgesproken expert op het gebied van de psychosomatische ~en posttraumatische~
geneeskundet Ik heb dan ook veel gehad aan je belezenheid~ je interessante
publicaties~ en onze discussies over dit onderwerp~ Helaas ging onze muzikale
samenwerking ~ jij aan de cello~ en ik aan de piano ~ tenslotte enigszins de mist in
door een lichte ontstemming van mijn vleugelt Des te meer heb ik het gewaardeerd
dat je bereid was om het stuk over neurobiologie van je kritische commentaar te
voorzient Als het uiteindelijke resultaat hiervan niet aan je verwachtingen
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beantwoordt~ ligt dit zeker meer aan mij dan aan jout
In l gSS werd ik samen met drs~ Gjalt van der Molen~ verzekeringsarts en thans
Hoofd van de Medische Dienst van de Buitengewone Pensioenraad~ door de
toenmalige Plaatsvervangend Hoofdinspecteur~ de psychiater Jt Verhoeff gevraagd
een advies voor te bereiden voor de commissie ~Medische causaliteitsbeoordeling en
protocollering bij oorlogsgetroffenent van het toenmalige Ministerie van WVCt
Tijdens één van onze brainstorm~sessies werd het idee van de sensibiliteitsfactor
~Personal Sensitization Factor~ geborent Ik herinner mij nog levendig ons beider
enthousiasme~ alsmede onze verbazing omtrent de uitgesproken koele ontvangst van
dit concept door onze ambtenaarlijke opdrachtgeverst Je hebt je hierdoor niet uit het
veld laten slaan en bent samen met mij door blijven werken aan het artikel over dit
onderwerp dat nu ook in dit proefschrift is opgenomen~ Vanaf deze plaats wil ik je
hartelijk danken voor deze~ gezien de omstandigheden~ moedige daad en voor de in
stand gebleven vriendschap~
Drs~ Jitse Verhoeff thans Hoofdinspecteur voor de Gezondheidszorg~ ben ik
erkentelijk voor het destijds in Gjalt van der Molen en mij gestelde vertrouwen en
voor zijn waardevol gebleken suggestie om het door ons voorgestelde
causaliteitsmodel in een publicatie om te zetten~
Prof dr HM van Praag ben ik erkentelijk voor zijn commentaar op een eerdere
versie van ons artikel over de Personal Sensitization Factor~ Door hem werd de
relevante vraag gesteld op welke wijze ik dacht dit concept te kunnen
operationaliserent In dit proefschrift heb ik deze uitdaging opgepakt en een methode
uitgewerkt die het in beginsel mogelijk maakt om psychodynamische begrippen in
falsificeerbare onderzoeks~hypothesen om te zettent Ik ben benieuwd of hij zich met
het resultaat kan verenigent
Psychiater en psychoanalyticus drs~ Nicolaas Treurniet heeft de tijd en de moeite
willen nemen om de eerste versie van het artikel over projectieve identificatie bij
transgenerationele traumatisering door te lezen en er in een persoonlijk gesprek zijn
commentaar op te leveren~ Zijn sympathieke en bemoedigende reactie en
opbouwende kritiek hebben mij in sterke mate gestimuleerd om op de ingeslagen
weg voort te gaan Ik ben hem zeer erkentelijk daarvoor Ook Prof dr~ David de
Levita~ drs~ Bien Filet~ drst Marianne Ploegmakers~Burg en Prof Otto Kernberg
dank ik hartelijk voor hun opbouwende commentaart Om uiteenlopende redenen ben
ik geen praktiserend psychoanalyticus gewordent Niettemin ben ik mij blijven
toeleggen op het toepasbaar maken van het psychoanalytische referentiekader voor
de dagelijkse klinische praktijk en de door mij waargenomen sterke beïnvloeding
daarvan door het vroegere en huidige gezinssysteem~ Bij het maken van deze
vertaalslag ~ en mijn pogingen om deze in dit proefschrift vast te leggen ~ zijn de
bemoedigend~kritische reacties van de hier genoemde psychoanalytische collega~s
voor mij van grote waarde geweest~
Prof drt TA~Ht Doreleijers~ kinder~ en jeugdpsychiater~ ben ik erkentelijk voor
zijn adviezen en zijn hulp bij mijn onderzoek in de Rijksinrichting voor Jongens~ Me
Hartelborgf te Spijkenisse~ alsmede voor de uitgebreide becommentariëring van
mijn eerste onderzoeksverslagen~ Ik heb van Theo~s opbouwende kritiek en van de
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door hem toegestuurde a rtikelen veel profijt gehadt
Een belangrijke doelstelling was voor mij het vinden van een zuiver
wetenschappelijke methode om de psychoanalytische begrippen zodanig te
operationaliseren dat zij voor direct onderzoek toegankelijk kunnen worden
gemaakt~ De socioloog Prof drt JAtP~ Hagenaars~ als methodoloog en statisticus
verbonden aan de KU Brabant ~ was de eerste tot wie ik mij wendde voor advies ~ Het
duurde enige tijd voordat de spraakverwarring was opgeheven en wij van elkaar
begrepen dat hij en ik met twee totaal verschillende onderzoeksgebieden te maken
hadden ~ namelijk dat van de klinicus die de individuele mens bestudee rt ~ en dat van
de socioloog die voo rnamelijk te maken heeft met uit individuen bestaande groepent
Toen dit onderscheid in wetenschappelijke benadering voldoende duidelijk was
geworden ~ heeft Proft Hagenaars mij het werk van Charles Ragin over de ~method
of qualitative comparisoW ter lezing aanbevolent Dit boek en de hierin aan gereikte
methode bleken juist dat te zijn wat ik nodig had voor mijn onderzoekt Ha rtelijk
dank voor dit idee waarmee u een belangrijke bijdrage hebt geleverd aan de
methodologische onderbouwing van dit proefschrift ~
Graag memoreer ik hier de methodologische en statistische adviezen~ alsmede de
vriendschappelijke steun ~ die ik door de jaren heen heb onderv onden van de zijde
van Irt A~JMt ~~Tom j Slfjkerman ~ bestuurslid van de ~Stichting Onderzoek
Psychosociale Stresst ~SOPSj en als woonecoloog verbonden aan de Universiteit van
Wageningent Je methodologische en statistische kan ttekeningen bij het Israëlische
onderzoek van l ~ waren zeer waardevol en zijn als zodanig dan ook in de huidige
rapportage verwerkt ~ Ik ben je ook dankbaar voor je bereidwilligheid om het concept
van het methodologische Hoofdstuk IV nauwgezet samen met mij door te nement
Ik ben erg benieuwd naar je oordeel over het eindproductt
Ik dank ook drt A~ W Goedhart~ als methodolooglwiskundige verbonden aan de
sectie Kinder~ en Jeugdpsychiatrie van de vakgroep Psychiat ri e van de
Rijksuniversiteit Leiden ~ voor zijn houtsnijdende commentaar op één van de laatste
versies van Hoofdstuk IV~
Drs Hans Rohlof psychiater te Leiden ~ ben ik erkentelijk voor zijn commentaar
en adviezen met betrekking tot de paragrafen over de psychobiologie van
pos ttraumatische stress~stoornissen~
Drs~ Johannes von Gleich ~ collega en mede~musicus~ heeft één v an de allereerste
versies van Hoofdstuk IV kritisch doorgelezen ~ Ik hoop ~ Johannes ~ dat jij je
opmerkingen terugvindt in een grotere leesbaarheid en begrijpelijkheid v an dit
gedeelte ~ In elk geval hart elijk dank daarv oor en voor het feit dat je je cello
meeneemt naar mijn promotiet
Als sceptisch ~ en voor een publiek van sceptici schrijvend ~ parapsycholoog ~ leek
drt Sybo Schouten ~ als onderzoekspsycholoog verbonden aan de Universiteit van
Utrecht~ mij één van de meest aangewezen personen om mijn poging om
psychoanalytische ~intuïtiest en concepten toetsbaar te maken ~ aan een kritisch
onderzoek te onderwerpent Ik had hie ri n geen ongelijk ~ Het heeft zelfs een haartje
gescheeld of ik had tijdens het etentje met Sybo besloten om mijn methodologische
aspiraties maar beter geheel op te geven ~ Gelukkig heb ik dit niet gedaan ~ Ik verstout
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mij nu zelfs te denken dat ook de parapsychologen er~ evenals wij psychiaters ~ goed
aan doen om weer terug te gaan naar kwalitatiefvergelijkend onderzoek van de
fc ases at han C~ In elk geval hart elijk dank~ Sybo~ voor de door jou bestede moeite en
tijd ~ alsmede voor je nauwgeze tte k anttekeningen bij Hoofdstuk IVt Ik hoop dat we
in de toekomst vaker in de gelegenheid zullen zijn om over deze interessante
onderwerpen van gedachten te wisselent
Prof drt JK Buitelaar ~ kinderpsychiater en hoogleraar aan de Universiteit van
Utrecht~ heeft de eerste versie van het manuscript doorgelezent Ik ben hem
erkentelijk voor zijn kritische commentaar~
De Ame ri kaanse psychiater Bessel van der Kolk ~ Ph~Dt heeft tot zijn en mijn spijt
geen tijd kunnen vrijmaken om het psychobiologische model van Hoofdstuk II van
zijn deskundige commentaar te voorzien ~ Niettemin blijf ik benieuwd naar zijn
oordeel over het gehele proefschriftt ~INow you owe me something ~ Besse WJ
Collega Arie Aanen ~ neuroloog te Gouda~ ben ik erkentelijk voor zijn commentaar
op mijn onderzoeksvoorstel inzake multiple sclerose en voor de door hem
aangeleverde literatuurt

Veel dank komt toe aan de leden van de promotiecommissie die mij informeel
reeds waardevolle adviezen hebben gegeven met betrekking tot de eerste versies v an
het manuscript~
Drt Adeline van Waning ~ psychiater en psychoanalytica te Amsterdam~ dank ik
hartelijk voor haar stimulerende reacties en haar waardevolle aanvullingen ~ met
name voor wat betreft de maatschappelijke ~ existentiële en religieuze aspecten v an
traumatisering~

Prof mrt Jaap de Hullu van de vakgroep Strafrecht~ KU Brab an t~ ben ik
erkentelijk voor zijn bereidheid om zich binnen relatief korte tijd met de
onderhavige materie vertrouwd te maken ~
Prof dr ~ Onno van der Hart ~ psycholooglpsychotherapeut en bijzonder hoogleraar
inzake Stress in relatie tot de Persoonlijkheid en Persoonlijkheidsstoornissen aan de
Universiteit van Utrecht~ ben ik erkentelijk voor zijn inzet~ zijn kri tische commentaar
en voor zijn waardevol gebleken suggestie om meer van de modern e
traumaliteratuur in het proefschrift te verwerkent Ik hoop ~ Onno~ dat je je
opmerkingen dienaangaande voldoende in dit proefschrift terugvindtt
Prof mrt Paul Vlaardingerbroek van de vakgroep Pri vaatrecht~ KU Brab an t~
heeft mij vanuit zijn eigen erv aring met gezinnen van delinquente jongeren
waardevolle suggesties aan de hand gedaan omtrent de verslaglegging en conclusies
van mijn N~~ onderzoekt
Meer in het algemeen wil ik daarbij tevens mijn waarde ring uitspreken voor het
feit dat de Faculteit der Rechtsgeleerdheid van de KU Brabant ~ en de vakgroep
Strafrechtswetenschappen in het bijzonder~ bereid zijn geweest om mij als ~buitend~
promovendus met een zo medisch~specialistisch onderwerp voor enige tijd
gastvrijheid te verlenen en mij hierbij behulpzaam te zijnt
Een bijzondere dankbetuiging komt toe aan drs~ Michael Chayes~ psychiater en
psychoanalyticus te Amsterdam ~ en wel om twee redenent In de eerste plaats heeft
collega Chayes zich bereid verklaard om het Engels te corri gerent Ik ben hem zeer
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erkentelijk voor de consciëntieuze wijze waarop hij zich van deze verantwoordelijke
taak heeft gekweten~ In de tweede plaats was collega Chayes desgevraagd direct
bereid om zijn deskundig commentaar te leveren op het ontwikkelings~ en
metapsychologische model van Hoofdstuk II ~ Ik dank collega Chayes hartelijk voor
zijn positieve reactie en voor zijn houtsnijdende commentaar~

Toen ik voor het bovenschrift bij sectie I tZ een citaat uit Prediker wilde gebruiken
en hierbij nadere uitleg nodig had van de oorspronkelijke~ voor meerdere uitleg
vatbare~ Hebreeuwse tekst~ kwam ik in aanraking met de schrijver en journalist Eli
Whitlaut Ik vond de gedachtenwisseling met hem bijzonder boeiend en ben hem
erkentelijk voor zijn bereidwillige en doeltreffende hulpt
Mevrouw Adri van Oudenallen~ Gereformeerd predikant te Woubrugge~ dank ik
hartelijk voor haar hulp bij het uitzoeken en interpreteren van relevante bijbelcitatent
De collega~s van mijn intervisiegroep~ Gerard Lange~ Marcel Tóth~ Michiel
Noordzij~ Joekes Goslinga~ en in het verleden Paul de Beurs~ ben ik erkentelijk voor
hun warme belangstelling en morele ondersteuning tijdens de voorbereiding van dit
proefschriftt
Mijn broer~ de farmacochemicus dr~ Joop de Graaf is van tamelijk dichtbij
getuige geweest van mijn professionele ontwikkelingt Zijn directe betrokkenheid bij
de psychofarmacologische research en de sterk psychodynamisch georiënteerde visie
van ondergetekende stonden borg voor een interessant spanningsveld dat wij
trachtten te overbruggen door samen quatretmains te gaan spelent Ook mijn trouwe
bezoeken aan de door Joop jaarlijks verzorgde pesach~seiders moeten in dit licht
worden gezien~ Uit zijn hartelijke ontvangst van mijn proefschrift en van het hierin
verwerkte psychobiologische model heb ik begrepen dat het paradigmatische gat nu
misschien wel definitief is gedicht~ Om deze en andere redenen apprecieer ik het dan
ook bijzonder~ Joop~ dat je je bereid hebt verklaard om~ samen met mijn dochter Nili~
als paranimf op te treden tijdens mijn promotie om daarna~ samen met mij en
wederom als mijn ~rechterhand~~ Max Regerfs walsen voor quatre~mains ten gehore
te brengent Heel hartelijk dank voor je genegenheid en voor je buitengewone inzetl
Mijn schoonzusje~ Onnie de GraafBonte~ dank ik hartelijk voor haar morele
ondersteuning~ alsmede voor haar positieve commentaar op mijn onderzoek bij
delinquente jongeren~ waarin zij vanuit haar langdurige ervaring als lerares op een
LOM~school veel kon herkennent
Mijn secretaresse en Ichef de bureaC Joke Peijpers~van Halteren~ en haar
echtgenoot Jan Peijpers~ ben ik buitengewoon erkentelijk voor hun vriendschap en
voor hun praktische en logistieke hulpt Jan heeft zich ingezet voor de veel precisie
eisende taak van het invoeren van de correcties en het verzorgen van de lay~out van
de literatuurverwijzingen~ Beste Joke en Jan~ mede door jullie hulp is het voor mij
mogelijk geweest dit project naast mijn dagelijkse werkzaamheden tot een goed
einde te brengen~ Hartelijk dank daarvoort
Mijn collegats van Instituut ~Orpheus~~ Marcel Hanssen~ muziektherapeut~ en Jeanne
Verhulst~ psychomotor therapeute~ dank ik hartelijk voor hun morele en
professionele steun en voor hun geduld met~ en interesse in~ mijn wetenschappelijke
activiteiten~ Bij deze gelegenheid wil ik tevens mijn waardering uitspreken voor
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jullie wezenlijke bijdrage aan de genezing en het welzijn van onze
gemeenschappelijke cliënten ~
Dit proefschrift wordt opgedragen aan mijn twee kinderen ~ Ariël en Nilt de Graaf
Voorzover men dit nog niet wisti als ouders menen wij de opvoeders van onze
kinderen te zijn ~ maar worden in stilte~ en in het diepste geheim ~ door hén opgevoed l
Toen deze waarheid tot mij doordrong ~ waren mijn kinderen helaas net het huis uit~
Ik ben toen aan dit proefschrift begonnen~ waarv an de ouder~kind relatie het
hoofdthema vormtt
Ariël heeft met de hem kenmerkende nauwkeurigheid en logica het
methodologische gedeelte van dit proefschrift van zijn commentaar voorzien en
uiteindelijk zijn zegen eraan gegevent Heel hartelijk dank~ Ariël~ voor je
genegenheid ~ je buitengewone inzet ~ en je bereidheid om je muzikale medewerking
te verlenen aan het promotie~feest ~ Ik wens je veel succes met je eigen promotie~
onderzoek ~
Mijn dochter Nili ben ik veel dank verschuldigd voor haar genegenheid en voor
de humorv olle en inzichtrijke wijze waarop zij mij als vader en opvoeder ~~in
opleidingt~ tegemoet is getreden~ Hartelijk dank ook~ Nili ~ voor je bereidheid om mij
bij mijn promotie als paranimf terzijde te staan ~ Ik heb veel geleerd van de speelse
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STELLINGEN
l Onverwerkte traumatische ervaringen kunnen zich manifesteren in de vorm van een
psychobiologische stoornis die niet te onderscheiden is van ziektebeelden welke niet officieel
als trauma~gerelateerd te boek staan~ zoals een uni~ of bipolaire stoornis~ een lichamelijke
ziekte zoals hartinfarct of multiple sclerose~ of zelfs een schizofrene psychose~
Z~ Het doorprojecteren van het onverwerkte traumatische verleden van één of beide ouders in
de relatie met de kinderen creëert een IpsychotoxiscW opvoedingsklimaat~ dat bij kwetsbare
personen aanleiding kan geven tot het ontstaan van een psychische of psychosomatische
stoornis~
~ ~ Mededelingen in de vakliteratuur omtrent het frequent vóórkomen van seksueel misbruik en
andere ernstige traumatische ervaringen in de anamnese van psychiatrische patienten~ leiden
tot de noodzaak van een gefaseerd uitgevoerde~ multigenerationele~ trauma~ en
gezinsanamnese tijdens de behandeling~
q~ De Personal Sensitisation Factor~ biedt een verklaringsmogelijkheid voor het epidemisch
optreden van kinderdoding en andere vormen van geweld binnen het gezin~ als reactie op een
te uitvoerige berichtgeving in de media over soortgelijke gebeurtenissen~
S~ Kwalitatief vergelijkend onderzoek met behulp van waarheidstabellen en Booletse algebra is
bij uitstek geschikt voor een analyse van causale verbanden in complexe interactionele
systemen waarvoor nog geen direct toetsbare theoretische invulling bestaatt
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bt De hypothese dat~ behalve genetischtconstitutionele en pre~ en perinatale factoren~ ook
transgenerationele traumatisering een causale rol speelt bij de pathogenese van sommige
vormen van schizofrenie~ verdient nader onderzoek~
T In deze studie zijn aanwijzingen gevonden voor transgenerationele traumatisering als mede~
oorzaak van delinquent gedrag bij jongeren~ Voortgezet onderzoek in deze richting~ met name
bij allochtone jeugd~ verdient aanbeveling~
g ~ Direct na de politieke aardverschuiving van de Tweede Kamer~verkiezingen in lggq~
maakte de nieuwslezer tijdens het voorlezen van het weerbericht melding van I ~~ t sterk
wisselende bevolking in het gehele land Het aantonen van het ~meer dan toevalliget~
intentionele~ karakter van deze verspreking is uitsluitend mogelijk door middel van een
hermeneutische~ contextuele~ analyset
J~ Indien nader onderzoek het bestaan zou aantonen van zogenaamde crisis~telepathie ~ i~e~ het
buitenzintuiglijk waarnemen van noodsignalen betreffende een in levensgevaar of
andersoortige grenssituatie verkerend individu t ~ is dit eens te meer een aanwijzing voor de
dramatiseringsbehoefte en het grensverleggende karakter van traumatgerelateerde emoties~
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lO ~ Vanuit een oogpunt van objectiveerbaarheid en wetenschappelijke onderbouwing vertonen
de thans gangbare diagnostische classificatie~systemen in de psychiatrie veel gelijkenis met
bepaalde dogmatische tradities binnen de theologiet
l l t Naar analogie van de voorspellingen door goede en kwade geboortefeeën in sprookjes~
zijn de verbale en nontverbale reacties van familieleden en hulpverleners tijdens en vlak na de
bevalling ~ wegens hun vérstrekkende invloed op de moeder t vaak bepalend voor de
psychische ontwikkeling en verdere levensloop van de pasgeborene~
lZ~ Politiek~ maatschappelijk en persoonlijk onheil kan dikwijls worden voorkomen wanneer
men er in slaagt de geschiedenis te herkennen voordat deze zich herhaalt~

